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GENERAL STATEMENTS

PAYMENT POLICY

GUIDELINES FOR FIREARM PURCHASES

•    The Silent Auction is by absentee bidding only. Absentee bidders must register by filling out 
and signing an absentee bid sheet.

•    The highest bidder acknowledged by the auctioneer shall become the owner upon the fall of 
the hammer. The auctioneer has sole discretion in the case of a dispute among bidders.

•    Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. has taken great care in the preparation of the descriptions in 
this catalog. Although we believe everything in the descriptions to be true, we do not guarantee 
any part of any description.  We recommend that the bidders view the items in person and form 
their own opinions as to condition, originality, origin, etc. Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. will 
consider all requests for refunds. If a customer is unhappy with a purchase we will be happy 
to discuss a remedy with them.

•    Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. reserves the right to reject any bid in order to protect our 
consignors interests.

•    Bidding on any item in the sale indicates the bidder’s full acceptance and understanding of all 
terms and conditions of sale.

•    Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. will accept cash, check, MasterCard, Visa, and American 
Express as payment for items purchased by those customers who attend the sale. Amoskeag 
Auction Company, Inc. reserves the right to demand cash or hold merchandise until funds are 
collected in full.   There will be a $35.00 charge for all returned checks.

•    There will be a Buyer’s Premium of 17.5% added to all purchases.  A discounted Buyer’s 
Premium of 15% will apply to all purchases paid by cash or check. 

•    All Federal, State and Local firearms laws will be observed. FFL holders may take possession of 
any firearm on day of sale when they present a signed copy of their Federal Firearms License. 
New Hampshire residents over the age of 21 may take possession of any firearm on day of 
sale providing the proper paperwork is filled out and the transfer has been approved either 
through the NH State Police or the FBI NICS System. While most NICS and State approvals 
are immediate, approvals could take up to 3 days. Most non-residents may take possession 
of long guns on day of sale after completing the proper forms and successfully completing a 
NICS check; modern handguns will need to be shipped to an FFL holder in the buyer’s home 
state. Buyer is responsible for any and all shipping charges and all items must be paid for on 
day of sale. Bidders should be familiar with their local and state laws.

Firearms are marked as follows:

 ANTIQUE - no paperwork required

  C&R - for firearms that fall under the ATF Curio & Relics licensing and if purchased by 
a person with a “C&R License” no paperwork is required.  NOTE: Items that meet the 
age requirements but have been altered from their original configuration may NOT be 
delivered on a C&R License.

  Firearms that are not marked with one of these notations are considered to be 
“MODERN” and all proper paperwork is required unless you are an FFL Dealer.

Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. does not warranty the safety of any article it sells.  Therefore, 
it is imperative that, before you use any firearm purchased here or anywhere else, you have it 
examined by a qualified gunsmith to determine whether or not it is safe to use.

FIREARMS WARNING

250 commercial street - suite 3011 - manchester, new hampshire 03101
603/627-7383      fax 603/627-7384        www.amoskeagauction.com

jason & melissa devine - nh license no. 2555
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ABSENTEE ONLY BIDDING
The Amoskeag Auction Gallery is located in the historic Manchester Millyard at 
250 Commercial Street. The auction, as well as viewing, will take place at this 
location. Directions can be found in the back of  the live catalog. Results of  the 
Silent Auction will not be available until June 7, 2017.

VIEWING
AUGUST 14TH - AUGUST 25TH
Viewing will be available from August 14th through August 25th by appointment, as well as on the days of  the sale,  
from 7:30am to 3:00pm. We do have a few select evenings available for viewing and those times and dates can be 
obtained by calling our office.  Our office is not open for viewing on the weekends.

INFORMATION
PLEASE READ OUR TERMS & CONDITIONS OF SALE
Located on the inside front and back covers of  our catalog you will find our Terms and Conditions of  Sale, Absentee 
Bidding Information, Pre-Registration Forms and other General Information. Please read and become familiar with 
our Terms and Conditions of  Sale.

There will be a Buyer’s Premium of  17.5% added to all purchases.  A discounted Buyers Premium of  15% will apply 
to all purchases paid by cash or check. 

PLEASE NOTE: OUR OFFICE WILL BE CLOSED FOR VISITORS ON MONDAY AND TUESDAY FOLLOWING THE 
SALE.  No merchandise will be delivered on those days. We will resume normal business hours 
(8:00am to 4:00pm) on Wednesday, August 30, 2017.

SILENT BIDDERS: 
SILENT BID SHEETS ARE DUE ON 

SATURDAY • AUGUST 26TH, 2017 BY 3:00 PM (EST)
If you are planning on bidding on an excessive amount of items we  

request that your bid sheets be turned in on Friday, June 2nd
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Firearms
1100. ITHACA FIELD GRADE STAR MODEL NEW ITHACA DOUBLE BOX-

LOCK SHOTGUN serial #446308, 12 ga., 30” barrels choked improved cylinder and modified 
with bright about excellent bores. The barrels retain about 98% excellent quality polished hot immersion 

blue with remnants of light pitting for about 3” at the muzzles. The frame is a dark gray-blue fading to plum and 
shows the typical dogs on point with extra engraved stars on both frame flats and at the belly of frame and bow of guard. 

The checkered walnut capped pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good with flat-top checkering and the forearm showing 
a bit more wear with only remnants of its pattern. The gun locks up tightly and seems to function well with the forearm being just 
slightly loose. (38381-17) {C&R} (200/400)

1101.  PARKER VH GRADE BOXLOCK DOUBLE 
SHOTGUNS serial #154324, 12 ga., 30” barrels, both choked a light 
full, with very good bores showing scattered very light oxidation and very light pitting, the 
left tube with a small ding. The barrels are an overall plum brown patina with some sparsely 
scattered light oxidation here and there with a handful of widely scattered light pits. The frame is 
similar being a smooth plum brown patina with a few dings on the fences and some scattered light oxidation; the 
triggerguard shows oxidation on the bow. The smooth walnut buttstock is a good-quality replacement from the period of 
use. It is un-checkered and rates about very good with the original pistolgrip cap and a grooved hard rubber buttplate fitted. 
There are a couple of gaps at its fit with the tangs, a small 1” crack at the top of the right cheekpiece and a small crack at the rear of the 
upper tang. The splinter style forend rates about very good with a couple of small chips and the checkering worn to flat-top. The length of 
pull is 13 7/8” and the gun seems to lock up well, although there is slight lateral play, but the barrels are on face. Possibly a good rainy day 
Parker or restoration candidate. (38367-8) {C&R} (300/500)

1102. SPRINGFIELD ARMORY 1903 MAGAZINE SPORTING RIFLE serial 
#1344005, 30-06, 24” 2-30 dated star-gauged barrel with a fair bore which shows moderate 

erosion. The metal surfaces are an overall dull gray-blue patina with faded original blue and the bottom 
metal flaked to plum. An original military stock has been neatly sporterized and checkered and was rather well done. Quick 

detachable sling swivels have been fitted as well as a barrel band and the length of pull to the grooved hard rubber buttplate is 13 
1/4”. The bolt handle is marked “NS” and the bolt body is not numbered in any way. There is an ivory Lyman front sight in the original front 
sight base, the receiver has been drilled and tapped for a Lyman 48 sight and both front ring and barrel have been drilled and tapped for 
steel target blocks. The Springfield Research Service Summary of DCM Rifle Sales 1922-1942 lists this serial number as having been sold 
as a “sporter”, this however is clearly not a 1903 DCM “sporter” stock. An interesting rifle overall that might be worthwhile to bring back to 
its original configuration. (38339-19) {C&R} (500/700)

1103.  CUSTOM MAUSER 98 SPORTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #3516, 243 Win, 24” Flaigs ace barrel with a bright excellent bore. 
The metal surfaces of the barreled action retain about 97% nice quality hot immersion blue. The bottom metal has toned primarily to a 
plum and darker gray patina. The rifle has been stocked with a Reinhardt Fajen Huntsman semi inletted stock. The stock rates very good 
and seems to have been effectively inletted and finished, with a few minor dings and handling marks from the years. The receiver has 
been professionally drilled and tapped for a steel one piece scope base which mounts 1” rings and a Bushnell 3x9 buckhorn scope. The 
bolt handle has been forged and swept low for scope clearance and there has been a low scope safety fitted as well. Additional amenities 
include beveled follower and a fully adjustable commercial trigger. (38339-23) {MODERN} (300/500)

1104. CUSTOM 1917 ENFIELD MAGAZINE SPORTING RIFLE serial 
#819271, 30-06, 24” barrel with a bright about excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 

97% good-quality buffed hot immersion blue. The rifle has been stocked Monte Carlo style in American 
black walnut with a satin finish. The gun features a flared left-side cheekpiece and contrasting maple forend 

tip and gripcap with maple and ebony spacers. There are stippled panels at the grip and forearm with oak leaf and acorn carvings 
at their centers. The rifle has been drilled and tapped for a steel one piece Redfield base with 1” rings which mount a Weaver K-6 

telescopic sight with fine crosshair reticle and bright excellent optics. The scope shows some ring marks on the tube. The rifle has been 
fitted with an adjustable commercial style trigger and the length of pull to the 1” ventilated recoil pad is 13 3/8”. An attractive big Enfield 
sporter overall. (38348-8) {MODERN} (400/600)

1105.  CUSTOM REMINGTON 1903 SPORTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #3050012, 30-06, 24” barrel with a bright excellent two 
groove bore. The metal surfaces retain about 97% buffed hot immersion blue finish. The rifle has been stocked in a Reinhardt Fajen Sports-
man black walnut stock with a flared left side cheekpiece and tenite forend tip with white line spacers. The stock rates very good with only 
light handling marks from use afield. The rifle has been professionally drilled and tapped for Bausch & Lomb telescopic sight bases and a 
Bausch & Lomb Balvar 2 1/2-8 telescopic sight with tapered crosshair reticle and slightly cloudy optics is mounted. The bolt handle has 
been swept low for scope clearance and a low scope safety has been installed. The length of pull to the ventilated recoil pad is 13 5/8”. A 
very good budget sporter overall with a vintage eyewear. (38348-6) {MODERN} (300/500)

1100

1101

1102

1104
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1106. CUSTOM SPRINGFIELD MODEL 1873 TRAPDOOR SPORTING RIFLE 
serial #57748, 45-70 Govt, 25 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barreled action, 

band and triggerguard retain 97% buffed hot immersion blue finish with the lockplate and hammer show-
ing a similar amount of restored color case-hardening. The rifle is stocked classic style in American black walnut with 

a rounded pistolgrip and flared left-side shadowline cheekpiece. There are nice checkered panels at the grip and forearm 
and the rifle is sighted with a Lyman ivory bead front on sporting ramp and Williams guide rear sight. The action is crisp and 

mechanically functional. The length of pull to the grooved hard rubber buttplate is 14”. An interesting and attractive 45-70 Govt sporter. 
(38348-9) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)

1107.  REMINGTON MODEL 1889 DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #78283, 10 ga., 32” barrels with fair bores showing pitting 
their full length. The barrels show fading damascus pattern their full length with overall oxidation staining and a handful of light dings and 
dents. The balance of the iron surfaces are a speckled oxidized brown and pewter patina. The buttstock rates poor with numerous fractures 
through the wrist showing a catastrophic failure which was repaired. There is an electric welded long upper tang with screws through the 
wrist. The splinter forend rates about good with a chip missing from its right side. Barrels are loose, off-face and the right lock functions 
mechanically; the left does not. A good Remington for over the mantel. (38117-24) {ANTIQUE} (100/250)

1108.  BRITISH SIDELEVER DOUBLE HAMMERGUN BY WILLIAM MOORE & CO.  serial #283, 11 Ga., 31 1/2” barrels with fair bores. 
The barrels are an overall silvery pewter patina their full length with scattered light oxidation and some light pinprick pits. The frame, lock-
plates, triggerguard and sidelever are a dull pewter gray patina with spots of darker oxidation and rust staining. There is very light borderline 
engraving and the lockplates are both maker marked. The checkered capped pistolgrip English walnut buttstock rates about very good as 
refinished a number of years ago, the forend is similar with flat-top checkering. The locks are rebounding and both of the hammer screws 
are replacements. Barrels are slightly loose and off-face but the locks seem to function mechanically. (38117-27) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

1109.  BRITISH DOUBLE HAMMERGUN BY W RICHARDS serial #41429, 10 Ga., 32” barrels with poor bores. The barrels retain a scant 
damascus pattern and are primarily a pewter and lightly speckled oxidized brown patina. The lockplates and frame are a similar deep 
tarnished pewter with light brown oxidation staining and scattered light pitting. The triggerguard is slightly malformed and is retained by 
a non-gun screw. The buttstock is a later-made American walnut replacement and is rather amateurish. The original checkered splinter 
forend with horn tip insert rates good with a number of minor slivers and chips missing. The right lock seems to work appropriately, 
the left hammer is missing and there is a rudimentary replacement included but not attached, barrels are off-face and slightly loose. 
(38117-13) {C&R} (100/200)

1110.  BRITISH SIDELEVER DOUBLE HAMMERGUN BY W RICHARDS serial #3132, 10 ga., 28” barrels with poor bores. All of the 
metal surfaces are primarily a lightly oxidized and speckled brown patina with pewter undertones and the barrels with trace damascus 
pattern. Frame and lockplates show some very light engraving. The straight grip English walnut buttstock rates about very good showing 
minor dings and handling marks from the years with a couple chips and a few small cracks. The splinter style forend rates good and is worn 
nearly smooth. The locks are rebounding and seem to work properly, the lever spring however is weak and the barrels are off-face and 
fairly loose. An excellent candidate for above the mantel. (38117-15) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)

1111.  BRITISH DOUBLE HAMMERGUN BY CG BONEHILL serial #29317, 10 ga., 31 1/2” barrels with fair-poor bores. The barrels are an 
overall speckled brown and deep pewter patina showing no real remnants of damascus pattern. The frame and lockplates are very lightly 
and rudimentarily engraved and the lockplates are maker marked. The checkered round knob English walnut buttstock rates good with 
quite a bit of wear, the checkering worn smooth, a bit of added finish and a prominent chip missing beneath the left lockplate. The forend 
is about good as well, its tip has been replaced, checkering worn smooth and there is a 1” crack at its nosecap. Locks are rebounding and 
seem to operate properly. Barrels are very loose and off face. A quality hanger for the wall. (38117-1) {ANTIQUE} (100/250)

1112.  BRITISH SIDELEVER DOUBLE HAMMERGUN BY JP CLABROUGH & BRO serial #1587, 10 ga., 30” barrels with fair bores. The 
barrels are dark gray and lighter gray contrasting damascus pattern their full length with the maker’s name on rib. The frame and lockplates 
show light good quality engraving and are primarily a smooth dull pewter-gray patina. The checkered English walnut capped pistolgrip 
buttstock rates good to perhaps near very good showing a great deal of honest wear with the checkering worn to flat-top. The forend is 
worn nearly smooth. Locks feature graceful rebounding hammers and seem to operate properly. The barrels are quite loose and off-face 
and the front trigger has been broken during the period of use and re-contoured. An interesting JP Clabrough & Bros double hammergun 
overall. (38117-10) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)

1113.  BELGIAN UNDER LEVER DOUBLE HAMMERGUN MARKED W RICHARDS serial #44, 12 ga., 30” barrels with poor bores. All 
of the metal surfaces are an oxidized brown patina with pewter undertones. The back action locks are merely maker marked. The straight 
grip English walnut buttstock rates about good with numerous drying cracks and checks, with missing slivers and the checkering worn 
flattop. The locks are non-rebounding and function for the most part. The forend hinge pin is loose, lock up is very loose and the barrels 
are quite a bit off face. This is a forward under-lever with no forend. (38117-9) {ANTIQUE} (40/150)

1114.  BELGIAN UNDER LEVER DOUBLE HAMMERGUN MARKED W MOORE & CO.  10 ga., 32” barrels with mostly bright very 
good plus bores which show a few spots of light pitting. The barrels are primarily a plum brown patina and show some strong trace 
damascus pattern nearly their full length. There are a few spots of light oxidation here and there but are primarily smooth. The frame and 
forward barrel frame show some smoky traces of case colors with silvery case-hardening mingling with the flaked brown base metal. 
The back action locks are very lightly engraved and maker-marked and are primarily a silvery pewter and brown patina; they are non-re-
bounding but operate properly. The under lever is now primarily a pewter patina and the triggerguard has faded to plum. The checkered 
straight grip European walnut buttstock rates very good with the expected minor dings and handling marks from the years and quite a bit 
of original varnish. The forearm hinge pin is loose and the gun locks up fairly well with the barrels on-face. This is a forward under-lever 
with no forearm. (38117-25) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1115.  AMERICAN ARMS COMPANY SIDE-SWING DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #2681, 10 ga., 32” barrels with poor 
bores. The barrels are primarily a dark gray and plum brown patina showing some trace damascus pattern in the area above the forend, 
the balance with light oxidation and some minor dings. The frame and lockplates are also a dark gray patina with pewter undertones and 
near overall oxidation staining with spots of light pitting. The lockplates show light, good quality scroll engraving at front and rear and are 
maker marked. The checkered scant pistolgrip English walnut buttstock rates good to perhaps near very good with a good deal of wear 
and minor handling marks and dings near overall and the checkering now worn smooth. The forend rates nearly poor and is present but 
shows numerous overall moderate dings and handling marks. The locks are rebounding and seem to operate properly, there is no left side 
firing pin, the barrels are very off face and occasionally fall off the frame of the gun. Overall a fair “example” piece of these very interesting 
side-swing American shotguns. (38117-11) {ANTIQUE} (75/175)

1106
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1116.  UNMARKED MAUSER 98 BOLT ACTION MILITARY RIFLE serial #9143k, 8mm Mauser, 24” barrel with a good plus bore that 
shows scattered pitting and oxidation but strong rifling. Built on a small-ring and Kar98-style action, the metal surfaces retain perhaps 25% 
of a rough arsenal quality blue with the floorplate retaining most of the remaining blue and the balance having faded to a brown patina 
with scattered oxidation staining and some pitting on the rear band and throughout buttplate. The stained walnut large-ring 98 stock rates 
very good as lightly cleaned with an added varnish, a 1 1/2” crack at upper tang, some chipping around buttplate, a few staining areas, 
scattered dings, scratches and handling marks. The serialized parts are mismatched. The rifle closely resembles the 1924 style rifles as 
the receiver is similar to that of a Kar98a and the front sight protector looks like that of the Polish WZ-29, the serial number and Imperial 
German proofs are located beneath the wood on the underside of the barrel and receiver, suggesting it may be a post-war reparation to 
some European country. There is no cleaning rod present but a dark brown leather sling is included. An interesting rifle that may benefit 
from further research. (208139-56D32206) {MODERN} (150/300)

1117.  WINCHESTER MODEL 1897 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #340480, 12 ga, 22” barrel with an added screw-in choke having 
a very good lightly pitted bore. The barrel retains 40% thinning original blue finish with scattered scratches. The receiver has toned to an 
even gray brown patina having some light specks of surface oxidation. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates very good as refinished 
displaying two 3” with-the-grain cracks on both sides of the wrist; there was a large chip on the toe line which has been nicely sanded 
and rounded to the stock. The grooved forend rates very good displaying just a few light handling marks. The included choke is modified. 
(38073-2) {C&R} (100/200)

1118.  CUSTOM MAUSER MODEL 
98 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 

8mm Mauser, 23 1/2” barrel with 
an excellent bore. The metal surfaces 

retain about 99% of a commercial blue finish that has some light handling marks 
scattered about. The edges of the receiver, barrel step and bolt all have geometric line engraving 

and the front receiver ring has been matted along the top. The bolt body has a light gray patina 
and bears a classic cross-hatch pattern etching, a popular design from the 1930’s through the early 1950’s. 

The sporting walnut stock rates very good and features a front barrel band, a capped pistolgrip, a left side cheek rest and a 
hard rubber buttplate. The wood has an oil finish and a few small dings along with a small hairline crack at the upper tang. The rifle is 

equipped with a sporting ramp front sight and has a Lyman rear aperture sight mounted to the receiver. A leather sporting sling is included. 
An overall near excellent sporting Mauser that would make a great woods rifle. (48366-24) {MODERN} (500/700)

1119.  BELGIAN COPY OF A SMITH & WESSON TOP-
BREAK DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #3888, 
.44 CF, 8” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces 
of this double action revolver retain about 90% plus reap-
plied blue finish with scattered oxidation stains present on 
the grip frame, barrel wearing to a mix of blue and brown, light oxidation and wear 
to the other metal parts plus scattered handling marks. The hammer has been blued but the trigger 
is worn to pewter with faint traces of straw in the protected areas. The checkered walnut factory grips 
rate near excellent with a few light handling marks. The grips and cylinder have an assembly number of 
17 but the barrel is numbered 10. The gun still times and locks up intermittently and will require professional 
attention. The chambers are bored straight through with no shoulder and Belgian proof marks are pres-
ent. The top of the barrel is marked with a Smith & Wesson address and patent dates that are very soft from 
the metal preparation and difficult to read. (87949-21) {ANTIQUE}                                                    (350/550)

1120.  RUGER VAQUERO REVOLVER serial #57-05462, 44 Magnum, 4 5/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The polished stainless 
steel surfaces of this revolver rate very good to excellent with a few light scratches on the barrel and frame plus a turn ring on 
the cylinder. The smooth hardwood factory grips with silver Ruger Phoenix medallions rate excellent. The pistol includes the original factory 
hard case that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, manual and paperwork. (88290-270) {MODERN} (350/550)

1121. BRITISH CONTRACT SMITH & WESSON MK II 
2ND MODEL HAND EJECTOR REVOLVER serial #56341, 
45 Colt, 6 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. This Great War 
gun has been converted to 45 Colt and the metal surfaces re-
tain about 85% plus factory blue with thinning finish on the grip 
frame, muzzle wear, scattered scratches, a few dings and a turn 
ring on the cylinder. The service trigger and hammer retain bold 
case-hardened colors with light operational wear, freckling and 
the trigger starting to tone to pewter. The lanyard loop is present 
but mostly pewter with oxidation staining. The replacement grips 
are unmarked non-factory stag Magna style that rate excellent. 
Crisp British marks remain on the frame and all appropriate parts 
are correctly numbered to the gun. The cylinder has been bored 

through and the rear dressed to accommodate the thicker Colt rim, which 
also removed the factory applied serial number. This gun should make a fun 
shooter. (88320-25) {MODERN}                                                     (350/550)

1122.  SMITH & WESSON 22/32 HAND EJECTOR KIT GUN REVOLVER serial #10773, 
22 LR, 2” barrel with an excellent bore. This pre-model 34 improved flat latch four screw 
I-frame revolver retains about 90% plus factory blue finish with the backstrap thinning 
to pewter, light high edge wear, turn ring on the recessed cylinder and handling marks. The 
service trigger and hammer have been lightly polished and left in-the-white on the exterior 
portions. The diamond checkered walnut factory round butt grips with silver S&W medallions 
are not numbered to the gun but rate near excellent with a small ding on the backstrap section of 
the left panel. This handy little trail gun has seen some honest use and should continue to render service 
to its new owner. (88320-54) {C&R}                                                                                              (350/550)

1118

1121

1122
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1123.  COLT POLICE POSITIVE TARGET REVOLVER serial 
#7967, 22 W.R.F., 6” barrel with a frosted bore. The metal 
surfaces of this 1912-made revolver retain about 85% fac-
tory blue with the grip frame toning to pewter, high edge 
wear, light handling marks and a turn ring on the cylinder. The checkered hard rubber factory 
fleur-de-lis grips with stylized “C” around the escutcheons are numbered to the gun and rate very 
good with a few light dents and dings. The revolver features an elevation adjustable bead front sight 
and windage adjustable “U” notch black blade rear sight. Timing is in need of attention but lock up is 
good. (88320-29) {C&R}                                                                                                          (350/550)

1124. HOPKINS & 
ALLEN SINGLE SHOT TARGET PIS-
TOL serial #914, 22 LR, 10” barrel with 
a frosted bore. The metal surfaces retain 
about 97% factory nickel plate with light edge wear, a few 
oxidation blemishes, scratches, bubbling and flaking. The 
hammer retains partial case-hardened colors, some still 
quite bold, the rest toning to gray with light operation-
al marks. The triggerguard retains blue in the protected 
corners with the remainder a gray-pewter and the trigger 
is worn to pewter. The smooth two-piece factory walnut 
extension grips with faded gold Hopkins & Allen medal-
lions rate very good plus with light scratches and handling 
marks. The locking mechanism is based on the Safety 

Police Revolver lock but the barrel to frame fit exhibits light play. All appropriate parts and the grips are numbered to the gun and it is still 
mechanically functional. (88320-41) {C&R}(350/550)

1125.  STEVENS OFFHAND NO.35 SINGLE SHOT 
TARGET PISTOL serial #48314, 22 LR, 10” barrel 
with an excellent bore. This pistol retains about 90% 
factory blue with high edge wear, cast triggerguard toning to pewter, scratches and a few minor 
oxidation stains. There is strong to fading fire blue on the hammer and trigger with the remainder wearing to 
pewter. The smooth walnut factory grips rate very good plus with scattered light handling marks. The grips and 
barrel are numbered to the gun, the frame to barrel fit has light play and the gun remains mechanically functional. 
(88320-13) {C&R}                                                                                                                                      (350/550)

1126.  HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL 676 CONVERTIBLE ENGRAVED BUNTLINE REVOLVER serial #AP9639, 
22 LR / 22 Magnum, 12” barrel with an excellent bore. This pistol has a wedge of loose scroll engraving with shading added to 
the barrel at the muzzle and another wedge at the frame juncture. The metal surfaces retain about 99% factory blue on the barrel, 
triggerguard and both cylinders with a turn ring present on the cylinders. The frame and ejector rod housing have full but unremarkable 
case-hardened colors. The one-piece hardwood grips rate very good plus with light dents and scratches. Both cylinders are numbered to 
the gun. (88320-45) {MODERN} (350/550)

1127.  COLT NEW FRONTIER 22 SCOUT REVOLVER serial #G137400, 22 LR / 22 Magnum, 6” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal 
surfaces retain about 97% factory blue, anodized and color case-hardened finishes with light high edge wear, a turn ring on the 22 LR 
cylinder (very light on the 22 Magnum cylinder), a few areas wearing to pewter on the frame in addition to minor freckling. The checkered 
black synthetic factory grips rate excellent. The revolver is equipped with a serrated ramp front sight and black blade factory Accro rear 
sight. A nice feeling gun in the hand, it is great for plinking, hunting or as a trainer. (88411-6) {MODERN} (350/550)

1128.  COLT NEW FRONTIER 22 SCOUT REVOLVER serial #G44995, 22 LR, 7 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 
about 97% factory blue, anodized and color case-hardened finishes with light high edge wear, a turn ring on the 22 LR cylinder (very light 
on the 22 Magnum cylinder), a few areas wearing to pewter on the frame in addition to minor freckling. The checkered black synthetic 
factory grips rate excellent. The revolver is equipped with a serrated ramp front sight and black blade factory Accro rear sight. A nice feeling 
gun in the hand, it is great for plinking, hunting or as a trainer. (88411-5) {MODERN} (350/550)

1129.  THOMPSON CENTER TCR 83 DELUXE SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #2003, 223 Rem., 23” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal 
surfaces retain 98% original blue with some light handling wear and a few specks of light surface oxidation present. The checkered pistolgrip 
walnut buttstock with cheek rest and finger grooved forend rate near excellent with a couple light dings and handling marks throughout. 
Features include standard sights and double set triggers. The front sight hood is missing, a sling swivel stud had been added to the forend 
and a Pachmayr thin black recoil pad has replaced the buttplate. These deluxe series rifles were offered for just one year in 1992 and this 
one remains in excellent overall condition. (46520-94) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (350/550)

1130.  THOMPSON CENTER CONTENDER BREAK ACTION CARBINE serial #365440, 22 Hornet, 21” barrel with a bright, excellent 
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98-99% original blue with some light edge wear along the muzzle and grip cap. The frame bares the 
precipice crouched mountain lion engraved scenes on either side. The smooth walnut stocks rate excellent and have a few light scratches 
and handling marks. The buttstock is equipped with a solid red factory recoil pad. Oddly, the forearm is tapped for two fastening screws, 
though the barrel has provisions for just one. The original carbine sights remain intact and a Weaver base is mounted to the barrel behind 
the rear sight. An excellent condition little single shot carbine in a classic smallbore caliber. (48309-20) {MODERN} (350/550)

1131.  REMINGTON MODEL SEVEN BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #7605231, 7mm-08, 18 1/2” barrel with a bright, excellent bore. The metal 
surfaces retain about 99% original blue with a few light handling marks throughout. The checkered walnut stock rates excellent and has a few 
very light handling marks as well. The original sights remain intact and a Leupold one-piece base with a set of 1” rings has been mounted to the 
receiver. A set of sling swivels are also included. An excellent example of these compact sporting rifles overall. (48405-1) {MODERN} (350/550)

1132.  SMITH & WESSON VICTORY MODEL REVOLVER serial #V722677, 38 Special, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. This revolver retains 
about 96% factory “Black Magic” Parkerized finish with scattered freckling, high edge wear, turn ring on the cylinder and scratches. The 
trigger, hammer and lanyard loop have bold case-hardened colors with light operational marks and moderate to heavy pitting on the lanyard 
loop. The grips are unmarked smooth laminated replacements that rate about excellent with light scratches and a minor ding. The topstrap 
is marked “U.S. PROPERTY G.H.D.” with proof marks on the frame and cylinder. All appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the gun. 
(86520-2538) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (400/600)
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1133. HENRY NOCK FLINTLOCK COAT PISTOL .66 cal., 8 5/8” smooth bore barrel with an 
oxidized and pitted bore. The “LONDON” marked and British 
proofed barrel is a mottled mix of in-the-white finish and oxi-
dation blemishes with light handling marks present. The lock 
is a brown patina with a few oxidation blemishes. The brass 

triggerguard and furniture are ochre with light handling wear. 
The pistol has been American restocked with slab sawn pistolgrip 

and exhibits light cleaning and later applied finish. There is a check on the left side of the stock radiating in two 
directions from the upper lock screw and a larger crack on the right side along the rear of the lockplate that has 

three small repair pins. The lock remains functional but a small crack has started to form in the rear bend of the cock. 
A tapered wood ramrod tipped in bone is included. An excellent quality reconversion pistol. (86520-2149) {ANTIQUE} [Richard 

“Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (350/550)

1134. UNMARKED BRITISH SCREW BARREL CENTER HAMMER FLINTLOCK 
PISTOL .47 cal., 1 1/2” unrifled screw-barrel with a lightly frosted bore. The flats on the frame are 
lightly engraved with crossed flags and shield. There is rich brown with traces of fire blue present 

while the remaining metal surfaces are a mottled mix of grays with areas of brown 
patina, scratches and light surface oxidation mingling in. The right side of the frame is 
marked “London” and there are British proofs visible on the underside. The smooth 
bag-style walnut grip rates very good to excellent with a few handling marks and light 
added varnish. The lock appears fully functional and is equipped with a manual half-

cock safety feature. (86520-767) {ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (350/550)
1135. COLT POCKET POSITIVE 

REVOLVER serial #108737, 32 Colt 
New Police, 3 1/2” barrel with a few minor 

pits. The metal surfaces of this 1922-made revolver retain about 
98% factory blue with a few light handling marks, high edge wear and a turn ring on 

the cylinder. The checkered hard rubber factory grips with Colt logo are correctly numbered to 
the gun and rate very good with no real wear but a small scuff on the base of the right panel. 
Overall, a fine condition Pocket Positive for the collector. (86520-441) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” 
Kennedy Collection]                                                                                                  (400/600)

1136.  U.S. MODEL 1909 REVOLVER BY COLT serial #31813, 45 Colt, 5 1/2” replacement factory 
commercial target barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1911-made New Service 
revolver retain about 50% arsenal grade reapplied dull blue finish and original factory finish (barrel) with the grip frame worn 
to pewter, moderate high edge wear, oxidation blemishes and handling marks. The unmarked smooth walnut factory grips rate 
good with light dents, scratches, scuffs and handling marks. They have been lightly cleaned in the past leaving the metal slightly 
proud of the wood in areas with later applied finish and strong sub-inspector “R.A.C.” marking. Rinaldo A. Carr’s sub-inspector marks are 
also strong on the frame and cylinder but are not present on the commercial barrel. Colonel Frank Baker’s inspector mark on the frame 
and the Rampant Colt are thin from the refinish but visible. The cylinder latch is correctly numbered to the gun, the cylinder has factory 
rework number 708 and there is a “K” refurbish mark present on the latch. Timing and lock up remain correct, the front sight is a factory 
elevation adjustable bead and the rear is service style fixed sight. (86520-823) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (400/600)

1137.  JAPANESE TYPE 99 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION 
RIFLE BY NAGOYA 

serial #60239, 7.7 Arisaka, 25” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 
fourth series rifle retain 85% original blue with scattered silvering, freckling, light fading and light 

pitting. The Asian hardwood stock rates very good retaining much of its original varnish, a couple abrasions 
and the expected scattered dings, handling marks and scratches. All serialized parts are matching including the cocking 

knob and firing pin, the Chrysanthemum is ground and the left front sight ear is slightly bent. The rifle has many early features 
such as an original monopod, original cleaning rod and anti-aircraft sights. A fine example of a Nagoya Arisaka with early features. 
(208379-1) {C&R} (350/550)

1138.  SMITH & WESSON NO. 1 SECOND ISSUE TIP-UP REVOLVER serial #85824, 22 Short, 3 3/16” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal 
surfaces of the barrel are brown with streaks of original blue in the protected areas and the ejector rod still shows strong colors. The cylinder has the 
three patent dates and retains about a 50% mix of purple and blue. The frame has about 97% factory silver plate with high edge wear. The surfaces 
also show light scratches, limited oxidation stains and pitting. The smooth rosewood grips rate very good to excellent with light dents, dings and 
scratches. The grips are correctly numbered to the gun and all appropriate parts have correct matching assembly numbers. The hinge screw appears 
to be a replacement and the barrel to frame fit is slightly loose. (86520-2572) {ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (400/600)

1139.  COLT MODEL 1849 POCKET PERCUSSION REVOLV-
ER serial #144288, .31 cal., 5” octagon barrel with an oxidized 
and pitted bore. The iron surfaces have toned to gray with 
streaks of blue still visible on the barrel in addition to some 
faint case-hardened colors on the frame. The revolver features 
a small triggerguard and the entire grip frame is ochre with a few traces of 
silver plate. All the metal surfaces show varying degrees of oxidation staining, pitting 
and handling wear. The one-piece grips rate fair with heavy wear and scuffing around the toe on 
the left side, in addition to dents, chips and dings. The cylinder scene remains strong and all appropriate 
parts, including the grips, are correctly numbered to the gun. The barrel has a two-line New York address 
without a hyphen, no line under the “L” in Samuel, a break in several letters, and bracket style finials. The g u n 
still functions mechanically but timing and lock up need attention and three nipples are missing. The butt is marked “Wells 
Fargo Express” in cursive and applied with a scribe. The authenticity of Wells Fargo ownership cannot be verified and the 
markings are dubious at best. The nose of the hammer has later applied metal and the front sight is missing. (86520-3083) 
{ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]                                                                                                   (400/600)
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1140.  REMINGTON NEW MODEL POLICE CARTRIDGE 
CONVERSION REVOLVER serial #4201, 38 RF, 3 1/2” oc-
tagon barrel with a lightly oxidized and pitted bore. This revolver 
has toned to brown with strong traces of factory blue on the 
barrel and loading lever in addition to oxidation stains, pitting and scratches 
from handling and cleaning. The grip frame and rear section of the frame have 
been lightly cleaned to pewter with full nickel plate remaining on the triggerguard. The smooth 
walnut unmarked factory grips rate very good as lightly re-varnished with light handling wear. The 
barrel is correctly numbered to the gun, the conversion cylinder is numbered 751 and the gun still 
works mechanically. (86520-432) {ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]        (400/600)

1141. JAPANESE TYPE 14 
SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY NAGOYA TORIIMATSU 
serial #11543 (Series 2), 8mm Nambu, 4 1/2” barrel with 
a very good plus bore showing some minor frosting. The 

metal surfaces of this January 1944-made pistol retain about 90% original thinning 
factory blue with gripstraps toned to gray, some high edge and operational wear, a safety mark, and 
some very light scattered freckling and oxidation staining. The cocking knob shows some flattening 
of its knurling along with some denting at the rear and the firing pin tip is broken off. The grooved 
Asian hardwood grips remain in very good condition with a few scattered dings, dents, and handling 

marks. All serialized parts are matching, including the magazine, making this a solid late-war example. 
(138050-274) {C&R} (350/550)

1142. JAPANESE TYPE 14 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY NAGOYA TORIIMATSU serial #60280 (Series 2), 8mm 
Nambu, 4 1/2” barrel with a very good plus bore showing some minor frosting. The metal surfaces of this October 1944-

made pistol retain about 88% original dull factory blue with gripstraps toned to gray, some high edge and operational wear, 
a safety mark, and some oxidation staining and patches of pinprick pitting along the left side of the barrel and frame. The 
grooved Asian hardwood grips show some light cleaning but remain in very good condition with a few light dings and handling 

marks. All serialized parts, including the magazine, are matching, although the firing pin and its extension are unnumbered. This 
pistol’s magazine release spring is weak and requires manual assistance to fully lock into the magazine every now and then. 

With a little mechanical attention this late-war example would make for a good overall piece. (138050-273) {C&R} (350/550)
1143.  JAPANESE TYPE 94 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY NAGOYA KOKUBUNJI serial #55199, 8mm Nambu, 3 5/8” barrel with a fair bore 

showing some scattered pitting and frosting. The metal surfaces of this June 1944-made pistol retain about 92% original dull factory blue 
with high edge and operational wear, some scattered freckling an oxidation staining, and areas toning to grayish brown. The black checkered 
plastic grips remain in very good condition with a few small dings, chips and a crack running the length of the interior side of the left panel. 
This pistol shows a fair amount of use with moderate pitting and oxidation on the interior surfaces of the bolt, slide, and frame and the tip 
of the firing pin has broken off. All serialized numbers are matching, including the magazine. (138050-289) {C&R} (350/550)

1144.  RUGER MODEL P345 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #664-93930, 45 ACP, 4 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The stainless 
steel slide rates about excellent with a couple of light handling marks and the black polymer frame with integrated grips rates excellent. 
This pistol features an ambidextrous decocking safety, fixed 3-dot sights, and a Picatinny rail. It comes with its original gray plastic case, a 
single magazine and a manual. Also included is a S&W 45 ACP magazine. (128355-1) {MODERN} (350/550)

1145.  RUGER NEW MODEL SUPER BLACKHAWK SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #84-66836, 44 Magnum, 7 1/2” barrel with 
a bright excellent bore. The satin stainless steel finish rates near excellent with several minor handling marks and a very light turn ring on 
the unfluted cylinder. The smooth walnut grips with inset Ruger Phoenix medallions also rate near excellent with a couple of light handling 
marks. The original factory sights are blued with a front ramp and white-outline adjustable rear. (128290-253) {MODERN} (350/550)

1146.  RUGER VAQUERO SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #57-16141, 45 Colt, 5 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal 
surfaces retain 98% original blue and case-hardened colors with a couple of tiny handling marks on the alloy extractor housing and a partial 
light turn ring on the cylinder. The rosewood grips rate excellent with a faint handling mark or two. This revolver appears to have seen limited 
use and comes with its gray plastic case and a manual. (128355-2) {MODERN} (350/550)

1147.  RUGER NEW MODEL BLACKHAWK SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #47-59356, 45 Colt, 7 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent 
bore. The satin stainless steel finish rates very good to near excellent with a couple of minor dings and several light scratches. The smooth 
rosewood grips with inset Ruger medallions rate very good plus showing several minor handling marks. The gun is sighted with blued front 
ramp and adjustable rear sights. (128290-297) {MODERN} (350/550)

1148.  RUGER STANDARD MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #15-90791, 22 LR, 4 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces 
retain 95% original blue finish with a few light handling marks. The black checkered hard rubber grips rate excellent with crisp points. The 
pistol has standard sights and comes with a single ten round magazine, warranty card and correct red hinged factory box that has been 
numbered to the gun in grease pencil along the front flat. This gun likely performs as well as it looks. (108340-6) {MODERN} (350/550)

1149.  RUGER NEW MODEL BLACKHAWK SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #46-45015, 45 Colt, 7 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent 
bore. The barrel, frame, and cylinder retain 98% original blue with minor loss due to light silvering near the muzzle and a minor turn ring 
along the cylinder. The grip frame retains all of its black anodized finish. The revolver has a ramp front sight with adjustable black blade, 
white outline rear sight and is stocked with a set of aftermarket Ajax faux ivory grips. Each panel has a tiny crack at the rear edge above the 
grip screw. This is a solid piece that would perform well as a cowboy action or every day shooter. (108290-252) {MODERN} (350/550)

1150.  RUGER NEW MODEL BLACKHAWK SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #32-36566, 6 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. 
The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with scattered spots of fine oxidation staining and a minor turn ring along the cylinder. The grip 
frame and ejector rod housing retain nearly all of their anodized finish with a few light scratches visible. The hammer has scattered fine 
oxidation staining throughout and the revolver has a ramp front sight with adjustable black blade rear sight and the smooth walnut grips 
with silver phoenix medallions rate near excellent with several light handling marks. (108290-254) {MODERN} (350/550)

1151.  GLOCK MODEL 32 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #CSD370US, .357 Sig, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The slide retains 
98% of its Tenifer finish and the RTF grip frame rates excellent on this 3rd generation pistol. The pistol has standard fixed factory sights 
and comes with two 12 round factory magazines with “2 Plus 2” extenders, bore mop, manual, registration card and related pamphlets. 
(108339-11) {MODERN} (350/550)

1152.  O.S. CUMMINGS POCKET REVOLVER  serial #U17, 22 RF, 3 1/8” ribbed round barrel with a good bore that has evident rifling and 
light pitting throughout its entire length. The metal surfaces retain 85% nickel-plated finish with areas of flaking, oxidation staining, and 
pinprick pitting. There is a small section on the left side of the frame that has been dressed and is now bare metal. The smooth walnut 
birdshead grips rate very good appearing to have had a light cleaning with some added finish. All parts are numbered alike, the barrel to 
frame fit remains tight and some of the screw heads show minor slot wears. A not so common piece in very good overall condition that 
would make a lovely addition to any spur trigger collection. (108333-1) {ANTIQUE} (350/550)
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1153. COLT MODEL 1908 POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial 
#89791, 380 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. This 1928- made pistol retains 
about 85% original and non-factory reapplied blue with thinning grip frame, high edge 
wear, portions of the frame toning to smoky gray, scratches and other handling marks. The 
frame appears to be factory original and the slide has been re-blued with evidence of pits 
under the new finish. It appears the slide was refinished with little or no metal preparation as 

the markings remain crisp. The checkered walnut factory grips with silver Colt medallion rate about very good 
with light diamond point compression and a few dents. The pistol includes a single two-tone factory magazine 

and should make a good shooter. (88410-19) {C&R} (350/550)
1154. ANTONIO ZOLI ZOUAVE PERCUSSION RIFLE serial #24596, .58 cal., 32 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent 

bore. The barrel retains 95% evenly thinning original blue toning to brown. The color case-hardened lock has muted to gray 
with scattered fine oxidation and traces of original case colors in the protected areas and the brass furniture remains bright with 
a few spots of light tarnish. The checkered walnut stock rates excellent with a light oil finish. Included is a proper tulip shaped 
ramrod and a threaded worm is in the patchbox. (58348-12) {ANTIQUE} (350/550)

1155. MARLIN MODEL 336Y LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #98047914, 30-30, 16 1/4” 
barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces on this “JM” marked carbine retain about 97-98% original blue with 

some light wear, handling marks and scratches on the side of the receiver. The checkered walnut stocks rate excellent 
and have a few light dings. The wood has some exceptional figure not commonly seen in these models and the buttstock has a 

12 3/4” length of pull to the factory vented recoil pad. The carbine is fitted with a set of XS Sight Systems ghost ring sights and forward 
Lever Scout rail and a Vero Vellini sporting sling is included. A terrific example of these youth inspired carbines that would make the ideal 
deer rifle for any small framed shooter. (48403-9) {MODERN} (350/550)

1156.  COLT MODEL 1862 POLICE PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #3953, .36 cal, 4 1/2” barrel with a dark pitted and oxidized bore. The 
metal surfaces of this revolver have been cleaned to mottled silver with moderate pitting and oxidation staining throughout. The brass gripstraps 
and triggerguard have been lightly cleaned to a pale goldenrod but retain a few patches of original silver plating in the protected areas. The 
end of the lever shows a modern repair, the wedge is an unnumbered modern replacement, and a number of the screws also appear to be 
modern replacements. The original grip has been replaced with an unnumbered varnished hardwood grip that remains in very good condition 
showing just a few small dings and handling marks. The serial number on the cylinder is no longer visible, but all other serialized parts appear 
to be matching. This revolver will require mechanical attention as the cylinder does not always advance when cocked and timing and lockup 
are rather poor overall. A fair piece for the budding collector or for display as an example. (138397-59) {ANTIQUE} (350/550)

1157.  WALTHER G22 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #PW012838, 22 LR, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% 
original blue with a couple of tiny spots of fine oxidation staining along the barrel. The carbine features an internal trigger lock, carbon fiber 
stock with integral carry handle, Picatinny style rails, fixed blade front sight with adjustable rear sight and comes with two factory magazines, 
factory hardcase that is end labeled and numbered to the gun and assorted wrenches, spacer and key. (108406-3) {MODERN} (350/550)

1158.  FRANK WESSON 1870 MEDIUM POCKET RIFLE serial #476, 32 R.F., 12” part octagon part round barrel with an oxidized and 
pitted bore exhibiting a bulge about 3 – 4” from the breech. The metal surfaces have worn to brown and gunmetal gray with scattered 
oxidation blemishes, pitting and a few light dents. The skeleton buttstock is ochre with scattered tarnish, dents and other handling marks. 
The smooth rosewood grips rate about fair as lightly refinished with a few minor flakes of finish missing, several small chips are missing 
and both panels have cracks running from the butt to the escutcheon. The frame, buttcap and grips are correctly numbered to the gun but 
the buttstock is numbered “512”. Barrel to frame fit is slightly loose and the globe front sight and peep rear sight are present. The buttcap 
screws are replacements with one head slightly proud of the buttcap preventing the stock from fully seating in the mortise. The little gun 
has seen some use over the years but remains fully functional. (86520-804) {ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy] (350/550)

1159.  WEBLEY W.P. .320 HAMMER MODEL TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial #2439, .320 Webley, 3” barrel with light to moderate 
oxidized and pitted bore. The metal surfaces retain about 75% factory blue that is worn to a blue / pewter mix on the backstrap, thinned to 
a mottled brown / blue on the other surfaces in addition to high edge wear, scratches and dings. The checkered hard rubber factory grips 
with “W.P.” monogram are numbered “415” and rate good with light handling wear, a small chip and ding on the right panel, and a chip 
missing on the butt of the left panel. The topstrap is marked “T. STENSLY & CO. / MANCHESTER”. Barrel to frame fit is tight and the little 
gun still times and locks up correctly. (86520-3903) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (350/550)

1160.  BELGIAN FOLDING TRIGGER SINGLE SHOT PERCUS-
SION BOOT PISTOL .45 cal., 3” smooth bore Damascus bar-
rel with an oxidized and pitted bore. There is loose foliate scroll 
engraving on the flats of the frame that extend onto the back of 
the folded trigger on the bottom flat with additional wedges on 
the hammer and tang. The buttcap has a scalloped trap door. 
The metal surfaces have been cleaned to pewter with pitting vis-
ible and a strong Belgian proof mark. The one-piece burl walnut 
grips rate very good with light handling wear and scratches. They 
exhibit a few gaps along the frame and the wood is proud of the 
forestrap. The little pistol includes a later adapted wood presen-
tation case that rates excellent on the exterior as later refinished 
but only rates good on the interior with the original lining starting 
to bubble on the back of the cover along with soiling, cracks, 
tears and wear. The cover has started to bow and does not close 
completely. Also included are a square ivory oiler missing the 
applicator - stopper, ivory ramrod mounted with brass ball seat 
and an iron round ball mold. (86520-2153) {ANTIQUE} [Richard 
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]                                     (350/550)
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1161.  SMITH & WESSON NO.1 FIRST ISSUE TIP-UP 
REVOLVER serial #4871, 22 Short, 3 1/4” octagon bar-
rel with an oxidized and pitted bore. The barrel of this 
fifth type has toned to brown and the cylinder is pewter 
with oxidation stains, pitting and handling marks present. 
The frame is mostly ochre with about 10% original factory 
silver plate dotting the surfaces along with some light 
scratches and other handling marks. The smooth rose-
wood factory grips are numbered to the gun and rate near 
excellent with light flaking and handling marks. The barrel 
and cylinder have assembly numbers correctly match-
ing the frame. The gun still times but lock up may need 
attention. (86520-314) {ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” 
Kennedy Collection]                                        (350/550)

1162.  MANHATTAN TIP-UP POCKET REVOLVER serial #3598, 22 RF, 3 1/8” barrel 
with an oxidized and pitted bore. This first model 2nd variation revolver retains about 
15% factory blue on the flats of the barrel and protected areas of the rib. The frame 

has been cleaned to pewter with pitting observed on the surfaces, the cylinder 
is pewter with brown tones showing, and the round brass sideplate is ochre 

with a few minor tarnish marks. The trigger has been polished bright and 
the hammer is gray with a few traces of case-hardened colors. The barrel 

has wedges of factory loose scroll engraving on each side of the breech 
end and muzzle end of the barrel. The smooth rosewood birdshead 

grips rate very good with a few light dents and handling marks. All 
parts and the grips are numbered to the gun. The gun is marked 

with arched barrel address at the breech end. Barrel to frame fit 
has light play and timing is still good but lock up needs attention. 
(88333-6) {ANTIQUE} (350/550)

1163.  HOPKINS & ALLEN BLUE JACKET NO. 2 REVOLVER 
serial #525, 32 RF, 2 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore exhib-
iting a pair of small tool marks about midway. This little gun re-
main in fantastic condition. The metal surfaces retain about 99% 
factory nickel plate with scattered light scratches. The hammer 
has robust case-hardened colors but the trigger is mostly gray 
with traces of color on the sides. The birds head ivory grips are 
unmarked but have a scrimshawed geometric design and rate 
excellent. The grips are slightly warped leaving a small gap be-
tween the frame and panels, and the gun remains fully functional. 
(88333-15) {ANTIQUE}                                             (350/550)

1164.  WINCHESTER MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION CARBINE 
serial #14944903, 30-30 Win., 20” barrel with a bright excel-
lent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% lightly thinning original 
blue with a few sparse specks of fine oxidation, scratches and 
edge wear. The plain straight grip walnut 
stock and forearm rate very good with a 
couple of minor blem- ishes and 

an added varnish that has carried on to the front left side of the 
receiver, rear barrel band and checkered steel shotgun buttplate. An about very good 

1953 manufacture carbine which should make a great little gun for beating the brush. 
(58310-1) {C&R} (350/550)

1165. WINCHESTER MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #1561834, 32 W.S., 20” 
barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel and magazine retain about 95% thinning original blue toning to brown with 

a few specks of light oxidation and minor handling marks, the majority of loss along the underside of the magazine tube. The 
action retains 90-92% original blue toning to pale brown with sparse fine oxidation and tiny scratches, the edges and front of the receiver 
have faded to bright gray due to carry wear. The plain straight grip walnut stock and forearm rate very good overall with light handling 
marks expected from a carried gun and remnants of original varnish along the butt. The stock is fitted with a checkered steel shotgun 
buttplate and the front sight protector is no longer present. An overall very good used but cared for 1949 manufactured 94 carbine. 
(58331-2) {C&R} (350/550)

1166.  WINCHESTER MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #1348523, 32 W.S., 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel 
and magazine retain 95-98% original blue with light edge and muzzle wear, a couple minor handling marks and the bands toning to an 
even balance of blue and pale gray. The action retains about 85% thinning original blue toning to soft gray with a few superficial scratches 
and spots of light oxidation. The plain straight grip walnut stock and forearm rate good to very good with two thin slivers missing along the 
top front edge of the wrist and a couple of light handling marks under an applied gloss varnish that has lightly carried over into areas of the 
metal. The stock is fitted with a factory checkered hard rubber buttplate and the front sight protector is no longer present. An overall very 
good WWII era 94 carbine that could be further enhanced with a proper cleaning and stock refinishing. (58369-10) {C&R} (350/550)

1167.  REMINGTON MODEL 1100 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #N675583V, 12 ga., 21” fully rifled cantilever barrel with an excellent 
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95-97% original blue with some light wear along the bearing surfaces and some light handling marks 
throughout. The checkered walnut stocks rate excellent and have a few very light marks. The buttstock is fitted with a Pachmayr White Line 
vented recoil pad. A set of Weaver 1” rings are mounted to the integral cantilever mount. An excellent example ready for another fall deer 
season. (48346-30) {MODERN} [Richard Grundhofer Collection] (350/550)

1161
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1168. RUGER MODEL 77RL MK II BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial 
#780-22244, 308 Win, 20” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 

99% original blue with a few light handling marks present. The checkered walnut stock rates 
very good to near excellent and features an ebony forend tip. The wood has a few small dings and some 

light flaking to the added finish and the left side of the stock has been dished to accommodate a fuller-faced individual. There 
are no provisions for sights, however a Williams side plate mount with 1” rings has been mounted to the left side of the receiver. 

An interesting example of these light weight sporting rifles in near excellent overall condition. (48401-34D32808) {MODERN} (350/550)
1169.  U.S. MARKED SAVAGE MODEL 720 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #76785, 12 Ga, 29” overall length plain barrel with a Champion 

Shooting Master adjustable choke and a bright near excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% of a reblued finish with minor fading 
and light handling marks. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and finger groove forend rate about very good showing minor handling 
marks, scratches and dings throughout. The receiver is marked with a “P/(Flaming Bomb) U.S” on the left side and these shotguns were 
used to train aerial gunners during World War Two. (218290-118) {C&R} (300/500)

1170.  UNMARKED PERCUSSION CENTER HAMMER MUFF PISTOL .44 cal., 3” barrel with a heavily oxidized bore and exterior toned 
to plum. The remaining metal surfaces have all toned to a pewter patina with heavy pitting and oxidation staining and there is a Belgian proof 
mark stamped on the frame. The smooth hardwood grip rates excellent with an added coat of varnish. (218024-10) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

1171.  SAVAGE MODEL 69 RXL SERIES E SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #E217621, 12 ga, 18 1/4” plain barrel choked improved 
cylinder with a bright about excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 96% original blue with only minor operational wear and 
handling marks. The plain hardwood pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forend rate about very good with minor dings, dents and handling 
marks. This shotgun is fitted with a bead front sight, sling swivel studs and a hard rubber recoil pad which provides a length of pull of 14”. 
(218290-133) {MODERN} (200/400)

1172.  SAVAGE MODEL 69 RXL SERIES E SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #E248505, 12 ga, 18 1/4” plain barrel choked improved 
cylinder with an about very good bore showing minor scratches along its length. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue with only 
minor handling and operational marks. The plain hardwood pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forend rate excellent with very minor handling 
marks. This shotgun is fitted with a bead front sight, sling swivel studs and a hard rubber recoil pad which provides a length of pull of 14”. 
(218290-158) {MODERN} (200/400)

1173.  MOSSBERG MODEL 500 ATP SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #J128290, 12 ga, 18 1/2” plain barrel choked cylinder bore 
with a bright about excellent bore showing traces of adhesive residue near the muzzle that could be easily cleaned off. The barrel and 
magazine tube retain about 95% original blue, the loss due to minor handling and operational wear. The receiver has moderate scratches 
on the left side and top and also silvering along the edges with various handling marks. The synthetic hunter orange checkered pistolgrip 
buttstock and forend rate very good to near excellent with minor abrasions and dirt spots that should easily clean up. This shotgun is 
equipped with a brass bead front sight, a rear sling swivel stud and a hard rubber recoil pad which provides a length of pull of 14 1/4”. 
(218401-33D32754) {MODERN} (150/250)

1174.  REMINGTON MODEL 6 FALLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #63555, 22 RF, 22 1/2” octagon barrel with an about very good bore showing 
strong rifling with pitting and oxidation throughout. The barrel retains perhaps 50% of a thinning blue which has mostly toned to brown, 
with silvering on the edges, scattered pitting and impact marks especially near the rear sight and throat. The frame is now a mottled smoky 
case hardened patina. The smooth walnut straight grip buttstock and forend rate about very good with the usual handling marks on a gun 
of this age. The buttstock has traces of white paint in scratches on the left side and wears a smooth steel buttplate which has toned to a 
mix of brown and gray with moderate pitting. (218320-141) {C&R} (200/400)

1175.  WINCHESTER MODEL 1902 BOLT ACTION SINGLE SHOT RIFLE 22 Short & Long, 18” barrel with a bright about excellent bore 
showing minor frosting along its length. The metal surfaces retain perhaps 98% of a reblued finish. The walnut stock is refinished as well 
with a 5 1/2” repaired crack at the forend and only minor handling marks remaining. The stock is also fitted with its original Winchester hard 
rubber buttplate and the gun seems to function well mechanically. A nicely redone single shot 22. (218320-137) {C&R} (75/150)

1176.  WINCHESTER MODEL 36 BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN 9mm RF, 17 1/2” barrel with moderate pitting and oxidation. The metal surfaces 
have toned to a mottled brown patina having some light traces of original blue in the protected areas with minor handling and tool marks. 
The smooth walnut straight grip stock rates very good displaying just a few light dings, scratches and handling marks from over the years. 
The stock is fitted with its original Winchester hard rubber buttplate which is worn smooth at the toe, a chip missing at the heel and the 
screws are heavily oxidized. The gun seems to functions well mechanically. (218320-136) {C&R} (300/500)

1177.  SAVAGE MODEL 24 DL OVER UNDER COMBINATION GUN 22 Win Mag. / .410 Bore, 24” barrels with bright about excellent 
bores. The barrels retain about 92% original blue, the top rifle barrel showing the strongest remaining color and the bottom shotgun barrel 
thinning and toning to brown. The frame, top lever and triggerguard are a satin chrome finish with game scenes on each side. The checkered 
walnut capped pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate good with the buttstock having a 2 1/2” repaired crack at the top where it meets the 
frame, some water staining at the butt and minor handling marks. The buttstock wears a hard rubber grooved white line buttplate with a 
chip missing at the heel, scrapes and highly oxidized screws. (218401-52D32848) {MODERN} (300/500)

1178.  HIGH STANDARD FLITE KING CITATION MODEL K100 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #MX2493, 12 ga, 26 1/2”, plain barrel 
with compensator and adjustable choke with a very good bore showing minor scratches and frosting near the muzzle. The metal surfaces 
retain about 50% thinning original finish with minor pitting, flaking and silvering on the edges. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock 
and forend rate good to about very good with dings, dents and handling marks. The buttstock wears a ventilated rubber recoil pad which 
provides a length of pull of 14 3/4’’. (218354-3) {MODERN} (150/250)

1179.  CENTRAL ARMS CO. KING NITRO FALLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #1563, 22 RF, 24” barrel with an about very good bore show-
ing pitting along its length. The barrel is an overall thinning brown patina. The frame is still showing some original case-hardened colors 
and the takedown screw is equipped with a lanyard loop. The smooth walnut capped pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good to 
near excellent with only minor handling marks. The buttstock wears a grooved hard rubber buttplate with some light scratches and wear. 
(218320-108) {C&R} (75/125)

1180.  WINCHESTER MODEL 1904 SINGLE SHOT BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S & L, 21” barrel with a moderately pitted bore. The metal 
surfaces retain a mostly thinning brown patina with little finish remaining along with several areas of pitting and oxidation staining. The 
smooth walnut straight grip stock rates about very good with minor handling marks and wears a crescent steel buttplate that has toned to 
gray with minor scratches. (218320-138) {C&R} (100/200)
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1181.  SAVAGE MODEL 1905 SINGLE SHOT BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #7686, 22 S/L/LR 22” barrel with a very good bore showing 
areas of light pitting. The metal surfaces are a thinning mix of original blue and brownish gray patina with several areas of flaked off finish 
near the muzzle. The plain walnut straight grip stock rates about very good with minor handling marks in the later applied varnish and it 
wears a steel Swiss-style buttplate which is now a mottled smoky case-hardened patina. (218320-139) {C&R} (50/75)

1182.  WARNANT PATENT SINGLE SHOT BREECH FLOBERT STYLE RIFLE 22 RF, 22 1/2” octagon barrel with a fair bore. The metal 
surfaces are an overall dark brown patina with many spots of light surface oxidation and silvering on the edges. The round knob checkered 
pistolgrip walnut stock rates good with a 2 1/2” crack behind the top tang, several with the grain cracks under the forend and the left side 
along the barrel is missing a 7 ½” lengthwise chip. The stock wears a steel shotgun-style buttplate with widow’s peak which sits slightly 
proud of the wood. (218358-11) {C&R} (50/75)

1183.  REMINGTON MODEL 1894 GRADE A BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #107871, 26” fine damascus twist steel barrels 
both choked improved cylinder with bright about excellent bores showing light pitting near the muzzle. The barrels retain all of their full 
length tight damascus pattern mixed with a warm brown patina. The frame and triggerguard are now a mottled gray tone. The checkered 
walnut round knob pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate good to near very good with minor scratches and handling marks and a repaired 
chip at the toe. The buttstock is fitted with a widow’s peak hard rubber buttplate with a repair at the toe which matches the repair in the 
stock. This shotgun is equipped with a bead front sight, double triggers and extractors. (218358-21) {C&R} (400/600)

1184.  ITHACA LEWIS FIELD GRADE BOXLOCK DOUBLE EJECTOR GUN serial #63341, 12 ga., 30” barrels choked full with near excel-
lent bores that are mostly bright, the left tube has a very slight dent at the muzzle. The barrels retain about 90% original blue with scratches 
and handling marks while the frame has faded to a mostly brown mottled patina. The checkered walnut capped pistolgrip buttstock and 
forend rate about very good and have been lightly refinished with an added oil finish. Both the splinter forearm and buttstock have several 
cracks and chips and the forearm has an added collar and screw near the base. The buttstock is fitted with a Pachmayr vented recoil pad 
which provides a length of pull of 14 5/8”. The action is stiff, the lockup appears tight but the lever sits loose and comes to rest just left of 
center and the ejectors extract but do not eject shells. (218358-27) {C&R} (150/250)

1185.  BAKER GUN CO. BATAVIA LEADER SIDELOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #5377F, 12 ga, 28” barrels choked full and modified 
with about very good bores showing a light ding in the left barrel. The barrels retain about 85% thinning original blue finish with some 
scattered specks of oxidation and the balance bearing a brown patina. The remaining metal surfaces show a brownish gray mix with similar 
specks of oxidation and traces of original case-colors in the protected areas. The checkered walnut capped pistolgrip buttstock and splinter 
style forend rate fair to good with multiple cracks and repairs in the wrist section of the buttstock. A 3” section of wood to the left of the 
triggerguard is missing, a similar size piece to the left of the top lever is loose and there is runoff from the adhesive used on the repair on 
the triggerguard and triggers; the grooved black hard rubber buttplate is also a replacement. (218358-28) {C&R} (50/75)

1186.  BELGIAN DOUBLE HAMMER GUN BY C. GREENER serial #3633, 12 ga, 28” barrels choked modified and improved cylinder 
with bright about excellent bores. The damascus barrels have been blued over toning to a brown patina and their beautiful twist steel 
pattern can be seen under the splinter forend. There are traces of case-hardened colors remaining on the frame. The checkered walnut 
pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate about very good with minor handling marks and fading finish around the hammers and top lever. 
The buttstock features a floral engraving around a gold inlay blank for engraving at the pistolgrip and it wears a widow’s peak checkered 
steel buttplate which has toned to gray. The barrels are slightly loose on lockup and the right side hammer is missing its attaching screw. 
(218358-2) {C&R} (200/400)

1187.  AMERICAN ARMS CO. HAMMERLESS SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #6133, 12 ga., 30” barrel choked improved cylinder 
with a very good but lightly pitted bore. The barrel has a fading even finish toned to brown with light handling marks. The frame retains some 
of the original nickel finish but the remainder is flaking to gray and brown patina. The checkered walnut stocks rate about very good with 
the splinter forend having a chip at the tip on the left side and the semi-pistolgrip buttstock having a few small cracks. The buttstock wears 
a widow’s peak smooth steel buttplate that has toned to gray. An interesting semi-hammerless design. (218358-1) {ANTIQUE} (50/75)

1188.  DOUBLE HAMMER GUN BY G. BARLOW serial #40576, 10 bore, 26” laminated steel barrels with moderately pitted bores. The barrels 
are heavily pitted and oxidized and the frame is an oxidized gray tone. The checkered walnut round knob pistolgrip buttstock has electrical 
tape wrapped around the upper and lower tangs, it wears a checkered hard rubber buttplate worn about smooth and a gold inlay at the 
toeline for engraving. The splinter forend is missing its inlay at the tip. This arm will need mechanical attention as the top lever is loose on 
lockup. (218250-8) {C&R} (50/75)

1189.  L. C. SMITH F QUALITY SIDELOCK DOUBLE HAMMER GUN serial #12816, 10 ga, 30” best English stub twist barrels with about 
very good lightly pitted bores. The metal surfaces have all toned to a heavily pitted brown. The checkered walnut round knob pistolgrip 
buttstock and splinter forend rate good with a darkened finish and moderate dings, dents and handling marks. The buttstock wears a hard 
rubber L. C. Smith embossed buttplate and the forend features a vase shaped ebony tip. (218295-10) {ANTIQUE} (300/400)

1190.  ITHACA FLUES GRADE 1 1/2 BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #202535, 12 ga, 30” damascus twist steel barrels choked 
full and improved modified with bright about excellent bores showing minor pitting at the muzzle. The barrels display their tight damascus 
pattern with a dark brown patina. The frame has mostly toned to gray and displays a pointer engraved on each side. The checkered walnut 
capped pistolgrip buttstock rates about very good with a curved crack at the wrist running from the upper tang to the lower tang and it 
wears a checkered hard rubber Ithaca Gun Co. embossed buttplate which is about worn smooth. The splinter forend rates very good with 
an ebony inlay at the tip. (217944-19) {C&R} (300/500)

1191.  AMERICAN GUN CO. KNICKERBOCKER SIDELOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #108237, 12 ga, 29 3/4” barrels choked full 
and modified with bright about excellent bores. The barrels have toned to a dark brown patina with minor scratches and handling marks. 
The frame is now a mottled smoky case-hardened patina with traces of color in the protected areas. The checkered walnut capped pistolgrip 
buttstock and splinter forend rate good plus with scratches, handling marks and flakes in the varnish. The buttstock wears a checkered 
hard rubber buttplate which is thinning on the points and the screws are heavily oxidized. (217714-7) {C&R} (200/400)

1192.  AMERICAN STOCKED FLINTLOCK MUSKET WITH BAYONET about .75 cal., 41” heavily oxidized and pitted round barrel. 
The stock has multiple cracks, missing areas of wood and adhesive residue. The action is loose, heavily oxidized and pitted and is 
missing the top jaw and screw. The bayonet is 16” overall with a 12 1/2” blade. This will make a nice wall hanger for the hunting camp. 
(217623-1) {ANTIQUE} (25/50)

1193.  J. MANTON DOUBLE HAMMERGUN serial #4896, 12 ga, 25” laminated steel barrels choked full and improved modified with about 
very good bores showing pitting at the muzzles. The metal surfaces are a mix of pewter and speckled brown patina with light handling 
marks on the bottom sides of the barrels. This double hammergun features fine border and foliate scroll engraving. The checkered walnut 
round knob buttstock and splinter forend rate about very good with minor handling marks. The buttstock wears a smooth steel widow’s 
peak buttplate which has toned to gray and sits proud of the wood, there is a gold blank inlay on the toeline for engraving and the stock fits 
slightly loose on the gun. This hammergun needs mechanical attention as the left hammer is loose and the extractor spins when the action 
is opened. (218312-8} {ANTIQUE} (200/400)
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1194.  UNMARKED BELGIAN FLOBERT STYLE SINGLE SHOT RIFLE .22 Short, 22” octagon barrel with a heavily pitted and oxidized 
bore. The metal surfaces are moderate to heavily pitted and oxidized and the barrel is stamped with Belgian Proofs. The stock rates good 
with a 1” crack at the forend and upper tang and wears a smooth steel widow’s peak buttplate. (218301-26) {ANTIQUE} (50/100)

1195.  NEW LONG RANGE WINNER BREAK ACTION HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #129626, 12 ga, 30” plain barrel choked improved 
modified with an about very good bore showing areas of pitting. The metal surfaces are a mix of mottled gray and speckled brown patina 
with moderate pitting and oxidation. The smooth pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate good with a 2” crack at the wrist and it wears an 
embossed and checkered hard rubber buttplate that is about worn smooth with heavily oxidized screws. Lockup is a little loose, but the 
ejector functions as it should. (218287-11) {C&R} (50/75)

1196.  E. ALLEN & CO. MAKERS DOUBLE HAMMER PERCUSSION SHOTGUN about 10 ga, 28 1/2” fine stub twist barrels with 
heavily oxidized bores. The metal surfaces are a heavily oxidized and pitted silver. There are several areas of foliate scroll engraving and the 
ramrod thimbles are present but no ramrod is present. The checkered walnut straight grip buttstock and forend rate good having darkened 
over the years with the usual handling marks of an arm of this age and the buttstock wears a widow’s peak smooth steel buttplate which 
is heavily oxidized as well. (218153-4) {ANTIQUE} (75/100)

1197.  UNMARKED BELGIAN FLOBERT STYLE SINGLE SHOT RIFLE .22 RF, 22 1/2” octagon barrel with a moderately pitted and oxidized 
bore. The metal surfaces are moderate to heavily pitted and oxidized and the barrel is stamped with Belgian proofs. The stock rates about 
very good with very minor handling marks and wears a smooth steel widow’s peak buttplate. (217949-15) {ANTIQUE} (50/100)

1198.  MAYNARD SINGLE SHOT BREAK ACTION RIFLE about .61 caliber, 26” part octagon part round barrel with a moderately 
pitted bore. The metal surfaces are heavily pitted and oxidized and the upper tang is fitted with a folding ladder sight. The stock rates 
good and is fitted with a smooth crescent steel buttplate. The barrel does not lock tight against the breech when the lever closes. 
(217949-2) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

1199.  UNMARKED FLINTLOCK RIFLE serial #85702, about .45 caliber, 32” barrel with a heavily oxidized bore. The metal surfaces are heavily 
pitted and oxidized. The modern replacement stock has a patchbox with adhesive residue around the buttplate and a raised cheekpiece. The 
ramrod and most of the brass hardware are present, with the exception of the front triggerguard screw. (217875-1) {ANTIQUE} (75/125)

1200.  CUSTOM GERMAN P.08 LUGER PISTOL BY ED LANDER serial #8324, .22 Lander, 7 1/2” barrel with a bright about excellent 
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98% of a reblued finish, the straw parts have been refreshed and the trigger has been chromed. The 
original barrel has been replaced with a custom .22 caliber barrel by Ed Lander. The toggle train is marked DWM, the receiver assembly is 
of WWII vintage and the frame has a stock lug, hold open and lacks the Mauser “hump”. The few numbered parts are matching including 
the un-grooved firing pin. The checkered walnut grips rate about very good with a few chipped diamonds here and there and they are 
stamp-numbered to a different gun on their interior. There is no magazine present with this pistol. Included with this custom P.08 is a Gun 
Guard luggage-style hard case with egg crate foam inserts. Overall a unique custom Luger to be enjoyed as is or it wouldn’t take much 
work to change the barrel and obtain a magazine for it. (218349-26) {MODERN} (500/700)

1201.  GERMAN P.08 LUGER BYF-CODED PISTOL BY MAUSER serial #6929g, 9mm, 4” barrel with an about very good bore showing 
frosting along its length. The metal surfaces retain perhaps 50% overall thinning original blue overall with areas of pitting and oxidation, 
especially bordering the straps and under the grips. The toggle is coded “byf”, the chamber is dated 42 and all of the visible numbered parts 
are matching including the grooved firing pin. The checkered walnut grips rate good to about very good with an overall flattening of the 
points, some areas worn smooth at the bottom and a few chipped diamonds; they are not numbered on their interior. Included is a single 
blue-bodied, aluminum based magazine with an un-numbered base and the body is stamped “P.08”, “fxo” and two “SE-37” acceptance 
stamps which rates about excellent overall. (218154-7) {C&R} (500/700)

1202.  GERMAN P.08 S/42 PISTOL BY MAUSER serial #5038a, 9mm, 4” barrel with an about very good bore showing pitting near the 
muzzle. The metal surfaces retain almost no original blue except for in the protected areas, perhaps from an old light cleaning in prepara-
tion for rebluing. The toggle is marked with an “S/42” assembly code, the chamber is dated 1937 and all of the visible numbered parts are 
matching including the grooved firing pin. The checkered walnut grips rate good as they have darkened over the years, are worn smooth in 
areas along with several chipped diamonds and there is a chip missing from behind the safety lever; they are stamp-numbered to the gun on 
their interior. Included is a single bright-bodied, wood-based magazine numbered “6255” with a “(crown)/gothic letter” acceptance stamp 
which rates good to near very good. Included with this P.08 is a brown leather reproduction holster with cleaning rod. This reproduction 
holster rates very good with minor handling marks and the seam stitching is intact around its entire periphery; it has a loading/takedown 
tool holder stitched inside the flap and a cleaning rod holder stitched to the outside which is missing a couple of rows of stitches on its flap. 
(218376-5) {C&R} (500/700)

1203.  RIVERSIDE ARMS BOXLOCK DOUBLE HAMMERGUN serial #B39730, 12 ga, 30” barrels choked full with about very good bores 
showing areas of minor pitting and oxidation. The barrels have toned to a mix of gray and brown with areas of pitting and oxidation staining. 
The frame is now a mottled smoky case-hardened patina with some color remaining in the protected areas. The checkered walnut round 
knob buttstock and splinter forend rate good with a 1” crack on the left side and a 2” chip missing from the right side top and bottom. 
The buttstock wears a checkered hard rubber buttplate that is about worn smooth and the screws are heavily oxidized. This shotgun is 
equipped with a brass bead front sight and extractors and the hammers are held on with replacement screws that are loosely fitted to the 
gun. (218136-3) {C&R} (200/400)

1204.  ITHACA GRADE 1 1/2 BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #214461, 10 ga, 30” damascus barrels with bright about excellent 
bores. The barrels have toned to a mix of tight damascus twist gray and brown with areas of light pitting and oxidation. The frame has toned 
to a mottled smoky gray patina. The checkered walnut capped pistolgrip buttstock and splinter forend rate near very good with minor 
scratches and handling marks. The buttstock wears a checkered and embossed hard rubber buttplate which is about worn smooth and 
doesn’t fit tight to the gun and there is a screw missing from the lower tang. This shotgun is equipped with a brass bead front sight, double 
triggers, extractors and an automatic safety. (218178-45) {C&R} (200/400)

1205.  A. KORMAN PERCUSSION DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN 20 ga, 34” barrels choked improved cylinder and improved modified 
with moderately oxidized bores. The metal surfaces are a dull gray and brown patina mixed with areas of light pitting and oxidation. The 
stock rates good with an added coat of flaking varnish and a few cracks and chips missing. There is a 3 1/8” strip of metal inletted in the 
toeline and it wears a hard rubber buttplate. The stock features a raised cheekpiece and the triggerguard is formed out of the same piece 
of wood as the stock. There are ramrod thimbles and a metal tulip shaped ramrod is present as well. (218201-2) {ANTIQUE} (125/175)

1206.  L.C. SMITH QUALITY NO. 2 SIDELOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial # 32169, 12 ga, 32” damascus barrels with moderately pitted 
bores and a dent in the left barrel. The damascus steel barrels were blued over at one point which has now toned to a moderately pitted 
and oxidized brown. The checkered walnut capped pistolgrip buttstock and splinter forend rate good with a heavy coat of varnish added 
which is chipped and bubbling in several areas and the vase shaped ebony forend tip is cracked and missing chips as well. The buttstock 
wears a hard rubber buttplate. This shotgun features a brass bead front sight, double triggers, automatic safety and extractors. (218238-37) 
{ANTIQUE} (150/250)
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1207.  ELGIN ARMS CO. BOXLOCK DOUBLE HAMMERGUN serial #13391, 12 ga, 30” damascus twist steel barrels choked full with 
about very good bores showing frosting near the muzzles. The metal surfaces are a mix of mottled gray and brown patina with areas of 
pitting and oxidation. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and checkered splinter forend rate good with the forend fitting loose to the 
gun and the buttstock has repairs, missing pieces and cracks around the upper tang; there is a slip on rubber recoil pad covering 4” of the 
stock which is ripped and has drying cracks so it can’t be taken off to assess the rear of the stock. This shotgun features a brass bead front 
sight, double hammers and extractors and the top lever and lockup is loose when the gun is closed. (218244-5) {C&R} (100/200)

1208.  UNMARKED PERCUSSION FOWLER about 12 bore, 35 1/2” part octagon part round barrel with a heavily oxidized bore. The metal 
surfaces are a heavily pitted and oxidized brown tone. The hammer is loose and the trigger no longer functions. The stock rates good with 
drying cracks and handling marks and it wears a heavily oxidized steel buttplate. There is a highly pitted and oxidized steel ramrod included 
with this arm. This will make a nice wall hanger for the hunting camp. (218249-5) {ANTIQUE} (50/75)

1209.  W & C SCOTT & SON PERCUSSION DOUBLE SHOTGUN 12 ga, 30” London Fine Twist barrels with lightly oxidized bores. The 
British-proofed barrels and hammers have toned to a mix of mottled gray and brown with very light areas of pitting. The side plates are a 
smoky gray with foliate scroll engraving and the word “Mills” on both sides. The checkered walnut straight grip stock rates good to near 
very good with the usual handling marks under an added coat of varnish. The stock wears a smooth steel widow’s peak buttplate which 
is now toned to gray and there is a gold oval inletted in the toeline for engraving. This shotgun features a brass bead front sight, double 
triggers and there are ramrod thimbles and a wooden tulip shaped ramrod present. (218411-19) {ANTIQUE} (200/300)

1210.  PERCUSSION HALFSTOCK SPORTING RIFLE .45 cal., 29” octagon barrel with a moderately pitted and oxidized bore. The barrel 
has toned to a warm brown with silvering on the edges and several tool marks along its length. The stock rates about very good with 
an added coat of varnish and minor handling marks and it wears a smooth crescent steel buttplate and facetted steel toeplate. This 
sporting rifle features a hooded front sight, an adjustable sporting rear, double set triggers and a wooden ramrod and thimbles. The 
name “J. O. Heyl/Newport, KY.” is stamped in several places on the barrel and toeplate and archival research shows no information; 
further research may prove interesting. Included with this sporting rifle are several wads and one slug and an information tag about the 
rifle. (218411-20) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1211.  THOMPSON CENTER ARMS MUZZLE LOADER WHITE MOUNTAIN CARBINE serial #70918, .50 cal., 22” part octagon 
part round barrel showing oxidation in the grooves. The metal surfaces retain about 85% original blue with scattered areas of light pitting 
and oxidation staining. The lockplate and hammer exhibit a loose foliate scroll engraving and color case-hardening. The walnut stock rates 
about very good with moderate scratches through the finish and handling marks and it wears a hard rubber recoil which provides a length 
of pull of 14”. This carbine features a blade front sight, adjustable v-notch rear sight, a leather sling with swivels and a ramrod is present. 
(218402-13S20820B) {ANTIQUE} (250/450)

1212.  UNMARKED PERCUSSION DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN about 12 ga, 28” damascus twist barrels with dark highly oxidized bores. 
The barrels have toned to a mix of pewter gray and brown with areas of scattered pitting and oxidation staining. The sideplates, hammers, 
upper and lower tangs, triggerguard and forend tip all are adorned with game scenes and foliate scroll engraving. The checkered walnut stock 
rates good with chips missing and cracks around the locks and flaking finish and handling marks throughout. It is fitted with a blank gold 
inlay at the wrist for engraving and a smooth steel buttplate which has toned to gray and sits proud of the wood where a chip is missing at 
the toe. Both of the hammer spurs are broken off and the ramrod has a 3” section chipped and missing. (218391-8) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)

1213.  INTERESTING UNMARKED SEMI AUTO PISTOL 
serial #6485, 32 CF, 4 1/2” barrel with a good bore that 
shows pitting and frosting but evident rifling.  The metal 
surfaces retain perhaps 50% original blue with a few 
spots of light pitting, scattered freckling and fading to 
brown. The checkered grips rate very good with a stain spot 
on the left panel, a few spots of flattening, dings and handling 
marks. The pistol appears similar to both the C96 Broom-
handle and the Steyr M1912, it is marked with Cyrillic on the top of the slide, the 
top of the slide is also numbered “’8/534”, the right side of the frame is numbered 
“987654321” and the right side of the slide is numbered “856”. The quality of work-
manship appears to be rudimentary, there is no identical handgun in any of the standard reference 
works, the Viet Cong were known to use similar pistols and this pistol may be of Viet Cong or Eastern 
European origin. This pistol includes a tan leather holster that shows crazing and some staining, 
as well as a single magazine. A really interesting gun that will likely benefit from further research. 
(207546-118) {MODERN}                                                                                                 (350/550)

1214.  AUSTRIAN MODEL 1849 “GARABALDI” PERCUSSION RIFLE .71 Cal, 32” barrel with a 
moderately oxidized bore. The metal surfaces are mostly a dull gray patina with some tool marks rear 
of barrel and upper tang, scattered pitting and overall oxidation. The brass parts are mottled yellow 
patina with scattered dings, scratches and oxidation. The beech stock rates very good with a 3 1/2” crack behind upper 
tang, a few small holes around the butt, a couple further small cracks, scattered chips, dings, handling marks and scratches. The right side 
of the butt and the sideplate are marked with spurious “C.S.A.” markings and a correct ramrod is present. An interesting European arm that 
may have seen service in the Civil War. (208357-2) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

1215. CUSTOM MARTINI HENRY TARGET RIFLE serial #5J, 30 CF, 28 1/2” custom 
bull barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% quality reapplied blue 

with scattered light specks of silvering. The target stock and forend rate excellent with the comb having a 
cutout for a cleaning rod, a large piece of scotch tape on the butt, a few areas of tape residue and scattered 
handling marks. This rifle was built on an 1887 dated Enfield-made action, there are no sights present but 

there are two holes on the barrel and a scope rail at rear of barrel. The rear frame screw is protruding outward 
on the left side and as with any arm of unknown caliber it is imperative that this rifle be checked out by a competent gunsmith prior 

to firing. An interesting take on a classic British rifle. (207966-24) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)

1213

1215
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1216.  UNMARKED PERCUSSION MUSKET about .62 Cal, 32” barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal surfaces are an overall dull brown 
oxidized patina with scattered areas of moderate pitting. The brass parts are a dull yellow patina with several impact marks on the buttplate 
and scattered oxidation staining. The hardwood stock rates good plus with an older varnish, some added synthetic filler on the left side of 
the butt, the outline of a shield on the comb, a large sliver missing in the ramrod channel, an inscription on the left side that appears to read 
“DEUTSCHLAND UBER ALLES”, a few cracks, chips, abrasions, dings handling marks and scratches. There are a few letters that appear 
lightly carved on the left side of the butt, the lockplate is marked simply with an anchor that is flanked by two letter “Cs” and the hammer 
is not functioning properly. This musket appears to be similar to the 1853 Enfield but it has a single band and nosecap with the band being 
a bit loose. An interesting musket that may benefit from further research. (208368-10) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1217.  P. BONDOINI W. PARKER PERCUSSION PISTOL .45 Cal, 11 1/2” rifled barrel with an about very good bore that shows oxidation in 
the grooves but strong rifling. The barrel retains 98% of its original browned finish with some freckling and silvering spots. The in-the-white 
lockplate and brass triggerguard remain mostly bright with some scattered oxidation staining. The checkered walnut stock rates excellent 
with scattered light dings and handling marks. The pistol features double set triggers, the barrel is marked “W. PARKER” and the lockplate 
“LONDON”. An interesting Italian replica of a British percussion pistol. (208006-5) {ANTIQUE} (150/350)

1218.  P. BONDOINI W. PARKER FLINTLOCK PISTOL .45 Cal, 11” rifled barrel with an excellent bore. The barrel retains 98% of its original 
browned finish with some light silvering around muzzle and a few tiny freckles. The brass triggerguard remains partially bright with scattered 
staining and light oxidation. The lockplate remains mostly bright with scattered oxidation and oxidation staining. The checkered walnut stock 
rates excellent with scattered handling marks and some light scratches. The gun features double set triggers, the barrel is marked “W. 
PARKER” and the lockplate “London”. A neat Italian replica of a British flintlock pistol. (208006-6) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1219.  UNMARKED BELGIAN DOUBLE BARREL PERCUSSION PISTOL about .41 Cal, 3” barrels with oxidized bores. The metal surfaces 
are a dull gray patina with scattered light pitting spots and oxidation. The smooth walnut grips rate very good plus with an added varnish, 
scattered flaking, dings and handling marks. The frame features light floral engraving, it is marked with a circled “E/LG” Belgian proof on the 
left side and the left hammer is stuck in the rearward position which will require mechanical attention. An interesting piece of arms history. 
(207535-67) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

1220.  UNMARKED BELGIAN DOUBLE BARREL PERCUSSION PISTOL about .38 Cal, 3” barrels with oxidized bores. The metal surfaces 
are a dull gray patina with scattered oxidation staining and light pitting. The walnut grips rate very good with what appears to be the initials 
“G.W.” on the right side, a 1” crack protruding from the back of right of frame, another small crack above it, a few chips, dings and handling 
marks. The frame has light floral engraving and a Belgian “E/LG” proof on the left side. The left trigger appears to be a replacement and 
both hammers are not functioning properly and will require mechanical attention. (207535-81) {ANTIQUE} (50/100)

1221.  MAUSER 1910 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #279317, 25 ACP, 3” barrel with an about very good bore that shows scattered frosting. 
The metal surfaces retain perhaps 20% original blue with the balance being a gray patina with scattered silvering, oxidation spots and light 
pitting. The checkered grips rate very good showing scattered dings and handling marks. The pistol is marked with commercial “(Crown)/U” 
proofs, the slide is matching and the trigger often fails to cock which will require mechanical attention to fix. A single magazine is included. 
A good project gun overall. (208123-13) {C&R} (100/200)

1222.  BRITISH HADLEY FLINTLOCK PISTOL .50 Cal, 8 1/4” barrel with an oxidized bore. The brass metal surfaces are a dull yellow patina 
with a few dings on the barrel, scattered oxidation and oxidation staining. The lockplate surfaces are a dull gray patina with scattered oxidation 
staining, while the hardwood stock rates very good with a few cracks, a chip at the left leading edge, a few smaller scattered chips, abrasions, 
dings and handling marks. The lockplate is marked “Hadley”, the barrel is marked “MM HOWARD” and the hammer appears to be somewhat 
stiff. The stock and the triggerguard have floral engraving and this is an interesting antique pistol. (207949-39) {ANTIQUE} (100/300)

1223.  UNMARKED BELGIAN DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER .36 Cal, 3 1/2” barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal surfaces are a dull 
gray oxidized patina with scattered pitting and traces of the original blue finish. The checkered grips rate very good with a few flattened 
points, dings and handling marks from the years. The right grip panel is a bit loose, the hammer and cylinder appear to function and the 
gun features a swing-out loading gate. An interesting antique Belgian revolver. (208269-6) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

1224.  BELGIAN BRASS DOUBLE BARREL FLINTLOCK PISTOL about .45 Cal, 3 3/4” barrels with oxidized bores. The brass surfaces 
are partially bright with scattered small dings, oxidation spots and light pitting. The other metal parts are a dull gray patina with scattered 
oxidation staining and light pitting. The checkered hardwood grips rate very good plus with some flattening points, dings and handling 
marks. The locks appear to be a bit stiff but functional, the pistol bears Belgian “E/LG” proofs and it has floral engraving. An interesting 
piece of arms history overall. (207535-85) {ANTIQUE} (100/300)

1225.  STEVENS NO. 35 SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #40958, 22 RF, 6” barrel with a very good bore that shows frosting in the grooves. The 
metal surfaces retain 70% original blue with some tool marks around the rear sight, scattered freckling, silvering and fading to brown. The 
smooth walnut grips rate very good plus with an added varnish, dings and handling marks. The rear sight appears to have been resoldered 
on at some point and a modern wooden display case is included with this pistol. A very good example of these interesting Stevens pistols. 
(208006-2) {C&R} (100/200)

1226.  DUTCH CONTRACT FN MODEL 1922 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #53441, 32 ACP, 4 1/4” barrel with a good bore that shows 
moderate pitting throughout much of its length. The metal surfaces retain about 60% original blue with scattered freckling and the balance 
shifting to a dull brown patina. The FN marked grips rate very good with scattered dings and handling marks. All visible serialized parts are 
matching, the back of the frame is marked with a “(Crown)/W” inspection stamp and the top of the slide is marked with a large “(Crown/W)” 
Queen Wilhelmina Dutch marking. A neat pistol for your FN collection. (208050-570) {C&R} (200/300)

1227.  GERMAN 641 (B) SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY FN serial #5066b, 32 ACP, 4 1/4” barrel with a very good plus bore that has a couple 
small pits near muzzle. The metal surfaces of this “WaA140” marked pistol retain about 95% original blue with some light fading to brown on 
top of slide, a small spot of light pitting on frontstrap and magazine release, and light silvering on the backstrap and muzzle. The FN marked 
grips rate very good showing small areas of flattened points and dirt staining. All serialized parts are matching, the pistol is “H”-marked for 
Heer and a single magazine is included that shows some light pitting on the baseplate. A very fine example of these Nazi Browning 1922 
pistols. (208050-569) {C&R} (250/450)

1228.  GERMAN 640 (B) SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY FN serial #62628, 9mm, 4 5/8” barrel with a good plus bore that shows frosting through-
out and scattered pitting but strong rifling. The metal surfaces of this tangent-sighted, “(Eagle)/WaA613”-marked pistol retain 60% of a 
reapplied nickel finish with oxidation throughout. The checkered walnut grips rate very good plus showing a few dings and handling marks. 
The barrel is numbered “63356”, the slide is matching and a single nickel-plated magazine is included. An interesting Nazi Hi Power for the 
fledgling World War Two collector. (208139-72D32381) {C&R} (300/500)
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1229.  NAVY ARMS NO. 7 BOLT ACTION “JUNGLE CARBINE” serial #A04009, 7.62mm NATO, 20” barrel with a very good plus bore that 
shows some minor frosting. The metal surfaces retain 97% arsenal black enamel finish with a few scattered spots of flaking. The hardwood 
stock rates very good with an added oil finish, a strong Indian “S(Broad Arrow)A” marking on right side of the butt, a repaired chip at the 
heel, a few handling marks and light dings. This rifle is a shortened 1964 dated Ishapore 2A1 Enfield bolt action rifle that was modified by 
Navy Arms to resemble a British No. 5 Mk 1 Jungle Carbine and it has a similar flash suppressor. The rear sight has been lined-out and 
renumbered to match, the bolt is matching, there is no magazine present and there is a Navy Arms import mark on barrel. An interesting 
Jungle Carbine clone. (208369-1) {MODERN} (200/300)

1230.  U.S. MODEL 1903 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY SPRINGFIELD ARMORY (SPORTERIZED) serial #1427747, 30-06, 24” 4-35 
dated Springfield barrel with an about very good bore that shows scattered frosting and a few pits but strong rifling. The metal surfaces 
are a dull gray patina with some scattered oxidation staining. The walnut Monte Carlo stock rates very good with an added varnish, a crack 
running the circumference of the forend tip, a small chip at upper tang, a few repairs, an abrasion on the underside, a 1 1/2” chip from the 
left side of forend tip, a few smaller chips, scattered dings, scratches and handling marks. The rifle has a Red Head recoil pad giving it a 13” 
length of pull, a military front sight and a Redfield peep rear sight. An interesting 1903 sporter overall. (208339-21) {MODERN} (150/350)

1231.  SWISS K31 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #872423, 7.5 Swiss, 25” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1946 
production rifle retain 80% original blue with scattered silvering, fading on the exposed edges and light oxidation. The buttplate shows 
some pitting and the beech stock rates very good with a 2 1/2” crack below the bolt handle, a crisp Swiss cross cartouche on the right side 
of butt, scattered dings, light scratches and handling marks. The top of the tang is marked “56” likely an arsenal refurbishment date, the 
magazine, bolt and barrel are matching to the receiver and the other parts appear unnumbered. There is a troop tag inside of the buttplate 
that reads “Feer Josef/Sch. Fus.Kp.IV/46/AG Eggenwil” and there is a small PW arms import mark on the barrel. A very good example of 
these interesting Swiss rifles. (208369-14) {C&R} (200/400)

1232.  BERNARDELLI SPORTER SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #7436, 22 LR, 9 3/4” threaded barrel with an excellent bore. The metal 
surfaces retain 95% original blue with scattered light silvering, light freckling and light fading. The smooth walnut grips rate very good with 
a repaired 3” crack on the left panel, an added varnish, light dings, light scratches and handling marks. A fine long barreled rimfire pistol. 
(208142-3) {MODERN} (150/250)

1233.  MARLIN 336 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #22139477, 30 WCF, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of 
this pre-crossbolt safety carbine retain 95% original blue with some light silvering spots on receiver and light oxidation on the top receiver 
screws. The walnut stock rates very good plus with some light flaking of the factory varnish, light dings, scratches and handling marks. A 
nice older 336 that will likely be a great brush gun. (208290-5) {MODERN} (300/500)

1234.  JAPANESE TYPE 99 “LAST DITCH” BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY KOKURA serial #52234, 7.7 Arisaka, 25” barrel with a bright near 
excellent bore that shows a minor pit. The metal surfaces of this 25th series rifle are an overall dull gray patina with scattered freckling, 
light oxidation and some pitting on triggerguard. The Asian hardwood stock rates good as-refinished with an added varnish, an unrepaired 
duffle cut at the rear band, a repaired crack running the length of the handguard, a couple small cracks at rear of the handguard, scattered 
flaking, dings, handling marks and scratches. The Chrysanthemum is intact, the bolt parts are mismatched but the front band is matching 
to the receiver. A good example of these late war Arisaka rifles. (208337-1) {C&R} (100/200)

1235.  IAC 1887 DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #7040137, 12 Ga, 18 1/2” plain barrels choked cylinder with excellent bores. The 
metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with some light silvering on the triggerguard. The hardwood stock rates excellent with scattered 
handling marks and a few light dings. The left side of the receiver is marked “COYOTE CAP” indicating that this gun has had some work 
done by the gunsmith Coyote Cap. A nice “Coach Gun” for the cowboy enthusiast. (208290-73) {MODERN} (200/300)

1236.  WINCHESTER MODEL 1894 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #3881118, 30 WCF, 20” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal 
surfaces retain 90% of a reapplied blue finish with light oxidation around the receiver and upper tang. The walnut stock rates very good 
plus with an added varnish, a circular patch of varnish on left side of butt, a few light dings and handling marks. The factory sights have 
been replaced with a Williams rear peep sight and an unmarked gold bead front sight. A solid 1894 that may prove to be a good brush gun. 
(208290-15) {MODERN} (200/300)

1237.  REMINGTON 870 WINGMASTER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #V066735V, 12 Ga, 18” plain barrel choked cylinder with 
an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% gray Cerakote finish with a spot of light silvering on the barrel, some operational wear on 
magazine tube and silvering on blued triggerguard. The raised comb walnut stock rates excellent as refinished with an added varnish, a few 
light runs in the varnish, a couple minor dings and handling marks. The bolt carrier has been polished and the gun is sighted with a gray 
bead front sight. A nice shotgun that has had some professional work done. (208324-2) {MODERN} (200/400)

1238.  ITALIAN 91/28 TS CARCANO BOLT ACTION CARBINE BY BRESCIA serial #AQ7210, 6.5 Carcano, 18” barrel with a very good 
bore that shows a couple light pits and some frosting but strong rifling. The metal surfaces retain 80% of an arsenal blue finish with scattered 
fading to brown and oxidation staining. The beech stock rates very good with a partially faded Italian cartouche on the left side of butt, a 
1/2” hairline crack in front of rear sight, a small white paint stain in front of band on right side, scattered light dings and handling marks. The 
stock is numbered matching to the barrel, the barrel is dated “1917” so this is likely a Truppe Special that was converted to 91/28 standards 
and it has the short rear sight. A very good example of an uncommon Carcano. (208350-4) {C&R} (200/400)

1239.  BERETTA 92S SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #U10015Z, 9mm, 5” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% 
armory blue and enamel finishes with some scattered flaking specks on the frame. The Beretta grips rate very good showing scattered 
dings, light scratches and handling marks. The 92S model features a magazine release on the bottom left of the grip frame and a left side 
mounted safety. A factory 15-round magazine is included and there is a PW Arms import marking on the left side of slide. A nice example 
for the Beretta collector. (208324-5) {MODERN} (200/400)

1240.  ROSSI SQUIRE BOXLOCK SHOTGUN serial #R78867, 410 Bore, 26” plain barrels choked modified with excellent bores. The metal 
surfaces retain 98% original blue with some scattered light silvering and some light oxidation on underside of frame. The hardwood stock 
rates very good with a 1 1/2” crack emanating from the upper tang and a few scattered handling marks. A nice condition and affordable 
side by side. (208290-167) {MODERN} (125/250)

1241.  JAPANESE TYPE 99 ARISAKA “LAST DITCH” BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY NAGOYA serial #11953, 7.7 Arisaka, 25” barrel with an 
excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 10th series rifle show an original blue finish that is drifting to a brown patina with some sparsely 
scattered light oxidation staining. The beech stock has an unrepaired duffle cut at the rear band but otherwise rates very good showing 
scattered dings and handling marks. The front band is unnumbered as is typical for these late war guns but the safety, firing pin, extractor 
and bolt are all matching to the receiver. The gun has many late war features such as a short handguard, fixed rear sight and wooden 
buttplate and the Chrysanthemum is intact. Part of the bolt stop assembly is missing but this would be an easy fix. A very good example of 
a late war Arisaka that is most assuredly a bringback from the Pacific War. (208339-28) {C&R} (200/300)
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1242.  EUROPEAN PERCUSSION PISTOL about .41 cal, 10” rifled barrel with a good bore that shows oxidation throughout but visible rifling. 
The barrel and hammer are a dull brown oxidized patina with a couple scattered dings. The upper tang and the lockplate are a dull gray 
patina with scattered oxidation, while the brass parts are dull yellow patina with scattered oxidation staining. The hardwood stock rates very 
good with a couple thin longitudinal cracks on the right side, a chip under lockplate, a small crack on the underside of pistolgrip, a few small 
chips, stains and dings. The lockplate is marked “STEATHAM” and the barrel is marked simply “E B”. The gun has rudimentary sights and 
the hammer appears to be loose. An interesting European percussion pistol overall. (207949-46) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

1243.  MAUSER MODEL 1914 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #291645, 32 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with an about very good bore that shows scat-
tered frosting and light pitting but strong rifling. The metal surfaces retain 70% original blue with scattered fading to brown, a few specks 
of light oxidation and light silvering. The checkered walnut grips rate very good with a couple small chips at the leading edge of the right 
panel, a tight 3/4” crack at the front of the right screw, scattered dings and handling marks. All visible serialized parts are matching, there 
is a faint “GERMANY” marking on the left side of the frame and there is no magazine present. (208401-27D32598) {C&R} (200/300)

1244.  ITALIAN 1870 VETTERLI CARBINE BY TORINO serial #A76537, 10.4mm, 18” barrel with a very good plus bore that shows scattered 
light pitting. The metal surface of this 1882 carbine are primarily a dull brown patina with some spots of cleaned pitting on the receiver, 
further pitting on upper tang, scattered oxidation staining and some oxidation around barrel. The hardwood stock rates very good having 
been refinished and showing a small chip in front left of bayonet channel, a few light dings and handling marks. The stock number is indis-
cernible, the bolt appears unnumbered and there is no bayonet assembly present. A very good example of these interesting Italian carbines. 
(208350-6) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1245.  BAIKAL BOUNTY HUNTER II BOXLOCK SHOTGUN serial #0354313B, 12 Ga, 20” plain barrels choked cylinder with bright excellent 
bores. The metal surfaces retain 98-99% original blue with some light superficial scratches on the underside of triggerguard. The hardwood 
stock rates near excellent with a ding on the right side of butt, light flaking and a few handling marks. A nice condition and affordable cowboy 
style shotgun. (208290-146) {MODERN} (200/300)

1246.  STOEGER COACH BOXLOCK SHOTGUN serial #369524, 410 Bore, 20” plain barrels choked cylinder and improved cylinder with 
excellent bores. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue finish. The hardwood stock rates excellent with a few light dings on toeline and 
the rubber grip cap shows brown staining. The inside of the frame is marked “COYOTE CAP/#1279” in electropencil likely indicating work 
done by the gunsmith Coyote Cap. A nice smallbore shotgun overall. (208290-168) {MODERN} (200/300)

1247.  ROSSI OVERLAND DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #T90684, 12 Ga, 20” plain barrels choked cylinder and improved cylinder 
with excellent bores. The metal surfaces of this Interarms imported shotgun retain 99% original blue finish. The hardwood stock rates near 
excellent as-refinished with an added varnish, a tiny chip at lower tang and a few scattered handling marks. A nice affordable “Coach gun” 
for the cowboy enthusiast. (208290-156) {MODERN} (150/250)

1248.  ROSSI OVERLAND DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #T158219, 20 Ga, 20 1/2” plain barrels choked improved cylinder and 
cylinder with excellent bores. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue finish with some light silvering. The hardwood stock rates excellent 
with scattered handling marks. An excellent coach gun style shotgun. (208290-162) {MODERN} (150/250)

1249.  WINCHESTER 94 AE LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #5280276, 30 WCF, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces 
retain 95% original blue with a couple areas of light oxidation on receiver and scattered light silvering. The walnut stock rates excellent with 
a few light handling marks. The carbine has a low-profile hammer and a front band-mounted sling swivel. A nice late model 1894 that may 
prove to be a good brush gun. (208290-187) {MODERN} (200/400)

1250.  ROSSI OVERLAND DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #T100937, 12 Ga, 20” plain barrels choked modified and improved cyl-
inder with excellent bores. The metal surfaces of this Interarms-imported shotgun retain 98% original blue with a few light silvering specks. 
The hardwood stock rates excellent with a few light handling marks and a varnish finish. A nice affordable “Coach Gun” for the cowboy 
enthusiast. (208290-148) {MODERN} (150/250)

1251.  CZ-27 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #162186, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a very good bore that shows a patch of pitting at muzzle and a 
couple other small pits. The metal surfaces of this “BOHMISCHE” marked pistol retain 97% original blue with some scattered light freckling 
spots, fading on the frontstrap and light silvering on the exposed edges. The CZ-marked grips rate very good plus showing light handling 
marks and wear. The slide is matching to the frame, the right side of the frame is marked with an “(Eagle)/WaA76” Waffenamt and the 
trigger resets slowly due to grease inside the frame. A single magazine is included that is unnumbered and it shows some oxidation on the 
baseplate. A fine example of a Nazi CZ-27. (207942-79) {C&R} (300/500)

1252.  FRENCH MODEL 1935A SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY S.A.C.M serial #G7155A, 7.65 Longue, 4 1/2” barrel with a very good bore that 
shows light pitting and frosting. The metal surfaces retain 90% arsenal phosphate with scattered silvering, some oxidation staining and a 
couple spots of pinprick pitting on the left side of slide. The checkered plastic grips rate very good showing some minor flattened points, 
handling marks, an 1/8” crack at bottom of left panel and light dings. A single black enamel magazine is included that shows a faded finish 
and is marked “35A” on the baseplate. A very good example of these post-war French service pistols. (208050-491) {C&R} (200/400)

1253.  BERSA THUNDER PLUS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #A18960, 380 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces 
retain 95-97% original phosphate and black enamel with a few light oxidation stain specks on the high edges of the slide and scattered 
silvering on the exposed edges. The Bersa rubber wraparound grips rate very good plus with dust staining, some flattening points and a 
small chip on the bottom of the right panel. This pistol has a magazine disconnect safety, there is no magazine present and a blue Smith & 
Wesson hard case is included. A fine Bersa Thunder Plus 380. (208402-5S20821) {MODERN} (125/250)

1254.  TTN MODEL 1878 DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #P-00299, 12 GA, 20” plain barrels choked cylinder with excellent bores. The 
metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with some light spots of silvering and tiny freckling specks on barrels. The walnut stock rates excellent 
with a couple minor dings and a few handling marks. A nice cowboy action style shotgun overall. (208290-137) {MODERN} (300/500)

1255.  TTN MODEL 1878 DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #P-00862, 12 Ga, 18 1/2” plain barrels choked cylinder with excellent bores. 
The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with a few scattered small spots of silvering. The hardwood stock rates near excellent with an 
added varnish, several handling marks and a few dings. A nice cowboy action style shotgun overall. (208290-147) {MODERN} (300/500)

1256.  STEVENS MODEL 311 BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN 16 Ga, 28” plain barrels choked modified and improved cylinder with bright 
excellent bores. The frame retains nearly all of its original case colors, while the blued parts retain 95% original finish with flaking on the 
triggerguard and lower tang, the remnants of a black enamel on the underside of barrel and some scattered light silvering on barrel. The 
hardwood stock rates very good plus showing some light flaking of the factory varnish, a couple light dings and a few handling marks. A 
fine Stevens 311 shotgun. (208290-169) {MODERN} (125/250)

1257.  NEF SB-1 SURVIVOR SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #NE242372, 45 LC/410 Bore, 20” rifled barrel with an excellent bore. The 
receiver shows a couple minor scratches but otherwise the case colors remain intact, while the barrel retains 98% original blue with a couple 
light scratches. The hardwood stock rates near excellent with a few light dings, scratches and handling marks. A nice condition “Survival 
gun” for the outdoorsman. (208290-149) {MODERN} (150/250)
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1258.  AUSTRALIAN MKIII* BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY LITHGOW serial #E36010, 303 British, 25” barrel with a very good bore that shows 
some light frosting. The metal surfaces of this 1943-dated rifle show a thinning gray arsenal parkerized finish with areas of silvering. The 
hardwood stock rates very good with an added varnish finish, a 3/4” hairline crack in front of magazine, a few moderate abrasions, scattered 
dings, flaking varnish and handling marks. The underside of the pistolgrip is marked “SWITZERLAND”, the rear sight is mismatched, the 
nosecap matching, the magazine and bolt are unnumbered. The left side of the rear band is marked “MA/55” and the receiver is marked 
“F.T.R.” both of which are arsenal rebuild markings. A very good Aussie Enfield that may be a good shooter. (208324-3) {C&R} (200/400)

1259.  ROSS MODEL 1905 BOLT ACTION RIFLE (SPORTERIZED) 303 British, 22” barrel with a very good bore that shows scattered 
frosting and a few pits near muzzle but strong rifling. The buttplate, receiver, triggerguard and lower tang are an overall dull gray patina with 
a couple spots of light oxidation on triggerguard and some scattered oxidation staining. The barrel and band retain 85% original blue with 
scattered fading and light freckling. The cutdown walnut stock rates very good as refinished with an added coat of oil, repaired chips on 
both sides of barrel, two added holes on comb for a peep sight, an abrasion to the left of receiver, a thin 1/2” crack protruding from a left 
side repair, scattered dings and handling marks. The rifle lacks its military sights, there are three holes present on the barrel, a hole on front 
of receiver and there is a folding Marbles peep sight on the top of the pistolgrip. A solid Ross sporter that will make an interesting addition 
to any collection. (208358-9) {MODERN} (200/400)

1260.  H&R TOPPER M48 SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN 16 Ga, 28” plain barrel choked improved cylinder with a bright excellent bore. The frame 
has turned a dull gray patina with traces of the original case colors and scattered freckling. The barrel is an overall dull brown patina with 
scattered traces of original blue, freckling and oxidation staining. The hardwood stock rates very good plus with scattered dings, scratches 
and handling marks. (208290-106) {MODERN} (25/75)

1261.  IAC MODEL 1887 LEVER ACTION SHOTGUN serial #0500625, 12 Ga, 20” plain barrel choked cylinder with an excellent bore. The 
metal surfaces of this Chinese-made Winchester 1887 clone retain 99% original blue finish. The walnut stock rates excellent with a few han-
dling marks. The receiver is marked “COYOTE CAP 1887 SPECIAL EDITION” indicating that this gun had some work done by the gunsmith 
“Coyote Cap”. An excellent 1887 clone that will likely be great for cowboy action style competition. (208290-170) {MODERN} (200/400)

1262.  STOEGER COACH GUN SUPREME BOXLOCK SHOTGUN serial #531309-04, 12 Ga, 20” plain barrels choked improved cylinder 
and modified with bright excellent bores. The nickel frame retains 99% original finish with some faint oxidation stain specks and light silver-
ing. The blued barrel and triggerguard retain 99% original finish overall. The nicely figured checkered hardwood stock rates excellent with 
a couple minor handling marks. The gun is outfitted with a black factory recoil pad giving it a 14 1/2” length of pull. This shotgun includes a 
box correctly end-labeled to the gun, manual and choke wrench. A nice cowboy style shotgun overall. (208290-171) {MODERN} (200/400)

1263.  ROSSI OVERLAND DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #T52759, 12 Ga, 18 1/2” plain barrels choked cylinder with excellent 
bores. The metal surfaces retain 93% original blue with some silvering on the triggerguard, a spot of light pitting on barrel and scattered 
spots of oxidation. The walnut stock rates very good with an added varnish and showing scattered scratches, handling marks and dings. A 
solid Rossi Overland shotgun overall. (208290-83) {MODERN} (125/250)

1264.  NAZI-MARKED UNIQUE KRIEGSMODELL SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #74480, 32 ACP, 3” barrel with a very good plus bore 
that shows some light frosting. The metal surfaces of this two-line address pistol retain perhaps 40% original blue with the balance having 
turned to a brown patina, silvering to the exposed edges and some scattered freckling. The ribbed grips rate about very good showing 
some light chipping and dings. The right rear of the frame is marked with a Nazi “(Eagle)/WaAD20” Waffenamt and the barrel is matching 
to the frame. A solid example of a hard-to-find Nazi occupation pistol. (208050-556) {C&R} (300/500)

1265.  BRITISH NO. 4 MK 1* BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY SAVAGE (SPORTERIZED) serial #85C7575, 303 British, 22” shortened barrel 
with a very good bore that shows frosting and light pitting but strong rifling. The metal surfaces retain 95% of a reapplied polished blue with 
scattered areas of light oxidation and some flaking spots around muzzle. The Monte Carlo stock rates very good with an added varnish, a 
1” crack on the right side of the comb, scattered light flaking, scratches, dings and handling marks. The bolt is matching to the rear band, 
the rifle bears both British export and arsenal refurbishment markings. The rear sight is an adjustable No. 4 military peep sight, while the 
front sight is an aftermarket blade sight. The rifle has a 5-round magazine and an aftermarket brown leather sling. The bolt operates a bit 
stiffly but this rifle may be a good affordable hunting rifle. (208107-7) {MODERN} (150/250)

1266.  H&R TOPPER SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #A126153, 410 Bore, 26” plain barrel choked cylinder with a bright excellent bore. 
The frame shows a generous amount of the original case colors with a small speck of light pitting behind triggerguard and scattered light 
oxidation specks. The barrel retains 40% original blue with scattered freckling and overall fading to brown. The walnut stock rates very good 
with an added varnish, a 2” crack behind upper tang, scattered dings, flaking varnish, handling marks and scratches. There is a 1/2” chip 
at the bottom of the factory buttplate and a couple dings on the sides. (208290-166) {MODERN} (25/75)

1267.  NEF HANDI SB-2 SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #NP235088, 45-70 Govt, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces 
retain 98% original blue with a couple small spots of silvering. The hardwood stock rates very good plus with a few scattered small dings, 
light scratches and handling marks. The stock is equipped with an unmarked gray rubber buttpad that is likely factory and shows a flap 
of loose rubber at top. There are two sling studs present, three scope holes on the receiver and the factory open sights are present. An 
excellent condition “Handi Rifle” that will likely be great for big game. (208290-4) {MODERN} (150/250)

1268.  NEF PARDNER TRACKER II SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #256401, 12 Ga, 24” iron-sighted rifled barrel with an excellent bore. 
The receiver retains 99% original case colors, while the barrel retains 98% original blue with some light silvering at muzzle and a couple specks 
of light oxidation. The hardwood stock rates excellent with a couple minor dings and handling marks. The shotgun has factory sling studs and 
a factory recoil pad giving it a 14 1/4” length of pull. A nice condition affordable slug gun overall. (208290-72) {MODERN} (75/150)

1269.  NEF HANDI SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #NU326989, 44 Mag, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 
99% original blue and the hardwood stock rates excellent with a few light handling marks and a minor ding on the right side of butt. The 
rifle features a factory recoil pad for a 14” length of pull, three factory holes at rear of barrel, iron sights and two factory sling studs. A nice 
affordable single shot rifle in a versatile caliber. (208290-6) {MODERN} (150/250)

1270.  NEF PARDNER SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #NT282618, 12 Ga, 22” plain barrel choked improved cylinder with a bright excellent 
bore. The receiver retains 99% case colors with some light silvering, while the barrel retains 98-99% original blue with a few light spots of 
silvering. The hardwood stock rates very good plus with some light flaking of the factory oil finish, minor scratches, light dings and handling 
marks. An affordable and versatile shotgun. (208290-144) {MODERN} (75/150)

1271.  H&R TOPPER SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #AX647112, 12 Ga, 27 1/2” plain barrel choked improved modified with a near ex-
cellent bore that shows some residue near muzzle. The receiver retains 99% original case colors, while the barrel retains 90% original blue 
with a spot of silvering at breach and some scattered light freckling. The hardwood stock rates excellent with a few light dings and handling 
marks. A fine condition affordable shotgun. (208290-82) {MODERN} (50/100)

1272.  CZ-38 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #265580, 380 ACP, 4 3/4” barrel with a fair bore that shows oxidation and pitting throughout but 
evident rifling. The metal surfaces of this “E7(Lion)39”-marked pistol retain 90% original blue with scattered fading to gray, freckling and 
light oxidation with the heaviest loss being towards the front top of slide. The CZ checkered grips rate very good showing a few dings and 
light handling marks. The slide is numbered matching to the frame and this is a good entry-level example. (208050-643) {C&R} (200/300)
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1273.  REMINGTON ROLLING BLOCK MILITARY RIFLE .58 Cal (Likely .58 Berdan), 39” barrel with a good bore that shows scattered 
oxidation and pitting but strong rifling. The metal surfaces of this early transformed rifle retain 95% reapplied nickel finish with a few spots 
of freckling and scattered nickeled-over pitting spots. The hardwood stock rates good with an older added varnish, several chips in the 
cleaning rod channel, a repaired chip on both sides of wrist, a few small drying cracks around butt, a few further cracks, a chip between 
front band and nosecap, scattered dings, flaking and handling marks. There is no cleaning rod present, the bands and the rear band keeper 
are loose, the breechblock is missing a screw and the hammer is quite stiff. A good project gun overall. (208358-25) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

1274.  BRITISH NO. 2 MK 1* “TANKER” DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #ZG125, 38 S&W, 5” barrel with a bright near excellent 
bore. The metal surfaces of this “DI” marked and undated revolver retain 93% of a black Suncorite finish with some scattered light to 
moderate flaking. The grooved grips rate very good showing some dings and handling marks. The cylinder and barrel are matching 
to the frame and the bottom of the grip frame is marked “54” in yellow paint. A fine example of these interesting military sidearms. 
(208139-79D32361) {C&R} (200/400)

1275.  IVER JOHNSON CHAMPION SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #HXTG, 16 Ga, 30” plain barrel choked full with a near excellent 
bore. The frame retains much of its original case colors with some scattered freckling and fading. The barrel retains 75-80% original blue 
with scattered fading and freckling. The walnut stock rates very good as refinished with an added varnish, a 3/4” crack behind upper tang, 
scattered flaking, handling marks and dings. A solid Iver Johnson Champion shotgun. (208290-80) {C&R} (100/200)

1276.  ROSSI OVERLAND DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #T76484, 12 Ga, 20” plain barrels choked modified and improved cylinder 
with excellent bores. The metal surfaces of this Interarms-imported shotgun retain 99% original blue with some light silvering. The hardwood 
stock rates near excellent with a thick varnish finish, a few light scratches, dings and handling marks. A nice vintage-style shotgun for the 
cowboy action enthusiast. (208290-76) {MODERN} (150/250)

1277.  SPARTAN GUNWORKS SPR220S DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #0540467R, 12 Ga, 20” plain barrels choked modified and 
improved modified with bright excellent bores. The metal surfaces of this Baikal-made and Remington-imported shotgun retain 99% original 
blue with some tiny spots of light silvering. The checkered walnut stock and forend rate near excellent with a few light scratches, dings and 
handling marks. The gun features an automatic safety and this is a nice cowboy style shotgun overall. (208290-131) {MODERN} (200/400)

1278.  SPARTAN GUNWORKS SPR220 BOXLOCK SHOTGUN serial #0545522R, 12 Ga, 20” plain barrels choked cylinder with excellent 
bores. The metal surfaces of this Russian-made shotgun retain 98% original blue with a spot of light freckling on triggerguard, some light 
silvering spots and a further tiny freckling spot on barrel. The hardwood stock rates excellent with a few light handling marks. A nice coach 
style shotgun overall. (208290-165) {MODERN} (200/400)

1279.  IVER JOHNSON M1 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #AA17630, 30 Carbine, 18” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces 
retain 97% original blue with scattered light silvering spots. The hardwood stock rates excellent retaining most of its factory varnish a few 
light dings and handling marks. The carbine has a ventilated steel handguard, no magazine is present but a GI-style canvas sling is included. 
An excellent condition commercial carbine. (208290-47) {MODERN} (200/400)

1280.  BERETTA 1935 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #579297, 32 ACP, 3 1/4” barrel with a very good bore that has a couple moderate pits and 
some frosting. The metal surfaces of this “UT”-marked pistol retain 75% original blue with some light silvering on the exposed edges, a few 
light dings on backstrap, fading to brown on front and backstraps. The “PB”-marked grips rate very good showing scattered light scratch-
es, handling marks and dings. The slide is matching to the frame, the “UT” marking is a Nazi acceptance stamp and a single magazine is 
included. A very good example of a Nazi-accepted Beretta 1935. (208050-518) {C&R} (250/450)

1281.  GERMAN P.37 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY FEG serial #57010, 32 ACP, 4” barrel with a near very good bore that shows scattered 
moderate pitting but strong rifling. The metal surfaces of this “jhv/43”-coded pistol retain 95% of a reapplied blue finish with some freckling 
on the grip safety, light silvering on the exposed edges and blued-over pinprick pits. The grooved grips rate very good with the left panel 
being loose, light chips around grip panels, minor dings and handling marks. The left side of triggerguard is marked with a “(Eagle)/WaA173” 
Waffenamt, the slide is matching to the frame and no magazine is present. (208050-649) {C&R} (200/300)

1282.  GERMAN P.37 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY FEG serial #33021, 32 ACP, 4” barrel with a very good bore that shows some frosting. The 
metal surfaces of this “jhv/41”-coded pistol retain about 85% original blue with some scattered light freckling and areas fading to brown. 
The grooved grips rate very good showing some light dings and handling marks. The slide, frame and barrel are matching and the left side 
of the triggerguard is marked with an “(Eagle)/WaA58” Waffenamt. A single magazine is included that is numbered to a different gun. A 
very good example of an early Nazi-marked Femaru pistol. (208050-648) {C&R} (300/500)

1283.  BERETTA 950 B SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #C47372, 22 Short, 2 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 
90% original blue and black enamel with some silvering on the high edges and fading to gray on front and backstraps. The Ber-
etta-marked grips rate very good with some light chipping around the screw holes and dings. Two magazines are included with this 
pistol. (208050-527) {MODERN} (75/150)

1284.  NEF HANDI SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #NM364422, 30 WCF, 22” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% 
original blue with a few light spots of silvering. The hardwood stock rates very good with a few large areas of flaking oil and a few handling 
marks. The rifle has three sight holes at the rear of the barrel, a set of factory open sights and an unmarked green recoil pad giving the gun 
a 14” length of pull. A nice affordable single-shot rifle. (208290-177) {MODERN} (100/200)

1285.  UNIVERSAL M1 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #322430, 30 Carbine, 18” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces 
retain 95% original blue with light fading along length of barrel, some silvering on the triggerguard, light oxidation on charging handle, 
receiver and front band. The walnut stock rates very good with a 1/2” crack at front end of stock, a 1/4” crack at rear right of butt, a few 
areas of staining, dings and handling marks. The carbine has a ventilated steel handguard that shows some light oxidation and a single 
15-round magazine is included. The magazine release operates a bit stiffly but this carbine may prove to be a fun plinker or varmint gun. 
(208050-849) {MODERN} (200/400)

1286.  ROSSI M92 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #M043193, 44 Mag, 16” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this early 
Interarms-imported rifle retain 99% original blue. The walnut stock rates very good plus showing an added dark oil finish, a spot of staining 
on right side, a few light scratches, dings and handling marks. This is an early carbine which lacks a manual safety, it has a saddle ring and 
a large lever loop. A nice cowboy style lever action. (208290-96) {MODERN} (250/450)

1287.  ARGENTINE MODEL 1909 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY DWM (SPORTERIZED) serial #L4597, 30-06, 24” shortened barrel with a 
very good bore that shows light pitting and scattered frosting. The in-the-white bolt and receiver remain bright with some sparsely scattered 
light oxidation staining and freckling, while the buttplate shows oxidation staining throughout and some light pitting. The blued surfaces retain 
97% reapplied matte blue with light silvering around muzzle, light freckling and fading around floorplate. The cutdown walnut stock rates very 
good plus as refinished with a few dings and handling marks. All serialized parts are matching, the left rear of barrel is marked “30-06” and 
there is a USGI-style canvas green sling included. A very good sporterized Argentine 1909. (208368-1) {MODERN} (200/400)
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1288.  UNIVERSAL M1 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #426264, 30 Carbine, 18” barrel with a very good bore that shows some oxidation in 
the grooves. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with some light fading on barrel and light scratches on the ventilated handguard. The 
walnut stock rates excellent with a few light scratches, handling marks and light dings. A 15-round phosphate magazine that shows scattered 
freckling and a GI-style green canvas sling are included. A nice condition commercial M1 Carbine. (208290-46) {MODERN} (200/400)

1289.  ROSSI MODEL 92 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #SS062407, 45 Colt, 24” octagon barrel with a bright excellent bore. The brass 
nosecap, buttplate and receiver remain mostly bright with a small spot of oxidation on receiver, further light oxidation on buttplate and scat-
tered handling marks. The stainless surfaces rate excellent with a tiny oxidation blemish on the barrel and the walnut stock rates excellent 
retaining much of its factory oil finish and showing a couple small handling marks. There is an Interarms import marking on the upper tang. 
(208369-5) {MODERN} (250/450)

1290.  GERMAN KAR 98A BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY ERFURT (SPORTERIZED) serial #8654y, 8mm Mauser, 22” shortened barrel 
with a very good bore that shows frosting. The metal surfaces of this 1918-dated rifle retain 95% reapplied polish blue with some fading to 
brown on the receiver, oxidation on triggerguard and floorplate. The Monte Carlo raised cheekpiece stock rates very good with an added 
varnish, a thin 1” crack at upper tang, scattered light scratches, minor dings, flaking and handling marks. All visible serialized parts are 
matching and the rifle is sighted with a Marble’s gold bead front sight and a Lyman peep rear sight. The bolt was jeweled at some point, 
there is no magazine follower, follower spring or small triggerguard screws present. A good restoration project for the fledgling gunsmith. 
(208368-5) {MODERN} (125/250)

1291.  JAPANESE TYPE 99 “LAST DITCH” ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY TOYO KOGYO serial #45603, 7.7 Arisaka, 25” barrel 
with a very good bore that shows some minor frosting. The metal surfaces of this 35th series rifle are an overall dull gray patina with scattered 
oxidation. The Asian hardwood stock has an unrepaired duffle cut at the rear band but otherwise rates very good with an armory-added 
varnish, a strong inspection stamp on the underside of comb, scattered light scratches, handling marks and dings. The Chrysanthemum is 
ground, the rifle has all last-ditch features like the short handguard, fixed rear sight and wooden buttplate. The front band is unnumbered 
as is typical for these late rifles but the extractor, cocking knob, firing pin and bolt are all matching to the receiver. A very good example of 
the last series produced in Hiroshima. (208368-7) {C&R} (150/250)

1292.  ARGENTINE MODEL 1891 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY LUDWIG LOEWE serial #M4829, 7.65 Argentine, 29” barrel with a very 
good lightly frosted bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% arsenal blue with the front of the receiver turning to a dull brown patina and some 
scattered light fading spots and some pinprick pits along the right side of butt. The bolt body remains mostly bright with light oxidation 
staining and the magazine follower shows vibrant fire blue. The walnut stock rates excellent with a strong cartouche on the right side of the 
butt, a few light dings and handling marks. The crest is ground as is typical, the cleaning rod is mismatched but all other parts are matching. 
An original bayonet is present that has a ground Argentine crest and is numbered to a different gun but no scabbard is present. The blade 
shows scattered oxidation staining, while the crossguard and pommel are a gray patina with oxidation staining throughout and the ribbed 
handles remain mostly bright. A very fine example of these early South American Mauser rifles. (208385-1) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1293.  SWEDISH M96 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY CARL GUSTAFS serial #470782, 6.5x55 Swedish, 29” barrel with a very good bore that 
shows scattered light pitting and frosting but strong rifling. The metal surfaces of this 1919-dated rifle retain 85% arsenal blue with scattered 
spots of oxidation, fading, silvering, freckling and fading. The hardwood stock rates very good with partially faded Swedish crown stamps 
on pistolgrip, a couple small plug repairs, scattered flaking oil, dings and handling marks. The bolt handle, safety, bolt shroud, buttplate and 
rear sight are matching to the receiver but the other parts appear mismatched. The stock disc shows a “1” for bore condition and a correct 
M96 sling is included. A very good example of these highly-regarded Swedish Mauser rifles. (208381-7) {C&R} (200/400)

1294.  BRITISH NO. 4 MK 1 BOLT ACTION “JUNGLE CARBINE” BY GOLDEN STATE ARMS serial #D9943, 303 British, 19” barrel 
with a very good plus bore that shows light frosting in the grooves. The metal surfaces retain 98% arsenal phosphate with some flaking spots 
on the magazine, light freckling and light silvering on the barrel. The hardwood stock rates very good with a lightly added varnish, a tiny chip 
on handguard, a chip on the right sling cut, a few dings, light scratches and handling marks. The bolt and magazine are unnumbered and 
this carbine was converted from a full-length No. 4 rifle to Jungle Carbine configuration by Golden State arms. A spare 10-round magazine 
and Enfield style sling are included. An excellent condition Jungle Carbine clone. (208403-7) {MODERN} (200/400)

1295.  YUGOSLAVIAN M59/66 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #0-611714, 7.62x39mm, 20” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces 
retain 98% arsenal blue with some light silvering around magazine. The hardwood stock rates very good with an added oil finish, a few 
dings and handling marks. All visible serialized parts are matching with the triggerguard plate being marked “25883” in electropencil, the 
military rear sight has been removed and a Tech-Sight rear peep sight has been installed on the rear of the top cover where takedown latch 
once was. There is an “NI LLC” import marking on the left side of the barrel. A nice Yugo M59/66 SKS that may prove to be a fun plinker. 
(208403-5) {C&R} (200/400)

1296.  INDIAN MKIII* GRENADE LAUNCHING BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #92228M, 303 British, 25” barrel with a very good bore that 
shows some light frosting. The metal surfaces of this 1963-dated Ishapore-made rifle retain about 40% arsenal black enamel with scattered 
flaking, light oxidation stains and fading to gray. The hardwood stock rates about very good with an armory-added dark oil finish, an armorer 
repair at heel, a couple small cracks, a painted rack number “10” on the left side of butt, a small chip behind rear bands, scattered dings, 
handling marks and dents. The rear sight is matching to the receiver but the other parts are mismatched. The stock has an added cross-
bolt, added small holes and the imprint of wire wrapping indicating that this gun was used as a grenade launching rifle but no discharger 
or wrapping are present. The safety is loose but functional and the rear sight screw exhibits slot damage. This is a solid example of these 
interesting Indian rifles overall. (208401-53D32854) {C&R} (200/300)

1297. DEMILLED BERETTA MODEL 38A 
SUBMACHINE GUN This lot consists of a demilled 
Beretta Model 38A submachine gun and a sling. The 
metal surfaces of the gun retain 93% of a black enamel 
finish with scattered silvering, light fading and light flak-
ing. The beech stock rates very good with a couple 

small chips, a crack running from the front of the left edge to the band, a couple 
abrasions, scattered dings, handling marks and light scratches. The stock is numbered differently than the rest of the gun and the receiver appears 
to be a solid piece of steel. The charging handle does not rotate, the safety will move back and forth and the magazine is fixed. A German-style 
black leather sling is included that shows scattered crazing and a spare magazine is also included. A very good plus example of a demilled Beretta 
38 subgun. (207884-8) {NON-GUN} [Craig Brown Collection] 
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1298.  CANADIAN NO. 4 MK 1* BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY LONG BRANCH (SPORTERIZED) serial #74L6044, 303 British, 25” barrel 
with a very good plus bore that shows some minor frosting. The metal surfaces of this 1944-dated rifle retain 95% Suncorite finish with a 
couple small spots of light oxidation on barrel and scattered light flaking. The cutdown walnut stock rates very good as lightly-refinished 
with an added coat of oil, an armorer repair at heel, scattered dings and handling marks. The magazine is mismatched but all other parts 
are matching, the receiver is “FTR”-marked indicating factory overhaul and the barrel has British-sold out of service proofs. The front sight 
ears are no long present and the top half of the rear sight aperture was removed at some point. A solid Enfield that may prove to be an 
affordable hunting rifle or good restoration candidate. (208368-8) {MODERN} (125/250)

1299.  REMINGTON MODEL 31S SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #35960, 12 Ga, 30” solid rib barrel choked full with a bright excellent 
bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with some operational wear on the magazine tube, a couple tiny spots of light pitting on the 
left top side of the receiver, some scattered light fading spots on the receiver and barrel. The walnut stock rates excellent with some scattered 
light handling marks and retaining much of its factory varnish. The buttstock is fitted with a Hawkins recoil pad giving it a 14 1/4” length of 
pull. Two spare barrels are included that are numbered differently than the receiver and a black Moose brand soft case are all included with 
this shotgun. The first barrel is a plain 26” with a poly-choked bright excellent bore that retains about 90% original blue with scattered light 
freckling and fading. The second is a 29 1/2” solid rib barrel choked full with an excellent bore that retains about 95% original blue with 
scattered light fading, minor freckling and silvering. A very fine Remington 31S slide action shotgun. (208370-3) {MODERN} (300/500)

1300.  REMINGTON ELLIOT DERINGER serial #3376, 32 RF, 3 3/8” four-barrel cluster with oxidized bores. The metal surfaces are mostly a 
dull gray patina with traces of fire blue on the trigger link, scattered oxidation staining, silvering and freckling. The smooth walnut grips rate 
very good with an older added varnish, a few dings, scratches and handling marks. A good example of these interesting antique Remington 
Deringer pistols. (208123-15) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)

1301.  IVER JOHNSON M1 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #AA49627, 30 Carbine, 18” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 
98% original blue and phosphate with some operational wear on bolt, silvering on barrel and some freckling on receiver. The walnut stock 
rates excellent with the handguard appearing lighter in color than the stock, a few light scratches, minor dings and handling marks. A single 
15-round magazine and GI-style canvas sling are included. A nice condition commercial carbine overall. (208290-107) {MODERN} (200/400)

1302.  SPANISH MODEL 1916 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #OT-41367, 7.62mm NATO, 21 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The 
metal surfaces retain 93% arsenal-refurbished blue with some light pitting on buttplate, thinning on triggerguard, scattered fading to brown 
and light freckling. The hardwood stock rates very good as cleaned with a large repair on top of comb with a 1/2” crack protruding from 
it, a couple smaller repairs with another small crack behind lower tang, a small chip at toe, a few dings and handling marks. The receiver 
is unmarked, triggerguard is mismatched, the bolt and floorplate are matching. There is Samco import marking on the underside of barrel 
and an aftermarket GI-style sling is included. A very good plus Spanish 1916 Mauser. (208369-13) {C&R} (100/200)

1303.  GIBBS QUEST II BOLT ACTION CARBINE serial #W4195, 7.62 NATO, 17 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces 
retain 98% of professionally-applied black enamel and satin chrome finishes with a spot of oxidation staining on the inside of triggerguard 
and some oxidation blemishes on buttplate. The beech stock rates excellent as professionally refinished with a couple minor handling marks. 
This carbine started life as a 1967-dated Ishapore Model 2A1 Enfield bolt action rifle and it was converted by Gibbs to resemble a No. 5 
Mk1 Jungle Carbine. There is a flash hider, as well as two sling studs present and the serialized parts are mismatched. There is a Navy Arms 
import marking on the underside of the barrel and a Century Arms import marking on the left side of the receiver. An interesting modern 
take on the Jungle Carbine. (208369-15) {MODERN} (200/400)

1304.  SMITH & WESSON MODEL 1 1/2 SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #30314, 32 RF, 3 1/2” barrel with an oxidized bore. The 
metal surfaces are a dull gray oxidized patina with scattered pitting. The smooth walnut grips rate very good with an added varnish that 
shows scattered flaking and the grips show scattered dings and handling marks. The spur of the hammer was broken at some point and 
the barrel latch is frozen in the upward position. A neat conversion piece or perhaps a project gun. (208145-16) {ANTIQUE} (25/75)

1305.  STEVENS MODEL 770 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN 16 Ga, 28” plain barrel choked full with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces 
retain 93-95% original blue with some light silvering, scattered spots fading to brown and light freckling. The walnut stock rates very 
good plus with an added varnish, spots of light flaking, minor dings and handling marks. A nice condition and affordable shotgun. 
(208290-174) {MODERN} (75/150)

1306.  ROSSI MODEL 92 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #AM050277, 45 Colt, 24” half-round half-octagon barrel with an excellent bore. The 
metal surfaces of this pre-safety and Interarms-imported rifle retain 98% original blue with two small spots of light pitting on the magazine 
tube. The walnut stock rates excellent retaining much of its oil finish with a couple tiny dings and a few handling marks. The rifle has a gold 
colored blade front sight and a plain open rear sight. A nice Rossi for the single action enthusiast. (208369-18) {MODERN} (250/450)

1307.  SEARS MODEL 53 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #20207, 30-06, 22” barrel with a near excellent bore that shows some light frosting. 
The metal surfaces of this Model 70-style rifle retain 98% original blue with some light silvering on barrel and flaking enamel on floorplate. The 
checkered walnut stock rates excellent with some light flaking around buttplate and a few scattered handling marks. The sling holes on the 
stock are empty and the rifle is sighted with iron sights. A very good affordable bolt action rifle. (208401-43D32716) {MODERN} (200/400)

1308.  RICHLAND ARMS MODEL 711 BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #64658, 12 Ga, 29 3/4” solid rib barrels choked improved 
modified with bright excellent bores. The metal surfaces of this Spanish-made shotgun retain 98% original blue with a few small spots of 
light oxidation on barrel and frame. The walnut stock rates very good plus with the beginnings of a tiny chip at upper tang and a few light 
handling marks. The gun is fitted with an unmarked red recoil pad giving it a 14 1/2” length of pull and features double triggers and an 
automatic safety. An excellent condition Model 711 shotgun. (208339-10) {MODERN} (200/400)

1309.  FRENCH MAB MODEL D SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #114911, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a very good bore that shows frosting 
near muzzle. The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue with some scattered light freckling specks, silvering and minor fading on the top of 
slide. The “MAB”-marked checkered grips rate good with the right panel showing a slightly warped fit, a few minor chips, areas of flattening 
points, dings and handling marks. There is a “(Half Moon)/I” marking on the front right of the triggerguard likely a Moroccan property mark 
and the magazine releases a bit stiffly. A very good example of these French martial sidearms. (208050-537) {C&R} (200/400)

1310.  ITALIAN M41 CARCANO BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY TERNI serial #D7669, 6.5 Carcano, 27” barrel with a very good bore that shows 
scattered frosting and a few pits. The metal surfaces of this “FAT/41”-coded rifle retain 80% arsenal blue with scattered light fading, silvering 
and freckling. The beech stock rates near excellent with a faint Italian cartouche and a few light dings. The bolt is the bent type, there is no 
cleaning rod included and the stock is mismatched. This is an interesting Carcano long rifle overall. (208050-847) {C&R} (100/200)

1311.  NEPALESE SNIDER BREECHLOADING RIFLE .577 Snider, 36 1/2” barrel with a very good bore that shows scattered frosting and 
a few pits but strong rifling. The breechblock and lockplate metal surfaces are a light gray patina with scattered oxidation staining, while 
the brass parts are turning to a brown patina with scattered oxidation staining. The barrel and bands are a dull brown patina with scattered 
freckling and oxidation staining. The Asian hardwood stock rates very good with an older added oil finish, a few small chips in ramrod 
channel, a couple further chips on the high edges, scattered flaking, dings and handling marks. A very good example of a Nepalese-made 
Snider rifle. (208349-38) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)
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1312.  RUGER STANDARD MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #130267, 22 LR, 4 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces 
retain 90% original blue with fading to gray on the front and backstrap, further light fading on underside of triggerguard, light silvering, fading 
and freckling on top of slide. The checkered grips rate near excellent showing some light handling marks. A very good vintage Ruger that 
may still be a good plinker. (208320-56) {C&R} (150/300)

1313.  IDEAL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY F. ARIZMENDIY serial #49244, 32 ACP, 3 1/4” barrel with a very good bore that shows a few pits 
and some frosting. The metal surfaces of this “Ruby”-style pistol retain 20-30% original blue with the balance being a dull brown patina, 
scattered freckling and the slide showing scattered light pitting. The checkered grips rate about very good with dings, handling marks 
and flattening points. The rear of the frame is marked “AG”, the slide is matching to the frame, the pistol lacks the French acceptance star 
markings on the bottom of magazine well but the fire markings are in French. A single magazine is included that is marked “AG” on the 
baseplate. (208354-8) {C&R} (100/200)

1314.  SAVAGE MODEL 23C SPORTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #65181, 32 WCF, 24” barrel with a very good bore that shows some 
light frosting in the grooves. The metal surfaces retain 80% original blue with scattered freckling and fading. The hardwood stock rates very 
good with an added varnish, amateurishly added checkering, scattered flaking, handling marks and dings. There are two holes at the rear 
of the receiver, the rifle has a D.W. King buckhorn rear sight and no magazine is present. A solid example of these interesting Savage rifles. 
(208358-22) {C&R} (100/200)

1315.  GERMAN P.38 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY WALTHER serial #2616K, 9mm, 5” barrel with a good plus bore that shows light pitting 
throughout but strong rifling. The metal surfaces of this ac43-coded pistol retain 95% of a reapplied blue finish with silvering on the 
high edges and scattered light fading. The bakelite grips rate very good plus with a couple minor dings and scattered handling marks. 
All serialized parts are matching and an unmarked blued magazine is included. A good example piece of a mid-war German pistol. 
(208401-29D32636) {C&R} (250/450)

1316.  STEVENS MODEL 30 RANGER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #U62842, 20 Ga, 28” plain barrel choked improved modified with 
a very good plus bore that shows some light frosting. The metal surfaces retain perhaps 20% original blue with fading to brown throughout 
and scattered freckling. The checkered walnut stock rates very good plus with an added varnish, a few dings and scattered handling marks. 
(208381-10) {C&R} (100/200)

1317.  ROSSI M68 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #AA407418, 38 Special, 2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 
99% original blue finish. The factory rubber grips rate very good plus with some scuffs and handling marks. A leather inside-the-waist-
band holster and a hardcase are included with this revolver. An excellent condition snubnose that may be good for concealed carry. 
(208349-20) {MODERN} (100/200)

1318.  ARGENTINE MODEL 1909 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY DWM serial #K0689, 7.65mm Argentine, 29” barrel with a very good bore 
that shows light pitting but strong rifling. The in-the-white receiver and bolt remain mostly bright with scattered light scratches, pinprick 
pitting and light oxidation spots, while the barrel appears lightly cleaned having turned a gray patina with light oxidation stain spots. The 
floorplate, bands, bolt stop and triggerguard have turned a dark brown patina with scattered silvering spots and light oxidation. The walnut 
stock rates about very good with an armory-added oil finish, a small chip on both sides of handguard at rear, a large armorer repair at toe, 
a strong Argentine cartouche, scattered dings, light scratches and handling marks. There is an anchor marking on top of the rear sight 
and all serialized parts are matching including the cleaning rod. A good example of these desirable South American Mauser-style rifles. 
(208337-2) {C&R} (300/500)

1319.  WALTHER P.38 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #085051, 9mm, 5” barrel with a very good plus bore that shows perhaps some freckling 
in the grooves. The metal surfaces of this 12/59-dated West German pistol retain 95% original black enamel and phosphate with a couple 
tiny spots of oxidation on slide, scattered silvering along the slide and scattered very light flaking on the frame. The grips rate very good 
with scattered dings, light scratches and handling marks. All serialized parts are matching, there is a Interarms import marking on the left 
side of the frame and two magazines are included. A fine post-war P.38 that likely shoots quite well. (208411-3) {C&R} (300/400)

1320.  NORINCO SKS SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #9125686, 7.62x39, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% 
original blue with some oxidation staining on bolt carrier, a few spots of light freckling and fading. The Tapco black synthetic collapsible stock 
rates excellent with a few scuff marks. The bolt carrier is matching, the other parts appear unnumbered and there is no bayonet assembly 
present. There are two import markings on the receiver, a SKS green canvas sling and an aftermarket 30-round magazine are included. A 
fine “tactical” SKS rifle. (208401-47D32285) {MODERN} (200/400)

1321.  SWEDISH G33/50 BOLT ACTION CARBINE (SPORTERIZED) serial #98201, 6.5x55 Swedish, 17” barrel with a very good bore 
that shows scattered frosting and a few light pits. The metal surfaces of this Interarms-imported carbine retain 85% reapplied blue with 
fading to gray on the nosecap, sparse oxidation scattered on the barreled action and oxidation throughout floorplate and triggerguard. The 
Mannlicher stock rates excellent with a few scattered handling marks and light scratches. The carbine has two added holes on the front of 
the receiver, a Williams peep sight at rear of receiver, a gold bead front sight and a modified turned down bolt handle. An interesting take 
on a classic Swedish carbine. (208366-19) {MODERN} (250/400)

1322.  U.S. MODEL 1898 KRAG BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY SPRINGFIELD ARMORY (SPORTERIZED) serial #152554, 30-40 Krag, 
22” shortened barrel with a very good bore that shows scattered frost. The receiver, sideplate and magazine box metal surfaces are a gray 
patina with a couple light tool marks on the front right side of receiver and scattered oxidation staining. The triggerguard shows a thinning 
fire blue finish with scattered freckling. The barrel and band show a thinning original blue finish with a few tool marks and scattered freckling. 
The modified pistolgrip stock has added checkering around the pistolgrip and it rates very good with an added dark oil finish, scattered dings, 
scratches and handling marks. The rifle is equipped with a military front sight and a M1901 rear sight. (208353-1) {ANTIQUE} (200/300)

1323.  WINCHESTER MODEL 70 FEATHERWEIGHT BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #G2091834, 308 Winchester, 22” barrel with a very 
good plus bore that shows a couple tiny spots of frosting. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue finish. The checkered walnut 
stock rates very good plus with a prominent ding on the right side of the checkering, a couple smaller dings and scattered handling 
marks. The rifle includes a set of rings and an aftermarket leather sling but there is no bolt assembly present. A good project gun overall. 
(208401-44D32816) {MODERN} (200/300)

1324.  GERMAN MODEL 98 BOLT ACTION MAGAZINE SPORTING RIFLE serial #21201y, 270 Winchester, 24” barrel with a very good 
bore that shows a few scattered small pits but strong rifling. The metal surfaces retain 93% of a reapplied blue finish with scattered fading 
and freckling. The checkered walnut stock rates excellent with an added oil finish and a few handling marks. The gun features double set 
triggers, two added holes at the rear of the receiver and an Echo side-mounted scope mount and rings. The screws on the Echo scope 
mount exhibit light to moderate slot damage and the safety has also been modified to a two-position swept type. A very good sporterized 
and customized Mauser rifle. (208340-20) {MODERN} (250/450)

1325.  MANUHRIN PP SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #47108, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this H&K-im-
ported pistol retain 93% original blue with some silvering on the front edges of slide, scattered fading and some freckling on backstrap. 
The Manurhin grips rate very good with some flattening points, dings, paint staining and handling marks. There is a crossed out marking 
on the left side which appears to read “LPE” possibly a European police marking and there is an added lanyard ring on the bottom of the 
magazine well. A single magazine is included with this pistol. A fine Manurhin PP pistol. (208290-210) {MODERN} (200/400)
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1326.  STEVENS MODEL 311R BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #E619024, 12 Ga, 18” plain barrels choked cylinder with excellent 
bores. The frame retains 97% reapplied black enamel with scattered light flaking. The barrels retain 98-99% original blue finish with a few 
light silvering spots. The hardwood stock rates very good plus with scattered handling marks, light dings and light scratches. The butt has 
an unmarked green recoil pad giving it a 14 1/2” length of pull, the gun will occasionally have trouble locking up due to the lever going left 
and this will need mechanical attention to fix. A good project “Coach gun” overall. (208290-142) {MODERN} (75/150)

1327.  MAUSER MODEL 1934 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #490944, 32 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces 
retain 95% original blue with some scattered freckling and fading fire blue. The checkered grips rate very good plus with a ding on the 
right panel and a few handling marks. All visible serialized parts are matching and two magazines are included. A nice Mauser 1934 pistol. 
(208270-23) {C&R} (300/500)

1328.  SPANISH M43 BOLT ACTION RIFLE (SPORTERIZED) serial #EA10595, 8mm Mauser, 23” barrel with a very good bore that shows 
scattered frost. The metal surfaces are a dull gray patina with some scattered light pitting and freckling. The sporter style stock rates very 
good with an added oil finish, a few dings, some staining and handling marks. There is no sling stud in the rear sling slot and the buttplate 
is marked “BOYD”. The rifle is sighted with a 4x32 Monoscope that has clear optics and the scope tube retains 95% original blue with 
scattered silvering. The scope mounts appear to be of Redfield manufacture and there is no rear right base screw present causing the scope 
to be loose. (207711-9) {MODERN} (100/200)

1329.  CVA PERCUSSION PISTOL serial #0031517, .45 Cal, 9” barrel with a very good bore that shows light oxidation throughout but 
strong rifling. The metal surfaces retain 98% of their original browned finish with some light silvering and minor freckling. The walnut 
stock rates excellent with a few light handling marks and light flaking of the factory varnish. The lock appears to be tight and to function 
well. (207976-3) {ANTIQUE} (50/150)

1330.  MEDITERRANEAN MIQUELET FLINTLOCK PISTOL .72 Cal, 9 1/2” barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal surfaces are a dull gray 
oxidized patina with a few light dings on top of barrel and some scattered light pitting. The brass surfaces are a dull yellow patina with scat-
tered oxidation staining and a few dings. The hardwood stock rates very good with a large chip missing below lockplate, several small holes 
behind the lock, a separation below the lower tang, a few small cracks, small chips, dings, scratches and handling marks. The gun features a 
Pietila-style lock, there is a boxed “H” marking, a sun over “R” marking and a boxed “RN” marking all on the rear of the barrel. The hammer 
is not cocking properly and will require mechanical attention to fix. An interesting flintlock pistol. (207949-47) {ANTIQUE} (75/150)

1331.  EUROPEAN PERCUSSION POCKET PISTOL about .45 Cal, 4” barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal surfaces are gray patina with 
some black staining on triggerguard and scattered oxidation. The hardwood stock rates good with a large repaired crack on the right side that 
has caused the escutcheon to come loose, a few cracks on the left side, a crack in ramrod channel, scattered dings and handling marks. The 
lockplate, hammer and barrel feature floral engraving and there is a maker’s name on the lockplate that appears to read “J. BISHOP”. There is 
no ramrod present and the hammer is not cocking properly. An interesting European pocket pistol overall. (207949-49) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

1332.  SHARPS MODEL 1A PEPPERBOX DERINGER serial #42539, 22 Short, 4-barrel cluster with good bores that show scattered oxi-
dation but evident rifling. The barrel and hammer metal surfaces are a dull brown patina with scattered oxidation staining and light pitting. 
The brass frame is a dull yellow patina with some sparsely scattered light oxidation staining and light dings. The gutta-percha grips rate very 
good plus with a couple tiny chips and some handling marks from the years. The front screw appears to be a brass replacement and the 
hammer is a bit sluggish. A very good Sharps Model 1A Deringer pistol. (208397-62) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

1333.  U.S. MODEL 1879 TRAPDOOR BY SPRINGFIELD ARMORY 45-70, 32 5/8” barrel with a fair bore that shows several circular 
areas of pitting and further scattered oxidation. The metal surfaces are a dull gray oxidized patina with pitting throughout. The walnut stock 
rates very good as-cleaned with a small crack behind the left side of frame, a few stain spots, a few chips, scattered dings, scratches and 
handling marks. The rear sight is the Buffington type with the top half being missing, the lockplate assembly is loose and the breechblock 
will not always open. A good project gun or parts donor rifle. (208349-39) {ANTIQUE} (100/300)

1334.  MAUSER MODEL 1910 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #281881, 25 ACP, 3” barrel with a very good bore that shows a couple small 
pits and scattered frosting. The metal surfaces retain 85% original blue with scattered fading, freckling and light silvering. The checkered 
walnut grips rate very good plus with a few light handling marks. The gun is marked with German commercial proofs and the word “GER-
MANY”. All visible serialized parts are matching, the trigger does not appear to be cocking properly when the slide is manipulated and this 
will require mechanical attention to fix. A good project gun overall. (208050-414) {C&R} (150/250)

1335.  CG HAENEL SCHMEISSER SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #23, 25 ACP, 2” barrel with a near very good bore that shows scattered 
frosting and light pitting. The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with scattered light fading to brown on the exposed edges and freckling. 
The checkered grips rate very good with a deep scratch running across the right panel, a few dings and handling marks. The gun bears 
three German “(Crown)/N” commercial proofs with the frame proof appearing faint. The magazine will not release as the magazine release 
is stiff and this will require mechanical attention to fix. An interesting early German pocket auto. (208050-573) {C&R} (100/200)

1336.  MAUSER MODEL 1914 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #301847, 32 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with a very good bore that shows light frosting in 
the grooves. The metal surfaces retain 90% of a reapplied blue with scattered silvering and fading. The checkered walnut grips rate excellent 
with a few light dings and handling marks. All visible serialized parts are matching and a single magazine is included. A solid 1914 Mauser 
that may prove to be a good shooter. (208050-472) {C&R} (150/250)

1337.  MAUSER MODEL 1910 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #288547, 25 ACP, 3” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% 
original blue with a minor oxidation spot on right side of frame, some light freckling, light fading to brown and silvering on the exposed edges. 
The checkered grips rate near excellent with a few light handling marks. All visible serialized parts are matching and the gun is marked with 
a German commercial “(Crown)/U” proof. The slide will not cock when the current magazine is inserted and this may require mechanical 
attention to fix. A fine example of these Mauser pocket pistols. (208050-417) {C&R} (200/300)

1338.  UHLINGER SPUR TRIGGER REVOLVER BY DD CONE serial #1737, .32 Cal, 5” barrel with a fair bore that shows oxidation throughout 
but evident rifling. The metal surfaces are a gray oxidized patina with scattered pitting, oxidation staining, silvering and freckling. The smooth 
walnut grips rate very good with the right panel being loose, an older oil finish, a few dings, light paint stains and handling marks. There is 
no ejector rod assembly or bottom frame pin present, the cylinder does not always rotate when the hammer is cocked and the hammer is 
not working properly. A good project gun overall. (208269-5) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

1339.  H&R TOP BREAK DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #7424, 32 S&W, 3” barrel with a good plus bore that shows scattered oxi-
dation and pitting but strong rifling. The metal surfaces retain 90% original nickel with scattered flaking and oxidation. The pearl-style grips 
rate good with a few cracks, and some handling marks. A modern leather right handed inside-the-waistband holster is included with this 
revolver. (208286-2) {C&R} (75/150)

1340.  REMINGTON ROLLING BLOCK MILITARY RIFLE serial #3352, 58 Berdan, 39” barrel with a good bore that shows scattered 
oxidation and pitting but visible rifling. The metal surfaces are a dull gray patina with scattered oxidation and light to moderate pitting. The 
walnut buttstock is a later commercial replacement that has a crescent buttplate and it rates excellent with scattered handling marks. The 
forend rates very good with an armory dark oil finish, a few thin cracks, scattered chips, dings, scratches and handling marks. The rifle has 
military-style sights, the bands are somewhat loose, the last patent date is April 1869 and it appears that this model was an upgraded or 
“transformed” Rolling Block. An interesting Rolling Block military rifle overall. (208365-4) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)
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1341.  MAUSER MODEL 1914 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #343573, 32 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with a very good bore that shows some frost in 
the grooves. The metal surfaces retain 75% original blue with scattered silvering, freckling and even fading to brown. The checkered grips 
rate very good plus with a few dings and handling marks. The right side of the frame is marked “GERMANY”, all visible serialized parts are 
matching and a single magazine is included. A very good example of a Mauser 1914 semi auto pistol. (208050-406) {C&R} (200/400)

1342.  REMINGTON MODEL 1900 BOXLOCK SHOTGUN serial #133048, 12 Ga, 30” damascus solid rib barrels choked cylinder and 
improved cylinder with very good bores that show some frosting and a few pits. The frame is turning to a dull gray patina with traces of the 
original case colors, a few tiny dings and scattered spots of freckling. The barrels retain about 70% original blue with scattered freckling, 
silvering and fading to brown. The checkered walnut stock rates very good with a small in-the-grain crack on the underside of forend, a 
few small chips, scattered dings and handling marks. The gun features an automatic safety, double triggers and ejectors. An interesting old 
Remington shotgun. (207968-4) {C&R} (200/400)

1343.  DEUTSCHE WERKE ORTGIES SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #140007, 32 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with a fair bore that shows oxidation and 
pitting throughout the grooves but evident rifling. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue and phosphate with scattered oxidation spots 
and pitting. The smooth factory grips rate very good plus with a few light dings and handling marks. There is no magazine present and the 
slide is locked to the rear. We are unable to unlock the slide and this will require mechanical attention to fix. A good project gun overall. 
(208270-14) {C&R} (25/75)

1344.  SAVAGE MODEL 220A SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN 12 Ga, 28” plain barrel choked improved modified with a near excellent bore. The 
frame shows generous traces of its original case colors that are turning to a gray patina with some scattered silvering and freckling spots. 
The barrel retains 80% original blue with scattered freckling, silvering and fading. The hardwood stock rates near excellent with a few dings, 
handling marks and light scratches. The trigger is not cocking properly, the lever is off center and the gun does not always lock up tight. A 
good project gun overall. (208312-7) {MODERN} (25/75)

1345.  CZECH VZ-52 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #R0805, 7.62x45, 21” barrel with a very good bore that shows some minor frosting. The metal 
surfaces of this “she/007 56”-coded rifle retain 50% of an arsenal parkerized finish with a small metal chip missing at top of buttplate, some 
oxidation staining around buttplate, some light dings on top cover, barrel and front band, a few pitting spots on bottom of magazine and 
overall silvering, thinning and fading. The beech stock rates about very good as lightly refinished with an added coat of oil, a 4” hairline crack 
on handguard, a couple small chips at heel, a small crack behind triggerguard, overall dings, handling marks and scratches. There is a small 
Century Arms import marking on the barrel and the magazine follower is not holding back the bolt which may require mechanical attention. 
An about very good example for the Cold War or military collector. (206520-3063) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/300)

1346.  SWISS 96/11 BOLT ACTION RIFLE (SPORTERIZED) serial #339334, 7.5x55 Swiss, 22” shortened barrel with an excellent bore. 
The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with oxidation staining on rear sight base, scattered light freckling and fading to brown. The 
cut-down walnut stock rates very good with an added varnish, sharp Swiss cartouches, a small chip at both tangs, a small armorer repair 
behind the triggerguard, scattered dings, handling marks and light scratches. The rear sight is mismatched, the rubber cocking knobs are 
unnumbered but all other visible parts are matching to the receiver. A USGI-style canvas sling is included with this rifle. (206520-939) 
{MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (100/200)

1347.  CANADIAN NO. 4 MK1* BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY LONG BRANCH serial #79L7189, 303 British, 25” barrel with a bright excellent 
bore. The metal surfaces of this 1944-dated rifle retain 98% arsenal refurbished blue with some light silvering on bands and a few scattered 
light freckling specks. The walnut stock rates near excellent with an armory oil finish, several crisp markings including a circled broad arrow 
on underside of pistolgrip, a few light dings, scratches and handling marks. The bolt is matching to the receiver, there is a Century import 
mark on the underside of barrel, no magazine is present but a canvas Enfield sling is included. Also included is an original grenade launcher 
that is marked with a circled “MA”. The rear sight is the adjustable “MK3” type and this is a nice Canadian Enfield overall. (206520-1658) 
{C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/400)

1348.  REMINGTON 870 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #D835984J, 28 Ga, 25” ventilated rib barrel choked modified with an excellent 
bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original phosphate with a few small silvering specks and some light operational wear. The walnut stock 
rates excellent with a couple scuffs on the left of the forend and a few handling marks. The left side of the receiver has a Minute Man with 
the words “Friends of the NRA” being inscribed. An excellent Friends of the NRA-marked 870 shotgun. (206520-917) {MODERN} [Richard 
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/300)

1349.  SPANISH “DESTROYER” BOLT ACTION CARBINE serial #25127, 9mm Largo, 21” barrel with a very good bore that shows scattered 
frosting and a few small pits but strong rifling. The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with scattered areas fading to brown, spots of 
dried cosmoline, specks of varnish, freckling and silvering spots. The hardwood stock rates good as-refinished with an added varnish, a 
chip to the right of rear sight, a crack running from the upper tang to the left of wrist that flexes, scattered dings, scratches and handling 
marks. The underside of the bolt is numbered “34”, there is a small Century import mark on the right side of barrel and a single magazine 
is included. (206520-1657) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (100/200)

1350.  REMINGTON 870 WINGMASTER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #S822315V, 12 Ga, 20” plain barrel choked cylinder with 
an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 93% original blue with a few scattered light oxidation specks and silvering. The walnut forend 
rates very good with some light flaking of the factory varnish, dings, scratches and handling marks. The shotgun is equipped with a factory 
folding stock that shows some silvering and a factory checkered rubber pistolgrip that has scattered dings, light scratches and handling 
marks. The stock is marked “FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT ONLY” on the right side and it has an added “NHSP #6” number on the left side 
likely for the New Hampshire State Police. The butt of stock is a bit loose but the shotgun features an extended full-length magazine tube 
and rifle open sights. A neat “tactical” shotgun overall. (206520-2323) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (300/400)

1351.  SWISS MODEL 1889 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #89830, 7.5x53.5 Swiss, 30 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces 
retain 80% arsenal blue with oxidation staining on buttplate, freckling throughout and areas fading to brown. The walnut stock rates very 
good with an armory varnish finish, crisp Swiss cartouches, scattered dings, handling marks and light scratches. The rubber bolt knob is 
unnumbered and it shows cracks as is typical but all other visible parts are matching. The rear half of the safety has broken off but the safety 
is still functional and there is no magazine follower present. An original brass muzzle cap is included and this is a good restoration candidate 
overall. (206520-1805) {ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (150/250)

1352.  BRITISH WEBLEY & SCOTT AUTOMATIC PISTOL serial #86298, 32 ACP, 5 3/8” barrel with a very good bore showing minor 
frosting and a few scattered pits. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 95% of a reapplied blue that has left the barrel more of a plum 
color; the trigger and triggerguard are nickel-plated. The breech face is marred with numerous small tool marks and the black checkered 
grips are aftermarket metal replacements. This pistol exhibits a number of unusual features: the barrel appears to have been extended with 
a thickened portion welded onto the original, which is fitted with a rather crude brass front sight and there are numerous small anchors of 
unknown origin stamped throughout the pistol. Included is one original nickel-plated magazine. Everything seems to function well mechan-
ically, resulting in a peculiar little pistol that may benefit from further research. (137942-110) {MODERN} (100/200)
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1353.  BRITISH WEBLEY & SCOTT MK IV DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #86896, 38 S&W, 5” barrel with a very good bore 
showing a little minor frosting. The metal surfaces of this “War Finish” pistol have mostly toned to a dull gray with some scattered brown 
patches and the metal exhibits all of the usual rough tool marks of a war finish gun. The checkered black Bakelite grips rate very good with 
just a few scattered scuffs and handling marks. The lanyard ring is present and all appropriately numbered parts are matching. This revolver 
does not have any import markings or added safety mechanisms and is in excellent mechanical condition. Overall a very good example of 
these British wartime top breaks. (138139-73D32372) {C&R} (300/400)

1354.  BAIKAL IJ-70 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #ARB4087/A033090, 9mm Makarov, 3 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal 
surfaces of this commercial Makarov retain about 96% factory blue with just a little scattered freckling on the gripstrap and slide along with 
operational wear on the safety and slide release. The rubber grips are in excellent condition and remain soft. The pistol is fitted with an 
adjustable rear sight and includes one very good condition magazine. This commercial version of a classic pistol ought to make for a good 
shooter or carry gun. (138050-559) {MODERN} (100/200)

1355.  ITALIAN M38 CAVALRY CARBINE BY BRESCIA serial #C4815, 7.35 Carcano, 17 3/4” barrel with a very good bore showing just a 
little frosting and one small pit toward the muzzle. The metal surfaces of this little rifle retain about 90% of a later applied high-polish blue 
with some oxidation freckling around the magazine box and triggerguard along with some toning to brown along the barrel, the buttplate 
has toned to a grayish brown. The hardwood stock is in good overall condition with small dings and handling marks throughout along with 
a tight 2” crack at the heel near the buttplate, a few small cracks by the upper tang, and a 3/4” chip on the right side above the magazine. 
Numerous over-stamps on the receiver and stock indicate this carbine was probably rebuilt by Gardone V.T. in 1939. Included is what 
appears to be an original canvas sling along with the cleaning rod stored in the stock. (138350-2) {C&R} (150/250)

1356.  ITALIAN MODEL 1891 CARCANO BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY TORINO serial #009593, 6.5 Carcano, 30 1/2” barrel with a fair bore 
showing pitting but visible rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this rifle retain about 95% of a reapplied dull arsenal finish with a few 
scratches and scuffs primarily on the receiver. The beech stock has been similarly refinished by Terni and is dated 1950 with repaired chips at 
the upper tang and on the left side of the stock under the barrel. There are also a few drying cracks and small chips around the buttplate. The 
cleaning rod and sling swivels are present making this a good refinished example of these Italian rifles. (138350-9) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

1357.  HUNGARIAN 37M SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY FEG serial #99118, 380 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a very good bore that shows some 
scattered light frost. The metal surfaces retain about 85% original blue with high edge and operational wear, scattered light freckling, and 
a few areas of discoloration toning to purple at the left side and rear of the slide. The original grooved hardwood grips are in very good 
overall condition with some handling wear and dirt stains. There is no manual safety on this variant and the left side of the triggerguard is 
stamped with the Hungarian crown acceptance mark. Included is one good condition original magazine and a brown leather flap holster 
that is stamped “L 1322” as well as some hand-written information “Made in Germany June 3, 1945 By Joe Ovidal U.S. Army”. The holster is 
in good condition with some staining and crazing and the loops have been detached. A good example that no doubt has some interesting 
history associated with it. (138050-651) {C&R} (250/450)

1358.  HARRINGTON AND RICHARDSON SELF-LOADING SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #32056, 32 ACP, 3 1/4” barrel with a very 
good bore that shows some scattered light frost. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 90% original blue with a patch of scattered 
light pits and oxidation staining on the left side of the slide along with a few scratches under the serial number. The remainder of the 
blue shows just a little scattered freckling. The trigger retains most of its original case-hardened colors and the nickel-plated trigger 
guard has a few scratches and areas of dulling. The black checkered hard rubber grips are in excellent condition with just a few light 
dings. Included is one original nickel-plated magazine that is in excellent condition. A very good example of these early semi-auto pistols. 
(138139-76D31324) {C&R} (200/300)

1359.  REMINGTON MODEL 81 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #20131, 35 Remington, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces 
of this March 1942-manufactured rifle retain about 90% factory blue with some high edge wear and scattered scratches primarily located 
on the receiver. The lower tang has been crudely filed down and re-contoured and the receiver screws show some light slot damage. 
Unfortunately, the buttstock and forend have been very crudely modified to feature large finger grooves with a 1/2” chip through the wood 
on the right side of the buttstock and two holes on the bottom of the forend. The wood shows some light added oil and has lost most of its 
original finish. The rifle is fitted with factory rear and front sights along with sling swivel studs. Overall, the rifle appears to function normally 
and would be an excellent candidate for some new wood. (138071-6) {C&R} (350/450)

1360.  HUNGARIAN 37M SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY FEG serial #194895, 380 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal 
surfaces of this pistol retain about 65% original blue with cleaned patches of pitting along the majority of the left side of the slide in addition 
to a few small areas on the right side slide and left side of the frame. The grooved hardwood grips are in good condition with some dark 
stains, flaking of finish and handling marks. There is no manual safety on this variant and the left side of the trigger guard is stamped with 
the Hungarian crown acceptance mark. Two original magazines are included along with an original brown leather flap holster. The holster is 
in good condition with some small areas of light staining and scratches and is missing the lower retention plate, although the metal loop is 
still present. Interior markings are very faint but there is a visible Nazi eagle mark stamped on the interior flap. A very interesting rig overall 
that appears to have seen some use during the war. (138349-14) {C&R} (300/400)

1361.  ITALIAN MODEL 1889 BODEO DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER BY GLISENTI serial #E3278, 10.35 Italian Ordnance, 4 1/2” barrel 
with a very good bore showing some minor frosting and a few light pits. The metal surfaces of this 1898-dated revolver retain about 88% 
original thinning blue with some silvering of the high edges, scattered light freckling and oxidation staining throughout and a few light tool 
marks on the left side of the frame. The checkered hardwood grips remain in good condition with a few dings and handling marks, flattening 
of points, and a small chip at the top of the left grip. This revolver is the enlisted model featuring no triggerguard and a folding trigger; it has 
seen some honest use but the timing and lockup remain excellent. Included is a rather scarce original green leather holster that is in very 
good condition with some light scuffs and crazing of the leather. (138350-11) {ANTIQUE} (300/400)

1362.  COLT NEW POLICE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #38566, 32 Colt New Police, 4” barrel with a very good bore showing just 
a little frosting. The metal surfaces of this 1906-made revolver retain about 75% original blue with holster wear along the sides of the barrel, 
gripstraps toning to brown, high edge wear, and scattered light freckling, browning and oxidation stains throughout. There are a few small 
dings and scratches on the ejector rod and right side of the frame. The sides of the hammer and portions of the trigger have toned to a 
mottled gray, although a healthy amount of fire temper blue remains. The black checkered hard rubber Colt grips are numbered to the gun 
and remain in very good condition with some wear to the points and discoloration of the left grip. This little revolver still displays excellent 
timing and lockup and may prove to be a shoot shooter. (138320-26) {C&R} (300/400)

1363.  ITALIAN MODEL 1870/87 VETTERLI-VITALI BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY BRESCIA serial #06284, 10.35 Italian, 33” barrel with 
a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1873-dated rifle retain about 80% armory reapplied blue that is toning to brown overall, 
but especially on the receiver and bolt. There are scattered scratches primarily on the buttplate and barrel shank and some very small areas 
of oxidation staining. This rifle most likely received a new stock from the arsenal when it underwent conversion to the 1870/87 variant as 
the stock is dated 1888 and is numbers-matching, it appears to have been lightly refinished, but the cartouche remains clear. The stock 
is otherwise in very good condition with just a few handling marks. The cleaning rod is still present making this a good overall example of 
these old bolt guns. (138350-7) {ANTIQUE} (250/350)
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1364.  ITALIAN MODEL 1870/87/15 VETTERLI-VITALI BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY TORINO serial #BA2141, 6.5 Carcano, 33” barrel 
with a very good bore showing some minor frosting throughout. The metal surfaces of this 1880-dated rifle retain about 88-90% dull armory 
reapplied blue with thinning primarily at the rear of the bolt, the barrel bands and the triggerguard. There are some scattered tool marks 
and pinprick pitting underneath the finish mostly on the bolt as well as some mild oxidation blemishes on the bolt handle and magazine. The 
stock is a 1917-dated arsenal replacement and appears to have been subjected to some crude sanding attempts as there are numerous 
light scratches through its entire length,  a few dings and dents overall and some gouges on the right side of the butt. The cleaning rod is 
present and the rifle remains a strong example of these long-serving guns. (138350-8) {ANTIQUE} (150/225)

1365.  COLT MODEL 1896 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #164037, 41 Colt, 4 1/2” barrel with a very good bore showing just a few 
scattered light pits. The metal surfaces of this 1901-manufactured revolver retain about 70% original blue with areas of brown throughout 
the frame and barrel, scattered oxidation stains and pinprick pitting on the cylinder and barrel. The undersides of the triggerguard and the 
gripstraps have toned to gray with freckling throughout. There are some light tool marks in the area around the sideplate and the screw heads 
exhibit some slot damage. The sides of the hammer and face of the trigger have toned to a mottled gray but still exhibit a fair amount of fire 
temper blue in the protected areas. The black checkered hard rubber grips exhibit some discoloration but remain in very good condition 
with only a few handling marks. Assembly numbers are matching except for the cylinder and ejector rod which were most likely reworked or 
replaced later by the factory. Timing is good with lockup being just a little loose. Overall this revolver remains in good serviceable condition. 
(138320-21) {C&R} (200/400)

1366.  HARRINGTON AND RICHARDSON SELF-LOADING SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #5198, 32 ACP, 3 1/4” barrel with a good 
bore that shows some frosting and scattered light pitting throughout. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 90% original blue with 
some high edge wear, some scattered freckling, light scratches and a few areas of pinprick pitting mostly on the right side of the slide and 
on the gripstraps. The trigger retains faint remnants of its case-hardened colors but has toned to smoky gray overall. The black checkered 
hard rubber grips are in very good overall condition with a few dings and handling marks. This little pistol will require mechanical attention 
as the trigger is not able to drop the striker. Cosmetically, this is a nice example that would be a good candidate for repair and includes one 
original nickel-plated magazine. (137942-153) {C&R} (100/150)

1367.  YUGOSLAVIAN M59/66A1 SKS SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #F-142974, 7.62x39mm, 21” barrel with a very good bore that shows 
some cosmoline throughout. The metal surfaces retain about 65% thinning arsenal blue with many areas fading to pewter and scattered 
freckling throughout. The elm stock rates very good with a few dings, handling marks, and two prominent “X” marks on the right side off 
the butt along with some scattered dried cosmoline. No cleaning rod is present and all numbers besides the takedown lever appear to 
be matching with a C.A.I import mark on the right side of the barrel. Overall a good condition Yugoslavian SKS that has seen some use. 
(138290-68) {C&R} (200/400)

1368.  FRENCH MODEL 1935A SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY S.A.C.M. serial #J1664A, 7.65mm Longue, 4 1/4” barrel with a very good bore 
showing just a few scattered light pits and frosting. The metal surfaces of this post-war pistol retain about 98% reapplied matte blue with 
just a few handling marks. The black checkered plastic grips are in very good condition with a few small dings and some flattening of points 
on the right grip. The recoil spring retention cap has been lost but the pistol remains fully functional. One original magazine is included 
making this a good example that just needs one small part replaced in order to round it out. (138050-490) {C&R} (200/300)

1369.  JP SAUER & SOHN MODEL 1913 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #9471, 32 ACP, 3” barrel with a good bore showing some scattered 
light pitting and frosting. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 40% original blue with freckling, pinprick pitting and thinning scattered 
throughout much of the slide and frame. The safety lever and slide hold open retain faint remains of their original fire temper blue. The black 
checkered hard rubber grips are in good condition although the right grip panel has warped toward the upper half. This pistol is proofed with 
the commercial “Crown over N” mark and includes one original magazine. A well worn but still functional example. (138354-6) {C&R} (100/200)

1370.  DREYSE MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #17768, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a very good bore showing some frosting. The 
metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 90% original blue with some scattered freckling and pinprick pitting particularly on the gripstraps and 
rear of the slide. There are a few scratches and dings under the muzzle and at the rear of the bolt and the unfinished portions of the bolt show 
some mottled gray freckling. The black checkered hard rubber grips are in very good condition with a few dings and handling marks. The left 
side of the pistol is marked “K.P.P.B. No 185.” most likely a Berlin Police designation. The pistol includes one original magazine that is similarly 
marked “185 II”. Overall this is a very good condition pistol that probably has an interesting back story. (138050-551) {C&R} (200/300)

1371.  ASTRA MODEL 600/43 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #30919, 9mm, 5” barrel with a very good bore showing just a little frosting. The 
metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 88-90% original blue with scattered fading and silvering of the high edges. The checkered grips 
are in very good condition with some flattening and chipping of the points. The frame and slide are matching and the pistol includes two 
original magazines along with an unmarked black leather holster that is in good overall condition. This pistol remains a solid example of 
these interesting Spanish firearms. (138340-8) {C&R} (300/400)

1372.  JAPANESE TYPE 99 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY TOYO KOGYO serial #64286, 7.7 Arisaka, 25” barrel with a very good bore that 
shows just a little frosting. The metal surfaces of this 30th series rifle retain about 85-88% original blue with areas of thinning along the 
receiver and some browning and freckling throughout. The Asian hardwood stock rates very good overall with scattered light dings, chips, 
scratches and some light staining throughout its length. The bolt on this rifle is not matching and is composed of later war components; 
there is no dust cover present. The rifle is equipped with an intact anti-aircraft rear sight, a small hole cleaning rod and a completely intact 
and unmolested Chrysanthemum. Overall, this rifle remains a very solid example. (138050-807) {C&R} (200/300)

1373.  ITALIAN M38 CARCANO BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY BRESCIA (SPORTERIZED) serial #RA63639, 6.5 Carcano, 17 3/4” barrel 
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this rifle retain about 80% original blue with scattered freckling and oxidation staining on 
the magazine box, areas of browning and pinprick pitting along the barrel and receiver and some remnants of brown paint on the buttplate. 
The bolt and trigger have toned to a mottled gray with oxidation blemishes overall. The beech stock appears to have been cut down and it 
has been cleaned and a semi-gloss finish reapplied. It is in otherwise very good condition with some light dings and handling marks and a 
small chip on the left side by the barrel band. This rifle includes a cleaning rod and an original leather sling that remains in good condition 
with some stains and handling marks. (138350-1) {C&R} (100/150)

1374.  ITALIAN M1891 T.S. CARCANO BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY BRESCIA serial #BE8604, 6.5 Carcano, 17 1/2” barrel with a very good 
bore showing some minor frosting and scattered light pitting. The metal surfaces of this rifle retain about 50% original blue predominantly 
on the magazine box and some thinning blue on the receiver. The majority of the remaining surfaces have toned to a grayish brown along 
with some scattered light oxidation staining. The hardwood stock has been cleaned but remains in good condition with just a few dings, 
handling marks, and a few hairline cracks near the buttplate and upper tang. The rear sling swivel attachment has been filled in with a blank 
and a side-mounted attachment is present. The bolt on this carbine is not matching and the handguard, rear sight and cleaning rod are all 
missing. Overall, a good candidate for restoration. (138050-845) {C&R} (75/125)

1375.  CZ-50 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #675598, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain 
about 94% original blue with some scattered scratches, handling marks, and high edge wear. The finish on the slide, along with some areas 
on the frame, has toned to a plum color. The grooved black plastic grips are in excellent condition with just a few light handling marks. There 
is a small C.A.I. import mark on the left side of the frame along with a mark on the frontstrap that reads “NB50”. The pistol also includes two 
original magazines in good condition. Overall, a very nice condition and early production example of these Czech pistols that may make for 
a good carry gun. (138050-645) {C&R} (200/300)
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1376.  CZ-70 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #703772, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain 
about 90% original blue with some holster and high edge wear. The checkered black plastic grips are in very good condition with a few 
scattered dings, scratches, and handling marks. There is a small C.A.I. import mark on the left side of the frame. This pistol includes two 
original magazines, one of which has had its plastic extension slightly reshaped. A nice condition example that may make for a good carry 
gun. (138050-646) {MODERN} (200/300)

1377.  CZ-70 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #697986, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain 
about 90% original blue with some holster and high edge wear along with a few scattered scratches. The checkered black plastic grips are 
in very good condition with a few scattered dings and handling marks. There is a small C.A.I. import mark on the left side of the frame. This 
pistol includes two original magazines, one of which has had its plastic extension slightly reshaped. Overall a nice condition example that 
may make for a good carry gun. (138050-644) {MODERN} (200/300)

1378.  UNMARKED BELGIAN DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #2836, 38 C.F., 3 1/2” barrel with a very good bore showing some 
frosting and scattered light pitting. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 50% original blue on the barrel, triggerguard and cylinder 
with freckling, pinprick pitting and high edge wear throughout. The frame retains traces of original case-hardened colors but has toned 
mostly to gray with oxidation staining and pinprick pitting along the gripstraps. The hammer and cylinder retention pin are a mottled gray 
with very faint traces of original fire temper blue. The checkered walnut grips remain in good condition with a few chips and dings. This little 
revolver does not feature any manufacturer markings, although numerous Belgian proofs are present. This model features a lanyard ring 
and retains very good timing and lock up. (138340-10) {C&R} (150-250)

1379.  HOPKINS & ALLEN FOREHAND MODEL 1901 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #F3053, 38 S&W, 4” barrel with a fair bore 
showing oxidation and pitting throughout. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 70% original nickel plating with areas of flaking on 
the cylinder, at the muzzle and breech and along the butt along with scattered freckling and scratches. The original blue of the triggerguard 
has some streaks of brown and the trigger and hammer retain some case-hardened colors along with some oxidation staining. The black 
checkered hard rubber grips are in very good condition with a few handling marks and a little discoloration. This little top break remains 
functional with strong timing and lock up. (138340-9) {C&R} (50/100)

1380.  UNMARKED BELGIAN DOUBLE ACTION FRONTIER ARMY REVOLVER serial #13, 44-40 Winchester, 5 1/2” barrel with a dark, 
pitted bore showing some rifling. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 30% original thinning and dull nickel plate with extensive 
flaking and browning throughout. The black checkered hard rubber grips remain in good condition with some handling marks, flattening 
of points and a scuff on the right grip. This revolver does not appear to be maker-marked but is stamped “For 44 Winchester Cartridge 
Belgium Frontier Army” along the barrel and topstrap. Everything appears functional and the revolver times well, although lock up is a little 
loose overall. (138343-18) {C&R} (200/400)

1381.  COLT MODEL 1903 POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #77352, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a good bore showing 
light frosting and scattered pitting along with a bulge about an inch from the muzzle. The metal surfaces of this 1908-made pistol retain 
about 30% original blue with the remainder turned to a mottled grayish brown along with scattered oxidation stains and handling marks. The 
black checkered rubber grips are in very good condition with overall high edge wear and handling marks. This well-used example includes 
one magazine. (138349-5) {C&R} (150/225)

1382.  JAPANESE TYPE 99 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY TOYO KOGYO serial #30982, 7.7 Arisaka, 25” barrel with an excellent bore that shows 
just a little frosting. The metal surfaces of this 33rd series rifle retain about 75-78% original blue with areas of thinning along the receiver and 
some browning and freckling throughout. The muzzle and nosecap have toned mostly to pewter with scattered pinprick pitting and oxidation 
staining. The buttplate is mostly a brownish gray with scattered pitting and oxidation staining. The Asian hardwood stock rates good overall 
with scattered light dings, chips, scratches and some light staining throughout its length. The nosecap of this rifle is not matching and is 
poorly fitted, exhibiting some dings and deformation. The bolt is matching with the rifle except for the safety knob and the striker spring 
which appears to be an aftermarket replacement. The rifle is equipped with an intact anti-aircraft rear sight, a small hole cleaning rod and 
a completely intact and unmolested Chrysanthemum. Overall, this rifle remains a very solid example. (138050-807) {C&R} (200/300)

1383.  COLT MODEL 1908 VEST POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #2246, 25 ACP, 2 1/8” barrel with a good bore 
showing minor light pitting and frosting throughout. The metal surfaces of this 1909-made pistol have toned to a grayish brown overall with 
silvering of the high edges and some scattered pinprick pitting. The black checkered hard rubber grips remain in very good condition with 
some handling marks and overall discoloration to brown. An interesting feature on this pistol is the patent dates stamped on the slide, it 
appears the factory made a mistake on the last couple of dates as there are a few that are stamped over one another. This pistol includes 
one original two-tone magazine. (138170-11) {C&R} (200/300)

1384.  COLT MODEL 1908 VEST POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #162931, 25 ACP, 2 1/8” barrel with a fair bore 
showing frosting and minor scattered pitting throughout. The metal surfaces of this 1917-made pistol retain about 70% original blue with 
areas wearing to pewter and scattered pinprick pitting predominantly along the left side and top of the slide along with some high edge 
wear and thinning on the frame. The trigger, grip safety and manual safety retain bold case-hardened colors with the back of the grip safety 
mostly toned to a smoky gray. The black checkered hard rubber grips remain in very good condition with some high edge wear and a few 
dings and handling marks. Included with this pistol is one original two-tone magazine. (138340-14) {C&R} (200/400)

1385.  COLT MODEL 1908 VEST POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #12181, 25 ACP, 2 1/8” barrel with a dark bore 
showing oxidation and pitting throughout. The metal surfaces of this 1909-made pistol retain about 50% original blue with the remainder 
toned to gray along with high edge wear and scattered browning and light oxidation staining. The trigger, grip safety and manual safety have 
mostly toned to gray. The black checkered hard rubber grips remain in very good condition with some high edge wear and light handling 
marks. Included with this pistol is one original two-tone magazine. (137996-8) {C&R} (200/300)

1386.  GERMAN MODEL 1935A SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY S.A.C.M. serial #B3347A, 7.65mm Longue, 4 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent 
bore. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 90% arsenal black enamel finish with scattered flaking, scratches and high edge wear. The 
black checkered plastic grips remain in very good condition with a few handling marks and some scattered flattening of points. This pistol was 
made in France under Nazi occupation and is stamped on the left side of the frame with a Waffenamt “(Eagle)/WaA251”. The firing pin has 
been replaced with a rather crude two-piece arrangement and the safety is missing one of its plunger retention screws. Included is one original 
magazine. Everything appears functional but the pistol would be better served with a proper firing pin. (138050-487) {C&R} (300/500)

1387.  GERMAN CZ-27 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #135376, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 
pistol retain about 88% original blue with scattered oxidation staining and pinprick pitting predominantly along the left side of the slide and 
frame along with two areas on the right side of the slide. The trigger, hammer, and extractor retain the majority of their straw finish with 
some thinning. The dark brown checkered plastic grips remain in very good condition with a few handling marks and a small chip at the 
lower edge of the right side. The frame and slide are matching and the pistol is stamped with the Waffenamt “(Eagle)/WaA76”. One original 
magazine is included along with a brown leather holster. The holster is in good condition with light handling marks and scratches throughout. 
(138340-11) {C&R} (200/400)
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1388.  JAPANESE TYPE 99 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY KOKURA serial #8269, 7.7 Arisaka, 25” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The 
metal surfaces of this 23rd series rifle retain about 70% original blue with scattered oxidation staining and light pitting throughout, with 
more prominent pitting on the buttplate, floorplate and upper and lower tangs. The nosecap and muzzle show evidence of cleaning with 
multiple areas buffed into the white. The Asian hardwood stock also shows light cleaning along with numerous dings, chips and handling 
marks throughout, most prominently a chip at the right side grasping groove, a 3/4” cut on the left side by the upper tang, a tight 1” crack 
on the right side at the nosecap and the two-piece butt of the stock shows prominent separation. The nosecap and all parts of the bolt 
are numbered to the rifle, excluding the unnumbered extractor. The cleaning rod, dustcover, monopod and anti-aircraft sight wings are all 
missing and the Chrysanthemum has been ground. (138368-4) {C&R} (150/250)

1389.  WINCHESTER MODEL 1907 SELF-LOADING SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #37125, .351 WSL, 20” barrel with a very good bore 
showing some minor frosting. The metal surfaces of this rifle retain about 50% original blue mostly remaining on the barrel. The receiver 
has toned to a mottled gray and there are scattered scratches and light oxidation stains throughout. The barrel has numerous small impact 
marks on both sides toward the muzzle. The smooth walnut buttstock remains in very good condition with scattered light dings, handling 
marks and some stains. The walnut forend is in similar condition with scattered dings and handling marks but also a tight 6 1/2” crack 
running down the right side. The black hard rubber Winchester buttplate is in very good condition with some scuffs and flattening of the 
points. The rifle is equipped with a factory rear sight, a Lyman white bead front sight and includes one original five-round magazine. This 
rifle is a fair, functional example that has seen a good bit of use. (138367-3) {C&R} (250/450)

1390.  SMITH & WESSON VICTORY MODEL REVOLVER serial #923331, 38 S&W, 5” barrel with a very good bore showing some minor 
frosting. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 75% of a reapplied dull blue finish with browning, handling marks and oxidation 
staining throughout, thinning on the gripstraps, sideplate and cylinder and some pitting underneath the newer finish. The smooth walnut 
grips are in good overall condition but have been cleaned, leaving the metal proud of the wood and the right panel has been chipped at 
the top leading edges. This old warhorse was sent to New Zealand and is appropriately marked “NZ (Broad Arrow) 441” on the backstrap 
along with “United States Property” on the topstrap and a flaming bomb on the butt. The revolver remains functional but locks up a little 
loosely. Overall a well-worn piece that has probably seen some interesting history. (138050-519) {C&R} (175/275)

1391.  BERETTA MODEL 1935 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #590359, 32 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with a very good bore showing a few light pits. 
The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 96% original late-war phosphate finish with some light high edge wear and handling marks. 
The reinforced black plastic grips remain in very good condition with just a few light handling marks, although the right grip screw is stripped 
and does not hold well. This pistol is control-stamped “4/UT” on the left side of the frame and includes one original magazine. A very good 
example of these Italian pistols. (138050-496) {C&R} (200/400)

1392.  COLT MODEL 1908 VEST POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #319741, 25 ACP, 2 1/8” barrel with a good bore 
showing a little oxidation and pitting throughout. The metal surfaces of this 1922-made pistol retain about 60% original blue with browning, 
oxidation staining and high edge wear throughout. The trigger, grip safety, and manual safety retain bold case-hardened colors with some 
freckling and areas toned to gray on gripstrap. The black checkered hard rubber grips remain in very good condition with a few handling 
marks and some high edge wear. This little pistol includes one original two-tone magazine. (138349-4) {C&R} (200/300)

1393.  MOSSBERG MODEL 185K-A BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN 20 ga, 25” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces and 
bolt of this shotgun have toned to a dull brown overall with almost no original finish remaining. The walnut stock has been heavily painted 
a reddish brown and displays some light staining and handling marks, it is also fitted with a Noshoc rubber pad. This shotgun is equipped 
with an adjustable “C-Lect” choke and there is no magazine present. (138252-9) {MODERN} (50/100)

1394.  MAUSER MODEL HSC SUPER SEMI-AUTO PISTOL 380 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with a very good bore showing some minor frosting. 
The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 96% original blue with some minor high edge wear and a few freckles here and there. The 
checkered hardwood grips remain in excellent condition with some handling marks and a few chipped points. The right side of the frame 
has a very discreet Navy Arms import stamp and the pistol includes two original magazines in very good condition. An excellent condition 
pistol that that may make for a good carry or range gun. (138050-264) {MODERN} (250/450)

1395.  DEUTSCHE WERKE ORTGIES SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #105880, 32 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with a very good bore showing some 
frosting. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 90% original matte blue finish with some scattered oxidation staining, high edge 
wear and handling marks. The smooth walnut grips are in excellent condition with a few handling marks. This pistol will require mechan-
ical attention as the striker spring has been shortened and no longer has optimal power to fire the pistol or function the grip safety. This 
pistol includes one original magazine in good condition and ought to be fully functional after a new striker spring has been installed. 
(138050-508) {C&R} (100/200)

1396.  BAIKAL IJ-70-17A SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #BEH2673, 380 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of 
this commercial Makarov retain about 96% original blue with a few high edge marks and some thinning on the frontstrap. The black checkered 
plastic grips remain in excellent condition with a few scratches and handling marks. The pistol is fitted with an adjustable rear sight and includes 
one magazine. It appears this gun has seen very little use and it may prove to be a good shooter. (138050-560) {MODERN} (100/200)

1397.  COLT OFFICER’S MODEL DOUBLE ACTION TARGET REVOLVER serial #8247, 22 LR, 6” barrel with a very good bore showing 
some minor frosting. The metal surfaces of this 1933-made revolver retain about 60-65% reapplied blue with significant thinning and holster 
wear along the barrel and cylinder along with high edge wear and areas of the frame and gripstraps toning to pewter. The polished hammer 
and trigger show a little freckling and toning to gray. The black checkered hard rubber grips are in rather poor condition with a chip at the 
toe of the left panel and repaired chips at the heels of both panels along with overall wear to the points. The majority of the white bead 
in the front sight is missing along with one of the rear sight set screws and three of the cylinder chambers show some damage from dry 
firing. Despite its rather heavy use, the timing and lockup remain excellent on this revolver and it will probably make for a good shooter. 
(138320-32) {C&R} (200/400)

1398.  COLT FRONTIER SCOUT ’62 SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #48444P, 22 LR, 5 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The 
metal surfaces of the barrel, ejector housing, cylinder and trigger retain about 95% original blue with some high edge wear. The frame re-
tains about 88% if its original black paint with some high edge wear and areas of flaking throughout. The black checkered plastic grips are 
in excellent condition with a just a few scattered handling marks. This little revolver is fully functional and ought to make for a good plinker. 
(138320-44) {MODERN} (100/200)

1399.  HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #5981, 32 S&W, 5” barrel with a fair bore showing scattered 
pitting and one large ring of heavy pitting. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 70% original nickel plating with areas of scattered 
flaking turning to brown and the majority of the gripstraps toned to brown. The chambers of this revolver show a fair amount of pitting and 
it is missing its triggerguard and trigger return spring. Mechanical attention will also be required as the hammer does not hold at full or half 
cock and also has its top portion chipped off. The grips remain in very good condition with some discoloration and handling marks. A fair 
donor or parts gun. (137852-15) {C&R} (50/100)
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1400.  JAPANESE TYPE 14 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY NAGOYA TORIIMATSU serial #12231 (Series 2), 8mm Nambu, 4 1/2” barrel with 
a very good plus bore showing some minor frosting. The metal surfaces of this January 1944-made pistol retain about 85% of a thinning 
reapplied blue with fading and browning throughout the frame and gripstraps along with scattered pinprick pitting underneath the newer 
finish. The grooved hardwood grips are unnumbered and probably reproductions but rate excellent with a few handling marks. A number of 
parts in this pistol are serialized to different guns including the magazine (642), the firing pin extension (979) and the locking block (456). 
All other serialized parts are matching. The magazine disconnect and all of its associated parts are missing from this pistol making it a good 
candidate for restoration or for use as a parts gun. (138050-277) {C&R} (200/350)

1401.  JAPANESE TYPE 14 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY NAGOYA TORIIMATSU serial #1372 (Series 2), 8mm Nambu, 4 1/2” barrel with 
a very good plus bore showing some minor frosting. The metal surfaces of this November 1943-made pistol retain about 75% thinning 
original blue with some browning throughout, the gripstraps toning to gray, high edge and operational wear and a safety mark. The grooved 
Asian hardwood grips are numbered to a different gun (7745), fit poorly and have been painted black. The magazine is also numbered to a 
different gun (469) but all other serialized parts are matching. The magazine release spring is missing making this pistol a good candidate 
for restoration and it may turn out to be a good shooter. (138050-270) {C&R} (200/400)

1402.  JAPANESE TYPE 14 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY NAGOYA TORIIMATSU serial #3029 (Series 2), 8mm Nambu, 4 1/2” barrel with 
a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this November 1943-made pistol retain about 80% thinning original blue with the gripstraps 
and triggerguard toning to brownish gray, scattered areas of browning and freckling, high edge and operational wear and a safety mark. 
The grooved Asian hardwood grips remain in very good condition with a few dings, handling marks and a groove from the safety on the left 
panel. The trigger on this pistol has been replaced and is numbered 085 and its retaining pin shows some damage. The firing pin is also 
numbered to another gun (897) and the safety has been repaired with a screw through the right side of the frame. All other serialized parts 
are matching, including the magazine. A good example overall that may prove to be a good shooter. (138050-533) {C&R} (200/400)

1403.  UNMARKED REMINGTON MODEL 1858 PERCUSSION REVOLVER .44 cal, 8 1/4” octagon barrel with a very good plus bore 
showing some minor frosting. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 98% of a reapplied dull blue with a few scattered dings, han-
dling marks, a light drag line on the cylinder and some operational wear and oxidation staining on the hammer. The lever and triggerguard 
have toned to plum and the revolver wears a set of unmarked faux ivory grips. This revolver is completely unmarked with no serial numbers 
but is most likely a more modern reproduction. Lockup and timing are solid, although the half-cock is not functioning, the barrel is canted 
slightly to the left and the loading lever is very stiff to operate. (138318-14) {ANTIQUE} (200/300)

1404.  REMINGTON MODEL 8 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #15686, 30 Remington, 22” barrel with a very good bore showing some scattered 
light pitting and frosting. The metal surfaces of this November 1925-made rifle show moderate pitting, oxidation staining and freckling 
throughout with most of the barrel shroud toned to silver and about 45% original thinning blue remaining on the receiver with most of the 
screw heads showing slot damage. The smooth walnut forend and straight-grip buttstock rate fair overall. The forend shows numerous 
cracks throughout its length and three rather crude repairs pinned through. The buttstock shows numerous dings, dents, a few small cracks 
and bruises throughout. The rear sight has been filled in with a blank, the factory front sight is present and the receiver is mounted with a 
Marble’s peep sight that is missing its aperture. Although well-used and rather poorly cared for, this rifle remains fully functional and is a 
good candidate for restoration or for use as a parts gun. (138379-2) {C&R} (200/300)

1405.  SAVAGE 1907 FRENCH CONTRACT SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #127815, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The 
metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 80% original blue with scattered freckling along the gripstraps, high edge wear and some patches 
of pinprick pitting and thinning along the slide and frame. The right black checkered hard rubber grip plate has a repaired 1” chip at its 
top and a 1 3/4” crack toward the bottom. The left panel remains in excellent condition with just a few small handling marks and dings. 
The French lanyard ring is still present, the cartridge indicator is intact and everything else is fully functional. A nice example to add to any 
military collection. (138398-1) {C&R} (275/375)

1406.  COLT MODEL 1908 VEST POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #13218, 25 ACP, 2” barrel with a very good 
bore showing some minor scattered pitting and frosting. The metal surfaces of this 1909-made pistol retain about 90% original blue with 
some high edge wear, scattered freckling, handling marks and a patch of loss on the left side of the slide that has toned to a brownish gray. 
Traces of case-hardened colors remain on the manual and grip safeties with some freckling and toning to smoky gray. The checkered hard 
rubber grips remain in very good plus condition with some minor dirt staining and handling marks. One original magazine and a modern 
canvas holster are included. A rather nice condition example of these little Colt pistols. (138014-20) {C&R} (300/400)

1407.  HOPKINS & ALLEN SAFETY POLICE TOP BREAK DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #G427, 38 S&W, 3 1/4” barrel with an 
about good bore showing some pitting, oxidation and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this revolver have been buffed into 
the white with some scattered freckling, handling marks, scratches and remnants of heavy black paint in the protected areas. The smooth 
walnut target grips remain in very good condition with much of the original varnish remaining and some scattered flaking, dings and handling 
marks. This revolver uses a rather interesting cam-action safety hammer to avoid hitting the firing pin when the hammer is down and the 
trigger not pulled; it remains fully functional with just a little looseness upon lockup. The revolver also includes a period leather flap holster 
that is in good condition with some crazing and scuffs throughout. (138398-4) {C&R} (150/250)

1408.  SMITH & WESSON DOUBLE ACTION FOURTH MODEL TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #110573, 32 S&W, 3 1/2” barrel with a 
very good plus bore showing just a little frosting. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 90% original nickel plating with some scattered 
freckling and flaking predominantly on the right side and on the gripstraps. The triggerguard and latch retain about 92% original blue with 
some freckling and the hammer and trigger retain healthy amounts of case-hardened colors with some toning to smoky gray and operational 
wear. The revolver wears mother-of-pearl grips that are mostly likely later replacements but remain in excellent condition with just a few dings 
on the left panel. All serialized parts are matching and timing and lockup remain excellent. A period leather flap holster is also included that 
shows some minor crazing and staining throughout. A very nice example of these little top breaks. (138398-6) {C&R} (200/300)

1409.  COLT OFFICIAL POLICE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #819468, 38 Special, 6” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal 
surfaces of this revolver retain about 75% original blue with some high edge wear, holster wear and freckling along the barrel, a light turn 
line on the cylinder and some patches of freckling on the right side of the frame and throughout the hammer. The checkered walnut grips 
are not numbered but appear to be factory grips with silver Colt medallions present. They remain in good overall condition with smoothing 
of the points, scattered chips, dings and handling marks, especially toward the butt. The crane and frame are matching and timing and 
lockup remain excellent. Included is a Boyt western-style brown leather holster with cartridge belt that measures about 43” in length. They 
show hard use but remain in good overall condition with light staining, flaking, and scuffs throughout. This revolver ought to make for a 
great shooter. (138346-21) {C&R} [Richard Grundhofer Collection] (250/450)

1410.  FRENCH MODEL 1935S M1 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY SAGEM serial #C3020, 7.65 Longue, 4 1/4” barrel with a fair bore showing 
scattered pitting and oxidation throughout. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 70% original blue on the frame with high edge wear, 
freckling, and gripstraps toning to pewter. The slide stop and hammer have toned to plum and the slide retains about 70% original black 
enamel finish with high edge wear and flaking to gray throughout. The black checkered plastic grips remain in very good plus condition 
with some scattered small chips and handling marks. This gun will require some mechanical attention as the firing pin has a tendency over 
travel in its channel and become stuck far forward. The slide stop is also prone to falling out as it is missing its plunger, plunger spring and 
pin. The pistol includes three original magazines in very good condition, three fired 32 S&W Long cases converted to 7.65 Longue, and a 
black plastic case. Overall, a good example that needs just a little work to get it back in working order. (138050-486) {C&R} (200/300)
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1411.  JP SAUER & SOHN MODEL 1913 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #85277, 32 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with a very good bore showing some 
minor frosting throughout. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 70% original thinning blue with high edge and holster wear through-
out along with some freckling and toning to brownish gray on the gripstraps. The black checkered hard rubber grip panels remain in fair 
condition with a 1 1/2” chip along the top of the left panel and a smaller 3/4” chip along the bottom of the right panel. The triggerguard is 
marked with a Prussian Eagle, signifying military acceptance. The pistol will require mechanical attention as the trigger and safety are both 
hanging up and the sear is not dropping the striker. Included is one original magazine making this a good candidate for repair. (137879-337) 
{C&R} [Craig Brown Collection] (175/275)

1412.  IVER JOHNSON THIRD MODEL SAFETY HAMMER TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #13173, 32 S&W, 2 1/4” barrel with a 
bright very good plus bore showing just a little light pitting. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 94% original nickel plating with 
some scattered flaking and freckling to brown. The triggerguard retains about 96% original thinning blue and the latch, hammer, and trigger 
retain traces of case-hardened colors, but have mostly toned to a smoky gray. The black checkered hard rubber grips remain in excellent 
condition with just a few small scuffs and handling marks. This revolver features the scarcer special order 2 1/4” barrel with manufacturer 
mark correctly stamped on the left side. A very nice example with solid timing and lockup. (138401-26D32764) {C&R} (175/250)

1413.  COLT ARMY SPECIAL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #365873, 32-20 WCF, 6” barrel with a good bore showing some scat-
tered pitting and frosting throughout. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 40% original thinning blue with toning to brownish 
gray, freckling and pinprick pitting throughout. The hammer and trigger retain a healthy amount of fire temper blue with some freckling and 
toning to gray. The black checkered hard rubber grips are not numbered and remain in very good overall condition with some dirt staining, 
handling marks and discoloration to brown. The frame and crane are matching and there is a Colt refurbishment mark on the right side of 
the frame. This revolver has seen a fair amount of use but timing and lockup remain excellent. (138401-31X11328) {C&R} (275/375)

1414.  BREDA STANDARD SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #01-07153, 12 ga, 27” barrel choked full with a bright excellent bore. The metal 
surfaces of this shotgun retain about 99% original blue with a few scattered freckles and handling marks here and there. The satin-finished 
frame is embellished with light scrollwork and remains in excellent condition with just a few small handling marks. The checkered walnut 
forend and pistolgrip buttstock remain in very good condition with some overall wear to the points, flaking finish on the forend, a few scattered 
dings, chips and handling marks throughout. The shotgun is fitted with a red rubber buttpad giving a 13 3/4” length of pull. This shotgun 
appears to have seen only a little use and it includes a second 25” modified-choked barrel with a bright excellent bore. The second barrel 
retains about 92% original blue with two small patches of oxidation staining about half-way down the barrel and some scattered handling 
marks. (138367-6) {MODERN} (300/400)

1415.  SMITH & WESSON MODEL 1905 MILITARY & POLICE HAND EJECTOR REVOLVER serial #609999, 38 Special, 4” barrel with 
a bright near excellent showing just a little frosting. The metal surfaces of this five-screw pre-Model 10 retain about 89% original blue with 
high edge and holster wear, toning to silver along the top strap and triggerguard, toning to gray on the gripstraps and some scattered light 
freckling and handling marks. A 3/4” portion on the left side of the triggerguard has been milled out very slightly. The trigger and hammer 
retain healthy amounts of case-hardened colors with some minor freckling and toning to smoky gray. The checkered walnut Magna grips 
are unnumbered and may be later replacements but remain in very good condition with some small scattered dings and handling marks. 
Lockup is perhaps a little looser than usual for a Smith but everything remains full functional otherwise. Included is a Bianchi black leather 
basketweave holster is very good overall condition with just a few scattered scuffs and handling marks. (138402-3S20803) {C&R} (300/400)

1416.  REMINGTON MODEL 742C SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #205196, 30-06, 18 1/2” barrel with a very good plus bore showing 
some light scattered frosting. The metal surfaces of this rifle retain about 96% original blue with some very light scattered freckling, handling 
marks and a few spots of oxidation staining on the underside of the barrel. The checkered walnut forend and pistolgrip buttstock remain in 
good overall condition with some flaking of the finish, small dings and handling marks throughout along with a 4” crack on the left side of 
the forend. The original Remington buttplate and pistolgrip cap are present and the rifle is equipped with sling swivels, factory iron sights 
and a Redfield scope mount that holds a Bushnell Scopechief IV scope with fine crosshair reticle and very good optics. A very nice example 
overall. (138367-1) {MODERN} (350/450)

1417.  JAPANESE TYPE 99 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY TOYO KOGYO serial #64622, 7.7 Arisaka, 25” barrel with an about good bore show-
ing some scattered pitting, oxidation and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this 34th series rifle retain about 95% original dull 
blue with some scattered oxidation staining, freckling and handling marks. The Asian hardwood stock has been duffle cut at the rear band, 
but otherwise rates very good with small dings, chips and handling marks scattered throughout and much of the original finish remaining. 
The bolt on this rifle is not matching with the firing pin, extractor and bolt body numbered 166 and the safety knob numbered 525. The 
Chrysanthemum is completely intact and the rifle exhibits all of the usual features of a “last ditch” firearm; it remains fully functional, although 
the bolt hangs up every now and then. (138050-817) {C&R} (175/225)

1418.  GERMAN LEFAUCHEUX DOUBLE ACTION PINFIRE REVOLVER serial #14460, 12mm Pinfire, 5 3/4” barrel with a fair bore 
showing oxidation, pitting and visible rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this revolver have oxidized to a dull grayish brown throughout 
along with scattered freckling, pinprick pitting and all of the screws show some slot head damage. The checkered walnut grips appear to 
be original to the gun and remain in excellent condition with just a few dings and handling marks. This gun has no marking indicating its 
manufacturer but there is a Solingen proof mark on the top of the barrel flat, a small crown over HR stamp on the cylinder and a Lefaucheux 
patent mark on the left side of the barrel. Everything remains fully functional and the revolver has very solid timing and lockup in both double 
and single action. (138196-9) {ANTIQUE} (200/300)

1419.  BELGIAN LEFAUCHEUX DOUBLE ACTION PINFIRE REVOLVER serial #3210, 8mm Pinfire, 3 1/2” barrel with a good bore showing 
some scattered frosting, light pitting and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 60% original nickel plating 
with flaking to brown, oxidation staining and freckling throughout. The frame is lightly engraved with foliate scrollwork and the smooth walnut 
grips remain in very good plus condition with much of the original varnish left and a few scattered dings and handling marks. Single action 
will require some mechanical attention as the hammer does not fall and instead reverts to double action once the trigger is pulled, timing 
and lockup, however, remain excellent in double action. (138307-1) {ANTIQUE} (100/150)

1420.  WINCHESTER MODEL 1906 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #418969, 22 S/L/LR, 20” barrel with a good plus bore showing some 
scattered light pitting, frosting and strong rifling. The metal surfaces of this rifle have toned to a dark brownish gray overall with scattered 
oxidation staining and small scratches. The smooth walnut buttstock and grooved forend have been lightly refinished and the buttstock is 
a little shy of the tangs, they remain in otherwise very good condition with just a few small dings and handling marks. The checkered black 
plastic Winchester logo buttplate is still present and in very good condition with a few scuffs and dings. The adjustment screw for the rear 
sight is missing but everything else appears to be fully functional. Overall a very good condition rifle that may prove to be a good plinker. 
(138050-797) {C&R} (275/375)

1421.  WINCHESTER MODEL 1906 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #198625, 22 S/L/LR, 20” barrel with a fair bore showing pitting, oxidation 
and visible rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this rifle have toned to a dark brownish gray overall with some scattered pinprick pitting, 
small dings and tool marks. The smooth walnut buttstock and grooved forend remain in very good condition as refinished with a few small 
dings and handling marks, and the buttstock fits a little shy of the upper tang. The checkered black plastic Winchester logo buttplate is still 
present but has largely smoothed over with a few small cracks around the screws. The front and rear sights are intact but appear to be later 
replacements and the adjustment screw for the rear sight is missing. A very good condition rifle overall that may prove to be a good plinker. 
(138050-786) {C&R} (275/375)
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1422.  WINCHESTER NO. 4 ROLLING BLOCK RIFLE 22 Long, 23” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel of this rifle has been 
replaced with a Winchester Model 90 barrel that retains about 97% original blue with some scattered patches of freckling, high edge wear 
and a few small dings. The receiver retains hints of case-hardened colors with some scattered freckling, oxidation staining and toning to 
smoky gray. The smooth walnut straight grip buttstock and forend remain in excellent condition as refinished with just a few scattered dings, 
scratches and handling marks. This rifle is fitted with a Lyman silver bead front sight, tang mounted peep sight and a scope mount that 
holds a Tasco 3X-7X20 scope with slightly cloudy but very serviceable optics. An interesting little rifle that appears to be fully functional. 
(138411-29) {MODERN} (225/325)

1423.  WEBLEY & SON DOUBLE ACTION PERCUSSION REVOLVER .44 cal, 6” barrel with a fair bore showing pitting, oxidation and 
visible rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this revolver have been cleaned to gunmetal with some scattered freckling, oxidation staining, 
pinprick pitting and small dings throughout. The checkered walnut grips remain in very good condition with some smoothing of the points 
and a few small dings and handling marks. Frame to barrel fit on this revolver is very loose with a chip out of the top of the frame and the 
gun functions in double and single action but the hand does not turn the cylinder, the trigger return spring is broken and the wedge spring 
and screw are missing. This revolver is a good example for display or as a parts gun. (136889-43) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

1424.  IVER JOHNSON CHAMPION SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN 12 ga, 24” barrel with a dark oxidized bore. The metal surfaces of this 
shotgun are heavily oxidized to brown with freckling, pitting and some white paint drops throughout. The smooth hardwood forend and 
pistolgrip buttstock remain in fair condition with some of the aforementioned white paint dotted throughout and numerous scuffs, dings, 
scratches and small cracks. The hard rubber buttplate remains in very good condition overall with some small dings, scuffs and staining. 
The hammer and latch are not functional on this gun. (138039-2) {C&R} (50/75)

1425.  JAPANESE TYPE 99 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY NAGOYA serial #70523, 7.7 Arisaka, 25” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The 
metal surfaces of this 10th series rifle retain about 65% original dull blue with areas toning to a grayish brown along the barrel, floorplate, 
tangs and some scattered freckling and oxidation staining throughout. The Asian hardwood stock has been duffle cut at the rear band with 
this portion now loosely fitted. The stock is in otherwise very good overall condition with small dings, bruises, chips and handling marks 
throughout. The left side of the stock is painted with a kanji character and 10/32. The “small knob” bolt is fully matching to the rifle and the 
Chrysanthemum is completely intact. A very good overall example of a late-war piece. (138050-815) {C&R} (175/225)

1426.  JAPANESE TYPE 99 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY TOKYO JUKI KOGYO (SPORTERIZED) serial #1015, 7.7 Arisaka, 25” barrel 
with a bright very good bore showing just a little frosting throughout. The metal surfaces of this 27th series rifle retain about 90% original 
dull blue with the floorplate toning to grayish brown, high edge wear and some scattered freckling, pinprick pitting, and oxidation staining. 
A number of the screws show some moderate slot damage and the tip of the firing pin is slightly bent. The Asian hardwood stock has been 
duffle cut at the rear band and this forward portion of the stock has been sporterized to a thinner overall profile, a new darker finish added 
and has a smaller modified front band. The rest of the stock retains about half of its original finish with scattered dings and handling marks, 
the wooden buttplate is attached with more modern screws and the heel has been cut for a sling swivel that is not present. The bolt is fully 
matching to the rifle and the Chrysanthemum is completely intact. (138050-830) {MODERN} (150/200)

1427.  JAPANESE TYPE 99 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY TOYO KOGYO serial #21382, 7.7 Arisaka, 25” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The 
metal surfaces of this 35th series rifle retain about 90% original dull blue thinning to gray along the receiver and barrel and some scattered 
oxidation staining, pinprick pitting and freckling throughout. The Asian hardwood stock has been duffle cut at the rear band but otherwise 
remains in good overall condition with scattered dings, scratches and small chips throughout. The two-piece stock shows some separation 
along with a 5 1/2” crack on the right side above the triggerguard. The bolt is fully matching to the rifle and the Chrysanthemum is completely 
intact. A good example of a typical “last ditch” rifle. (138050-814) (C&R} (175/225)

1428.  GERMAN UNIQUE MODEL 17 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #23880, 32 ACP, 3 1/4” barrel with a very good bore showing some 
minor scattered pitting and frosting. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 89% original blue that is toning to a grayish brown overall 
with some high edge wear, thinning along the slide and gripstraps and a few scattered light dings. The grooved black plastic “7,65mm/9 
SCHUSS”-marked grips remain in very good plus condition with a few small chips and handling marks. The right side of the frame is stamped 
with the “(Eagle)/WaA251” waffenamt and the barrel is marked with an “(Eagle)/(Swastika)”. All parts are matching by assembly number 
on this pistol and it includes one original magazine. A very nice example of these little pistols made in France under German occupation. 
(138050-557) {C&R} (300/500)

1429.  C.G. HAENEL MODEL I SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #15445, 25 ACP, 2” barrel with a very good bore showing just a little frosting 
throughout. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 98% original blue with some minor high edge wear, some small areas toning 
to brown and some freckling on the gripstraps. The black checkered hard rubber grips remain in excellent condition with a few small 
handling marks and some staining on the right panel. This little pistol appears to be fully functional and is a very nice example overall. 
(138050-572) {C&R} (200/300)

1430.  COLT NEW LINE SECOND MODEL SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #4626, 30 RF, 2 1/4” barrel with a fair bore showing 
pitting, oxidation and visible rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this revolver have toned to a grayish brown overall with some high 
edge wear and scattered freckling, scratches and pinprick pitting throughout. The smooth walnut grips are in very good condition with a 
few small dings and handling marks and the right grip is numbered in pencil to the gun. All serialized parts are matching, but the cylinder 
axis pin and sideplate screw appear to be replacements. This revolver is missing its hand making it a good candidate for restoration. 
(138398-5) {ANTIQUE} (175/225)

1431.  GALESI M1923 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #126792, 25 ACP, 2 1/4” barrel with a dark oxidized bore. The metal surfaces of this 
pistol retain about 70% original blue with some flaking to brown, scattered freckling, high edge wear and toning to gray along the grip-
straps. The grooved metal grips with lion motif remain in very good plus condition with some minor freckling and toning to dark gray and 
the grip screws show some slot damage. Unfortunately this pistol is missing its magazine but appears to be fully functional otherwise. 
(138349-37) {C&R} (75/125)

1432.  WINCHESTER MODEL 90 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #759381, 22 Long, 24” octagon barrel with a bright excellent bore. The 
metal surfaces of this rifle retain about 84% of a thinning reapplied blue with toning to gray throughout, some scattered pinprick pitting 
under the finish and some freckling and oxidation staining around the muzzle. The grooved walnut forend and smooth straight grip buttstock 
remain in very good condition as refinished with some small dings and handling marks throughout and a small hairline crack at the lower 
tang. The breech end of the barrel is drilled and tapped with four screws and the rifle is equipped with a Marble’s 31W front sight, flip 
up adjustable rear sight and a tang mounted Lyman peep sight. This rifle appears to be fully functional and may make for a good plinker. 
(138383-10) {C&R} (275/375)

1433.  REMINGTON MODEL 572 FIELDMASTER SLIDE ACTION RIFLE 22 S/L/LR, 23 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The 
anodized aluminum surfaces of this rifle are finished in Remington’s “Buckskin Tan” color scheme retaining about 92% on the receiver and 
triggerguard with some high edge wear and small scratches throughout. The barrel retains about 97% anodized finish with a few small 
scratches, dings and freckles. The magazine tube and rear sight remain very bright overall. The checkered walnut forend and pistolgrip 
buttstock remain in very good overall condition with some finish wear, scattered chips and dings and a number of scattered abrasions and 
bruises along the butt. The aluminum buttplate has a small chip at the heel but is in otherwise very good condition. A very lightweight and 
handy rifle that appears to be fully functional. (138393-1) {C&R} (300/500)
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1434.  U.S. MODEL 1896 KRAG BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY SPRINGFIELD ARMORY (SPORTERIZED) serial #42156, 30-40 Krag, 
22” shortened barrel with a bright near excellent bore showing just a little frosting. The metal surfaces of this rifle retain about 60% original 
blue, mostly on the barrel, with some thinning and toning to gray throughout. The receiver and magazine are mostly a mottled gray with 
scattered light freckling and oxidation staining. The bolt shows some minor pitting and oxidation staining on the knob and the fire-temper 
blue of the extractor retains excellent vivid colors. The walnut stock and handguard have been cut down from what appears to be an ar-
mory replacement with no inspector cartouches but a stylized “P” behind the triggerguard. The stock remains in excellent condition with a 
very few small chips, dings and handling marks throughout. The rifle retains its sling swivels and original rear and front sights along with a 
receiver-mounted Lyman 48 adjustable peep sight. A rather nicely done sporterized Krag that may prove to be a good shooter or deer rifle. 
(138369-12) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

1435.  STEVENS MODEL 124 BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN 12 ga, 28” barrel choked modified with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces 
of this shotgun have toned to a mottled gray brown on the barrel and retains about 89% original blue on the receiver with high edge wear 
and light freckling and oxidation staining scattered throughout. The checkered plastic buttstock and forend have had their checkering 
filled in with red paint and show some scattered dings, scuffs and handling marks throughout along with 1” and 1/4” cracks forward of 
the pistolgrip. The plastic buttplate gives an about 13 1/2” length of pull and everything appears to be fully functional on this shotgun. 
(138358-7) {C&R} (100/175)

1436.  ITHACA FLUES MODEL BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #358822, 12 ga, 28” solid rib barrels with bright excellent bores 
choked modified and improved modified. The metal surfaces of this shotgun have toned to a dull grayish brown throughout with scattered 
scratches on the undersides of the barrels, freckling and oxidation staining. The checkered walnut forend and smooth pistolgrip buttstock 
remain in very good condition as refinished with the forend checkering mostly smooth and some scattered light dings and handling marks. 
This gun still locks up tight and features extractors, double triggers, automatic safety and a red rubber buttpad that gives a 14 1/4” length 
of pull. (138340-31) {C&R} (200/400)

1437.  UNMARKED GERMAN DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #1446, 16 ga, 29 1/2” solid rib barrels choked full and cylinder with 
bright very good bores showing some minor scattered frosting and pinprick pitting. The metal surfaces of this shotgun retain about 90% 
of an older reapplied blue that is starting to tone to a grayish brown throughout with high edge wear, small dings and freckling along the 
barrel and frame. The checkered walnut forend and pistolgrip buttstock have been refinished with a heavy varnish but remain in good overall 
condition with some cracking and flaking of the finish, points worn smooth, scattered scratches, dings and handling marks. The left side 
of the butt is engraved with an elk and oak leaf motif and text that reads “Weidmanns Heil/ H. K./ 1936.”. The shotgun features extractors, 
double triggers, sling swivels and the metal buttplate gives a 14” length of pull. Lockup is a little loose and the barrels are slightly off face 
but everything else appears to function normally. (138338-1) {C&R} (300/500)

1438.  REMINGTON NO. 6 ROLLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #20437A, 22 LR, 20” barrel with an about very good bore showing pitting, 
oxidation and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of the barrel retain about 94% of an older reapplied blue with some high 
edge wear, scattered light dings and some minor patches of freckling. The case-hardened frame has mostly toned to smoky gray with 
some freckling, small dings and scattered pinprick pitting. The smooth walnut forend and buttstock remain in about very good overall 
condition as refinished with a few small dings and handling marks, 4” and 1/2” cracks at the upper tang and a 2 1/2” crack at the lower 
tang. This little gun features its original factory iron sights, a tang mounted flip up peep sight and appears to be in full working order. 
(138340-16) {C&R} (200/400)

1439.  MANHATTAN FIREARMS NAVY MODEL PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #17498, .36 cal, 6 1/2” octagon barrel with an about 
good bore showing pitting, oxidation and visible rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this “Series III” revolver retain about 97% reapplied 
blue with some scattered freckling, some light pinprick pitting under the newer finish, a turn line on the cylinder and the frame and loading 
lever toned to plum. The brass triggerguard and gripstraps appear to have been re-plated with gold at some point that shows some flaking 
throughout and some light tarnishing and oxidation staining of the brass underneath. The smooth one-piece walnut grip remains in excellent 
condition as refinished with a few small handling marks. All serialized parts on this revolver appear to be matching, although the wedge 
may be a later replacement as it is poorly fitted and the screw has an added washer to keep it held in place. The right ear of the gripstrap 
has also broken free but is still held in place by its screw. Everything still functions normally, although timing is a little off and lockup a little 
loose. (138411-10) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1440.  COLT DETECTIVE SPECIAL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #F53448, 38 Special, 2” barrel with an about good bore showing 
scattered pitting, oxidation and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this 1974-made revolver retain about 60% original blue 
with patches of pitting and oxidation staining throughout the remaining surfaces. The checkered walnut grips have been re-profiled and 
the checkering is soft but they otherwise remain in good overall condition with some scattered handling marks and loss of finish. This 
revolver has certainly been neglected but it still times and locks up perfectly and may make for a good restoration project or donor gun. 
(138349-18) {MODERN} (100/200)

1441.  COLT AUTOMATIC CALIBER 25 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #0D110380, 25 ACP, 2 1/4” barrel with a very good bore showing just 
a few small pits and frosting. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 94% original blue with some high edge wear, scattered freckling 
and some minor pinprick pitting and oxidation staining. The checkered walnut grips remain in good overall condition with little remaining 
finish and some handling marks and light staining throughout. This little pistol includes one nickel-plated magazine and its original box 
with associated paperwork that remains in very good condition with some scuffs, edge wear and handling marks. This gun has seen some 
honest use but will probably still be a solid shooter. (138349-3) {MODERN} (175/225)

1442.  EUROPEAN AMERICAN ARMS MODEL EASA SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #E28940, 22 LR, 4 3/4” barrel with a bright 
excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 90% original blue on the barrel and cylinder with some high edge wear, 
freckling and light oxidation staining scattered throughout. The alloy frame shows some scattered tarnishing and has taken on a mottled 
gray color. The black checkered plastic grips remain in excellent condition with just a few minor handling marks. This revolver remains fully 
functional and may make for a good little shooter. (138349-24) {MODERN} (50/75)

1443.  REMINGTON NEW MODEL ARMY PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #99365, .44 cal, 8” barrel with a very good plus bore showing 
some very minor frosting and pinprick pitting. The metal surfaces of this revolver have toned to a mottled grayish brown overall with high 
edge wear, light scratches, freckling and oxidation staining throughout and the brass triggerguard shows numerous small scratches and 
spots of tarnishing throughout. The grips are hardwood replacements that are rather poorly fitted and shy of the frame, they otherwise 
remain in very good condition with a few small dings, handling marks and flaking finish. The sights have been modified with a collar around 
the muzzle that holds a high target-style blade front sight and a small notch rear sight has been dovetailed onto the topstrap. One cylinder 
chamber has an old ball deep in the chamber that appears to have been loaded dry. Timing and lockup remain very strong and this may be 
a good restoration candidate or example piece. (137949-38) {ANTIQUE} (350/550)

1444.  ERMA-WERKE MODEL EP25 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #10428, 25 ACP, 2 3/4” barrel with a bright near excellent bore showing 
just a little frosting. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 98% original blue with just a little spot of flaking near the trigger and some 
scattered light freckling. The smooth walnut grips remain in excellent condition with just a few light handling marks. This little pistol includes 
one magazine and appears to be fully functional. (137752-2) {MODERN} (75/150)
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1445.  U.S. MODEL 1917 REVOLVER BY SMITH & WESSON serial #150694, 45 ACP, 5 1/2” barrel with a good bore showing strong 
rifling throughout with scattered oxidation and light pitting. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 65% original blue with high 
edge wear, scattered freckling and oxidation staining, small dings and scratches throughout. The hammer and trigger retain some hints of 
case-hardened colors but have mostly toned to smoky gray with some minor freckling. The smooth walnut grips have been lightly cleaned 
and are neither numbered nor marked; they are most likely replacements with small gaps at the toe. The barrel, cylinder, extractor star and 
frame are matching by serial number and the crane and frame are matching by assembly number. All other markings on the revolver are 
sharp and timing and lockup remain very solid. This old warhorse remains in good condition overall and may prove to be a good shooter. 
(138401-56X11320) {C&R} (350/550)

1446.  JAPANESE TYPE 94 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY NAGOYA KOKUBUNJI serial #56137, 8mm Nambu, 3 3/4” barrel with a very good 
bore showing just a little scattered frosting and pinprick pitting. The metal surfaces of this June 1944-dated pistol retain about 95% original 
dull blue with some high edge wear and some small areas toning to grayish brown. The black checkered plastic grips remain in very good 
condition with some small handling marks and chips around the edges. All serialized parts appear to be matching, including the magazine. 
This pistol is missing its safety and associated parts but everything else appears to be present making this a good candidate for parts or 
restoration. (137733-2) {C&R} (250/350)

1447.  H.J. HALE UNDER HAMMER PERCUSSION BOOT PISTOL .38 cal, 3 3/4” barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal surfaces of this 
pistol have toned to a mottled grayish brown overall with freckling, oxidation staining and small dings throughout. The brass gripstrap is missing 
one of its pins and has toned to a grayish patina overall and the brass front sight has almost completely worn down. The smooth walnut grip 
appears to have been lightly refinished with small scuffs, dings and handling marks throughout and 2” and 1” cracks on the left and right 
sides above the grip. Although a well-used example the mechanism appears to be fully functional. (137949-53) {ANTIQUE} (200/350)

1448.  BERETTA MODEL 21A SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #BAS35497U, 22 LR, 2 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces 
of this little pistol retain about 98% original blue with some minor high edge wear and a few very small dings. The smooth walnut grips 
remain in very good plus condition with just a few small dings and handling marks. This pistol appears to have seen little use and it includes 
one magazine and its original box with instruction manual. (138050-526) {MODERN} (175/250)

1449.  CZ-50 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #698710, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a bright near excellent bore showing just a little scattered frosting. 
The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 92% original blue on the slide with some high edge and holster wear. The frame retains about 
95% reapplied blue with some scattered light freckling, high edge wear and pinprick pitting under the newer finish. The importer mark on 
the left side is also quite faint under the newer finish and the gripstrap is stamped with “NB50”. The grooved brown plastic grips remain in 
excellent condition with just a few small scuffs and handling marks. This pistol includes two magazines and may prove to be a good shooter 
or carry gun. (138050-647) {C&R} (200/300)

1450.  FN MODEL 1910 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #451047, 32 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with a good bore showing strong rifling and minor oxidation 
and pitting throughout. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 88% of an older reapplied blue with high edge and holster wear, scat-
tered freckling, minor pinprick pitting and some oxidation staining throughout. The black checkered hard rubber grips remain in good overall 
condition with some light gray staining throughout and a few small cracks and crazing on the bottom edge of the panels. Serial numbers on 
the slide and frame are matching although the barrel is numbered 444333. This pistol will require some mechanical attention as the trigger 
needs some manual assistance to return forward. One original FN-marked magazine is included. (138303-27D32520) {C&R} (125/225)

1451.  BERETTA MODEL 950 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #64791CC, 22 Short, 2 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfac-
es of this pistol retain about 97% original blue on the slide, barrel, safety and trigger with some high edge wear and a few minor freckles 
throughout. The alloy frame has mostly toned to a smooth gray with some darker blue in the protected areas and the black checkered 
plastic grips remain in excellent condition with just a few small handling marks. This little pistol remains in very good condition and includes 
one magazine. (138050-311) {C&R} (100/200)

1452.  GERMAN MODEL 641 (B) SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY FN serial #15277b, 32 ACP, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The 
metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 40% original thinning blue with the remainder toned to a mottled gray overall with some minor 
freckling, oxidation staining and small dings. The checkered hardwood grips remain in excellent condition with just a few small handling marks 
and a few flattened points. All serialized parts are matching and are appropriately marked with “(Eagle)/WaA140” Waffenamts. Included is 
one original FN-marked magazine. This pistol remains fully functional and is a solid example of these German occupation produced guns. 
(138050-566) {C&R} (200/300)

1453.  GERMAN MODEL 641 (B) SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY FN serial #1746c, 32 ACP, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal 
surfaces of this pistol retain about 90% possibly arsenal reapplied blue with some high edge and holster wear, some pinprick pitting along 
the top of the slide and scattered freckling. The checkered hardwood grips remain in excellent condition with a few minor handling marks. 
All serialized parts are matching although the right side of the slide is erroneously stamped 11746c. There is no Waffenamt on the left side 
of the frame but all other appropriate parts are marked with the “(Eagle)/WaA140” stamp. The striker appears to have been rather crudely 
repaired but everything seems to be fully functional and the pistol includes one magazine. (138050-565) {C&R} (200/300)

1454.  BERETTA MODEL 1935 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #572452, 32 ACP, 3 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces 
of this 1944-dated pistol retain about 70% original phosphate finish with high edge wear, scratches, minor oxidation staining and freckling 
throughout. The metal-backed black plastic grips remain in very good condition with some scattered scuffs and staining and the pistol is 
marked on the left side with the German “4/UT” control stamp. This pistol includes one magazine in similar condition to the gun with some 
oxidation staining and freckling throughout. (138050-501) {C&R} (175/275)

1455.  BERETTA MODEL 1934 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #G43274, 380 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with a bright near excellent bore showing 
just a little frosting. The metal surfaces of this blank slide variation retain about 97% original high polish blue with some minor high edge 
and operational wear, some scattered freckling and a few edges with very fine pinprick pitting. The left grip panel screw shows some minor 
slot head damage and the metal-backed black plastic grips remain in excellent condition with just a few minor scuffs and handling marks. 
This pistol has matching serial numbers on the slide, frame, and barrel and is marked with the “(Crown)/(Lion)” stamp on the left side of 
the frame. One magazine with some minor pinprick pitting and oxidation staining on its floorplate is included. A very nice example of an 
interesting variation of these Italian military pistols. (138383-3) {C&R} (350/550)

1456.  DREYSE MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #235708, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a bright near excellent bore showing just a 
little frosting. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 96% original blue with some minor high edge wear, scattered freckling and some 
small tool marks near a couple of the screws and disassembly button. The black checkered hard rubber grips remain in good condition 
overall with a few small chips scattered about and a 1/2” chip out of top corner of the left panel. The pistol includes one original magazine 
and appears to be fully functional although it will need a good cleaning as the action is quite stiff overall. A solid example of these interesting 
German pistols. (138050-552) {C&R} (200/300)

1457.  DEUTSCHE WERKE ORTGIES SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #70367, 25 ACP, 2 3/4” barrel with a bright near excellent bore showing 
just a little frosting. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 97% original matte blue with some high edge wear and a few scattered 
freckles. The smooth walnut grips remain in excellent condition with just a few minor handling marks. This pistol will require some mechanical 
attention as the striker spring appears weak and the trigger is not dropping the striker. Included is one original nickel-plated magazine that 
remains in excellent condition. (138050-505) {C&R} (100/175)
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1458.  MAUSER MODEL HSC SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #816481, 32 ACP, 3 1/4” barrel with a bright near excellent bore showing just 
a few tiny pits. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 98% original blue with some high edge wear, a few handling marks, and some 
freckling on the gripstraps. The checkered walnut grips remain in excellent condition with a few minor handling marks and some smoothing 
of the points. The barrel, frame and slide are matching and the pistol is marked with “(Eagle)/N” and “(Eagle)/135” stamps. A very nice 
condition pistol that includes one unmarked magazine. (138050-261) {C&R} (300/500)

1459.  BERETTA MODEL 418 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #91756A, 25 ACP, 2 1/4” barrel with a very good bore showing some minor 
frosting and pinprick pitting. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 98% of a reapplied matte black finish on the slide and matte nickel 
finish on the frame with some minor high edge wear, some scattered freckling and pinprick pitting under the newer finish. The metal-backed 
black plastic grips remain in very good plus condition with a few small chips and scuffs. This little pistol includes one original magazine. 
(138050-528) {C&R} (100/175)

1460.  ERMA-WERKE MODEL EP25 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #00334, 25 ACP, 2 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal 
surfaces of this pistol retain about 89% original blue with some scattered freckling, handling marks and some tarnishing of the safety and 
left side of the trigger and frame. The smooth walnut grips remain in very good plus condition with just a few small dings and handling 
marks. This pistol does not include a magazine and will require some mechanical attention as the slide only retracts about half way. (138303-
37D32567) {MODERN} (50/75)

1461.  IVER JOHNSON MODEL TP22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #AE18972, 22 LR, 2 3/4” barrel with a bright near excellent bore show-
ing just a little frosting. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 60% of a reapplied mottled gray paint finish with high edge wear and 
handling marks. The checkered black plastic grips remain in very good plus condition with a few scattered scuffs and handling marks. This 
pistol appears to be fully functional and includes two magazines. (138050-549) {MODERN} (75/125)

1462.  MAUSER GEHA BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN 12 ga, 26” barrel choked full with a bright very good bore showing just a few patches of 
pitting and oxidation toward the muzzle. The metal surfaces of this shotgun have toned to a mix of brown, silver and gray with scattered pitting, 
oxidation staining and freckling throughout. The pistolgrip walnut stock has been cleaned but remains in good overall condition with a number 
of small dings, chips, and drying cracks. The Geha medallions are still present on both sides of the butt. The bolt will require some mechanical 
attention as the extractor travels over and out of its track causing the bolt to hang up when it is cycled. (138270-45) {C&R} (50/100)

1463.  W.M. MOORE & COMPANY DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #2827, 10 ga, 30” solid rib barrels with dark oxidized bores. 
The metal surfaces of this shotgun retain about 80% reapplied nickel finish with scattered flaking, toning to a yellowish patina and oxidation 
staining. The checkered walnut forend and pistolgrip buttstock have been cleaned and worn mostly smooth with some scattered dings, 
dents, handling marks and a few small drying cracks. The right side hammer is weak and the barrels are off-face with fairly loose lockup. 
The lever does not catch the barrels automatically upon closing and must be manually latched. (138226-2) {ANTIQUE} (50/75)

1464.  REDFERN & GODDARD PERCUSSION FOWLER 12 bore, 37” barrel with a dark oxidized bore. The metal surfaces of this gun have 
toned to a mix of gray, silver and brown overall with scattered oxidation staining, pitting and small dings. The rib on the underside of the 
barrel appears to have been repaired and reattached at a later date. The checkered walnut straight grip stock has been lightly cleaned and 
refinished remaining in about good overall condition with a number of chips and cracks near the lock. There is a gap between the breech 
of the barrel and where it meets the stock. The brass triggerguard and buttplate remain in very good condition as cleaned with just a few 
spots of tarnishing. The lock appears to be functional and the gun includes a wooden ramrod. (138312-11) {ANTIQUE} (50/100)

1465.  ACME ARMS DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #1, 12 ga, 30” barrels choked improved modified and improved cylinder with 
bright very good bores showing just a little scattered pitting. The metal surfaces of this Belgian-made shotgun have toned to a dull grayish 
brown overall with scattered pinprick pitting, oxidation staining and a dent at the muzzle of the left barrel. The checkered walnut forend and 
pistolgrip buttstock remain in very good condition as lightly refinished with a few scattered small chips, dings and handling marks, along 
with a very small crack on the left side of the forend. This shotgun has a 14 1/2” length of pull, double triggers and extractors. The right 
hammer does not hold at full cock, the barrels are slightly off-face and lockup is loose overall. (138358-26) {C&R} (75/125)

1466.  MERIDEN FIREARMS DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #24676, 12 ga, 30” solid rib barrels both choked full with bright 
excellent bores. The damascus pattern on the barrels is present but relatively faint overall with some toning to smoky gray, scattered 
scratches, some minor oxidation staining and tarnishing, some traces of white paint and a few small dings. The frame features some light 
foliate scrollwork and retains about 60% original thinning blue with freckling, oxidation staining and toning to gray. The checkered walnut 
forend and pistolgrip buttstock have been lightly cleaned and refinished with the points worn smooth overall, scattered small chips, dings 
and handling marks. The hard rubber buttplate gives a 14” length of pull and has a 1” chip and 1 1/2” crack just above the toe. Everything 
appears to be fully functional with solid lockup. The shotgun also features double triggers and extractors. (138136-2) {C&R} (200/300)

1467.  T. BARKER DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #3, 12 ga, 30” solid rib barrels choked improved modified and cylinder with bright 
very good bores showing just a few small patches of pinprick pitting. The laminated steel barrels have toned to a mottled gray overall with 
some freckling and minor oxidation staining. The case-hardened frame retains some hints of original color but have mostly toned to a smoky 
gray with some scattered freckling, oxidation staining and pinprick pitting. The sides of the frame are engraved with a simple rabbit hunting 
scene on the left and dog on the right. The grooved metal buttplate shows some thinning to silver and one of its screws fits loosely. The 
checkered walnut forend and pistolgrip buttstock remain in good overall condition as lightly refinished with some smoothing of the points, 
scattered dings, dents, handling marks, a 1 1/4” crack at the toe and a number of small drying cracks by the heel. The shotgun features 
double triggers, a 14” length of pull and is fitted rather crudely with a rifle-style rear sight and silver front blade. This shotgun also includes 
a rifle barrel insert that appears to be a period modification complete with Belgian proof marks. The bore is very good plus with a little 
frosting throughout and is chambered for an unknown 9mm rimmed cartridge. The gun appears to function normally with strong lockup. 
(137927-39) {C&R} (150/250)

1468.  UNMARKED AUSTRIAN DOUBLE HAMMER UNDERLEVER CAPE GUN 16 ga x 9mm CF, 26 1/2” solid rib barrels with the 
shotgun barrel showing some pitting throughout its length and the rifle barrel very good plus with just a little frosting throughout. The metal 
surfaces of the barrel retain about 65% original thinning blue on the rifle side with the rest toning to grayish brown. The damascus pattern 
on the shotgun barrel is intact with toning to brownish silver. The frame, hammers, triggerguard and lever retain about 68% original blue 
with some freckling, high edge wear, toning to gray and brown and some scattered small dings. The walnut forend and checkered pistolgrip 
buttstock remain in about good overall condition with worn finish, small dings, chips, handling marks throughout and a few drying cracks. 
The toe shows a 2 1/2” patch of abrasions and the forend shows a number of repaired cracks throughout. There is also a name carved into 
the right side of the butt. The right side wedge plate on the forend has detached but is included and a number of the screws show slot 
damage. The gun appears to be functional with the barrels just a little off-face and features extractors, double triggers with set screw, a 13 
1/2” length of pull, left side carved cheekpiece and sling swivels. (137944-24) {ANTIQUE} (225/325)

1469.  UNMARKED PERCUSSION DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN 12 bore, 32 3/4” solid rib barrels with dark oxidized bores. The metal 
surfaces of this shotgun have toned to a dark brown overall with moderate oxidation staining, pitting, freckling throughout and the ends of 
the hammers and nipples show corrosion and damage. The checkered walnut straight grip stock has been broken through at the wrist and 
shows a number of amateur repairs with iron plates and screws holding it together. Beyond this the stock shows a number of dings, chips, 
scratches and staining throughout. The hammers are a little weak but still functional and the gun includes a wooden ramrod that shows a 
number of prominent chips and abrasions. (138287-12) {ANTIQUE} (50/75)
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1470.  DREYSE MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #135312, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a very good bore showing a little frosting 
throughout. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 90% original blue with moderate high edge wear and some freckling and pinprick 
pitting throughout. The right checkered hard rubber grip remains in good overall condition with some crazing and handling marks and the left 
panel is a little warped and loose fitting with crazing and small cracks throughout. The pistol includes one original magazine and everything 
appears to be fully functional. A solid example of these interesting German pistols. (138050-553) {C&R} (200/300)

1471.  GERMAN MODEL 641 (B) SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY FN serial #3593c, 32 ACP, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The 
metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 94% original dull blue with some high edge and holster wear, gripstraps toning to gray and a few 
scattered freckles. The checkered hardwood grips remain in excellent condition with a few small dings and handling marks. All serialized 
parts are matching, although the slide has an extra “1” in front of the serial number, and are appropriately marked with “(Eagle)/WaA140” 
Waffenamts. Included is one original FN-marked magazine that has a moderate amount of cleaned pitting throughout its metal surfaces. 
This pistol remains fully functional and is a solid example of these German occupation produced guns. (138050-567) {C&R} (200/300)

1472.  UNMARKED EUROPEAN FLINTLOCK PISTOL .56 cal, 5 3/4” barrel with a dark oxidized bore. The metal surfaces of this pistol have 
been lightly cleaned to gunmetal overall with freckling, pinprick pitting and some minor oxidation staining throughout. The walnut stock 
features a flared butt with metal end cap along with some light floral relief behind the breech. The stock shows numerous small dings, chips, 
handling marks and a 2 1/2” portion that has cracked and broken off and is being held in by the ramrod and its metal keeper. The lock is 
strong and fully functional but the hammer holds no flint. An attractive little pistol overall that would benefit from a proper repair of its stock. 
(138170-7) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

1473.  EUROPEAN FLINTLOCK POCKET PISTOL .51 cal, 4 1/4” barrel with a dark oxidized bore. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 
65% of an older applied blue on the barrel with high edge wear, freckling and pitting under the newer finish. The lock and triggerguard are 
dark gray and brown overall with scattered pitting and oxidation staining and the hammer, frizzen and frizzen spring show moderate corrosion 
and oxidation. The walnut stock shows some very nice grip checkering and a number of scattered dings, dents and handling marks along 
with a few small chips at the edges toward the muzzle. The lock is functional with flint intact but the hammer spring is very weak and there 
is a “(Crown)/M” proof mark on the left side of the breech. (138170-6) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1474.  REMINGTON VEST POCKET PISTOL serial #1045, 32 RF, 4” barrel with an oxidized and pitted bore. The metal surfaces of this “Saw 
Handle Deringer” have been cleaned to pewter with scattered light oxidation stains, pitting and scratches. The smooth grips are replacement 
brown synthetic that rate excellent. The mechanism still works with play in the rotating breech block when the hammer is cocked. (86520-
146) {ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/400)

1475.  COLT WOODSMAN MATCH TARGET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #85303-S, 22 LR, 4 1/2” heavy barrel with an excellent bore. The 
metal surfaces of this 1950-made pistol retain about 85% factory blue finish that is fading along with the grip frame toned to pewter, high 
edge wear, a few pits and handling marks. The checkered thumb rest synthetic factory grips with Rampant Colt monogram rate very good 
with light dents and dings. The pistol features undercut Patridge front sight and replacement Micro rear sight and pistol includes a single 
magazine. (86520-3959) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (300/500)

1476.  BAKER CENTER HAMMER SCREW BARREL PERCUSSION PISTOL .44 cal., 1 3/4” smoothbore barrel with an excellent bore 
exhibiting light oxidation stains and pits. The metal surfaces of this pistol are a smoky gray on the barrel with the frame toned to light 
brown / purple with a few case-hardened colors present on the back of the trigger. Also present are pitting and oxidation stains. The 
flats of the frame have light scroll engraving with a banner on the left side marked “BAKER” and a similar on the right marked “LON-
DON”. There is a band of engraving around the muzzle and wedges on the hammer and frontstrap. The checkered bag style grips rate 
very good to excellent with handling wear, dents and dings. There is a diamond shaped silver-plated plaque on the backstrap that is 
not engraved. The manual safety no longer functions but the gun remains mechanically functional otherwise. (86520-1444) {ANTIQUE} 
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (150/250)

1477.  HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON SELF LOADING PISTOL serial #11625, 32 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with a lightly frosted bore. This pistol 
retains about 80% factory blue with light to moderate edge wear, top of the slide thinning to a pewter-brown mix, handling and operational 
marks and traces of case-hardened colors on the trigger. The checkered hard rubber factory grips with H&R monograms rate good overall 
with light to moderate diamond point wear, dents, dings and a section of the left panel’s butt area displaying a repair. This second variation 
includes a single correct magazine. (86520-3909) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/300)

1478.  CUSTOM COLT COBRA REVOLVER serial #1695LW, 38 Special, 2” barrel with an excellent bore. This revolver has been non-factory 
altered to resemble a “Fitz Special” by cutting the triggerguard away, shortening the ejector rod and adding a hammer shroud in lieu 
of bobbing the hammer. The metal surfaces retain about 50% factory blue and anodized finishes with the backstrap, cylinder, topstrap 
and barrel sides thinned to pewter along with thinning finish on all surfaces, high edge wear, handling marks and tool marks where 
the triggerguard was cutaway. The grips are unmarked ad-hoc coarsely checkered walnut with a repair on the right panel and rate 
about good as constructed. Single action timing is in need of attention but lock up remains tight. (86520-992) {MODERN} [Richard 
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (150/250)

1479.  MANHATTAN BAR HAMMER PERCUSSION PEPPERBOX PISTOL serial #824, .28 cal., 3 3/4” six shot cluster with oxidized and 
pitted bores. The metal surfaces have toned to brown and pewter with scattered oxidation blemishes, pitting and handling marks. The light 
factory scroll engraving is visible but soft and the markings on the side of the hammer remain strong. The smooth bag shaped factory grips 
rate about good plus with scattered scratches, dents, flaking finish and dings. The spring and barrel cluster are numbered to the gun but 
time has removed any numbers from the grip panels. The trigger does not return without assistance plus the mechanism and timing are in 
need of attention. (86520-1230) {ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (150/250)

1480.  W. KETLAND & CO. BRASS BARRELED FLINTLOCK PISTOL .58 cal., 8” round slightly swamped barrel with a lightly oxidized bore. 
The top of the barrel is marked “LONDON” with British proof marks. The metal surfaces are regaining their patina after light cleaning with the 
iron parts of the lock toned to brown. The side of the lock is marked “W / KETLAND / & Co”. The stock rates about good as refinished with 
light chipping around the lock, repair of the right forend, cracks at the muzzle end and near the lock screw. The pistol is still mechanically 
functional and includes a wood ramrod with brass end. (86520-1434) {ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/400)

1481.  RUGER OLD MODEL BEARCAT REVOLVER serial #86421, 22 LR, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. This 1967 made revolver retains 
about 95% factory blue and anodized finishes with high edge wear, muzzle toning to pewter, turn ring on the cylinder and handling marks. 
The smooth walnut factory grips with silver Ruger Phoenix medallions rate about very good with light handling wear. This Bearcat has had 
the transfer bar safety update. The gun includes an unlabeled yellow and black hinged factory box that the gun was returned in, manual 
and paperwork. (86520-3308) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/400)

1482.  THOMPSON / CENTER CONTENDER SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #455597, 7-30 Waters, 14” bull barrel with an excellent 
bore fitted with T/C muzzle brake. The metal surfaces retain about 99% factory blue finish. The walnut factory pistolgrip and forend 
rate excellent. The pistol has the later hammer mounted selector switch and is not equipped with sights. The pistol includes a factory 
box that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, Allen wrench, manual and paperwork. (86520-1385) {MODERN} [Richard 
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/400)
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1483.  SMITH & WESSON MODEL 40 CENTENNIAL REVOLVER serial #L782, 38 Special, 1 7/8” pinned barrel with an excellent bore. 
This early 1970’s revolver retains about 90% plus factory blue with high edge wear, scattered oxidation stains, a few pits, handling marks 
and a turn ring on the cylinder. The service trigger retains bold case-hardened colors. The smooth walnut factory grips with S&W silver 
medallions rate about good plus with flaking and worn finish, scratches, dents and dings. This revolver is equipped with a grip safety. The 
gun has seen some honest use but remains ready for concealed carry or home defense. (86520-3941) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” 
Kennedy Collection] (250/350)

1484.  SMITH & WESSON MODEL 10-5 MILITARY & POLICE REVOLVER serial #C676209, 38 Special, 4” pinned tapered barrel with 
an excellent bore. This early 1960’s revolver retains about 80% plus factory blue with the grip frame toned to brown, portions of the frame 
thinning to brown, high edge wear, scattered freckling, scratches and a turn ring on the cylinder. The service hammer and trigger retain 
bold case-hardened colors with light freckling. The grips are replacement factory smooth walnut military-style hand ejector grips numbered 
to a different gun but rate about very good with light handling marks. “She ain’t purdy” but should make a great shooter. (86520-4076) 
{MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (100/200)

1485.  SMITH & WESSON MODEL 10-5 MILITARY & POLICE REVOLVER serial #D129673, 38 Special, 6” pinned barrel with an 
excellent bore. This late 1960’s-made revolver retains about 85% factory blue with the backstrap worn to pewter, high edge wear, 
scratches and a turn ring on the cylinder. The service hammer and trigger retain bold case-hardened colors with very light operational 
wear. The checkered walnut factory Magna grips with silver S&W medallions are numbered to the gun and rate good to very good with a 
few scuffs, scratches and worn finish. The gun still times and locks up correctly should make a good shooter. (86520-2115) {MODERN} 
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (150/250)

1486.  SMITH & WESSON BRITISH CONTRACT K-200 HAND EJECTOR REVOLVER serial #708806, 38 S&W, 5” barrel with an ex-
cellent bore exhibiting a light bulge on the breech end of the barrel. This revolver has been British arsenal refurbished and star marked on 
the frame. The revolver retains about 75% arsenal applied black paint with the barrel mostly gray along with flaking finish on the backstrap, 
moderate edge wear, scratches, dings and a turn ring. The service hammer and trigger are toned to gunmetal gray with oxidation stains. 
The replacement checkered walnut factory Magna grips with silver S&W medallions rate very good with light dents and dings. Most of the 
appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the gun but the paint on the barrel and bottom of the extractor star is heavy enough to make 
it difficult to read. The lanyard loop is present, the number “170” is painted in white on the sideplate and the gun still times and locks up 
correctly. (86520-1202) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (100/200)

1487.  SMITH & WESSON DOUBLE ACTION PERFECTED MODEL TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial #3901, 38 S&W, 4” barrel 
with an oxidized and pitted bore. The metal surfaces retain about 85% plus nickel plate with scattered oxidation stains, edge wear, 
butt cleaned to bright gunmetal and limited pitting. The trigger and hammer retain strong case-hardened colors with light operational 
wear and freckling. The diamond checkered walnut factory extension grips with gold S&W medallions rate very good with light scuffs, 
scratches and dings. The grips and all appropriate parts are numbered to the gun and barrel to frame fit has slight play. (86520-1410) 
{C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (300/500)

1488.  SMITH & WESSON .32 HAND EJECTOR THIRD MODEL REVOLVER serial #386077, 32 S&W Long, 4 1/4” barrel with an 
excellent bore. This revolver retains about 80% factory blue finish with the backstrap worn to brown, barrel toned to a mix of brown and 
pewter, freckling, pitting and handling marks. The service trigger and hammer retain bold case-hardened colors with minor freckling and 
operational wear. The diamond checkered walnut factory grips are numbered to the gun and rate good to very good with scattered dents, 
dings and scratches. All appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the gun and the timing is in need of attention. (86520-4088) {C&R} 
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/400)

1489.  SMITH & WESSON SAFETY HAMMERLESS TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial #247524, 38 S&W, 3 1/4” barrel with an excellent 
bore. The metal surfaces of this New Departure revolver retain about 90% factory nickel plate with scattered flaking, a few oxidation blem-
ishes, limited clouding on the frame and handling marks. The trigger has robust case-hardened colors and full blue finish on the appropriate 
parts. The diamond checkered hard rubber grips with S&W monograms rate excellent. The grips and all appropriate parts are correctly 
numbered to the gun and barrel to frame fit is tight. (86520-1544) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (250/450)

1490.  COLT POLICE POSITIVE SPECIAL REVOLVER serial #498692, 38 Special, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. This 1948-made revolver 
retains about 80% factory blue with the grip frame, portions of the barrel and frame worn to gray in addition to high edge wear, handling 
marks and the finish starting to tone to gray. The smooth factory grips with silver Colt medallions rate very good as refinished with a few 
light handling marks and the medallions proud of the wood as is the frame. The ejector rod head is missing but the gun still times and locks 
up correctly. (86520-4037) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (150/350)

1491.  COLT POLICE POSITIVE REVOLVER serial #104253, 38 Colt New Police, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. This 1919-made revolver 
retains about 70% factory blue with the surfaces toning to brown on the grip frame, barrel and portions of the frame. Additionally, there is 
high edge wear, turn ring on the cylinder and handling marks. The un-numbered checkered walnut grips with Colt medallions rate good 
to very good with light to moderately compressed diamond points, scuffs, dents and dings. Timing and lock up are still good and it should 
make a good little shooter. (86520-1283) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (150/350)

1492.  COLT POLICE POSITIVE REVOLVER serial #404606, 38 Colt New Police, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 
1942-made revolver retain about 85% factory blue with scattered light oxidation blemishes, pitting, edge wear and handling marks. The 
un-numbered checkered walnut factory grips with silver Colt medallions rate good with a 1/2” shallow chip missing from the right panel’s 
butt along with light handling marks on both panels. Timing and lock up are still good and it should make a nice shooter. (86520-4084) 
{C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/400)

1493.  COLT POLICE POSITIVE REVOLVER serial #139738, 32 Colt New Police, 4” barrel with a lightly pitted bore. The metal surfaces of this 
1917-made revolver retain about 85% factory finish with moderate edge wear, grip frame toned to brown, a few oxidation blemishes and 
minor pitting. The fleur-de-lis factory hard rubber grips with stylized “C” around the escutcheons and “COLT” in an oval rate near excellent 
with a light ding on the butt of the left panel. (86520-3847) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/400)

1494.  CONNECTICUT VALLEY ARMS MODEL 1860 ARMY PERCUSSION REVOLVER BY ARMI SAN MARCO serial #95626, 
.44 cal., 8” barrel with an excellent bore. The barrel and cylinder retain about 97% factory blue with light high edge wear. The brass frame 
and grip frame rate excellent. The hammer and trigger retain bold case-hardened colors. The one-piece walnut factory grips rate excellent. 
(86520-2894) {ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (75/150)

1495.  UBERTI MODEL 1849 POCKET PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #05214, .31 cal., 4” octagon barrel with an excellent bore. 
This revolver retains about 97% factory blue on the cylinder and barrel with some light oxidation stains and high edge wear. The brass 
grip frame rates excellent and the case-hardened colors on the frame, hammer and rammer retain bold colors with some wear on 
rammer. The one-piece factory hardwood grips rate very good to excellent with a few dents and scratches. (86520-958) {ANTIQUE} 
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (75/150)
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1496.  COLT FRONTIER SCOUT REVOLVER serial #80636F, 22 Magnum, 4 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 
revolver retain about 90% factory blue and anodized finishes with moderate wear on the cylinder and muzzle, high edge wear, a few oxidation 
blemishes and the loading gate cleaned to pewter. The finish on the frame and grip frame is toning to smoky gray. The checkered synthetic 
factory grips with Rampant Colt monograms rate excellent. (86520-3812) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (150/250)

1497.  TAYLOR & COMPANY MODEL 1862 POCKET NAVY PERCUSSION REVOLVER BY UBERTI serial #A45622, .36 cal., 5 1/2” 
octagon barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% factory blue on the cylinder and barrel with bold case-hardened 
colors remaining on the frame, hammer and rammer. The brass grip frame rates excellent with light patina. The smooth one-piece walnut 
factory grips rate excellent. This five shooter includes a factory box that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, manual and 
paperwork. Interestingly, the caliber is mismarked “.31” but is definitely a .36 caliber. This gun appears to have seen no use. (86520-3210) 
{ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (100/200)

1498.  BERETTA MODEL 100 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #L72543, 32 ACP, 6” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 
about 99% factory blue and anodized finishes. The checkered black synthetic factory grips with Beretta monograms rate very good with 
a few scuff marks. The pistol features a Patridge front sight and fully adjustable black blade rear sight. It includes a factory box that is 
correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, single finger extension magazine and manual. The box indicates the gun is a Model 
70T however, all the paperwork and the slide are marked model 100 and it is dated “5/29/72”. (86520-3255) {MODERN} [Richard 
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (150/250)

1499.  COLT OFFICIAL POLICE REVOLVER serial #762117, 38 Special, 6” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1948-
made revolver retain about 50% factory blue with many surfaces toned to smoky gray, high edge wear, oxidation blemishes and pitting. The 
checkered “Coltwood” service grips with Rampant Colt monograms rate excellent. The revolver has seen some honest use but still times 
and locks up correctly and should make a good shooter. (86520-4068) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (150/250)

1500.  ALLEN FIREARMS MANUFACTURING ROLLING BLOCK PISTOL BY UBERTI serial #05203, 22 Hornet, 9 1/2” part octagon 
/ part round barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of the barrel, hammer, breech block and a few other parts retain about 99% 
factory blue. The case-hardened colors on the frame remain robust with a few light scratches. The brass triggerguard strap rates excellent. 
The smooth one-piece walnut grip and forend rate very good to excellent with a few minor dents and dings. The pistol features a Patridge 
front sight and square notch elevator rear sight. A flat shooting, light recoiling, screaming little .22 caliber centerfire for range or field use. 
It should be a fun gun to shoot. (86520-3373) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/300)

1501.  ERMA WERKE MODEL KGP68A LUGER SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #113817, 380 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. 
This “baby” Luger retains about 98% blue and anodized finishes with a few light scratches, front edge wear on the left side frame and 
area on the right rear frame that looks like pitting but are minute casting flaws. The checkered brown plastic thumb rest grips rate 
excellent. The pistol includes a factory box that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, manual, magazine loader and a 
single magazine. The original serial number was written one digit off on the box, crossed out and re-written correctly. (86520-3206) 
{MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (300/500)

1502.  COLT DETECTIVE SPECIAL REVOLVER serial #965799, 38 Special, 2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this revolver 
retain about 80% factory blue finish with the backstrap worn to pewter, moderate high edge wear, oxidation blemishes, a cleaned area of 
oxidation on the frame and a turn ring on the cylinder. The replacement checkered rubber Pachmayr Presentation grips rate very good to 
excellent with light handling wear. The cylinder stop slot exhibits damage and the timing is in need of attention. (86520-4075) {MODERN} 
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (100/300)

1503.  COLT POLICE POSITIVE SPECIAL REVOLVER serial #247702, 38 Special, 4” barrel with a frosted bore. The metal surfaces of 
this 1922-made revolver have been cleaned to pewter with scattered pitting, scratches and a few minor oxidation stains. The un-num-
bered checkered fleur-de-lis grips rate fair with moderate to heavy diamond point wear, scratches and a chip missing off the heel of 
the right panel. The original Rampant Colt is soft but there is a second crisper strike over it. There is also a second Rampant Colt on 
the right side of the frame that is fairly crisp. The gun still functions mechanically but timing may need attention. (86520-1224) {C&R} 
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (75/150)

1504.  LONDON-MARKED COLT NEW LINE REVOLVER serial #18863, 32 RF, 2 1/4” barrel with an oxidized and pitted bore. The metal 
surfaces retain about 99% non-factory reapplied nickel plate with old pitting and handling marks visible under the new finish. The hammer 
and trigger retain strong fire blue with the trigger wearing to pewter. The un-numbered checkered hard rubber factory grips with “COLT” 
in an oval rate excellent. The topstrap is marked “Cogswell & Harrison, / 226 Strand, London.” in cursive. Timing and lock up are in need of 
attention. (86520-950) {ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (75/150)

1505.  COLT MODEL 1903 POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #94115, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. 
This type II 1910-made pistol retains about 70% factory blue with the left front portion of the slide worn to brown plus multiple areas of the 
slide and frame cleaned to pewter in an attempt to remove oxidation stains and pitting. Also present are scattered abrasive scratches, high 
edge wear and a few minor dings. The trigger and thumb safety have strong fire blue remaining but the extractor is mostly worn to pewter. 
The checkered hard rubber factory grips rate excellent. The gun is still tight, mechanically functional and should make a good shooter or 
project gun. (86520-3838) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (250/350)

1506.  COLT WOODSMAN SPORT SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #203699-S, 22 LR, 4 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. This 1963-made 
third series pistol retains about 30% factory blue, mostly on the slide, with the rest lightly cleaned and worn to a mottled mix of smoky gray, 
pewter, oxidation stains and pitting. The walnut checkered thumb rest factory grips rate about very good plus as refinished in high gloss 
varnish. The pistol includes a single factory-marked magazine that exhibits the same condition as the rest of the metal surfaces. The pistol 
features a serrated semi-ramp front sight and factory Accro adjustable rear sight. The pistol is mechanically functional and has some possi-
bilities as a restoration project, shooter or as a “beater” woods gun. (86520-1026) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (150/250)

1507.  HIGH STANDARD MODEL H-B SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #83057, 22 LR, 3 1/4” H-D heavy barrel threaded for a suppressor with 
thread protector exhibiting an excellent bore. When the H-D heavy barrel was threaded for the suppressor the front sight was removed and a 
small cut remains in the barrel just prior to where the threads start. The metal surfaces retain about 90% factory blue with scattered oxidation 
blemishes, pitting and handling marks. The checkered hard rubber factory grips with High Standard monograms rate about very good plus 
with scattered light diamond point wear. The pistol includes a single unmarked magazine and the barrel thread protector. (86520-4042) 
{MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (150/250)

1508.  HIGH STANDARD MODEL C SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #56831, 22 Short, 4 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal sur-
faces retain about 85% factory blue with the grip frame toned to gunmetal gray, high edge wear and handling marks. The checkered hard 
rubber factory grips with High Standard monograms rate about very good plus with scattered light dents and scuffs plus the grip screws 
are replacement hex head. The pistol includes a single magazine. (86520-1018) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/400)

1509.  HIGH STANDARD MODEL G SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #5352, 380 ACP, 5” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces 
retain about 90% factory blue with scattered light oxidation stains, pitting, handling marks and evidence of light cleaning on some of the 
blemishes. The checkered hard rubber factory grips rate very good to excellent with light scattered dents and dings. The pistol includes a 
single unmarked two-tone magazine. (86520-3829) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/400)
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1510.  FIALA ARMS MODEL 1920 MANUALLY OPERATED REPEATING PISTOL serial #1905, 22 LR, 7 1/2” barrel with a near ex-
cellent bore exhibiting a few scattered pits. This gun retains about 80% factory blue with thinning finish on the grip frame, barrel toning to 
predominately pewter, scratches, dings, a few pits and minor oxidation stains. The smooth hardwood grips rate about good plus as lightly 
refinished along with scattered light dents, dings and scratches. The pistol features a Patridge front sight, flip up ladder rear sight and is 
drilled and tapped for a detachable buttstock. The pistol includes a single two-tone magazine with a broken spring. (86520-2936) {C&R} 
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (300/500)

1511.  COBRAY M-11 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY S.W.D. INCORPORATED serial #87-0001072, 9mm, 5 1/2” barrel with an excellent 
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98% factory blue and Parkerized finishes with scattered light scratches and minor edge wear. 
The black synthetic backstrap rates excellent. The pistol includes one single feed 32-round Zytel magazine. (86520-2416) {MODERN} 
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (300/500)

1512.  HIGH STANDARD MODEL R-101 SENTINEL CONVERTIBLE REVOLVER serial #1045694, 22 LR / 22 Magnum, 6” barrel with 
an excellent bore. This revolver retains about 85% factory blue and anodized finishes with moderate edge wear, front strap and triggerguard 
toned to pewter, scratches and a turn ring on the cylinder. The checkered one-piece factory synthetic grips rate near excellent. The spare 
22 LR cylinder does not function properly and installed extra 22 Magnum cylinder’s extractor is in need of attention. (86520-969) {C&R} 
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (25/75)

1513.  STAR MODEL F TARGET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #341202, 22 LR, 7” barrel with an excellent bore. This 1950-made pistol 
retains about 95% factory blue with a few oxidation stains, high edge wear and handling marks. The checkered synthetic thumb rest grips 
with Star logos rate near excellent with a small chip on the bottom left panel screw hole. The pistol features elevation adjustable Patridge 
front sight and windage adjustable rear sight. The pistol includes a three-piece barrel weight that extends down below the triggerguard. 
One or more of the weights can be removed or adjusted to vary the balance. Also included is a single magazine. (86520-2193) {C&R} 
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/400)

1514.  HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON AUTOMATIC EJECTING SECOND MODEL TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial #5599, 32 S&W 
Short, 3” barrel with a frosted bore. This revolver retains about 96% factory nickel plate with scattered fine bubbling, oxidation blemishes 
and handling marks. The checkered hard rubber factory grips with target monograms and rosettes around the escutcheon rate about 
very good with light wear to the diamond points. The grips are not numbered but the barrel and cylinder are correctly numbered to the 
gun, the mechanism still functions and the barrel to frame fit has slight play. The barrel has the patent dates of “...Oct. 4, 1887, May14, 89”. 
(86520-2049) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (100/200)

1515.  GERMAN MODEL 38H SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY J.P. SAUER & SOHN serial #321718, 32 ACP, 3 3/8” barrel with an excellent 
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 85% factory blue with thinning finish on the grip frame, moderate high edge wear, scratches and 
other handling marks. The checkered synthetic factory grips with Sauer monogram rate about very good with scattered light scratches, 
dents and dings. The pistol has commercial “[eagle] / N” nitro proof marks and a single “[eagle] / 37” Waffenamt mark. The pistol includes 
a single factory marked magazine. (86520-4231) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/400)

1516.  STEVENS NEW MODEL POCKET RIFLE serial #12358, 32 S&W Short, 11 7/8” barrel with a moderately frosted bore. This second 
issue pocket rifle retains about 97% factory nickel plate on the frame with several small flakes and wear marks. The blue finish on 
the barrel, hammer and trigger are toned to brown with splashes of blue mixed in. The smooth walnut factory grips rate good to very 
good with scattered light dents and dings. The barrel, stock mortise and grips are correctly numbered to the gun. This earlier version 
has the sideplate and is marked “J. Stevens A.&T. Co.” followed by the address. The gun features a globe front sight and fold up latter 
rear sight. The gun is mechanically functional but the barrel to frame fit is loose. No stock is provided. (86520-2892) {ANTIQUE} 
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/400)

1517.  CHARTER ARMS AR-7 EXPLORER SEMI-AUTO TAKE DOWN RIFLE serial #A122587, 22 LR, 16” barrel with an excellent bore. 
The metal surfaces retain about 98% factory applied crackle paint finish with light muzzle wear and a few handling marks. The one-piece 
black Cycolac buttstock with removable synthetic buttplate rate very good with multiple fine scratches, mostly around the grip area. This 
survival rifle includes a single magazine. (86520-1127) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (75/150)

1518.  CHARTER ARMS AR-7 EXPLORER SEMI-AUTO TAKE DOWN RIFLE serial #A108191, 22 LR, 16” barrel with an excellent bore. 
The metal surfaces retain about 97% factory applied crackle paint finish with high edge wear and handling marks. The one-piece black Cy-
colac buttstock with removable synthetic buttplate rate good to very good with scattered scratches and other handling marks. This survival 
rifle does not include a magazine. (86520-1151) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (75/150)

1519.  CHARTER ARMS AR-7 EXPLORER SEMI-AUTO TAKE DOWN RIFLE serial #A303144, 22 LR, 16” barrel with an excellent bore. 
The metal surfaces retain about 96% factory applied crackle paint finish with high edge wear, scuffs and handling marks. The one-piece 
black Cycolac buttstock with removable synthetic buttplate rates poor with scattered handling marks but it is cracked on the right-side 
wrist and the tip is broken off the left side end. The stock will not securely hold the receiver in its current condition. The front sight dovetail 
has been removed, the muzzle machined to accept a suppressor and new front sight dovetail cut into the ramp. This survival rifle does not 
include a magazine and front sight. (86520-195) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (25/75)

1520.  HENRY REPEATING ARMS U.S. SURVIVAL SEMI-AUTO TAKE DOWN RIFLE serial #US004059C, 22 LR, 16” barrel with an 
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% factory applied Mossy Oak Breakup camouflage finish. The one-piece camouflaged 
factory synthetic buttstock with removable synthetic buttplate rates excellent. The rifle includes a factory box that is correctly end labeled and 
numbered to the gun, paperwork, manual and a pair of magazines. This gun appears to have seen little if any use. (86520-847) {MODERN} 
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (150/250)

1521.  WALTHER P22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #L001604, 22 LR, 3 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 
99% matte black anodized finish and the polymer frame rates excellent. The pistol includes a factory hard case correctly end labeled and 
numbered to the gun, a pair of magazines, (1) small backstrap insert, (2) front sights of varying heights, (1) front sight blank, (1) barrel 
spanner wrench, (1) mounting pin, (1) safety lock key, fired case and paperwork. This gun appears to have seen little if any use. (86520-
3279) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (150/250)

1522.  WALTHER P22 SEMI-AUTO TARGET PISTOL serial #B002049, 22 LR, 5” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 
about 99% matte black anodized finish and the polymer frame rates excellent. The pistol includes a factory hard case correctly end labeled 
and numbered to the gun, a pair of magazines, (1) large backstrap insert, (2) front sights of varying heights, (1) barrel spanner wrench, 
(1) mounting pin, (1) safety lock key, (2) Allen wrenches of varying sizes and paperwork. This gun appears to have seen little if any use. 
(86520-3279) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (150/250)

1523.  RUGER NEW BEARCAT REVOLVER serial #93-09178, 22 LR, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces rate excellent with 
about 99% blue finish remaining. The smooth hardwood factory grips with silver Ruger Phoenix rate excellent. The gun includes a factory 
hard case that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, padlock and a pair of keys, paperwork and a manual. An excellent con-
dition little-used handy trail gun. This diminutive gun is a nice size for kids or petite women to handle. (86520-3353) {MODERN} [Richard 
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/400)
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1524.  SMITH & WESSON 38 DOUBLE ACTION TOP-BREAK RE-
VOLVER serial #85456, 38 S&W, 3 1/4” barrel with an oxidized and 
pitted bore. This 2nd model revolver retains about 75% factory nickel 
plate with worn or flaking finish on the barrel and frame, cylinder 
worn completely to pewter, oxidation stains, a few pinprick pits and 
handling marks. The diamond checkered hard rubber grips with S&W 
monogram rate about good with light handling wear and an approxi-
mate 1/2” chip missing on the butt of the right panel. All appropriate 
parts and the grips are correctly numbered to the gun. The double 
action still functions but the single action notch no longer works. 
Timing and lockup are excellent and frame to barrel fit tight. The gun 
includes a hinged factory box correctly end labeled for the gun but any 
handwritten numbers are no longer visible. The box rates about good 
with frayed and tearing edges on the cover, handling marks and the 
interior is starting to deteriorate. (86520-1483) {ANTIQUE} [Richard 
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]                                              (300/500)

1525.  SMITH & WESSON MODEL 12-2 MILITARY & POLICE AIR-
WEIGHT REVOLVER serial #C952308, 38 Special, 2” pinned barrel 
with an excellent bore. This Airweight was made around 1967 and 
retains about 95% factory blue and anodized finishes with scattered 
light scuffs, scratches and oxidation blemishes. The checkered walnut factory Magna grips with silver S&W medallions rate very good to 
excellent with a few light dings and handling marks. Timing and lock up are good and it should make a great concealed carry gun. (86520-
2090) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/400)

1526.  HIGH STANDARD SENTINEL CONVERTIBLE REVOLVER serial #S72483, 22 LR / 22 Magnum, 2” barrel with an excellent 
bore. This steel frame revolver retains about 99% factory blue with a few light scratches and a turn ring on the cylinder. The checkered 
hardwood factory grips rate excellent. This gun includes a factory box that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun plus an extra 
22 Magnum cylinder with a turn ring and instructions on how to swap cylinders. The factory inventory number on this gun is #9390. 
With nine shots in each cylinder the gun should make a good trail gun or defensive firearm for the recoil shy. (86520-1291) {MODERN} 
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (300/500)

1527.  WALTHER / INTERARMS PPK/S SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #137921S, 22 LR, 3 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore. This French-
made Interarms marked pistol retains about 99% factory blue finish. The checkered synthetic factory thumb rest grips with Walther banner 
rate excellent. The pistol includes a factory hard case correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, a single magazine with flat floor plate, 
a single magazine with finger rest floor plate, manual, test target numbered to the gun and paperwork. The gun appears to have seen little 
if any use. (86520-4342) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (300/500)

1528.  MANURHIN PPK/S SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #141034S, 22 LR, 3 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore. This pistol retains about 98% 
factory blue finish with scattered light handling marks. The checkered synthetic factory thumb rest grips with Manurhin logo rate excellent. 
No magazine is provided. (86520-4481) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (300/500)

1529.  AMT BACKUP SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #DA0470, 45 ACP, 3” barrel with an excellent bore. This Irwindale, California-made 
pistol’s matte stainless steel surfaces rate excellent. The checkered black synthetic factory grips rate excellent. The pistol features 
double action only mechanism and no sights just a groove cut into the top of the slide. It includes a factory hard case correctly num-
bered to the gun, (3) factory magazines and paperwork. The pistol appears to have seen little if any use. (86520-2580) {MODERN} 
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (300/500)

1530.  CZECHOSLOVAKIAN VZ.52 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY CESKA ZBROJOVKA STRAKONICE serial #J08915, 7.62x25mm 
Tokarev, 4 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. This importer-marked 1953-dated pistol retains about 98% gray arsenal grade Parkerizing 
with scattered light handling marks. The grooved synthetic factory grips rate very good with light handling wear. The pistol includes 
a brown leather flap holster that rates very good to excellent, a pair of magazines, cleaning rod and lanyard. (86520-3271) {C&R} 
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (150/250)

1531.  CZECHOSLOVAKIAN VZ.52 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY CESKA ZBROJOVKA STRAKONICE serial #M13180, 7.62x25mm To-
karev, 4 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. This importer-marked 1953-dated pistol retains about 99% gray arsenal grade Parkerizing with a 
few light handling marks. The grooved synthetic factory grips rate about very good with light handling wear. The pistol includes a tan leather 
flap holster that rates near excellent and a pair of magazines. (86520-3340) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (150/250)

1532.  CZECHOSLOVAKIAN VZ.52 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY CESKA ZBROJOVKA STRAKONICE serial #Y5982, 7.62x25mm Tokarev, 
4 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. This importer-marked 1954-dated pistol retains about 99% arsenal grade blue with a few light handling 
marks. The grooved synthetic factory grips rate near excellent with light handling wear. The pistol includes a brown leather flap holster that 
rates good to very good and a pair of magazines. (86520-3291) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (150/250)

1533.  CZECHOSLOVAKIAN VZ.52 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY CESKA ZBROJOVKA STRAKONICE serial #Y1475, 7.62x25mm Tokarev, 
4 3/4” barrel with a lightly frosted bore. This importer-marked 1954-dated pistol retains about 99% gray arsenal grade Parkerizing with a 
few light handling marks. The grooved synthetic factory grips rate excellent with light handling wear. The pistol includes a tan leather flap 
holster that rates excellent and a pair of magazines. (86520-541) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (125/225)

1534.  SMITH & WESSON MILITARY & POLICE .38 HAND EJECTOR REVOLVER serial #C239786, 38 Special, 4” barrel with an 
excellent bore. This post-war pre-model 10 revolver retains about 50 - 60% factory blue with lightly cleaned moderate to heavy scattered 
oxidation blemishes, pitting, high edge wear and handling marks. The .500” target hammer and .500” target trigger are mostly gray and 
oxidized with some strong case-hardened colors still visible. The diamond checkered walnut factory Magna grips with silver S&W medal-
lions are not numbered to the gun and rate about excellent as refinished. The grip screw is missing, the upper sideplate screw is an ad-hoc 
replacement, all appropriate numbers correctly match the gun and the gun still times and locks up correctly. (86519-517) {C&R} [Richard 
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (100/200)

1535.  COLT THUER THIRD MODEL DERINGER FRAME serial #40117. This frame is complete with grips and operating mechanism. It 
retains about 95% factory nickel plate with most of the loss to the right front side of the frame and upper frontstrap. The hammer has strong 
blue with light edge wear but the trigger is mostly pewter. The smooth walnut grips rate about very good plus with scattered light handling 
marks and they are numbered to another gun. The backstrap is marked “F.T. Baker, Gun Manufacturer, London.” and the left side frame is 
marked “41 CAL”. (86519-525) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (100/200)
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1536.  BUDISCHOWSKY TP-70 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY NORTON ARMAMENT CORPORATION serial #041, 22 LR, 2 9/16” barrel 
with an excellent bore. Norton was the second producer of this firearm. The matte stainless steel surfaces rate very good to excellent with 
scattered fine scratches and a few minor blemishes. The checkered black synthetic factory grips rate excellent. The pistol includes a factory 
box correctly labeled and numbered to the gun, a single magazine, manual and paperwork. This gun appears to have seen little if any use. 
(86520-4498) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/300)

1537.  REMINGTON-SMOOT NEW MODEL NO.2 REVOLVER serial #679, 32 RF Short, 2 3/4” octagon barrel with an oxidized and pitted 
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% factory nickel plate with scattered oxidation blemishes, pitting, high edge wear, flaking finish 
and handling marks. The hammer and trigger are mostly gray with a few wisps of case-hardened colors. The un-numbered checkered hard 
rubber grips rate very good to excellent with light wear. The gun still functions mechanically but timing and lock up are in need of attention. 
(86520-1241) {ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/300)

1538.  ARMI SAN MARCO FIRST MODEL DRAGOON PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #234, .44 cal., 7 1/2” barrel with an oxidized 
and pitted bore. Overall, the metal surfaces retain about 75% factory blue, case-hardened colors and silver plate with all the loss from 
moderate to heavy scattered oxidation stains and pitting. The plate on the brass trigger guard is worn to a mottled mix of ochre and silver 
around the triggerguard. The one-piece smooth factory walnut grips rate near excellent with light soiling and wear. The gun still functions 
and includes an incorrect two-piece cardboard box. (86520-71) {ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (50/100)

1539.  ARMI SAN MARCO SECOND MODEL DRAGOON PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #7918, .44 cal., 7 1/2” barrel with 
an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% plus factory blue and case-hardened colors with scattered light oxidation 
blemishes, some areas toning to brown and handling marks. The brass frame is ochre with light tarnish. The smooth one-piece fac-
tory grips rate excellent. The gun remains mechanically functional and includes an incorrect cardboard box. (86520-72) {ANTIQUE} 
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (75/150)

1540.  THOMPSON / CENTER ENCORE FRAME ONLY serial #S39588. The matte stainless steel surfaces of this frame rate very good with 
scattered light scuffs and scratches. The finger groove rubber factory pistolgrip with T/C medallion rate good to very good with scattered 
scuffs and scratches. The frame includes a hinge pin. All you need is the barrel of choice and forend to complete this pistol. (86519-541) 
{MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (150/250)

1541.  COLT WOODSMAN SPORT SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #88309, 22 LR, 4 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. This 1934-made pistol 
retains about 50 – 60% factory blue with scattered moderate oxidation staining, pitting, scratches and other handling marks possibly from 
blood protein or heat and water damage. There are no grips present but the grip screw and escutcheons are. This pistol has a serrated 
semi-ramp front sight and windage adjustable rear sight. (86519-516) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (75/150)

1542.  WALTHER OLYMPIA SPORT MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #1468, 22 LR, 7 1/2” barrel with a bore exhibiting light 
scattered oxidation blemishes and shallow pitting. The pistol is partially disassembled but all parts appear to be present. The metal 
surfaces retain about 40 - 50% factory blue with scattered pitting, oxidation blemishes, deep scratches and the finish generally wearing 
to brown or pewter. The one-piece checkered factory walnut grips rate good with light to moderate dents, dings, chips and scratches. 
This pistol had a unique feature that allowed the user to lock the slide closed and fire it as a single shot or unlock it and fire in semi-auto 
mode. It had elevation adjustable front sight and windage adjustable rear that is currently installed backwards. (86520-3393) {C&R} 
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (300/500)

1543.  SMITH & WESSON .38 DOUBLE ACTION TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial #132403, 38 S&W, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. This 
3rd Model revolver retains about 10% original blue with the remaining metal surfaces toned to a mix of brown, pewter and purple exhibiting 
light cleaning. The hammer and trigger are worn to gray. The mottled red and brown diamond checkered factory hard rubber grips rate 
excellent. The grips and all appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the gun. Frame to barrel fit is tight and it functions mechanically but 
lock up needs attention. (86520-2967) {ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (75/150)

1544.  SMITH & WESSON MODEL 1896 HAND EJECTOR REVOLVER serial #4894, 32 S&W Long, 4 1/4” barrel with an oxidized and 
pitted bore. The metal surfaces of this first model .32 hand ejector retain about 10% factory blue in the protected areas with the remainder 
toned to brown along with scratches and other handling marks. The mottled red and brown diamond checkered factory hard rubber grips 
are numbered but are not legible and rate fair to good with light wear but a 5/8” chip is missing on the base of left panel and crack is present 
on the base of the right. The barrel and cylinder are correctly numbered to the gun. Timing and lockup are good, but the frame lug is worn 
allowing the cylinder to slide past it. (86520-4020) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (150/250)

1545.  SMITH & WESSON MODEL 19-3 COMBAT MAGNUM REVOLVER serial #7K31789, 357 Magnum, 6” pinned heavy barrel with 
an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 10 – 20% factory blue with the remainder a mix of oxidation and pitting consistent with 
exposure to moisture laden smoke. No grips are present and at minimum the rebound slide spring and bolt plunger spring will need to be 
replaced. This gun features a red ramp front sight and white outline micro adjustable rear sight. The red ramp was damaged from the heat 
and the chambers are in need of attention. (86519-515) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (100/200)

1546.  SMITH & WESSON MODEL 39-2 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #A659412, 9mm, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces 
retain about 96% factory blue and anodized finishes with high edge wear, scratches and the slide toning to plum. The checkered walnut 
factory grips with silver S&W medallions rate about very good with light handling wear and a small patch of compressed diamond points 
on the right panel. The pistol features Baughman ramp front sight and windage adjustable black blade rear. It includes a single factory 
magazine. (86520-255) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (250/450)

1547.  COLT ARMY SPECIAL REVOLVER serial #329365, 32-20 W.C.F., 6” barrel with a lightly oxidized and pitted bore. This 1910-made 
revolver retains about 20% factory blue finish with most of it enduring on the barrel. The remaining metal surfaces have toned to brown with 
scattered light handling marks. The replacement non-period correct checkered Coltwood grips with Rampant Colt logos rate near excellent. 
There is a six-pointed star factory rework mark on the frame with rework numbers on the frame and cylinder. Lock up is good but timing 
may need some attention. (86520-1193) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (100/200)

1548.  COLT DETECTIVE SPECIAL REVOLVER serial #854133, 38 Special, 2” barrel with an excellent bore. This 1964-made revolver retains 
about 70% factory blue with the grip frame toned to brown and pewter along with high edge wear, oxidation blemishes, pitting and han-
dling marks. The left grip panel is a checkered factory walnut grip panel with silver Colt medallion which rates about good with moderate 
wear. The right panel is a Barami Hip Grip that rates good with scattered dents, dings and scuffs. The gun still times and locks up correctly. 
(86520-4073) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/300)

1549.  COLT POLICE POSITIVE TARGET REVOLVER serial #23132, 22 W.R.F., 6” barrel with an excellent bore. This 1925-made revolver 
retains about 60% factory blue with moderate to heavy edge wear, grip frame tone to pewter, scratches and other handling marks. The 
reproduction Colt fleur-de-lis grips rate excellent. The left panel’s female screw escutcheon floats in its mortise and makes grip removal 
difficult. The gun is equipped with “U” notch windage adjustable rear sight and elevation adjustable bead front sight. Timing and lock up 
remain excellent. (86520-2931) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/400)
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1550.  INTERARMS VIRGINIAN DRAGOON REVOLVER serial #S0049, 44 Magnum, 7 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The satin stainless 
steel surfaces rate excellent with a few minor handling marks. The smooth walnut factory grips rate excellent. The revolver has a stainless 
steel serrated ramp front sight with red dot insert and black blade fully adjustable rear sight. The gun includes a factory hard case correctly 
end labeled and numbered to the gun, spare set of Pachmayr checkered rubber grips and paperwork. (86520-2628) {MODERN} [Richard 
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/400)

1551.  PEDERSOLI QUEEN ANNE FLINTLOCK PISTOL serial #PD11226, .50 cal., 7 1/2” smoothbore barrel with an excellent bore. The 
stainless steel surfaces of the barrel and lock rate excellent. The brass buttcap and triggerguard rate excellent. The one-piece walnut stock 
rates excellent. The pistol includes a factory box that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, video, manual and paperwork. The 

gun appears to have seen no use. (86520-794) {ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/400)
1552. SAVAGE FRENCH CONTRACT MODEL 1907 SEMI-AU-
TO PISTOL serial #110230, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a lightly frosted 
bore. During the great war the French government purchased about 40,000 
model 1907’s. Generally, they were equipped with a lanyard loop, loaded 
chamber indicator and fell into certain serial number ranges. The metal 

surfaces of this 1914-made gun retain about 95% reapplied blue finish with light edge wear, grip 
frame starting to thin in areas, oxidation blemishes, a few old pits under the new finish and handling 

marks. The checkered hard rubber factory grips with Savage logos rate very good plus with scattered 
light handling wear. The pistol includes a single magazine, is equipped with a loaded chamber indica-

tor, falls into the correct serial number range and the lanyard loop is present. A good start up pistol for 
budding French military collector. (86520-1486) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/400)

1553. WALTHER PP SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #474230, 32 ACP, 3 7/8” barrel with an excellent bore. This 
importer-marked 1984-proofed pistol retains about 95% factory blue with high edge wear, partially thinning backstrap 
and scratches. The checkered synthetic factory grips with Walther banner rate good with light to moderate wear on 
the points. The pistol features a lanyard loop. The pistol includes a craft box, (1) factory magazine with flat floor plate, 
(1) factory magazine with finger grip extension floor plate and a test target numbered to the gun. (86520-3285) 
{MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (250/450)

1554. BERETTA M3032 TOMCAT / ALLEY CAT SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #DAA284967, 32 ACP, 2 7/16” 
barrel with an excellent bore. This pistol retains about 97% factory blue and anodized finishes with high edge wear and handling marks. 
The unmarked replacement checkered rubber grips rate about very good with light handling wear. The pistol features factory installed 
Ashley big dot Tritium front sight that no longer glows and shallow express rear sight. The pistol includes a factory shipping sleeve correctly 
end labeled and numbered to the gun, factory hard case, factory magazine, manual and paperwork. The Alley Cat is the Tomcat with night 
sights. (86520-3193) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (100/200)

1555.  V. BERNARDELLI BABY SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #2208, 22 Long, 2 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 
about 99% factory blue with limited edge wear and handling marks. The checkered synthetic grips with Bernardelli logo rate excellent. 
The pistol does not cock but functions otherwise and will need the services of a professional and the firing pin guide is missing. It includes 
a factory box correctly labeled and numbered to the gun, (1) magazine, plastic oiler and a manual. (86520-2151) {MODERN} [Richard 
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (75/150)

1556.  BOND ARMS TEXAS DEFENDER CONVERTIBLE DERINGER serial #9400, 45 Colt / 410 Bore Shotshell & 450 Bond Super / 45 
ACP, a pair of 3” two barrel sets with excellent bores. The stainless steel frame rates excellent with the .450 Bond Super barrel set rating 
good to very good exhibiting scattered scratches and the 45 Colt barrel rating very good plus with a few scratches. The smooth laminated 
grips rate excellent. The 45 Colt barrel has a spring-loaded extractor but the other barrel set has only a cut out to remove the fired cases. 
The pistol includes the spare 45 Bond Super barrel set, factory box that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, Allen wrench, 
manual and paperwork. (86520-1023) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (300/500)

1557.  BERETTA 950B MINX M4 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #H02277, 22 Short, 3 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. This pistol retains 
about 99% blue and anodized finishes with scattered light scratches. The checkered synthetic factory grips with Beretta logo rate near 
excellent with a few light handling marks. This is the earlier version of the 950 series without the thumb safety. The pistol includes a factory 
box that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, factory magazine, manual and paperwork. (86520-3155) {MODERN} [Richard 
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (75/150)

1558.  BERETTA MODEL 71 JAGUAR SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #B41206U, 22 LR, 3 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. This 1981-proofed 
pistol retains about 99% factory blue and anodized finishes with a few light handling marks. The checkered synthetic factory thumb rest 
grips rate very good with scattered light scratches and few light dings. This pistol has adjustable rear sight and Patridge front. The pistol 
includes a pair of magazines and a military-style flap holster with spare magazine pouch. It should be a fun little plinker or trainer. (86520-
2492) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/300)

1559.  RUSSIAN MODEL 1895 NAGANT REVOLVER BY TULA ARSENAL serial #NV158, 7.62x38R Nagant, 4 1/2” barrel with a lightly 
frosted bore. This 1940-dated revolver retains about 85% factory blue finish with most of the loss to high edge wear along with a few light 
oxidation stains and handling marks. The checkered wood grips rate about very good with light diamond point wear, a few dings and dents. 
The cylinder and sideplate are numbered to the gun, there are no importer marks, no rework marks and it still times and locks up correctly. 
The lanyard loop is present and the gun includes a leather military flap holster in very good condition with a brass cleaning rod. (86520-
2973) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (300/500)

1560.  CESKA ZBROJOVKA MODEL 50 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #670846, 32 ACP, 3 5/8” barrel with an excellent bore. This import-
er-marked pistol retains about 85% factory blue finish with most of the loss to wear on the slide that has toned to reddish-purple color. The 
Bakelite factory grips with CZ logo rate very good with light handling marks. The pistol has a “NB50” rack number on the frontstrap. The 
date stamp next to the proof on the slide is “79” which is odd as production of the model 50 ended in 1970 when they started manufacture 
of the very similar vz 70. The pistol includes a leather military style flap holster and a pair of magazines with finger extension base plates. 
(86520-2973) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (100/200)

1561.  GERMAN MODEL 27 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY CESKA ZBROJOVKA serial #228431, 32 ACP, 3 7/8” barrel with an excellent 
bore. The metal surfaces of this “Bohmische”-marked pistol retain about 96% factory blue with high edge wear and scratches. The straw 
color on the trigger, extractor and hammer remain strong with light to moderate thinning from handling. The checkered synthetic factory 
grips with CZ logo rate near excellent with a few light handling marks. There is an “[eagle] / WaA76” Waffenamt mark and correct Nazi 
proofs. The pistol includes an “EZGJ1944”-marked calf skin flap holster that rates good to very good and (2) magazines. (86520-2512) 
{C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/400)

1552
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1562.  C.G. HAENEL MODEL II VEST POCKET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #106327, 25ACP, 2” barrel with an excellent bore. This pistol 
retains about 20% factory blue with the remaining surfaces toned to brown and pewter along with oxidation blemishes, pitting and handling 
marks. The checkered factory hard rubber grips are marked with “SCHMEISSER” and rate excellent. The pistol includes a single magazine. 
(86520-1325) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (100/200)

1563.  SMITH & WESSON MODEL 1905 32-20 HAND EJECTOR REVOLVER serial #21397, 32-20 W.C.F., 4” barrel with a pitted bore. 
The metal surfaces of this Third Model revolver retain about 5% factory blue with the rest toned to brown with scattered light dings, pitting 
and handling marks. The replacement checkered rubber Pachmayr Presentation/Compac grips rate excellent. This salty old gun still times 
and locks up correctly but is missing the ejector rod head. (86520-3020) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (100/200)

1564.  HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON YOUNG AMERICAN DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #65295, 22 Long, 2” octagon 
barrel with a lightly oxidized and pitted bore. The metal surfaces retain about 97% nickel finish with scattered light oxidation blemishes and 
scratches. The hammer and trigger retain bold case-hardened colors with operational wear and freckling. The checkered hard rubber grips 
are numbered to the gun and rate excellent. Several of the internal parts are missing including the mainspring, hand (pawl) and perhaps a 
number of others. (86520-1320) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (10/20)

1565.  SMITH & WESSON FOURTH MODEL 32 DOUBLE ACTION TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial #105267, 32 S&W short, 3 1/2” 
barrel with a frosted bore. This revolver has been non-factory engraved with about 60% loose scroll engraving and punch dot shading. 
The metal surfaces have been silver plated with the cylinder and trigger gold colored plate exhibiting a few small areas of light wear and 
oxidation staining on the cylinder. There is scattered moderate tarnish, handling marks and evidence of light cleaning on the remaining 
surfaces. The hammer exhibits bold case-hardened colors with light operational wear. The unmarked mother-of-pearl grips rate excellent. 
The mainspring has been removed and the double action mechanism appears to function but the single action is in need of attention. The 
mainspring is provided. (86520-2204) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (150/250)

1566.  COLT WOODSMAN TARGET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #120919, 22 LR, 6 5/8” barrel with an oxidized and pitted bore. This 1937-
made pistol retains about 15% factory blue finish with the remainder toned to brown along with dings, scratches, scattered pitting and oxidation 
stains. There are no grips or magazine present with this gun. The mechanism still functions and the correct “U” notch windage adjustable 
rear sight and elevation adjustable bead front sight is present. (86519-514) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (75/150)

1567.  COLT NEW POCKET REVOLVER serial #649, 32 Long Colt, 3 1/2” barrel with a lightly oxidized and pitted bore. This 1894-made revolver 
retains about 75% factory nickel plate with oxidation blemishes and freckling on the frame, cylinder and grip frame along with scattered 
light bubbling and flaking. The hammer and trigger retains strong fire blue with light freckling along the in-the-white sides of the hammer. 
The grips are a lovely smooth ivory that rate excellent and the only markings found are the number “624” in pencil on each panel. The butt 
of the gun is engraved with a rack number of “9649”. (86520-3879) {ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/400)

1568.  HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON SPORTSMAN MODEL 199 SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #S3705, 22 LR, 6” oval 
barrel with an excellent bore. This second variation revolver retains about 90% plus factory blue with a thinned and oxidized frontstrap, 
high edge wear, limited light oxidation blemishes and pitting plus handling marks. The checkered one-piece factory walnut grips rate good 
to very good with light compressed diamond points, dings, dents and scratches. The gun features a windage adjustable rear sight and 
elevation adjustable Patridge front sight. The barrel to frame fit is tight and timing and lockup are correct. This looks like a fun old gun to 
shoot. (86520-2125) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/400)

1569.  SAVAGE MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #19451, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a very lightly frosted bore. This pistol retains 
about 95% factory blue with light high edge wear, scattered oxidation blemishes, pitting on the muzzle end of the slide and forward edge of 
the frame that has been lightly cleaned, and scratches. The trigger retains full case-hardened colors. The checkered hard rubber factory grips 
with Savage logo rate excellent. The pistol includes a single magazine. (86520-2439) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/400)

1570.  NAVY ARMS REMINGTON NEW MODEL ARMY PERCUSSION REVOLVER BY UBERTI serial #31636, .44 cal., 8” octagon 
barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% factory blue with a turn ring on the cylinder. The hammer retains strong 
case-hardened colors on one side but the other is mainly pewter. The brass triggerguard rates about excellent. The smooth hardwood factory 
grips rate near excellent with light handling marks. The revolver includes a presentation case that rates very good plus with scattered light 
dents, dings and other storage marks. The red velvet lined interior rates excellent and includes powder flask with spout, capper, two-cavity 
bullet mold, partial tin of Navy Arms #1075 percussion caps, key for the non-functioning case lock, manual and approximately (30) lead 
round balls. The gun appears to have little if any use. (86520-4163) {ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/400)

1571.  HIGH STANDARD MODEL B SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #87237, 22 LR, 4 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 
about 80% factory blue with the grip frame toned to brown, high edge wear, a few oxidation blemishes and limited pitting. The checkered 
hard rubber factory grips with High Standard logo rate about very good with light diamond point compression and handling marks. The 
pistol includes a single magazine. (86520-1433) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/400)

1572.  REMINGTON MODEL 51 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #PA35618, 380 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with a frosted bore. The metal surfaces 
retain about 80% factory blue with the grip frame thinning to gray-brown, high edge wear, scratches and other handling marks. The 
checkered hard rubber grips with Remington logos rate fair with light wear but the left panel has a 2 1/2” x 5/8” piece that broke off and 
was replaced with a non-original piece that has been poorly hand checkered. The pistol includes a single magazine. (86519-1468) {C&R} 
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/400)

1573.  FIALA ARMS MODEL 1920 MANUALLY OPERATED REPEATING PISTOL serial #1794, 22 LR, 7 1/2” barrel with a near excellent 
bore exhibiting slight frosting. The metal surfaces retain perhaps 10% factory blue in the protected areas with the remainder a mix of brown 
and pewter along with scratches, minor dings, oxidation blemishes and pitting. The smooth hardwood grips rate about good with scattered 
light dents, dings, flaking finish and scratches. The pistol features a bead front sight, flip up ladder rear sight and is drilled and tapped for a 
detachable buttstock. The pistol includes a single two-tone magazine. (86520-3997) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (50/150) 

1574.  ERMA WERKE MODEL KGP68A “LUGER” SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #106952, 380 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. 
This reduced reproduction Luger retains about 95% factory black enamel type and blue finish with high edge wear, areas of metal worn to 
pewter on the left side of the frame from contact with a chemical or blood protein and handling marks. The checkered plastic factory thumb 
rest grips rate excellent. The pistol includes a single magazine. Looks like it would be a fun little gun to shoot. (86519-3919) {MODERN} 
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/400)

1575.  MAUSER WTP MODEL I VEST POCKET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #47669, 25 ACP, 2 3/8” barrel with slight frosting and bulge 
in the barrel about 3/4” from the muzzle. The exterior of the barrel shows tool marks where it was worked down slightly to compensate 
for the bulge. The metal surfaces retain about 80% factory blue with lightly cleaned pitting, oxidation blemishes and high edge wear. The 
one-piece factory hard rubber grips with Mauser logo rate fair with the right side exhibiting a full-length crack and several chips missing. 
The pistol includes a single magazine and a Red Head holster. (86520-144) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (250/450)
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1576.  ARGENTINE CONTRACT STEYR MANNLICHER MODEL 1905 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #3377, 7.63x21 Mannlicher, 6 5/16” 
barrel with an oxidized and lightly pitted bore. The metal surfaces retain about 85% plus reapplied blue with scattered pitting, some of the 
pitting has been lightly cleaned, old pitting under the new finish, oxidation stains and handling marks. The Argentine crest has been ground 
off but the factory markings remain strong and it has a rack number of “0747”. The grooved hardwood factory grips rate about good with 
scattered dents, dings and scratches. (86520-1168) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (300/500)

1577.  IVER JOHNSON DEFENDER REVOLVER serial #989, 32 RF Long, 2 1/2” barrel with a lightly oxidized and pitted bore. This revolver 
retains about 90% factory nickel plate with scattered oxidation blemishes and light handling marks. The smooth walnut factory grips 
rate about very good with scattered dents, dings and scratches. Timing and lockup are in need of attention. (86519-528) {ANTIQUE} 
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (50/150)

1578.  IVER JOHNSON DEFENDER REVOLVER serial #1459, 22 RF, 2 3/16” barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal surfaces retain about 
95% nickel plate with scattered light oxidation blemishes. The walnut factory grips are un-numbered and rate good plus with scattered 
light dents and dings plus flaking finish. The gun is in need of mechanical attention as the trigger does not always reset and the cylinder 
no longer times and locks up. Additionally, the center pin is “frozen” to the cylinder and will not come but could be removed with a good 
soaking in penetrating oil. (86519-532) {ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (25/50)

1579.  MARLIN XX STANDARD MODEL TIP-UP REVOLVER serial #2805, 22 RF, 3 1/16” barrel with a lightly frosted bore. This later type 
revolver has a ribbed barrel and fluted cylinder. The metal surfaces retain about 65% factory nickel plate with the barrel lightly cleaned 
to pewter, the cylinder flaked mostly to brown along with high edge wear, scratches and thinning finish on the backstrap. The smooth 
rosewood birdshead factory grips rate good to very good with moderately flaking finish. The grips and all appropriate parts are correctly 
numbered to the gun. Barrel to frame fit is slightly loose, timing is good overall but lock up is not consistent. (86520-1567) {ANTIQUE} 
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (100/200)

1580.  THOMPSON CENTER CONTENDER PISTOL serial #66451, 222 Remington, 10” bull barrel with an excellent bore. This pistol retains 
about 98% factory blue with a small blemish by the muzzle, scratches and a few handling marks. The smooth thumb rest finger groove 
walnut factory one-piece grip and smooth walnut factory forend rate excellent with a few minor handling marks. This pistol features a factory 
front sight but the rear sight is absent and a Weaver style scope rail is installed. This later version of the original Contender has a hammer 
mounted selector / safety. Pick out a scope, add the right ammunition and you are all set to do a little spot and stalk “whistle pig” hunting. 
(86520-301) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/300)

1581.  THOMPSON CENTER “SUPER 14” CONTENDER PISTOL serial #151750, 41 Magnum, 14” bull barrel with an excellent bore. This 
pistol retains about 98% factory blue with a small blemish by the barrel and a few handling marks. The smooth thumb rest finger groove 
walnut factory one-piece grip and smooth walnut factory forend rate very good to excellent with a few handling marks. This pistol features a 
factory blade front sight and a “Super 14” adjustable square notch rear sight. This version of the original Contender has the selector on the 
hammer face and hammer mounted crossbolt safety. This was a popular version of the Contender pistol for International Handgun Metallic 
Silhouette Association matches. (86520-2495) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/300)

1582.  RUGER STANDARD MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #17-16815, 22 LR, 4 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. This 1981-
made pistol retains about 96% factory blue with high edge wear and scattered scratches. The checkered Delrin factory grips with silver 
Ruger Phoenix medallion on the right panel rate excellent. It includes a single factory magazine. (86520-2918) {MODERN} [Richard 
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (150/250)

1583.  RUGER STANDARD MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #90721, 22 LR, 4 3/4” barrel with a near excellent bore displaying oxidized 
and lightly pitted areas by the muzzle. This 1954-made pistol retains about 75% factory blue with high edge wear, thinning grip frame, multiple 
cleaned areas of oxidation and pitting plus scattered scratches. The checkered Delrin factory grips with black Ruger Phoenix medallion on 
the left panel rate very good with light diamond point wear and handling marks. It includes a single factory magazine. (86520-3850) {C&R} 
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (100/200)

1584.  SMITH & WESSON MODEL 18-3 K-22 COMBAT MASTERPIECE REVOLVER serial #5K74112, 22 LR, 4” barrel with an excellent 
bore. This early 1970’s-made revolver retains about 65% factory blue with most of the loss to scattered oxidation blemishes, heaviest on the 
left side of the frame, in addition to occasional areas of pitting and scattered light handling marks. The service trigger and hammer retain bold 
case-hardened colors with light operational wear and freckling. The checkered walnut factory Magna grips with silver S&W medallions rate 
good to very good with light handling wear and 3/4” shallow chip missing from the butt of the left panel. The revolver features a Baughman 
ramp front sight and black blade micro adjustable rear sight. (86520-3304) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/400)

1585.  SMITH & WESSON MODEL 34-1 22/32 KIT GUN REVOLVER serial #M131382, 22 LR, 6” pinned model 35 replacement barrel 
with an excellent bore. This gun has been non-factory reworked into a model 35 22/32 Target configuration. The gun retains about 96% 
factory blue with high edge wear, a heavily cleaned area of oxidized pitting on the left side of the barrel and handling marks. The service 
trigger and hammer retain vibrant case-hardened colors with light operational wear. The checkered walnut factory Magna grips with silver 
S&W medallions are numbered to the gun and rate very good to excellent with a few light scuffs. The revolver now features a black blade 
micro adjustable factory rear sight and Patridge front sight. The crane, which is correctly assembly numbered to the frame, has light tool 
marks at the top and on the corresponding section of the frame as well as along the bottom of the barrel forward of the frame and a relieved 
area on the barrel below the forcing cone. The center pin appears to be the correct length to activate the locking bolt of the new barrel 
but the ejector rod is to short and needs professional attention. The gun locks up and times correctly and it should make a nice light trail or 
hunting gun after its gunsmithing needs are completed. (86520-2026) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/400)

1586.  SMITH & WESSON MODEL 10-5 MILITARY & POLICE REVOLVER WITH METROPOLITAN POLICE DISTRICT OF CO-
LUMBIA MARKING serial #C602488, 38 Special, 4” pinned barrel with an excellent bore. This early 1960’s-made revolver has been 
non-factory refurbished and retains about 95% reapplied blue with light high edge wear, turn ring on the cylinder and handling marks. The 
service trigger and hammer retain strong case-hardened colors with light operational wear. The replacement pebble grain rubber Hogue 
Monogrips rate good to very good with wear to the high points and other handling marks. The backstrap is marked “MPDC” and there is 
no indication if the refurbish was before or after release from service by MPDC. The gun still times and locks up correctly. A nice addition 
for the Police firearms collector or a great shooter. (86520-1003) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (100/200)

1587.  SMITH & WESSON MODEL 10-5 MILITARY & POLICE REVOLVER serial #D463113, 38 Special, 6” pinned barrel with an excellent 
bore. This early 1970’s-made revolver retains about 90% factory blue with high edge wear, turn ring on the cylinder, grip frame thinning to 
purple and handling marks. The service trigger and hammer retain vibrant case-hardened colors with light operational wear. The checkered 
walnut factory Magna grips with silver S&W medallions rate about very good with light wear from handling and long thin chips missing 
from the rear border of the checkering field on both panels. The gun still times and locks up correctly and shows honest use over the years. 
(86520-2969) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/400)
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1588.  SMITH & WESSON NO. 1 SECOND ISSUE TIP-UP REVOLVER serial #108409, 22 Short, 3 3/16” barrel with a frosted bore. 
The metal surfaces retain about 85% factory and reapplied nickel plate. The cylinders three patent dates are soft and it appears to be 
refurbished. The surfaces exhibit bubbling and flaking finish, edge wear, cleaned oxidation and pitting on the barrel, sideplate cleaned 
to ochre with traces of finish left and handling marks. The smooth rosewood factory grips are numbered to the gun and rate very good 
with light handling wear. Timing and lock up are in need of professional attention. Barrel to frame fit is loose and the barrel assembly is 
assembly-numbered to the gun but there is too much corrosion on the cylinder face to make out any numbers. (86520-1264) {ANTIQUE} 
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/400)

1589.  SMITH & WESSON .38 DOUBLE ACTION TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial #252685, 38 S&W, 3 1/4” barrel with a moderately 
oxidized and pitted bore. This 3rd model retains about 20 – 30% factory nickel plate with moderately heavy oxidation fairly evenly spread 
on the metal surfaces. The revolver has no grips but all the appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the gun and it is still mechanically 
functional. (86519-562) {ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (25/75)

1590.  ROLLIN WHITE ARMS CO. POCKET REVOLVER serial #7545, 22 Short, 3 1/4” barrel with an oxidized and pitted bore. This revolver 
retains about 97% factory silver plate on the frame with light high edge wear, bubbling and handling marks. The cylinder and barrel have 
toned to brown with some light pitting and oxidation blemishes. The hammer and trigger are worn to pewter. The smooth rosewood grips 
rate good to very good with light handling wear and flaking finish. The grips and appropriate parts are assembly numbered to the gun and 
it still functions mechanically. The top of the barrel is marked “Made for Smith & Wesson by Roland White, Arms Co Lowell, Mass”. (86520-
4097) {ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (300/500)

1591.  CUSTOM REMINGTON MODEL 1871 ARMY ROLLING BLOCK SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #5679, 22 Magnum (W.M.R.F.), 
11 1/2” octagon barrel with a very good bore exhibiting mild pitting. The barrel origin is unknown and likely came off another 22 caliber firearm 
and has been hand-stamped “22 MAG”. The barrel retains about 75% evenly fading original blue finish with one filled dovetail just ahead of the 
action. The action retains about 40-50% faded case-hardened colors with an amateurish rear sight brazed to the receiver that unfortunately 
has one-half of the leaf broken off. The original walnut factory grips are numbered to the gun but have been amateurishly hand-checkered 
and lightly refinished and now rate about good to very good with scattered light dents, dings and other handling marks. The forend is an 
unmarked replacement fitted to the octagon barrel but are generally slimmer with two flats cut on the bottom. It rates about very good with 
light handling wear. The receiver address and military markings remain crisp and it generally functions. The breech block often sticks upon 
closing and will require some professional attention. (86520-991) {ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/400)

1592.  REMINGTON MODEL 1895 OVER UNDER DERINGER serial #L94963, 41 R.F., 3” superposed barrels with very good to excellent 
bores exhibiting very light oxidation and the bottom having several small areas of pitting. This Type III Model No.4 pistol has been cleaned to 
pewter and lightly polished exhibiting stains from oxidation, scattered pitting and the frontstrap toned to brown. The hammer and trigger are 
pewter with brown overtones. The checkered hard rubber grips rate very good plus with light handling wear and compression on the high 
points. The barrel to frame fit has slight play, the hinge is intact and the little gun still functions mechanically. The barrel has “REMINGTON 
ARMS – U.M.C. CO. ILION N.Y.” address. (86520-2463) {ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/300)

1593.  REMINGTON MODEL 1895 OVER UNDER DERINGER serial #216, 41 R.F., 3” superposed barrels with oxidized and pitted 
bores. This Type II Model No.3 pistol has toned to brown with scattered areas of oxidation and pitting. The hammer and trigger are 
brown with some original blue still visible on the sides and back of the hammer. The checkered hard rubber grips rate very good with 
light handling wear and compression of the diamond points on the high edges. The barrel to frame fit is tight, the hinge is intact and 
the little gun still functions mechanically. The barrel has “REMINGTON ARMS CO. ILION N.Y.” address. (86520-3321) {ANTIQUE} 
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/300)

1594.  COLT FRONTIER SCOUT REVOLVER serial #7346P, 22 LR, 4 3/4” barrel with a near excellent bore exhibiting a few minor pits. 
The metal surfaces of this first-year production (1962) revolver retain about 90% plus factory blue and anodized finishes with scattered 
light scratches, edge wear and a turn ring on the cylinder. The un-numbered Staglite factory grips rate fair to good with little exterior 
wear but there is a piece of the grip chipped off (but present) around the left interior panel’s escutcheon and exhibiting an ad-hoc 
repair utilizing a washer and nut as a spacer to prevent further damage from tightening. A little careful repair work may save the grip 
panel. (88145-11) {C&R} (200/400)

1595.  F.I.E. MODEL E15 SINGLE ACTION CONVERTIBLE REVOLVER serial #TA43488, 22 LR / 22 Magnum, 4 3/4” barrel with an 
excellent bore that exhibits light tool marks. The metal surfaces of the revolver and spare 22 Magnum cylinder retain about 95% factory 
blue and anodized finishes with the frame wearing to a mottled mix of black and pewter along with a turn ring on both cylinders. The brass 
frame is a pleasing straw color. The checkered thumb rest synthetic factory grips with FIE monogram rate excellent. This revolver features 
a manual safety on the left recoil shield. (88270-22) {MODERN} (25/50)

1596.  CASED SET OF COLT FOURTH MODEL DERINGERS serial #70864D & #70865D, 22 Short, 2 1/2” barrels with excellent bores. 
This cased set of 1960-made Deringers retain about 99% factory black and gold plating with a few minor handling marks. Both Deringers 
have un-numbered smooth walnut factory grips that rate excellent. This pair of pistols include a factory hardwood presentation case with 
red velvet and satin lining that rate excellent. The exterior rates good to very good with light to moderate scratches, dings and dents plus 
there is a Colt logo on the cover. (88241-9 & 8241-10) {C&R} (150/250)

1597.  CONNECTICUT VALLEY ARMS COLT MODEL 1847 WALKER PERCUSSION REVOLVER BY ARMI SAN MARCO serial 
#B15761, .44 cal., 9” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% factory blue and case-hardened colors with a 
few light handling marks plus light dents and scratches around the barrel wedge. The brass triggerguard strap rates excellent as does the 
blue backstrap. The smooth one-piece walnut grips rate excellent. This big “horse pistol” includes a factory leatherette-covered hinged 
case that rates about very good with light soiling and storage marks. The case is correctly end labeled and numbered to the revolver. 
(88220-6) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)

1598.  ERMA-WERKE MODEL ET-22 LUGER “CARBINE” SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #61756, 22 LR, 11 3/4” barrel with an excellent 
bore. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 97% factory blue and anodized finishes with a few scattered oxidation blemishes and han-
dling marks. The checkered walnut thumb rest factory grips and checkered forend rate excellent. The pistol includes a good condition factory 
hinged leatherette presentation case with scattered storage wear, some edges starting to peel and soiling. The interior is stained in places with 
handling wear and scuffing. The pistol also includes a single factory magazine with an oxidation stain on the base. This seldom seen variation 
featured artillery-style adjustable rear sight and should make a fun plinker for the Luger enthusiast. (88050-629) {MODERN} (250/450)

1599.  COLT AUTOMATIC CALIBER .25 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #OD59455, 25 ACP, 2 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal 
surfaces retain about 90% factory blue with scattered freckling, backstrap toned to brown and light handling marks. The checkered 
walnut factory grips with silver Colt medallions rate excellent. This little pistol includes a single factory magazine, the original factory 
woodgrain box that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun and paperwork. The end label has fell off the box but is present. 
(88290-259) {MODERN} (150/250)
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1600.  GERMAN MODEL P.08 LUGER SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY DWM serial #7671b, 9mm, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal 
surfaces of this 1910-dated pistol have been cleaned to gunmetal gray with scattered pitting, minor oxidation blemishes and a few light 
scratches. The checkered walnut factory grips are numbered to the gun and rate about good plus with compressed diamond points, dents 
and dings. The toggle is marked “DWM” and the receiver is dated 1910. All appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the gun but the 
aluminum base magazine is numbered 4737 with an “[eagle] / swastika / D”. Overall, the markings remain strong with army test proof marks 
visible on the receiver, barrel and breech block; the barrel gauge number is present as are the army inspection marks on the receiver. This 
gun should make a great shooter or restoration project. (87942-77) {C&R} (300/500)

1601.  TRADITIONS MODEL 1860 ARMY PERCUSSION REVOLVER BY PIETTA serial #P86650, .44 cal., 8” barrel with an excellent 
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% factory blue finish and case-hardened colors. The brass triggerguard strap is bright and 
rates excellent. The smooth one-piece walnut grips rate excellent. The revolver includes the original factory box that is correctly end 
labeled and numbered to the gun, manual, shooting information sheet and paperwork. The gun appears to have seen little if any use. 
(88290-36) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

1602.  TRADITIONS MODEL 1858 NEW MODEL ARMY PERCUSSION REVOLVER BY PIETTA serial #R351009, .44 cal., 8” octagon 
barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% factory blue finish with a few light scratches and other handling marks. 
The brass triggerguard is bright and rates excellent. The smooth walnut grips rate excellent. The revolver includes the original factory box 
that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, manual, shooting information sheet and paperwork. The gun appears to have seen 
little if any use. (88290-35) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

1603.  NAVY ARMS MODEL 1860 PERCUSSION REVOLVER BY PIETTA serial #25616, .44 cal., 8” barrel with an excellent bore. The 
metal surfaces retain about 96% factory blue finish and case-hardened colors with the backstrap toned to plum, lightly cleaned oxidation 
blemishes that has pitted along with light scratches, limited freckling and light impact marks around the wedge area left by the factory. The 
brass triggerguard strap has mellowed slightly but rates excellent. The smooth one-piece walnut grips rate good to very good with light 
scuffs, dings, dents and scratches. The revolver includes the original factory box that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun. 
(88290-28) {ANTIQUE} (75/150)

1604.  CONNECTICUT VALLEY ARMS MODEL 1851 NAVY PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #D53728, .44 cal., 7 1/2” octagon barrel 
with an excellent bore exhibiting tool marks. The barrel, cylinder, hammer and loading lever retain about 97% factory blue and case-hardened 
colors with scattered light scratches and a turn ring on the cylinder. The brass frame and grip frame rate near excellent with light scratches 
and handling marks. The smooth one-piece factory walnut grips rate very good with light scratches, dents and dings mostly on the left side. 
The gun includes a factory box correctly end labeled to the gun but un-numbered. (88290-32) {ANTIQUE} (75/150)

1605.  STAR MODEL SS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #1894733, 380 ACP, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. This Interarms-marked pistol 
retains about 99% factory blue with a few minor handling marks, strong straw color on the extractor and robust case-hardened colors on 
the hammer. The smooth walnut factory grips rate excellent. The pistol includes the original factory box that is correctly end labeled and 
numbered to the gun, a single factory magazine, cleaning rod, manual and paperwork. (88290-214) {MODERN} (200/300)

1606.  NORINCO / SPORTARMS MODEL 213 TOKAREV SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #208375, 9mm, 4 5/8” barrel with an excellent 
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% factory blue finish with a few light operational and takedown marks. The grooved synthetic 
grips with five-star monogram rate excellent. The pistol maintains all the salient features of the Tokarev with the addition of a manual safety. 
Included with the pistol are a poor condition factory box labeled and numbered to the gun, single magazine, manual and paperwork. This 
pistol has seen very little use. (88290-37) {MODERN} (100/200)

1607.  BERETTA MODEL 90 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #20888BR, 32 ACP, 3 5/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 
about 99% factory blue and anodized finishes with a few minor handling and storage marks. The checkered synthetic thumb rest factory 
grips with Beretta monograms rate near excellent with a few light scratches. The pistol includes the original factory box that is correctly 
end labeled and numbered to the gun, a single magazine, bore brush, manual and paperwork. An excellent condition little pocket pistol. 
(8290-293) {MODERN} (150/250)

1608.  BERETTA MODEL 70S SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #A46725Y, 380 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces 
retain about 99% factory blue with a few minor handling and storage marks. The checkered synthetic wrap around factory grips with Ber-
etta monograms rate excellent. The pistol includes the original factory box that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, a single 
magazine with finger rest extension, bore brush, manual and a spare set of checkered synthetic thumb rest wrap around factory grips with 
Beretta markings and few light scratches. (8290-286) {MODERN} (250/350)

1609.  COLT PEACEMAKER 22 SCOUT REVOLVER serial #G19425, 22 LR, 6” barrel with an excellent bore. This 1971-made revolver retains 
about 95% factory blue, anodize and case-hardened colors with high edge wear, turn ring on the cylinder and oxidation blemishes on the 
topstrap. The checkered synthetic factory eagle grips with Rampant Colt monograms rate about excellent. The revolver still times and locks 
up correctly and should make a great plinker or range gun. (88309-1) {MODERN} (300/500)

1610.  SMITH & WESSON MODEL 15-3 K-38 COMBAT MASTERPIECE REVOLVER serial #K970395, 38 Special, 4” pinned barrel 
with an excellent bore. This 1969-made revolver retains about 90% plus factory blue with the grip frame thinning, high edge wear, small 
even wear at the rear of each cylinder flute possibly from a holster, high edge wear, scratches and a turn ring. The service hammer and 
trigger retain bold case-hardened colors with light operational wear. The replacement checkered walnut factory Magna grips with silver 
S&W medallions are numbered to a different gun and rate very good to excellent with lightly worn or flaking finish and handling marks. This 
gun has the standard black blade micro adjustable rear sight and Baughman ramp front sight. (88290-232) {MODERN} (300/500)

1611.  WINDFIELD ARMS CORPORATION “LE CHASSEUR” SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY M.A.B. serial #985, 22 LR, 4 7/16” barrel 
with an excellent bore. The Western Arms Company imported M.A.B. Model R pistols that were marked and sold through their distributor 
the Windfield Arms Corporation as Le Chasseur. It is purported that both of these companies were associated with the C.I.A. and used to 
buy up surplus arms to keep them out of extremist hands. The metal surfaces retain about 90% factory blue with the frontstrap and portions 
of the backstrap toned to brown, the frame and slide fading to plum, scattered oxidation blemishes, high edge wear and scratches. The 
checkered synthetic factory thumb rest grips rate very good plus with light handling marks. The grips have “WINFIELD” in an oval on both 
panels and “.22 / LR” in a circle on the right panel. The left side of the slide is marked “Le Chasseur” and “MADE BY M.A.B. IN FRANCE 
FOR “WAC””. The pistol features windage adjustable rear sight and elevation adjustable front sight. There is a crack in the slide above the 
forward slide stop notch. The pistol includes the original Windfield factory box the is correctly marked and numbered to the gun. The box 
rates fair with cover torn in one corner and the rear side panel missing. The base is torn in two corners. Also included are a single magazine, 
Allen wrench sight adjustment tool, special take down tool, brass cleaning rod, slotted patch holder, bore brush, oil bottle and paperwork. 
(88242-1) {C&R} (200/400)

1612.  COLT OFFICERS MODEL REVOLVER serial #495643, 38 Special, 6” barrel with an excellent bore. This 1923-made revolver retains 
about 75% non-factory applied blue finish with moderate high edge wear, limited oxidation blemishes, pitting under the new finish and 
scratches from light cleaning on portions of the frame. The un-numbered diamond checkered walnut factory grips with silver Colt medallions 
rate about very good with light diamond point wear and handling marks. The revolver features undercut elevation adjustable Patridge front 
sight and windage adjustable rear sight. It should make a good shooter. (88320-33) {C&R} (200/400)
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1613.  SMITH & WESSON MODEL 10-5 MILITARY & POLICE REVOLVER serial #D228143, 38 Special, 5” tapered and pinned barrel 
with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% plus factory blue with the backstrap toned to brown, high edge wear, turn ring 
on the cylinder and a few handling marks. The service hammer and trigger retain bold case-hardened colors with light operational wear. 
The checkered walnut factory grips with silver S&W medallions are not numbered to the gun and rate good to very good with scattered 
dents, dings and scratches. A factory box that is end labeled to this model number and barrel length but not correctly numbered to it is 
included. (88320-47) {MODERN} (200/400)

1614.  SMITH & WESSON 32 REGULATION POLICE HAND EJECTOR REVOLVER serial #371171, 32 S&W Long, 4 1/4” barrel with 
a lightly frosted bore exhibiting a bulge toward the muzzle. This pre-war Regulation Police retains about 97% non-factory reapplied blue 
with light high edge wear and a turn ring on the cylinder. The metal surfaces further exhibit scattered light pitting under the new finish. The 
service trigger and hammer have been lightly buffed and left in-the-white. The diamond checkered walnut factory stepped extension grips 
rate about good with moderate diamond point wear along with handling marks. The grips and all appropriate parts are correctly numbered 
to the gun. Timing and lockup are good. (88320-20) {C&R} (150/250)

1615.  SMITH & WESSON 38/32 REGULATION POLICE HAND EJECTOR REVOLVER serial #81927, 38 S&W, 4” barrel with an excel-
lent bore. This three-screw I-frame improved flat latch pre-model 33 Regulation Police retains about 96% factory blue with light high edge 
wear, freckling on the grip frame, minor oxidation blemishes, scratches and a turn ring on the cylinder. The service trigger and hammer 
retain bold case-hardened colors with light operational wear and minor oxidation blemishes. The diamond checkered walnut factory grips 
are numbered to the gun and rate very good to excellent with a few light dents and dings. Timing and lockup remain excellent. A great gun 
for the budding collector or shooter. (88320-35) {C&R} (300/500)

1616.  COLT JUNIOR 25 AUTOMATIC SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #47862CC, 25 ACP, 2 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore. This 1967-made 
pistol retains about 98% factory blue finish with a few scattered scratches and wear marks. The checkered walnut factory grips with silver 
Colt medallions rate excellent. The pistol includes a factory two-piece box correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun. Also included 
are a pair of nickel-plated factory magazines, manual and paperwork. The two magazines are different, one utilized round view holes and 
the other slotted view holes. A nice little Junior that does not appear to have seen much use. (88390-2) {MODERN} (250/450)

1617.  STEVENS DIAMOND NO. 43 SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #78407, 22 LR, 6” barrel with scattered light frosting in the bore. The 
barrel retains about 85% factory blue with scattered light scratches the remainder toning to pewter. The frame has about 98% factory nickel 
plate with light flaking and bubbling on the backstrap plus fine scratches from handling. The smooth walnut factory grips rate excellent with 
minor handling marks. The grips and barrel are correctly numbered to the gun, barrel to frame fit has just a hint of play and it still functions 
mechanically. There are two later added holes in the butt, one has been taped. (88320-81) {C&R} (200/300)

1618.  COLT OFFICIAL POLICE REVOLVER serial #841988, 38 Special, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. This 1955-made revolver has about 
70% factory blue remaining with moderate edge wear, grip frame toned to brown, scratches and a turn ring on the cylinder. The revolver is 
fitted with checkered walnut factory target grips with silver Colt medallions that rate near excellent with light handling wear. The inside of each 
grip panel is marked “KBHPD 1-1-59”. Timing and lock up are excellent and it should make a good shooter. (88347-7) {C&R} (300/500)

1619.  STEVENS NO. 41 SINGLE SHOT TIP-UP POCKET PISTOL serial #4799, 30 RF, 3 1/2” barrel with an oxidized and pitted bore. The 
30 RF is considered scarce. The metal surfaces retain about 95% factory nickel plate with most of the loss to oxidation stains on the grip 
frame along with a scattered light handling marks. The sides of the hammer and trigger have strong nitre blue with the remainder toning 
to pewter. The smooth walnut factory grips rate good with light dents, dings and a check forming on the left panel. The barrel latch stud is 
broken off but the assembly is provided and the trigger does not always reset. (88320-10) {C&R} (250/450)

1620.  RUGER MK II STANDARD MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #216-92157, 22 LR, 6” barrel with an excellent bore. This 1991-
made pistol retains about 95% factory blue finish with high edge wear, oxidation stains and handling marks. The factory grips have been 
replaced with amateur homemade hardwood grips that rate near excellent as constructed and exhibit light flaking finish. The pistol features 
fixed sights and includes a single magazine. This should be a great shooter or woods gun. (88398-3) {MODERN} (125/225)

1621.  UNMARKED BELGIAN PERCUSSION SINGLE SHOT 
SCREW BARREL MUFF PISTOL .30 cal., 1 3/4” ribbed 
damascus smoothbore barrel with an oxidized and pitted bore. 
The metal surfaces are pewter with a few minor pinprick pits 
and stains from oxidation. The flats of the lock, tang and butt 
cap have loose scroll engraving with a snipe in an oval on both 
sides and starburst of thunderbolts on the buttcap. The one-
piece bag shaped smooth ivory grips rate good to very good 
with light shrinkage, several checks and a small chip by the 
tang. This folding trigger pistol has Belgian proof marks, cap 
box in the butt and still functions mechanically. A very nice ex-
ample of an early muff pistol. (88411-9) {ANTIQUE} (500/700)

1622.  COLT NEW FRONTIER BUNTLINE 22 SCOUT RE-
VOLVER serial #G44995, 22 LR, 7 1/2” barrel with an excel-
lent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 80% factory blue, 
anodized and case-hardened color finishes. The barrel, grip 
frame and cylinder exhibit light high edge wear, thinning grip 
frame, scratches and turn ring on the cylinder. The frame has 
been cleaned with about 50% of the colors now gunmetal 
gray with numerous fine scratches. The checkered synthetic factory grips with Rampant Colt and federal eagle rate excellent. This model is 
equipped with serrated ramp front sight and Accro adjustable rear sight. The New Frontiers feel good in the hand and make good shooters. 
(88411-5) {MODERN} (150/250)

1623.  CUSTOM MAUSER MODEL 98 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 8mm Mauser, 23 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 
about 99% of a commercial blue finish that has some light handling marks scattered about. The edges of the receiver, barrel step and bolt 
all have geometric line engraving, the front receiver ring has been matted along the top. The bolt body has a light gray patina and bears a 
classic cross pattern etching, a popular design from the 1930’s through the early 1950’s. The sporting walnut stock rates very good and 
features a front barrel band, a capped pistolgrip, a left side cheek rest and a hard rubber buttplate. The wood has an oil finish and a few 
small dings along with a small hairline crack at the upper tang. This rifle is equipped with a sporting ramp front sight and has a Lyman rear 
aperture sight mounted to the receiver. A leather sporting sling is included. An overall near excellent sporting Mauser that would make a 
great woods rifle. (48366-24) {MODERN} (350/550) 
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1624.  NEUMANN BROTHERS DOUBLE HAM-
MER SHOTGUN serial #4833/8399, 10 Gauge, 30” damascus barrels with 3” 
chambers, excellent bores and choked improved cylinder and modified. The bar-
rels are a lovely skelp pattern damascus pattern brown with scattered light oxidation 
stains and the triggerguard has toned to brown. The receiver and sideplates retain about 97% bold 
case-hardened colors with a few light wear marks. The checkered pistolgrip buttstock rates very good to excellent 
with scattered light dents and scratches. There is a tiny chip on the left side of the wrist below the lock plate. The partially 
serrated steel buttplate rates excellent overall, with about 50% factory blue remaining, the rest toned to brown. The checkered 
forend rates excellent with a few lightly compressed diamond points. Barrel to frame fit is tight and the barrels remain on face, the gun is 
equipped with extractors, is Belgian proof-marked and has rebounding hammers. A very nice Belgian shotgun. (88397-53) {C&R} (350/550)

1625.  BERETTA MODEL 84B SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #B93690Y, .380 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal sur-
faces retain 98% original blue and anodized finishes with high edge wear and a few handling and operational marks. The checkered plastic 
factory grips with Berretta logo rate excellent. A single 13-round factory magazine is included. A great little home defense or concealed 
carry gun. (88416-1) {MODERN} (200/300)

1626.  SMITH & WESSON MODEL 1 1/2 TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial #67877, 32 S&W Short, 3” barrel with a frosted bore. The 
metal surfaces retain about 98% non-factory reapplied nickel finish with scattered light pitting, old pits visible under the new finish, turn 
ring on the cylinder and few light handling marks. The hammer and trigger are brown with a few stray splashes of dull case-hardened 
colors still visible. The un-numbered checkered diamond hard rubber grips with S&W logo rate about very good with light dents and 
dings. All appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the gun and barrel to frame fit is tight with timing and lockup in need of attention. 
(87949-28) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

1627.  STEVENS MODEL 107 SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #900IO, 12 ga, 28” barrel choked full with an excellent bore. The barrel 
retains about 80% original blue that is flaking to brown and mixing with mottled gray. The frame is overall a mottled gray that is blending 
with small amounts of the original case colors. The metal surfaces all have light handling and tool marks and areas of scattered light surface 
oxidation throughout. The checkered walnut forearm rates very good and has some light dings and other assorted handling marks. The 
checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates about very good and has a few small cracks and a chip missing along the left side of the upper 
tang. The hard rubber grip cap and buttplate remain intact. This shotgun functions mechanically and the action remains tight. An about very 
good condition example overall. (48279-4) {C&R} (50/100)

1628.  CHARLES DALY SUPERIOR GRADE BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #A848131, 22 Hornet, 22 5/8” barrel with a bright, excellent 
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% plus original blue with no visible wear. The checkered walnut stock rates excellent and has a 
few very light dings. The original sights are intact and a single detachable magazine is included. This rifle was imported by KBI and remains 
in excellent to as-new overall condition. (46520-937) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/400)

1629.  C.I.L. ANSCHUTZ MODEL 470 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #035116, 22 LR, 21 1/2” barrel with a bright, excellent bore. The metal 
surfaces retain about 98% original blue with light handling marks throughout. The checkered hardwood stock rates excellent and has some 
light dings and small scratches. The original sights, including the front sight hood, are intact and included is a set of 1” scope rings that 
mount to the grooved receiver. Also included is a single factory magazine. An excellent condition example sold through Canadian Industries 
Limited. (46520-2702) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/300)

1630.  THOMPSON CENTER MODEL 22 CLASSIC BENCHMARK SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #T1342, 22 LR, 19” heavy barrel with 
a bright, excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98-99% original blue with some light handling marks throughout. The brown lam-
inate hardwood Monte Carlo stock rates excellent and features a wide beavertail forearm and a capped pistolgrip. A set of Weaver bases 
have been mounted to the receiver and a single detachable magazine is included. An excellent example of these classic series target 22’s. 
(46520-1056) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (300/500)

1631.  REMINGTON MODEL 600 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #96584, 243 Win, 18 ½” ventilated rib barrel with an excellent bore. The 
metal surfaces retain about 97-98% original blue with some light handling wear and areas of speckled light surface oxidation throughout. 
The bolt is a mottled gray overall with some areas of very light pinprick pitting. The checkered walnut stock rates very good and has light 
dings and handling marks and a few repaired cracks around the wrist area. The butt is fitted with the original hard rubber buttplate which 
has some small chipping at the toe. The original sights remain intact. The date code on the barrel corresponds with October 1966. A very 
good example overall in a great medium game caliber. (46520-2682) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (250/450)

1632.  BERSA THUNDER 380 PLUS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #D29669, 380 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with a bright, excellent bore. The metal 
surfaces retain about 99% original blue with just a few light handling marks. The checkered soft rubber wraparound grips rate excellent. This 
pistol features three-dot sights and has a de-cocking safety on the slide. The original box, papers and a single factory 15-round magazine 
are included. An excellent to near-new condition example of these handy compact pistols. (48312-1) {MODERN} (200/300)

1633.  GERMAN MODEL 626(B) SEMI AUTO PISTOL BY FN serial #139045, 32 ACP, 4 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal 
surfaces of this “(Eagle)/WaA140”-marked FN 1922 pistol retain 95% original blue with fading and freckling along the edges and frontstrap. 
The checkered hardwood grips rate excellent with some scattered light handling marks. The slide and barrel are matching to the frame. A 
modern brown 1922-style flap holster is included along with two factory magazines that are marked with the FN logo. An excellent condition 
example that will likely be a good shooter. (48312-3) {C&R} (300/500)

1634.  COLT POLICE POSITIVE REVOLVER serial #107106, 38 Colt New Police, 5” barrel with an about good bore that has some light pitting 
and a slight ring with bulge about 1 1/2” from the muzzle. The metal surfaces retain about 80-85% original blue that is toning to brown and 
blending with areas of gray and light oxidation staining. This revolver is equipped with a custom set of oversized walnut grips that have been 
shaped and contoured and are held with two brass screws. The grips rate about very good, the right panel is cracked around the upper 
screw escutcheon. The revolver times well and lock-up is tight. Included is a brown leather Hunter belt holster. A very good 1920 example 
overall that would benefit from a new barrel. (48312-2) {MODERN} (150/250)

1635.  HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL 750 PIONEER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #AG235487, 22 S-L-LR, 22” barrel with an 
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95-97% original blue with some light edge wear and some speckled light surface oxidation 
throughout. The hardwood stock rates excellent and has some light dings and handling marks. The original sights remain intact. A very nice 
single shot 22 in near excellent overall condition. (48104-4) {MODERN} (50/100)

1636.  WINCHESTER MODEL 60A TARGET BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 LR, 27” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 
90% original blue that is flaking to brown and mingling with light specks of surface oxidation. The bolt retains nearly all of its original chrome. 
The walnut stock rates very good and has some minor dings and other light handling marks. The stock features a front barrel band, sling 
swivels and a checkered steel buttplate. This rifle is equipped with a blade front sight and has a Lyman R55W peep sight mounted to the rear 
of the receiver. A very good example of these classic sporting rifles. (46520-1724) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (350/550)
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1637.  HOPKINS & ALLEN NO.922 FALLING BLOCK RIFLE TWO BARREL SET serial #416, 22 LR, 24” and 16 1/8” barrels. The 24” 
barrel has a very good bore that is lightly pitted throughout. The 16 1/8” barrel is marked “Junior / No. 922” and has a threaded muzzle with 
cap and an excellent bore. The barrels retain about 90% original blue with light edge and handling wear. The frame retains a similar amount 
of what appears to be the original case colors that is lightly graying along the edges. The walnut stocks rate excellent with light added finish 
and a few light dings. The longer barrel is equipped with a silver blade front sight and sporting rear, the shorter barrel has a globe style front 
sight. Mounted to the upper tang is a Lyman combination rear aperture peep sight. Included is a green canvas hard case which contains 
spare muzzle adapters, a set of set screws and some documentation regarding the Hopkins & Allen rifles. An interesting combination rifle 
in excellent overall condition. (48188-5) {C&R} (250/450)

1638.  CRESCENT ARMS “NEW YORK CLUB” ROLLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #2436, 22 RF, 24 1/8” octagon barrel with a dark, oxi-
dized bore. The metal surfaces are a rich mottled brown blending with traces of original blue and areas of scattered light surface oxidation 
and fine pinprick pitting throughout. The top flat of the barrel is marked “New York Club” along with the patent date of “Apr 14, 1892”. 
The left side has the Crescent Arms Norwich, CT address. The walnut stocks have been lightly cleaned and refinished, the metal is proud 
of the wood around the frame and there is a slight gap on the underside. The wood rates excellent overall with a few light dings. This rifle 
is equipped with simple iron sights. The barrel and stocks are numbered to match the frame and the action appears to function correctly. 
These quaint little rifles very closely resemble the Remington No.4 rolling block rifles and although little production information is currently 
available it appears that they were made from about 1892-1920’s. This is a handy, seemingly rare little rolling block in very good overall 
condition. (48252-4) {C&R} (200/300)

1639.  STEVENS NO.17 FAVORITE FALLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #R734, 32 Long RF, 24” round barrel with an oxidized and pitted bore. 
The metal surfaces are an overall mottled brown with light surface oxidation and minor tool marks throughout. The oil-stained walnut stocks 
rate very good and have light dings, divots and handling marks throughout. The butt retains the original hard rubber buttplate. This rifle is 
equipped with a Beech-style combination front sight, one post has broken off, and a folding leaf rear. A Lyman combination aperture sight 
has been mounted to the upper tang, the catch has been soldered in place. A fair to good example overall of these classic sporting rifles. 
(48250-7) {C&R} (100/200)

1640.  STEVENS NO.17 FAVORITE FALLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #63733, 25 RF, 22” part round, part octagon barrel with an about very 
good bore that is lightly pitted and has light oxidation throughout. The barrel retains most of a reapplied blue finish that is flaking to brown 
and mingling with scattered light surface oxidation throughout. The frame retains nearly all of its factory case color that is muted and blending 
with light surface oxidation. The walnut stocks rate very good with the forearm and straight grip buttstock showing light dings and handling 
marks and a minor chip at the toe which does affect the original hard rubber buttplate. There are no sights but mounted to the barrel is a 
John W. Sidle telescopic sight numbered 492 that has a crosshair reticle. The tube has minor surface oxidation throughout and the optics 
are cloudy. An overall very good example. (48268-1) {C&R} (400/600)

1641.  ITHACA LSA-65 DELUXE BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #650-21684, 270 Win, 22” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces 
retain about 90% original blue that is mingling with a few areas of light surface oxidation and have wear along the edges and bearing 
surfaces. The deluxe checkered walnut stock rates very good and features a rosewood forend tip, contrasting grip cap, a rollover comb 
and a solid rubber rifle pad. The wood has light dings and minor handling marks throughout and there is some minor crazing, chipping and 
flaking to the lacquer finish. There are two small cracks at the upper and lower tangs. The rifle is not equipped with sights but included is 
a set of factory 1” rings, a leather sporting sling and a single detachable magazine. A very good condition sporting rifle built on a classic 
Sako action that should make a great shooter. (48340-25) {MODERN} (250/450)

1642.  ITHACA LSA-55 DELUXE BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #550-127832, 222 Rem, 22 1/2” barrel with a bright, excellent bore. The 
metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue with some very light handling wear along the edges. The deluxe checkered walnut stock 
rates excellent and features a rosewood forend tip, contrasting grip cap, rollover comb and a solid rubber rifle pad. The wood has a few 
small dings and light handling marks. There are no provisions for sights but the rifle is equipped with a set of 1” scope rings and mounts. 
Also included is a single detachable magazine. An excellent example of these classic sporting rifles, built on the popular Sako action. 
(48340-22) {MODERN} (300/500)

1643. RUGER M77RS BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #70-54658, 257 Roberts, 24” 
pre-warning barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 85% original blue with scattered 

light oxidation and pitting throughout, the majority being along the right side of the barrel, the triggerguard, 
rear of the bolt and the bolt handle knob. The checkered walnut stock rates near excellent and has some light handling marks 

throughout and some minor flaking along the left side by the receiver. The stock features the factory red solid rubber rifle pad that 
has some light chattering around the edges. The rifle is equipped with factory sights and has a Redfield one-piece base with a set of 1” 
rings mounted to the receiver that show some light oxidation staining. An overall very good condition example that is in a great caliber and 
should make a terrific shooter. (48366-16) {MODERN} (400/600)

1644.  FRANCHI 48/AL HUNTER SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #F05567, 12 ga, 28” ventilated rib barrel choked full with an excellent 
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue with a few very light handling marks present. The receiver features a factory etched 
receiver with upland bird and waterfowl game scenes on either side. The checkered walnut stocks rate excellent and the pistolgrip buttstock 
has a few light marks at the toe. The original box with papers and magazine plug are included. An excellent to near new condition example 
overall. (48381-15) {MODERN} (250/450)

1645.  BROWNING AUTO 5 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #190443, 12 ga., 26” ventilated rib barrel with a modified Cutts compensator 
and an excellent bore. The rib has been cut and portion added to the compensator. The metal surfaces are mostly a mottled brown with 
areas of scattered light surface oxidation, gray and light handling marks throughout. The checkered walnut stocks rate about very good and 
have added finish over light dings, handling marks and small cracks. The pistolgrip buttstock has a fitted bone buttplate, a 13 1/4” length 
of pull and a small crack at the upper tang. The extra wide beavertail forearm has a minor crack that runs about midway up through the 
center from its base. This early Auto 5 features the safety mounted in the front of the triggerguard. An about good to very good example 
overall. (47963-15) {MODERN} (150/250)

1646.  THOMPSON/CENTER WHITE MOUNTAIN PERCUSSION CARBINE serial #74179, .50 Caliber, 22” part round part octagon 
QLA barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue with only a few light handling marks, the lock retains 
nearly all its original case color as well. The smooth walnut stock rates excellent and has a few small marks. This carbine has been equipped 
with a red fiber optic front sight and includes a brown fiberglass ramrod. An excellent example of these desirable percussion carbines. 
(48373-10) {ANTIQUE} (200/300)
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1647.  NEW ENGLAND FIREARMS PARDNER SB2 SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #NF207235, 10 ga., 27 1/2” barrel choked full 
with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98-99% of the original blue with some light handling wear throughout. The hardwood 
stocks have been finished with NEF’s woodland green camo pattern and rate excellent. The buttstock is fitted with a factory vented recoil pad. 
The barrel is equipped with iron sights and a nylon camo sling is included. An excellent example overall. (48373-4) {MODERN} (100/200)

1648.  REMINGTON MODEL 870 EXPRESS SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #W608512M, 12 ga., 28” ventilated rib barrel with 
screw-in choke and an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue and parkerized finishes that show light wear 
along the bearing surfaces. The hardwood stocks rate excellent and have some light flaking to the varnish. The buttstock has some blue 
felt installed on either side of the comb, likely to be used with a Velcro pad or riser. This shotgun is equipped with a green HiViz fiber optic 
sight and included is a single improved cylinder choke. An excellent example overall ideal for most hunting and wing shooting scenarios. 
(48373-7) {MODERN} (250/350)

1649.  MOSSBERG MODEL 500AB SLIDE ACTION COMBINATION SHOTGUN serial #G069681, 12 ga., 28” ventilated rib barrel with 
a modified choke and a 24” “slugster” barrel with rifle sights, both with excellent bores. The exposed metal surfaces retain about 95-97% 
original blue with light handling marks and light edge wear throughout. The ventilated rib barrel has brown camo tape wrapped around 
much of its length. The walnut stocks rate excellent and have a few light dings and other marks. The receiver has a Weaver side mount base 
installed on the left side, the slug barrel has a set of red and green fiber optic sights and the ventilated rib barrel has a red fiber optic sight. 
A terrific combination shotgun perfect for a variety of hunting or shooting situations. (48373-5) {MODERN} (250/350)

1650.  J.C. HIGGINS MODEL 20 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN 12 ga., 26 1/2” ventilated rib barrel with a factory compensator, adjustable 
choke and an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 60% original blue, the balance fading to gray and blending throughout with 
specks of light surface oxidation. The walnut stocks rate excellent and have light handling marks and small dings on either side of the 
checkered pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forearm. A near excellent condition example that has seen some use but will still make a great 
utility shotgun. (48373-6) {MODERN} (150/250)

1651.  NEW ENGLAND FIREARMS PARDNER SB1 SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #NE295841, 20 ga., 22” barrel choked mod-
ified with an excellent bore. The barrel retains about 99% original blue with a few light handling marks while the frame retains nearly all its 
original case color. The hardwood stocks rate excellent and have a few small dings. A terrific single shot 20 gauge ready for a variety of 
uses. (48372-1) {MODERN} (75/150)

1652.  REMINGTON MODEL 788 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #6088496, 308 Win, 22” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces 
retain about 90% original blue that is thinning to gray and has a speckled brown patina throughout. The hardwood stock rates near excellent 
with an added finish over light dings and other handling marks. The stock has been cleaned leaving the metal edges and buttplate proud of 
the wood. The original sights have been removed and a Redfield one-piece base with 1” rings has been installed on the receiver. Included 
is a single detachable magazine. A great sporting rifle in need of appropriate optics. (48368-2) {MODERN} (300/500)

1653.  TAURUS C45 THUNDERBOLT SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #AT9239, 45 Colt, 26” barrel with a bright, excellent bore. The metal 
surfaces retain about 99% original polished blue finish with some light wear along the bearing surfaces. The hardwood stocks rate excellent 
and have a few light dings and small scratches. This rifle features iron sights, a checkered slide, a 13 round full-length magazine tube and 
a crescent buttplate. An excellent condition example overall. (48369-22) {MODERN} (300/500)

1654.  FRANCHI 48 AL HUNTER SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #F05567, 12 ga., 28” ventilated rib barrel choked full with a bright, excel-
lent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue with only a few very light handling marks visible along the receiver. The sides 
of the receiver have factory etched game scenes with upland birds on the right and waterfowl on the left. The checkered walnut stocks 
rate excellent and have a few tiny dings. The original box is included and contains the magazine plug and instruction booklet. As close to a 
near-new-in-box condition example as you are likely to find. (48381-15) {MODERN} (200/400)

1655.  ARAMBERRI STAR GAUGE BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #151624, 20 ga., 28” barrels choked full and modified with 
excellent bores. The barrels, forend iron and triggerguard retain about 95% original blue that has light handling marks throughout. The 
scalloped boxlock frame retains a similar amount of vibrant case color with a few light handling and tool marks present. A few of the screws 
have minor slot damage. The checkered hardwood stocks rate very good and have light dings and handling marks throughout. The wide 
beavertail forearm has some light chipping along the upper edges. The pistolgrip buttstock has a few small cracks at the upper tang and 
has a somewhat poorly fitted vented recoil pad that has a noticeable gap between it and the wood. The wood has a small amount of play 
around the rear of the frame but the action’s lock-up is tight. Imported by Interarms. A very underrated boxlock double that, with a small 
amount of TLC, could be a great performer. (48354-1) {MODERN} (200/300)

1656.  SAVAGE FOX B BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN 20 ga., 28” barrels choked full and modified with excellent bores. The barrels retain 
about 70% original blue that is thinning to gray and mixing with areas of light surface oxidation. There is added finish around the rib, sug-
gesting it was possibly repaired at some point. The frame is a rich mottled brown overall. The checkered walnut stocks rate very good to 
near excellent with some minor flaking, light dings, small dents and some flattening of the points. Overall this is a very good condition Fox 
20 that will make a terrific field gun. (48367-9) {Modern} (200/300)

1657.  STEVENS MODEL 311A BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN 16 ga., 26” barrels choked modified and improved cylinder with excellent 
bores. The barrels are an overall mottled brown and the frame mostly gray with some original case color still visible. There is light surface 
oxidation spread out over most of the metal, some areas are more minor and have some light pitting as well. The smooth walnut stocks rate 
about very good and have several light dings and small checks. The buttstock has a few small cracks in and around the wrist area emanating 
from the upper and lower tangs. The action’s lock-up is tight, the buttstock is a bit loose but could be tightened with a little help from a good 
wood man. A good field gun that could be great with a little TLC. (48251-28) {MODERN} (75/150)

1658.  MARLIN MODEL 28 HAMMERLESS SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #7800, 12 ga., 30” solid rib barrel choked full with an 
excellent bore. The rib is equipped with dual ivory beads. The metal surfaces retain about 60-70% original blue that is fading to brown and 
has scattered light surface oxidation and fine pinprick pitting throughout. The checkered walnut stocks rate very good and have some light 
dings and handling marks, the pistolgrip buttstock has some light chipping and a crack running down the right side parallel to the frame. 
The wood has some very nice figure and the butt retains the original hard rubber buttplate. A very good example overall of these classic 
sporting arms. (48250-3) {C&R} (150/250)

1659.  BRITISH SILVER-MOUNTED PERCUSSION PISTOL About .44 Caliber, 4” octagon barrel with a very good bore that has some 
light pitting throughout. The barrel has a gray/brown damascus twist pattern and the silver frame and underlug have some light tarnish but 
are otherwise excellent. The frame has some loose foliate pattern and geometric border engraving and there are two British proofs located 
on the left side. The top is marked “H. Patrick / & Co. / New York”, likely the retailer of this fine arm. The checkered walnut grip rates very 
good with a crack emanating from the left side of the upper tang and evidence of shrinking with a gap between the wood and rear of the 
frame. The hammer has some similar engraving along the outer side flat, a portion of the head has broken off but the nipple is not marred. 
A few of the screws have light slot damage and what appears to be the base of a broken side clip mounted to the left side. Features include 
a folding trigger, steel swivel ramrod and a silver trapdoor at the base of the grip. An interesting little folding trigger percussion pistol that 
may benefit from further research. (48341-7) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)
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1660.  SMITH & WESSON NO.1 THIRD ISSUE REVOLVER serial #37879, 22 Short, 3 1/8” barrel with a very good barrel that has some 
light oxidation and pitting throughout. The metal surfaces retain about 50% original blue that is toning to brown, the balance being a mottled 
gray. The walnut grips have a thick lacquer finish and rate excellent with a few light handling marks. The action appears to function correctly 
and a raised front sight has been brazed over the original. A very good example of these classic revolvers. (48341-4) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1661. REMINGTON MODEL 742 
WOODSMASTER SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial 

#7303434, 30-06, 22 1/2” barrel with a very good bore that has strong 
rifling and some light pitting and oxidation throughout. The metal surfaces retain about 

85% original blue that is mixing with areas of light oxidation and fine pitting, most of the loss is noticeable on 
the left side of the frame. The checkered walnut stocks rate excellent and have some light dings and handling marks, 

the buttstock has a very small chip at the toe. The front sight remains intact, the rear sight has been removed and mounted to the receiver 
is a Simmons 3-9X40 Wide Angle riflescope that features a duplex “TV view” reticle and has excellent optics. A leather sling and a single 
detachable magazine are included. Overall a very good example ready for another fall deer season. (48366-14) {MODERN} (350/550)

1662.  REMINGTON MODEL 11-87 SPECIAL PURPOSE SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #PC598380, 12 ga., 28” ventilated rib barrel 
with screw-in choke and an excellent bore. The barrel has been covered in a latex-based brown/tan camo that has some minor wear marks, 
the receiver has been sprayed in a woodlands camo pattern. The checkered walnut stocks rate about very good. The forearm has been 
painted in woodlands green. The buttstock has two large chips missing from either side of the wrist at the base of the receiver, the larger 
of the two being about 1 1/2” wide. Features include dual bead sights and a single modified choke is included. A very good example that 
you would not hesitate to use on an aggressive hunt or rainy day. (48344-3) {MODERN} (250/450)

1663.  WINCHESTER MODEL 37 SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN 16 ga., 28” barrel choked full with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces are 
a mottled gray overall with brown patina blending through, light handling and tool marks and some light oxidation and staining. The smooth 
walnut stocks rate about very good and have dings and scratches throughout. The buttstock has a few minor cracks running through the 
wrist from the rear of the frame back. An about good example the may prove a good shooter with a little TLC. (48365-2) {C&R} (75/150)

1664.  BRIDGE GUN CO. SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #A504924, 410 Bore, 26” barrel choked full with a very good, lightly pitted 
bore. The barrel retains about 90% original blue with light handling marks and specks of light surface oxidation throughout. The frame has 
a large amount of the original case colors. The hardwood stocks rate very good and have some light dings and minor flaking to the original 
varnish. A good functioning single shot 410. (48358-13) {MODERN} (75/125)

1665.  W.H. DAVENPORT SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #79592, 12 ga., 20” plain barrel choked cylinder with a very good bore that 
has some minor pitting throughout. The barrel is a mottled brown overall with scattered areas of light surface oxidation. The frame retains 
about 80% of the original nickel finish, the balance being mottled brown. The splinter forearm and pistolgrip buttstock rate near excellent 
and have several light dings and other handling marks throughout. The right side of the buttstock on the wrist, the belly side of the frame, 
the underside of the barrel just ahead of the forearm and left side of the barrel by the lug are all marked “W.F. & Co.”. Though these are 
similar stampings as seen on legitimate Wells Fargo-marked guns, it is not known if these are righteous due to the multiple stampings and 
lack of inventory numbers. Still a very good example that could benefit from some research. (47249-123) {C&R} (75/150)

1666.  WINCHESTER MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #1103967, 30 W.C.F., 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The 
barrel and magazine retain 90-92% evenly thinning original blue toning to brown with light muzzle wear and spots of light abrasive wear at 
the breech. The action retains about 40% original blue toning to a smooth gray, the loss due to years of being carried. The front band has 
toned to gray overall with traces of original blue in the protected centers, the rear barrel band retains much original blue but has a small 
drilled hole in the top center of the band. The plain straight grip walnut stock rates very good with expected light handling marks from the 
years. The front sight hood is no longer present and the original rear sight has been replaced with a Lyman No. 16 folding leaf rear sight. 
An overall very good 1940-manufactured carbine. (58290-9) {C&R} (300/500)

1667.  WINCHESTER MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #2939775, 30-30 Win., 20” barrel with a bright bore. The barrel 
and magazine retain about 80% original blue fading to brown and gray with scattered fine surface oxidation with sporadic spots of more 
modest oxidation here and there. The action retains about 60% flaking original blue toning to gray and brown with scattered fine oxidation. 
The front left of the receiver has two additional drilled holes for mounting sights. The plain straight grip hardwood stock is a bit shy of the 
checkered steel shotgun buttplate and has an applied light varnish with dried runs at the rear tang. The front sight hood remains intact. 
(58290-7) {C&R} (200/400)

1668.  WINCHESTER MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #1196502, 30 W.C.F., 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal 
surfaces retain 99% applied blue with a couple tiny specks of silvering along the receiver. The plain straight grip walnut stock and forend 
show a few light blemishes under an added gloss varnish which has generously spilled over onto the metal. The stock is fitted with a grooved 
steel shotgun buttplate with moderate oxidation at the toe. The front sight hood is no longer present. (58369-6) {C&R} (175/275)

1669.  WINCHESTER MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #1265396, 30 W.C.F., 20 “ barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel 
and magazine retain 95-98% original blue with muzzle and edge wear and scattered spots of light oxidation. The barrel bands have toned 
to gray overall with traces of blue. The action retains about 85% original blue, loss due mainly to edge wear and scattered fine oxidation 
and scratches. There is a small dent in the bottom right edge and the left rear of the receiver has two drilled and tapped holes for sight 
provisions. The plain straight grip buttstock and forend rate fair with a 3 1/4” crack through the toe and other light handling marks and an 
added light varnish. The stock has been fitted with a grooved steel shotgun buttplate that has toned to an overall gray. The front sight has 
been replaced with an orange Hi-Vis rod sight, the hood is no longer present and the rear sight has been replaced with a reproduction 
Marbles sporting rear sight. (58369-23) {C&R} (175/275)

1670.  WINCHESTER MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #1732092, 30-30 Win., 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The 
barrel and magazine retain about 85% original blue evenly fading to gray and brown with scattered fine oxidation and pinprick pitting. The 
action retains about 80% original blue with scattered fine oxidation toning to gray primarily along the edges. The plain straight grip walnut 
stock and forend rate good to very good showing an old light cleaning removing all the original finish now a bit shy at the toe. There is a 
shallow dent in the left side of the butt which is hard to see but can be felt. The stock is fitted with a checkered steel shotgun buttplate and 
the front sight hood is still present. (58405-6) {C&R} (200/400)
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1671.  MARLIN MODEL 99 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE 22 LR, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original 
blue, loss due to light edge wear and a few sparse spots of light oxidation. The plain pistolgrip walnut stock rates excellent with only a 
couple light blemishes. The front sight hood is no longer present and mounted on the grooved receiver is a Light Sowa 4x15 Monoscope 
with fine crosshair reticle and clear optics in a one-piece clamping mount. (58400-20) {C&R} (75/150)

1672.  WINCHESTER MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #2188067, 30-30 Win., 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal 
surfaces retain about 98% original blue with a few sparse specks of light oxidation and light silvering along the edges. The plain straight 
grip walnut stock and forend rate very good with a few light handling marks and spots of lightly flaking finish and is fitted with a checkered 
steel shotgun buttplate. The front sight hood is no longer present and the left side of the receiver has been drilled and tapped and a solid 
side scope mount has been installed minus one of the screws. (58339-17) {C&R} (300/500)

1673.  WINCHESTER MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #2147906, 30-30 Win., 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The 
metal surfaces retain about 80% original blue flaking to brown with gray along the edges and scattered fine oxidation. The plain straight 
grip walnut stock and forend rate good to very good with numerous light handling marks, dents and areas of flaking finish mainly on the 
buttstock which is fitted with a checkered steel shotgun buttplate. The front sight hood, the loading gate and its corresponding interior 
parts are no longer present. (58290-12) {C&R} (150/250)

1674.  CUSTOM WINCHESTER MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #4988929, 30-30 Win., 16 1/2” shortened barrel with a 
bright excellent bore and the magazine shortened to the end of the forend. The barrel and magazine retain 90-92% applied blue toning to 
pale brown with light muzzle wear and thin circular scratches from magazine installation. The receiver has faded to a pale pewter and brown 
with scattered fine oxidation staining. The hammer, lever, link and lower tang retain about 85% of what appears to be original blue, majority 
of loss due to fading on the link and light contact wear on the hammer and shoulder of the lever. The plain straight grip fancy walnut stock 
and forend rate about very good with a few light handling marks and is fitted with a checkered steel shotgun buttplate. The forend has been 
shortened as well and does not seat properly against the receiver. This carbine is sighted with a brass bead front sight on a non-factory 
ramp, the rear sight has been replaced with a slot blank and a fire temper blue Williams No. 94 36 peep sight has been installed on the 
receiver. (58002-192) {MODERN} (175/275)

1675.  WINCHESTER MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #1177067, 32 W.S., 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel 
and magazine retain 90-92% evenly thinning original blue toning to brown with scattered fine oxidation and wear along the muzzle and 
barrel bands. The receiver has toned to brown and gray with traces of original blue along the protected edges. The action retains about 
90% original blue, with loss primarily along the hammer and lever. The plain straight grip walnut stock and forend rate very good with 
expected light handling and what may be a little added varnish. The stock is fitted with a checkered steel shotgun buttplate, the front sight 
hood is no longer present and the rear tang has been drilled and tapped for a peep sight and is filled with a slightly extra-long screw. 
(58319-48D32142) {C&R} (300/500)

1676.  WINCHESTER MODEL 67 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 27” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces have toned to 
brown overall with scattered fine oxidation and shallow impact marks. The plain pistolgrip walnut stock rates about very good with numerous 
light handling marks and spots of flaking varnish. (58383-9) {C&R} (75/150)

1677.  WINCHESTER MODEL 74 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #362082A, 22 LR, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces 
retain 98% original blue, loss due to a couple light rub marks along the barrel. The pistolgrip walnut stock rates very good with a couple light 
blemishes. The rear sight has been removed and a Mossberg M4C 4X scope with fine crosshair reticle and clear optics has been installed 
on the right side of the receiver. The scope is equipped with a rubber eye cup, the scope base and hardware show flaking black painted 
finish. (58391-2) {C&R} (175/275)

1678.  WINCHESTER MODEL 67 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 27” barrel with a bright bore but what appears to be a light ring about 
1” from the muzzle. The metal surfaces are an overall brown with scattered fine oxidation and patches of modest pitting on the right side 
of the barrel the first 8” from the muzzle. The plain pistolgrip walnut stock with fingergroove forend rates good with ample handling marks 
and flaking varnish with perhaps 20% original finish remaining. (58383-8) {C&R} (50/100)

1679.  REMINGTON NO. 4 ROLLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #J252683, 32 RF, 24” octagon barrel with an about very good bore showing good 
rifling with light oxidation and pitting the entire length. The barrel has toned to overall brown with hidden traces of original blue and scattered 
fine oxidation, light silvering and tiny impact marks along the edges. The colors of the case-hardened frame have softened only lightly with 
age acquiring some very light oxidation on the lever contact ring and the right side of the frame. The plain straight grip walnut stock and 
forend rate very good with handling marks and lightly flaking varnish. A good looking little rolling block rifle. (58320-140) {C&R} (150/250)

1680.  MARLIN MODEL 336A LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #91037788, 30-30 Win., 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The 
metal surfaces retain 99% original blue. The press-checkered pistolgrip birch stock and forend rate excellent with maybe a couple 
tiny blemishes. The carbine features a crossbolt safety and the front sight hood is present and intact. An excellent 336 carbine. 
(58369-21) {MODERN} (200/300)

1681.  NEW ENGLAND FIREARMS PARDNER SB2 SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #NJ300198, 10 ga., 27 1/2” plain barrel with 
a bright excellent bore choked full. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with a couple faint rub marks along the frame. The plain 
pistolgrip hardwood stock and forend rate very good plus with a shallow dent and a couple light handling marks on the forend. Installed 
on the rear of the barrel is a Simmons Prodiamond 4x32 shotgun scope with diamond center crosshair reticle and clear optics on a Weaver 
solid base with two-piece rings. (58366-13) {MODERN} (200/300)

1682.  STEVENS MODEL 94 SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #391DB, 16 ga., 30” plain barrel choked cylinder with a very good bore 
having some fine oxidation. The barrel retains about 90% original blue toning to brown with sparse fine oxidation and tiny impact marks 
from the years. The frame has toned to brown and gray with scattered fine oxidation. The plain pistolgrip walnut stock and forend rate fair 
with chips and a crack in the wrist along with other handling marks. The stock is fitted with a lightly worn checkered hard rubber buttplate. 
(58383-7) {C&R} (25/75)

1683.  BALL AND WILLIAMS 
BALLARD RIFLE 

serial #8708, 44 RF, 30” full octagon barrel with a fair bore showing strong rifling with 
pitting and oxidation throughout. The barrel is now a plum patina with fading throughout and 

silvering on the high edges. The lever and frame are a reddish brown patina at the rear, sides 
and the rest of the frame, breech block and hammer are a gray patina. The checkered walnut straight grip 

buttstock has minor handling marks, varnish has been added over the years and it wears a smooth steel crescent 
buttplate that is now a plum patina and sits proud of the toe. The checkered walnut forend has been varnished as well, it is 

missing the nosecap and there is a 6” piece missing from the right side along the barrel. This Ballard has a single set trigger and 
manual extractor and there are dovetails cut in the barrel, front and rear frame, and holes drilled and tapped in the rear of the barrel, but no sights 
are mounted. (218151-6) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)
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1684.  MOSSBERG MODEL 195K-A BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN 12 ga., 26” adjustable choke barrel with a bright excellent bore. The 
metal surfaces retain 95-98% original blue with some sparse fine staining, contact wear on the bolt and a ring of dried adhesive around 
the muzzle from when the Poly-Choke style choke was installed, there are a few drops of spatter also present along the barrel. The plain 
pistolgrip walnut stock rates very good with a couple minor handling marks and a slightly compressed factory ventilated rubber recoil pad. 
A single detachable magazine is included. (58405-4) {MODERN} (75/150)

1685.  REMINGTON GENESIS 209 IGNITION MUZZLELOADING RIFLE serial #14-13-022513-06, 50 cal., 28” round barrel with a 
dirty, lightly oxidized bore. The matte stainless steel barrel rates very good plus with scattered fine staining and the frame retains nearly all 
its black anodized finish with a few light scratches. The pistolgrip camouflage stock and forend rate excellent. The sights have been removed 
and a Simmons 8-Point 4x32 scope with duplex reticle and clear optics has been installed in two piece rings and bases. What appears to 
be a proper aluminum ramrod is included, the tip however is broken. (58402-S20820A) {ANTIQUE} (75/150)

1686.  WINCHESTER MODEL 1894 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #502719, 32-40, 26” round barrel with button magazine and a dark 
oxidized bore. The metal surfaces retain 95-97% applied blue flaking to brown with scattered brush marks from being cleaned still showing 
evidence of scattered fine oxidation and pinprick pitting along with a couple small superficial scratches. The plain straight grip walnut stock 
and forend rate very good with a couple handling marks and an added light varnish. This rifle is equipped with standard sporting sights. An 
about very good refinished 1894 rifle. (58139-50D31916) {C&R} (400/600)

1687.  WINCHESTER MODEL 63 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #21834A, 22 LR, 23” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 90-
92% evenly thinning original blue with a sparse peppering of fine oxidation and light muzzle wear. The action retains about 40% blue toning 
to brown and gray with similar finish on the buttplate and nose cap. The plain pistolgrip walnut stock and forend rate very good overall with 
light handling marks. The rear sight has been removed and a Weaver V22-A scope with duplex reticle and clear optics has been installed 
on the left side of the receiver. (58340-19) {C&R} (200/400)

1688.  IVER JOHNSON DEFENDER 89 SPUR TRIGGER REVOLVER serial #3146, 30 RF, 2 1/2” octagon barrel with an oxidized pitted 
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% original nickel, loss due to spots of flaking and oxidation. The Federal eagle hard rubber 
grips rate very good plus showing light wear. The action is in need of mechanical as the cylinder does not cycle properly all the time. 
(58333-30) {ANTIQUE} (25/75)

1689.  HOPKINS & ALLEN XL NO. 5 SPUR TRIGGER REVOLVER serial #2213, 38 CF, 3” octagon barrel with an about very good bright 
bore having spots of oxidation and pitting. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original nickel with scattered fine flaking, oxidation and 
edge wear. The grips, mainspring and other internal parts are missing. (58333-33) {ANTIQUE} (10/20)

1690.  UNMARKED LARGE FRAME SPUR TRIGGER REVOLVER 38 RF, 5” round barrel with a very good bore having scattered light 
oxidation still with good rifling the entire length. The metal surfaces retain 90-92% dull original nickel with scattered specks of light flaking 
and oxidation The rosewood birds head grips rate very good with light handling marks still retaining much original varnish. The case-hard-
ened hammer does not lock back when cocked. (58333-31) {ANTIQUE} (25/75)

1691.  HOPKINS & ALLEN XL NO. 5 SPUR TRIGGER REVOLVER serial #5724, 38 CF, 5” octagon barrel with an about very good bore 
having scattered oxidation and light pitting. The metal surfaces retain about 80% dull original nickel with scattered flaking, scratches 
and oxidation. The checkered brown dogs head grips rate fair with a chip in the left butt. The action does not lock and cycle properly. 
(58333-16) {ANTIQUE} (25/50)

1692.  HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON AUTO EJECTING 2ND MODEL TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #5184, 32 S&W, 3 1/4” round 
barrel with a dark oxidized bore. The metal surfaces retain 80% original flaking nickel with scattered flaking and oxidation. The grips, trigger 
assembly, latch and other internal parts are missing. (58333-28) {C&R} (5/10)

1693.  HOPKINS & ALLEN XL NO. 5 ENGRAVED SPUR TRIGGER REVOLVER serial #1561, 38 RF, 2 1/4” octagon barrel with a smooth 
bore having very faint oxidation staining. The metal surfaces have flaked to pale gray overall with scattered fine oxidation and generous 
amounts of original nickel along the backstrap and bottom of the frame. The revolver shows about three quarter coverage quality engraving 
of cabin in woods, geometric shapes and flowing scroll. The birdshead walnut grips rate very good showing minor wear. The hammer does 
not lock when cocked. (58333-24) {ANTIQUE} (50/100)

1694.  HOPKINS & ALLEN RANGER NO. 2 SPUR TRIGGER REVOLVER serial #6255, 30 RF, 2 3/4” round barrel with an about very 
good bore showing some scattered oxidation and pitting. The metal surfaces retain about 70% dull matte nickel with scattered fine oxidation. 
The checkered brown hard rubber grips rate very good showing light wear. (58333-22) {ANTIQUE} (75/150)

1695.  SMITH & WESSON NO. 1 THIRD ISSUE TIP-UP REVOLVER serial #48512, 22 RF, 3 1/4” round barrel with a dark oxidized bore. 
The metal surfaces retain about 70% flaking nickel with the majority of loss in the cylinder and breech areas which also show moderate 
oxidation and pinprick pitting. The rosewood birds head grips rate about very good showing wear and flaking varnish. The hammer does 
not lock when cocked. (58350-3) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

1696.  SMITH & WESSON NO. 1 THIRD ISSUE TIP-UP REVOLVER serial #117963, 22 RF, 3 1/4 round barrel with a good bore showing 
scattered fine oxidation and pinprick pitting. The metal surfaces retain about 75% flaking original nickel the majority of loss to the frame, 
cylinder and breech areas. The rosewood birds head grips rate very good with a couple light handling marks retaining much original varnish. 
The cylinder does not time properly. (58353-2) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)

1697.  SMITH & WESSON NO. 1 THIRD ISSUE TIP-UP REVOLVER serial #97829, 22 RF, 3 1/4” round barrel with a good to very good 
bore having scattered fine oxidation and light pitting the entire length. The metal surfaces retain about 90% original nickel with light flaking 
and oxidation along the edges which also show some tiny impact marks. The rosewood birds head grips rate very good showing minor 
wear, traces of original varnish and are stamped numbered to the gun on the right panel. (58333-9) {ANTIQUE} (175/275)

1698.  BELGIAN COPY OF A SMITH & WESSON NO. 1 THIRD ISSUE TIP-UP REVOLVER serial #3171, 22 RF, 3 1/4” round barrel with 
a very good plus bore with scattered oxidation and good rifling the entire length. The barrel and cylinder retain about 40% original blue toning 
to a smoky gray and brown with light turn ring on the cylinder and loose scroll engraving at the breech and on the cylinder. The hammer and 
frame have muted to an overall mottled gray with generous traces of case colors and a little fine oxidation. The frame pins show nice border 
engraving. The unnumbered walnut birds head grips rate very good retaining much original varnish. (58333-11) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

1699.  SMITH & WESSON NO. 1 SECOND ISSUE TIP-UP REVOLVER serial #94110, 22 RF, 3 1/4” octagon barrel with a dark oxidized 
bore. The barrel has toned to an overall brown patina with scattered oxidation. The brass frame retains about 85% fading silverplate the loss 
primarily along the edges. The rosewood grips rate very good with light edge wear and flaking varnish. The cylinder, pin and release latch 
are missing. (58333-26) {ANTIQUE} (75/150)

1700.  ROLLIN WHITE POCKET REVOLVER WITH EJECTOR serial #453, 22 RF, 3 1/8” octagon barrel with a bright excellent bore. The 
barrel, ejector and cylinder have tone to pewter with scattered fine staining. The frame has a nice bright brass patina almost appearing to 
have never been plated. The unnumbered walnut grips rate near excellent retaining nearly all its bright finish. The action times and advances 
nicely and the barrel is Smith & Wesson marked. (58333-2) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)
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1701.  AMERICAN STANDARD TOOL POCKET REVOLVER serial #33753, 22 RF, 3” octagon barrel with an about very good bore with 
pitting, frosting and good rifling the entire length. The barrel and cylinder pin have toned to pewter with sparse fine oxidation. The cylinder 
is a slightly darker gray and brown with faint traces of blue and a very light turn ring. The brass frame is void of any silverplate and has toned 
to a mellow ochre with some tiny light scratches. The walnut grips rate very good with light wear along the edges and lightly flaking varnish. 
The frame, barrel and cylinder are numbered alike and the action remains strong and functions properly. (58333-12) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1702.  SMITH & WESSON NO. 1 SECOND ISSUE TIP-UP REVOLVER serial #43529, 22 RF, 3 1/4” octagon barrel with a very good bore 
having strong evident rifling with scattered fine oxidation. The barrel, pin and cylinder have toned to a smoky gray patina with scattered fine 
oxidation, pinprick pitting and silvering along the edges. The frame retains about 60% dark silver plate, the exposed brass surfaces having a 
lightly tarnished patina and the majority of loss being along the edges and right side of the frame. The rosewood grips rate about very good 
with lightly rounded edges along the butt. The action remains strong and functions properly. (58333-3) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1703.  SMITH & WESSON NO 1 SECOND ISSUE TIP-UP REVOLVER serial #87250, 22 RF, 3 1/4” octagon barrel with a very good bore 
having fine oxidation and pitting with good rifling the entire length. The barrel, ejector pin and cylinder have toned to a gray and brown 
patina with scattered fine oxidation staining. The frame bears a mottled gray patina with good traces of original silverplate wearing to thin 
bright brass along the edges. The rosewood grips rate very good with light handling marks, edge wear and are stamp numbered to the gun 
on the right panel. (587250-7) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1704.  MARLIN XXX STANDARD MODEL 1872 TIP-UP REVOLVER serial #4622, 30 RF, 3” round ribbed barrel with a fair bore showing 
moderate frosting and oxidation. The barrel, cylinder and hammer have toned to a smoky gray patina with scattered fine pinprick pitting and 
oxidation. The frame has toned to a bright brass patina with very faint traces of silverplate along the protected edges. The birds head walnut 
grips rate good to very good with light handling marks, traces of original varnish and are numbered to the gun on the left panel. The barrel, 
frame and cylinder are numbered alike. The cartridge ejector pin is missing as are some of the internal parts causing the action to not work 
properly. (58333-5) {ANTIQUE} (50/100)

1705.  ROLLIN WHITE POCKET MODEL REVOLVER serial #4814, 22 RF, 3” octagon barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel and 
cylinder on this first type revolver bear an overall brown and gray patina with faint traces of original blue along the barrel flute and a light 
turn ring on the cylinder. The frame retains an even balance of bluish-gray silver plate and mellow dull brass. The rosewood grips rate 
near excellent retaining much original varnish. The butt of the frame is numbered “4814” while the interior left of the frame, cylinder and 
both grips are numbered “334” and the top of the barrel has Smith & Wesson markings. The action remains strong and functions properly. 
(58333-14) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1706.  CRESCENT ARMS VOLUNTEER SPUR TRIGGER REVOLVER serial #78, 30 RF, 2 1/4” round barrel with a fair bore showing 
pitting and oxidation. The metal surfaces retain 95-98% original nickel toning to pale gray with some thin scratches and a light turn ring on 
the cylinder. The grips are missing and the action no longer functions. (58333-32) {ANTIQUE} (20/40)

1707.  NORWICH ARMS 32 SPUR TRIGGER REVOLVER serial #212, 32 RF, 2 1/2” octagon barrel with a dark oxidized bore. The metal 
surfaces retain about 80% flaking faded nickel with scattered oxidation mainly in the cylinder area. The aftermarket embossed pewter grips 
rate very good having a nice patina. The cylinder pin, mainspring and other internal parts are missing prohibiting the action from functioning 
properly. (58333-34) {ANTIQUE} (25/75)

1708.  NORWICH ARMS 32 SPUR TRIGGER REVOLVER serial 483, 32 RF, 2 1/2” octagon barrel with a dark oxidized bore. The metal 
surfaces show light punch dot and scroll engraving and have tone toned to an overall brown and gray patina with scattered oxidation, pitting 
and perhaps 10% original nickel remaining. The embossed pewter grips rate about very good showing wear and are scratch numbered to 
the gun. The checkering on the cylinder shows moderate wear and the mainspring and other internal parts have weakened prohibiting the 
action from operating properly. (58269-2) {ANTIQUE} (25/75)

1709.  HOPKINS & ALLEN YOU BET SPUR TRIGGER REVOLVER serial #4579, 22 RF, 2 1/4” round barrel with a dark oxidized bore. The metal 
surfaces retain about 30% original nickel fading to brown and gray with modest oxidation. The birds head walnut grips rate very good showing 
light wear. The action does advance and the cylinder pin is loose and slides forward from time to time. (58301-27) {ANTIQUE} (50/100)

1710.  IVER JOHNSON DEFENDER 89 SPUR TRIGGER REVOLVER serial #55, 32 RF, 2 1/2” round barrel with a bright excellent bore. 
The metal surfaces have faded to pale gun metal with scattered fin pitting and oxidation. The plain walnut grips rate fair showing modest 
wear and handling marks. The action does not function properly. (58333-23) {ANTIQUE} (15/30)

1711.  HOPKINS & ALLEN CZAR SPUR TRIGGER REVOLVER serial #5520, 22 RF, 3 1/2” octagon barrel with an oxidized bore. The 
barrel has toned two an overall brown and gray with scattered fine oxidation, faint traces of original nickel and has light line engraving at 
the muzzle and breech. The frame and cylinder retain about 70% fading original nickel with scattered modest oxidation, the frame having 
more detailed loosed scroll engraving. The checkered hard rubber T&R logo grips rate about very good showing wear. The action does not 
advance properly. (58269-7) {ANTIQUE} (50/100)

1712.  UNMARKED LARGE FRAME SPUR TRIGGER REVOLVER serial #8, 32 RF, 3” octagon barrel with a dark oxidized bore. The metal 
surfaces retain about 80% original nickel toning to brown with the majority of loss due to flaking on the cylinder, light edge wear and impact 
marks on the cylinder pin. The plain walnut birds head grips rate about very good with light handling marks and perhaps 15% original varnish 
remaining. The action still seems to time and advance properly. (58405-14) {ANTIQUE) (50/100)

1713.  ESPRIN EUSKARO DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #20933, 32 S&W, 2 3/4” ribbed round barrel with an about 
very good bore showing scattered pitting and oxidation. The metal surfaces on this Spanish copy of a Smith & Wesson top break retain an 
even balance of fading original blue and dark gray with scattered fine pitting and oxidation. The checkered hard rubber grips rate about 
very good showing wear. This revolver is equipped with a left-side hammer block safety and the action still seems to function properly. 
(58365-1) {C&R} (40/60)

1714.  SMITH & WESSON NO. 1 1/2 TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #15618, 32 S&W, 3” ribbed round barrel with a good bore having 
scattered oxidation and pitting the entire length. The metal surfaces retain about 60% flaking original nickel with the exposed metal having 
a gray-brown finish with scattered fine oxidation and pinprick pitting. The grips, mainspring and other internal parts are missing prohibiting 
the action from operating properly. (58333-35) {ANTIQUE} (25/75)

1715.  FOREHAND & WADSWORTH RUSSIAN MODEL 32 SPUR TRIGGER REVOLVER serial #16625, 32 RF, 2 1/2” octagon barrel with a 
very good bore having scattered oxidation and light pitting. The metal surfaces retain about 85% original nickel flaking to brown along the edges. 
The grips, sideplate, and other internal parts are missing prohibiting the action from functioning properly. (58333-29) {ANTIQUE} (15/30)

1716.  HOOD FIREARMS ROBIN HOOD NO. 1 SPUR TRIGGER REVOLVER serial #4064, 22 RF, 2 1/2” round barrel with an about 
very good smooth bore having spots of oxidation and pitting. The metal surfaces retain about 90% flaking original nickel with modest 
oxidation staining, the majority of loss along the cylinder and its border of the frame. The plain walnut grips rate very good with light 
handling marks under an added varnish and are stamp-numbered to the gun on the left panel. Action seems to function mechanically. 
(58333-4) {ANTIQUE} (75/150)
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1717.  HOPKINS & ALLEN DICTATOR SPUR TRIGGER REVOLVER serial #8666, 30 RF, 2 3/4” octagon barrel with an about very good 
bore having some patches of modest oxidation and maybe some light pitting. The metal surfaces retain about 90% dull original nickel with 
scattered fine oxidation and flaking under a covering of very tarnish and a light turn ring on the cylinder. The checkered hard rubber grips 
rate very good showing light wear. The action seems to function well mechanically. (58333-18) {ANTIQUE} (75/150)

1718.  HOPKINS & ALLEN BLUE JACKET NO. 2 SPUR TRIGGER REVOLVER serial #7689, 32 RF, 3 1/8” round barrel with dark bore 
having scattered oxidation and pitting the entire length. The metal surfaces show loose scroll and punch dot engraving and retain 95-98% 
applied nickel over fine oxidation and pinprick pitting most likely applied at the time of engraving. The polished bone grips rate very good 
with a few tiny handling marks and are pencil-numbered to the gun on the right panel. The action seems to time and advance properly. 
(58333-37) {ANTIQUE} (50/100)

1719.  BLISSETT PERCUSSION COAT PISTOL 65 Cal., 5 3/4” octagon barrel with a dark rusty bore. The damascus barrel has toned to 
brown with scattered pitting and oxidation, the steel breech retains nearly all its applied blue with some scattered light oxidation. The rear 
tang and lock retain 85% bright nickel with scattered oxidation becoming moderate at the base of the hammer and the triggerguard and 
the ramrod thimble retains similar original blue with more moderate oxidation on the triggerguard. The walnut stock rates good with a 2” 
crack through the left-side lock bolt, thin cracks at the forend tips, worn checkering and other light handling marks. There is a rectangular 
German silver monogram plate in the wrist. (58107-11) {ANTIQUE} (50/100)

1720.  COLT THIRD MODEL DERINGER serial #19713, 41 RF, 2 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. This is a later production standard 
model without the raised bolster on the frame and equipped with a sloping hammer. The barrel retains about 85% original blue toning to 
brown with scattered fine oxidation staining and minor edge and muzzle wear. The frame retains 98% bright nickel plate with scattered tiny 
scratches. The plain birds head walnut grips rate about very good with light handling marks and patches of flaking varnish. An overall very 
good plus later production “Thuer” made into the early 1900’s. (58333-38) {C&R} (350/550)

1721.  IVER JOHNSON ECLIPSE SINGLE SHOT DERINGER 22 RF, 2 1/2” barrel with a fair bore showing moderate pitting and oxidation. 
The metal surfaces on this unmarked Eclipse have flaked to gun metal with scattered fine oxidation, light pitting and impact marks. The 
plain birds head walnut grips rate good with a repaired thin crack in the left panel along with light handling marks and flaking varnish. 
(58333-21) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

1722.  PERCUSSION HALFSTOCK SPORTING RIFLE WITH ASHMORE LOCK about 32 cal., 33” octagon barrel with a dark oxidized 
bore. The barrel bears an overall dark patina with scattered patches of fine to moderate oxidation. The two-piece ramrod rib is an even 
balance of blue and brown with scattered spots of oxidation and gray lead where it was soldered to the barrel. The Ashmore-marked lock 
is lightly engraved with scroll, dog and bird scenes and has a dull smoky gray and brown patina. The walnut stock with raised cheekpiece 
rates good overall with handling marks, is a bit shy of the buttplate and is equipped with a darkened lead forend cap, the stock bolt is missing 
leaving the barrel loose fitting. The brass patchbox and hardware have a tarnished patina. This rifle is equipped with a simple blade front 
sight, v-notch rear sight and double set triggers. The action remains functional and what appears to be a proper stripped wood ramrod is 
present. A good candidate for above the mantle. (58295-14) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

1723. VIRGINIA 2ND MODEL MUSKET SHORTENED AND CONVERTED TO PER-
CUSSION about 69 cal., 33 1/2” shortened barrel with a dark bore. This musket was converted utilizing 

a bolster style, the top of the lock cut and the frizzen holes filled, there are gaps where the lock doesn’t seat properly 
also present along the narrow triggerguard and quite possibly may be from another arm. The barrel has been shortened and 

there is a dovetailed brass front sight installed 3 1/4” from the muzzle. The metal surfaces bear an overall dark brown patina with 
scattered fine oxidation and pitting with more moderate patches on the breech and bolster areas; the buttplate and front barrel band are 
a brighter mottled gray-brown. The walnut stock rates good overall with repaired cracks through the wrist and a nicely repaired large 
chip in the left side in front of the sideplate and has been shortened to 5 1/2” from the muzzle and a non-original bright brass nosecap 
installed. The wood has been lightly cleaned showing light handling marks and does not seat properly with the metal. The action does 
not function in half-cock and a non-original steel button tip ramrod is present. An overall good condition mixed parts “carbined” musket. 
(58348-10) {ANTIQUE} (350/550)

1724.  UNMARKED CUSTOM WINCHESTER MODEL 1885 LOW WALL RIFLE serial #39303, 32 CF, 25” heavy barrel with a bright 
excellent bore. The added barrel remains in-the-white with a few sparse scratches and stains and is equipped with three target blocks. 
The action has toned to gray and brown with scattered fine oxidation and pinprick pitting. The walnut Schuetzen-style stock with left side 
cheekpiece rates about very good with a chip in the rear of the comb and an added varnish with a few light runs. The Swiss-style buttplate 
is bright with modest brush marks from being cleaned. There is no forearm and some of the internal parts are missing prohibiting the action 
from functioning. Included is a false muzzle and brass starter numbered to the gun. (57966-33) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

1725.  STEVENS FAVORITE NO. 17 FALLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #D186, 22 LR, 22” part octagon part round barrel with a dark pitted bore. 
The barrel is a mottled blue-brown retaining about 30% original blue and showing a little light pitting, oxidation and some tool marks. The 
frame and action are a gray patina with areas toning to brown showing some tool marks and a few specks of oxidation. The falling block pivot 
pin has been replaced with a machine bolt and nut. The walnut stock and forearm rate good with multiple light dings, scratches, a small chip 
by the lower tang and a chip in the toe and the toe of the hard rubber buttplate. The original sights are intact. (128255-2) {C&R} (30/60)

1726.  SMITH & WESSON MODEL SW9VE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #PBC7723, 9mm, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The 
stainless steel slide rates near excellent showing a couple of minor handling marks. The black polymer frame with integral grip rate excellent. 
The gun features 3-dot sights and comes with two magazines and an unlabeled blue plastic S&W box. (128396-1) {MODERN} (200/300)

1727.  REMINGTON MODEL 870 EXPRESS MAGNUM SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #B865247M, 12 ga, 28” ventilated rib barrel 
with an excellent bore choked modified. The metal surfaces retain 98% original parkerized finish with a little scattered light oxidation and 
several minor handling marks. The checkered pistolgrip hardwood stock and forearm rate near excellent with a couple of light handling 
marks. This overall about excellent condition shotgun comes with a choke wrench, a black plastic case, and a KleanBore 12ga cleaning kit 
that is used but in near excellent condition. (128396-2) {MODERN} (150/350)

1728.  BERETTA MODEL A300 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #G62533, 12 ga, 28” ventilated rib barrel with a bright excellent bore choked 
full. The metal surfaces retain 95-97% original blue with several small spots of light oxidation and pitting, multiple light handling marks, 
and a small area worn to gray. The checkered pistolgrip hardwood stock and forearm rate very good with a couple of moderate scratches, 
multiple minor handling marks, a few small spots of flaking finish and a small crack through the toe. The gun features sling swivels, a hard 
rubber buttplate and a bead front sight. (128413-18) {MODERN} (300/500)
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1729.  BROWNING MODEL B2000 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #83615C57, 12 ga, 28” ventilated rib barrel with a bright excellent 
bore choked full. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with light flaking and pitting on the receiver and multiple minor handling marks 
overall. The checkered pistolgrip stock and forearm rate very good plus showing multiple light dings and scratches. The gun is fitted with 
sling swivels and is sighted with a front bead. (128413-37) {MODERN} (200/400)

1730.  WINCHESTER MODEL 1906 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #527802, 22 S,L,LR, 20” barrel with a light to moderately pitted gray 
bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% reapplied blue with multiple light handling marks, and some light pitting under the new blue. The walnut 
stock and forearm rate near excellent showing several light handling marks and appear to have been lightly cleaned with an added finish. 
The hard rubber buttplate has two small and one large chip. The gun’s sights appear original. (128401-37D32822) {C&R} (350/550)

1731.  FRANCHI MODEL 500 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #M17893, 12 ga, 28” ventilated rib barrel with a bright excellent bore choked 
full. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with a few specks of oxidation and several minor handling marks primarily on the alloy 
receiver. The checkered walnut pistolgrip stock and forearm rate very good to near excellent with multiple minor handling marks. The gun 
is fitted with a thin ventilated recoil pad, sling swivels and is sighted with a front bead. (128413-25) {MODERN} (200/300)

1732.  ROSSI MODEL 92 SRC LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #SK005472, 38 Spl/357 Magnum, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. 
The brushed stainless steel surface rates near excellent with a few minor handling marks. The hardwood stock and forearm rate about 
excellent also showing several light handling marks. The gun is fitted with a crescent buttplate and a saddle ring with a front post and rear 
leaf sights. (128369-7) {MODERN} (100/300)

1733.  REMINGTON MODEL 513-T MATCHMASTER BOLT ACTION TARGET RIFLE serial #72112, 22LR, 27” barrel with a bright 
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% reapplied blue showing a few light handling marks and some old pinprick pitting under 
the new finish. The walnut pistolgrip stock has likely been lightly cleaned and rates excellent with a light handling mark or two. The 
gun is fitted with a handstop and swivels and is sighted with Redfield front globe and rear aperture sights. A very nice 1945 target rifle. 
(128320-97) (C&R) (100/300)

1734.  MARLIN MODEL 336CS LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #14066043, 30-30, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces 
retain 95-97% original blue with several light handling marks and a little scattered light oxidation. The walnut pistolgrip stock and forearm 
rate very good with multiple light dings and scratches and a couple of small spots of worn finish. The gun is fitted with swivel studs and the 
front sight hood is no longer present. A Bushnell Banner 1.5-6x lite-site rifle scope with duplex reticle and clear optics is mounted to the 
receiver. The scope comes without batteries and it is unknown if the illumination is operational. Also included is a leather sling with quick 
detachable swivels. (128331-1) {MODERN} (250/450)

1735.  MARLIN MODEL 30AS LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #12061760, 30-30, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces 
retain about 99% original blue with a couple of light scratches. The hardwood pistolgrip stock rates excellent with a minor handling mark 
or two. The factory sights are intact. (128369-17) {MODERN} (200/300)

1736.  WINCHESTER MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #2149938, 30-30, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal 
surfaces retain 85-90% original blue with the bulk of the loss due to toning to gray on the high handled areas along with multiple light 
scratches and a few specks of oxidation scattered about. There are four additional drilled and tapped holes with filler screws on the left side 
of the receiver. The walnut stock rates very good to excellent with several minor dings, scratches and a hole in the toeline where there once 
was a swivel stud. The factory sights are intact though the front sight hood is not present. (128401-35D32700) {C&R} (300/500)

1737.  MARLIN GLENFIELD MODEL 80G BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 
98-99% original blue with several minor handling marks. The walnut pistolgrip stock rates near excellent with a few minor handling marks 
and some fading finish towards the butt. The front sight dovetail is fitted with a mounting block, the rear leaf sight is intact and mounted to 
the rear of the receiver is a Lyman 57MR sight base without the adjustable arm. There is a Tasco 4x rifle scope with foggy optics mounted 
to the grooved receiver. Included is a single box magazine. (128373-3) {C&R} (100/150)

1738.  WINCHESTER MODEL 140 RANGER SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #N968748, 12 ga, 28” ventilated rib barrel with a bright 
excellent bore and fitted with a WinChoke choked full. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue with a little scattered light 
freckling and a light handling mark or two. The checkered pistolgrip stock and forearm rate very good to near excellent with a chip in 
the buttplate and toe and a couple of light handling marks. This shotgun appears to have seen little use and comes with a gun sock. 
(128402-10S20671) {MODERN} (150/250)

1739.  MITCHELL ARMS MODEL 15/22D SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #684448, 22 LR, 21” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal 
surfaces retain 99% original blue with a faint handling mark or two. The checkered pistolgrip hardwood stock with raised cheekpiece rates 
about excellent with an impact mark on the toeline and is fitted with an oversized ventilated recoil pad. The factory sights are intact and 
there is a deflector shield fitted over the extractor port. No magazine included. (128401-50D29958) {MODERN} (75/150)

1740.  MARLIN MODEL 70P PAPOOSE “TAKEDOWN” SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #07467687, 22 LR, 16 1/4” barrel with a bright 
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue with some light marks on the barrel from the takedown nut and a small 
spot of flaking on the alloy receiver. The hardwood pistolgrip stock rates excellent with a small factory blemish in the finish. The factory sights 
are intact and it comes with a single magazine. (128401-51D32670) {MODERN} (75/150)

1741.  WINCHESTER MODEL 67A BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 27” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 
about 99% original blue with a little scattered light freckling and a light handling mark or two. The pistolgrip walnut stock rates near 
excellent with several light dings, scratches and a small area of discoloration. The front sight dovetail is fitted with a globe sight with an 
interchangeable post, the factory rear leaf is intact and a Lyman 55RWS sight base is mounted to the receiver but comes without the 
aperture arm. (128383-6) {C&R} (150/250)

1742.  WINCHESTER MODEL 1890 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #474938, 22 Magnum, 24” octagon barrel with a good lightly to mod-
erately frosted bore with small spots of moderate pitting mid-bore. The metal surfaces are primarily a gray patina with some toning towards 
brown, some oxidation and oxidation staining and a little minor pitting. There are also some minor handling marks scattered about and a few 
impact marks by the front sight and by the slot blank on the receiver. The walnut stock and grooved forearm rate very good with a couple 
of tiny cracks by the upper tang and multiple light dings and scratches. The gun is sighted with a modified front post and a Marbles rear 
leaf. (128340-23) {C&R} (200/400)

1743.  RUGER MODEL 10/22 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #230-04413, 22 LR, 18 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal 
surfaces retain 95% original blue with light freckles of oxidation on the barrel, some thinning to gray and pitting on the front sight band 
and a couple of light handling marks scattered about. The hardwood pistolgrip stock rates very good to near excellent with multiple minor 
handling marks. The front sight is present thought the bead is broken off and mounted to the receiver is a Bushnell Sportview 4x rifle scope. 
The scope’s front lens is dislodged and has fallen into the scope. No magazine included. (128402-9S20666) {MODERN} (50/150)

1744.  RUGER MODEL 10/22 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #119-15169, 22 LR, 18 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal 
surfaces retain 98% original blue with a few specks of oxidation and light handling marks. The hardwood pistolgrip stock rates very good 
to near excellent with multiple light scratches scattered around. The factory sights are intact and mounted to the receiver is a Weaver K4-1 
rifle scope with a post and crosshair reticle and clear optics. No magazine included. (128402-12S20819) {MODERN} (100/200)
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1745.  TAURUS MODEL 72 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #T10458, 22 Magnum, 23” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The stainless steel 
surface rates about excellent showing a few minor handling marks. The hardwood stock and grooved forearm rate near excellent showing 
several light scratches and a couple of tiny dings. The factory sights are intact. (128406-2) {MODERN} (100/300)

1746.  TAURUS MODEL 62 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #YJ1459, 22 LR, 16 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The stainless steel 
surface rates near excellent showing a couple of specks of oxidation, a speck of pitting and a couple of scratches. The hardwood stock and 
grooved forearm rate excellent with a couple of light handling marks. The factory sights are intact. (128406-1) {MODERN} (100/300)

1747.  REMINGTON NYLON 66 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #2137099, 22 LR, 19 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces 
retain 97% original blue with freckles of oxidation, a few spots of light oxidation, and a couple of minor handling marks. The Mohawk brown 
plastic pistolgrip stock rates near excellent with multiple light scratches. The gun is sighted with a bead front sight that has a replacement 
retention screw and an adjustable rear leaf. (128401-39D32583) {MODERN} (250/450)

1748.  REMINGTON MODEL 10-C SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #2365586, 22 LR, 19 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal sur-
faces retain 98% original blue with a few spots of light oxidation, some light freckling here and there and a few minor handling marks. The 
Mohawk brown plastic pistolgrip stock rates near excellent with several light handling marks. The factory sights are intact and no magazine 
included. (128401-38D32581) {MODERN} (100/300)

1749.  RUGER MODEL 77/22 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #700-22379, 22 LR, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal sur-
faces retain 98% original blue with a few scattered specks of oxidation and minor handling marks. The checkered pistolgrip walnut 
stock rates very good with many dings, scratches and other handling marks and a couple of spots of worn fading finish. The gun has 
no provisions for sights but has an Armsport rifle scope with a duplex reticle and clear optics mounted to the receiver. No magazine 
included. (128401-45D32658) {MODERN} (350/550)

1750.  REMINGTON MOHAWK-48 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #5265995, 12 ga, 28” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal 
surfaces retain 98% original blue with some light freckling scattered about and a few minor handling marks. The checkered walnut pistolgrip 
stock and forearm rate about excellent with several handling marks and a small crack in the front of the forearm. Comes with a slip-on recoil 
pad, sling and a padded soft case. (128402-6S20637) {MODERN} (150/250)

1751.  STEVENS NO 14 1/2 LITTLE SCOUT SINGLE SHOT RIFLE 22 LR, 20” barrel with a near excellent bore showing a hint of frosting. 
The barrel retains 95% original blue with a little light oxidation, some fading toward brown and some light dings and scratches. The case 
colors on the frame remain strong with some oxidation present and some toning towards brown. The walnut stock and forearm rate very 
good with multiple dings, scratches and impact marks and some small spots of flaking finish. The gun is sighted with what appear to be the 
original front blade and rear V-notch sights. (128385-5) {C&R} (150/350)

1752.  COLT CHALLENGER SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #56363-C, 22 LR, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces 
retain 80% original blue with the gripstraps toning to gray, the sides of the barrel showing some wear and also toning towards gray, a couple 
of small spots of oxidation and a few light scratches. The checkered brown plastic grips rate very good to near excellent showing several 
minor handling marks. (128401-55D32735) {C&R} (200/400)

1753.  HIGH STANDARD MODEL B SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #12668, 22 LR, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal 
surfaces retain 95% original blue with some thinning on the gripstraps toning towards gray and multiple light scratches and handling 
marks. The checkered black plastic grips rate near excellent with a few minor handling blemishes. A very nice early model B pistol. 
(128401-21D32412) {C&R} (250/450)

1754.  HIGH STANDARD MODEL GD SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #321377, 22 LR, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal 
surfaces retain 80% original blue with thinning on the gripstraps to gray-brown, some minor silvering at the muzzle, and a little light oxidation 
and minor handling marks scattered about. The fully checkered walnut grips rate near excellent showing some minor flattening to some of the 
checkering and a few light handling marks. The gun is sighted with a front Patridge and adjustable rear sights. (128409-4) {C&R} (300/500)

1755.  AMT LIGHTNING SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #G20134, 22 LR, 10” bull barrel with a bright excellent bore. The stainless steel surface 
rates very good to near excellent with several small spots of oxidation and pitting on the barrel and a few minor handling marks scattered 
about. The black rubber Pachmayr grip rates excellent. The gun is sighted with a front post and adjustable rear sights and it comes with a 
box, manual and a single magazine. There is slight play in the barrel to frame fit. (128349-7) {MODERN} (100/200)

1756.  HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL 603 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #AU141940, 22 Magnum, 6” flat sided 
ribbed barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with a faint turn ring on the cylinder. The hardwood 
grips rate excellent. This revolver appears to have seen little if any use and comes with a factory box. (128320-7) {MODERN} (200/300)

1757.  HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON SPORTSMAN SINGLE ACTION TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial #S3871, 22 LR, 6” barrel 
with a bright excellent bore. The barrel is polished to gunmetal gray with a little light oxidation, a couple of small spots of moderate oxidation 
and a few light pits. The refinished frame retains 95% reapplied blue with a couple of small spots of flaking finish and showing a few minor 
handling marks. The cylinder retains 95% original blue with ring marks, a little light oxidation and some silvering on the edges. The checkered 
walnut grips rate near excellent with some light wear and several minor handling marks. The gun is sighted with an elevation adjustable 
front and windage adjustable rear sights. There is a slight play in the barrel to frame fit. The barrel, cylinder and frame are numbered alike. 
(126520-3186) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (75/150)

1758.  COLT 2ND GENERATION MODEL 1862 POLICE REVOLVER serial #52110, .36 Caliber, 5 1/2” barrel with an excellent, bright 
bore. The barrel and cylinder retain 60% original blue toning towards gray with light pitting scattered about. The case colors on the frame 
have faded to gray with light pitting primarily on the left side. The silver plated gripstrap is mostly bright with a few spots of mild tarnish 
and some minor handling marks. The walnut grips rate near excellent showing several minor handling marks. All the appropriate parts are 
numbered correctly. (126520-249) {ANTIQUE} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (100/200)

1759.  COLT TROOPER 357 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #52487, 357 Magnum, 5” shortened barrel with a bright excellent bore. 
The refinished bright nickel surface rates very good with an area of flaking on the frame, a spot of scuffing, and multiple dings and scratches, 
some of which are under the new finish. The checkered walnut grips with inset Colt medallions rate about very good with areas of worn finish, 
flattening of the checkering, and some light handling marks. (126520-366) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (150/350)

1760.  SAVAGE MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #110321, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a very good lightly frosted bore. The metal 
surfaces retain 85% original blue with thinning towards gray and brown primarily on the gripstrap, a few small spots of light pitting and sev-
eral minor handling marks. The checkered black plastic grips rate very good with a crack and chip in the left side and several light handling 
marks. There is a little play in the barrel to frame fit. (126520-2172) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (100/300)

1761.  COLT WOODSMAN SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #104075, 22 LR, 6 5/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 
90% original blue with areas fading/worn to gray, multiple light scratches, and scattered light oxidation and freckling. The checkered walnut 
grips rate good to very good with a full length crack on the left side, moderate wear to the checkering, and a few other dings and scratches. 
The front sight base is intact, but the sight blade is not present. (126520-104) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (250/450)
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1762.  WINCHESTER MODEL 67A BOYS BOLT ACTION SINGLE SHOT RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The 
metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with some light freckling, a few spots of oxidation and a couple of minor handling marks. The walnut 
pistolgrip stock rates very good with areas of fading/worn finish and multiple dings and scratches. A great rifle for youth with a length of 
pull of 12 3/4”. (126520-32) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/300)

1763.  REMINGTON MODEL 513-SA MATCHMASTER SPORTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #96816, 22 LR, 27” barrel with a bright 
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90-95% original blue fading towards brown with some light oxidation and pitting and a few minor 
handling marks. The checkered walnut pistolgrip stock rates very good to near excellent with some fading finish and multiple light dings and 
scratches. The front bead sight does not appear original and the rear sight dovetail is empty. The receiver is fitted with a Lyman 57RS aperture 
sight and a quick detachable Jaeger scope base and rings. (126520-1802) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (300/500)

1764.  SMITH & WESSON MODEL 10-7 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #6D17279, 38 Spl, 2” pinned barrel with an excellent bore. 
The metal surfaces retain 85% original blue with areas fading to a brown, silvering by the muzzle, several light handling marks, and a light 
turn ring on the cylinder. The trigger and hammer retain near excellent case colors with some toning to gray. The checkered walnut Magna 
grips with inset S&W medallions are numbered to a different gun and rate very good with areas of worn fading finish, some flattening of the 
checkering and several light dings and scratches. (126520-3809) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (100/200)

1765.  ANSCHUTZ WOODCHUCKER BOLT ACTION YOUTH RIFLE serial #WC05131, 22 LR, 16” barrel with a bright excellent bore. 
The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with scattered spotty oxidation and freckling and a couple of minor handling marks. The walnut 
pistolgrip Monte Carlo style stock rate near excellent with several light dings and scratches and some wear on the edges of the butt. The 
receiver is grooved for scope mounting, the rear sight dovetail is empty and the front bead sight and hood are intact. An excellent starter 
rifle for youth. (126520-1045) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (100/200)

1766.  MARLIN ORIGINAL GOLDEN 39M LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #72017239, 22 LR, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. 
The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with a few spots of light oxidation, some scattered freckling, and a few minor handling marks. 
The straight walnut stock and forearm rate very good to near excellent with a couple of scrapes on the forearm and a few other minor 
handling marks. The gun features a golden trigger and sling swivels and is fitted with a scope rail and hammer spur; the factory sights are 
intact. (126520-2749) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (300/500)

1767.  REMINGTON MODEL 582 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #44735, 22 S,L,LR, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal sur-
faces retain 98% original blue with some scattered spotty oxidation and light freckling. The walnut pistolgrip Monte Carlo stock rates very 
good to near excellent with multiple dings and scratches. This tube magazine rifle’s factory sights are intact. (126520-934) {MODERN} 
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (75/150)

1768.  RUGER MODEL 10/22 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #3983, 22 LR, 18 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces 
retain 98% original blue with a few small spots of oxidation, a couple of tiny pits and a few minor handling marks. The walnut pistolgrip 
stock rates very good to near excellent with several dings, scratches and minor handling marks. Factory sights are intact and there are no 
filler screws in the scope mounting holes on the receiver. (126520-1924) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (100/200)

1769.  WINCHESTER MODEL 1902 BOLT ACTION SINGLE SHOT RIFLE 22 S,L, 18” barrel with gray bore showing light to moderate pitting 
its full length. The metal surfaces are a gray-brown with added blue, a little light pitting and a few dings and scratches. The hardwood stock 
rates good with a replaced section in the wrist and an added finish. (126520-1650) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (40/80)

1770.  WINCHESTER MODEL 121-Y BOLT ACTION SINGLE SHOT RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 20 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The 
metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with a couple of small spots of oxidation and a few light handling marks. The walnut pistolgrip stock 
rates near excellent with several light dings and scratches. This model has a shorter stock with a 12 1/2” length of pull. The factory sights 
are intact. (126520-1899) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (50/100)

1771.  SMITH & WESSON MODEL 10-6 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #D822248, 38 Spl, 4” pinned and ribbed heavy barrel 
with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with silvering by the muzzle and on some high edges and a couple 
of areas worn and toning to brown. The trigger and hammer exhibit near excellent case colors with a little freckling on the trigger. 
The checkered walnut Magna grips with inset S&W medallions are numbered to a different gun and rate good with a worn finish, 
some flattening of the checkering, multiple handling marks and an added thumb indent on the left side. (126520-2423) {MODERN} 
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (150/250)

1772.  SMITH & WESSON MODEL 32-1 38/22 TERRIER DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #91777, 38 S&W, 2” pinned barrel with 
an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with silvering at the muzzle and a little light scattered oxidation. The trigger 
and hammer exhibit near excellent case colors with some thinning to gray and a few light freckles. The diamond checkered walnut Magna 
grips are numbered to the gun and rate very good to near excellent with some mild wear, a couple of chips on the edge of the checkering, 
and a few light handling marks. A very nice J-frame model 32. (126520-2071) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (300/500)

1773.  QUACKENBUSH SAFETY RIFLE SWINGING BREECH RIFLE 22 RF, 18” barrel with a light to moderately frosted bore. The barrel and 
breech retain 98% reapplied blue with a few minor handling marks, and a few spots of oxidation and a couple of small pits can be found under 
the new finish. The nickel frame rates very good to near excellent showing a few spots worn to gray, multiple minor scratches and dings, and 
a little light pitting. The walnut stock has been cleaned with an added finish and rates about excellent with a few minor handling marks. The 
crescent buttplate hangs proud of the wood. The cocking knob has been replaced with a machine screw. (128320-165A) {C&R} (100/300)

1774.  HIGH STANDARD MODEL C SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #81813, 22 Short, 6 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal 
surfaces retain 85-90% original blue with the gripstraps worn to gray, a little scattered light oxidation and a couple of light handling marks. 
The checkered black plastic grips with “HS” monogram rate about excellent with a faint handling mark or two. (126520-1989) {C&R} 
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (250/350)

1775.  WINCHESTER MODEL 1300 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #L2740574, 12 Ga, 22” rifled barrel with a bright excellent bore. The 
metal surfaces retain 99% original matte black with a few light handling marks. The checkered pistolgrip walnut stock and forearm rate about 
excellent showing a couple of minor dings. The barrel is marked “Rifled Barrel Deer Slug”. The gun is fitted with a ventilated black rubber 
recoil pad and the factory front bead and rear leaf sights. A set of Leupold style scope bases are mounted to the receiver. (126520-1537) 
{MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (100/300)

1776.  WINCHESTER MODEL 68 SINGLE SHOT BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 27” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces 
retain about 50% fading original blue toning to brown with some light oxidation and handing marks scattered about. The walnut pistolgrip 
stock rates near excellent with several light dings and scratches with an added finish. The front sight has been painted and the adjustable 
rear sight is missing the elevation adjusting screw and aperture. (126520-1092) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (100/200)
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1777.  RUGER VAQUERO SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #55-24237, .44 Magnum, 7 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The 
barrel, cylinder, and grip frame retain 95% original blue finish with spots of light silvering along some of the high edges and has a minor turn 
ring along the cylinder. The frame shows vibrant case-hardened colors with a spot of flaking in the sight channel and along the bottom flat. 
The hammer and trigger show spots of minor light fine oxidation staining and the ejector housing has spots of flaking in the anodized finish 
leaving the metal exposed. The revolver has a blade front sight that has been regulated and a square notch rear sight. The factory faux ivory 
grips with silver phoenix medallions rate excellent and this would likely make a great shooter. (108290-249) {MODERN} (300/500)

1778.  SMITH & WESSON MODEL 10-6 MILITARY & POLICE REVOLVER serial # D818586, .38 Special, 4” heavy barrel with a bright 
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue finish with scattered spots of light fine oxidation staining, silvering at the muzzle 
and along some of the high edges with a light turn ring along the cylinder. The standard hammer and service trigger have bold case-hard-
ened colors remaining and the revolver has a standard 1/8” ramp front sight with square notch rear sight. The checkered magna grips with 
silver S&W medallions rate excellent. Interestingly, Austrian Proofs can be found on the frame, cylinder and barrel and it is importer marked 
and remains in very good condition. (108413-92) {MODERN} (300/500)

1779.  RUGER SECURITY-SIX DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #158-34599, .357 Magnum, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The 
metal surfaces retain 95% original blue finish with spots of minor silvering at the muzzle, scattered light handling marks, specks of light fine 
oxidation staining and there is a light turn ring along the cylinder. Interestingly, this revolver has German proof marks on the barrel, cylinder 
and crane and has a red ramp front sight with adjustable black blade rear sight. The checkered diamond pattern walnut grips with silver 
phoenix medallions rate very good with a few light handling marks, rounded points in the checkering and minor chips. This gun likely has 
an interesting past and would make a great personal defense or range gun. (108413-100) {MODERN}  (300/500)

1780.  SMITH & WESSON MODEL 4006 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #TFD1593, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The stainless 
surfaces rate excellent having a few light scratches and some scattered spots of fine oxidation staining. The pistol has a fixed front dot and 
low-mount carry Novak rear sight and the one piece wrap-around checkered Delrin grip rates excellent. Included with this pistol are two 
factory magazines and an Uncle Mike’s size15 shoulder holster. (108385-7) {MODERN} (300/500)

1781.  RUGER NEW MODEL BLACKHAWK SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #36-80844, .357 Magnum, 6 1/2” barrel with a bright 
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with overall light scratches and spots of silvering on some of the high edges. The 
ejector rod housing and triggerguard retain most of their original anodized finish with a few tiny spots of loss due to flaking. The hammer has 
spots of fine oxidation staining along the polished sides and the revolver has a ramp front sight with adjustable black blade rear sight. The smooth 
walnut grips with silver phoenix medallions rate near excellent with scattered light handling marks. (108290-296) {MODERN} (300/500)

1782.  SMITH & WESSON MODEL 10-2 38 MILITARY AND POLICE REVOLVER serial #C580406, .38 Special, 4” pinned barrel with 
a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue finish with loss to flaking and/or silvering along the ejector rod, at the 
muzzle, along some of the high edges and there is a minor turn ring along the cylinder. The standard hammer and service trigger show 
vibrant case-hardened colors and the checkered walnut diamond Magna grips rate very good plus with slightly rounded points, light handling 
marks and are numbered to the gun. This will likely be a great shooter. (108290-222) {C&R} (300/500)

1783.  SPRINGFIELD ARMORY XD-40 SUB-COMPACT SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #XD421352, .40 S&W, 3” barrel with a bright ex-
cellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% of their black Melonite finish and the compact polymer frame rates excellent. The pistol features 
fixed three dot sights, grip safety, ambidextrous magazine release and comes with one 11 round magazine, one 9 round magazine and a 
factory hardcase that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun. (108401-19D31972) {MODERN} (300/500)

1784.  RUGER NEW MODEL BLACKHAWK SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #37-28227, 357 Magnum, 6 1/2” barrel with a bright 
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% evenly thinning blue finish with scattered spots of fine oxidation staining and a minor turn 
ring along the cylinder that also has a small patch of pinprick pitting. The grip frame and ejector rod housing retain near all of their anodized 
finish however there are a few spots that have flaked to bare metal. The hammer has spots of fine oxidation staining and the revolver has a 
ramp front sight with black blade adjustable rear sight. The smooth walnut grips with silver phoenix medallions rate very good overall with 
several light handling marks and a couple of small impressions along the edges. (108290-272) {MODERN} (300/500)

1785.  O.F. MOSSBERG MODEL 42TR BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 RF / Shotshell, 20” smoothbore barrel with a bright bore and comes with 
the barrel adapter that has evident rifling and a good bore. The metal surfaces retain 85% original blue finish with scattered spots of fine 
oxidation staining, silvering, patches of light pitting and active oxidation, heaviest on the right side of the barrel near the front sight. The 
front sight hood is missing and the adjustable rear sight appears complete. The bolt body remains bright and the handle is an overall brown 
patina. The smooth pistolgrip hardwood stock rates very good plus having several light handling marks and spots of flaking varnish. A near 
complete example that includes a seven round magazine in overall very good condition. (108340-24) {C&R} (300/500)

1786.  KEL-TECH SUB-2000 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #EEK29, .40 S&W, 16 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal sur-
faces retain 97% of their original blue and parkerized finishes. The carbine features an aperture rear sight with adjustable front sight and 
the synthetic black stock rates excellent. Included are the original factory box end labeled and numbered to the gun, manual, tool, and two 
Glock magazines, one 22 round and one 15 round. This interesting little carbine accepts a variety of Glock magazines so spares are readily 
available. (108403-4) {MODERN} (300/500)

1787.  RUGER NEW MODEL SINGLE-SIX CONVERTIBLE SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #62-99027, 22 LR / 22 Magnum, 9 
1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue and anodized finishes with scattered light fine oxidation 
staining, spots of silvering, with light turn rings along both cylinders. The revolver has a ramp front sight with adjustable black blade rear sight 
and the smooth walnut grips with phoenix medallions rate excellent. Included with the revolver are a plain white box with 22 LR cylinder and 
manual. (108401-17D32671) {MODERN} (250/450)

1788.  RUGER MARK II TARGET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #213-94919, 22 LR, 5 1/2” bull barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal 
surfaces retain 98% original blue finish with a few light handling marks. The pistol has a standard fixed front sight with adjustable rear sight 
and has an added Action Arms Pro-45 red dot scope that is attached to an added weaver base. The checkered grips with black insert 
phoenix medallions rate excellent and included are two factory ten round magazines. (108382-4) {MODERN}  (250/450)

1789.  TAURUS MODEL 94 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #KJ92701, 22 LR, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The stainless 
surfaces rate excellent with a few light handling marks and light turn ring along the 9 shot cylinder. The revolver has a ramp front sight with 
adjustable black blade rear sight and the walnut checkered grips with Taurus medallions rate excellent. This would be a fun shooter and it 
comes with its original factory box that is numbered to the gun. (108340-7) {MODERN} (250/450)

1790.  SMITH & WESSON MODEL 669 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #TBK1844, 9mm, 3 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The stain-
less surfaces on this Austrian proofed pistol rate excellent showing a few light handling marks. The pistol features an aluminum alloy frame, 
ambidextrous safety, fixed sights and the molded checkered Delrin grips rate excellent. Included is a single 12 round factory magazine with 
finger grip extension. (108413-105) {MODERN} (250/450)
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1791.  SMITH & WESSON 32 SAFETY HAMMERLESS SECOND MODEL REVOLVER serial #112350, .32 S&W, 3” barrel with about 
very good lightly pitted bore. The metal surfaces retain 85% original blue that is flaking to brown with some silver undertones. There are 
scattered light scratches, spots of silvering along the high edges and at the muzzle, patches of fine oxidation staining with a light turn ring 
along the cylinder. The checkered hard rubber S&W logo grips rate very good overall having faded more to a brown color with lightly worn 
points. A nice example overall. (108411-15) {C&R} (200/400)

1792.  MOSSBERG MODEL 500 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #U189893, .410 bore, 24” ventilated rib barrel choked full with a bright 
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue and anodized finishes. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate 
excellent and still have the manufactures stickers on them. This fine example has seen little if any use and comes with its original correctly 
labeled and numbered factory box, manual, and lock. (108381-12) {MODERN} (200/400)

1793.  RUGER MARK II TARGET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #225-05794, 22 LR, 6 7/8” tapered barrel with a bright excellent bore. The 
metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish with a couple of tiny spots of silvering on the left side of the frame and barrel. The pistol has 
a standard blade front sight with adjustable rear sight and the checkered grips with phoenix medallions rate excellent. Included with the 
gun are two factory magazines, manual, related papers, lock, HKS loading tool and a factory hardcase that is numbered to the gun. This is 
a fine example that has seen little if any use. (108383-5) {MODERN} (200/400)

1794.  REMINGTON NYLON 66 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #A2161295, 22 LR, 19 5/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal sur-
faces retain 98% original blue with a few small spots of fine oxidation staining. The Mohawk Brown colored Zytel checkered pistolgrip stock 
rates excellent with a few light handling marks. This is a very nice example of these popular plinkers and would be a nice addition to one’s 
Remington collection or as an everyday shooter. (108413-23) {MODERN} (200/400)

1795.  MOSSBERG MODEL 500 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #U189886, .410 bore, 24” ventilated rib barrel choked full with a bright 
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue and anodized finishes. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate 
excellent and the original manufacturer’s stickers are still on the stock. This is a fine example that has seen little if any use. Included with the 
shotgun is its original factory box numbered to the gun with manual, dowel, and lock. (108431-13) {MODERN} (200/400)

1796.  MOSSBERG MODEL 500A SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #J427685, 12 ga., 28” ventilated rib barrel choked modified with a 
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% of their original blue and anodized surfaces with a few minor scratches and perhaps a 
spot or two of light oxidation staining. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent with a few light handling marks. 
(108381-8) {MODERN} (200/400)

1797.  MOSSBERG MODEL 590 SPECIAL PURPOSE MARINER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #K673430, 12 ga., 20” barrel with 
a bright about excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original Marinecote finish with scattered spots of light fine oxidation staining, 
heaviest at the magazine cap. The shotgun has a single brass bead front sight and the textured black synthetic buttstock and ribbed forend 
rate excellent. (108411-16) {MODERN} (200/400)

1798.  REMINGTON MODEL 870 EXPRESS SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #A386646H, .410 bore, 25” ventilated rib barrel choked 
full with a bright excellent bore. The parkerized metal surfaces are toning towards more of a brown color with overall scattered spots of 
fine oxidation staining. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good plus, with numerous light dings and handling 
marks. The hard rubber buttplate has a small chip missing at the toe. The gun appears to function well mechanically and should make a 
great inclement weather companion for the fall woods. (108381-14) {MODERN} (200/400)

1799.  REMINGTON SMOOT NEW MODEL NO. 2 REVOLVER serial #1036, 30 RF, 2 3/4” barrel with a about good bore that has scattered 
oxidation and pitting near its entire length. The metal surfaces retain 90% original nickel-plated finish that has scattered specks of oxidation 
staining, spots of flaking, and loss due to operational wear. The checkered hard rubber grips rate very good with light wear and slightly 
rounded points. An honest piece that will fit nicely in any collection. (108333-17) (ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1800.  MAGNUM RESEARCH MICRO DESERT EAGLE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #ME03999, .380 ACP, 2 1/4” barrel with a bright 
excellent bore. The nickel Teflon coated surfaces on this double action pistol rate excellent. The pistol has fixed sights and the checkered 
plastic grips rate excellent. This compact pistol has seen little if any use and comes with a fitted leather holster, factory hard case that is 
labeled and numbered to the gun, magazine, lock, manual, related papers and cleaning tools. (108385-6) {MODERN} (200/400)

1801.  WALTHER P22 TARGET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #N002329, 22 LR, 5” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 
99% original black matte finish and the textured grip and polymer frame rate excellent. The pistol comes with an original factory hard case 
that is numbered to the gun, two ten round magazines, spare back strap, tools, two front sight inserts, warranty card with related inserts, 
fired casing and an integral lock key. This pistol appears to have seen little if any use. (108050-306) {MODERN} (200/400)

1802.  REMINGTON SMOOT NEW MODEL NO. 3 REVOLVER 38 CF, 3 3/4” octagon barrel with a good overall bore that has scattered 
light pitting in the grooves. The nickel-plated surfaces rate good overall with areas of flaking, light oxidation staining and scattered patches 
of pinprick pitting heaviest at the front of the cylinder and on the frame. There is a light turn ring along the cylinder and the checkered hard 
rubber grips rate about very good having faded to brown with overall lightly rounded points. An overall good condition saw-handle variation. 
(108333-13) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1803.  RUGER NEW BEARCAT REVOLVER serial #93-21509, 22 LR, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% 
original blue finish and the engraved non-fluted cylinder with firing pin groove rates excellent showing a very faint turn ring. The revolver 
has the transfer bar hammer and fixed sights and the smooth rosewood grips with silver phoenix medallions rate excellent. This revolver 
has seen very little if any use. (108290-274) {MODERN} (200/400)

1804.  SMITH & WESSON MODEL 642 AIRWEIGHT CENTENNIAL REVOLVER serial #CHL5414, .38 Special +P, 1 7/8” barrel with a 
bright excellent bore. The stainless surfaces rate good overall with several scratches, moderate contact wear on the right side of the frame, 
spots of flaking and has a light turn ring along the cylinder. The revolver has a 1/8” serrated ramp front sight with square notch rear sight 
and the Uncle Mike’s checkered rubber boot grips rate excellent. This double action only revolver may not be aesthetically pleasing but, 
would make a great glove box or pack gun. (108401-16D31262) {MODERN) (200/400)

1805.  SMITH & WESSON M&P 9C SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #HTJ8673, 9mm, 3 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces 
retain 99% of their black Melonite finish and the textured polymer grip frame rates excellent. The pistol has Novak Lo-Mount carry sights and 
comes with a factory hard case that is numbered to a different gun and two ten round magazines. (108402-7S20645){MODERN} (200/400)

1806.  RUGER NEW MODEL SINGLE-SIX REVOLVER serial #263-43436, 22 LR, 4 5/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal 
surfaces retain near all of their original blue and anodized finishes and the cylinder shows a light turn ring. The revolver has a fixed front 
sight with adjustable black blade rear sight and the smooth rosewood grips with silver phoenix medallions rate excellent. A fine example 
overall. (108290-273) {MODERN} (200/400)

1807.  SMITH & WESSON M&P 9C SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #MPT2780, 9mm, 3 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal 
surfaces retain 98% of their black Melonite finish and the textured polymer grip frame rates excellent. The pistol has Novak Lo-Mount carry 
sights and comes with a single 10 round magazine. (108401-5D32288) {MODERN} (200/400)
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1808.  SMITH & WESSON M&P 40C SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #HAV9274, 40 S&W, 3 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal 
surfaces retain 98% of their black Melonite finish and the textured polymer grip frame rates excellent. The pistol features Novak Lo-Mount 
carry sights and comes with a single 10 round factory magazine. (108401-8D32364) {MODERN} (200/400)

1809.  SMITH & WESSON M&P9 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial # DTS3675, 9mm, 4 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal sur-
faces retain 99% of their black Melonite finish and the full size polymer frame rates excellent. The pistol has Novak Lo-Mount carry sights 
and comes with a single 10 round factory magazine. (108401-6D32591) {MODERN} (200/400)

1810.  SMITH & WESSON MODEL 410 DA/SA SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #VJF1650, .40 S&W, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. 
The metal surfaces retain 85% thinning blue finish with spots of light fine oxidation staining and slivering along the high edges and contact 
points. The alloy frame retains 95% of its anodized black finish with some silvering at the front edges and along the bottom of the magazine 
well. The pistol has Novak Lo-Mount carry sights and comes with two 10 round factory magazines, hardcase that is correctly labeled and 
numbered to the gun with manual and related paperwork. (108401-32D31989) {MODERN} (200/400)

1811.  EUROPEAN AMERICAN ARMORY CORP. BIG BORE BOUNTY HUNTER SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #N6128, .45 
Colt, 4 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel, cylinder, ejector rod, and trigger retain 95% original blue finish with spots of light 
fine oxidation staining and a light turn ring along the cylinder. The frame shows bold case-hardened colors with areas of light fine oxidation 
staining and the grip frame retains near all of its anodized finish. The smooth walnut one piece grip rates excellent. This facsimile would 
likely make a great cowboy action shooter. (108401-3D32621) {MODERN} (200/400)

1812.  RUGER NEW MODEL SINGLE-SIX VAQUERO REVOLVER serial #268-05714, 22 S,L,LR, 5 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent 
bore. The stainless surfaces rate excellent and have a few light superficial scratches with a very light turn ring along the cylinder. The 
revolver has a blade front sight with square notch rear sight and the smooth hardwood grips with silver phoenix medallions rate excellent. 
(108290-266) {MODERN} (200/400)

1813.  SMITH & WESSON MODEL 38 BODYGUARD AIRWEIGHT REVOLVER serial #1J22416, 1 7/8” barrel with a bright excellent 
bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% blue and anodized finish with a few light handling marks and light turn ring along the cylinder. The 
revolver features a shrouded hammer with serrated ramp front sight and square notch rear sight and the checkered walnut Magna grips 
with silver S&W medallions rate excellent. These compact revolvers make fantastic carry guns. (108401-15D32345) {MODERN} (200/400)

1814.  DAN WESSON MODEL 14 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #36523, .357 Magnum, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The 
metal surfaces retain 90% fading original blue finish with scattered scratches, spots of silvering along some of the high edges and at the 
muzzle with a light turn ring along the cylinder. The revolver has fixed sights and the checkered walnut grips rate very good plus with a few 
light handling marks and spots of flaking varnish. (108349-19) {MODERN} (200/400)

1815.  REMINGTON MODEL 24 AUTO LOADING SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #111686, 22 LR, 21” barrel with an about excellent bore. 
The metal surfaces retain 65% original blue finish that is flaking to brown with scattered light oxidation staining and some silvering along 
the high edges. The rifle has a raised silver bead front sight with sporting style rear sight. The smooth walnut semi-pistolgrip buttstock and 
splinter style forend rate near excellent with a few light scattered handling marks. The tube magazine is present and this will likely make a 
fun shooter. (108346-33) (C&R) [Richard Grundhofer Collection] (200/400)

1816.  REMINGTON MODEL 12A SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #282591, 22 S,L, LR, 22 round barrel with a bright about good bore with 
evident rifling that shows light pitting its entire length. The metal surfaces retain about 30% blue flaking to brown finish with spots of silvering 
at the muzzle, along the high edges, and working parts with scattered patches of fine oxidation staining. The receiver has been drilled and 
an in-the-white unmarked scope base is installed. In addition to the factory sights a Lyman No.1 tang sight has been added. The straight 
walnut stock and ribbed forend rate very good plus with several light handling marks, dings and minor abrasions. The red rubber ventilated 
recoil pad is slightly compressed with overall cracking in the dried rubber. This would be a great candidate for a restore or would likely make 
a great shed gun. (108411-28) {C&R} (150/250)

1817.  SMITH & WESSON MODEL 22S-1 SPORT SERIES SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #UBH1309, 22LR, 5 1/2” bull barrel with a 
bright excellent bore. The stainless surfaces rate excellent with having only a few superficial light handling marks. The pistol has a fixed front 
sight with adjustable black blade rear sight, raised rib with Picatinny style rail and the one piece laminate grips with embossed S&W logo 
rates excellent. Included with this sharp looking target pistol are three magazines, manual and related papers and a factory hard case that 
is correctly labeled and numbered to the gun. (108400-17) {MODERN} (250/350)

1818.  REMINGTON MODEL 34 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #63482, 22 S,L,LR, 24” round barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal 
surfaces retain 95% original blue finish. The bolt and trigger are chrome plated and remain bright with some scattered light fine oxidation 
staining on the trigger. The plain walnut stock with grooved forend rates near excellent with a few scattered light handling marks and a spot 
of peeling along the right side of the wrist. An overall very nice example. (108358-23) {C&R} (200/300)

1819.  SMITH & WESSON SIGMA MODEL SW9F SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #PAH4170, 9mm, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. 
The metal surfaces retain 95% thinning blue finish and the polymer frame rates excellent. The pistol features a three dot sight system with 
fixed front and dovetailed rear sight. The pistol comes with a single 17 round factory magazine. (108401-11D32116) {MODERN} (250/350)

1820.  STAR MODEL FR SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #965178, 22 LR, 4 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The slide and frame retain 
98% original blue finish and the hammer shows vibrant case-hardened colors. The two tone trigger shows spots of light oxidation staining 
along its polished sides and the pistol has a fixed ramp front sight with dove tailed sporting style rear sight. The checkered plastic target 
style grips with trade mark logos rate excellent and a single magazine is included. (108340-2) {MODERN} (225/325)

1821.  SAVAGE MODEL 93 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #2369190, 21” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% 
original matte blue finish. The black checkered polymer stock rates excellent and still has the Savage stickers in place. A Bushnell 3-9X 
scope with duplex reticle and crisp clear optics is fitted to the rifle and included are a single five round magazine, factory box correctly la-
beled and numbered to the gun, bikini style lens covers and a manual. A very nice package deal that has seen little if any use. (108340-26) 
{MODERN} (200/300)

1822.  WINCHESTER MODEL 74 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #73650, 22 Short, 24” barrel with a bright very good bore. The metal surfaces 
retain about 90% blue having several light scratches with spots of light fine oxidation staining more prominent near the muzzle. The rifle has 
a blade front sight with adjustable open rear sight and the smooth pistolgrip walnut stock rates very good showing light handling marks 
near all over. The checkered steel buttplate shows light soiling in the grooves and fine oxidation staining. A very good example that likely 
shoots as well as it looks. (108358-14) {C&R} (200/300)

1823.  RUGER MODEL 10/22 TAKEDOWN SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #820-46510, 22 LR, 18 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. 
The stainless surfaces rate excellent having only minor handling marks. The receiver has been drilled and tapped and there is a one-piece 
Weaver style base mounted and the rifle has standard front and rear sights. The checkered black synthetic stock rates excellent with a 
few minor light handling marks and included are a single 10 round magazine, manual, and factory backpack style soft case. (108255-3) 
{MODERN} (200/300)
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1824.  RUGER 10/22 STANDARD SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #110-94733, 22 LR, 18 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The 
metal surfaces retain 90% blue and anodized finishes with scattered fine oxidation staining throughout. The rifle has standard sights 
and an added 3-9X Bushnell Sportview scope with duplex reticle and crisp clear optics. The smooth hardwood stock rates excellent 
with a few light handling marks. Included is a single Butler Creek lens cover and a 10 round rotary magazine. (108346-28) {MODERN} 
[Richard Grundhofer Collection] (150/250)

1825.  AMERICAN IMPORTS MODEL 30R SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #295064, 12 ga., 20” plain barrel chocked improved cylinder 
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue finish with some loss on the magazine tube due to operational wear. 
The smooth Monte Carlo pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forend rate very good with a few light handling marks with two sections of the 
barrel groove missing from the top of the forend. The barrel band is missing allowing the magazine tube to free float under the barrel and 
the hard rubber buttplate is oversized. The gun remains in overall good condition. (107082-18) {MODERN} (150/250)

1826.  MOSSBERG MODEL 500A SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #R664548, 12 ga., 18 1/2” barrel choked cylinder with a bright excel-
lent bore. The metal surfaces retain 70% blue and 95% original anodized finishes with numerous light scratches on the barrel and spots of 
silvering along the working parts and carry points. A heat shield has been added to the barrel and the front sight has been removed. There is 
a UTG one piece rail system installed on top of the receiver and the black synthetic pistolgrip and ribbed forearm rate excellent and included 
is a digital camo pattern scabbard that remains in good overall condition. Burglars beware! (108402-14S20820) {FIREARM} (150/250)

1827.  ERA BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #177832, 12 ga., 28” barrels choked modified and improved cylinder solid rib barrels with 
bright excellent bores. The barrels retain 98% reapplied blue finish with a few scattered scratches and the receiver has a matte gray finish. 
The receiver is missing internal parts and the gun will not fire. The checkered hardwood stock rates about excellent with a few light scattered 
handling marks and a 1/2” stable crack at the rear of the top tang. (107996-34) {MODERN} (150/250)

1828.  MOSSBERG MODEL 144LS-B BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #1398725, 22 LR, 27” heavy barrel with a bright excellent bore. The 
metal surfaces retain 95% original blue finish with scattered light scratches, spots of light fine oxidation staining, and silvering near the 
muzzle and along some of the high edges. The rifle has a Lyman 17A front sight with post insert and a Mossberg S331 rear aperture sight. 
The smooth hardwood pistolgrip stock with left side cheekpiece rates near excellent with a few light handling marks under an added layer 
of varnish that has a couple of runs in the finish. There are provisions for a hand stop however one is not included and the rifle comes with 
a single 10 round detachable magazine. (108320-99) {MODERN} (150/250)

1829.  REMINGTON NYLON 66 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #2586957, 22 LR, 19 5/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces 
retain 95% original blue finish with scattered light fine oxidation staining with some areas of active oxidation at the rear of the receiver 
and towards the front of the barrel. The synthetic Mohawk brown colored stock rates very good plus with several light scratches and light 
handling marks. This will likely make a great shooter. (108411-24) {MODERN} (150/250)

1830.  LLAMA XV AIR LITE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #265338, 22 LR, 3 1/2” barrel with about very good lightly frosted bore. The metal 
surfaces retain 80% flaking and thinning blue finish with spots of silvering along the high edges and at the ejection port. There are a few 
scattered spots of light pitting on the ventilated slide and along the frame. The pistol has standard sights and checkered walnut grips 
with logo medallions that rate very good overall with light soiling and mostly crisp points. A single magazine is included with this pistol. 
(108332-2) {C&R} (150/250)

1831.  RUGER OLD MODEL SINGLE-SIX REVOLVER serial #52292, 22 S,L,LR, 5 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 
70% faded and flaking blue with brown undertones and the frame and cylinder retain 80% faded blue with plum undertones and there is 
a light turn ring on the cylinder with scattered spots of light fine oxidation staining. The grip frame and triggerguard retain near all of their 
original black anodized finish and the two tone hammer shows spots of oxidation staining on the left side flat. This three screw revolver has 
standard sights and a round loading gate. The checkered hard rubber grips with black phoenix medallions have faded to a brown and rate 
near excellent with slightly rounded points and a few light handling marks. The transfer bar safety update has been performed on this 1956 
made gun and the original parts are not included with it. A very nice fourth variation that likely shoots well. (108332-1) {C&R} (150/250)

1832.  WALTHER P22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #A005626, 22 LR, 3 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% 
original matte black finish and the textured grip polymer frame rates excellent. This pistol comes with an original factory hard case that is 
numbered to the gun, trigger lock, two ten round magazines, integral lock key, assorted tools, 3 additional front sights, back strap, manual 
and related papers. This pistol appears to have seen little if any use. (108050-211) {MODERN} (150/250)

1833.  REMINGTON MODEL 31 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #555976, 16 ga., 26” plain barrel with a bright about good bore. The 
metal surfaces retain 90% original blue finish with spots of light pinprick pitting, oxidation staining, and numerous scratches with a 2 1/4” 
area around the barrel that has been heat treated just ahead of the magazine tube. The markings remain crisp and there is modest opera-
tional wear along the magazine tube. There is a single silver bead sight and the smooth pistolgrip buttstock and ribbed forend rate about 
very good with overall light handling marks under an added layer of finish with contrasting color. (108339-26) {C&R} (150/250)

1834.  SAVAGE MODEL 23B BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #41574, .25-20, 25” barrel with a good bore that shows light frosting its full length. 
The metal surfaces are mostly a gray brown patina. The smooth pistolgrip stock has a lovely deep brown russet color and rates very good 
with scattered light handling marks and a small chip missing at the toe. The rifle has standard sights and includes a single detachable 
magazine. (108358-30) {C&R} (150/250)

1835.  REMINGTON MODEL 6 FALLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #S-345459, 22 S,L,LR, 20” barrel with an about very good lightly frosted 
bore. The take down action shows faded case-hardened colors with spots of light fine oxidation staining. The barrel retains 30% faded and 
flaking blue finish with brown undertones and has several small tooling marks around the sights and a small ding on the right side short of 
the muzzle. Both the front and rear sights have been regulated and the action remains crisp. The smooth hardwood buttstock and forend 
rate about good with numerous light handling marks under an added layer of finish and both have repaired chips and cracks with added 
spots of filler. (108358-5) {C&R} (150/250)

1836.  WINCHESTER MODEL 68 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 27” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 85% 
flaking blue to brown finish with specks of fine oxidation staining. The bolt retains 90% flaking chrome plated finish with specks of brown 
along the ball. The rifle has a hooded bead front sight with adjustable aperture rear sight and the smooth walnut stock rates excellent having 
been lightly cleaned and is missing a tiny chip at toe. It still is a nice example that likely will shoot well. (108358-12) {C&R} (150/250)

1837.  REMINGTON MODEL 33 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #249693, 22 S,L,LR, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces 
retain 95% original, lightly thinning blue with a few scattered specks of fine oxidation staining. The buttplate shows mottled case-hardened 
colors with spots of oxidation. The smooth pistolgrip walnut buttstock rates excellent with a few scattered light handling marks and has a 
spot of added finish near the toe on the right side. A fine example that likely shoots well. (108358-8) {C&R} (150/250)

1838.  WINCHESTER MODEL 67A BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 85% 
blue finish that is flaking to brown with spots of scattered light fine oxidation staining near all over. The bolt retains nearly all of its bright 
chrome finish with a small spot of flaking around the proof. The rifle has standard sights and the smooth pistolgrip walnut stock rates near 
excellent with light handling marks and areas of flaking varnish. A very nice example of the “Boy’s Rifle” that would likely shoot well or fit 
nicely into one’s rimfire collection. (108358-4) {C&R} (200/300)
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1839.  WINCHESTER MODEL 67 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 27” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces are mostly 
blue flaking to brown with some silvering at the muzzle and along the high edges. The bolt remains mostly bright with overall fine oxidation 
staining. The bolt handle is blending to a brown patina however much of the bright finish still remains. The rifle has a silver bead front sight 
with adjustable sporting rear sight and the smooth pistolgrip hardwood stock rates very good with scattered light handling marks and has the 
number 2 carved into it just behind the wrist on the right side. An honest example that likely still shoots well. (108340-18) {C&R} (150/250)

1840.  HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL SB2 “ULTRA” SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #HM375256, 25-06 Rem., 26” barrel with a 
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish with a few scattered light scratches. The rifle does not have sights but 
is drilled and tapped and includes a one piece Weaver base with 1” rings. The press checkered laminate stock rate very good with a few light 
impressions and multiple minor handling marks. This break action rifle remains in very good condition. (108355-5) {MODERN} (150/250)

1841.  MARLIN MODEL 17V BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #97627889, .17 H.M.R., 22” heavy barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal 
surfaces retain 98% original blue finish with a few light scratches and a spot of flaking half way down the right side of the barrel. There 
are no provisions for sights however a Bushnell Sportsman 4-12X40mm scope with duplex reticle and crisp clear optics is installed. The 
press checkered Monte Carlo walnut stock rates excellent. Included with the rifle is a single detachable magazine and bikini lens covers. 
(108366-21) {MODERN} (200/300)

1842.  MOSSBERG MAVERICK MODEL 88 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #MV60534U, 12 ga., 18 1/2” cylinder choked plain barrel 
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue and anodized finishes with a few light handling marks. The shot-
gun has a single brass bead sight and the black synthetic pistolgrip buttstock and ribbed forend rate excellent. (108346-34) {MODERN} 
[Richard Grundhofer Collection] (100/200)

1843.  ITHACA MODEL 37 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #519408, 12 ga., 28” plain barrel, choked modified and numbered to the gun 
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue finish with loss due to operational wear and silvering along 
some of the high edges. The checkered walnut pistolgrip stock and ribbed forend rate near excellent with a few scattered light handling 
marks. A fine example ready for the November woods. (108346-35) {MODERN} [Richard Grundhofer Collection] (150/250)

1844.  CASED COLLECTION OF SPUR TRIGGER REVOLVERS BELONGING TO SHERMAN HOYT ROBBINS This lot includes three 
rimfire revolvers, first is a Hopkins & Allen Captain 
Jack Revolver serial #8070, 22 RF, 2 1/4” round 
barrel with a dark lightly oxidized bore. The metal 
surfaces retain about 35% flaking nickel-plated 
finish with the balance toning brown. The smooth 
hardwood birdshead grips rate very good with 
overall flaking varnish and light handling marks. 
This revolver would need mechanical attention as 
it does not function properly. Second is a Lee Arms 
Company Red Jacket No.1 revolver serial #749, 22 
RF, 2 1/4” round barrel with a dark oxidized bore 
that has pitting its entire length. The metal surfaces 
retain 85% flaking nickel finish with spots of light 
pitting and oxidation staining. The smooth walnut 
birdshead grips rate good overall with numerous 
light handling marks. Third is a Hopkins & Allen 
Blue Whistler revolver serial #173, 32 RF, 2 1/4” 
barrel with an about good lightly pitted bore. The 
metal surfaces retain 45% flaking nickel finish with 
overall oxidation staining, scratches, and spots of 
pinprick pitting. The ivory birdshead style grips rate 
very good with a few small drying cracks at the butt and have toned mostly to a yellow brown color. The revolver will need mechanical at-
tention as it does not function properly. These items come in a custom made glass topped hardwood case measuring 17”x9”x3 1/2” overall 
that has a pictorial history affixed to the lid and a small info card floating loosely inside. A neat grouping of antique revolvers in a custom 
made presentation. (108286-5, 5A, 5B) {ALL ANTIQUE} (100/200)

1845.  ROSSI MODEL 88-2 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #W082299, .38 Special, 2” barrel with a bright about excellent bore. 
The stainless surfaces rate excellent and have some scattered light scratches and a few spots of light fine oxidation staining. The revolver 
has a serrated ramp front sight with square notch rear and the checkered walnut grips with Rossi medallions rate very good plus having a 
few light handling marks. Included with the revolver is a model B 29L black leather holster by Gould & Goodrich that remains in very good 
condition. (108402-2S20802) {MODERN} (100/200)

1846.  NEW ENGLAND FIREARMS HANDI-RIFLE serial #NH 429137, .223 Rem., 22” heavy barrel with a bright excellent bore. The 
metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with a few light handling marks. There are no provisions for sights, however a Bushnell Banner 
3-9x scope with crosshair reticle and clear crisp optics has been installed. The Monte Carlo walnut stock and forend rate excellent. 
(108366-18) {MODERN} (200/300)

1847.  WINCHESTER MODEL 67 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 27” barrel with a bright lightly frosted bore. The metal surfaces are mostly 
a brown color patina with pewter undertones. The bolt retains 85% flaking chrome finish and the rifle has standard sights. The smooth 
pistolgrip walnut stock rates very good plus with several light handling marks and dings. This is a good example of this popular plinker that 
likely still shoots well. (108358-20) {C&R} (100/200)

1848.  MERIDEN FIREARMS SECRET SERVICE SPECIAL HAMMERLESS REVOLVER serial #54570, .38 S&W, 3 1/4” barrel with a 
bright about good bore that has a spot of pitting halfway down its length. The metal surfaces retain 95% original nickel-plated finish with 
light scratches and handling marks. There is a manual safety added to the frame with no manufacturer’s mark, only “Pat / Pend” on the 
flat. The checkered hard rubber grips rate very good with light handling marks and have started fading to brown. A nice example of these 
“trade guns” offered from Fred Biffar Co., Chicago in the early 1900’s. (108410-2) {C&R} (150/250)

1849.  HERTER’S EUROSTAHL WESTERN DERINGER serial #098, 22 Magnum, 3” barrels with bright excellent bores. The metal surfaces 
retain near all of their original nickel-plated finish. The barrel and frame have eagle/n proofs and the checkered synthetic grips rate excellent. 
A nice little pocket piece that should be fun to shoot. (108340-4) {MODERN} (100/200)

1850.  FIE MODEL 1851 NAVY PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #4559, .44 Cal percussion, 7 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The 
barrel and cylinder retain 95% blue finish with the loading lever, trigger, and hammer all showing varying levels of case-hardened colors. 
The brass frame and grip strap have toned to a lovely dark mustard color patina and the smooth walnut grip rates excellent. A nice example 
that is likely very fun to shoot. (108411-11) {ANTIQUE} (75/150)

1844
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1851.  MARLIN / GLENFIELD MODEL 60 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #24493440, 22 LR, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal 
surfaces retain near all of their blue and anodized finishes. The rifle features a ramp front sight with adjustable sporting rear sight and the 
press checkered laminate stock rates excellent with a few scattered light handling marks. (108354-5) {MODERN} (75/150)

1852.  MARLIN MODEL 60 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #99161577, 22 LR, 22” micro-grooved barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal 
surfaces retain near all of their original blue and anodized finishes. The rifle has a ramp front sight with adjustable rear sight and the press 
checkered laminate Monte-Carlo stock rates excellent having a couple of minor handling marks. (108366-17) {MODERN} (100/200)

1853.  MARLIN / GLENFIELD MODEL 25 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #27384451, 22 S, L, LR, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. 
The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with scattered spots of light fine oxidation staining and a few light scratches. The rifle has 
standard sights and an added Bushnell fixed 4X Sportview scope with duplex reticle and crisp clear optics. The smooth hardwood Monte 
Carlo style stock rates excellent with a few light handling marks. Included with the rifle is a single detachable seven round magazine. 
(108358-3) {MODERN} (75/150)

1854.  THOMPSON CENTER ARMS RENEGADE PERCUSSION MUZZLELOADING RIFLE serial #328372, .54 caliber, 26” octagon 
barrel with a good bore that has spots of fine oxidation staining scattered about its full length. The metal surfaces retain 90% blue finish 
with overall light handling marks and spots of oxidation staining. The hammer, lock and trigger show varying amounts of case-hardened 
colors with a patch of oxidation building under the hammer face. The rifle has sporting style sights and the smooth hardwood stock rates 
very good with overall light handling marks. Included is a wooden ramrod. (108290-54) {ANTIQUE} (75/150)

1855.  MARLIN MODEL 795 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #91403803, 22 LR, 18” micro-groove barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal 
surfaces retain 98% original blue and anodized finishes with a couple of specks of fine oxidation staining near the muzzle. The rifle has a 
white dot ramp front sight with adjustable sporting style rear sight and the checkered black synthetic stock rates excellent. Included with 
the rifle is a single 10 round nickel plated magazine. (108373-8) {MODERN} (75/150)

1856.  THOMPSON CENTER ARMS GRAY HAWK PERCUSSION MUZZLELOADING RIFLE serial #S36867, .50 caliber, 24” round 
barrel with a very good bore. The stainless surfaces rate excellent with a few light superficial scratches. The lock and hammer show vibrant 
case-hardened colors and the percussion rifle has a raised bead front sight with adjustable sporting rear. The Rynite stock rates excellent 
however the ram rod is missing but are readily available at most local sporting goods stores. (108290-138) {ANTIQUE} (75/150)

1857.  THOMPSON CENTER ARMS FIRE STORM FLINTLOCK MUZZLELOADING RIFLE serial #S13067, .50 caliber, 24” round barrel 
with a bright excellent bore. The stainless surfaces rate excellent having a few light scratches. The rifle has hi-visibility sporting style sights 
and the Rynite stock rates excellent. Included is an aluminum ram rod. (108290-53) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)

1858.  REMINGTON SPORTSMAN MODEL SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #514300, 12 ga., 25 1/2” plain barrel with non-factory Cutts 
Compensator having a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces are mostly a blue flaking to brown color with some silver undertones and 
have numerous light scratches and areas of silvering along the high edges with patches of light fine oxidation staining. The checkered 
walnut pistolgrip stock and beavertail forend rate about very good with overall flaking varnish, light handling marks, two cracks on either 
side of the forend at the frame and the red rubber buttpad is dried and compressed showing ingrained dirt staining and numerous cracks. 
The action remains crisp and this is a great candidate for a refinish or use as a foul weather fowl gun. (108411-23) {MODERN} (100/200)

1859.  REMINGTON MODEL 870 FIELD WINGMASTER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #71910W, 16 ga., 26” plain Poly Choked 
barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with spots of light fine oxidation staining and silvering along 
some of the high edges. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and ribbed forend rates about very good, having areas of flaking varnish 
and light handling marks. There are two 1 1/2” with the grain cracks on either side of the wrist that are stable. A nice looking 16 ga., that 
wouldn’t take much to bring back to its original glory. (108381-11) {MODERN} (150/250)

1860.  MOSSBERG MODEL 500 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #J792819, 12 ga., 18 1/2” barrel choked cylinder with a bright excellent 
bore. The metal surfaces retain a mixture of blue and added matte black finishes. There are numerous applications of finish along the barrel 
and frame with some having an orange peel texture. The smooth hardwood buttstock and ribbed forend rate excellent having only a few 
light handling marks. (108251-23) {MODERN} (150/250)

1861.  INTERARMS VIRGINIAN DRAGOON SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #8618, .44 Magnum, 6” barrel with a bright excellent 
bore. The barrel, cylinder pin, and cylinder retain 98% original blue with light loss due to a faint turn ring along the cylinder and some 
silvering at the muzzle. The trigger and grip frame are a pleasing plumb color patina and the frame shows bold case-hardened colors. The 
revolver has a blade front sight with adjustable black blade rear sight and the smooth walnut grips rate excellent with a couple of light 
handling marks. Included with the revolver is a factory hardcase correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun with manual and warranty 
card. (108411-12) {MODERN} (150/250)

1862.  BERETTA MODEL 21A TOMCAT SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #DAA003628, 22 LR, 2 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The 
metal surfaces retain 90% original blue flaking to brown and anodized finishes with some loss due to silvering along the high edges. The 
black checkered plastic logo grips rate excellent and a single 7 round factory magazine is included. (108398-2) {MODERN} (150/250)

1863.  BERETTA MODEL 950 BS JETFIRE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #BER52868T, 22 Short, 2 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. 
The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue and anodized finishes with some spots of light fine oxidation staining on the slide. The checkered 
black plastic grips rate excellent and included is a single 8 round factory magazine. (108411-1) {MODERN} (100/200)

1864.  NAVY ARMS MODEL 1861 NAVY PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #90127, .36 Caliber, 7 1/2” round barrel with a bright ex-
cellent bore. The barrel and cylinder retain 98% original blue finish with a couple of spots of light silvering at the muzzle and a faint turn 
ring on the fluted cylinder. The hammer, frame, trigger and loading lever show mottled case-hardened colors with a few spots of light fine 
oxidation staining. The triggerguard and back strap have toned to a dark mustard color and all the screw heads remain free of any slot 
wear. The one piece walnut grip rates excellent with a few light handling marks. This is a sharp looking reproduction that should be fun to 
shoot. (108348-1) {ANTIQUE} (75/150)

1865.  F. LLI PIETTA MODEL 1860 ARMY PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #P64039, .44 Caliber, 7 1/2” round barrel with a bright 
excellent bore. The barrel and rebated cylinder retain near 98% of their original blue finish with a few light scratches and there is a faint turn 
ring on the cylinder. The hammer, frame, trigger, and loading lever show vibrant case-hardened colors. The triggerguard bears a pleasing 
ochre color patina and the backstrap retains all of its black anodized finish. The one piece walnut grip rates excellent with a few light handling 
marks. (108332-3) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

1866.  HOPKINS & ALLEN XL NO.3 SPUR TRIGGER REVOLVER serial #734, 32 CF, 3 1/4” barrel with a fair dark bore that has scattered 
oxidation and light pitting its entire length. The metal surfaces retain 85% original nickel-plated finish with floral, scroll and geometric patterns, 
The mother-of-pearl grips rate excellent having yellowed slightly with age. The revolver will need mechanical attention as it does not hold 
at full cock. This would make a great candidate for restoration or parts. (108333-25) (ANTIQUE} (100/200)

1867.  NORTH AMERICAN ARMS 22 MAGNUM REVOLVER serial #W95462, 22 Magnum, 1 5/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore. 
The stainless surfaces rate excellent and there are numerous superficial scratches scattered about that one would expect from use 
and carry of such a compact revolver. The revolver has fixed sights and the smooth hardwood birds head style grips rate excellent. 
(108349-22) {MODERN} (75/150)
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1868.  NORTH AMERICAN ARMS 22 S/LR REVOLVER serial #V99483, 22 LR, 1 1/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The stainless 
surfaces rate excellent with a few minor superficial scratches. The birds head laminate rosewood grips rate excellent. This would make a 
nice pairing with the belt buckles featured in this sale. (108349-23) {MODERN} (75/150)

1869.  A. UBERTI CATTLEMAN SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #K2730, .45 Colt, 5 1/2” barrel with a bright very good bore that shows 
light frosting in some of the grooves. The metal surfaces retain most of their reapplied thinning blue finish with areas toning to plum and some 
having brown undertones. There is scattered light pitting on the frame barrel and cylinder that has a minor turn ring as well. The brass grip 
frame has toned to a dark mustard color patina and the revolver has a fixed blade style front sight with square notch rear sight. The smooth 
hardwood grip rates very good with several light handling marks under and added layer of varnish. (108324-4) {MODERN} (75/150)

1870.  C.S. SHATTUCK POCKET REVOLVER serial #1871, 32 RF, 2 5/8” octagon barrel with an about good bore that has varying degrees 
of pitting its entire length. The metal surfaces retain 90% flaking nickel-plated finish with spots of light fine oxidation staining, minor pinprick 
pitting, light oxidation and a light turn ring along the cylinder. The checkered high relief portrait grips have faded to an even brown color 
and rate near excellent with a spot of minor wear on the right side panel. (108333-27) {ANTIQUE} (75/150)

1871.  HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL 622 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #AL30080, 22 LR, 4” barrel with a bright 
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue finish with spots of light fine oxidation staining scattered near all over and 
there is a light turn ring along the cylinder. The revolver has fixed sights and the brown checkered plastic logo grips rate excellent. 
(108349-17) {MODERN} (75/150)

1872.  HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL 826 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #AX128842, 22 W.R.M.F, 3” barrel with a 
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 85% evenly faded and flaking blue finish with scattered light scratches and spots of oxidation 
and staining. The revolver has a ramp front sight with adjustable rear sight and the smooth hardwood grips with gold colored H&R medallions 
rate excellent with a few light handling marks. (108349-2) {MODERN} (75/150)

1873.  HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL 922 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #K24713, 22 LR, 6” barrel with a bright near 
excellent bore. The metal surfaces are mostly blue flaking to brown with silver undertones with spots of light fine oxidation staining. The 9 
shot third model revolver has a blade front sight with square notch rear sight and the H&R logo synthetic checkered grips rate excellent 
with a few light handling marks. (108401-25D32625) {C&R} (75/150)

1874.  ITALIAN COPY OF COLT 1851 NAVY PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #34705, .44 Cal Percussion, 7 1/2” barrel with a dark 
oxidized bore. The barrel and cylinder retain 90% blue finish with fine oxidation staining evident throughout nearly their entire surfaces. The 
trigger, hammer and loading lever show mottled case-hardened colors. The brass frame and grip frame have toned to a dark mustard color 
patina and the one-piece walnut grip rates near excellent with light handling marks and the initials BH carved in the bottom. With some 
elbow grease this could be cleaned up and turned back into a shooter. (108398-7) {ANTIQUE} (50/100)

1875.  RG INDUSTRIES MODEL RG31 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #Q218886, .38 Special, 2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. 
The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue and black finishes with scattered spots of oxidation staining with a light turn ring and spots of 
active oxidation on the cylinder. The revolver has a ramp front sight with square notch rear sight and the plastic checkered logo grips rate 
very good plus with light handling marks. (108349-21) {MODERN} (50/100)

1876.  J.C. HIGGINS MODEL 101.16 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE 22 Lr, 24” barrel with an about good bore that has been drilled out slightly four 
inches back from the muzzle. The metal surfaces are mostly a blue flaking to brown with light handling marks, spots of light fine oxidation 
staining and silvering along some of the working areas, high edges and at the muzzle. The front sight is missing and there are four added holes 
along the left side of the receiver that have been tapped and the rear sporting sight is intact. The smooth pistolgrip hardwood stock rates very 
good plus with numerous light handling marks, random spots of stain and has a few dings along the toe. (108411-17) {MODERN} (50/75)

1877.  HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL 732 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #AT075988, .32 S&W, 2 1/2” barrel with a 
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with several light scratches and spots of fine oxidation staining with a turn 
ring along the cylinder. This second model revolver has a transfer bar ignition, fixed sights and the plastic checkered H&R logo grips rate 
excellent. (108401-22D31609) {MODERN} (75/150)

1878.  WHITNEYVILLE NO. 2 SPUR TRIGGER REVOLVER serial #7744, 32 RF, 2 1/8” barrel with a dark oxidized bore. The metal 
surfaces retain 90% reapplied nickel finish that shows spots of light pitting underneath, oxidation staining, and flaking with oxidation 
scattered near all over the cylinder. The cylinder rod has been snapped off and the revolver will need mechanical attention as it does not 
always function properly. The smooth walnut birds head grips rate fair with the right side having a chip, crack and light handling marks. 
(108251-13) {ANTIQUE} (50/75)

1879.  WINCHESTER MODEL 150 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #B863202, 22 S,L,LR, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal 
surfaces retain 95% original lightly fading blue with spots of fine oxidation staining scattered about. There are spots of oxidation on the 
magazine tube, knurled top, and sling swivels and the front barrel band is no longer present. The rifle has standard sights and a Weaver D4 
scope with duplex reticle and slightly cloudy optics has been installed. The straight grip hardwood stock and forend rate very good plus 
with minor handling marks. (108358-17) {MODERN} (50/100)

1880.  HOPKINS & ALLEN NEW MODEL AUTOMATIC HAMMER REVOLVER serial #H2618, .32 S&W, 3 1/4” barrel with a very good 
lightly frosted bore. The revolver retains 95% flaking nickel-plated finish that has spots of light oxidation and staining scattered near all over 
with the cylinder having the largest concentrated areas. The checkered hard rubber grips with banner and shield rate about good, with 
rounded points, light handling marks, a small chip missing from the bottom right panel with a nick along the back edge. This is an honest 
example. (108354-7) {C&R} (50/100)

1881.  STEVENS MODEL 9478 SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #D571279, 20 ga., 26” round barrel chocked improved cylinder with 
a bright very good bore. The barrel retains 90% original blue with some light scratches and patches of fine oxidation staining near all over. 
The frame shows strong case-hardened colors and the smooth hardwood pistolgrip stock and smooth forend rate very good plus with 
numerous light handling marks. (108358-10) {MODERN} (50/75)

1882.  IVER JOHNSON CHAMPION MODEL 36 SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #IFXB, .410 bore, 26” round barrel choked full with a 
bright very good bore. The metal surfaces are mostly a gray brown patina with numerous light scratches and spots of fine oxidation staining 
near all over. The walnut pistolgrip buttstock and smooth forend rate very good having numerous light handling marks under a flaking layer 
of added finish. The owls head hard rubber buttplate rates excellent with some light handling marks visible. (108354-2) {C&R} (75/150)

1883.  WARDS WESTERNFIELD MODEL 46 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 24” barrel with a bright about excellent bore. The metal 
surfaces are mostly a blue flaking to brown with scattered spots of fine oxidation staining and has a couple spots of paint splatter with light 
silvering at the muzzle and along some of the high edges. The rifle has a raised brass bead front with adjustable sporting rear sight that 
is missing its mounting screw. There are provisions for a rear aperture sight that no longer is in place, however a Wards No.10 Telescopic 
sight with crosshair reticle and cloudy optics has been added. The scope could benefit from a professional cleaning and the hardwood 
pistolgrip stock with finger grooved forend rates excellent having only a few light handling marks. The rifle comes with sling swivels and a 
single seven round factory magazine. (108320-82) {C&R} (75/150)
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1884.  JENNINGS MODEL 25 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #026991, .25 ACP, 2 1/2” barrel with a bright very good bore. The metal surfaces 
retain 95% original blue with a few scattered light scratches. The plastic grooved grips rate excellent and included are two blued body 
magazines and a factory box that is pencil-numbered to the gun. (108349-10) {MODERN} (50/75)

1885.  JENNINGS MODEL J-22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #207378, 22 LR, 2 1/2” barrel with a very good bright lightly frosted bore. The 
metal surfaces retain 95% original nickel-plated finish with several light scratches in the surface. The smooth hardwood grips rate excellent 
and a single magazine is included. (108349-28) {MODERN} (50/75)

1886.  IVER JOHNSON SMOKER SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #151, 38 RF, 4 1/2” octagon barrel with a fair dark pitted bore. The 
metal surfaces retain 85% flaking nickel-plated finish with numerous light scratches, spots of oxidation staining, and oxidation. The hammer 
and trigger retain strong blue and the eagle motif hard rubber grips rate near excellent. The revolver does not function and has had an 
amateurish repair to the main spring and would make a great parts gun or restoration project. (108333-19) {ANTIQUE} (50/75)

1887.  HOPKINS & ALLEN XL NO.5 SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #6444, 5” octagon barrel with an about good pitted bore. The metal 
surfaces retain about 80% flaking nickel-plated finish with overall handling mark, moderate turn ring on the cylinder, spots of fine oxidation 
staining and some scattered light pitting. The checkered hard rubber dogs head grips rate very good having faded to brown with slightly round 
points and light handling marks. The revolver has a lanyard loop and seems to function mechanically. (108333-20) {ANTIQUE} (50/75)

1888.  HOOD FIREARMS ALEXIS SPUR TRIGGER REVOLVER serial #8905, 22 RF, 2 1/2” octagon barrel with a dark pitted bore. The 
engraved metal surfaces retain 20% original nickel-plated finish with the majority flaked and toned to a dark pewter patina. There are spots 
of fine oxidation staining and light pinprick pitting scattered about. The smooth black hardwood grips rate fair having had a light cleaning 
with a large crack running through the middle of the right panel. The revolver will need mechanical attention as it does not always function 
properly and included is a handmade leather in-the-pocket style holster. (8014-21) {ANTIQUE} (50/100)

1889.  TRADITIONS LIGHTNING BOLT INLINE MUZZLELOADING RIFLE serial #14-13-029852-01, .50 Caliber percussion, 24” round 
barrel with a dark oxidized and pitted bore. The stainless surfaces rate about very good with numerous light scratches and spots of oxi-
dation staining throughout and the rifle is equipped with high visibility sights front and rear. The checkered synthetic stock rates excellent. 
(108270-30) {ANTIQUE} (50/100)

1890.  BRYCO / JENNINGS MODEL M-38 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #493802, .380 ACP, 2 3/4” barrel with a very good bore. The metal 
surfaces retain near all of their satin nickel finish with some light handling marks along the slide. The pistol has fixed sights and includes 
two 6 round, steel bodied, blued finish magazines. (108402-S20801) {MODERN} (50/75)

1891.  SPORTARMS MODEL 21S SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #783424, 22 LR, 5 1/2” barrel with a bright about excellent bore. 
The revolver retains 97% original blue finish with overall light scratches and handling marks that has a light turn ring along the cylinder. The 
revolver has a blade front sight with fixed blade rear sight and the plastic stag grips rate excellent. (108401-24D32737) {MODERN} (50/75)

1892.  FOREHAND ARMS COMPANY NEW MODEL DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #66492, .32 S&W, 3 1/4” 
barrel with a dark rusted bore. The metal surfaces retain about 40% flaking nickel finish under patches of oxidation and oxidation staining. 
The hard rubber banner and shield grips rate very good with mostly rounded points on the checkering with a few light handling marks. The 
revolver will need mechanical attention as it does not function properly and would likely serve best as parts. (108349-31) {C&R} (25/50)

1893.  BRYCO / JENNINGS MODEL 48 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #808480, .380 ACP, 4” barrel with a very good bore. The metal 
surfaces retain near all of their satin nickel finish with spots of light oxidation staining near all over. The pistol has fixed sights and includes 
a single magazine with a discolored base likely from some type of chemical adhesive. (108349-13) {MODERN} (50/75)

1894.  RAVEN ARMS MODEL MP-25 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #744062, .25 ACP, 2 7/16” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal 
surfaces retain a bright chrome finish with several light scratches and the smooth walnut grips rate excellent. Included with this pistol are 
a single magazine and a Bianchi in-the-pocket holster. (108349-27) {MODERN} (25/50)

1895.  JENNINGS MODEL J-22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #166431, 22 LR, 2 1/2” barrel with a bright very good bore. The metal surfaces 
retain near all of their original nickel-plated finish that has become cloudy in most areas. The smooth hardwood grips rate excellent and the 
pistol does not come with a magazine however they are still attainable. (108349-11) {MODERN} (25/50)

1896.  RAVEN ARMS MODEL P-25 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #318434, .25 ACP, 2 7/16” barrel with a near excellent bore. The metal 
surfaces retain near all of their original chrome finish however it is starting to bubble and flake in areas. The smooth oil finish walnut grips 
rate very good overall with a few light handling marks and the pistol does not come with a magazine. (108349-12) {MODERN} (25/50)

1897.  JENNINGS MODEL J-22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #137710, 22 LR, 2 1/2” barrel with a bright near excellent bore. The metal 
surfaces retain 99% original black Teflon finish and the black checkered plastic grips rate excellent. A single magazine is included. 
(108349-8) {MODERN} (50/75)

1898.  E.I.G. TITAN SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #76713, .25 ACP, 2 1/2” barrel with a very good bore. The metal surfaces retain 85% original 
blue with overall light scratches, silvering and spots of oxidation staining. The black checkered plastic grips rate very good and the pistol 
does not come with a magazine. (108349-9) {MODERN} (25/50)

1899.  HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON VICTOR DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #5042, .38 S&W, 2 1/2” barrel with an about 
very good bore. The metal surface retains 80% flaking nickel-plated finish with overall light oxidation staining and spots of active oxidation. 
The hammer, trigger, and triggerguard are now an overall brown patina and the black checkered grips rate good with a small chip missing 
from the lower rear corner of the left panel and have mostly worn points on the checkering. The revolver will need mechanical attention as 
it doesn’t always function correctly. (108349-25) {C&R} (50/75)

1900.  F.I.E. TITAN SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #185712, 25 ACP, 2 1/2” barrel with a very good bore. The slide retains most of its black enamel 
finish and the frame is mostly bare, with remnants of finish in protected areas. The black checkered plastic grips rate very good with several 
light handling marks and no magazine is included. (108349-29) {MODERN} (25/50)

1901.  IMPERIAL METAL PRODUCTS IMP DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #63228, 22 Short, 2 1/2” barrel with an overall very 
good bore. The metal surface retains 95% original matte black finish with spots of silvering along the high edges, at the muzzle and along 
the cylinder front which has a light turn ring. The revolver has fixed sights and the faux pearl grips rate excellent with light handling marks. 
(108349-30) {MODERN} (25/50)

1902.  HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #A136334, 12 ga, 30” plain barrel choked modified with a 
bright near excellent bore. The metal surfaces have toned to a brown oxidized patina. The smooth walnut round knob buttstock rates good 
with two 7” cracks emanating on both sides of the wrist. The checkered walnut forend rates very good with light dings and small chips 
missing from the high edges. The barrel is missing its bead front sight. (177908-12) {C&R} (25/50)

1903.  BERETTA MODEL 21-A BOBCAT SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #BAS34833V, 25 ACP, 2 3/8” barrel with excellent bore. The nickel 
finish on this compact pistol rates excellent showing only a few minor handling marks. This pistol has fixed sights and smooth walnut grips 
with PB medallions. The grips show light impact marks along the right panel and this pistol comes with a single eight round magazine. This 
double action pistol remains in overall excellent condition. (108095-1) {MODERN} [Charles Hadley Collection] (100/200)
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1904.  MAVERICK 88 SLIDE-ACTION SHOTGUN BY MOSSBERG serial #MV13072T, 12 ga., 28” Accu-Choke ventilated rib barrel with 
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue finish with overall light scratches in the surface and two spots of added 
green paint on the barrel at the breech and left side of the muzzle. The black synthetic stock and ribbed forend rate near excellent with a 
few light handling marks. The buttplate has been removed and a Pachmayr slip-on recoil pad has been added to take its place. Included is 
a single Red Head full choke screw-in insert. (108300-18S20475) {MODERN} (75/150)

1905.  SMITH & WESSON MODEL 916A SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #40B778, 12 ga, 20” plain barrel choked cylinder with 
a bright about excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 92% original blue with operational wear on the magazine tube and 
light pitting and handling marks on the receiver. The plain walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate about excellent with minor 
handling marks. This shotgun is fitted with rifle sights, a rear sling swivel stud and a GG&G sling swivel on the magazine tube. 
(1X218290-155) {MODERN} (175/275)

1906.  MARLIN MODEL 37 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #2316, 22 S,L,LR, 24” barrel with a bright very good bore with a small bulge about 
9” from the muzzle. The metal surfaces retain 85% original blue with the barrel and frame beginning to tone towards brown, some operational 
wear, an area on the magazine tube that has faded to gray, several scattered spots of oxidation, a few small spots of light pitting and one 
of the upper tang screws is missing. The walnut stock and grooved forearm rate very good to near excellent with an added finish, a small 
crack by the hammer, an impact mark between the toe and buttplate and a few light handling marks. (1X127711-16) {C&R} (200/400)

1907.  SAVAGE MARK II BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #409492, 22 LR, 21” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% 
original blue with a few light scratches and a little minor handling marks. The checkered synthetic pistolgrip stock rates very good to near 
excellent with multiple light dings and scratches. The factory sights are intact and the receiver is grooved to accommodate mounting a scope. 
Included are two magazines, a Tasco 3-9x rifle scope with duplex reticle and clear optics, an unmarked multi-tool and a green canvas long 
gun case. (1X128300-14S20583){MODERN} (50/100)

1908.  ITALIAN M41 CARCANO BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY TERNI serial #N8043, 6.5 Carcano, 27” barrel with a fair bore that shows 
oxidation and pitting throughout. The barreled action’s metal surfaces of this FAT42 coded rifle are an overall dull gray patina with a few 
light pitting spots, freckling and oxidation staining throughout their length. The magazine assembly and bands retain 95% of a later applied 
black enamel with some painted over pitting on magazine assembly, freckling and thinning. The beech stock rates about very good as 
lightly-cleaned with a 3” repair at right rear of action, a faded Italian cartouche on the left side of butt, a 3/4” crack on left side of butt, a 
1/2” crack behind upper tang, a 1/2” crack to the right of cleaning rod channel, a few dings and handling marks. The stock is numbered 
matching to the receiver, cocking knob. The mainspring, firing pin and safety are missing and this gun will require mechanical attention. A 
good project gun or parts donor. (1X208270-28) {C&R} (25/75)

1909.  C.V.A. BUCKHORN MAGNUM MUZZLE LOADING RIFLE serial #61-13-076587-07, 50 Cal., 24” round barrel with an about 
good partially oxidized bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% blue finish with scattered oxidation. The front fiber-optic sight is missing and 
a Red Head 3-9X muzzle loading scope with duplex reticle and crisp clear optics. The Monte-Carlo black textured composite stock rates 
excellent overall. The rifle comes with a padded nylon sling, ramrod, and the bolt handle is not seated but present. The gun has added 
leopard pattern duct tape wrapped around most of the barrel, scope and along the stock and is sure to help speed up your shouldering 
time. (1X108300-17S20475A) {ANTIQUE} (25/50)

1910.  HIGH STANDARD SLIDE ACTION RIOT SHOTGUN serial #3158266, 12 ga, 18” plain barrel choked cylinder with a bright about 
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 97% original blue with minor operational wear and light handling marks on the receiver. The 
smooth hardwood pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forend rate about excellent with minor handling marks. This shotgun is fitted with rifle 
sights, a rear sling swivel stud and a GG&G sling swivel on the magazine tube. (1X218290-163) {MODERN} (175/275)

1911.  ITHACA MODEL 300 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN BY SKB serial #S46972, 12 ga., 28” plain barrel choked modified with a bright ex-
cellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue and black finishes with a few light handling marks. The shotgun has a single silver 
bead sight and the checkered pistolgrip and finger groove forend rate excellent with a few minor scattered handling marks. (1X108303-
58D32549) {MODERN} (75/150)

1912.  REMINGTON MODEL 12 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #247236, 22 S,L,LR, 22” barrel with a frosted lightly pitted bore. The metal 
surfaces are primarily a brown patina with some blue remaining on the receiver and in protected areas of the barrel and magazine tube, 
some scattered light oxidation and a few small dings. The walnut stock and forearm have likely been lightly cleaned and rate very good with 
multiple dings and scratches, a couple of chips and some areas of fading finish. The rifle is in need of mechanical attention as the slide and 
breechblock are not functioning, the slide handle retention screws are missing, the hard rubber buttplate is worn at the heel and chipped 
and cracked at the toe and the buttstock fits a little loose to the frame. (1X128139-7D32301) {C&R} (75/150)

1913.  U.S. MODEL 1873 TRAPDOOR CARBINE CONVERTED TO SHOTGUN serial #23200, 45 cal., 22” smoothbore barrel with a very 
good bore having scattered light oxidation. This is a customized shotgun constructed from an 1873 carbine with added or altered parts some 
of which may not fit properly. The metal surfaces have toned to an overall dull brown with scattered oxidation and tiny impact marks, the 
lockplate is a slightly brighter pale gray. The barrel is equipped with a plain brass bead front sight and the rear sight is completely removed. 
The top of the frame is marked “G.F.G. / 106” and the 1873 dated breechblock does not seat properly. The two rear lockplate screws are not 
flush with the surface of the plate and there are visible screw heads in the opposite side of the stock. The rear of the upper tang is missing 
at the mounting screw, the sling bar bolt is missing, the barrel band does not fit properly and the retention clip is missing. The stock rates fair 
with numerous handling marks, a small crack at the forend tip, no cartouche and dried faded finish. The buttplate tang screw doesn’t fit and 
is a bit proud of the stock and the tumbler no longer functions preventing the hammer from functioning. (1X58195-5) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

1914. UNMARKED PERCUSSION DOUBLE SHOTGUN about 
10 bore, 26” barrels with about very good bores showing some light oxidation. The barrels 

have toned to a pale gray and brown patina with remnants of original damascus scene and 
some scattered oxidation and pinprick pitting with an area of more moderate pitting about 5” from the 

breech. The top of the barrel is marked only “P.S. Newton”. The rear tang, lock and triggerguard have a pleasing 
brown patina and loose foliate scroll engraving. The checkered walnut stock stocks rates fair with handling marks, worn 

checkering and fading finish. The stock has been fitted with a period installed spring loaded wooden plunger buttplate and an 
added rather obscure bulbous pistolgrip. The leather covered buttplate shows moderate cracking and crazing and the pistolgrip has a 

couple nice chips. Included is a period wooden ramrod with brass tip on one end and a threaded ball puller on the other. The rod has a 3” chip 
about 7” from the brass end. A rather interesting and creative percussion double. (1X58165-2) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)

1914
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1915.  BELGIAN W.H. GREENFIELD DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #7782/8061, 12 ga, 30” damascus barrels choked cylinder 
and modified with very good bores with surface oxidation present. The barrels show a pewter damascus pattern with moderate clusters of 
surface oxidation. The locks are a dull smoke gray patina with traces of original case colors and are engraved with two birds on the corners 
surrounded by open scroll. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates very good with light handling marks and a tiny chip at the toe. 
The checkered walnut forend with horn forend tip rates very good plus with light handling marks. The buttstock is fitted with a hard rubber 
buttplate which provides a 14 1/2” length of pull. The right firing pin is not present. The gun locks up tight and the hammers function well 
mechanically. (1X178107-5) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)

1916.  NATIONAL ARMS CO DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #42151C, 12 ga, 30” damascus barrels choked full and full with bright 
excellent bores. The barrels have toned to a dark brown patina with scattered surface oxidation. The locks have toned to a gray patina and 
are engraved with two game birds on the right and a pointer on the left surrounded by open scroll. The checkered walnut round knob 
buttstock rates very good. The checkered walnut forend rates very good with dings and scratches. The gun is missing both firing pins, the 
top lever is far right from center and the barrels are off face. (1X178107-4) {C&R} (150/250)

1917.  CUSTOM MAUSER 98 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #2646, 6mm Rem, 24” barrel marked “Federal Firearms Co.” with an excellent 
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95-97% of a commercially applied blue finish that has some light wear and areas of sparse surface 
oxidation scattered about. The SILE hardwood checkered Monte Carlo stock rates near excellent with added finish over a few light dings, 
a few small divots and other assorted handling marks. The stock features a capped pistolgrip and has the original hard rubber buttplate. 
There are no provisions for sights and mounted to the receiver is a Weaver V7 2.5-7X riflescope. The scope features a duplex reticle and 
has very good optics. The bottom metal is missing the floorplate, spring and follower but the parts should be simple to replace. The bolt and 
receiver are numbered alike and the safety has been modified for use with a scope and a trigger shoe has been installed on the trigger. A 
near excellent condition sporting Mauser rifle package in a great medium game cartridge. (1X48303-62D32455) {MODERN} (200/400)

1918.  SAVAGE MODEL 23A SPORTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #136474, 22 LR, 23” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces 
retain about 90% original blue that has flaked to brown and mixing with areas of gray and light surface oxidation throughout. The smooth 
walnut stock rates excellent and there are a few dings and other light handling marks present. The stock features a schnabel tip, a pistolgrip, 
sling swivels and the serrated steel buttplate. The original front sight is intact, the rear sight has been replaced with a slot blank. At one point 
an aperture sight had been installed at the rear of the receiver but has since been removed and a vintage J.C. Higgins 6X riflescope has been 
installed to a Weaver base atop the receiver. The scope features a crosshair reticle and has very good optics. A single detachable magazine 
is included. A lovely vintage 22 LR in near excellent overall condition. (2X48100-204) {C&R} {Walter “Walt” Rauch Collection] (50/100)

1919.  REMINGTON MODEL 4 SINGLE SHOT ROLLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #335314, 32 RF, 22 1/2” barrel with a very good lightly 
frosted bore. The barrel on this later screw-type takedown rifle retains 97% refinished blue with some light oxidation, minor pitting and 
polishing marks. The refinished frame is a dark copper color with spots of blue and some light oxidation. The walnut stock and forearm have 
been lightly cleaned with an added finish and rate very good with multiple minor dings and scratches. (2X128116-94) {C&R} (100/200)

1920.  SYRACUSE ARMS BOXLOCK SHOTGUN serial #36576, 16 ga, 28” damascus barrels choked full and modified with bright excellent 
bores. The barrels display a gray damascus pattern having scattered spots of oxidation staining and oxidation. The boxlock frame has toned 
to a silvery gray patina which is mixing with some surface oxidation. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good 
displaying some scattered dings and scratches, perhaps being lightly refinished many years ago and display flattened checkering. The gun 
is fitted with a hard rubber buttplate which provides a length of pull of 14”. The gun features double triggers, automatic safety and extractors. 
(2X177951-97) {C&R} (50/100)

1921.  BUFFALO NEWTON RIFLE COMPANY BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #1043, 30 USG, 24” barrel with a very good frosted bore. The 
barrel has toned to a soft gray patina with light surface oxidation and scratches. The receiver has toned to a bright pewter patina with oxi-
dation stains. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates very good with a large chip on the left side of the receiver, a thin crack between 
the upper tang and toe along with light dings and scratches. There is no bolt present. (1X177567-12) {C&R} (50/100)

1922.  VOLUNTEER ARMS COMPANY SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #890280, 12 ga, 24” half smooth, half rifled barrel with a 
bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 95% original blue finish with loss due to light handling and fading. The frame has toned to a pleasing 
gray and pewter patina with traces of original case-hardened colors. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock is a quality replacement with 
a raised left side cheekpiece with two cracks emanating from the tang. The checkered walnut forend rates very good with light handling 
marks. The barrel has been shortened and an added 6 1/2” rifled extension is attached. The barrel is drilled and tapped which supports 
two Weaver style scope bases. (1X177889-11) {MODERN} (50/100)

1923.  SMITH AND WESSON MODEL 1000M SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #FS93129, 12 ga, 30” ventilated rib barrel choked full 
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces show a custom camouflage green, brown and black paint which is moderately flaking. The 
checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates very good with added camouflage paint that is flaking. The gun functions well and would make 
a fine waterfowl shotgun or could be brought back to its original appearance with a careful cleaning. (1X178143-3) {MODERN} (100/200)

1924.  NATIONAL FIRE ARMS CO. SLIDE ACTION HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #A23211, 12 ga, 30” plain barrel choked full with a bright 
about excellent bore. The barrel and receiver have toned to a plum brown patina and the action and magazine tube have worn to a mottled 
gray finish. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates excellent with minor handling marks and flaking of the varnish, it is also fitted with 
a Mershon rubber recoil pad which provides a length of pull of 13 1/2”. The grooved forend rates excellent with only minor handling marks 
in the later applied varnish. (1X218104-6) {C&R} (100/200)

1925.  L.C. SMITH GRADE 2E SIDELOCK DOUBLE EJECTORGUN serial #6840, 12 ga, 28” solid rib barrels both choked modified with 
bright near excellent bores. The barrels have toned to a gray brown patina with light surface oxidation and show a professionally raised dent 
on the right tube. The locks and frame have toned to a gray patina with light oxidation stains. The locks are engraved with a woodcock on 
the right and a partridge left surrounded by open foliate scroll. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates about very good with light 
cracks emanating from the locks and a moderate amount of wood filler around the action. The checkered walnut forend rates good with 
moderate dings and a large chip missing just ahead of the forend iron. The stock is fitted with a Redhead rubber recoil pad which provides 
a 14” length of pull. The screw in front of the triggerguard is a replacement. The gun locks up slightly loose and the top lever is far left of 
center. The gun functions well mechanically. (1X178117-29) {C&R} (200/400)

1926.  ITHACA FIELD GRADE BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #148083, 16 ga, 28” solid rib barrels choked modified and full with 
bright near excellent bores. The metal surfaces retain 70% original blue finish with light specks of surface oxidation and pitting. The boxlock 
frame has toned to a dark brown patina with light tool marks and surface oxidation. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates very 
good with scattered dings and light drying cracks on the left side. The splinter forend rates very good with handling marks. The gun features 
double triggers, automatic safety and extractors. The gun locks up well. (1X178136-7) {C&R} (100/200)

1927.  SPRINGFIELD ARMORY FIELD GRADE BOXLOCK SHOTGUN serial #T28111, 12 ga, 30” solid rib barrel choked modified and 
improved modified with bright, near excellent bores. The barrels have toned to a brown patina with light specks of surface oxidation and 
scratches. The boxlock frame retains 75% original case-hardened colors with light surface oxidation. The smooth walnut round knob buttstock 
and splinter forend rate good to about very good as lightly refinished with a thin 1 1/4” crack in the left side of the wrist behind the frame 
and other light handling marks. The gun is fitted with double triggers, automatic safety and extractors. (1X178145-8) {MODERN} (50/100)
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1928.  MERIDEN FIREARMS COMPANY SIDELOCK SHOTGUN serial #50136, 12 ga, 32” solid rib barrels both choked full and full 
with very good pitted bores. The barrels have toned to a dull brown patina with a few scattered dings. The locks and frame have toned 
to a dull gray patina. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates very good with a 2” crack on the left side emanating from the lock 
and scattered dings and scratches. The checkered walnut forend also rates very good with dings and scratches from the years. The stock 
is fitted with a rubber recoil pad which provides a 14” length of pull. The gun features double triggers, automatic safety and extractors. 
(1X178117-23) {C&R} (75/150)

1929.  BROWNING BDM SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #945NX04242, 9mm, 4 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces 
retain 99% original matte blue with a few light handling marks. The checkered black plastic grips rate excellent. This pistol appears to have 
seen very little use, it features a 3-dot sight and an ambidextrous safety and comes with two magazines, a factory plastic box and a manual. 
(1X128251-5) {MODERN} (200/400)

1930.  SMITH & WESSON MODEL 10-5 MILITARY & POLICE REVOLVER serial #C832661, 38 Special, 4” pinned and tapered barrel 
with an excellent bore. This revolver retains about 99% factory blue with minor handling wear and light turn ring on the cylinder. The standard 
hammer and trigger retain robust case-hardened colors with light operational wear. The checkered walnut factory Magna grips with silver 
S&W medallions are correctly numbered to the gun and rate excellent. (1X88290-205) {MODERN} (200/400)

1931.  STOEGER TARGET LUGER SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #49268, 22 LR, 5 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces 
retain about 98% factory blue and anodized finishes with light muzzle wear. The checkered walnut factory grips rate about excellent with 
minor handling marks. The pistol is equipped with the adjustable rear sight but the blade is broken off. The pistol includes a single magazine. 
(1X88303-18D32098) {MODERN} (150/250)

1932.  COLT NEW POLICE REVOLVER serial #26529, 32 Colt New Police (S&W Long), 4” barrel with a few scattered pits. This 1904 made revolver 
retains about 90% factory blue with high edge wear, light silvering where the front sight blade was modified to a silver bead, a few lightly cleaned 
oxidation blemishes, pitting and handling marks. The checkered hard rubber factory grips with “Colt” within an oval rate about very good with 
very little wear but have a small scuff on the right butt. (1X86520-3962) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (275/375)

1933.  SMITH & WESSON THIRD MODEL .32 SAFETY HAMMERLESS TOP-BREAK “BICYCLE” REVOLVER serial #207624, 32 
S&W (short), 2” barrel with a near excellent bore exhibiting very light scattered frosting. The metal surfaces retain about 40% factory blue with 
most surfaces toned to brown with strong amounts of finish left on the barrel, top strap and triggerguard. The trigger is mostly brown and 
pewter with faint case-hardened colors visible. The replacement diamond checkered factory hard rubber grips are not correctly numbered 
to the gun but rate excellent overall. The triggerguard pin is missing, gun still functions mechanically and all appropriate parts are correctly 
numbered to the gun. (1X86520-4024) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]  (275/375)

1934.  SMITH & WESSON MODEL 1903 32 HAND EJECTOR REVOLVER serial #235765, 32 S&W Long, 3 1/4” barrel with an excellent 
bore. This fifth change revolver retains about 90% factory blue with high edge wear, several areas of cleaned pitting on the backstrap, 
topstrap and cylinder; a few oxidation stains, scratches and a turn ring on the cylinder. The standard hammer and trigger retain robust 
case-hardened colors with light oxidation blemishes and operational wear. The diamond checkered hard rubber grips rate excellent. 
The grips and all appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the gun and it still times and locks up correctly. (1X86520-3343) {C&R} 
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (275/375)

1935.  SMITH & WESSON MODEL 1903 32 HAND EJECTOR REVOLVER serial #161947, 32 S&W Long, 3 1/4” barrel with an oxidized 
and pitted bore. This fifth change revolver retains about 90% plus factory nickel with light, high edge wear, freckling, oxidation blemishes, 
limited pitting, bubbling, scratches and handling marks. The standard hammer and trigger retain robust case-hardened colors with light 
freckling and operational wear. The diamond checkered hard rubber grips rate about good with a check forming on the butt of the right 
panel. The grips are not correctly numbered to the gun but all other appropriate parts are and it still times and locks up correctly. (1X86520-
1417) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]  (275/375)

1936.  SMITH & WESSON MODEL 10-5 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #D697096, 38 Spl, 6” pinned barrel with a bright excel-
lent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with a little silvering by the muzzle, a little light freckling primarily on the gripstrap, a 
few minor handling marks and a faint turn ring on the cylinder. The trigger and hammer exhibit excellent case colors and show a few light 
handling and operational marks. The checkered walnut Magna grips with S&W medallions are numbered to the gun and rate very good 
to near excellent with a few handling blemishes and a little fading/flaking finish. This mid 1970’s revolver appears to have seen light use. 
(1X126520-110) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]  (275/375)

1937.  HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON HAMMERLESS SECOND MODEL SMALL FRAME REVOLVER serial #37190, 32 S&W, 
3 1/4” fluted round barrel with a good bore having spots of pitting and oxidation. The metal surfaces retain about 70% flaking original 
nickel with scattered surface oxidation, the majority of which is on the barrel and cylinder. The replacement mother-of-pearl grips rate 
good with a thin drying crack in the left panel. The action is in need of mechanical attention as it does not advance properly all the time. 
(1X57874-11) {MODERN} (25/75)

1938.  SMITH & WESSON 1ST MODEL 32 HAND EJECTOR REVOLVER serial #15972, 32 S&W Long, 3 1/4” barrel with an oxidized 
and pitted bore. The metal surfaces of this model of 1896 revolver retain about 70% factory blue with the grip frame worn to brown and 
pewter, moderate high edge wear, oxidation blemishes, pitting and scratches. The hammer and trigger are starting to tone to gray with 
strong case-hardened colors present. The diamond checkered hard rubber factory grips with S&W monogram rate very good with light 
scratches and a thin hairline crack in the bottom right panel. The grips and all appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the gun. Timing 
and lock up remain excellent. (1X86520-3973) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (175/275)

1939.  COLT CHALLENGER SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #12561-C, 22 LR, 4 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. This first year production 
pistol (1950) retains about 80% factory blue finish with the grip frame toned to light gray, moderate high edge wear, scattered light scratches 
and the finish is starting to evenly thin. The grips are a replacement with the left panel consisting of a synthetic checkered thumb rest from 
a Woodsman model and the right panel an oversized homemade walnut grip with a light palm swell. The left panel has a minor repair and 
is starting to warp and the right panel has poorly applied finish. The pistol includes a single correctly marked factory magazine. This should 
make a fine shooter but unless you have large hands you may want to find a pair of replacement grips. (1X86520-99) {MODERN} [Richard 
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/400)

1940.  SMITH & WESSON MODEL 1903 .32 HAND EJECTOR REVOLVER serial #129703, 32 S&W Long, 4 1/4” barrel with a frosted 
bore. This 5th change revolver retains about 96% factory nickel plate with high edge wear, scattered oxidation, minor bubbling and a turn 
ring on the cylinder. The hammer and trigger have worn gray with splashes of bold case-hardened colors in the protected areas along 
with minor freckling and operational wear. The diamond checkered factory hard rubber grips rate very good with a few light scratches 
and a tiny hairline crack in the upper left corner of the left panel. The grips and all appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the gun. 
(1X88139-74D32358) {C&R} (200/400)
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1941.  SMITH & WESSON .32 SAFETY HAMMERLESS TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial #16733, 32 S&W (Short), 3” barrel with a lightly 
frosted and pitted bore. The metal surfaces of this first change New Departure revolver retain about 95% factory nickel plate with cleaned 
pitting on the left side of the frame, scratches, oxidation blemishes, bubbling finish and a turn ring on the cylinder. The blue finished trigger-
guard has very light freckling and the case-hardened colors on the trigger are bold with the face worn to pewter. The diamond checkered 
factory hard rubber grips rate about excellent with a few light scratches. The grips and all appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the 
gun. (1X88139-90X10788) {C&R} (200/400)

1942.  SMITH & WESSON MODEL 10-7 MILITARY & POLICE REVOLVER serial #3D60180, 38 Special, 4” pinned and tapered barrel 
with an excellent bore. This revolver retains about 90% factory blue with the grip frame toned to brown, scattered oxidation on the right 
side of the frame and sideplate in addition to a light turn ring on the cylinder and a few handling marks. The standard hammer and trigger 
retain bold case-hardened colors with light operational wear. The checkered walnut factory Magna grips with silver S&W medallions are 
correctly numbered to the gun and rate very good with a few light dents. (88290-220) {MODERN} (150/250)

1943.  TANFOGLIO TA-90 SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #G0226, 9mm, 4 1/2” barrel with a very good bore that shows one small spot of 
oxidation. The metal surfaces of this CZ-75 style pistol retain 90% original phosphate with some light silvering spots, overall scattered light 
freckling. The smooth walnut grips rate very good retaining much of their factory varnish with a few dings, handling marks and scratches. The 
slide is numbered matching to the frame, the pistol has a white outline rear sight and white ramp front sight. A single unmarked magazine 
is included with this pistol. A very good example of these Italian made CZ-75 clones. (1X208290-304) {MODERN} (175/275)

1944.  SMITH & WESSON SAFETY HAMMERLESS DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #159516, 32 S&W, 3 1/2” barrel with a very 
good bore that shows scattered light pitting and frosting. The metal surfaces retain about 20% original blue with the balance having flaked 
off giving way to a brown patina, scattered freckling and some dings on the rear of the cylinder and frontstrap. The S&W marked grips 
rate very good showing a few dings and handling marks. The right grip panel is stamped matching, while the left panel is unnumbered, the 
cylinder and barrel are also matching to the frame. A good example of a second model Safety Hammerless revolver. (1X208218-47) {C&R} 
[Ken Waters Collection] (100/200)

1945.  ARMI SAN MARCO 1860 ARMY PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #D12963, 44 Cal., 7 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. 
The barrel and cylinder retain 98% original blue with a few specks of light fine oxidation staining and there is a faint turn ring along the 
cylinder. The hammer, trigger and loading lever show mottled case-hardened color and rate excellent. The brass frame and triggerguard 
have a goldenrod patina with spots of light verdigris and fine oxidation staining. The hardwood grips rate excellent and this replica will need 
mechanical attention as the timing is slightly off. (1X108290-172) {ANTIQUE} (75/150)

1946.  IVER JOHNSON ARMS & CYCLE WORKS THIRD MODEL SAFETY AUTOMATIC HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER 
serial #G20626, .32 S&W, 3” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel, frame and gripstrap retain 95% original nickel-plate with some 
small spots of flaking and oxidation staining with a light turn ring along the cylinder. The hammer and trigger show mottled case-hardened 
color and the triggerguard is mostly blue flaking to brown. The hard rubber owl’s head grips rate excellent and the revolver locks up tight 
and times correctly. (1X108301-21) {C&R} (50/100)

1947.  MANUFRANCE LE FRANCAIS MODEL E VEST POCKET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #202182, 25 ACP, 2 3/8” tip-up barrel 
with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces have worn to gray with minor freckling and oxidation stains. The triggerguard is missing from the 
pistol. The smooth homemade white synthetic grips rate about excellent as constructed with light handling marks. The pistol has several 
interesting features: double action only striker fired mechanism, tip-up barrel for loading and unloading the chamber, no slide serrations, 
barrel automatically unlocks when the magazine is removed or can be manually unlocked via a lever on the right side of the frame when the 
magazine is in place and no extractor. (1X87958-11) {MODERN} (50/100)

1948.  IVER JOHNSON ARMS & CYCLE WORKS SAFETY HAMMERLESS REVOLVER serial #L30266, 32 S&W, 3 1/4” barrel with 
a dark oxidized bore. The metal surfaces retain 70% nickel-plated finish with overall flaking, spots of light pitting with oxidation staining. 
The cylinder is mostly rusted and the revolver does seem to cycle correctly. The owl’s head hard rubber grips rate good overall with mostly 
rounded points and has a chip missing from the right side panel. This would make a great parts gun. (1X108270-19) {C&R} (15/30)

1949.  DEUTSCHE WERKE VEST POCKET AUTOMATIC SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #73059, 25 ACP, 2 3/4” barrel with about very 
good bore with light frosting in the grooves. The metal surfaces retain 95% flaking re-applied nickel finish with spots of light pitting. This 
Ortgies patent pistol has fixed sights and the smooth walnut grips with brass logo medallions rate very good overall with added varnish. 
The left medallion has been pushed in and there are scattered light handling marks. Included is a single 6 round bright bodied magazine. 
(1X108290-261) {C&R} (50/100)

1950.  HOPKINS & ALLEN FOREHAND MODEL 1801 TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #B8904, 32 S&W, 3 1/4” round barrel with 
dark pitted bore. The metal surfaces retain 80% flaking nickel-plated finish with heaviest flaking at the hinge pin and along the barrel. 
The cylinder is no longer present and the hard rubber shield grips rate very good with a tiny sliver missing from the right side panel. 
(1X108270-20) {C&R} (10/20)

1951.  IVER JOHNSON AMERICAN BULL DOG DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #3045, 32 RF, 2 7/16” octagon barrel with a dark 
oxidized and pitted bore. The nickel-plated surfaces retain 80% original flaking finish with areas of loss that have toned to brown. There is 
active oxidation and spots of light pitting on the frame, in front of the cylinder and at the muzzle. The cylinder pin is seized in place, however 
the cylinder still rotates. The hard rubber eagle motif grips rate excellent and this revolver will need mechanical attention as it does not 
function properly. (1X108203-7) {C&R} (15/30)

1952.  SMITH & WESSON MODEL 64 MILITARY & POLICE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #D543200, 38 Spl, 4” pinned barrel 
with a bright excellent bore. The matte stainless steel surface rates near excellent showing several minor handling marks and a light turn ring 
on the cylinder. The checkered walnut Magna grips with S&W logos are numbered to a different gun and rate very good to near excellent 
with several minor dings and scratches. (1X126520-2586) (MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (150/250)

1953.  SMITH & WESSON MODEL SD9VE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #FXH4559, 9mm, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The 
slide is painted desert tan with some flaking by the sights. The green synthetic frame with integrated grip rates about excellent with 
a light handling mark or two. The gun is fitted with 3-dot night sights and comes with a single magazine, manual and its original box. 
(1X128300-11S20581) {MODERN} (200/300)

1954.  HIGH STANDARD MODEL SK-100 SPORT-KING SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #632634, 22 LR, 6 3/4” barrel with a bright excel-
lent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue with silvering on the barrel towards the muzzle, on top of the slide, and on some high 
edges, and a little oxidation staining on the backstrap. The checkered brown plastic grips with left side thumb rest rate very good with a chip 
on the right side butt and several other light handling marks. (1X126520-3999) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (150/250)

1955.  MERIDEN FIREARMS COMPANY TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #195828, .38 S&W, 3 1/4” barrel with fair, lightly pitted bore. 
The metal surfaces retain 85% nickel-plated finish with loss due to flaking, oxidation staining and pin-prick pitting. The loss is concentrated 
mostly on the cylinder front, barrel and barrel latch. The hammer and trigger show remnants of case-hardened colors and the checkered 
hard rubber grips rate good with mostly rounded points a few light dings and a small section of the heel missing from the right side panel. 
The firearm is in need of mechanical attention as it does not function in single action. (1X108270-18) {C&R} (15/30)
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1956.  HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON 32 HAMMERLESS TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #115480, .32 S&W, 3” barrel with a bright 
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% nickel-plated finish with overall light scratches, spots of fine oxidation staining and a light turn 
ring on the cylinder. The trigger shows mottled case-hardened color and the triggerguard shows strong blue. The target logo grips rate 
near excellent having faded to brown with some of the points being worn near flat. This is a solid second model, second variant revolver. 
(1X108303-38D32602) {C&R} (75/150)

1957.  WALTHER P22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #L042219, 22 LR, 3 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 
98% original matte black finish and the polymer frame rates excellent. The pistol features a three dot adjustable sight system with added 
Walther laser sight, ambidextrous magazine release and safety with internal lock (no key provided). The pistol comes with three ten round 
magazines, factory hard case and manual. (1X108251-7) {MODERN} (150/250)

1958.  HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON AUTOMATIC EJECTING REVOLVER serial #82009, 38 S&W, 3 1/4” barrel with a bright ex-
cellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% nickel-plated finish with overall scattered spots of light fine oxidation staining with several light 
scratches. The hammer, trigger, and triggerguard all show varying amounts of strong blue and/or case-hardened color. The checkered hard 
rubber target grips rate excellent, having faded to a brown and this second model fifth variant revolver seems to function well mechanically. 
(1X108303-29D32593) {C&R} (75/150)

1959.  BROWNING BUCK MARK SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #655NM12063, 22 LR, 5 1/2” barrel with bright and excellent bore. The 
metal surfaces retain 95% matte blue and anodized finishes with numerous scattered light scratches. The trigger retains 99% gold-plated 
finish and the pistol has adjustable target sights. The composite grips with skip-line checkering and Browning medallions rate excellent. A 
single ten round magazine is included with the gun. (1X108303-8D32115) {MODERN} (150/250)

1960.  TAURUS MODEL PT-22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #Y116938, 22 LR, 2 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal 
surfaces retain 95% blue and gold finishes with some light handling marks and silvering along some of the high edges. The mother-
of-pearl grips rate excellent and the pistol comes with a single 8 round magazine, factory hard case and two keys for the internal lock. 
(1X108303-6D32175) {MODERN} (75/150)

1961.  RUGER MODEL 22/45 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #220-22566, 22 LR, 4 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The stainless 
surfaces rate excellent with a couple tiny spots of very light fine oxidation staining. The black Zytel frame rates excellent and the pistol has 
fixed sights and comes with an unnumbered original hard case, two magazines and a manual. (1X108272-1) {MODERN} (150/250)

1962.  HIGH STANDARD MODEL B SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #17635, 22 LR, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal sur-
faces retain 95% re-applied blue with spots of light pitting showing under the finish and areas of silver along the contact points, working 
areas and muzzle. There are impact marks visible on the frame near and on the takedown lever and the takedown screw head slot shows 
heavy wear. The recoil spring guide is a poorly made replacement and will slip by the stop occasionally and should be replaced. The pistol 
has the Hartford style front sight with standard rear sight and the checkered hard rubber grips rate very good with slightly worn points and 
light handling marks, more prominent on the left grip. A single 10 round magazine is included. (108142-30) {C&R} (150/250)

1963.  ITHACA CRASS MODEL DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #31621, 12 ga, 30” solid rib damascus barrels choked improved cylinder and 
improved cylinder with very good bores displaying a couple of small dings and light pitting. The barrels display a lovely gray damascus pattern 
having some light brown blemishes and light oxidation staining present. The boxlock frame has toned to a bright smoke gray patina having 
some scattered spots of brown freckling. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and splinter forend rate about very good as poorly 
refinished having scattered dings and scratches with very light traces of checkering present. The gun features double triggers, automatic 
safety and extractors. The gun locks up loose and the barrels are off face. (177944-5) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1964.  WM MOORE AND CO DOUBLE HAMMER UNDERLEVER SHOTGUN 12 ga, 30” solid rib barrel choked cylinder (the right 
barrel is un-measurable due to a dent at the muzzle) with very good lightly pitted bores. The barrels have toned to a bright pewter patina 
which is mixing to brown with oxidation stains. The frame hammers and underlever have toned to a bright pewter patina with oxidation 
stains. The checkered walnut buttstock rates very good as refinished with light dings and scratches. The buttstock is fitted with a widow’s 
peak steel buttplate which provides a 14 1/2” length of pull. The gun functions well but lock-up is slightly loose. (177951-98) {C&R} 
[Tweed Herendeen Collection] (200/400)

1965.  UNMARKED EUROPEAN DOUBLE BARREL PINFIRE PISTOL about .44 Cal, 3 1/2” barrels with very good bores that show 
scattered frosting and pitting but strong rifling. The barrels are drifting to a dull gray patina with scattered freckling and traces of the original 
blue finish. The frame is a light gray color with scroll engraving, a few small dings, oxidation stain spots and freckling. The European walnut 
grips rate very good showing traces of an older varnish, a few dings and handling marks. The left hammer is not functioning properly, a 
few screws show slot damage, there are two vacant screw holes behind the triggerguard and the upper tang is proud of pistol grip. An 
interesting European pinfire pistol. (207535-80) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

1966.  EUROPEAN FLINTLOCK POCKET PISTOL about .44 Cal, 3” barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal surfaces are an overall dull gray 
patina with scattered oxidation and light pitting. The smooth walnut grip rates near excellent with a tiny chip on the left side, a few handling 
marks and dings. The right side of the frame is marked “BRISTOL”, the left is marked “GILLET” and the underside of the barrel is marked 
with a “(Crown)/P” British-style proof. An interesting flintlock pocket pistol. (207949-63) {ANTIQUE} (100/300)

1967.  WALTHER MODEL TPH SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #281713, 22 LR, 2 3/4” barrel with a very good plus bore showing a little frosting. 
The metal surfaces of this parts gun retain about 97% original blue with some minor high edge wear, handling marks and some oxidation 

staining by the magazine well and magazine release. The black checkered plastic 
grips remain in excellent condition with a few small scuffs and handling marks. 
It is unknown if all parts are present but the trigger, hammer and  mainspring 
are still in the frame and the grips, grip screws, slide with safety, recoil spring, 
trigger bar and one magazine are included. The magazine release appears 
to have broken off but is included. A good candidate for parts or restoration. 

(137942-31) {MODERN} (100/150)
1968. WALTHER MODEL PP SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #359219P, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel 

with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this wartime-produced pistol retain about 80% 
original dull blue with high edge and holster wear, small patches thinning to silver throughout, some 

scattered dings, scratches and gripstraps toning to gray. The checkered hardwood Walther grips re-
main in about good overall condition and are worn smooth with a number of small chips and dings on the left panel and 

some smaller dings and handling marks on the right panel. The slide and frame are matching and all appropriate parts 
are marked with “(Eagle)/WaA359” stamps. The lanyard ring has broken off and the pistol includes one Walther-marked 
magazine. A rather well-used but still fully functional example that would make a nice addition to any military collection. 
(137942-125) {C&R} (350/550)

1968
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1969.  DEUTSCHE WERKE ORTGIES SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #118693, 25 ACP, 2 3/4” barrel with a bright very good bore showing 
just a little frosting throughout. The metal surfaces of this pistol retain about 92% original blue with some high edge wear, small scratch-
es and handling marks and the gripstraps toning to gray. The smooth walnut grips remain in very good plus condition with a few small 
dings, handling marks and tiny drying cracks. This little pistol remains fully functional and includes one original nickel-plated magazine. 
(138050-506) {C&R} (175/275)

1970.  GERMAN MODEL 27 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY CZ serial #374437, 32 ACP, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces 
of this pistol retain about 92% dull older reapplied blue with some high edge wear, thinning to gray on the frame and some minor pinprick 
pitting under the newer finish. The black checkered plastic CZ-logo grips remain in near excellent condition with just a few small dings 
and handling marks. The frame is fnh-marked and is matching to the slide and the right side of the frame has a very faint “(Eagle)/WaA76” 
Waffenamt. This refinished pistol includes one blue-bodied magazine and may make for a good shooter. (138050-634) {C&R} (200/300)

1971.  COLT AGENT REVOLVER serial #34297LW, 38 Special, 2” barrel with an excellent bore. The serial number of this gun dates it to 1955 
but the Agent model was not produced until 1962. The Colt Courier model was produced in limited numbers during 1954 - 1955 in the 
same configuration later used in the Agent but not chambered in 38 Special. It is possible Colt used up leftover Courier frames and made 
them into Agents. This gun does have a factory rework mark (star) and could have been a Courier later converted to 38 Special using 
Agent parts by the factory or went in for other refurbishing. This gun retains about 80% factory blue and anodized finishes with the grip 
frame toned to pewter, light to moderate edge wear, turn ring on the cylinder, limited pinprick pitting, a few dings and other handling 
marks. The checkered walnut factory service grips with silver Rampant Colt medallions are numbered to the gun and rate good plus with 
light to moderate diamond point compression and handling marks. The gun still times and locks up correctly and it should soldier on nicely 
in its original duties as a self-defense gun. See the other Agent in auction serial #34345LW with similar properties. (86520-2021) {C&R} 
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/400)

1972.  COLT AGENT REVOLVER serial #34345LW, 38 Special, 2” barrel with an excellent bore. The serial number of this gun dates it to 1955 
but the Agent model was not produced until 1962. The Colt Courier model was produced in limited numbers during 1954 - 1955 in the 
same configuration later used in the Agent but not chambered in 38 Special. It is possible Colt use up leftover Courier frames and made 
them into Agents. This gun does have a factory rework mark (star) and could have been a Courier later converted to 38 Special using Agent 
parts by the factory or, as seen with this gun, it underwent some refinishing to the sideplate. This gun retains about 75% factory original 
blue and anodized finishes with the grip frame toned to pewter, light to moderate edge wear, turn ring on the cylinder, limited pin prick 
pitting and handling marks. The sideplate is numbered to the gun and has been factory-refinished but the remaining parts appear original. 
The checkered walnut factory service grips with silver Rampant Colt medallions are numbered to the gun. They rate good plus with light to 
moderate diamond point compression and handling marks. There are several small impact marks to the top of the front sight but the gun 
still times and locks up correctly and should make a great self-defense firearm. See the other Agent in auction serial #34297LW with similar 
properties. (86520-2475) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/400)

1973.  COLT AGENT REVOLVER serial #165267LW, 38 Special, 2” barrel with an excellent bore exhibiting a hint of frosting. The metal surfaces 
of this 1965-made gun retain about 90% plus factory blue and anodized finishes with light high edge wear, scratches, scattered areas of 
lightly cleaned oxidized pitting, turn ring on the cylinder and handling marks. The un-numbered checkered walnut factory grips with silver 
Rampant Colt medallions rate about very good with lightly worn diamond points, scratches and other handling marks. The gun still times 
and locks up correctly. (86520-147) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (300/500)

1974.  COLT POLICE POSITIVE 38 MODEL REVOLVER serial #160004, 38 Colt New Police (S&W), 4” barrel with an excellent bore. 
This 1924-made gun retains about 75% factory blue with the grip frame toning to brown, high edge wear, oxidation stains, pitting 
and handling marks. The un-numbered checkered walnut factory grips with silver Rampant Colt medallions rate good with light to 
moderate diamond point wear and handling marks. Timing is off a few of the chambers but lock up is good. (86520-3041) {C&R} 
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (150/250)

1975.  COLT POLICE POSITIVE 38 MODEL REVOLVER serial #109423, 38 Colt New Police (S&W), 4” barrel with a lightly frosted bore. 
This 1919-made gun retains about 30 - 40% factory blue with most of the blue remaining on the right side of the frame, the protected areas 
and sideplate. The remaining surfaces are worn or lightly cleaned to pewter with scattered pitting, a few dings, a turn ring on the cylinder 
and a second line on the cylinder forward of the notches probably from an improper assembly attempt. There are no grips with this gun. 
Timing is in need of professional attention. (86520-519) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (75/150)

1976.  COLT TROOPER 357 REVOLVER serial #33095, 357 Magnum, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. This 1962-made revolver retains about 
80% factory blue with the backstrap toned to brown, light to moderate high edge wear, scratches and a turn ring on the cylinder. The 
un-numbered factory target grips rate fair as reworked and refinished. They have had nearly all of the checkering removed from the right 
panel and smoothed on the left panel. There is chipped and flaking varnish along with scratches and other handling marks. The revolver 
features a serrated ramp front sight, Accro rear sight and wide target spur. Markings inside the grips indicate the revolver was once used 
by a member of “NAPD” in 1962 but there is no indication which agency this might be. Timing is off on several chambers. (86520-2577) 
{C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (300/500)

1977.  COLT OFFICIAL POLICE REVOLVER serial #698669, 38 Special, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. This 1943-made gun retains about 
85% factory blue with the backstrap toning to brown, edge wear, handling marks, turn ring on the cylinder and an area of cleaned pitting 
on the cylinder. The un-numbered checkered walnut factory grips rate excellent with minor handling wear. The revolver still times and locks 
up correctly and should make a fine shooter. (86520-364) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (250/450)

1978.  THOMPSON/CENTER THUNDERHAWK INLINE PERCUSSION RIFLE serial #24161, .50 Caliber, 24” barrel with an excellent 
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 97-98% original blue that has some light wear and is mixing with a few light specks of sparse surface 
oxidation. The black checkered composite stock rates excellent and is equipped with sling swivels. The original sights are intact and the 
fiberglass ramrod is included. A great, early technology inline in excellent condition. (48303-81) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

1979.  CVA HAWKEN PERCUSSION RIFLE serial #004767, .50 Caliber, 28” octagon barrel with a heavily oxidized bore. The barrel retains 
about 60% original blue that is fading to brown and mixing with light surface oxidation throughout. The lock retains much of its original case 
color. The hardwood halfstock rates near excellent and has some light handling marks and small dings and scratches. The brass furniture 
has light tarnish. This rifle appears to function correctly and is equipped with a set of primitive sights and a wooden ramrod is included. An 
about very good condition example overall. (48409-11) {ANTIQUE} (75/150)

1980.  BERETTA MODEL 21A BOBCAT SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #DAA272413, 22 LR, 2 5/8” threaded barrel with a bright excellent 
bore. The metal surfaces on the matte gray barrel, stainless steel slide and alloy frame rate excellent with a few specks of oxidation and a 
couple of minor handling marks. The walnut grips with inset “PB” monograms rate very good plus with several scratches and dings. This 
non-standard length barrel is likely aftermarket as Beretta did not offer a threaded barrel on this pistol. (126520-175) {MODERN} [Richard 
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (150/350)

1981.  COLT WOODSMAN SPORT MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #87475, 22 LR, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The 
metal surfaces on this 1st series Sport model retain about 80% original blue with areas fading to gray and a couple of tiny spots of pinprick 
pitting. The checkered walnut grips rate about very good with moderate wear. Factory sights are intact. (126520-316) {C&R} [Richard 
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (250/450)
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1982.  RUGER OLD MODEL SUPER BEARCAT SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #91-01485, 22 LR, 4” barrel with a bright excellent 
bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue on the steel frame, barrel and cylinder showing a couple of small spots worn to gray and 
a few specks of oxidation. The aluminum triggerguard and ejector housing have a couple of spots worn to silver. The walnut grips with 
inset Ruger medallions rate very good to near excellent with a few light dings and scratches. The transfer bar safety upgrade has not been 
performed on this gun. (126520-3046) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (250/450)

1983.  HIGH STANDARD SENTINEL MKII DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #H11996, 357 Magnum, 3 3/4” barrel with an 
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with a couple of light handling marks, a small spot of silvering by the 
muzzle and a light turn ring on the cylinder. The black rubber Pachmayr “Gripper” grips rate excellent. (126520-2473) {MODERN} 
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (200/300)

Edged Weapons

1984.  U.S. MODEL 1860 LIGHT CAVALRY SABER BY PROVIDENCE TOOL CO.  34 3/4” blade with wide and narrow fullers. The 
blade has toned to bright pewter with scattered freckling and oxidation staining. The obverse ricasso is marked “PROV. / TOOL / CO.” and 
the reverse ricasso is dated “1862”. The leather buffer washer shows modest wear but remains intact. The hilt has a triple branch guard 
with Phrygian pommel and a leather covered wood grip. The brass has a mellowed ochre patina and is decorated with light scroll along 
the branches, guard, spine and edges of the pommel. The leather covering remains mostly intact with light crackling and chips, the wire 
wrapping is no longer present. The steel scabbard has toned to gun metal with scattered fine oxidation, pinprick pitting with generous 
traces of flaking dull nickel. (58339-29) (350/550)

1985.  JAPANESE BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a Japanese Type 30 bayonet and scabbard. The bayonet is maker marked by Nagoya 
and it has a hooked quillon. The blade is dulling to a gray patina with a few areas of light pitting and some scattered oxidation staining. 
The crossguard and pommel are an overall dull gray oxidized patina with scattered light pitting. The Asian hardwood handles have been 
refinished with an added varnish and they show a few dents, dings and handling marks. The scabbard is an overall dull gray oxidized patina 
with light pitting throughout much of its length. (208337-1A)

1986.  U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a leather handled U.S. M4 bayonet and M8A1 scabbard. The bayonet is maker marked by Utica, 
the blade appears to have been sharpened at some point and it shows scattered light oxidation staining. The pommel and crossguard 
are a dull gray patina with some light oxidation and some pitting around the back of the pommel. The leather handles show scattered dirt 
staining, light flaking and crazing. The canvas frog shows light soiling, the green scabbard shows light dings, handling marks, the metal is 
maker marked by B.M. Co. and it shows some light silvering around its edges. (208368-6A) 

1987.  GERMAN BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a German 84/98 bayonet and scabbard. The blade is marked with a “Wuk” code and it 
shows silvering and some light freckling. The pommel and crossguard are a dull gray patina with light oxidation throughout. The wooden 
handles have a minor chip at bottom, a few dings, light scratches and handling marks. The scabbard is numbered matching to the bayonet, 
it is marked with an “S 178K” code and it shows overall oxidation. (208411-35)

1988.  GERMAN BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a German K98k style bayonet and scabbard. The metal parts of the bayonet appear 
reblued, the blade lacks markings but the pommel is marked with two “(Eagle)/253” Waffenamts. The blade has some silvering and dried 
cosmoline, while the crossguard and pommel show scattered silvering and some fading. The hardwood handles show a few dings, scat-
tered handling marks and scratches. The scabbard is unnumbered with a couple dents, a few spots of oxidation, scattered silvering and 
freckling. (207126-10)

1989.  BAVARIAN BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a bayonet for the Bavarian Podewils M58/67 breechloading rifle. The bayonet is an 
overall dull gray oxidized patina and has a few tiny dings. The bayonet features a locking ring, it is numbered “47271” and is marked with 
“2.I.R./2.L.B/8.(crown)” unit markings on the ricasso. A neat and rare bayonet overall. (207879-270A) [Craig Brown Collection] 

1990.  U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. M1917 bayonet and scabbard. The blade is maker marked by Remington and it is mostly 
a dull gray patina with scattered oxidation staining with light pitting. The crossguard is a silver pewter with oxidation staining and a few light 
dings. The pommel is a dull gray patina with oxidation staining throughout. The ribbed wood handles show a dark oil finish with a thin crack 
emanating from the left side bottom screw, scattered dings and handling marks. The scabbard was painted a light green at some point, it 
shows some flaking, staining and oxidation on the metal parts. (208376-8A)

1991.  U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. M1905 bayonet and two scabbards. The blade is of Springfield Armory manufacture, is 
dated 1919 and has an overall dull brown patina with scattered silvering and light oxidation spots. The crossguard and pommel are a dull 
brown patina with scattered oxidation staining and silvering. The wood handles have a minor crack at front, a couple chips, a few dings 
and some white paint stains. The first scabbard is an 1892 Krag metal scabbard that has been refinished in nickel with some lettering that 
appears to read “ONYH35” on the clip, scattered oxidation and flaking. The second scabbard is a leather M1905 style scabbard that is 
marked “E.S.” on the bottom, it shows oxidation on the metal parts and scattered areas of flaking leather. (208387-3)

1992.  JAPANESE TYPE 30 ARISAKA BAYONET This lot consists of a Japanese Type 30 bayonet with scabbard made by a still unknown 
contractor under Kokura supervision, the manufacturer’s stamp is an hourglass-looking symbol with a horizontal line through the center. 
The bayonet is 20” overall with a 15 3/4” fuller-equipped blade. The bayonet is in good overall condition with minor oxidation staining and 
freckling throughout the blade and a number of small dings along the edge. The pommel and hooked guard have toned to a dark brown 
overall and the hardwood grip panels remain in very good condition with a few small chips and dings. The scabbard is a mix of silver and 
brown overall and shows a number of dents along its length, pinprick pitting, freckling, and oxidation staining. (138368-4A)
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1993.  U.S. TROWEL BAYONET LOT This lot consists of 
a U.S. Model 1873 trowel bayonet for the Trapdoor 
Springfield 45-70 rifle. The bayonet measures 14 1/2” 
long with a 10” spade shaped blade that is 3 1/2” wide 
at its base. The blade section is a light mottled gray that 
is blending with areas of light surface oxidation and fine 
pitting. The blued socket grip section has some minor 

pitting over much of its surface. 
A very good example overall. 
(48366-23)                (350/550)

1994. BRITISH PATTERN 1897 EXPORT OFFICERS SWORD BY WILKINSON serial #K155, 29 1/2” deep 
central fuller blade, 35 3/8” overall length. The blade is toning to a pleasing pewter with scattered fine oxidation staining 

and perhaps 40% original nickel remaining. The blade is etched with decorative Farsi or Arabic scroll and writings. The 
obverse ricasso is etched with “W” in sunburst while the reverse ricasso is etched with crossed swords Wilkinson trademark logo and the 
serial number is stamped at the rear of the spine. The three-quarter basket guard is decorated with pierced loose scroll and retains about 
95-97% original nickel with scattered fine staining and tiny scratches from the years. The aluminum domed shaped pommel and checkered 
backstrap remain bright with some sparse nicks and impact marks. The black rayskin wrapped handle is fading to pale gray, still wrapped 
with tight braided copper wire. The wrapping has shrunken slightly with age, exposing the wood handle along the pommel and top of the 
backstrap. There is no scabbard present, a leather buffer washer is loose but remains present and intact. An overall very good British export 
sword from a highly respected and sought after maker. (57969-2) (350/550)

1995.  KNIGHTS TEMPLAR FRATERNAL SWORD This fraternal sword measures 34 1/2” overall with a 27 1/2” triangular tipped double 
edge blade. The blade has toned to a dark gray patina with scattered fine oxidation and pinprick pitting concentrating more so along the 
foible and small patches on the forte. There is faint evidence of etching still visible, the maker mark however can no longer be seen. The 
hilt consists of a cast brass crossguard and knights head pommel, nickel silver tangs and dark brown hardwood grip with a red cross in a 
larger nickel silver cross inlay. The crossguard is decorated with twelve small stars in a triangle pattern on each quillion and a rearward facing 
eagle on the quillon blocks. The brass has a nicely tarnished patina with light oxidation forming in the protected edges, the grip rates very 
good with shallow light handling marks and the nickel silver inlay and tangs are mellowing to pewter with fine staining and traces of red 
still present in the cross. There is no scabbard present and the thin leather buffer washer is dried and cracking but remains mostly intact. 
A good older fraternal sword that has withstood the sands of time. (57338-1) (100/200)

1996.  AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN M1853/89 PIONEER SHORT SWORD This utility weapon measures 24 3/8” overall with a massive 18” 
full tang spring steel blade measuring 2 1/8” across at the ricasso and 5/16” at the widest point of the spine. The blade is equipped with 
a machete style tip and a wide deep fuller on the obverse side only. The blade shows scuffing along the main edge from being ground, a 
little more pronounced at the ricasso and has toned to bright pewter with scattered fine oxidation and spots of light pitting. The obverse 
ricasso has a lightly fading proof mark and undecipherable arched maker mark above the “1863” date. The hilt consists of a rectangular iron 
crossguard equipped with spherical quillons and light brown hardwood pistolgrip panels fastened by four large iron rivets. The crossguard 
has toned to a pale brown and gray patina and there is a thin separating crack along the periphery at the tang that terminates at the oval 
face of the guard. The handle rates good to very good with light chips and handling marks. There are Division Artillerie Regiment markings 
on the reverse side of the crossguard along with other markings stamped in the top of the tang. There is no scabbard present. A good 
example Falchion that served its previous owners well. (57536-69)

1997.  SPANISH COLONIAL MACHETE BY FREYTAG This narrow machete measures 24 7/8” overall with a 19 7/8” single edge spear 
shaped blade equipped with a 4 3/4” false edge. The blade has toned to a smoky gray patina with scattered scuffs, areas of oxidation and 
tiny impact marks. The obverse side of the blade is marked with a fading maker mark logo in square above “IGUANA / J.E. FREYTAG & 
SOHN / GARANTIZADO” next to vertical “197”, some of the markings are fading and remain only partially visible. The hilt consists of a 
semi-saw handle shaped horn handle fastened by five small and five large brass pins centered on a slightly curved brass crossguard and 
flat pommel cap. The handle shows thin light cracks, chips and a tiny hole at the reverse pommel, the brass has a tarnished ocher patina. 
Included is what appears to be an original leather scabbard with circular langet style tabs at the collar. The leather shows numerous scuffs, 
crazing and separating seams at the tip and collar only. (57536-89)

1998.  UNMARKED ASIAN BOLO SHORT SWORD This long bolo measures 30 1/2” overall with a 26” curved bolo style blade. The blade 
has been cleaned bright with overall horizontal brush marks, remnants of scattered pitting and tiny chips in the worn main edge. The crudely 
birdshead shaped horn handle has two small iron nails for eyes. The handle rates fair at best with a rather large chip and crack along the 
bottom edge and numerous other small chips, cracks and handling marks. Included is a two piece wooden scabbard, the face decorated 
with carved flutes and geometric lines and shapes. There are carved strap cutouts at the widest part of scabbard which has a missing chip 
along one of the edges and the back of the scabbard shows numerous handling marks and a long thin crack at the throat. (57536-88)

1999.  JAPANESE WWII ERA KATANA 26 1/4” overall to the bright grooved copper sleeve, 37” overall length. The blade is toning to bright pewter 
with scattered fine staining and light scabbard scratches and no visible temper line. The tang has a pale gray and brown patina with overall light 
surface oxidation, the signatures remaining visible on both sides. The solid brass Tsuba has a mellowed tarnished patina with light oxidation 
and ingrained dirt and is separated by two Seppas on either side. The white rayskin wrapped handle remains fully intact and like the woven 
brown cord has become darkened and soiled with age. The handle is centered between a lacquered covered decorative collar and pommel. 
Brass ornaments are present on both sides of the handle, the bamboo peg however is no longer present. Included is a pale reddish-brown 
lacquered steel scabbard with wood liner and decorative brass mounts matching those of the hilt. The scabbard shows scattered staining and 
oxidation and no longer engages the spring clip on the hilt. A good to very good Katana overall. (58405-16) (200/400)

2000.  U.S. MODEL 1850 STAFF AND FIELD SWORD BY AMES 30 1/4” slightly curved blade with wide and narrow fullers, 36 1/4” 
overall length. The blade is toning to pewter under a covering of modest surface with traces of the etched decorations and maker mark 
visible. The brass hilt has a flowing scroll pierced bow and guard ending at a downward quillon and Phrygian pommel with oak leaves 
below the cap and a gray shagreen covered grip wrapped in braided brass wire. The brass surfaces have a dark tarnished patina with 
generous amounts of original gold wash and the shagreen remains fully intact and the wire wrapping tight, the leather buffer washer is no 
longer present. Included is a 23 3/4” section of leather scabbard with only a brass hanger and throat. The leather shows moderate crazing 
and flaking with separated seams and patches of staining. The mounts are loose and have an overall tarnished patina with light dents and 
spots of verdigris. (58364-5) (300/500)
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2001.  JAPANESE 1886 PATTERN CAVALRY PARADE SWORD 34 1/4” slightly curved unfullered blade, 38 3/4” overall length. The blade 
remains overall bright with prominent temper line and scattered light scabbard marks and fine staining with a few slightly bigger spots here 
and there. The hilt consists of a pierced brass guard with downward quillon, stippled backstrap with leaves and cherry blossoms in upper 
panel at the pommel and a black plastic grip wrapped in thin brass wire. The brass has mellowed slightly and there is a thin gap where the 
backstrap has separated from the guard. The black plastic grip rates very good with a small chip at the pommel, the wire wrapping remains 
tight and intact. The steel scabbard retains about 90% flaking bright nickel with scattered patches of brown and gray and fine oxidation, more 
so on the single hanger and drag. An about very good, longer cavalry example of the 1886 pattern parade saber. (58379-10) (300/500)

2002.  JAPANESE WWII ERA OFFICERS KATANA 27 1/4” to the faded grooved copper sleeve, 37 1/4” overall length. The blade still remains 
overall bright with light but visible temper line, scattered staining, light scratches and tiny chips along the main edge. The tang has a red 
oxidized patina with signature on both sides. The solid brass has two Seppas on either side and has a mellowed patina. The white rayskin 
has darkened with age and is flaking in areas and is wrapped in lightly stained pale brown cord and is centered between a decorative 
brass collar and pommel covered in a clay colored lacquer. Brass ornaments are present on both sides of the handle and the bamboo peg 
appears to be original. Included is a moderately flaking brown lacquer covered tin scabbard with wood liner and brass mounts matching 
the hilt. The scabbard no longer engages the spring clip, still a good to very good Katana. (58379-6) (300/500)

2003.  U.S. MODEL 1840 NCO SWORD BY AMES 32” straight blade with stopped fullers. The blade is marked “U.S. / J.C.W. / 1865” on 
the obverse ricasso and “Made by / Ames Mfg Co. / CHICOPEE” on the reverse ricasso. Most of the scroll and some of the letters are lost 
to light fading. The blade still remains overall bright with scattered light staining and scabbard marks. The solid brass has a nicely tarnished 
patina and there is a slight bend along the edge of the obverse counterguard. The leather scabbard is equipped with a brass throat and 
tip chape. The leather shows modest crazing and a black vinyl tape repair approximately 4 1/2” from the throat. The mounts have a nicely 
darkened patina and is marked “A.D.K.” on the drag. An overall very good plus NCO sword. (58339-32) (300/500)

2004.  ITALIAN 1871/09 CAVALRY TROOPERS SABER serial #G4321, 36” fluted rib blade, 42” overall length. The blade retains about 
90% applied blue with scattered light scratches, scabbard wear marks and tiny chips along the main edge commonly associated with a 
used sword. The main edge was sharpened prior to bluing and has areas of light silvering most likely from scabbard removal. The iron hilt 
has a semi-bowl guard with thumb rest and one piece backstrap and dome cap pommel and smooth unwrapped hardwood grip. The iron 
surfaces have toned to an overall brown patina with scattered very fine oxidation and scratches and the backstrap is serial numbered on the 
lower flat and checkered at the top closest to the pommel. The wood grip rates very good with a few handling marks and tiny chips along 
the edges. The iron scabbard is equipped with a single hanger and drag and is numbered to the saber under the throat. The scabbard has 
toned to an overall brown patina with traces of original blue and a scattered peppering of fine oxidation. (58351-12) (400/600)
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2005.  KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS FRATERNAL SWORD BY M.C. LILLEY This is a nice Knights of Columbus sword measuring 35 3/8” 
overall with a 28 1/8” double edge blade showing etched decorations front and rear. The blade rates very good overall, the bright polished 
finish mellowing slightly with scattered patches of oxidation along the foible, more prominent on the obverse side and the etching retaining 
nearly all its original pale gold wash. The obverse side of the blade is etched “John C. Redwood” amongst knights, crosses and flowing 
tendrils and cross in crown with sunburst on the ricasso while the reverse side is etched with mounted and standing knights, matching 
tendrils and “THE / M.C. LILLEY / & CO / COLUMBUS / OHIO” on the ricasso. The hilt consists of a cast brass crossguard with red cross 
in crown circled by “IN HOC SIGNO VINCES” on the obverse langet and knights head pommel and a polished bone grip with large cross 
on the obverse and intertwined initials in wreath below crown on the reverse side. The pommel and guard retain much original gold wash 
and the exposed brass surfaces having an ocher finish. The grip has a nice cream color with a few minor light stains. The steel scabbard 
retains 95-97% original bright nickel with scattered fine pinprick flaking and oxidation and is equipped with fancy pierced brass mounts. 
The mounts retain much original gold wash with the exposed brass having a nicely tarnished patina. A great looking Knights of Columbus, 
most likely belonging to an Eminent Commander. (58368-11) (300/500) 

2006.  U.S. MODEL 1840 HEAVY CAVALRY SABER BY EMERSON & SILVER 34 1/4” blade with wide and narrow fullers. The blade 
is toning to a bright silver with scattered patches of fine oxidation staining and some pinprick pitting. The blade is marked “U.S. / O.F.M. / 
1864” on the obverse ricasso and “EMERSON / & / SILVER / TRENTON / N.J.” on the reverse ricasso. The hilt has a brass triple branch 
guard and Phrygian pommel and a wood grip covered in deteriorating leather wrapped with braided brass wire. The brass has a mellowed 
tarnished patina and only white oxidized remnants of leather remain, the wire remains present and intact. The leather buffer washer is dried 
and is the same color as the grip but remains fully intact. The steel scabbard is equipped with dual hangers and a drag and has a matte 
black enamel applied over fine oxidation starting to flake in areas. (58405-17) (150/250) 

2007.  JAPANESE PATTERN 1899 REGULATION ARMY SABER 32 5/8” single, nearly full-length fuller blade. The blade shows a 
bright arsenal cleaning with a few sparse patches of oxidation staining and pinprick pitting along the fullers and main edge. The main 
edge has been arsenal sharpened and the reverse ricasso is numbered “30295”. The iron hilt with checkered backstrap retains about 
80% arsenal blue with scattered fine oxidation. The factory markings are still present on the bow and there is a small hole in the guard 
where the finger strap was removed. The checkered Asian hardwood grips rate very good plus with flattening to the points along the 
backstrap on the obverse side. The black enamel on the steel scabbard is lightly toning to brown with scattered fine oxidation becoming 
moderate in areas. (58327-1) (200/400) 

2008.  IMPERIAL GERMAN NCO SWORD BY WKC 31 3/4” plain, unstopped fuller blade with Weyersburg, Kirschbaum & Cie kings head 
maker mark on the reverse ricasso. The bright plated blade is muting to a dull gray with scattered fine pinprick oxidation, flaking and a couple 
tiny nicks along the main edge. The iron hilt has a German P-shaped guard with dual langets, single circular quillon and a dove head shaped 
pommel with wraparound ears and ferrule and black celluloid grip wrapped in double bordered braided brass wire. The metal surfaces have 
toned to pale brown and gray with scattered fine oxidation. The grip rates very good showing minor wear, the wire wrapping has become loose. 
The rolled sheet steel scabbard retains about 85% black lacquer with scattered flaking oxidation and shallow dents. (58338-3) (100/200)

2009.  U.S. MODEL 1905 BAYONET 15 7/8” stopped fuller blade, 20 3/8” overall length. The blade has toned to pale gray with traces of blue 
at the tip, scattered oxidation and light scuffing from being sharpened. The obverse ricasso is marked “SA / [ordnance bomb] / 1906” while 
the reverse ricasso is marked “U.S.” over serial number. The hilt has toned to pale with some very fine oxidation and the wood grips rate 
good overall showing light wear and insect damage on the reverse panel. Included is a leather covered rawhide scabbard with steel throat 
and belt hook. The leather shows moderate scuffing and separating at the tip. The metal surfaces are toning to brown under a covering of 
surface oxidation. (58203-8)

2010.  RUANA MODEL 28CD CUSTOM SKINNER This unique-looking large 
skinner measures 8 7/8” overall with a 4 1/2” custom upswept carbon steel 
blade equipped with thumb rest and a 2” modified false edge. The blade remains 
unsharpened and retains all its rubbed bright finish. The polished cast aluminum 
handle remains bright and is maker marked “RUANA / BONNER / MONTAN-
NA” on the reverse front bolster and the elk antler inserts rate excellent and are 
fastened by four bright aluminum pins. Included is factory leather sheath with 
cover flap. (58320-168)                                                                           (300/500)

2011. HIBBEN 
HUNTER FIXED 
BLADE KNIFE 
Crafted by Gil Hibben in the early 1970’s when he lived in Alaska. This knife 
measures 9” overall with a 4 1/4” 440C stainless steel clip point blade. The blade 
remains unsharpened, retains all its bright mirror polish and has “Hibben Knives 
/ ALASKA” maker mark on the obverse ricasso. The polished bone handle rates 
near excellent acquiring a dark cream color and a couple 1 3/4” hairline cracks 
with age. The handle is centered between a single brass guard and angled 
pommel separated by black and brass spacers. Included is an open throat leather 
sheath with a few light handling marks and “Hibben 4 1/2” written in blue ink 
along the side of the belt loop. (58320-169) (300/500)
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2012.  VINTAGE MARBLES NO. 2 SAFETY HATCHET This is an early No. 2 hatchet measuring 10 1/2” overall length with a 3 3/4” head 
equipped with a 2 1/8” main edge. The head and haft retain about 60% original blue toning to gray and brown with scattered fine oxidation, 
the main edge shows a couple tiny nicks and has been ground bright from being sharpened. The plain leather handle panels have a mottled 
black and brown finish with light scuffs and are fastened by four brass screws. The handle remains intact retaining about 70% original blue 
toning to gray. The spring has weakened over time but remains functional. A neat looking older Marbles hatchet. (58320-170)

2013.  CASE MODEL 161 KNIFE HATCHET COMBO This is a fine condition combo measuring 9” overall with the 4 3/4” stainless steel knife 
blade installed. The clip point blade is equipped with a thumb rest and retains all its bright mirror polish. The walnut handles rate excellent 
with only a couple light blemishes, are fastened by ten small bright pins and are centered between bright aluminum bolsters. The retention 
ruler has lightly mellowed to a bright silver and has a patent date of “OCT. 22, 1935”. The hatchet handle measures 6 7/8” overall with a 4 
1/8” head equipped with a 2 1/2” main edge. The hatchet blade remains unused as well, retaining all its bright mirror polish with only some 
very minor storage marks. The scabbard is in good to very good condition with minor scuffs and stains, a small cut in the rear of the body 
and fading initials written in marker on the top rear right corner. (58320-167)

2014.  SOUTH AMERICAN SOUVENIR TRADE KNIFE with reptile skin scabbard This long tourist knife measures 24 5/8” overall with a 
19” double edge steel blade with rudimentarily scratch engraving along the forte. The blade has toned to pewter with scattered patches of 
oxidation becoming more moderate towards the rear of the blade and scuffs and scratches from being sharpened. The handle is covered in 
old hand stitched lizard or baby alligator skin which remains mostly intact, flaking lightly along the edges. The wooden scabbard is covered 
in matching reptile skin with rear legs at the center and front legs and head at the collar. The skin shows modest age staining, flaking, a 
separated tip and crack at the mid-section which appears to have been separated and repaired some time ago. The legs remain partially 
attached by aging twine and braided leather cord. An interesting conversation piece. (58405-19)

2015.  SOCKET BAYONET This includes a U.S. marked socket bayonet measuring 20 7/8” overall with 2 7/8” socket with .734” bore, and has a 
1 9/16” shank. The metal is bright as the bayonet has been bead blasted over its entire length and the U.S. marking is very light. There are 
spots of light oxidation and pitting present and the keeper ring is missing. The bayonet is in about good overall condition. (1X107536-83)

2016.  LOT OF FENCING FOILS This lot consists of a set of two fencing foils that were made in France by Alex Taylor. One measures about 
36” with a 29” blade, the other 34” with a 26” blade that appears to have been shortened and reshaped at the tip. The blades are both 
marked with a (5) on the ricasso, have flaking nickel plated pommels and cord wrapped grips. A good set of foils overall. (2X45677-16D)

2017.  CARVING SET LOT This lot consists of a bone handled carving set that includes the carving knife and fork. The knife measures 12 3/4” 
long with a 7 3/4” blade that is etched “Remington / KleanBlade” on the ricasso. The knife shows evidence of light sharpening and there is 
a slight gap between the collar and handle. The fork is not marked and measures 9 3/4” long with a 5” fork section. Both are in very good 
useable condition. (2X45677-13B)

2018.  JERNBOLAGET ESKILSTUNA CARVING 
KNIFE AND STEEL WITH NUGURUK SCRIM-
SHAWED IVORY HANDLES The knife measures 
13” overall with a 8 5/8” stainless steel blade. The 
blade remains overall bright with modest scratches 
and grind marks along the edge from being improp-
erly sharpened. The obverse side of the blade has a 
crown and anchor Jernbolaget made in Sweden maker 
mark. The ivory handle has toned to a cream color 
with a few tiny chips, age checks and is scrimshawed 
with eskimo dog sled scene and is signed Nuguruk. 
The steel sharpener measures 12 5/8” with a 8 1/8” tightly grooved surface. The steel shows light wear having a dark pewter patina and 
is crown and anchor maker marked on the smooth rear ricasso section of the steel. The ivory handle has a matching cream colored finish 
with scrimshawed polar bear reaching for seal on ice drift and is also Nuguruk marked. (1X56020-K212)

2019.  ANTIQUE IVORY HANDLE DAGGER This neat little dagger measures 8 3/4” overall with a 5 1/4” double edge carbon steel blade. 
The blade has toned to pewter with scattered fine oxidation staining, pinprick pitting and vertical scratches from sheath removal. The hilt 

is composed of a double quillon guard and ribbed ivory 
handle with decorative rosette pommel a German silver 
collar. The surfaces of the guard are nearly identical to the 
blade and the leather buffer washer is missing, leaving 
the guard loose fitting and a thin ring of light oxidation 
around the periphery of the blade. The ivory has acquired 
a dark cream color with age and long drying cracks along 
the edges, the collar has a pale patina with fine oxidation 
along the edges. Included is a moderately crazed leather 
scabbard with separated seam, missing tip and remnants of 
a thin metal collar. An overall very good little dagger having 
a nice antique appearance. (1X57991-2) (300/500)

2020.  UNMARKED SOCKET BAYONET FOR A REMINGTON KEENE NAVY MODEL RIFLE This is an unmarked socket bayonet 
with scabbard for a Remington Keene rifle which also fits the U.S. Model 1870 & 1871 Rolling Block rifles. The bayonet measures 20 3/4” 
overall with an 18 1/2” blade that is 3/4” wide and has a 2 5/8” socket and a 1 1/4” shank. The bayonet retains about 90% original blue with 
scattered patches of oxidation, the majority of loss along the socket and edges. There are no U.S. markings on the face flat, the clasp rotates 
freely. Included is a steel body scabbard without frog or hanger. The scabbard has toned to an overall brown patina with thin patches of 
gray and some fine oxidation staining. The metal shows a couple light dings and dents and the tip is equipped with a drain hole. An overall 
very good plus unmarked Remington Keene socket bayonet. (1X57597-19)

2021.  U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of an M1873 style socket bayonet that fits the M1885 Remington Lee rifle and a scabbard. The 
right side of socket is marked simply with an “H”, while the bayonet blade is unmarked, it measures 18 1/2” and it is a dull green patina 
with oxidation staining. The steel scabbard is unmarked, it is the same dull brown patina as the blade with scattered oxidation staining and 
flaking. (1X208238-53A)

2022.  UNMARKED FANTASY MACHETE This one-piece stainless steel machete measures 24 3/8” overall with a 16” blade equipped with a 3 
3/8” unsharpened bowie style false edge with a single notch possibly for wire cutting, and a serrated sawtooth center along the top edge. The 
metal remains overall bright and is marked “CHINA” on the rear obverse blade flat. The handle is wrapped in woven black nylon and is equipped 
with a large washer-shaped pommel. Included is a black nylon reinforced vinyl shoulder sheath with adjustable carry strap. (1X56417-12)
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2023.  U.S. MODEL 1863 RIFLE BAYO-
NET This is a U.S. Model 1863 Zouave 
rifle bayonet with scabbard. The bayo-
net measures 24 7/8” overall with a 20 
3/16” blade and has a 4 3/4” brass hilt. 
The unstopped fuller blade has mellowed 
slightly with sparse fine oxidation staining. 
The hilt has been cleaned bright and is 
starting to attain a patina once again with 
some light brush and buff marks and oth-
er light impact marks and scratches and 
is marked “B.H.” on the upper grip flat. Included is a black leather scabbard with brass frog stud collar and tip chape. The leather shows 
light cracking but remains intact and the brass ends have a pleasing mellowed patina with a few tiny impact marks. An very good plus 
“Zouave” rifle bayonet. (58345-2) (450/600)

2024.  U.S. MODEL 1873 BAYONET SCABBARD This is a type II scabbard with sheet metal body and leather throat and belt loop clamped 
with a brass escutcheon marked “N.G.P.”. The metal surfaces retain an overall brown patina with perhaps 10% flaking black lacquer. The 
leather rates very good plus with light scuffs and handling marks but remains intact and the brass escutcheon has a pleasing tarnished 
ochre patina. (2X57278-8)

2025.  KNIGHTS TEMPLAR FRATERNAL SWORD BY HENDERSON AMES CO.  
This is a nice Knights Templar sword measuring 35” overall with a 28” blade showing etched decorations front and rear. The 
blade rates very good overall, the bright polished finish mellowing slightly with patches of fine oxidation along the foible and the etching 
still retaining much original pale gold wash. The obverse side of the blade is etched “Sherburne R.M. Ramsey” centered amongst crossed 
blades and flowing tendrils while the reverse side is etched “North Star Company, K.T. / Lancaster, N.H.” with matching arms and tendrils. 
The reverse ricasso is etched with Henderson Ames flowing riband maker mark. The hilt consists of a cast brass crossguard and knights 
head pommel with intact chain knucklebow and a polished black grip with inlaid red cross in cross shield. The pommel and tang still retain 
much original tarnished silver plate, the exposed brass crossguard have a tarnished ocher patina and the grip showing light wear and 
handling marks. The steel scabbard retains all its leather covering and is accented with decorative silverplated brass mounts. The leather 
shows crazing but remains intact and the mounts retain about 98% tarnished silver plate, the collar showing a serpent wrapped around a 
cross centered between “INHOC SIGN” and “VINCES”. Included is a brown leather carry case with a circular plate on the cover flap that 
reads “S.R.M. Ramsey / Colebrook, / N.H.”. The leather shows modest crazing and scuffing, the seams and handle intact, the flap studs 
are no longer present. A nice looking complete Knights Templar sword ensemble. (58280-5) (300/500)

2026.  ITALIAN FIGHTING KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a WW2-era Italian fighting knife, scabbard, and frog. The blade remains mostly 
bright with cosmoline being present and a few scattered spots of oxidation. The crossguard is turning to a gray patina with a few spots of 
light pitting and some oxidation staining. The wooden handles may have been cleaned, they show a few handling marks, light dings and 
scattered stains. The scabbard shows some light silvering, freckling and minor flaking spots. The leather frog may be a later replacement 
but it shows scattered dirt staining, light flaking and crazing. (208351-4)

2027.  GERMAN BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a German K98k bayonet, scabbard and frog. The blade is coded “41asw”, it retains 97-98% 
original blue with a few silvering, light oxidation and dried cosmoline spots. The pommel and the crossguard show some silvering, fading 
and oxidation spots but retain much of their original blue finish. The dark bakelite handles show some light dings and handling marks from 
the years. The leather frog may be a reproduction, it is marked “E.O. Gotze & Sohn/Gersdorf/1940” and “L.B.A.S”. The frog shows a large 
white stain on front, scattered dust staining, crazing and dirt staining. The scabbard is numbered differently than the bayonet and it shows 
scattered fading, silvering, staining and oxidation spots. (208351-5A)

2028.  ITALIAN BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a folding Italian 1938 Carcano bayonet, M70 frog and an unmarked scabbard. The blade is 
turning to a gray patina with scattered oxidation staining and a few small spots of light pitting. The crossguard and pommel show scattered 
silvering and a few light dings. The hardwood handles have a few dings and handling marks. The leather M70 frog shows scattered flaking, 
crazing and dirt staining. The scabbard shows scattered flaking of the black enamel finish, dings, freckling and silvering. (208351-1C) 

2029.  BRITISH BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a British Pattern 1913 bayonet and scabbard. The blade is maker marked by Remington, it 
is dated “6-16”, the blade is turning to a dull gray patina with scattered silvering and oxidation staining. The crossguard and pommel are a 
dull gray patina with a few stain spots on pommel, scattered silvering and freckling. The wooden handles have an added oil finish, a repaired 
chip on one panel, scattered dings and handling marks. The leather scabbard shows scattered flaking, crazing and crackling, while the 
metal parts show oxidation and silvering. (208397-82)

2030.  U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. M1905 bayonet, scabbard and a canvas cover. The bayonet is of Springfield Armory 
manufacture, the blade is dated 1918 and shows scattered silvering and spots of parkerized over pitting. The crossguard and pommel show 
scattered silvering, freckling and a couple spots of parkerized over pitting. The wooden handles show a couple chips, handling marks and 
dings. The scabbard is covered by a tan canvas cover that shows scattered staining from the years. (208397-83) 
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2031.  ITALIAN BAYONET LOT This lot consists of an Italian M1891 bayonet, scabbard and frog. The blade is maker marked by Terni, it shows 
scattered freckling, silvering and light pitting. The crossguard and pommel are turning to a dull gray patina with scattered freckling. The 
wooden handles show scattered dings and handling marks. The frog shows scattered crazing, flaking and light staining. The brass parts 
of the scabbard are turning to a dull yellow patina with scattered oxidation staining. The leather part of the scabbard appears to be dated 
1944, it shows some light flaking, dirt staining and dings. (208351-1A)

2032.  JAPANESE BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of a Japanese Type 30 bayonet and scabbard. The blade is maker-marked by Toyoda au-
tomotive works and it shows some light dings near the maker’s mark and scattered silvering. The crossguard and pommel show scattered 
fading, silvering and light freckling. The Asian hardwood handles show scattered dings and handling marks, while the blued scabbard shows 
scattered silvering and freckling. (208379-14B)

2033.  ITALIAN BAYONET LOT This lot consists of an Italian M1871 bayonet and scabbard. The pommel, crossguard and blade remain partially 
bright with scattered oxidation and the crossguard is marked “F8183”. The wooden handles show a few dings and handling marks. The 
brass parts of the scabbard are a dull yellow patina with a few dings and scattered oxidation staining, while the black leather body shows 
crazing and flaking throughout. The scabbard fit to the blade is loose at the top and this bayonet may make a good addition to an antique 
arms collection. (208351-3B) 

2034.  ITALIAN BAYONET LOT This lot consists of an Italian M1871/87/1916 shortened bayonet and scabbard. The blade appears to be marked 
with a “(Crown)/TA”, it is turning to a dull gray patina with scattered silvering, small pitting spots and oxidation spots. The crossguard is marked 
“KS 7570”, it and the pommel are a dull gray patina with scattered silvering and freckling. The hardwood handles display a loose fit with an 
added oil finish, scattered dings, chips and scratches. The brass parts of the scabbard are a light-yellow patina with scattered dings and oxi-
dation. The leather body of the scabbard is marked “TORINO” 1883 and it shows scattered flaking and crazing from the years. (208351-3A) 

2035.  FRENCH BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a French M1874 Gras bayonet and scabbard made by St. Etienne. The blade is dated 1879, 
it is turning to a dull gray patina with scattered oxidation and light pitting. The crossguard is a dull gray patina with scattered freckling and 
oxidation staining. The brass pommel is a dull yellow patina with scattered oxidation staining. The hardwood handles show scattered dings 
and handling marks. The scabbard is numbered matching to the bayonet and it is an overall dull gray patina with freckling throughout, a 
few dings and silvering spots. (208241-11)

2036.  FRENCH BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a French M1842-style bayonet and scabbard. The blade is a dull gray oxidized patina 
with a few scattered spots of pitting. The brass handle and crossguard are a light yellow patina with scattered dings and oxidation 
staining. The scabbard is a dark color with what appears to be an added black enamel, the remnants of a white sticker, scattered dirt 
staining and oxidation. (208398-17)

2037.  BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a brass handled navy style bayonet and scabbard. The bayonet appears to be similar to the U.S. M1861 
and M1862 style Navy bayonets. The blade is an oxidized gray patina with scattered pitting. The brass handle is marked “BH” behind muzzle 
ring, the handles are a dull yellow patina with scattered oxidation and dings. The scabbard is broken at the tip, the seam is coming undone, 
there is scattered staining and flaking throughout. The brass part of the scabbard is a dull yellow patina with a spot of added paint, scattered 
flaking, staining and oxidation. (208398-16)

2038.  BRITISH BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a British 1887 Martini Henry bayonet and scabbard. The blade bears British markings, it 
is an overall gray patina with scattered oxidation and some light pitting. The crossguard has Nepalese markings, it and the pommel are a 
dull gray patina with some light pitting and oxidation throughout. The checkered handles show a few dents, dings, scratches and areas of 
flattening points. The metal parts of the scabbard are a dull gray patina with scattered oxidation and light pitting and the top being marked 
with Nepalese script. The black leather body shows scattered crazing, dirt staining and flaking. (207943-3C)

2039.  GERMAN BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a German M1939 short dress bayonet and scabbard. The blade is marked “CARL EICK-
HORN SOLINGEN” on the left side, the blade remains mostly bright with scattered oxidation spots, tiny impact marks and light scratches. 
The crossguard and pommel are mostly bright with some light impact marks and sparsely scattered oxidation spots. The plastic handles 
have a large chunk missing on the bottom of left panel and a few scattered dings. The black scabbard has a couple dents near tip, scattered 
silvering, light freckling and flaking. (208351-5C)

2040.  SPANISH BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a Spanish M1941 Bolo style bayonet and scabbard. The blade is numbered “5778U”, it is 
maker marked by Toledo that appears partially ground, the blade remains mostly bright with scattered light pitting, scratches and oxidation. The 
crossguard and pommel are a dull gray patina with scattered freckling, light pitting and silvering. The checkered handles show a few flattening 
points, chips and dings. The scabbard is numbered “3809H”, it shows freckling, light dings, a couple dents and some scratches. (208337-4)

2041.  FRENCH BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a French M1914 Rolling Block bayonet, frog and scabbard. The blade is marked with 
Remington UMC’s Ilion address in the left fuller, the blade is an overall gray patina with scattered oxidation and oxidation staining. The 
crossguard and pommel are a dull gray patina with oxidation staining throughout and scattered light pitting. The wooden handles have a 
few cracks, an added oil finish, a few stain spots, small chips, dings and handling marks. The leather frog shows scattered flaking, crazing 
and dirt staining. The scabbard is mostly a gray patina with some silvering and overall oxidation staining. (207943-3D)

2042.  U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. M1905 Bayonet. The bayonet was made by Springfield Armory and it is it dated 1919. The 
metal surfaces appear cleaned with the fuller showing a weld repair on both sides, the tip being broken, scattered moderate pitting and 
overall oxidation. The smooth walnut handles appear to have been cleaned at some point with a 1 1/2” crack on the left panel, the left panel 
is also loose, there are a couple small chips, a few dings and handling marks. (208351-5B)

2043.  PRUSSIAN BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a socket bayonet for a Prussian Model 1862 Needle Gun. The bayonet is an overall 
gray patina with scattered oxidation staining and light pitting. There are Prussian crown markings and a “C” on the ricasso, there are a few 
numerical markings including “10.76”, “4” and “3”. There is no scabbard included but this bayonet will make a fine addition to any antique 
arms collection. (207879-264A) [Craig Brown Collection]

2044.  PRUSSIAN BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a socket bayonet for the Prussian Model 1849 Naval musket. The metal surfaces are a 
dull gray patina with oxidation staining throughout. There is a small crown marking on the left side of the socket hook and no scabbard is 
present. A great lot for antique martial arms collector. (207879-271A) [Craig Brown Collection]

2045.  ITALIAN BAYONET LOT This lot consists of an Italian M1891 Carcano bayonet, scabbard, and leather frog. The bayonet appears to 
be numbered 91092 and the 12” fullered blade retains about 70% original blue thinning to a grayish brown with edge wear and scattered 
pinprick pitting primarily toward the end of the blade. The crossguard and pommel have mostly toned to a grayish brown with some minor 
freckling and oxidation staining and the hardwood grip panels remain in very good condition overall with some scuffs, dings and handling 
marks throughout. The ribbed steel scabbard remains in very good condition and has mostly toned to a grayish brown, with silvering of the 
high edges, scattered dings and handling marks and a slight bend at the tip. The green leather frog also remains in very good plus condition 
and is still soft overall with a few scuffs, scratches and some minor flaking. (138351-1B)
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2046.  JAPANESE TYPE 30 BAYONET This lot consists of a Type 30 bayonet with scabbard made by Kokura Arsenal and numbered 2719182. 
The bayonet measures 20” overall with a 15 1/2” fullered blade that remains in very good plus condition with a few small areas of freckling 
and minor oxidation staining. The hooked crossguard and bird’s head pommel retain about 92% original blue with some high edge wear 
and a few spots of very minor freckling and oxidation staining. The hardwood grip panels remain in excellent condition with a few small 
dings and handling marks and the steel scabbard remains in excellent condition retaining about 96% original blue with a few spots of minor 
freckling and oxidation staining. A very nice example for any military collection. (138379-14A)

2047.  U.S. MODEL 1917-1918 TRENCH KNIFE BY L.F. & C. This is a No. 4 type 1 WWI trench knife by L.F.& 
C. with scabbard and measures 14 1/4” overall with a 9 1/4” triangular blade. The blade retains 95-97% original 
blue with loss due to light scabbard wear along the facets and tip and some sparse very fine oxidation staining. 
The hilt has pyramidal studs on the D-shaped guard and retains about 95% evenly thinning original blue toning 
to brown with some scattered fine oxidation. The walnut fingergroove grip rates near excellent with a couple light 

dents and blemishes. The green leather scabbard with steel throat and 
tip chape rate near excellent. The leather shows a couple light scuffs 
and the “JEWELL-1918” mark remains strong, the metal is lightly toning 

to brown with “M.S.” proofs on both ends. An excellent Landers, Frary & 
Clark trench knife. (58287-3B) 
2048. U.S. M7 BAYONET BY B.O.C. This is a U.S. M7 bayonet by Bauer 
Ordnance Corp. with scabbard. The bayonet measures 11 3/4” overall with a 6 
3/4” blade. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original parkerized finish, loss 

due to scabbard contact on the blade and light edge wear. The checkered black 
plastic handle rates excellent. The M8A1 scabbard has a green composite body and canvas frog and is in very good plus 
condition showing minor wear and staining. (58244-20A) 

2049.  U.S. M1 BAYONET BY A.F.C. This is a U.S. M1 bayonet by American Fork and Hoe with scabbard. The bayonet measures 14 1/2” 
overall with a 10” blade. The metal surfaces retain about 80% thinning original parkerized finish toning to gray and brown with some very 
fine oxidation staining and silvering along the tip and edges. The grooved black plastic grips rate very good showing light wear and handling 
marks. The M7 scabbard has a green composite body and steel throat with ordnance bomb on the front in near excellent condition with 
light handling wear on the body and thinning gray finish on the throat. (58244-20B)

2050.  U.S. M7 BAYONET BY B.O.C. This is a U.S. M7 bayonet by Bauer Ordnance Corp. with scabbard. The bayonet measures 11 5/8” overall 
with a 6 3/4” blade. the metal surfaces retain 95-98% original parkerized finish with light scabbard and edge wear. There are several tiny 
nicks along the edge and some sort of name lightly scratched along the rear top edge on the obverse side. The checkered black plastic 
grips rate near excellent showing only minor wear with small gaps between the pommel and guard. The M8A1 scabbard has a green com-
posite body and canvas frog showing modest handling marks on the body, flaking black paint on the throat and minor wear on the frog; 
additionally there are three white spray-stenciled numbers on the back of the body which should clean up easily if desired. (58278-37A)

2051.  U.S. FIGHTING KNIFE BY CAMILLUS This is a U.S. Fighting knife by Camillus with scabbard and no designation or markings other 
than “U.S. / CAMILLUS” on the obverse ricasso, the reverse ricasso and guard are unmarked. The knife measures 12” overall with a 7” 
blade. The metal surfaces retain about 80% original gray parkerized finish with some sparse fine oxidation, loss due to wear along the 
tip, edges and main edge from being lightly sharpened. The stacked leather washer handle rates near excellent still retaining all its black 
dyed finish with only a couple minor blemishes. The hilt is equipped with a flat circular pommel and rectangular tang slot. The black leather 
sheath is unmarked as well and is in very good plus condition with some minor light scuffs and light oxidation forming on the copper pin 
reinforced seams. (58278-37B)

2052.  U.S.N. MARK I KNIFE BY CAMILLUS This is a large-marking U.S.N. Mark I fighting knife by Camillus with scabbard. The knife 
measures 9 1/2” overall with a 5” blade marked in large type “U.S.N. / Mark I” on the ricasso and “CAMILLUS / N.Y” on the other side. 
The blade and guard retain about 85% evenly thinning original blue toning to gray, loss due to scabbard and edge wear along with some 
light oxidation staining on the guard. The stacked leather washer handle rates near excellent showing minimal wear and the black plastic 
pommel rates near excellent as well with only a couple light marks and has slightly loosened with time. The U.S.N. MK1 scabbard by B.M. 
Co. has a gray composite body, steel throat and canvas frog with some minor light staining on the throat and frog and modest oxidation 
on the steel handle strap tabs. (58278-37)

2053.  U.S. M6 BAYONET BY MILPAR COL. This is an U.S. M6 bayonet by Columbus Milpar & MFG Co. with scabbard. The bayonet mea-
sures 11 3/8” overall with a 6 5/8 blade equipped with a 3 1/2” false edge. The blade retains about 80% original parkerized finish toing 
to gunmetal with a few specks of fine oxidation, loss due to years of scabbard removal and the main and false edge being bright from a 
professional sharpening. The pommel and guard are toning to brown and gray with some very fine staining. The checkered black plastic 
grips rate excellent with a couple light handling marks. The M8A1 scabbard by V.P. Co. has a green composite body with steel tip, throat and 
canvas frog with light handling marks and stains on the body and frog, the mounts have toned to pale brown with fine oxidation. (58282-2)

2054.  U.S. M4 BAYONET BY CAMILLUS This is an early U.S. M4 by Camillus with scabbard. The bayonet measures 11 3/8” overall with 
a 6 1/2” blade. The blade and guard retain about 98% applied blue finish wearing lightly along the edges, the pommel has toned pale 
gray. The stacked leather washer handle rates very good showing light wear and handling marks. The M8A1 scabbard by V.P. Co. has a 
green composite body, painted steel throat and canvas frog with a few light handling marks and “three” on the front of the throat written 
in white paint. (58282-2)

2055.  GERMAN 1884/98 BAYONET BY ENST PACK This is a third pattern late-war bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet measures 15” 
overall with a 10” blade numbered “8752” on the obverse ricasso and “44 cul” (Ernst Pack & Sohne) code on the revere ricasso. The metal 
surfaces are an overall smoky gray fading to bare metal at the tip also showing some fine pitting and loss primarily due to years of scabbard 
removal. The brown phenolic resin grips rate excellent and the hilt is equipped with a flashguard. The steel scabbard is fading to pale gray 
with a thin covering of fine oxidation and a couple shallow dings and dents and is coded and numbered to the bayonet, the collar retention 
screw is missing. (58282-2)

2056.  SPANISH MODEL 1969 CETME BAYONET This is a CETME bayonet with scabbard for the Model 58 rifle. The bayonet measures 
13 1/4” overall with a 8 3/4” uniquely-shaped blade. The blade is marked with crests on both ricassos and retains about 80% original blue, 
loss due to years of scabbard wear. The metal surfaces of the hilt have toned to a more grayish-brown with some fine oxidation and the 
checkered black plastic grips rate very good showing minimal wear. The scabbard has a green plastic body with steel throat and canvas 
frog and is in equally very good condition. (58327-2).

2057.  BRITISH NO. 4 MKII BAYONET This is a No. 4 MK II spike bayonet with steel MKI scabbard. The bayonet measures 9 3/4” overall 
with a 7 3/8” smooth non-cruciform blade. The blade remains bright and the all-metal socket/pommel retains 90% flaking applied black 
enamel. The tubular steel scabbard retains about 85% evenly thinning original blue toning to with patches of gray and scattered traces of 
flaking black enamel. (57943-3B)

2047
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2058.  YUGOSLAVIAN MODEL 1924 SHORT BAYONET This is a bayonet with scabbard for the model 1924 short rifle. The bayonet mea-
sures 15” with a 9 3/4” unstopped fuller blade with Cyrillic writing over “44” on the obverse ricasso and serial number on the reverse ricasso. 
The metal surfaces retain 98-99% arsenal applied blue most likely done at time of shortening. The hardwood grips rate very good with light 
chipping and wear along the edges. The steel scabbard is equipped with a leather frog and retains 95-98% arsenal blue with scattered fine 
scratches, oxidation and a couple shallow dents. The scabbard is numbered to another bayonet and the frog rates near excellent as well 
with some minor staining and oxidation on the hardware. (58337-5)

2059.  U.S. 1855 COLT REVOLVING RIFLE BAYONET This bayonet is identical to the British Pattern 1853 Enfield bayonet with typical square 
blade stop at the shank. The bayonet measures 20 3/8” overall with a 17 7/8’ blade that is 3/4” wide and has a 2” socket with a 25/32” 
inside diameter. The bayonet has a dark bluish-gray patina under a covering of light surface oxidation and a very faint vertical “U.S.” on the 
face flat. The socket has an “L”-shaped mortise and the clasp still rotates freely. There is no scabbard present. (58397-80)

2060.  U.S. MODEL 1873 RIFLE BAYONET This is a socket bayonet with scabbard for the 45-70 trapdoor rifle. The bayonet measures 21” 
overall with an 18” shallow face flute blade that is 3/4” wide and a 1 3/16” shank and 3” socket with a 3/4” inside diameter. The bayonet 
retains about 80% original blue nicely toning to brown with scattered fine oxidation. The face flat is marked with a clear “U.S.” and the 
clasp rotates freely. Included is a third variation steel scabbard equipped with a drain hole and leather frog with brass belt hook and “US” 
escutcheon. The scabbard is toning to an overall brown and gray patina with scattered fine oxidation. The frog shows some light scuffs and 
crazing and the brass hook has a pleasing tarnished patina. (58340-36A)

2061.  U.S. MODEL 1873 CADET RIFLE BAYONET This is a socket bayonet with scabbard for the 45-70 trapdoor cadet rifle. Essentially a 
scaled down version of the larger rifle bayonet, this specimen measures 19 1/2” overall with an 16 1/2” shallow face flute blade that is 11/16” 
wide, a 1 1/4” shank and a 3” socket and 3/4” inside diameter. the blade has mellowed to a bright silver patina with scattered very fine 
staining. The face flat is marked with a lightly fading “U.S.” and the clasp rotates freely. Included is a standard third variation steel scabbard 
equipped with a leather frog and brass belt hook and “US” escutcheon. The scabbard has toned to brown overall with traces of original 
blue and sparse fine oxidation. The frog shows moderate scuffing and crazing and the brass hooks a dark tarnished patina. (57943-3A)

2062.  U.S. MODEL 1873 RIFLE BAYONET SCABBARD This is a third variation steel scabbard only for a 45-70 Trapdoor socket bayonet 
equipped with a drain hole and leather frog with brass belt hook and “US” escutcheon. The body has toned to brown overall with traces 
of original blue under a covering of light surface oxidation. The leather frog shows moderate crazing and scuffing and the brass hook has 
a dark tarnished patina with a few spots of light oxidation. (58421-2)

2063.  UNMARKED SOCKET BAYONET This is a well-made socket bayonet with no visible markings on the blade or socket. The bayonet 
measures 20 5/8” overall with a 18 1/8” shallow face flute blade that is 3/4” wide, a 1 1/4” shank and a 2 1/2” socket with a 23/32” inside 
diameter. The bayonet has toned to pale gray and brown with scattered fine oxidation staining. The socket is equipped with an “L”-shaped 
mortise and the clasp rotates freely. There is no scabbard included. (58287-3A)

2064.  U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. M6 bayonet by Imperial with scabbard. The bayonet measures 11 1/2” with a 6 3/4” blade 
and has the black checkered polymer grip. A M8A1 scabbard is included. An excellent to as-new condition example overall. (48244-9A)

2065.  U.S. BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. M1 Garand bayonet By American Fork & Hoe with scabbard. The bayonet measures 14 
1/2” long with a 9 3/4” blade marked “AFH” with the ordnance bomb and “US” on the ricasso. The metal is mostly a mottled gray and has 
areas of light pitting, the blade appears to have been sharpened and is knicked along the edge. The black composite grip rates excellent 
and a correct green bodied scabbard is included. A very good example overall. (48244-8A)

2066.  BENCHMADE KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a Benchmade Model CQC7B folding knife. The knife measures 4 3/4” closed and has a 3 
3/8” non-serrated tanto style blade. The grips are G-10 and the belt clip is no longer present. The metal surfaces have some areas of light 
oxidation and staining, the scales rate excellent. A great tactical Emerson design knife in very good overall condition. (48300-9S20589A)

2067.  KERSHAW KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a Kershaw #1030 Deer Hunter knife with sheath. The fixed blade knife measures 8 1/4” long 
overall with a 4” bright steel blade. The finger groove phenolic grip is equipped with brass bolsters that have a light tarnish. The brown 
leather sheath has a few light cuts buts is otherwise intact. An excellent example overall. (48300-9S20589A1)

2068.  BUSSE KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a Busse Combat Steel Heart II fixed blade tactical knife. This heavy A2 tool steel knife mea-
sures 13” long and has a 7” black coated blade. The bird’s beak straight handle grip features the black micarta grip panels. The edge 
has some light staining and minor flaking to the black enamel. A near excellent example overall that includes the black nylon sheath 
with dog tag ID. (48300-9S20589A2)

Ammunition
2069.  30-06 SURPLUS AMMO LOT This lot consists of approximately 48 rounds of USGI M2 30-06 Ball ammunition on M1 Garand en-bloc 

clips. The ammunition appears to be mostly Frankford Arsenal 1949 production with some of the rounds showing light to moderate tarnish. 
The clips are housed in a six pocket Frankford arsenal bandolier that shows scattered staining and some light tears. (207126-18)

2070.  30-06 SURPLUS AMMO LOT This lot consists of approximately 45 rounds of USGI 30-06 ball ammunition on 1903 Springfield strip-
per clips. The ammunition appears to be mostly Remington 1927 production with some of the rounds exhibiting light tarnish. The clips are 
housed in an unmarked bandolier that shows some dirt staining. (207126-19)

2071.  DUMMY AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of two dummy U.S. 20mm MKII rounds. They are dated 1942 and 1943 and show 
scattered oxidation spots and tarnish. The rounds were deactivated by drilling three holes through their casings. A good lot for the military 
collector. (208379-13B)

2072.  LOT OF 41 COLT AND 350 REMINGTON MAGNUM AMMUNITION This lot consists of (3) boxes of ammunition. Included are 
(1) full 50 round box and (1) partial box of six rounds of Western 41 Long Colt ammunition with 200 gr. round nose “Lubaloy” bullets. Also 
included is (1) partial box of seventeen rounds of Remington 350 Remington Magnum ammunition with 200 gr. pointed soft point bullets. 
All ammunition is in excellent condition. (88328-2B,3)

2073.  REMINGTON AMMUNITION LOT Two boxes: First is a full 20 round box of Remington Express 444 Marlin, 240 gr, SP. Second is a 
full 50 round box of Remington Express 32-20 Win, 100 gr, LRN. All are in excellent condition. (128323-1)

2074.  DAKOTA ARMS REMANUFACTURED AMMUNITION Two 20 round boxes, one full, one partial (18 rounds and (2) fired brass) of 
416 Rigby, 400 gr, RNSP made with Norma brass in excellent condition. (128080-2)
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2075.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four factory sealed 20 rd. boxes of Lake City 30-06 Match, 173 gr., 2640 F.P.S., M72. The 
white boxes with bold red and blue print are dated 1966 with Lot LC stamps of 12232 and rate excellent with crisp edges and light grime 
at the bottoms from contact with the can. (78101-3A)

2076.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of four factory sealed, red, white and blue 20 rd. boxes of 1966 Lake City 30-06 Match, 173 gr., 
2640 F.P.S., M72 that are lot stamped 12232. The boxes exhibit bold graphics, crisp edges and scattered light contact staining, mainly at 
their bottoms. (78101-3B)

2077.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four full 20 rd. boxes of 30-06 Match M72, 173 gr., 2640 F.P.S. manufactured at Lake City 
Army Ammunition Plant. The factory sealed white boxes with crisp red and blue graphics featuring the “eagle” logo are in excellent condition 
with sharp edges and minor dark stains from storage. They are dated 1966 with lot number 12232 stamps. (78101-3C)

2078.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four factory sealed white boxes marked “20 Cartridges/Caliber .30 Match/M72/Lot LC 12232/
Bullet 173 Grains/Velocity 2640 F.P.S./Lake City Army Ammunition Plant”. The boxes exhibit bold print, crisp edges and clean panels with 
the exception of the bottoms which show some spots of grime from storage contact with the included original 400 rd. size metal can with 
excellent yellow stencil identification markings. (78101-3D)

2079.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of Black Hills .308 Win. Match, 168 gr., BT, HP in excellent condition. (78101-3E)
2080.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of three full 20 rd. boxes of Black Hills .308 Win. Match, 168 gr., BT, HP in excellent condition. (78101-3F)
2081.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of excellent condition Black Hills .308 Win. Match, 168 gr., BT, HP. (78101-3G)
2082.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of two full 20 rd. boxes of .308 Win. Match, 168 gr., BT, HP by Black Hills Ammunition and 

rating excellent. (78101-3H)
2083.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of five full 25 rd. boxes of Remington Golden Saber Bonded .45 Auto, 230 gr., brass JHP in 

excellent condition. (78101-3I)
2084.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of five full 25 rd. boxes of excellent condition Remington Golden Saber Bonded .45 Auto, 230 

gr., brass JHP. (78101-3J)
2085.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four full 50 rd. boxes of Winchester 45 Auto, 230 gr., FMJ in excellent condition and housed 

in the white “Made in USA” style box. (78101-3K)
2086.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four full 50 rd. Winchester “Made in USA” boxes of excellent condition 45 Auto, 230 

gr., FMJ. (78101-3L)
2087.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of five full 50 rd. boxes of Remington UMC 40 S&W, 165 gr., MC in bright excellent condition. (78101-3M)
2088.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of five full 50 rd. boxes of Remington UMC 40 S&W, 165 gr., MC rating bright excellent. (78101-3N)
2089.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of five boxes of Federal 40 S&W: (3) full 50 rd. and (1) containing 35 rds. of Classic 180 gr., 

Hi-Shok, JHP; (1) full 20 rd. of Premium Personal Defense 135 gr., Hydra-Shok JHP. The ammunition is in excellent condition. (78101-3P)
2090.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of five boxes of Winchester 40 S&W: (3) full 50 rd. of 180 gr. JHP; (1) full 20 rd. and (1) con-

taining six rds. of SXT 40, 165 gr. SXT. The ammunition rates bright excellent. (78101-3Q)
2091.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four containers of 40 S&W: (2) full 50 rd. boxes and (1) Ziploc bag containing 55 rds. of 

Speer Lawman 180 gr. TMJ; (1) full 50 rd. box containing both Winchester and IMI JHP. The overall condition is excellent. (78101-3R)
2092.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of five boxes of 40 S&W: (1) full 50 rd. of Winchester Ranger Law Enforcement, 180 gr., Talon. 

(1) full 50 rd. mismatched box containing Winchester FMJ; (1) containing 22 rds. of mixed manufacturer and tip; (1) containing ten rds. of 
Hornady 180 gr., JHP/XTP; (1) containing nine rds. of Hornady Custom 155 gr., XTP, JHP. The lot rates excellent. (78101-3S)

2093.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of six boxes of 40 S&W: (2) full 25 rd. and (1) containing 12 rds. of Remington Golden Saber, 
high performance jacket, 165 gr., brass JHP; (1) containing 45 rds. of CCI Blazer 180 gr., GDHP; (1) containing 35 rds. of CCI 180 gr., TMJ; 
(1) containing 24 rds. of +P, 135 gr., JHP. This is an excellent condition lot. (78101-3T)

2094.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 50 rd. boxes of Cor-Bon 9mm, Performance Match, 147 gr., FMJ in bright excellent 
condition. (78101-3U)

2095.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of three full 50 rd. boxes of Cor-Bon 9mm, Performance Match, 147 gr., FMJ in bright excellent 
condition. (78101-3V)

2096.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 50 rd. boxes of Cor-Bon 9mm, Performance Match, 147 gr., FMJ rating bright 
excellent. (78101-3W)

2097.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of three full 50 rd. boxes of bright excellent condition Cor-Bon 9mm, Performance Match, 147 gr., 
FMJ. (78101-3X)

2098.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 50 rd. boxes of bright excellent Cor-Bon 9mm, Performance Match, 147 gr. FMJ. (78101-3Y)
2099.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of approximately 560 rds. of excellent condition Remington 9mm FMJ contained in a metal 

military can. (78101-3Z)
2100.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of approximately 295 rds. of loose 9mm of mixed manufacturer and tips. There may be an occasional 

other caliber cartridge within and the condition rating is excellent. The ammunition is housed in a metal military ammunition can. (78101-3AA)
2101.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of about 325 loose rds. of mixed manufacturer 9mm with an assortment of tips and with the occa-

sional odd caliber cartridge contained within. This is an excellent condition lot that comes with a metal military ammunition can. (78101-3AB)
2102.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot containing approximately 370 mixed and loose rds. of 9mm in excellent condition and there may be 

a stray caliber contained in this diverse grouping. Included is a metal military ammo can. (78101-3AC)
2103.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of loose 9mm of an assortment of manufacturers and type. There are about 280 excellent condition 

rds. housed in a metal military ammo can and that may also contain the occasional caliber cartridge other than 9mm. (78101-3AD)
2104.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of approximately 200 loose rds. of Winchester 45 auto, 185 gr. wadcutter, FMJ in excellent 

condition and housed in a metal military ammunition can. (78101-3AE)
2105.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of about 107 loose rds. of 1981 dated Lake City 7.62x51 Match NATO rating near excellent and 

contained in a metal military can. (78101-3AF)
2106.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of approximately 97 rds. of loose 7.62x51 Match NATO with 1981 Lake City headstamps and in near 

excellent condition. (78101-3AG)
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2107.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of nine full 20 rd. boxes of Federal American Eagle .223 Rem., 50 gr., flat base HP in very good 
to excellent condition. (78140-40S20297I)

2108.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of ten full 20 rd. boxes of Federal .223 Rem.: (9) of American Eagle 50 gr., flat base HP; (1) of Gold 
Medal, 69 gr., Sierra Matchking BTHP. The ammunition rates very good to excellent. (78140-40S20297J)

2109.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 232 loose rds. of .223 Rem.: (179) of Federal American Eagle, almost entirely of 50 gr., flat 
base HP, but with a few match JHP mixed in; (53) of Winchester JHP. The ammunition rates very good to excellent. (78140-40S20297K)

2110.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two boxes of 45 auto: (1) full 250 rd. size Megapack of Remington UMC, 230 gr. metal 
case; (1) containing 36 rds. of Remington UMC, 230 gr., metal case and six rds. of 1994 dated Winchester ball. The lot is in excellent 
condition. (78140-40S20297L)

2111.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one Mega Pack size box containing four full 50 rd. trays and 14 loose rds. of Remington 
UMC, 9mm, 115 gr., MC in excellent condition. (78140-40S20297M)

2112.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four containers including the first three of 9mm: (1) virtually full 50 rd. box of Winchester 
115 gr., ball; (1) box containing 25 rds. of Federal Champion, 115 gr., FMJ, RN and six rds. of Hornady Critical Defense; (1) Ziploc bag 
containing 30 rds. of PMC FMJ, 29 rds. of Geco FMJ and 16 rds. of Federal HP; (1) box containing 44 rds. of Remington High Velocity 38 
S&W, 148 gr., lead. The ammunition in this lot rates excellent with the exception of the Federal HP which comes in at very good with slightly 
darkened cases. (78140-40S20297N)

2113.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of 30-06 Springfield: (2) of Remington Express Core-Lokt 30-06 
Springfield, 180 gr., PSP in excellent condition; (1) containing 15 rds. of Winchester Super X Silvertip, 150 gr. expanding bullet and five rds. 
of mixed 1941 and 1942 dated ball rating very good with scattered tarnish. The box is tattered with separated panels. (78140-40S20297P)

2114.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 196 rds. of loose military rifle ammunition: (160) of 7.65x54mm Argentine rating about very good with 
scattered oxidation on some; (29) rds. of Sellier & Bellot 7.62x39mm rating excellent; (7) of mixed 30 carbine rating very good. (78140-40S20297Q)

2115.  LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of ten boxes of 12 ga. including the first nine that are full and the first eight that are 2 3/4”: (3) 
25 rd. of Winchester Target & Game Shotshells, 8 shot; (1) 15 rd. and (2) five rd. of Remington Express buckshot 9 pellet; (1) five rd. of 
Federal Premium rifled slug HP; (1) 25 rd. of Federal Classic Field Load, 7 1/2 shot; (1) containing 24 rds. of Remington Game load 8 shot; 
(1) full 15 rd. of Winchester 3” magnum rifled slugs. The lot is in excellent overall condition. (78140-40S20297R)

2116.  LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of approximately 500 rds. of a wide range of 12 ga. with the most common variation being Federal 
3” magnum of which there are perhaps 150. The balance entails mainly 2 3/4” from a wide range of manufacturers and in a variety of types. 
Many of the shotshells are housed in the included five metal military ammo cans. Also included are 25 rds. of 20 ga., of which 24 are Federal 
game load, 2 3/4”, 8 shot. The overall condition is about very good plus. (78140-40S20297S)

2117.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four containers: (1) full 50 rd. box and (1) containing 29 rds. of Remington UMC 25 auto, 
50 gr., MC. (also included are four rds. of Sellier & Bellot 25 auto); (1) full five rd. box of Federal Premium 12 ga., 2 3/4”, Truball rifled slug, 
HP; (1) bag containing 12 rds. of Winchester Xpert HV steel shot, 3 1/2”, 2 shot and two rds. of Winchester Super X, 2 3/4”, rifled slug. Also 
included in this lot are two plastic 30 rd. AR 15 magazines: (1) Pmag; (1) Thermold. This is an excellent condition lot. (78140-41S20442A)

2118.  LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of six full 25 rd. boxes of Remington Gun Club target loads, 12 ga., 2 3/4”, 8 shot. Also included 
is a Bob Allen nylon shotgun shell and hull pouch with accompanying waist belt. The items are housed in a Range Maxx hard plastic carry 
case. The lot is in excellent condition. (78402-11S20671A)

2119.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 15 containers including the first fourteen in the original boxes: (1) containing 20 rds. of 
Winchester Super X 454 Casull, 260 gr., JFP; (1) containing 44 rds. of Eldorado Cartridge 44 Rem. Mag. 240 gr., LSWC; (1) containing 49 
rds. of Federal Champion 9mm, 115 gr., FMJ, RN; (8) full 50 rd. of Winchester Wildcat, Dynapoint, high velocity LR.; (1) containing nine 
rds. of Remington .22 Thunderbolt .22 LR, Hi-Speed; (1) containing 38 rds. of CCI .22 LR standard velocity; (1) containing 25 rds. of CCI 
Quiet-22, .22 LR, lead round nose, 40 gr.; (1) bag containing 21 loose rds. of mixed 12 ga. The overall condition of the lot is excellent with 
tarnish evident on the 9mm. Included with the lot is an excellent Mossy Oak neoprene buttstock, four capacity shotshell holder and a padded 
camo pattern sling with swivels. (78402-S20820C)

2120.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two boxes of Master Cartridge commercially reloaded .38 special, one holster and one 
cartridge holder: (1) full 50 rd. of near excellent 148 gr., wadcutter; (1) containing 12 rds. with moderate verdigris of mixed tips and six 
fired casings; (1) excellent condition Triple K Brand model 900-15, 7 1/2” brown leather revolver holster ; (1) Jay-Pee six capacity, medium 
caliber, black leather, belt cartridge holder with mild wear and verdigris. (78402-4S2083A)

2121.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of four boxes of 300 Holland & Holland Magnum: (1) full 20 rd. or Remington Kleanbore Express, 
200 gr., SP, Core-Lokt; (2) full 10 rd. of Kynoch 220 gr., solid bullet; (1) containing 17 rds. of Western Super X 180 gr., BT. The ammunition 
rates very good with areas of light tarnish on some. (77240-72B)

2122.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of five full 20 rd. boxes of 1987 dated Swedish military surplus 6.5x55mm rating very good. (77240-72G)
2123.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 20 rd. collectible picture boxes of Winchester 38-55 Win., 255 gr., S.P. in excellent 

condition: (1) Legendary Frontiersman with the rider on horse and mountain view; (1) Oliver F. Winchester with the image of the iconic 
figure. The boxes themselves also rate excellent with crisp edges and some scattered tiny specks of dirt. (77240-72H)

2124.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three 20 rd. boxes of 7.62 NATO: (1) full of 1981 dated with “PS” headstamps; (1) containing 
17 rds. of 1978 dated with “OO” headstamps. The boxes are buff colored with black print and the lot rates very good to excellent. (77240-72I)

2125.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of seven full 50 rd. boxes of 1951 dated Italian manufactured 9mm ball and housed in plain buff 
boxes with black print: (6) remaining factory sealed; (1) opened at the time of this inspection to reveal very good condition cartridges from 
the Societa Metallurgica Italiana, Campo Tizzoro Italy factory. (77240-73B)

2126.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of eight full 50 rd. boxes of Italian manufactured 9mm military surplus with buff colored boxes 
and black lettering: (7) remain factory sealed; (1) opened revealing very good condition cartridges from the Societa Metallurgica Italiana, 
Campo Tizzoro Italy factory. (77240-73)

2127.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of eight 50 rd. size buff boxes with black text of 9mm military surplus from the factory Societa Metallurgica 
Italiana, Campo Tizzoro Italy. Seven remain factory sealed and one opened reveals about 45 rds. of very good condition cartridges. (77240-73A)

2128.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 50 rd. boxes of Remington Express 45 auto, subsonic, 230 gr., JHP in excellent 
condition. (78172-17A) 

2129.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 50 rd. boxes of Remington Express 45 auto, subsonic, 230 gr., JHP in excellent 
condition. (78172-17B)
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2130.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of two full 50 rd. boxes of Remington Express 45 auto, subsonic, 230 gr., JHP in excellent condition. (78172-17C)
2131.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 50 rd. boxes of Remington Express 45 auto, subsonic, 230 gr., JHP in excellent 

condition. (78172-17D)
2132.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of two full 50 rd. boxes of Remington Express 45 auto, subsonic, 230 gr., JHP in excellent condition. (78172-17E)
2133.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 500 rd. bricks of Gemtech 22 LR, silencer subsonic, 42 gr., lead round nose in 50 

rd. boxes and rating bright excellent. (78172-18A)
2134.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of two full 500 rd. bricks, each containing ten 50 rd. boxes of Gemtech 22 LR, silencer subsonic, 

42 gr., lead round nose in bright excellent condition. (78172-18B)
2135.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 500 rd. bricks, each containing ten 50 rd. boxes of Gemtech 22 LR, silencer subsonic, 

42 gr., lead round nose in bright excellent condition. (78172-18C)
2136.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 500 rd. bricks of Gemtech 22 LR, silencer subsonic, 42 gr., lead round nose in bright 

excellent condition. The brick boxes show tape repairs. (78172-18D)
2137.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 500 rd. bricks of Gemtech 22 LR, silencer subsonic, 42 gr., lead round nose in bright 

excellent condition. One of the brick boxes is tape repaired. (78172-18E)
2138.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of a full military surplus M2A1 can (SAW mag.) with a lid that reads “5.56mm/Linked/4-Ball-M855/1-

Tracer-M856/200 rds”. The ammunition has 2002 dated headstamps and the excellent condition lot includes the original bandolier. (78172-20A)
2139.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 200 rds. of 2002 dated Lake City 5.56mm linked 4-M855 to 1-M856 and in excellent con-

dition. This SAW mag. and OD green bandolier are the military surplus version. (78172-20A)
2140.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a full 200 rd. can of U.S. issued 5.56mm from Lake City arsenal. The 2002 dated excellent condition 

ammunition is contained in a plastic M2A1 can with identification that includes “4-Ball-M855” and “1-Tracer-M856”. Also included is the 
original bandolier. (78172-20C)

2141.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 200 rds. of 5.56mm linked 4-M855 ball to 1-M856 tracer and with 2002 headstamps by 
Lake City. The ammunition is housed in the M2A1/SAW (Squad Automatic Weapon M249) plastic drum with bandolier and original 800 
rd. metal can. The lot is in excellent condition. (78172-20D)

2142.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This is the Squad Automatic Weapon (SAW) military surplus 5.56mm linked 4-ball-M855 to 1-tracer-M856. 
This lot consists of the full 200 round drum with 2002 dated Lake City headstamps. Included with this excellent condition lot is the original 
bandolier. (78172-20E)

2143.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of 200 rds. of Lake City 5.56mm linked 4 ball to 1 tracer and in the original SAW drum magazine 
enclosed in the original carry pack. The ammunition is dated 2002 and the lot is in excellent condition. (78172-20F)

2144.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of a full 200 rd. U.S. Squad Automatic Weapon military surplus drum of 5.56mm linked 4 ball 
to 1 tracer and with 2002 LC headstamps. The excellent condition lot includes the original OD green carry bandolier. (78172-20G)

2145.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of a full SAW plastic drum magazine containing 200 rds. of Lake City Arsenal 5.56 mm linked 
4 ball to 1 tracer and with 2002 dated headstamps. The excellent condition lot includes the original cloth bandolier and 800 rd. size metal 
carry case. (78172-20H)

2146.  BLACK HILLS AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 50 round boxes of 9mm, 124 gr., FMJ remanufactured cartridges. The cartridges 
are a mixture of brass and nickel brass casings and remain in excellent condition. (108101-22A)

2147.  AMERICAN EAGLE AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 20 round boxes of .308 Win, 150 gr., MCBT cartridges with bright brass 
in excellent condition. (106627-8Y)

2148.  FIOCCHI AMMUNITION This lot includes four full 50 round boxes of .45 ACP, 230 gr., FMJ cartridges with mostly bright brass in 
excellent condition. (106627-2ABM) 

2149.  FIOCCHI AMMUNITION This lot includes four full 50 round boxes of .45 ACP, 230 gr., FMJ cartridges with mostly bright brass in 
excellent condition. (106627-2ABP)

2150.  SELLIER & BELLOT AMMUNITION This lot includes 12 full 20 round box-
es of 7.62x39mm steel cased cartridges with non-corrosive primers in excellent 
condition. (106627-2N)

2151.  SELLIER & BELLOT AMMUNITION This lot includes a full 20 round box of 8x57JS, 
196 gr., cartridges with overall bright brass that remain in excellent condition. (108342-5A)

2152.  LOT OF MATCH M72 AMMUNITION This lot includes a sealed 20 round box of 
Lake City Ammunition Plant 1967 dated Match 30-06 cartridges. The white box with red 
and blue labeling that reads “20 Cartridges / Caliber .30 Match / M72 / Lot LC 12238 / 
Bullet 173 Grains / Velocity 2640 F.P.S. / Lake City Ammunition Plant” rates very good plus 
overall, with crisp points on the corners and defined edges. There is light ingrained dirt 
staining heaviest along the top and side edges and the cartridges remain in presumed 
excellent condition. (108388-13)

2153.  LOT OF MATCH M72 AMMUNITION This lot includes a sealed 20 round box of Lake 
City Ammunition Plant 1967 dated Match 30-06 cartridges. The white box with red and 
blue print that reads “20 Cartridges / Caliber .30 Match / M72 / Lot LC 12238 / Bullet 173 
Grains / Velocity 2640 F.P.S. / Lake City Ammunition Plant” rates very good plus overall, 
with crisp points on the corners and defined edges. There is light ingrained dirt staining 
heaviest along the top and side edges and the cartridges remain in presumed excellent 
condition. (108388-13A)

2154.  LOT OF MATCH M72 AMMUNITION This lot includes a sealed 20 round box of Lake 
City Ammunition Plant, 1967 dated Match 30-06 cartridges. The white box with red and blue 
print that reads “20 Cartridges / Caliber .30 Match / M72 / Lot LC 12238 / Bullet 173 Grains 
/ Velocity 2640 F.P.S. / Lake City Ammunition Plant” rates very good plus overall, with crisp 
points on the corners and defined edges. There is light ingrained dirt staining heaviest along 
the left side edge and the cartridges remain in presumed excellent condition. (108388-13B)

2152

2154
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2155.  LOT OF MATCH M72 AMMUNITION This lot includes a sealed 20 round box of Lake City Ammunition Plant 1967 dated Match 30-06 
cartridges. The white box with red and blue print that reads “20 Cartridges / Caliber .30 Match / M72 / Lot LC 12238 / Bullet 173 Grains / 
Velocity 2640 F.P.S. / Lake City Ammunition Plant” rates very good plus overall, with crisp points on the corners and defined edges. There 
is light ingrained dirt staining heaviest along right side edge and the cartridges remain in presumed excellent condition. (108388-13C)

2156.  LOT OF MATCH M72 AMMUNITION This lot includes a sealed 20 round box of Lake City Ammunition Plant 1967 dated Match 30-06 
cartridges. The white box with red and blue labeling that reads “20 Cartridges / Caliber .30 Match / M72 / Lot LC 12238 / Bullet 173 Grains 
/ Velocity 2640 F.P.S. / Lake City Ammunition Plant” rates very good plus overall, with crisp points on the corners and defined edges. There is 
light ingrained dirt staining heaviest along the top and side edges and the cartridges remain in presumed excellent condition. (108388-13D)

2157.  LOT OF SILVER BEAR AMMUNITION This lot includes ten full 20 round boxes of non-corrosive, Russian made, steel cased 308 Win., 
145 gr., FMJ cartridges in overall excellent condition. (107133-3)

2158.  LOT OF SILVER BEAR AMMUNITION This lot includes ten full 20 round boxes of non-corrosive, Russian made, steel cased 308 Win., 
145 gr., FMJ cartridges in overall excellent condition. (107133-3A)

2159.  LOT OF SILVER BEAR AMMUNITION This lot includes ten full 20 round boxes of non-corrosive, Russian made, steel cased 308 Win., 
145 gr., FMJ cartridges in overall excellent condition. (107133-3B)

2160.  LOT OF SILVER BEAR AMMUNITION This lot includes ten full 20 round boxes and a partial containing 11 cartridges. This non-cor-
rosive, Russian made, steel cased 308 Win., 145 gr., remains in excellent condition. (107133-3C) 

2161.  SHOTSHELL AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of three assorted boxes of 410 bore ammunition. Included are one full box of 25 
and one partial box of eight Winchester 3” #6 Super-X Long Range shotshells (X413) and one full box of five Remington 2 1/2” slugs. All 
are in very good to excellent condition. (47857-21S19875B2)

2162.  LOT OF PISTOL AMMUNITION Total of two boxes. The first box is a full 50 round box of Winchester Western Super X 44 Special 246 
grain lead round nose ammunition and the second is a partial box of Winchester Western Super X 44 Special 246 grain lead round nose 
ammunition that contains 14 rounds of loaded ammunition and 25 rounds of fived casings. Some of the rounds exhibit minor oxidation 
specks and the boxes show light to moderate wear. (207003-1D)

2163.  LOT OF MIXED CALIBER CENTERFIRE AMMUNITION This lot includes a variety of loose and boxed cartridges. First are 27 
loose Western head stamped 44-40 cartridges. They are in overall good condition with dull color brass and flat nose bullets. Second are 19 
assorted Winchester 7mm Mauser cartridges to include 17 Super-Speed and 2 Super-X headstamps all in very good condition. Third is a 
partial 20 round box of Federal Hi-Power 35 Rem., 200 gr., SP cartridges with varying levels of light tarnish on the brass. Fourth is a full 20 
round box of Remington High Velocity 35 Rem., 200 gr., SP Core-Lokt cartridges with overall dull colored brass with some having varying 
levels of oxidation. Last are 10 assorted head stamp 35 Rem. cartridges that vary in condition from good to very good, all having varied 
amounts of tarnish on the brass. (1X107917-10B)

2164.  LOT OF CORBON DPX AMMUNITION This lot includes four full 20 round boxes of 45 ACP, 160 gr., DPX cartridges in overall excellent 
condition. (1X108101-32A)

2165.  LOT OF CORBON DPX AMMUNITION This lot includes four full 20 round boxes of 45 ACP, 160 gr., DPX cartridges in overall excellent 
condition. (1X108101-32)

2166.  LOT OF CORBON DPX AMMUNITION This lot includes four full 20 round boxes of 45 ACP, 160 gr., DPX cartridges in overall excellent 
condition. (1X108101-32B)

2167.  LOT OF PMC AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 50 round boxes of 45 ACP. First are three boxes of 230 gr., FMJ cartridges. Second 
is a box of 200 gr., FMJ SWC cartridges and third is a box of 185 gr., JHP cartridges. All remain in near excellent condition. (1X108101-10)

2168.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot includes four full boxes of .45 ACP. First are two 20 round boxes of Hornady .45 ACP, 200 gr., JHP/XTP 
cartridges. Second is a full 50 round box of Cor Bon .45 ACP +P, 230 gr., JHP cartridges. Third is a 50 round box of Cor Bon .45 ACP, 200 
gr., FMJ Match cartridges, all in excellent condition. (1X108101-36)

2169.  SHOTSHELL AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of three assorted boxes of 20 gauge ammunition. Included is a partial box of Rem-
ington 2 3/4” containing 14 rounds of Express #7 1/2, one partial box of Remington 2 3/4” #6 Express Long Range with 20 rounds, and a 
full box of five Remington 2 3/4” slugs. All are in very good to excellent condition, some have light oxidation around the brass bases of the 
hulls. (2X47857-21S19875B1)

2170.  LOT OF BLACK HILLS AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 50 round boxes of assorted 9mm ammunition. First are two full boxes 
of remanufactured 9mm 115 gr., FMJ. Second are two full 147 gr., Subsonic JHP and last is a single box of 124 gr., JHP cartridges, all in 
overall excellent condition. (1X108101-8ACD2)

2171.  LOT OF BLACK HILLS AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 50 round boxes of assorted 9mm ammunition. First are two full boxes 
of remanufactured 9mm 115 gr., FMJ. Second are two full 147 gr., Subsonic JHP and last is a single box of 124 gr., JHP cartridges, all in 
overall excellent condition. (1X108101-8ACD1)

2172.  LOT OF BLACK HILLS AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 50 round boxes of assorted 9mm ammunition. First are two full boxes 
of remanufactured 9mm 115 gr., FMJ. Second are two full 147 gr., Subsonic JHP and last is a single box of 124 gr., JHP cartridges, all in 
overall excellent condition. (1X108101-8ACD)

2173.  LOT OF WINCHESTER “WIN CLEAN” AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 50 round boxes of 9mm, 115 gr., BEB (brass enclosed 
base) cartridges in overall excellent condition. (1X108101-25A)

2174.  LOT OF WINCHESTER “WIN CLEAN” AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 50 round boxes of 9mm, 115 gr., BEB (brass enclosed 
base) cartridges in overall excellent condition. (1X108101-25)

2175.  LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 50 round boxes of 9mm, 124 gr., BEB (brass enclosed base) cartridges. 
These “Win Clean” cartridges come in the white box marked “Made in the U.S.A.” and have varying amounts of light tarnish on the brass 
and remain in near excellent condition. (1X108101-30)

2176.  LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 50 round boxes of “Win Clean” 9mm, 124 gr., BEB cartridges. They are in 
the white made in the U.S.A. marked boxes, with varying levels of very light tarnish on the brass, in overall excellent condition. (1X108101-30A)

2177.  LOT OF BLACK HILLS REMANUFACTURED AMMUNITION This lot includes six full 50 round boxes of 38 Special. There are two 
boxes of 125 gr., JHP nickel-brass cartridges, two boxes of 148 gr., Match Wadcutter nickel-brass cartridges, one box of assorted nickel and/
or brass 158 gr., semi-wadcutter, and one box of brass cased 125 gr., JHP+P cartridges all in overall excellent condition. (1X108101-38A)

2178.  LOT OF FEDERAL AMMUNITION This lot includes two full 50 round boxes of Champion 45 Auto, 230 gr., FMJ RN aluminum cased 
cartridges in excellent condition. (1X107497-1)
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2179.  LOT OF BLACK HILLS REMANUFACTURED AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 50 round boxes of 38 Special, 125 gr., JHP 
cartridges. The Federal headstamp nickel-brass +P cartridges are in overall excellent condition. (1X108101-19A)

2180.  LOT OF BLACK HILLS REMANUFACTURED AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 50 round boxes of 38 Special, 125 gr., JHP 
cartridges. The Federal headstamp nickel-brass +P cartridges are in overall excellent condition. (1X108101-19)

2181.  LOT OF BLACK HILLS REMANUFACTURED AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 50 round boxes of .357 Magnum, 158 gr., 
brass cased cartridges. There are two full boxes of jacketed hollow point and one full semi-wadcutter and one full CNL (Conical-Nose-Lead), 
all showing varying amounts of light tarnish and in overall excellent condition. (1X108101-38C)

2182.  LOT OF WOLF AMMUNITION This lot includes nine full 20 round boxes of steel cased 7.62x39mm FMJ cartridges in overall excellent 
condition. (1X106627-8)

2183.  LOT OF HORNADY AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 25 round boxes of 38 Special, 158 gr., JHP / XTP cartridges in excellent 
condition. (1X108101-18A)

2184.  LOT OF HORNADY AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 20 round boxes of 45 ACP, 200 gr., JHP / XTP cartridges with some light 
tarnish on some of the lead in near excellent condition. (1X108101-5)

2185.  LOT OF HORNADY AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 20 round boxes of 45 ACP, 200 gr., JHP / XTP cartridges with some having 
light tarnish on the lead and in near excellent condition. (1X108101-5A)

2186.  LOT OF HORNADY AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 20 round boxes of 45 ACP, 200 gr., JHP/XTP cartridges in excellent 
condition. (1X108101-6)

2187.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of a partial box of the Remington UMC 32 Long Colt smokeless. The two-piece box rates about 
very good with a partial side label, the portion on the lower part of the box mostly missing. The face of the box shows some ingrained soiling 
and darkening from the years; there are roughly 20 rounds within. The balance of the lot consists of roughly 50 +/- loose rounds of 32 S&W 
Short and Long as well as “32 Cal. Long H&R” cartridges. There is included a burgundy hued and black-printed label from a two-piece box 
of 50 count, Union Metallic Cartridge Co. box. A good lot for filling out or repairing those 32 caliber boxes in your collection. (1X37183-9)

2188.  LOT OF 45 MILITARY AMMUNITION Four 20 round boxes, three full and one partially full. First is one full “1925 National Match” 
marked box of Frankford Arsenal 45 ACP ball cartridges with a partially opened box and the visible cartridges showing a light tarnish. Next 
is sealed box of Western Cartridge Co. 45 ACP Ball ammunition Lot 6130 with light wear to the box. Third is a partial box (18 rounds) of 
Peters Cartridge Co. 45 ACP ball cartridges in near excellent condition and the box is in very good condition with an open top. And last is 
a full “Cartridge Shot Caliber 45 M12” marked box from Evansville Ordnance Plant. The bullets are paper filled with shot for hunting small 
game. The box is missing both end-flaps and is in otherwise near excellent condition with light wear. (2X127644-101M)

2189.  LOT OF 45 MILITARY AMMUNITION Four 20 round boxes, two full, one partially full (18 rounds) and one empty. First is a full un-
opened box of 45 ACP ball cartridges from Frankford Arsenal. The box is in near excellent condition with some light wear. Next is a partially 
full box with 18 rounds of 45 ACP ball ammunition from Frankford Arsenal. The box is missing one end and is encased in clear tape. Third 
is a full “Cartridge Shot Caliber 45 M12” marked box from Evansville Ordnance Plant. The bullets are paper filled with shot for hunting small 
game. The box is missing one end-flap and is in otherwise near excellent condition with light wear. Last is an empty Evansville Ordnance 
“Cartridge Shot Caliber 45 M12” marked box that is missing one end-flap and is otherwise in near excellent condition. (1X127644-101A)

2190.  AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of an assortment of loose shotshells. Included are approximately 60 rounds of paper and plastic 
hull 12 gauge shotshells with examples from Winchester, Remington, Alcan, Federal and Western. All are in very good to excellent condition 
and include various shot, buck and slug projectiles. (1X46016-27D)

2191.  LOT OF RIFLE AMMUNITION Total of two boxes. The first box is a partial 20 round box of Federal 243 Win. 100 grain soft point that 
contains 10 rounds of ammunition and 10 rounds of fired casings with one of the casings showing some light tarnish spots. The second box 
is a partial 20 round box of Remington Kleanbore 308 Win. 180 grain soft points that contains 17 rounds of ammunition. The ammunition 
exhibits moderate tarnish and the box itself has one inside flap missing and it shows some crazing, flaking and light tears, while the inside 
box shows a large area of tearing on one of the ends. (1X207003-1E)

2192.  COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT Total of three boxes. The first box is a full 50 round box of Western X 32 ACP 71 grain hollow point 
ammunition with the rounds exhibiting varying levels of tarnish with the box showing some denting on a couple of the edges and some scat-
tered light flaking and crazing. The second box is a full 50 round box of Remington Kleanbore 32 ACP 71 grain FMJ with the rounds appearing 
mostly bright with some showing sparsely scattered light tarnish specks. The box shows some light edge wear and some light soiling. The 
third box is a full 50 round box of Western 9mm Luger 125 grain FMJ ammunition with a few of the rounds showing some light tarnish and the 
box itself shows some scattered light soiling and minor edge wear and the inside box is beginning to separate on one end. (1X207003-2B)

2193.  COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT Total of five boxes. The first box is a full newer 5 round box of Remington 20 gauge 2 3/4” rifled 
slugs with the rounds exhibiting light to moderate tarnish. The second is a partial 5 round box of Western Super X 410 2 1/2” rifled slugs 
with three rounds being present and showing light to moderate tarnish and the box shows some light soiling and scuffing. The third box 
is a full 5 round box of Remington Express 20 gauge 2 1/2” rifled slugs with the rounds exhibiting light tarnish and the box showing some 
light tears around the tabs, some scuffing and light flaking. The fourth is a full 25 round box of Western Super X 20 gauge 2 3/4”, 7 1/2 shot, 
magnum with the rounds showing some light soiling and light tarnish. The box shows scattered soiling, some scuffing and wear at tabs. 
The fifth box is a full 25 round box of Winchester 12 gauge 2 shot with the rounds showing varying degrees of tarnish and soiling. The box 
shows some denting on the sides, some scuffing, soiling and light tears at the corners. (1X207003-2H)

2194.  LOT OF 9MM AMMUNITION Four boxes total. First are two 25 round boxes (one is unopened) of 9x19 copper plated ball ammunition 
with a “11 / 52” head stamp. The buff colored boxes are marked in Russian. Next are two opened boxes of 9x19 copper plated ball ammu-
nition with a “POF / 87” head stamp. The boxes are dated 1987. All the cartridges are in excellent condition and the box condition ranges 
from very good to about excellent. (1X127644-101)

2195.  PISTOL AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of a single box of pistol ammunition and three full boxes of brass. First is a full 50 rd. box 
of reloaded 10mm pistol ammunition by Continental Arms Co. in Cranston, RI. The rounds rate very good to near excellent. The three boxes 
of brass are all 38 Special casings, some with fired primers, some without, in varying conditions of fair to very good. (3X156924-19,20)

2196.  LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot contains a partial 20 round box of Superior Ammunition (currently manufacturing ammunition in Sum-
merville, S.C.) containing 15 assorted remanufactured cartridges. The cartridges are color coded along the head with green, black, red and 
blue stripes and the box is labeled “375 H&H, 260 gr., Nos Accubond sample pack”. The cartridges have bright clean brass and remain in 
excellent condition. (3X107422-19B)

2197.  LOT OF 9MM STEYR AMMUNITION This lot consist of one full and one partial box of 9x23mm Steyr ammunition. Both Kraft-type 
boxes have been opened and are stamped “Made in Austria”. They contain 18 and 17 rounds of ammunition respectively with most bearing 
the head stamp of “F N *” and four with “RWS / 9mm St. / 1935”. Two rounds have indented primers and were duds. Overall, the ammunition 
rates excellent with a few exhibiting light oxidation around the head. (1X106520-4089A)
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2198.  MIXED LOT OF RIFLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of 9 rounds of Winchester Western 7 mm Remington Magnum soft points of unknown 
weight, 18 rounds of Remington 308 Winchester soft points of unknown weight and 35 brass Winchester 7.62 mm NATO cases. The 7.62 mm 
NATO cases and 7 mm Remington Magnum exhibit varying degrees of tarnish and the ammunition is in a green plastic ammo can. (208345-1)

2199.  COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of a full 50 round box of Winchester 22 Short smokeless ammunition. The brown 
box shows some light flaking around the edges, light staining and the seal at the bottom was broken at some point. The rounds appear to 
have the correct “H” headstamp and they show scattered tarnish. (208353-4) 

2200.  PISTOL AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of two full 50 round boxes of Magtech 44 Magnum 240 grain jacketed softpoint ammu-
nition. The ammunition appears to be in very good to excellent condition overall. (208395-3)

2201.  RIFLE AMMUNITION LOT Total of three boxes of 257 Roberts ammunition. There are two full 20 round boxes of Winchester Super-X 
117 grain softpoints with some of the rounds exhibiting light tarnish specks. The next box is a partial 19 round box of Remington Kleanbore 
117 grain Core-Lokt with the rounds exhibiting scattered light tarnish. (208395-1B)

2202.  RIFLE AMMUNITION LOT Total of five boxes of 30-06 ammunition. There is one full 20 round box of Remington Hi-Speed 150 grain 
Core-Lokt softpoints with the rounds exhibiting light tarnish. The next two boxes are two full 20 round boxes of American Eagle 150 grain 
full metal jacket. The next box is a 20 round box of fired 30-06 Winchester casings with some of the casings exhibiting light tarnish specks. 
The last box is a full 20 round box of Winchester Super-X 150 grain softpoint with some rounds exhibiting light tarnish specks. (208395-2)

2203.  RIFLE AMMUNITION LOT Total of three boxes of 257 Roberts ammunition. All boxes are Winchester Super X 117 grain Power-Point 
with some of the rounds exhibiting scattered light tarnish. (208395-1D)

2204.  SURPLUS AMMUNITION LOT This lot includes one 192 round sealed “spam” can of .30 cal. M2 cartridges. This can is stenciled in 
yellow and labeled as follows: 192 Cartridges/Cal .30 AP M2/8 RD Clips/Bandoleers/Lot LC 13322. There is a carry handle and key attached 
to the top and is in excellent condition awaiting your M1 Garand. (218287-1)

2205.  AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of various assorted ammunition for pistol, rifle and shotgun. Included are: A box of 50 Remington 
25 ACP 50gr FMJ containing 47 Remington and 13 Winchester rounds, a partial box of 48 Federal 380 ACP 90gr JHP (380BP), a green 
MTM Case-Gard 50 containing 35 Remington 380 ACP FMJ rounds, a partial box of 35 Remington 22 LR target standard velocity, a par-
tial box of 25 CCI 22 Magnum JHP, two boxes of Remington 12 gauge 000 Buckshot – one with five rounds the other four, six rounds of 
Winchester 12 gauge #4 pheasant loads, a partial box of Federal 16 gauge #9 with 17 remaining and a bag of about 35 loose assorted 38 
Special loads. All are in excellent condition. (48300-32S20597B)

2206.  AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of four items in total. First is a full brick of 500 Winchester Wildcat 22LR high velocity ammunition 
(WW22LR). Next are two vintage boxes of Remington Kleanbore 22 LR in the green and white boxes with red dog-bone label. One is 
full with 50 rounds the other has about 40 remaining. Lastly is a Remington Kleanbore .32 Automatic (7.65mm) 71gr Metal Case (R151) 
holding 24 of the original 50 rounds. The green and white box with red dog-bone box is in very good condition, one end flap is detached 
but is still included. (48107-12)

2207.  LOT OF MIXED AMMUNITION nine boxes: Full 20 round box of Winchester Super-X 38-55 255 gr. SP; Two 50 round boxes of Federal 
22 LR bird shot, one full, one partial (41 rounds); Partial box (36 rounds) Remington 22 LR bird shot; Two full 50 round boxes of Western 
Super-X 22 Long; Three 50 round boxes (two full, one partial with 21 rounds) of Winchester 22 Automatic. Most are in about excellent 
condition with some showing light to moderate tarnish. (127888-10)

2208.  LOT OF MIXED AMMUNITION seven boxes: Full 20 round yellow and blue box Western Super-X 303 British 215 gr. SPBT; Partial (15 
rounds & 4 fired brass) yellow and blue box Western Super-X 30 Remington 170 gr. Silver Tip; Full 20 round yellow and blue box Western 
Super-X 32 Remington 170 gr SPBT; Full 20 round red and yellow box Savage 35 Remington 200 gr. SP; Partial (9 rounds) red and yellow 
box of Winchester Super Speed 32 Remington 170 gr. Silver Tip; Partial (49 rounds) green and red box Remington Kleanbore 38 Super Auto-
matic 130 gr. FMJ with nickel case; last is a box of mixed ammunition: 28 rounds Winchester (diamond headstamp) 25 Stevens RF; and Five 
rounds Remington 25 Stevens Short RF. Most are in very good to near excellent condition with some light to moderate tarnish. (127936-13)

2209.  LOT OF 458 WINCHESTER MAGNUM AMMUNITION One full box of Winchester 458 Win Mag 500gr FMJ in excellent condition. (127471-2A)
2210.  LOT OF 458 WINCHESTER MAGNUM AMMUNITION One full box of Winchester 458 Win Mag 500gr FMJ in excellent condition. (127471-2B)
2211.  LOT OF 458 WINCHESTER MAGNUM AMMUNITION Two boxes (1 full, 1 partial with 11 rounds and 9 fired brass) Winchester 

458 Min Mag 510 gr. Soft Point. Most in excellent condition with a few showing light to moderate tarnish. (127471-2C)
2212.  8MM MAUSER AMMUNITION One case (300 rounds) of WWII German 8mm Mauser (7.92x57mm) 198 gr. Full Metal Jacket ball. 

The unopened case contains 20 boxes with 15 rounds in each. (127471-1)
2213.  LOT OF MIXED AMMUNITION Nine boxes total: First are 3 boxes Federal Premium 30-06; first box contains 15 rounds 180 gr. SPBT, 

second box contains 20 rounds 150 gr. SPBT, and third box contains 10 rounds 180 gr. Sierra Gameking SPBT. Next are five full 5 round boxes 
of Activ Premium 20 ga. 2 3/4” slugs. And last is a full 50 round box of Winchester 22 Magnum cartridges. The box is a beige 1986 Limited 
Edition box. Most of the ammunition is in about excellent condition with some showing light to moderate tarnish and/or corrosion. (128194-7)

2214.  LOT OF SURPLUS M2 This lot includes 104 rounds of 30-06 ball cartridges in En-Bloc clips and green fabric bandoleers. The cartridges 
are mostly bright with a few having light tarnish on the casings. They are HXP / 78 marked on the head stamp and come in an OD green 
small ammunition can. (107133-5)

2215.  SELLIER & BELLOT AMMUNITION This lot includes four full 50 round boxes of .45 ACP, 230 gr., FMJ cartridges. The boxes are 
lightly scuffed and have slightly rounded corners, the brass cases remain bright and the cartridges are in excellent condition. (107133-6)

2216.  SELLIER & BELLOT AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 50 round boxes of .45 ACP, 230 gr., FMJ cartridges. The boxes have light to 
moderate scuffing and some have slightly rounded corners, the brass cases remain bright and the cartridges are in excellent condition. (107133-6A)

2217.  SELLIER & BELLOT AMMUNITION This lot includes six full 50 round boxes of 9mm, 115 gr., FMJ cartridges. The boxes have light to 
moderate scuffs, a few slightly rounded corners and the brass-cased cartridges remain in excellent condition. (107133-4)

2218.  SELLIER & BELLOT AMMUNITION This lot includes five full 50 round boxes of 9mm 115 gr., FMJ cartridges. The boxes have light to 
moderate scuffs and the brass cased cartridges remain in excellent condition. (107133-4A)

2219.  LOT OF MIXED SHOTSHELLS This lot includes one full and two partial boxes. First are two boxes of Federal Hi-Power 16 ga., 1 1/8 
Oz, No. 6 shot. Both one-piece boxes have overall light ingrained dirt staining and spots of water staining. The edges are scuffed and there 
are a few thin spots along the edges. The full 25 round box is complete and in about very good condition and the partial box containing 19 
paper hull shotshells has a compressed end with separated end flaps. Second is a Partial (6 rounds) box of Remington Shur Shot 16 ga., 2 
9/16”, 1 Oz, No. 8 shot in good overall condition. (107133-1)
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2220.  LOT OF MIXED SHOTSHELLS This lot includes six full and or partial boxes of 12 ga., shotshells from multiple manufacturers. First is a full 
25 round two-piece box of Winchester Ranger 12 ga., 1 1/8 Oz, No. 6C shot. The box has overall light scuffing and ingrained dirt staining. 
The paper hulls rate very good overall even though the brass has started to tarnish. Second are 22 assorted paper hull 12 ga., shotshells 
from Sears Roebuck & Co., to include 10 No. 4C and 14 No. 6C. The shotshells are in a Mallard Sportload box that does not match either 
configuration. Third are 16 assorted paper hull shotshells stored in a one-piece Remington Kleanbore box. There are 8 Nitro Express 12 
ga., No. 4C shotshells and 8 assorted 12 and 20 ga. paper hull shotshells all in fair to good condition. Fourth is a partial (18 rounds) box of 
Remington Shur Shot 12 ga., 1 1/8 Oz, No. 4C shotshells in good overall condition. Fifth is a partial (6 round) box of Remington Express 12 
ga., 3” Magnum, 1 5/8 Oz, No. 5 shot in good overall condition. (107133-1A) 

2221.  LOT OF REMINGTON AMMUNITION This lot includes a partial two-piece box of 32-40 Smokeless. The box has overall mildew and 
dirt staining with most labels partially visible. There is overall scuffing and insect damage on the box and the cartridges have spots of tarnish 
and oxidation and remain in fair to good overall condition. (107833-1)

2222.  LOT OF 257 ROBERTS This lot includes four 20 round boxes. First are three full boxes of Winchester Super-X, 117 gr., PPSP cartridges. 
The brass has darkened slightly and there are a few scattered spots of light tarnish and the cartridges remain in excellent condition. Second is 
a full 20 round box of Remington High Velocity, 117 gr., Core-Lokt SP cartridges with overall bright brass in excellent condition. (108395-1A)

2223.  LOT OF 257 ROBERTS This lot includes four 20 round boxes. First are three full boxes of Winchester Super-X, 117 gr., PPSP cartridges. 
The brass has darkened slightly and there are a few scattered spots of light oxidation on some of the heads. Second are 20 primed brass 
from multiple manufacturers housed in a Remington Hi-Speed box. All items are in very good to excellent condition. (108395-1C)

Magazines
2224.  LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of nine AR15 magazines in excellent condition: (4) A.S.C. 30 rd. aluminum; (3) Colt 20 rd. alumi-

num; (2) Israeli manufactured Command Arms 30 rd. plastic. (78140-40S20297H)
2225.  LOT OF MAGAZINES This is a lot of five steel SKS 30 rd. magazines retaining about 99% original blue finish overall and in excellent 

condition. Two of these unmarked 7.62x39mm magazines remain in their factory sealed packaging. (78140-40S20297T)
2226.  LOT OF MAGAZINES This is a lot of 5 magazines beginning with four that are 9mm, comprised of three 30 rd. and one 20 rd. Two of the 

30 rd. exhibit some scattered areas of oxidation and pitting to the blued steel surfaces. The other two rate excellent with all four of these 
unmarked magazines showing light scratches. The fifth one in this lot is an excellent condition Ruger factory 8 rd., stainless steel, 45 auto. 
for the P90/P97. Also included in this lot is a faded OD green military style cartridge belt of commercial manufacture. (78140-40S20297U)

2227.  MAGAZINE LOT This is a Beta C-Mag System for the 9mm, HK MP5 rifle and consisting of the twin drum 100 rd. mag., personal loader 
with instructions, lubricant, manual and nylon carry pouch. Items are as new in the box. (78172-9G)

2228.  MAGAZINE LOT This is a Beta C-Mag System for the 9mm, Colt AR-15 and consisting of the twin drum 100 rd. mag., personal loader 
with instructions, lubricant, manual and nylon carry pouch. The condition rating is as new in the box. (78172-9M)

2229.  MAGAZINE LOT This is a Beta C-Mag System compatible with the Colt 9mm AR-15 and the 100 rd. twin drum magazine comes 
in its original pouch and box with personal loader with instructions, two tubes of graphite lubricant and owner’s manual. This lot is in 
as new condition. (78172-9L).

2230.  LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of three Pro Mag SMI 11N nickel magazines for the S&W models 410 & 4006. The ten rd. 40 
S&W magazines are unused in their original packaging. (78172-11A)

2231.  LOT OF MAGAZINES This is a lot of three Pro Mag SMI 11N nickel magazines for the S&W models 410 & 4006. The ten rd. 40 S&W 
magazines are unused in their original packaging. (78172-11B)

2232.  LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of three Pro Mag 11N nickel magazines for the S&W models 410 & 4006. The ten rd. magazines 
are as new in the original packaging. (78172-11C)

2233.  LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of three Pro Mag 11N nickel magazines for the S&W models 410 & 4006. The ten rd. magazines 
are as new in the original packaging. (78172-11D)

2234.  LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of three Pro Mag 11N nickel magazines for the S&W models 410 & 4006. The ten rd. magazines 
are as new in the original packaging. (78172-11E)

2235.  LOT OF MAGAZINES This is a lot of three Springfield Armory XD magazines for the XD Service and Tactical models. The 16 rd., stainless 
steel, 9mm magazines are in as new condition. (78172-11F)

2236.  LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of three Springfield XD magazines for the XD Service and Tactical model pistols. These 16 rd., 
stainless steel, 9mm magazines rate as new. (78172-11G)

2237.  LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of three Springfield XD magazines for the XD Service and Tactical models. These are 16 rd., 
stainless steel, 9mm magazines in as new condition. (78172-11H)

2238.  LOT OF MAGAZINES This is a lot of three Springfield XD magazines for the XD Service and Tactical models. The 16 rd., 9mm, stainless 
steel magazines are as new. (78172-11I) 

2239.  LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of three Springfield XD magazines for the XD Service and Tactical models. The 16 rd., 9mm, 
stainless steel magazines are as new. (78172-11J)

2240.  LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of three Springfield XD magazines for the XD Service and Tactical model pistols. The 16 rd. 9mm, 
stainless steel magazines rate as new. (78172-11K)

2241.  LOT OF MAGAZINES This is a lot of three Springfield XD magazines for the XD Service and Tactical models. These are 16 rd., 9mm, 
stainless steel magazines in as new condition. (78172-11L)

2242.  LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of three Springfield XD magazines for the XD Series and Tactical models. These are 16 rd., 9mm, 
stainless steel magazines in as new condition. (78172-11M)

2243.  LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of four 20 rd. metric FAL steel magazines in excellent condition: (2) blued; (2) parkerized. The 
magazines appear to have seen little if any use and show only minimal contact marks. (78172-11N)

2244.  LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of three Springfield Armory XD .357 Sig. magazines for the XD Service and Tactical models. The 
12 rd. stainless steel magazines are as new in the original packaging. (78172-11P)
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2245.  LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of three Sig Sauer P250, 45 compact, 9 rd. magazines. The blued steel bodied magazines are as 
new in the original packaging. (78172-11Q)

2246.  LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of two Sig Sauer P250, 9mm, 17 rd. magazines. The blued steel magazines are as new in the 
original packaging. (78172-11R)

2247.  LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of four German manufactured GSG-5 .22 LR magazines. The 22 rd. black plastic magazines are 
as new in their original boxes. (78172-11S)

2248.  LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of three Pro Mag SMI 11N nickel magazines for the S&W models 410 and 4006. The ten rd. 40 
S&W magazines are as new in original packaging. (78172-11T)

2249.  LOT OF HK 91 MAGAZINES This lot includes five 20 round magazines. There are three aluminum bodied, G3 marked and two steel 
bodied, one with parkerized finish the others are blued all showing hardened oil staining, in overall excellent condition. (1X106247-49BA)

2250.  LOT OF BROWNING BDM MAGAZINES Two 10 round Browning BDM 9 mm magazines in near excellent condition showing some 
light usage and handling wear. (1X128251-30A)

2251.  MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of two magazines for AR-15 style sporting rifles. First is a 20 round aluminum magazine made by ASC LLC. 
Second is a 30 round black composite Thermold or PMAG style magazine in its original packaging. Both are in excellent condition. (2X47428-110H)

2252.  LOT OF MODIFIED UZI MAGAZINES This lot contains two 36 round steel body magazines that have had alterations to the catch. 
There is a plate with a Suomi style catch that has been spot welded to the back of each magazine and both appear to remain in very good 
condition. (2X106247-49BK)

2253.  MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of two compact pistol magazines. First is a stainless 32 ACP magazine with finger extension for the AMT 
Backup series pistols. It is unmarked and in excellent condition but is missing the inner floorplate stop. The second is a blued magazine 
for the Galesi Model 9 22LR pistol with a wood finger extension base. The base is chipped and missing portions but the magazine should 
still function correctly. (1X45694-15M40)

2254.  LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot includes six various capacity magazines for a Glock .40 caliber pistol. First are two Scherer 28 round 
magazines both with “2 Plus 2” extenders. Second are two 12 round factory magazines with “2 Plus 2” extenders. Third are two factory 
magazines, one 14 round and one 12 round with factory floorplates. Also included with this lot is a spring and follower. (1083339-12A)

2255.  LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot includes four various capacity magazines with spare floor plates for a Glock 9mm pistol. First is a factory 31 round 
magazine. Second are two 15 round factory magazines. Third is an unmarked aftermarket, likely a 15 round magazine. Fourth is a small plastic 
bag containing four factory floorplates, five base plates and one partial “2 Plus 2” extended floor plate, all in excellent condition. (108339-12E)

2256.  LOT OF 1911 MAGAZINES This lot includes four total. First are two commercial Colt marked magazines with “silver” finish that have areas 
of oxidation and staining scattered about with strong springs in good overall condition. Second is a blued commercial Colt magazine that 
has light oxidation staining near all over and some finish loss to operational wear in good overall condition. Third is an unmarked two-tone 
magazine that has overall light oxidation staining, scratches and flaking finish. The magazine remains in good overall condition. (108387-11) 

2257.  RUGER MINI-14 MAGAZINES This lot includes two 20 round factory magazines for the Mini-14 rifle chambered in 300 Blackout. The 
magazines are marked 300 AAC Blackout and remain in excellent condition. (108237-1)

2258.  G3 MAGAZINE LOT Total of 12 H&K91/G3 magazines. There are 6 aluminum and 6 steel 20 round magazines, they are in overall very 
good to excellent condition showing light wear and silvering around their edges. (208324-10)

2259.  S&W 4506 MAGAZINE LOT Total of 5 factory magazines. These are 8 round stainless magazines that have a black plastic base, they 
are in very good to excellent overall condition with some light oxidation stain specks and the remnants of small stickers on the left side of 
the bodies. (208278-18A)

2260.  AR / M4 MAGAZINES This lot includes four 30 round Magpul Industries Corp., PMAG30 magazines in 5.56mm / .223 Rem., sealed in 
their factory packaging in excellent condition. (108288-1)

2261.  AR / M4 MAGAZINES This lot includes five 30 round Magpul Industries Corp., PMAG30 magazines in 5.56mm / .223 Rem. There are 
four gently used magazines and one sealed in its original factory packaging and all rate excellent. (108288-1A)

2262.  RUGER 10/22 MAGAZINES This lot includes two 25 round BX-25 magazines. The black polymer magazines are marked with the 
Newport N.H. address and remain in excellent condition. (108288-1B)

2263.  AR-15 MAGAZINES This lot includes six 20 round magazines. First are four phosphate finish Adventure Line Mfg. Co. magazines with 
overall scratches and finish loss expected from use. Second are two Colt marked magazines with phosphate finish that are scratched and 
worn in spots due to use. The magazines remain in excellent condition. (108010-15)

2264.  AR-15 MAGAZINES This lot includes five 20 round magazines. First are two phosphate finish Adventure Line Mfg. Co. magazines with 
light scratches and expected wear from use. Second are three Colt marked magazines with varying amounts of finish left due to use and 
handling. All magazines remain in excellent condition. (108010-15A)

2265.  AR-15 MAGAZINES This lot includes six 30 round magazines. First are four Adventure Line Mfg. Co. magazines retaining most of their 
phosphate finish with expected light scratches and usage marks. Second are two O Kay Industries magazines one with moderate finish 
loss the other with minor handling marks and all are in very good to excellent condition. (108010-15B)

2266.  AR-15 MAGAZINES This lot includes six total. There is one 10 round and five 20 round magazines. First are two Colt marked magazines 
with overall light handling marks and finish loss associated with use. Second are two Simmonds Precision Products magazines that are 
mostly void of finish. Third is a single Adventure Line Mfg. Co. magazine retaining near all of its original finish with light scratches near all 
over. Fourth is a custom shortened body, 10 round magazine with Simmonds Precision Products baseplate that has been reattached with 
pins and the gaps sealed with what appears to be body filler. The magazines are in good to excellent condition. (108010-15C)

2267.  AR-15 MAGAZINES This lot includes six 30 round magazines. First are four Adventure Line Mfg. Co., magazines with overall light to 
moderate usage wear and handling marks. Second are two unmarked magazines with a black phosphate finish that have seen little if any 
use and all remain in very good to excellent condition. (108010-15D)

2268.  TOMMY GUN MAGAZINES This lot includes three 30 round blued magazines. The magazines retain 95% or better of their blued finish 
with some light scratches and spots of silvering along the contact areas. They are marked “The Seymour Products Co / Seymour Conn.” 
along the front face and remain in excellent condition. (108010-15E)

2269.  MAGAZINE LOT This is a Beta C-Mag System for the M16/AR15 rifles.  The twin drum 100 rd. 5.56 magazine comes with personal 
loader with instruction sheet, two tubes of graphite lubricant technical manual and OD green nylon carry pouch.  The condition is as 
new in the box.  (78172-9J)
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2270.  MAGAZINE LOT This is a Beta C-Mag System for the 9mm Uzi that includes the twin drum 100 rd. magazine, personal loader with 
instructions, lubricant, technical manual and black nylon carry pouch.  The condition is as new in the box.  (78172-9N)

2271.  MAGAZINE LOT This is a Beta C-Mag System for the M249/SAW/FN MiniM1.  The twin drum 100 rd. magazine comes with personal 
loader with instructions, graphite lubricant, technical manual and black nylon pouch.  The condition is as new in the box.  (78172-9C)

2272.  MAGAZINE LOT This is a Beta C-Mag System for the 5.56mm Mini 14.  The twin drum 100 rd. magazine comes with personal loader with 
instruction sheet, lubricant, technical manual and black nylon carry pouch. This is an as new in the box lot.  (78172-9H)

2273.  MAGAZINE LOT This is a Beta C-Mag System for the M16/AR15 rifles.  The twin drum 100 rd. 5.56mm magazine comes with personal 
loader with instructions, graphite lubricant, technical manual and black nylon pouch.  This is an as new in the box item.  (78172-9D)

2274.  LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of five blued steel, 17 rd., 9mm magazines of Italian manufacture for the Beretta 92 that rate 
as new. (78172-11U)

2275.  LOT OF MAGAZINES This is a lot of five Italian manufactured blued steel, 17 rd., 9mm magazines for the Beretta 92 and are in as new 
condition.  (78172-11V)

2276.   LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of two Sig Sauer, 7 rd., .380 acp, matte black steel magazines for the models P230/P232 and are 
in as new condition.  (78172-11W) 

2277.  LOT OF MAGAZINES This is a lot of two Sig Sauer, 7 rd., .380 acp, satin stainless magazines for the models P230/P232 and are in as 
new condition.  (78172-11X)

2278.  LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of two Springfield Armory XD 12 rd., stainless steel 357 Sig magazines in as new condition.  (78172-11Y)

Optics
2279.  EOTECH HOLOGRAPHIC SIGHT LOT This lot consists of a single EOTech XPS2-0 red dot firearms sight. This unit uses a single CR123 

lithium battery and does not have night vision capabilities. This unit has a 1 MOA center dot and 65 MOA circle. The optics are clear, the 
finish on the casing rates excellent and the unit functions but is in need of a new battery. This particular sight is one of the smallest units 
made by EOTech and is perfect for a variety of shooting, hunting and tactical applications. (88400-18A)

2280.  SCHMIDT & BENDER SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Schmidt & Bender 3-12X riflescope. The scope features a No.9 reticle and 
has bright, excellent optics. The tubs have some light rings marks from having been mounted but the scope remains in excellent condition 
overall. Factory lens covers are included. (48223-2)

2281.  BUSHNELL SCOPE LOT this lot consists of a Bushnell Trophy 3-9X40 Silver riflescope. The scope features a duplex reticle and has excel-
lent optics. The tube has some light ring marks from having been mounted, but the scope remains in excellent condition overall. (48309-16A)

2282.  LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold M8 4X compact gloss finish riflescope. The scope features a duplex reticle and has 
excellent optics. There are a few light ring marks from having been mounted but overall the scope remains in excellent condition. Included 
is a set of bikini style lens covers. (48130-3A)

2283.  LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold M8 6X riflescope. The scope is gloss blue finish has toned to a plum brown and it 
features a duplex reticle with excellent optics. The tube has a few light ring marks from having been mounted, and overall the scope remains 
in excellent condition. (48309-21A)

2284.  LYMAN SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Lyman All-American 2 1/2X riflescope. The scope features a crosshair reticle and has excellent 
optics. The tube has a few light ring marks from having been mounted, but overall the scope remains in excellent condition. (46520-1859A)

2285.  WEAVER SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Weaver 4X38 gloss blue riflescope. The scope features a duplex reticle and has bright, ex-
cellent optics. There are some light ring marks on the tube from mounting but overall the scope remains in excellent condition. (48218-3A)

2286.  WEAVER SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Weaver 2.5X20 gloss blue riflescope. The scope features a duplex reticle and has bright, ex-
cellent optics. There are some light ring marks on the tube from mounting but overall the scope remains in excellent condition. (48218-21A)

2287.  WEAVER SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Weaver 2.5X20 gloss blue riflescope. The scope features a duplex reticle and has bright, ex-
cellent optics. There are some light ring marks on the tube from mounting but overall the scope remains in excellent condition. (48218-66A)

2288.  BUSHNELL SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Bushnell Banner Lite-Site 1.5-6X21 riflescope with an illuminated reticle. The scope features 
a duplex reticle with excellent optics, the batteries are not operational and function of the illuminated feature cannot be tested. There are a 
few light ring marks from having been mounted but the scope remains in excellent condition overall. (46520-1723A)

2289.  BUSHNELL SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Bushnell Banner Lite-Site 1.5-6X21 riflescope with an illuminated reticle. The scope features 
a duplex reticle with excellent optics, the batteries are not operational and function of the illuminated feature cannot be tested. There are a 
few light ring marks from having been mounted but the scope remains in excellent condition overall. (46520-1046A)

2290.  WEATHERBY SCOPE LOTThis lot consists of a Weatherby Premier 3-9X40 riflescope. The scope features a wide-angle duplex reticle with 
excellent optics and eye lens focus with lock ring adjustment. The gloss finish tube has some light ring marks from having been mounted 
but overall the scope remains in excellent condition. (48218-14A)

2291.  WEATHERBY SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Weatherby Variable 2 3/4-40X riflescope. The scope features a fine crosshair reticle and 
has excellent optics. The tube has some light ring marks and there are some areas of light oxidation scattered about, but the scope remains 
in very good to near excellent condition overall. (48218-2A)

2292.  REDFIELD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a vintage Redfield 3-9X40 Widefield riflescope. The scope features a crosshair reticle with 
excellent optics. There are a few light ring marks from having been mounted, but overall this Denver, CO manufactured scope remains in 
excellent condition. (48218-4A)

2293.  SHEPHERD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Shepherd 3-9X40 adjustable objective riflescope. The matte finish scope features Shep-
herd’s patented DRS dual purpose reticle and has excellent optics. The matte finish body has a few light ring and handling marks but overall 
it rates excellent. (48218-15A)

2294.  WEAVER SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Weaver K4 60B series riflescope. The scope features a crosshair reticle with bullet drop and 
has very good optics. There are some light ring marks from mounting but overall the scope remains in excellent condition. A set of silver 
bikini style lens covers are included. (48100-217A)
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2295.  LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold M8 2.5X20 matte finish riflescope. The scope features a duplex reticle and has 
bright excellent optics. There are some light ring marks from previous mounting but the scope remains in excellent condition and includes 
the original box, papers and cloth. (48328-2A)

2296.  BURRIS SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Burris 6-18X40 Fullfield adjustable objective riflescope. The gloss finish scope features a 
crosshair reticle and very good optics that would benefit from a light cleaning. The tube has some light ring marks from having been mounted 
but it remains in excellent condition overall. (48320-68A)

2297.  WEAVER SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Weaver K6-1 riflescope. The scope features a post and crosshair reticle and has very good 
optics. The tube has some light ring marks but remains in overall excellent condition. (48320-70A)

2298.  WEAVER SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Weaver V12-II 4-12X40 adjustable objective riflescope. The scope features a duplex reticle 
and has excellent optics. The tube bears some light ring marks but the scope remains in excellent overall condition. (48320-102A)

2299.  VORTEX SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Vortex Spitfire 1X red dot scope in excellent condition. The sight features both red and green 
illumination and comes in its original box with accessories. (48324-7)

2300.  LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold Vari-XII 3-9X40 adjustable objective gloss finish rifle scope. The scope features 
a duplex reticle and has excellent optics. The tube is flaking to a rich plum color and has light ring marks from having been mounted. An 
excellent example overall. (48340-25A)

2301.  LYMAN SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Lyman Challenger 4X riflescope. The scope features a post and crosshair reticle and has very 
good optics that may benefit from a light cleaning. The tube is fading along the edges and there are light ring marks from having been 
mounted. A very good condition example overall. (48340-22A)

2302.  BUSHNELL SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Bushnell Banner 4X40 riflescope. The scope features a duplex Lite-Site illuminated reticle 
that has very good optics which would benefit from a light cleaning. The tube has some light ring marks from having been mounted and 
the eye lens is without its outer rubber gasket. Overall a very good example, the batteries will need to be replaced to ensure the illuminated 
reticle operates correctly. (48342-6A)

2303.  REDFIELD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Redfield Tracker series 2-7X riflescope. The scope features a crosshair reticle and has 
very good optics. The tube has some light ring marks from having been mounted but overall this vintage series scope is in near excellent 
condition overall. (48366-16A)

2304.  REDFIELD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Redfield Tracker series 2-7X riflescope. The scope features a crosshair reticle and has 
excellent optics. The tube has some light ring marks from having been mounted, and a few small dings but overall this vintage series scope 
is in near excellent condition overall. (48361-4A)

2305.  LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold Vari-X 3-9X33 compact riflescope. This matte finish scope features a duplex 
reticle and has excellent optics. Included are a set of rings to fit a grooved receiver and a set of bikini style lens covers. An excellent 
example overall. (48361-3A)

2306.  LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold Vari-XII 3-9X40 riflescope. This gloss blue scope features a duplex reticle and 
has excellent optics. The tube has some light ring and handling marks from having been mounted but remains in near excellent condition 
overall. Included are a set of Butler Creek flip-up lens covers. (48366-20A)

2307.  WEATHERBY SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a variable 2 3/4-10X riflescope. This classic scope features a crosshair reticle and has excel-
lent optics. The tube has a few light ring marks from having been mounted, but overall the scope remains in excellent condition. (48366-15A)

2308.  LEUPOLD SIGHT LOT This lot consists of a Leupold Deltapoint reflex red dot holographic sight. Sight features a 3.5MOA dot and has a 
Weaver style integral base. Includes the original box which contains the base adapters, adjustment tools, instructions and cover. An excellent 
example of these versatile sight systems. (48403-11A)

2309.  REDFIELD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Redfield Tracker 3-9X40 riflescope. The scope features a duplex reticle and has excellent 
optics. There are light ring marks from previous mounting but the scope remains in excellent condition overall. (48405-1A)

2310.  LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold FX-11 2.5X28 Scout scope with intermediate eye relief. This matte finish scope 
features a duplex reticle and has excellent optics. A set of Leupold QRW rings are included and scope is in excellent condition. (48403-9A)

2311.  LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold Vari-XIII 1.5-5x28 gloss finish riflescope. The scope features a duplex reticle and has 
excellent optics. The tube has a few light ring marks from having been mounted, but the scope remains in excellent condition. (48346-30A)

2312.  REDFIELD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Redfield 1-4X riflescope. The gloss blue scope features a duplex reticle and has excellent 
optics. There are light ring marks from the scope having been mounted but it remains in excellent condition overall. (48368-2A)

2313.  REDFIELD RIFLE SCOPE model 6400 16x target scope with fine crosshair reticle and slightly cloudy optics. The gloss blue exterior 
rates excellent showing a minor handling mark or two. The scope features an adjustable objective from 50’ to infinity, 16” overall length, 1/4 
MOA click target turrets and comes with a red plastic case and instructions. (128340-15A)

2314.  LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT Leupold M7 3x rifle scope with post and crosshair reticle and bright clear optics, 10” overall length, gloss black 
with light ring marks and a few other handling marks. (128348-7A)

2315.  LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT Leupold Vari-X III 3.5-10x rifle scope with a duplex reticle and bright clear optics, 12 1/2” overall length, gloss 
black exterior in near excellent condition showing light ring marks and a couple of minor handling marks. (128320-75A)

2316.  LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT Leupold Vari-X II 3-9x rifle scope with a duplex reticle and bright clear optics, 12 1/2” overall length, gloss black 
finish that is toning to bronze with a minor handling mark or two. (128340-21A)

2317.  MALCOM RIFLE SCOPE Malcom 8x rifle scope #6260 with a fuzzy crosshair reticle and clear optics, 20 1/2” overall length, 3/4” tube, 
retaining 90-95% blue with some toning towards brown, a little light freckling and a spot or two of oxidation. Comes with what appears to 
be the original adjustable mounts. (128320-158)

2318.  SIDLE RIFLE SCOPE John W Sidle rifle scope #2006 with a crosshair reticle and dirty optics. The objective lens is recessed 10” in the 
tube and will likely be difficult to clean. The 3/4” tube is 32” in length retaining 95% likely reapplied blue with some light wear and handling 
marks. Comes with what appears to be the original adjustable mounts. (127966-47) 

2319.  LYMAN SCOPE LOT Lyman All-American 20x rifle scope with crosshair reticle and very lightly foggy optics, 17” overall length, adjustable 
objective, target turrets, blue exterior that has ring marks, several minor handling marks and is toning to gray on the ocular bell. Comes 
with a set of Weaver rings. (128320-154)

2320.  LYMAN SCOPE LOT Lyman Junior Targetspot 10x rifle scope #5796 with crosshair reticle and clear optics, 21” overall length, adjustable 
objective, overall excellent condition blue exterior showing a little scattered light freckling and a few minor handling marks. Comes with 
adjustable rings, threaded lens covers and rubber eyecup. (128374-8) 
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2321.  FECKER SCOPE LOT J.W.Fecker Woodchucker 7x rifle scope #12300 with crosshair reticle and clear optics, 17” overall length, blue 
exterior that shows some light freckling, multiple operational and handling blemishes, and tool marks on the focus ring. The scope is fitted 
with adjustable mounts and comes with a set of threaded lens covers. (128320-160)

2322.  FECKER SCOPE LOT J.W.Fecker Small Game rifle scope #4487 with crosshair reticle and clear optics, 10” overall length, blue exterior 
showing some operational wear and a small indentation under one of the front mount’s contact points. The scope is fitted with adjustable 
mounts and comes with a set of threaded lens covers. The magnification is not marked but would be either 2.25x, 3x or 4x as listed in 
Stroebel sight and scope book. (128320-161)

2323.  UNERTL SCOPE LOT J. Unertl 6x Condor Hunting scope with fine crosshair center dot reticle and clear optics, 13 1/2” overall length, 
blue exterior showing light ring marks, several minor handling marks and the ocular bell is toning towards bronze. (128320-155)

2324.  UNERTL SCOPE LOT J. Unertl 1” target 10x rifle scope with crosshair reticle and clear optics, 21 1/2” overall length, blue exterior with 
very light operational wear, adjustable objective and is fitted with adjustable mounts. Comes with a set of threaded lens covers. (128374-7)

2325.  MARLIN RIFLE SCOPE Marlin M22-V 4-8x rifle scope with crosshair reticle and clear optics, 13” overall length, black exterior with gold colored 
power and focus rings. This scope appears like-new and comes with its original packaging and includes rings and a sunshade. (128320-150)

2326.  WEAVER SCOPE LOT Weaver V4.5 1.5-4.5x rifle scope with post and crosshair reticle and clear optics, 10” overall length, blue exterior with 
a few specks of oxidation, a couple of minor handling marks, and a tiny chip in the objective ring. Comes with a set of rings. (128340-36B)

2327.  REDFIELD SCOPE LOT Redfield Master 12x rifle scope with duplex reticle and clear optics, 14 1/2” overall length, black exterior with 
light ring marks and a few minor handling blemishes. This scope features a parallax knob as well as the usual elevation and windage ad-
justment knobs. (128374-9)

2328.  UNERTL SCOPE LOT Unertl Hawk 4x rifle scope with crosshair reticle and clear optics, 11 1/2” overall length, black exterior with a 
couple of specks of oxidation and a few minor handling marks. Comes with a Redfield one-piece base and rings and a box that comes from 
a different scope. (128320-149)

2329.  LYMAN SCOPE LOT Lyman All-American 6x rifle scope with extra fine crosshair center dot reticle and clear optics, 14” overall length, 
black exterior with faint ring marks and a few minor handling blemishes. (128320-156)

2330.  WINCHESTER SCOPE LOT Winchester 8-X rifle scope with crosshair reticle and clear optics, 18 1/2” overall length, green-black exterior 
showing multiple minor scratches and operational marks. This scope is unmarked except for “8-X” and was sold by Winchester specifically 
for their model 75 Target rifle from approximately 1939 to 1944. Comes with a set of adjustable mounts, the front mount is marked “Win-
chester”. (128320-162)

2331.  RIFLE SCOPE LOT Unmarked rifle scope with crosshair reticle and clear optics, 16” overall length, 3/4” tube, black exterior with multiple 
minor scratches and handling marks. Comes with a set of adjustable rings, the front ring is marked “Winchester”. This scope is about 5x 
power and appears to be a Winchester scope that was available 1935-1945 to go with the model 677 & 697 bolt rifles. A potential great 
find for anyone looking to complete their rare 667 or 697 rifle. (128320-159)

2332.  STEVENS SCOPE LOT J Stevens No 470 Ideal rifle scope with cross hair reticle and lightly cloudy optics, 14” overall length. The metal 
surfaces retain about 50% original blue fading towards gray-brown with some scattered light oxidation, a couple of spots of moderate 
oxidation with light pitting, and multiple handling and operational marks. Comes with a set of adjustable mounts. (128320-157)

2333.  LOT OF RIFLE SCOPES This lot consists of two long tube style rifle scopes. First is a Stevens No 161, 30” long, 3/4” tube, 6x scope with 
crosshair reticle and lightly cloudy optics. The metal surface retains about 30% blue with the bulk toning to brown and gray showing some 
light oxidation and a few spots of pitting. Comes with a single adjustable mount; the front lens is not present. Second is a W.F. Sheard 28” 
long, 3/4” tube with crosshair reticle and clear optics. The metal surface is gray with some oxidation and oxidation staining. The front lens 
is not present and does not include any mounts. (128320-151)

2334.  LYMAN ALASKAN SCOPE LOT Lyman Alaskan 2 1/2X rifle scope with extra fine center dot reticle and clear optics that have a couple 
of small smudges. The surface retains 98% blue with a little minor freckling and light ring marks. (126520-1801A)

2335.  AIM POINT SCOPE This lot includes a model 7000SC red dot pistol scope with a set of bikini style lens covers and rings. The optic has 
multiple intensity settings and works well and should make a great addition to your favorite target pistol. (108400-17A)

2336.  SIMMONS SPOTTING SCOPE This lot includes a Prosport 20-60x60 spotting scope with a matte black finish and clear crisp optics. 
The scope comes with a hard sided travel case, carry rug, lens covers, multi position tripod, lens wipe and warranty paperwork. This would 
make a great addition to one’s range or hunting gear. (108346-26) [Richard Grundhofer Collection]

2337.  BUSHNELL SCOPE LOT Two total: (1) Bushnell Sportview 3-9x40 rifle scope with duplex reticle and clear optics, 12” overall length, 
matte black with a couple of light blemishes; (1) Bushnell Sportview 3-9x38 rifle scope with a duplex reticle and clear optics, 12 1/2” overall 
length, gloss black with faint ring marks and a couple of minor handling marks. (128303-86I,L)

2338.  RIFLE SCOPE LOT Two total: (1) Simmons 4x32 rifle scope with a duplex reticle and clear optics, 11 1/2” overall length, matte black with 
a couple of minor handling marks. Comes with a set of rings; (1) Tasco Bantam 1.5-4.5x20 rifle scope with a circle duplex reticle with clear 
optics, 10” overall length, matte black with a little light oxidation. Both come with a set of rings. (128303-86D,H)

2339.  RIFLE SCOPE LOT Two total: (1) Bushnell 4x32 rifle scope with duplex reticle and clear optics, 11 1/2” overall length, gloss black with 
faint ring marks and a couple of light handling marks; (1) Tasco 2-7x32 rifle scope with duplex reticle and clear optics, 11 1/2” overall length, 
gloss black with light ring marks and a few minor handling marks. (128303-86E,F)

2340.  RIFLE SCOPE LOT Two total: (1) Bushnell Banner 1.5-4x rifle scope with duplex reticle and clear optics, 10 1/2” overall length, gloss 
black with a few light handling marks. The elevation turret knob is missing; (1) Simmons 8-Point 3-9x40 rifle scope with duplex reticle and 
clear optics, 12” overall length, matte black with a few light handling marks. Comes with a set of rings. (128303-86B,G)

2341.  BUSHNELL SCOPE This lot includes a Sportsman 3-9X rifle scope with duplex reticle and clear crisp optics. The scope measures 12 3/4” 
overall with a glossy black finish that shows light ring marks along the 1” diameter tube. Scope remains in excellent condition. (1X108013-12F)

2342.  M.H.R. COMPANY SCOPE This lot includes a telescopic M45 rifle scope with Miller Kodiak mount. The scope has a crosshair reticle 
with slightly cloudy optics that would likely benefit from a professional cleaning and remains in very good overall condition. (1X107936-16)

2343.  WEAVER SCOPE LOT Weaver V22 rifle scope with crosshair reticle and clear optics, 7/8” tube, 12 1/2” overall length showing a few 
minor handling marks and comes with a set of rings. (1X128211-8A)

2344.  THOMPSON CENTER ARMS PISTOL SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a single Thompson Center Arms RP 3 x 20 “Electra Dot” 
extended eye relief pistol scope with excellent optics.  The body of the scope and attached rings rate excellent.  The pistol scope uses three 
cross hairs with center dot that illuminates to red with an off-on switch.  The illuminated crosshair feature was tested and still functions but 
needs a LR44 or similar battery.  The scope also includes a set of 1”, two-piece rings for a Weaver style base.  The illuminated reticle will be 
handy for those tough dusk or dawn shots when handgun hunting.  (87889-117F)
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2345.  VIRIDIAN GREEN LASER SIGHT  This C5 series combination light and laser is for most compact 

pistols with a lower rail.  There are several rail configurations available through the manufacturer if 
one of the two provided does not fit your firearm.  The laser will run in a solid beam and intermit-
tent pattern and the light can be run in conjunction with the laser in either a solid beam or strobe 
effect.  The laser / light come with three replacement batteries, an extra set of rails, a plastic storage 
case, and the manual.  An overall excellent condition tactical add on that should fit your favorite 
semi-auto nicely.  (108339-11A)

2346.  ANTI-AIRCRAFT SIGHT This lot consists of an optical sight for an anti-aircraft gun. The sight has 
a desert tan enamel finish with scattered flaking, oxidation spots and some staining. The 
gun has a metal tag attached by string that is marked “TYPE 74SD/No. W30398”, 
the type 74SD is a Chinese 37mm antiaircraft gun but all of the markings on the 
sight appear to be in English. The sight has both an elevation and windage 
knob that adjusts from 0 to 50 and this piece will make an interesting display 
item for the military collector. (1X206857-38)

2347.  A.R.M.S. #38 SWAN SLEEVE This lot is made up of an integral rail sys-
tem with flip-up sight for use on the AR10 platform. The rail system is sealed 
in its original factory packaging and remains in excellent condition. Installation 
instructions are included on the factory packaging. (107258-10)

2348.  A.R.M.S. #38 SWAN SLEEVE This lot is made up of an integral rail system with 
flip-up sight for use on the AR10 platform. The rail system is sealed in its original factory 
packaging and remains in excellent condition. Installation instructions are included on 
the factory packaging. (107258-10A)

Miscellaneous
2349.  19TH CENTURY WOODEN “BATTLE RATTLE”  Likely of Civil 

War-era or a bit earlier, Consists of a wooden frame and were used 
ship-board to call crew to their battle stations, this example identical to 
those attributed to the Royal Navy, but no markings are present. Con-
structed of oak and measuring 11” by 4” with a 5” octagonal handle. The 
reed is actuated by an 8-toothed-gear making a loud whirring-clicking 
sound when turned about the handle. Constructed with wooden dowels 
and iron screws and bolts, the handle is bit bent but could likely be 
straightened if one wished, it is actually very endearing and honest as-is. 
Wood is sound overall and shows a couple small checks from drying, 
and one small area which shows a bit of insect damage which is very 
unobtrusive. Overall a very good, fully functional example, seldom-en-
countered complete and working. (38419-1)

2350.  TOY MEDITERRANEAN MIQULET PISTOL This is a wooden and pot-metal replica of a Mediterranean Miquelet locked pistol, 
roughly patilla-style, however the hammer spring is internal. The barrel is about 11 3/4” long with an overall length of about 19”. 
The flaring butt is adorned with thin wire wrap of geometric woven metal and the right side of the grip proper has a cast, pierced 
flowing scroll overlay. Lock functions loosely and the frizzen pivots. An indispensable accoutrement for your next pirate adventure. 
Overall very good. (37978-4)

2351.  CROSSBOW LOT This lot contains one contemporary wooden crossbow measuring approximately 24 1/2” long with a 24” wrought 
iron bow. The walnut stock has carved fish scale grips on each side. The wrought iron lever-type trigger features an eagle head 
formed to hold the string which is no longer present. There are also two iron handles, one on each side of the stock. (218024-13)

2352.  MISCELLANEOUS LOT This lot contains five items. The first item is a leather shot pouch made by James Dixon & Sons. The brass 
spout has torn off but is intact and is calibrated for 1 1/4 oz. and 1 1/2 oz. of shot. There is a hanging game scene on one side and what 
appears to be the name “C.A. Ranlet” hand inscribed on the other. The leather is in good condition overall and wouldn’t take much to 
be repaired and back in service. The next four items are four iron spurs. Two of the spurs are a matching pair and two are mismatched. 
The matching pair still retains most of its nickel finish, but does not include straps. One of the mismatched spurs is heavily oxidized and 
includes a leather strap that is cracked and crazing and the second one has some flaking of its finish, minor oxidation staining and does 
not include a strap. (218024-11,12) 

2353.  PRESENTATION CASE LOT This lot consists of a single wooden presentation case with a custom felt covered foam insert moulded to fit 
a P.08 Luger pistol and a long slide Colt Automatic pistol, both of which are featured in this auction. This case belonged to Lt. Col. Howland 
Taft and there is a label affixed to the inside bottom of the case which reads “Lt. Col. H.G. Taft, USMC/March 1963/Camp Lejeune, N.C.”. 
There is also a silver insert on the outside of the cover inscribed “TAFT” in script letters. The outside dimensions of the case are 3 1/4”x 9 
1/4”x14”. This lovely case has brass Yale locking hardware and includes a key and rates very good overall with light handling marks and 
nicks in the finish from over the years. (218238-2A)

2354.  MILITARY PAMPHLET LOT This lot consists of two 3rd Armored Division Pamphlets, The first is titled “Call me Spearhead” it covers the 
history of the 3rd Armored in 1944 and the pamphlet shows scattered crazing and creasing. The second pamphlet is titled “Spearheading with 
the Third Armored Division”, it covers the Bulge through the Elbe and it shows some light dirt staining and flaking around the edges. (207126-12)

2346

2349
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2355.  MP-40 ACCESSORY LOT This consists of an MP-40 three-cell magazine pouch, three 32 round magazines and a magazine loading 
tool. The tan magazine pouch may be a reproduction, its rear straps are marked with “blg (Eagle)/WaAB6) 43” and “MP38u. 40”. Two of the 
front straps are broken, the canvas shows scattered staining, the leather parts show crazing and the metal parts are a gray oxidized patina. 
The left side of the magazines are marked “M.P.38u.40”, the back with “fxo” and “ayf” codes, they show scattered silvering and oxidation 
spots. The tool is marked “kur 43 (Eagle)/WaA819” on the left side, it shows scattered silvering and oxidation. (207126-13)

2356.  NAZI BANNER LOT This lot consists of a single Third Reich Kriegsmarine style banner that features the swastika at center with a black 
Iron cross. The banner measures 98” by 59”, it has a maker mark of “Fahnen-Kreisel” and there is a white rope for attachment. The flag 
shows scattered small spots of staining and soiling. (207969-3) (150/250)

2357.  BUSHNELL BORESIGHTER KIT This lot consists 
of a boxed Bushnell Professional Boresighter kit. This 
kit includes the boresighter, paperwork, leather case 
and a single arbor. The kit appears to have seen little 
if any use. (208253-2) 

2358.  JAPANESE FLAG LOT This lot consists of a Japa-
nese flag that measures 23” by 23”. The flag features 
the Japanese rising sun in the center surrounded by 
several areas of Japanese writing. There are a few 
scattered spots of staining and the edges show some 
string that is loose. (208262-9)

2359.  REICHSREVOLVER HOLSTER LOT This lot con-
sists of a German M/87 style Reichsrevolver holster. The 
holster is brown leather, it is maker marked “H.BECKER 
& Co./BERLIN/B.A.G.” and the holster shows overall 
light flaking, scuffing and handling marks from the years. 
(207879-415A) [Craig Brown Collection]

2360.  REICHSREVOLVER HOLSTER LOT This lot con-
sists of a German M/79 style Reichsrevolver holster. The 
holster is brown leather, it is maker marked “L.RITGEN”, 
the inside is dated 1900 and it is also has “GAYLORD” 
written with an indiscernible American unit marking writ-
ten underneath it. The holster has a repaired strap that 
is coming loose and it shows overall flaking, scuffs and 
light scratches. A great addition to any German collec-
tion. (207879-408A) [Craig Brown Collection]

2361.  SHOTSHELL RELOADING KIT This lot consists 
of a complete Pacific DL-155 shotshell 20 gauge re-
loading press, approximately 1000 Remington No. 57 
primers, extra crimp starters, a spent primer tray, a 
2nd Edition Lyman Shotshell Handbook, a 6th edition 
Handloader’s Digest, a Pacific handloading catalog 
and an instruction sheet. The powder tower is dirty 
and will require cleaning and the press shows scat-
tered light oxidation. (208253-1) 

2362.  REPRODUCTION AFRIKA KORPS PITH HELMET This lot consists of a reproduction green Afrika Korps pith helmet. The green 
felt dome shows dust staining and dirt staining. The rim shows scattered tears, missing sections and flaking. The interior of the helmet has 
scattered dust staining, some crackling, crazing, flaking and dirt staining. The red liner is mostly gone with only a small section remaining 
and the tan leather sweatband is marked “GERMANY” in black lettering on the left side and it is stamped “JHS” on the right side. The 
sweatband shows scattered dirt staining, light flaking and crazing. The left side of the helmet has a reproduction national color badge which 
shows some light oxidation spots. The right side has a reproduction silver Heer badge that shows some light staining. A good lot for the 
reenactor or World War Two collector on a budget. (208252-15)

2363.  SUBMACHINE GUN MAGAZINE POUCH LOT This lot consists of a four-cell submachine gun magazine pouch that appears to be 
for the Yugoslavian M56. The pouch shows scattered crazing, dust staining, flaking and crackling. A shoulder strap is present which shows 
some separating stitching, scattered crazing, flaking and dust staining. (207126-14)

2364.  GERMAN WORLD WAR TWO GAS MASK CANISTER This lot consists of a World War Two Nazi gas mask canister. The exterior 
has the number “77” in white paint, scattered flaking, oxidation, dirt staining and white paint spots. The green canvas straps show scattered 
flaking and dirt staining. The lid is marked “Ogefr/Julius Zwolinksi/L.13983C/(Paris)/77” in white paint and it has a date stamp of 1939. The 
interior shows scattered scratches and oxidation. (207126-23)

2365.  PRUSSIAN PICKELHAUBE LOT This is a black Prussian Pickelhaube helmet. The dome exhibits areas of impact with scattered flaking, 
spiderwebbing, dirt staining and crazing. The rear visor is loose, the wappen is a Prussian eagle and the brass parts are a dull yellow patina 
with scattered oxidation staining. The rear visor, spike and associated parts are loose with one of the spike’s rivets missing. The interior 
shows scattered flaking, crazing and dirt staining. There are no kokarades present and the chinstrap is broken with about 1/3 remaining. 
The remaining portion of the chinstrap shows scattered flaking, crazing and dirt staining. A well-used Pickelhaube that will make a neat 
display item. (207126-16) 

2366.  PRUSSIAN PICKELHAUBE LOT This is a Prussian pickelhaube with World War One green field cover. The black leather helmet shows 
a large patch of flaking on the left side, scattered dust staining, dirt staining, flaking, a dent on right side, spiderwebbing and crazing. The 
wappen is a Prussian eagle and the brass parts are turning a dull yellow patina with scattered oxidation staining. The rear interior of the 
visor is marked “29R”, the dome has an indiscernible maker’s roundel and the front of the dome has “55” written in silver ink. The interior 
shows scattered flaking staining and some oxidation on the metal parts. There is no chinstrap or kokrades present but a green World War 
One era field cover is included. There is a number “29” on the rear of the cover, there are two large tears and some scattered light soiling. 
A solid Prussian pickelhaube helmet. (207126-17)

2367.  GERMAN BELT BUCKLE LOT This lot consists of 9 assorted German military belt buckles. The first is a World War Two officer’s belt buckle 
that is yellow patina with scattered tarnish and crazing on the leather. The second is a Hitler youth belt buckle that shows some flaking and 
oxidation. The third is a Wurttemberg belt buckle that shows flaking around bottom, light tarnish specks and scratches. The fourth is a WW1 
German Army “GOTT MIT UNS” belt that is a dull yellow patina with scattered tarnish and the leather shows a large amount of flaking and 
crazing. The next two are brass buckles that show a Nazi eagle with a swastika over a wreath. They are a dull yellow patina with scattered 
tarnish. The next buckle is an aluminum buckle which features the Nazi eagle with swastika over the wreath and it shows scattered light 
tarnish and flaking. The next buckle is a silver-plated eagle with a wreathed swastika over another wreath. The buckles shows scattered 
flaking giving way to the brass underneath and some scattered tarnish. The last buckle features an eagle with a swastika in the center 
holding a sword and lightning bolt surrounded by a wreath. The buckle is pewter and it shows scattered tarnish and oxidation. (207126-5)
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2368.  ASSORTED MILITARY LOT This lot consists of several military items housed in an oxidized “DILLER ESSENZ” tin. There are 14 various 
U.S. military enlisted rank patches with some of them showing light flaking. There are three USAAF patches which show light flaking. There 
are both 3rd and 11th Armored division patches present with the top of the 11th patch being creased at top. There are two U.S. antiaircraft 
command patches. The next patch is a World War Two Kriegsmarine radio operator patch which has a blue anchor with a lightning bolt 
through it. The next patch is a U.S. patch which has a large black “A” bordered by green. There is a Luftwaffe patch which shows a gold 
eagle with swastika surrounded by a wreath and it shows scattered dust staining. The next item is a WW1 second class iron cross that 
shows some light tarnish. The next item is a World War Two Second Class Iron Cross that has had its ring removed and it shows scattered 
tarnish. There are six various rank epaulettes that appear German and four unidentified rank patches. There are several various military pins 
including a German wound badge that shows scattered tarnish, two Nazi mother pins, an Eastern Front medal with ribbon, a U.S. marks-
manship badge, a Nazi women’s league pin, a WWI German medal and a Nazi pin marked “DEUTSCHE SOHNWEND/1933”. A good lot 
for the militaria collector. (207126-4)

2369.  MISCELLANEOUS NAZI LOT This lot consists of several cloth Nazi items. There are five red and white arm bands which have swas-
tikas in the center and they show varying degrees of staining. The next armband is a yellow armband that features a Luftwaffe eagle with 
swastika over the words “DEUTSCHE LUFTWAFFE” and it shows scattered staining. The next is a Reichspost armband which has an eagle 
with swastika over the word “Reichspost”, it shows several holes, scattered dust staining and soiling. The next item is a Nazi field artillery 
armband which shows crossed cannons over the words “WAFFENRNG DER FELDARTILLERE KOLNER SCHWARZES KORPS” and it has 
a couple tiny holes around the edges and dust staining. The next item is a large white Luftwaffe patch which features the Luftwaffe eagle 
over a swastika and it shows scattered creasing, flaking and light staining. The final item is a red Third Reich flag that has a black swastika 
in a white circle, it measures 25 x 35” and it shows a few scattered stain spots. (207126-15)

2370.  BOMBER JACKET LOT This lot consists of a bomber style sheepskin leather jacket. The exterior lacks any patches or markings and 
shows scattered crazing, flaking and dirt staining. The interior has an H.L.B. Corp. maker’s label that is marked with a size of small, the 
interior shows scattered dirt staining and stitching that is coming loose. The left bottom of the zipper assembly is loose and the zipper itself 
is marked “TALON”. A neat lot for the aviation or military collector. (208253-4) 

2371.  BRITISH LEATHER VEST LOT This lot consists of a British Jerkin black leather vest. The exterior appears unmarked, there are four 
buttons on the front that have a shield with a lion over the Latin motto “SPECTERMUR AGENDO”. The exterior shows a couple stitching 
areas that came loose, scattered flaking, crazing and dirt staining. The interior has a Jerkins Leather tag that is size No. 1, it is marked with 
a British broad arrow acceptance stamp and a date of May, 1945. The interior shows some light flaking on the leather parts and some 
scattered dust staining. An interesting item for the militaria collector. (208253-3)

2372.  JAPANESE SHOULDER BOARD LOT This lot consists of two Imperial Japanese Navy Ensign shoulder boards. The boards are a light 
blue and black in color with a yellow center. They show some light dust staining from the years, while the ensign insignia show oxidation 
staining with one being detached from the board. Both are housed in a plain white box that has a white piece of tape across the center 
with Japanese characters. These boards originally came in a large cardboard box that had an intelligence tag that was marked “PASSED”. 
An interesting lot for the militaria collector. (208379-12A)

2373.  JAPANESE SHOULDER BOARD LOT This lot consists of two Imperial Japanese Sub-lieutenant shoulder boards. The shoulder boards 
are a dark black and yellow color with scattered dust staining and the rank insignia tabs show light oxidation staining around their edges. 
Both tabs are housed in a plain white box that has their divider broken in the center and it is marked with a white piece of tape across 
the center with Japanese characters. These boards originally came in a large cardboard 
box that had an intelligence tag that was marked “PASSED”. A great lot for the militaria 
collector. (208379-12B)

2374.  JAPANESE SHOULDER BOARD LOT This lot consists of two Imperial Japanese 
Navy shoulder boards. The shoulder boards are a dark black, light blue and yellow color 
with some light dust staining from the years. The tabs lack rank insignia but have Imperial 
Japanese Navy buttons. They are both housed in a plain white box that lacks Japanese 
markings and has a chip at bottom with a few small tears at its corners. These boards 
originally came in a large cardboard box that had an intelligence tag that was marked 
“PASSED”. A neat item for the nautical or military collector. (208379-12C) 

2375.  JAPANESE SHOULDER BOARD LOT This lot consists of two Imperial Japanese Navy 
shoulder boards. The boards are a dark black and yellow color with one board showing 
several flaking areas and both showing light oxidation on the metal parts and dust staining. 
The boards lack rank insignia but have a brass Imperial Japanese anchor buttons present. 
These boards originally came in a large cardboard box that had an intelligence tag that 
was marked “PASSED”. A good set for the militaria collector. (208379-12D) 
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2376.  JAPANESE SHOULDER BOARD LOT This lot 
consists of two Imperial Japanese Navy shoulder 
boards. The boards are a dark black and yellow 
color with the tabs showing light oxidation and the 
leather showing light dirt staining. The boards lack 
rank insignia but have Japanese navy brass anchor 
buttons. The boards are housed in a white box which 
has a single Japanese character on the front, the 
box shows a few tears at its corners and its divider 
is broken. These boards originally came in a large 
cardboard box that had an intelligence tag that was 
marked “PASSED”. A neat lot for the military or nau-
tical collector. (208379-12E)

2377.  JAPANESE SHOULDER BOARD LOT This lot 
consists of two Imperial Japanese Navy shoulder 
boards. The boards are a dark black with a yellow 
streak down the center. The boards lack rank insignia 
but have Japanese navy brass anchor buttons. The 
boards show light dust staining, the yellow streaks show some light flaking and there is some light oxidation on the tabs. The boards are 
housed in a white box that has three Japanese characters on the front, the box has a tear in the divider. These boards originally came in a large 
cardboard box that had an intelligence take that was marked “PASSED”. A neat lot for the collector of military or nautical items. (208379-12F)

2378.  JAPANESE MILITARIA LOT This lot consists of the 35 Japanese cherry blossom insignias. The insignia are a yellow color, some of 
them show light tarnish and one has a broken tie. They are backed on a piece of cardboard and these insignias originally came in a large 
cardboard box that had an intelligence tag that was marked “PASSED”. An interesting militaria lot overall. (208379-13A)

2379.  AUSTRALIAN FLARE GUN LOT This lot consists of a 1942 dated Australian MKIII flare gun. The flare gun takes a 26.5mm flare, its 
barrel measures 5 3/4” with the bore showing some light pitting and oxidation spots. The brass surfaces are a mottled yellow patina with 
scattered dings and oxidation spots. The other parts are a dull gray patina with scattered oxidation staining. The two-piece walnut grips rate 
very good with an added oil finish, a white paint rack number “3” on the left side, scattered dings, scratches and handling marks. The frame 
has several markings including a circled “CSR” for Colonial Sugar Refiner, a “D (Broad Arrow) K” marking and a “SYNDNEY” marking. An 
interesting lot for the militaria collector. (207535-89) {NON-GUN}

2380.  MINIATURE BRASS SALUTE CANNON This tiny garrison salute cannon measures 8” overall with a bore depth of about 7” and a 
diameter of about .38 caliber. The bore is lightly oxidized and the brass has toned to a nice ochre color with some tarnishing to brown and 
green, mostly near the breech. The hardwood garrison-style carriage remains in excellent condition with much of its finish remaining and 
all accouterments intact, the wheels freely turn and it even features a small elevator. A very attractive little cannon that would make for a 
nice display piece. (138343-12) {ANTIQUE} (200/500)

2381.  MINIATURE CAST BRASS SALUTE CANNON This tiny 18th century-style cannon measures 7” with a lightly oxidized bore about 6” 
in depth and a diameter of about .32 caliber. The cannon is mounted on a split-trail carriage that is also of brass and gives an overall length 
of about 12” and the brass spoked wheels measure about 3 1/4” in diameter. The brass has toned to a dark brownish ochre overall with 
some small dings and a few areas of minor oxidation. The wheels turn freely and all accouterments appear to be intact. This little cannon 
would make for a very nice display piece. (138343-14) {ANTIQUE} (75/150)

2382.  MINIATURE CAST IRON AND BRASS SALUTE CANNON This 19th century-style miniature field gun measures 6 1/2” with a lightly 
oxidized bore about 5 1/2” in depth and a diameter of about .36 caliber. The brass cannon has toned to dark brown overall with some areas 
of ochre and freckling and oxidation staining scattered throughout. The cast iron wheels and carriage retain much of their original black 
and red paint with some scattered flaking, handling marks, and oxidation staining. The carriage gives an overall length of about 10” and 
the spoked wheels have a diameter of about 4 1/2”. The wheels remain functional, albeit a little stiff. Overall a nice little cannon for display. 
(138343-15) {ANTIQUE} (75/150)

2383.  MINIATURE CAST BRASS MORTAR This little brass mortar features a stepped field-style sledge, a 2” mortar, and is about 4” in 
overall length. The depth of the mortar is just over 2” with a lightly oxidized bore and diameter of about 7/8”. The entire piece has toned 
to a mottled dark brown with high edges worn to ochre and some scattered oxidation staining and patches of verdigris. A nice piece that 
would look good on display. (138343-13) {ANTIQUE} (50/100)
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2384.  BRASS SALUTE CANNON This is a small, very nice quality salute cannon based on a 17th century 12 pounder with an 8” cannon and a 
lightly oxidized bore, 7” in depth and about .38 caliber. The brass has toned to a nice rich gold with some minor scattered freckles throughout. 
The corresponding walnut carriage remains in very good condition with some crazing of the finish throughout and gives an overall length 
of about 13”. The spoked wheels have a diameter of about 6” and remain fully functional, although the left wheel shows four spokes that 
have been repaired. All of the brass accouterments appear to be present and the cannon even features a fully adjustable elevation screw. 
Overall, a very attractive example that would look great on display. (138343-10) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)

2385.  BRASS MORTAR This is a small, very nice quality brass mortar with arched hardwood frame and brass ornamentation. The entire piece 
measures about 8 1/4” by 6” with the mortar measuring about 4 1/4” in length, 3 1/4” in depth, and 1 1/4” in diameter. The brass has toned 
to a pleasing dark ochre overall and all of the ornamentation remains intact. The frame retains most of its finish with a few small dings and 
handling marks, most prominently underneath the mortar where it rests. This mortar features a very functional and fully adjustable chain and 
gear tooth elevation mechanism. Overall, a very impressive example that remains in excellent condition and would make for an outstanding 
display piece. (138343-8) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)

2386.  BRASS MORTAR This is small very nice quality coehorn-style mortar with walnut sledge and q-ring carriers. The entire piece measures 
about 6 3/4” by 5” and the mortar measures 3 1/2” in length, about 3” in depth, and 1” in diameter. The brass has toned to a dark brown 
with some patches of ochre throughout along with some minor oxidation. The walnut sledge remains in good overall condition but has dried 
out with numerous large drying cracks scattered throughout. A few of the brass pegs toward the base are loose and there are two small 
nails missing. All of the other hardware appears to be present and there are two stamps in the sledge just behind the mortar that appear 
to be “IM” in a shield. A very nice little mortar for display. (138343-11) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

2387.  BRASS MORTAR This small, high quality piece is styled after an 18th century Gribeauval mortar and features a bottle-shaped mortar and 
stepped hardwood sledge. The entire piece measures 7” by 5 1/2” and the mortar measures about 4 1/4” in length, 3 1/4” in depth, and 
1 1/4” in diameter. The brass has toned to a light goldenrod overall with some minor spots of freckling and oxidation staining. The mortar 
features nicely stylized handles with the forward handle floral engraved and the rear handle shaped as two intertwined snakes. Just behind 
the touch hole there is also a very nicely sculpted Gothic-style bearded face. The sledge remains in very good plus condition and retains 
most of its finish with just a few small scattered dings, chips, and dents. Overall, a very attractive piece that features a couple of very nice 
little touches. (138343-9) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

2388.  BRASS MORTAR This heavy piece is a coehorn-style mortar with hardwood bed and brass handles measuring 8 1/2” by 6”. The mortar 
measures about 4 1/2” in length, 3 3/4” in depth, and 1 1/2” in diameter. The brass has a nice antiquated look with a brighter lacquer finish 
throughout and exposed streaks of the dark ochre brass beneath and the bed remains in near excellent condition with a few scattered 
dings, handling marks, and small drying cracks. The bottom is covered in green felt and the underside of the mortar is stamped “10 E H 
Hoffman”. A rather nice and very solid display piece. (138343-6) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

2389.  BRASS MORTAR This piece is a coehorn-style mortar with a raised hardwood bed and stud handles measuring 8” by 7 1/2”. The mortar 
itself measures about 4 1/2” in length, 3” in depth, and 1” in diameter. The brass has a nice antiquated look with a brighter lacquer finish 
with a brighter lacquer finish throughout and exposed streaks of the dark ochre brass beneath. The bed remains in near excellent condition 
with some scattered dings, dents, and handling marks. The bottom is covered in red felt and the underside of the mortar is stamped “9 E 
H Hoffman”. A very nice quality and solid display piece. (138343-7) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)
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2390.  M1903 SPRINGFIELD TOY RIFLE This toy or drill rifle features a black-painted iron faux receiver, triggerguard, barrel muzzle, and 
buttplate with some flaking paint and toning to gray throughout. The one-piece smooth walnut stock remains in good overall condition 
with some flaking finish, scattered dings, bruises, handling marks, and a large chip at the toe. The muzzle is a little loose and there is a fair 
condition canvas sling also included. (137016-10)

2391.  U.S. M2A1 GAS MASK This Firestone 1943-made gas mask remains in good overall condition with some crazing, cracking, and small 
tears of the rubber mask and tube, hazing of the eye-pieces, and some corrosion and freckling of the metal eye-piece frames. All of the 
straps appear to be present, although some have broken off of the rubber, and the filter is still present and strapped into the canvas bag. The 
canvas bag remains in very good condition with some scattered stains and scuffs throughout along with some oxidation and light corrosion on 
the metal fixtures. The U.S. Army Chemical Corps stamp is still very clear. A nice piece of militaria from the Second World War. (137126-20)

2392.  FRENCH ARMY OFFICER KEPI This contemporary junior officer’s kepi remains in excel-
lent, almost like-new condition with black wool body and red top. The gold chinstrap 
and flaming bomb buttons are present and the gold bullion embroidered flaming 
bomb emblem is also completely intact. All of the gold braid is tightly stitched 
and remains in excellent condition. The interior is lined with red viscose and the 
black leather sweatband is like new, albeit a little dry. Size is 58 and there are 
no maker’s markings. (138235-3)

2393.  COLLECTABLE VINTAGE U.S. MILITARY LOT This lot consists of a leather 
M1903 rifle scabbard, a leather U.S. marked saddlebag, and a canteen. The 
rifle scabbard is in very good plus condition, measuring about 34” in length. The 
leather appears to have been treated with a preservative and it remains relatively 
soft overall with some scuffs, handling marks, and light staining throughout. Both 
straps are completely intact with verdigris on the brass hardware. The piece is 
marked “U.S.” at the mouth and what appears to be a maker’s mark and date that 
is very faint. The brown leather saddlebag is embossed “US” on the flaps of each 
side and it remains in very good plus condition overall with a few scuffs, areas of 
crazing and flaking, and some minor stains. All of the straps and brass hardware are 
present and there does not appear to be any maker’s marking. The underside is scratched 
with the initials “T.C.W.”. The canteen is also in very good plus condition with some torn areas of 
canvas on the back side and some minor staining and scuffs throughout. The leather strap and clip are 
present and show a small repair at the base. The canvas holder is marked “109 E/HQ CO/US/118”. A very nice collection of vintage U.S. 
military gear. (137880-3)

2394.  EUROPEAN REVOLVER HOLSTER LOT This lot consists of an unmarked black leather revolver holster in about good overall condition 
with some crazing and scuff marks throughout. The buckle and strap are intact but the belt loops are missing. This holster would probably 
fit a Nagant-style revolver or similar medium frame revolver. (138043-6A)

2395.  LINDA’S SPECIAL CAP-CHUR PROJECTOR AIR PISTOL 32 gauge / .50 cal. dart, 7” smooth bore barrel with an excellent bore. 
The metal surfaces retain about 97% factory blue and painted surfaces with scattered high edge wear and handling marks. The checkered 
thumb rest synthetic grips rate excellent. The pistol features fixed sights and utilized CO2 cartridges to propel the darts. Darts in this caliber 
are still available from various sources. (6519-564) {NON-GUN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]

2396.  CROSSMAN MODEL 1300 MEDALIST II “PELLGUN-PUMP” PISTOL serial #132837, .22 cal., 8 1/2” barrel with an excellent 
bore. This pistol retains about 99% factory blue and crackle paint finishes. The ambidextrous finger rest checkered factory grips rate excellent 
as does the checkered synthetic forend. The pistol features a fully adjustable rear sight, modified Patridge front sight and “pump action” 
pneumatic power system. Also included is the original factory box that is properly labeled to the gun and a manual. This pistol does not 
appear to have seen much use. (88300-22S20597A) {NON-GUN} 

2397.  COLT MODEL 50 HOLSTER LOT This lot consists of a single model 50 holster without the shoulder harness marked Colt. This up-
side-down shoulder holster rates very good plus with light handling wear. As one would expect, the holster is sized for 2” Colt D-frame 
revolver (Detective Special and similar). (88410-5)

2398.  COLT 22/45 CONVERSION UNIT LOT This lot consists of single Colt 22/45 conversion unit for the Government model pistol. The 
metal surfaces of the slide retain about 95% factory blue with high edge wear and handling marks. The top of the slide appears a gray blue 
but under strong light is toning to brown. The kit includes a single complete slide with a semi-ramp front sight and Coltmaster adjustable 
rear sight. Also included are (1) barrel with floating chamber, (1) series 70-barrel bushing, (1) recoil spring, (1) ejector, (1) slide stop, (1) 
magazine and (1) fifty round red and green box of Remington Hi-Speed Kleanbore 22 Long Rifle ammunition #1522. The unit includes 
a brown hinged factory box that is correctly end labeled to the unit and rates very good plus with light scuffing on the edges. The slide 
markings are for 1955 and later made units, the rear sight is transitional and were swapped to the Accro the same year. The barrel bushing 
is not original and were none were provided in the original post war kits. (88410-6) {NON-GUN}

2399.  MIXED SHOOTERS LOT This lot consists of (6) items. Included are a 12 1/2” x 9 1/4” x 3 7/8” wood box with chrome mounted lock 
(no key provided). The exterior of the box rates very good plus with dents, dings and scratches on the green painted surfaces. The interior 
of the box is blue velvet lined but not divided. The box includes (2) tins of Remington percussion caps that appear full (approximately 100 
each), 5” Springfield Armory 1911A1 barrel with a frosted bore and “SP” marked on the left lug, unmarked 1911A1 bushing in excellent 
condition and a powder dipper made from a 9mm Luger cartridge case with a copper wire handle. (88411-37)

2400.  PERIOD WOODEN PRESENTATION CASE LOT FOR S&W NO. 1 This lot consists of a single 12 15/16” x 5 3/4” x 2 7/8” period 
presentation case for a S&W No. 1, 1st or 2nd issue or similar revolvers with accessories for a total of (53) items. The exterior has six brass 
reinforcing clips inletted into the top cover and extending over the sides in addition to an unmarked brass plate in the center. There is a 
small dent the width of the box in the left side of the cover with an approximately 2” check forming. The wood grain is starting to “lift” on 
the cover in addition to there being light handling and storage wear. The interior bottom is cloth lined with an outline for the revolver and 
inserts for (50) rounds of 22 RF. The cover has a divider and small sliding latch that held a now absent cover in place. Also included are 
(50) rounds of Remington / UMC 22 Short ammunition that rate very good overall with light oxidation on the bullets. A “skeleton” key is 
provided for the fully functioning lock and a barrel wipe. (87949-28A)

2401.  WEBLEY SENIOR MODEL AIR PISTOL serial #959, .177 cal., 6 5/8” rifled barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 
post-war air pistol retain about 98% factory blue with light scattered high edge wear and handling marks. The checkered synthetic factory 
grips with Webley logo rate excellent. This was considered one of Webley’s best designed air pistols. (88320-28) {NON-GUN} 

2402.  WEBLEY MK II TARGET MODEL AIR PISTOL serial #34332, .177 cal., 7 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore. This pistol retains about 
50% factory blue with moderate to heavy wear, light oxidation staining, a few pits and handling marks. This pistol features the correct 
checkered factory walnut grips with gold Webley “flying bullet” logo that were fitted to U.S. imported pistol. The grips rate about very good 
with light handling wear. This imported pistol is correctly marked “A.F. Stoeger Inc. New York Sole U.S. Agents”. The pistol includes a poor 
condition vinyl covered cloth sleeve with lift dot closure. (87708-3) {NON-GUN}
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2403.  UNMARKED LONGBOW WITH ARROWS This lot consists of an older unmarked wood longbow, most likely yew or bamboo with maple 
inlays at the riser, 66” in length, draw weight unknown. There is an older Dacron string present but should be replaced prior to shooting. 
Included are six wood arrows in varying needs of repair, needing new fletching, tips etc. A great looking out for the wall. (58331-3) 

2404.  LOT OF FRAMED DUCK PRINT POSTERS Two 
total: (1) New York First of State 1985 Migratory Bird 
and Conservation Print poster of the original print de-
signed by Larry Barton. Poster measures 16” x 24”, view 
in center depicts five Canada Geese flying across shore-
line with decoys and blind below. Poster sits in a bright 
aluminum frame suitable for hanging; (1) 1985-86 Fed-
eral Duck Stamp Print poster of the original print by 
Gerald Mobley. Poster measures 16” x 24” with facsimile 
G. Mobley signature, view depicts Cinnamon Teal in 
pond swimming against vegetation. Poster sits in a black 
aluminum frame suitable for hanging. (58381-21A,B)

2405.  FRAMED WORLD WAR I PRINT “DUTY CALLS” 
A nicely framed offset copy of E.G. Renesch’s “Duty 
Calls”. In the photo we see a soldier in front of a wrought 
iron fence saying goodbye with his arm around his loved 
one and his pet dog at his foot. In the background is a 
parade of “dough boys” with old glory waving as they 
march off to the “Great War”. View measures 15 1/2” x 19 
1/2” with a 25” x 29” Georgian era design faux wood and 
gilt plater frame. The frame shows minor repaired cracks 
and chips but remains solid. An attractive repro WWI print 
that makes one proud to be an American. (58056-6)
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2406.  FRAMED LIMITED EDITION TERRY REDLIN 
LITHOGRAPH “ALMOST HOME” This is a beautiful 
lithograph released in 1993 of the original Redlin artwork 
numbered “12,284 of 29,500” and is signed by the artist. 
In this nostalgic scene the artist reminds us of both a less 
complicated time, and a more innocent time, in our nation’s 
history. The rural family is returning home on a crisp win-
ter evening. As the sun’s rays begin to disappear behind 
the distant tree line the sleigh has momentarily stopped. 
There is just enough light to gather up a little extra wood 
for that evening’s celebration. View measures 14” x 24” 
with double matted white outer matte, glass and 24” x 33” 
walnut two-tone moulded frame. Included with the print 
is the original Hadley House Fine Art Prints storage sleeve 
and Certificate of Authenticity. (57749-5)

2407.  FRAMED PRINT OF FREDERICK REMINGTON’S 
“DANGERS AHEAD” This is nicely done late 1970’s era 
copy of the original 1900 copyrighted painting for the cover 
of Marlin Firearms 1900 catalog depicting a plains cowboy 
on horse with his trusty Marlin rifle at the ready, signed and 
dated at the bottom. View measures 15” x 24” with light gray 
matte and 21” x 32” black painted wood frame. (58334-4)
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2408.  UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT WAR BONDS 
POSTER This is one of many works by Georges L. Sch-
reiber (1904-1977), commissioned by the United States 
Army and Navy. The battle scene shows a U.S. soldier with 
his Thompson at the ready with opened parachutes in the 
sky and his comrades descending around him. The top reads 
in red: “Back the attack!” with bold “BUY WAR BONDS / 
3RD War Loan” at the bottom. This 1943 poster remains in 
fine condition with original folds and only a couple spots of 
very minor edge wear. The image remains quite vivid show-
ing very little if any fading from light. The poster measures 
20” by 28” and is housed in a modern black vinyl frame with 
cardboard backing and a clear acrylic front. Schreiber was 
quite an artist and known for some of the most colorful lib-
erty posters. They are seldom encountered in this fine state 
of condition. (1X58016-13) (100/200)

2409.  FRAMED PRINT OF FREDERICK REMINGTON’S “An 
Argument With The Town Marshal” A quality reproduction of 
another Frederick Remington masterpiece original created in 
1909. In this scene, a subtle mastery of dark against dark, 
Remington’s interest is not with the lawman; true to custom, 
he focuses the viewer’s eye on the cowboy, centered in the 
composition, and the moment of that shot, almost ear-pierc-
ing, the brightest splash of light in the dusky scene. View 
measures 15” x 23” and is highlighted with a white matte and 
a 21 1/4” x 29 1/4” gold finished moulded wood frame with a 
1 1/2” chip in the finish along the upper left side. (58381-22)

2410.  HARRIS BIPOD LOT Harris 1A2 Ultralight 6-9” fold-
ing bipod with swivel stud clip-on attachment in excellent 
condition showing only a couple of minor operational and 
handling marks. (128339-23A)

2411.  CROSSMAN MODEL 60 CO2 AIR PISTOL serial 
#023714, 22 cal. pellet, 5” barrel with a bright excellent 
bore. The metal surfaces retain 95-97% original black enamel 
with multiple handling marks scattered about. The check-
ered brown plastic grips with left side thumbrest rate near 
excellent with a couple of light handling marks and a small 
chip in the edge of the butt. This semi-auto pellet gun comes 
with a tin of pellets, manual and a factory box. (128339-34)

2408
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2412.  LOT OF GUN SOCKS This lot consists of four 48” and one 52” Guide Gear gun socks by Allen in excellent condition that appear to have 
been used very little. (128042-6)

2413.  LOT OF GUN CASES This is a lot of a total of 28 items, all with soft outer shells: (3) shooter’s bags; (7) zippered and padded long gun 
sleeves; (18) pistol rugs. The nylon shooter’s/tactical duffle bags are about 15” in length and consist of two by Western Pack and the other 
is an Explorer. All feature shoulder straps, dual handles and multiple exterior pockets. The long arm cases consist of four being nylon, two 
suede and one vinyl and with lengths ranging from 42” to 50” with configurations on some that are suitable for scoped rifles. Manufacturers 
include Weather Shield, Ace Case and Browning. The padded and zippered rugs are of various sizes with shells mainly of a soft nylon and 
include examples from Ace Case, Kolpin and Unique Cases. The lot rates excellent overall with most showing very light, if any use. (78346-36)

2414.  LOT OF GUN CASES This lot consists of three hard cases by Plano with black outer shells featuring hinged snaps and moulded carry 
handles and with foam interior inserts: (2) of Model 1502 from the Protector Series for long arms and measuring 50”x12”x4”; (1) Gun 
Guard for hand guns featuring three layers of foam and with dimensions 16”x13”x6”. All three rate excellent with virtually no wear or 
handling marks. (78415-11)

2415.  LOT OF GUN CASES This is a lot of two hard plastic hinged cases for long arms with 54” long black outer shells, moulded handles and 
foam interiors: (1) ProMax model 1511 from The Protector Series with a sloped configuration designed to secure a scoped rifle; (1) Contico 
with an 11” wide exterior exhibiting the moulded forest and wildlife scene and showing some tape residue. The overall condition of the lot 
is near excellent with minor scratches and wear and all latches intact. (77258-15)

2416.  LOT OF GUN SLEEVES This lot consists of 40 unpadded, drawstring style sleeves for long arms, nearly the entirety of which have vinyl 
outer shells. The lengths range from 52” to 68” with various styles and manufacturers represented and the overall condition is about very 
good to excellent. (76019-30A)

2417.  LOT OF GUN CASES This is a lot of 14 zippered and padded soft long gun cases ranging in length from about 41” to 54” including a few 
that are configured to hold scoped guns. The lot, which includes vinyl and canvas outer shells are from a wide range of manufacturers. All 
have functional zippers and all but one have intact carry apparatus. The overall condition is very good. (76019-30B)

2418.  LOT OF GUN CASES This lot consists of a total of 29 sleeves for long arms with lengths ranging from 42” to 68”, from a variety of man-
ufacturers and of the following characteristics: (12) unpadded vinyl with drawstring; (9) padded fabric with drawstring; (5) padded and 
zippered vinyl with carry handles; (1) lined fabric with Velcro; (1) vinyl with strap; (1) canvas takedown with strap. A few are suitable for 
scoped guns and the overall condition is very good plus. (76019-30C)

2419.  GUN CASE LOT This is a hard shelled brief case style example capable of carrying multiple handguns as it measures 16 1/2” x12”x4” and 
has three layers of foam inserts. The dark green vinyl covering has a few very minor contact marks and the brass corner reinforcements, 
latches and plastic carry handle remain fully intact and functional. This is a good looking and excellent condition case. (76592-6) 

2420.  TOOL KIT LOT This is a Sig Sauer P Series armorer’s tool kit that includes four punches to fit Sig pins, a safety tip hammer, safety glasses, 
hemostats for holding springs and the optional sight adjustment tool. The armorer’s combination tool is not included in this example of the 
kit engineered to maintain, troubleshoot and repair a full range of Sig Sauer pistols. The items are housed in a hard plastic carry case with 
foam padding and a moulded panel to secure the tools. The kit appears as new. (78172-10E)

2421.  TOOL KIT LOT This is a Sig Sauer P Series armorer’s tool kit for maintaining a wide range of Sig pistols. The following items are housed in 
a sturdy hard plastic carry case with moulded fittings and foam protection: hemostats, safety tip hammer, four punches and safety glasses. 
This particular kit does not include the optional combination tool or the sight adjustment tool. The kit is in as new condition. (78172-10D)

2422.  TOOL KIT LOT This is a Sig Sauer P Series armorer’s tool kit with the full array of components that are held in place in the compartmental-
ized bottom tray with a foam upper and hard black plastic outer shell. This kit appears unused and consists of safety glasses, four punches, 
hemostats, safety tip hammer, combination tool and sight adjustment tool. (78172-10C)

2423.  LOT OF GUN CASES This is a lot of six long gun cases and two canvas case covers. First is a factory Ithaca case with a black hard outer 
shell measuring 52 1/2”x9”x4” and a red plush interior. It originally housed a Model 37V Bicentennial Limited Issue shotgun and included is 
the original accompanying Bicentennial belt buckle with case, warranty card and paperwork. The lockable case comes with two keys, is in 
excellent condition and comes in the original outer shipping box. Next are two Doskocil cases with fully functional sliding latches, moulded 
handles and tape residue on one but rate near excellent with foam inserts intact. The last hard plastic case is in a lesser state of condition with 
moderate handling marks, affixed labels, significant wear, a broken handle and a missing insert. Next is a leg-o-mutton case with a separated 
lid, broken handle, and moderate wear to the brown leather surfaces. There is also a nicely padded tactical style soft case with multiple 
exterior pockets and fully intact zipper, strap and handles. The black nylon shell exhibits mild mildew staining. Rounding out the lot are two 
handsome and unmarked zippered and canvas covers for hard cases. The first one is tan and measures 34”x10”x4” and the other one is a 
dark green with measurements 19”x8”x4”. Each features leather reinforced corners and the condition rating for both is excellent. (78172-26A)

2424.  LOT OF GUN CASES This lot consists of 15 zippered and padded long gun cases from a wide range of manufacturers and of a variety of 
styles, materials, and configurations. All of the zippers appear to be functional and most of the cases are approximately 50” in length. The 
overall condition is about very good plus. (78172-26B)

2425.  CONVERSION KIT LOT This is a Sig Sauer .22 LR conversion kit for the P220, P226, P229R and P228/P229 models. Included are hard 
coat anodized slide, barrel, recoil spring/guide, adjustable target sights, ten rd. magazine, tools, instructions and foam lined hard plastic 
carry case with original sleeve. The kit is in as new condition. (78172-8F)

2426.  CONVERSION KIT LOT This is a Sig Sauer .22 LR conversion kit for the P220, P226, P229R and P228/P229 models. Included are hard 
coat anodized slide, barrel, recoil spring/guide, adjustable target sights, ten rd. magazine, tools, instructions and foam lined hard plastic 
carry case with original sleeve. This is an as new conversion kit. (78172-8E)

2427.  CONVERSION KIT LOT This is a Sig Sauer .22 LR conversion kit for the P220, P226, P229R and P228/P229 models. Included are hard 
coat anodized slide, barrel, recoil spring/guide, adjustable target sights, ten rd. magazine, tools, instructions and carry case with sleeve. The 
conversion kit is as new. (78172-8H)

2428.  LOT OF HANDCUFFS This is a lot of three sets of S&W model 100 handcuffs of carbon steel construction with satin nickel finish. They 
fit wrist sizes 5 1/4” to 8” and feature double locks and 20 locking positions and come with two keys and instructions. As new in the box 
condition. (78172-19A)

2429.  LOT OF HANDCUFFS This lot consists of three sets of S&W model 100 handcuffs of carbon steel construction and satin nickel finish. 
These as new in the box handcuffs fit wrist sizes 5 1/4” to 8” and feature 20 locking positions and dual locks. Included are two keys and 
instructions. (78172-19B)

2430.  LOT OF HANDCUFFS This lot consists of three sets of S&W model 100 handcuffs of carbon steel construction and satin nickel finish. 
The cuffs, which fit wrist sizes 5 1/4” to 8” feature dual locks and twenty locking positions. These as new in the box handcuffs include two 
keys and instruction sheet. (78172-19C)
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2431.  LOT OF HANDCUFFS This lot consists of three pair of S&W model 100 handcuffs of carbon steel construction and satin nickel 
finish and feature 20 locking positions and dual locks. They fit wrist sizes 5 1/4” to 8”, include two keys and instructions and are as 
new in the box. (78172-19D)

2432.  LOT OF HANDCUFFS This is a lot of three pair of S&W model 100 handcuffs of carbon steel construction and satin nickel finish. They 
feature 20 locking positions, dual locks and fit wrist sizes 5 1/4” to 8”. Included are two keys and instruction sheet and the condition rating 
is as new in the box. (78172-19E)

2433.  FAUX SUPPRESSOR LOT This is a Surefire Suppressor Training Adapter for rifles and carbines chambered in 5.56 for training with blank 
ammunition and duplicates the weight, length and feel of its equivalent sound suppressor. It features a bright yellow body finish indicating 
that it is a training device and Fast-Attach mechanism that allows for secure attachment/removal within seconds with no tools required. The 
condition is as new and comes with original padded nylon pouch. Also included is a Surefire timing wheel. (78172-25A)

2434.  FAUX SUPPRESSOR LOT This is a Surefire Suppressor Training Adapter for rifles and carbines chambered in 5.56 for training with blank 
ammunition and duplicates the weight, length and feel of its equivalent sound suppressor. It features a bright yellow body finish indicating 
that it is a training device and Fast-Attach mechanism that allows for secure attachment/removal within seconds with no tools required. 
The condition is as new and comes with original padded nylon pouch. (78172-25B)

2435.  FAUX SUPPRESSOR LOT This is a Surefire Suppressor Training Adapter for rifles and carbines chambered in 5.56 for training with blank 
ammunition and duplicates the weight, length and feel of its equivalent sound suppressor. It features a bright yellow body finish indicating 
that it is a training device and Fast-Attach mechanism that allows for secure attachment/removal within seconds with no tools required. The 
condition is as new and comes with original padded nylon pouch. (78172-25C)

2436.  QUICK DRAW HOLSTER RIG This lot includes a black leather with yellow stitching, right hand, open top holster rig made by Arvo 
Ojala. The belt measures roughly 42” in length and is 3” wide with a silver buckle. The holster will accommodate any six-shooter with up 
to a barrel length of 6”. The leather on the holster is starting to craze and crack in places with all stitched seams reaming tight. The belt’s 
exterior suede finish remains mostly soft with contact spots worn smooth around the cartridge loops. A very straight forward, plain holster 
that would make a great cowboy action rig. (108405-15A)

2437.  WINCHESTER 1893 SHIPPING CRATE This lot includes a wooden crate measuring 54”x12”x12 1/2” made with dovetailed joints and 
is missing the interior partitions that once held the 1893 shotguns in place. The lid is marked with black stenciled lettering of which some 
is heavily faded and nearly illegible, however according to a photo copy of inventory disposed of by the Winchester Gun Museum signed 
by T.E. Hall in 1976, it reads as follows; “Model 93 Shotguns / Libben Vs. Winchester / March 1901”. The crate has numerous light handling 
marks, spots of water staining and has several old chips missing along the edges. This is a really neat piece that would add some vintage 
flare to any store front, gun room or man cave. (107227-1) [Please note: due to dimensions additional shipping will apply]

2438.  LOT OF AMMUNITION CRATES This lot includes two Winchester marked ammunition crates. The first crate is missing its lid and 
measures 14 1/2”x9”x9 1/2”. It has black and red stenciled letters, some of which are moderately faded but still somewhat legible. The 
sides of the crate are marked “Winchester/12 Staynless 2 3/4/Ranger/Super Trap” with loading data along the bottom. The front and back 
retain bold identification that reads “Small Arms Ammunition/Loaded Shot Shells/Made in the U.S.A./Winchester/Winchester Repeating 
Arms Co/Div. Olin Industries Inc./New Haven, Conn., U.S.A.” The crate is missing a tapered 1”x 5” long chip from the top edge and has 
spots of staining but remains in very good condition. The second crate is also without its lid and measures 15 1/2”x12”x6 1/2”. The crate is 
marked along the front and back with “Small Arms Ammunition/Metallic Cartridges/Made in the U.S.A./Winchester/Winchester Repeating 
Arms Co/Div. Olin Industries Inc./New Haven, Conn., U.S.A.” and the sides with “Winchester/170 GRS. Soft Point/1000/Superspeed/.30 
Winchester/Staynless Non-Mercuric”. There is moderate ingrained dirt staining, mildew staining and evidence of poor storage on this crates 
surface but it remains in good overall condition. (107227-2) 

2439.  WINCHESTER SHIPPING CRATE This lot includes a crate with identification graphics limited to the company logo along each of its 
lengths and measuring 33 1/4”x15 1/2”x12”. The crate is constructed with simple butt joints that are nailed together and is missing the lid. 
The wood has darkened slightly in areas from handling and has some penciled in markings along some of the edges but remains in excellent 
condition. (107227-2A) [Please note: due to dimensional size extra shipping will apply]

2440.  WINCHESTER SHIPPING CRATE This lot includes a crate measuring 30 3/4”x15 1/2”x12” with the only markings being the Winchester 
trademark logo on two sides. The crate is constructed with simple butt joints that are nailed together and it is missing its lid and has a few 
small chips missing along the top edges. The wood has darkened slightly due to handling and remains in very good condition. (107227-2B)

2441.  CUSTOM MADE OAK PRESENTATION CASE This lot includes a handmade presentation case with green felt lined interior measuring 
16 1/4”x5 7/8”x3 7/8” with brass hardware. The exterior of the case shows several light dings, scratches and handling marks giving it a lovely 
antique appearance. It is missing one of the front clasps and the key is no longer present. The interior has five sections providing ample space 
for caps, bullets, and loading tools and likely was designed to fit a Remington New Model 1858 Army or similar style revolver. Included with 
the case are 14 .44 caliber lead balls, a partial tin of Remington percussion caps and a wooden block with a partial cartridge box label that 
reads “Combustible Envelope / Cartridges / Made of American Powder Co’s Powder / for Remington’s, Colt’s and Other / Revolving Holster 
Pistol / 44-100 inch Calibre / Warranted Superior Quality”. A nicely made case that remains in very good overall condition. (108398-10A)

2442.  OAK PRESENTATION CASE This lot includes a custom crafted case measuring 16 5/8”x8”x3 1/4” with a foam filled interior with a slate 
blue lining. The case retains impressions from previously stored revolvers has a few light scratches on the exterior and the lining remains 
free of stains. The case has a simple clasp closure without lock and the antiqued looking brass hardware adds character. The case is in 
overall excellent condition. (108346-22) 
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2443. FRANKLIN MINT JOHN WAYNE COMMEMORATIVE WIN-
CHESTER MODEL 92 SADDLE RING CARBINE serial #JW # 987672, 

non-firing replica. The barrel has a few light scratches and there are several very light 
handling marks scattered about. This highly embellished reproduction was made to reflect 
a rifle from the Dukes collection and all copies bear the same serial number and fancy 

engraving with gold accents. A neat piece of memorabilia that would look great hanging in 
any den, office or gun room. (108002-193) {NON-GUN} [Charles Hadley Collection]

2444.  WINCHESTER / DAISY MODEL 1000X BREAK ACTION PELLET GUN .177 Caliber, 17 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. 
The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue finish with overall light oxidation staining and spots of oxidation with a few light handling marks. 
The rifle has a hooded post front sight with adjustable sporting rear and a Winchester 3-9X32 scope with duplex reticle and clear crisp 
optics has been added. The smooth hardwood pistolgrip Monte Carlo stock with grooved forend rates about excellent with numerous light 
handling marks. This would make a nice shooter or rodent eliminator for the garden. (108401-541000X) {NON-GUN} 

2445.  WEBLEY MARK I AIR PISTOL serial #47607, .22 Cal., 7” rifled barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 75% freckled 
blue finish with overall oxidation staining, areas of light pitting and several spots of active oxidation along the right side. The grips rate fair 
and included is an original box that rates about fair overall with separated sides, scuffs, abrasions and water stains. Also included are 11 
darts and a partial manual that is starting to disintegrate. (108014-22) {NON-GUN}

2446.  DAISY MFG COMPANY MODEL 1894 NRA CENTENNIAL LEVER ACTION AIR RIFLE .177 cal., single cock lever action rifle re-
tains 70% flaking blue and silver enamel finishes with scattered spots of active oxidation near all over. The simulated wood grain plastic straight 
grip buttstock and forend rate very good plus with some light handling marks. An about good example overall. (108014-7) {NON-GUN}

2447.  CROSMAN MODEL 2100 CLASSIC .177 CALIBER PELLET / BB PNEUMATIC AIR RIFLE The metal surfaces retain 75% 
blue finish with overall oxidation staining and light scratches. The checkered simulated wood buttstock and forend rate very good with light 
handling marks and ingrained dirt staining. (7323-9S19042A) {NON-GUN}

2448.  SHERIDAN BLUE STREAK 5MM CALIBER PNEUMATIC AIR RIFLE The metal surfaces retain 85% thinning blue with light 
silvering along the high edges and scattered oxidation staining. The bolt remains mostly bright with some specks of oxidation staining. 
The smooth pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good plus and have numerous light handling marks and specks of white paint. 
(107323-17S18821A) {NON-GUN}

2449.  CROSMAN TRAP MASTER CO2 POWERED SHOTGUN The metal surfaces retain 90% blue and black enamel finishes. The pistol 
grip buttstock and forend rate very good and have several light dings, scratches and handling marks. The action appears stuck and there 
are no adapters included. (107936-18) {NON-GUN}

2450.  DAISY NO. 40 LEVER ACTION AIR RIFLE .177 Caliber BB. The metal surfaces are mostly a rust brown color with traces of blue showing 
under a layer of oxidation. The wooden stock rates good with numerous handling marks and flaking varnish. The rear sling swivel is still intact. 
A vintage Daisy that has seen some heavy use, however would still make a great restoration project or parts gun. (108377-7) {NON-GUN}

2451.  BENJAMIN MODEL 3100 LEVER ACTION AIR RIFLE .177 Caliber, 19” barrel with a bright excellent smooth bore. The metal sur-
faces have lost most of their enamel finish and are flaking to a dirty bronze color. The bolt handle has been replaced by a wood screw and 
the lever doesn’t hold in the closed position. The smooth pistolgrip stock and grooved forend rate about good with overall flaking finish, 
handling marks and water staining. A great parts lot or if one had the time, a possible restoration project. (107933-13) {NON-GUN}  

2452.  SHOOTERS LOT This lot includes a double sided travel case that measures 13”x9”x6”. The case has a black diamond plate style exterior 
with trim resembling dark colored granite. It has two combination locks, loops for a carry strap and a large textured rubber handle and 
remains in excellent condition. (108339-12)

2453.  NAA BELT BUCKLES This lot includes two brushed nickel finish North American Arms marked belt buckles for the NAA 22 S/LR revolver. 
The buckles have a few light handling marks and remain in overall excellent condition. (108349-23A) 

2454.  LOT OF GUN CASES This lot includes 18 assorted zippered long gun cases, 1 pistol rug, and a tan colored Gun Guard travel case. The 
case measures approximately 50”x12”x4” and is in overall very good condition. The long gun sleeves vary in lengths from 48” to 52” and 
are a mixture of multiple manufactures and materials. They range in condition from good to excellent. (108411-36)

2455.  IVER JOHNSON CATALOGS This lot includes three. First is a catalog No.19A that shows a listing of Iver Johnson products but inclusive 
only to page 16, the remainder is no longer present and the included pages are now slightly brittle with ingrained dirt staining and numerous 
light crinkles and some having small tears along the edges. Second is a simple fold-over advertisement for the Iver Johnson Revolver Grip 
that appears complete and is in excellent condition. Third is catalog No. A-29 that is complete with a light blue cover that has ink staining 
on the back and writing on the front. This is a really neat grouping of Iver Johnson literature that would look great displayed along with 
some of their firearms. (107227-9)

2443
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2456.  WINCHESTER CATALOG This lot includes what ap-
pears to be an 1893 sales catalog. This is an interesting 
piece that has some apologies that need mentioning. The 
front cover is partially missing and separated from the 
book and several pages have had clippings removed. 
There are a couple of pages with hand written notes in 
red ink. The balance of the catalog is in very good condi-
tion showing some light foxing and ingrained dirt staining 
and even in its current state would make a neat addition 
to any Winchester advertising collection. (107227-9A)

2457.  WINCHESTER MANUAL This lot includes a 1944 dat-
ed Winchester Shooting Glossary with a foreword writ-
ten by J. Mowell Hawkins. This paper covered and string 
bound manual was intended for salesmen and new hirees 
to get acclimated to the industry terms and have a basic 
knowledge of the products they were representing. The 
book has some light ingrained dirt staining and remains in 
very good to excellent condition. (107227-9B)

2458.  NEWTON ARMS COM-
PANY LITERATURE This 
lot includes four items. First 
is a correspondence to Win-
chester Repeating Arms Co., 
from a Robert M. Gardiner in 
regards to an automatic safety 
and presented on Safety Arms 
Company paper. This is dated 
July 22, 1916 and is a neat item 
in excellent condition. Second 
is a paper back cover Newton 
Arms catalog with Winchester 
Library stamp on both inside 
covers. There is a pencil mark 
on the front cover and some 
moderate scuffing along the 
seam but otherwise it remains 
in very good condition. Third 
is a Newton Rifle Company 
pamphlet that has overall light 
ingrained dirt staining, small 
tears, creases and wrinkles. 
The cover is secured with tape 
and this vintage pamphlet is 
complete and in overall good 
condition. Fourth is a Newton 
Arms Company catalog that is soft covered with the moose on the front and has several ink and pencil markings scattered throughout 
but is complete and in overall very good condition. (107227-9C)

2459.  SHOOTING SPORTS MEMORABILIA This lot contains two items. First 
is a small caliber target used during the 1984 summer Olympics held in Los 
Angeles and stamped with Seal of Authenticity. It is target number 41141 and 
has a single hole in the 9 ring with three ink markings likely indicating sight 
adjustments that were needed. Second is a custom made wooden presentation 
with two shooting enthusiasts nicely carved and painted that are affixed to a 
barn board backing that measures 30”x12”x3”. There is a small brass plaque 

in the lower left corner 
that reads “Presented to 
/ Winchester-Western / 
Shooting Development 
/ For Sponsorship of the 
/ Connecticut Gallery 
Matches / Largest in 
the World / March 11, 
1972 / By The / National 
Shooting Sports Founda-
tion” that has some light 
oxidation staining and 
is toning nicely with the 
years. These are interest-
ing items that are sure to 
add some flare to one’s 
gun room or general dé-
cor. (107227-3, 9D) 

2458
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2460.  LOT OF VINTAGE LITERATURE This lot contains three 1940’s era sporting magazines. First is an issue of Guns, dated October, 1946. 
The magazine has some light scuffing along the edges and remains complete with a shipping label that reads “Sample Copy Mr. Thomas 
E. Hall” with Connecticut address below. Second is a September, 1946 dated issue of Hunting and Fishing, with correspondence from 
Bob McMahon to George L. Dawson with a clipping of a selected article from Mechanics Illustrated, regarding 22 caliber rifles. Third is 
an issue of Guns, dated January, 1947 that has some light scuffing along the edges and is complete. The literature in this lot is in overall 
excellent condition. (107227-9E)

2461.  LOT OF VINTAGE LITERATURE This lot contains six items. First are four issues of American Rifleman, dated May 1931, January 1926, 
October 1924, and August 1923. The magazines are in very good overall condition with some having scattered pencil markings, light scuffing 
and ruffled edges and one includes a sign out sheet purportedly from the Winchester Museum. Second is a copy of Man at Arms, dated 
January 1907, with light scuffing, tattered edges and a partially split spine that remains in overall fair condition. Third is a grouping of five 
select articles from various dates of these listed publications that have slightly yellowed with age and have pencil markings, lightly ruffled 
edges and small tears and in overall good condition. (107227-9F)

2462.  LOT OF WINCHESTER RELATED LITERATURE This lot includes 21 assorted flyers, pamphlets and a manual relating to Winchester 
and some of its subsidiary companies. First is a complete 1930’s era sales manual from the Winchester Repeating Arms Co. that has lightly 
faded covers with spots of foxing and lightly tattered edges but remains complete and in overall very good condition. In addition there are 
16 assorted bond flyers and cut sheets (division of Western Cartridge Company) all in very good to excellent condition, a reprinted article 
about Western Cartridge Company and two sales bulletins one dated 1921, the other 1941, both in excellent condition. (107227-9J)

2463.  LOT OF WINCHESTER LEGAL DOCUMENTS This lot includes a variety of legal documents and correspondences relating to legal 
matters over Winchester Products. First grouping is in regards to a suit where the state of Maine banned the shipping and sale of 3 and 
5 cell Winchester Headlamps into the state because they fell under their incredibly broad ban on lights suitable for use in jacking wildlife. 
A long overdrawn matter that eventually ending in Rice and Miller being able to wholesale and distribute the headlamps again in Maine. 
Second is a dossier full of Winchester Advertising trade papers listed as Opposer’s Exhibit 31 listing Winchester Repeating Arms Company 
(Western Cartridge Company Assignee, substituted) vs. Stoeger Arms Corporation dated March 9, 1939. This will be a difficult research as 
no information pops up on the web regarding this matter and should make for a challenging research project. The included prints remain 
in excellent condition. (107227-9N)

2464.  MARLIN MEMORABILIA This lot includes two items. First is a Marlin Sight in Guide with manual. The manual shows light foxing and 
slightly wrinkled edges with a fold horizontally through the middle and remains in very good condition. The sight in tool shows some light 
ingrained dirt staining and has a couple of ink marks along some of the calibration but remains in very good plus condition. Second is a 1913 
dated Marlin catalog. It measures 5 1/4”x8” and is complete. The front cover shows moderate peel marks, there is scuffing along the edges and 
the spine is starting to weaken. There is light foxing on some of the pages and the catalog remains in about very good condition. (107776-1F)

2465.  MARLIN CATALOG This lot includes a 1909 dated Marlin Repeating Rifles and Shotguns catalog with an illustrated front cover depicting 
a game scene with hunter and two pointers. The cover is torn diagonally across its width almost completely across and there are numerous 
light scuffs, tatters along the edges and the spine cover is almost completely missing. The catalog is numerically complete and the pages 
show light discoloration from age and it remains in good condition. (107776-1G) 

2466.  VINTAGE CATALOG This lot includes a 1939 edition catalog Colonel Whelen’s Gun Handbook and Catalog, from National Target & Supply. 
The cover has started to peel off the spine along the bottom and there is mildew staining along the edges. The catalog appears complete 
and remains in about very good condition. (107776-2) 

2467.  WINCHESTER CATALOG This lot includes an early 1930’s circa Standard Guns and Ammunition catalog. The catalog is not numbered 
or dated as many of them were. The blue cover with white and red lettering remains in excellent condition showing a few minor scuffs 
with light fold marks and a few creases on the back cover. The catalog lists 233 pages and remains complete. A great piece for the 
Winchester collector. (107776-1H)

2468.  WINCHESTER CATALOG This lot includes a March 1906 dated Winchester catalog. The outer cover has overall light ingrained dirt 
staining, a few scuff marks along the spine with several creased corners throughout the pages. The spine cover remains 85% intact and 
this early piece of Winchester advertising remains in about good overall condition. (107776-1I)

2465 2467 2468
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2469.  LOT OF REMINGTON CATALOGS This lot includes three vintage gun catalogs. First is a 1918-19 dated soft cover catalog with a cover 
that has separated from the spine and remains 85% complete with light ingrained dirt staining, scuffing and some tattered edges. The pages 
are complete showing light foxing along the edges and the catalog remains in good overall condition. Second is a No. 107 catalog that 
remains intact with part of the cover along the spine missing and a few minor tears in the outer edges of the cover. The pages have light 
ingrained dirt staining along the edges and the catalog remains in about very good condition. Third is a partial Remington-UMC catalog 
that is missing several pages with a cover that has separated from the spine having lightly tattered edges and ingrained dirt staining. There 
are numerous pencil markings throughout the catalog and it remains in fair condition. (107776-1J)

2470.  LOT OF VINTAGE CATALOGS This lot includes four items. First is an 1881-1882 dated copy of a Saxon Importing Co. gun catalog. The 
32 page copy with black and white text rates very good plus in condition with some light foxing on some of the pages and a few lightly 
tattered edges. Included with this catalog is a return addressed envelope for Saxon Importing Co. Second is a 1913-1914 dated Kirkland 
Brothers & Co., Catalog. The catalog is in overall about good condition with the cover separated from the binding, having numerous tears 
and tiny sections missing. The pages show ingrained dirt staining and one page has come free from the binding. Third is a 1928 dated A.G. 
Parker & Co., LTD., catalog. The 44 page catalog remains in excellent condition having light ingrained dirt staining on the cover with two 
small sections missing at the corners. Included is a separate price list for Parker cleaning rods, Shootwell accessories, and BSA guns and 
rifle sights. Fourth is a partial W. Stokes Kirk catalog that is missing the cover and has several pages separated from the binding with tattered 
edges and crinkled corners. (107776-1L)

2471.  L.C. SMITH CATALOGS This lot includes two. First is a 28 page color catalog from Hunter Arms Co., Inc. The cover reads “L.C. Smith 
Guns / and / Hunter One-Triggers / Never Shoot Loose” and includes a 1918 dated price supplement. It has some light foxing with a few 
minor creases but remains in excellent condition. Second is a 24 page illustrated cover catalog with two men and a dog walking in the fall 
woods. This Hunter Arms / L.C. Smith catalog remains in excellent condition. (107776-1K)

2472.  ITHACA CATALOGS This lot includes two catalogs. First is a pocket sized with illustrated geese scene on the cover. The catalog is com-
plete and has lightly ruffled edges with some foxing along the edges and a spot of writing in ink on the back cover. Second is an illustrated 
catalog featuring two men hunting the thickets along the bank of a lake with rolling hills in the background. The catalog appears complete 
with some ingrained dirt staining, light creases along the edges with both the front and back covers separated from the spine. These catalogs 
remain in good overall condition. (107776-1M)

2473.  LOT OF RETAILER CATALOGS This lot includes four items. First are two from Folsom Arms Co., the first is 1905-1906 dated and in fair 
overall condition with foxing, tattered edges, and several small sections missing in the covers along the spine. The second catalog is No. 50 
G and is in good overall condition with numerous light creases, a couple of spots of cover missing along the spine and has light ingrained 
dirt staining. Second is a Montgomery & Ward Co., sample catalog from Buyer’s Guide No. 71. It has overall tattered and torn edges with 
numerous crease marks and remains in fair overall condition. Fourth is a 1907 dated Bannerman’s catalog that appears complete with small 
sections torn from the front cover, tattered edges, foxing and fold marks and remains in fair overall condition. (107776-1N)

2474.  LOT OF RETAILER CATALOGS This lot includes five items. First are two New York Sporting Goods Co., the first is Catalog No. 95 that 
remains in very good condition with some light foxing, and ingrained dirt staining. The second is catalog No. 53 that has some light scuffing, 
lightly ruffled edges, a couple of creases in the cover and remains in very good condition. Second is a 1905 dated H.H. Knife Co., catalog 
that has some lightly tattered edges, ingrained dirt staining, a section of the cover along the spine missing and remains in good overall 
condition. Third is a partial section of United States Magazine dating March of 1857 that is in fair condition with overall light foxing, tattered 
edges at the spine and is missing its covers. Fourth is a 1906 copy of the Amateur Sportsman magazine that has overall tattered and torn 
edges, mildew staining, and appears complete in fair condition. (107776-3, 1Q)

2475.  FOX BROCHURES This lot includes two items. First is an orange cover with black banner and white lettering that has an Albany Hardware 
and Iron Co., stamp on the front cover. There are a few light crinkles along the edges and some minor fading on the cover but otherwise this 
catalog remains in excellent condition. Second is a black cover with silver banner and black lettering with hunter shooting ducks from a blind 
on the cover. Aside from a few ink markings scattered throughout the catalog this one remains in very good plus condition. (107776-1P)

2476.  COLT LITERATURE This lot includes four items. First is a 43 page pocket sized Colt Hand Gun Manual. The yellow cover with black 
lettering booklet remains in excellent condition. Second is a 96 page soft cover publication titled A Century of Achievement 1836-1936, 
the publication has an illustration on the cover of a young sailor admiring his revolver and remains in excellent condition and comes in its 
original shipping envelope that remains mostly complete with split seams and slightly crinkled edges. Third is a soft cover publication titled 
Colt Fire Arms The Arm of Law and Order, this catalog has 40 pages of pistols and revolvers with some light ingrained dirt staining and minor 
foxing, with some pencil markings on the back cover. It remains in very good overall condition. Last is a partial section of a manual or booklet 
relating to rotating breech arms manufacturing by Colonel Samuel Colt that is in overall fair condition. The section relates to the application 
of machinery to manufacture rotating breech firearms and it is uncertain how much or what is missing from this sample. (107776-1R)

2477.  LOT OF RETAILER’S CATALOGS This lot includes four. First is a 136 page Abercrombie & Fitch illustrated cover 1939 dated catalog 
depicting a hunter afield working a stone wall in an open pasture. The catalog has some light crinkles along the edges and remains in very 
good condition. Second is a pocket size Iver Johnson firearms color catalog that remains in excellent condition. Third is a Harrington & Rich-
ardson color firearms catalog that has some light ruffling around the edges and a partially separated back cover that remains in fair overall 
condition. Fourth is a complete issue No.42 catalog from John P. Lovell Arms Co., Boston MA., in fair overall condition. The cover is tattered 
along all edges and separated from the spine. The pages have light foxing and ingrained dirt staining but remains complete. (107776-1S) 

2478.  LOT OF WINCHESTER PUBLICATIONS This lot includes five items. First is a grouping of loading data for Winchester cartridges that 
are prints stapled together in overall very good condition. Second is a 135 page Western Ammunition Handbook that has light scuffing 
and spots of foxing in overall good condition. Third are two pocket sized retail catalogs in excellent condition in their original shipping 
envelope. Fourth is a soft cover Winchester World Standard Guns and Ammunition Catalog No. 82 with a few pencil markings in overall 
excellent condition. (107776-1T)

2479.  LOT OF PHOTOGRAPHS This lot includes 19 black and white photographs of various firearms and machinery with some having technical 
notes written on the back and some stamped with “Research Laboratory / Winchester Repeating Arms Company / Division of Olin Industries, 
Inc. / P.O. Drawer 906 / New Haven Conn., U.S.A.”. All are in very good to excellent condition. This lot also includes a Merlin Sales Company 
auction catalog that is missing the back cover. The catalog shows varying degrees of foxing on the pages that are somewhat brittle but 
remain together by a small section of the remaining binder and the catalog rates about fair to good overall. (107227-9G)

2480.  WINCHESTER MEMORABILIA This lot includes an assortment of Winchester merchandise advertisement camera ready clip art. There 
is a wide variety of every day merchandise covered from fishing lures to electric irons to tires and refrigerators and many more. Some of the 
images have pen markings along the back but all remain in excellent condition. (107227-9H)
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2481.  LOT OF WINCHESTER GUN DESIGNER-INVENTOR CLIPPINGS This lot includes a large collection of newspaper clippings and 
articles on both John M. Browning and John Garand. The Garand clippings reference Winchesters involvement in the M1 Garand rifle. 
These are original print copies from numerous magazines and newspapers all relating to the business relations between John Garand and 
Winchester during the introduction of the Garand rifle. A very neat collection of current day affairs from 1940. The Browning Clippings in-
clude a variety of articles from publications from numerous sources, to include WWI era clippings about John Browning and his inventions, 
sales catalogs, and public relation releases. Most prominently, Winchester’s involvement with and production of the BAR rifle. This unique 
grouping remains in overall excellent condition. (107227-9I,L)

2482.  WINCHESTER MEMORABILIA This lot includes 37 schematic drawings for the Winchester Repeating Arms Plant marked “New Haven, 
Conn.”. The drawings are on a variety of paper used for blue prints over a span of many years. One of these mechanical drawings has the 
origin date of 1895 with most being from the early to mid-1900’s. The prints range in context from elevation views to sprinkler configurations, 
showing left and right exterior views and basic floor plans and are in varying conditions from fair to about excellent. This is an interesting 
grouping of mechanical drawings relating to the W.R.A. plant that would fill a void in any hardcore collector’s inventory. (107227-7)

2483.  CIVIL WAR ERA PUBLICATION This lot includes a copy of The Connecticut War Record, dated August 1964. The main article is in 
relations to Major General John Sedgwick featuring a portrait of him on the front cover. There is an insert along with the photo explaining 
the contents of the article. The print shows a tattered edge that likely was from rodent or insect damage and light ruffling along the balance 
of the edges. A neat piece for the Civil War collector. (107227-9M)

2484.  LOT OF EN-BLOC CLIPS This lot includes 25 eight round En-Bloc clips for the M1 Garand rifle and from several manufacturers. The 
clips all have minor handling marks, with some having some light oxidation staining and or a painted bottom in a variety of colors. The clips 
all appear to be in overall very good to excellent condition. (108387-1)

2485.  LOT OF EN-BLOC CLIPS This lot includes 25 eight round En-Bloc clips for the M1 Garand rifle and from several manufacturers.  The 
clips have minor handling marks with some light oxidation staining and/or painted bottoms in a variety of colors. The clips all appear to be 
in overall very good to excellent condition. (108387-1A)

2486.  LOT OF EN-BLOC CLIPS This lot includes 25 eight round En-Bloc clips for the M1 Garand rifle and from several manufacturers. The 
clips have overall light handling marks and remain in excellent condition. (108387-1B)

2487.  LOT OF EN-BLOC CLIPS This lot includes 25 mostly non-maker marked 8 round En-Bloc clips for use in the M1 Garand rifle. The clips 
have overall light handling marks and remain in excellent condition. (108387-1C)

2488.  HOLSTER RIG This lot includes a George Lawrence brown russet colored tooled leather holster rig with matching magazine holsters. 
The belt is a size 38 with single hitch buckle. The tooled leather has a lovely floral pattern and nicely compliments the matching holsters. 
There are two “518 / 2F” marked holsters and a single “518 / 14F”-marked flap holster. The items in this lot remain in very good to 
excellent condition. (108387-5)

2489.  LOT OF HOLSTERS This lot includes six holsters in a variety of configurations. First is an Uncle Mike’s camouflage size 2 holster with 
lightly faded color and remains in excellent condition. Second is a Milt Sparks left hand suede holster with silver plated hardware and for a 
small frame automatic and in very good condition. Third is a russet color Viking No. 69 open-top holster with silver plated hardware in very 
good condition. Fourth is an unmarked black leather percussion cap box with brass stud closure that is moderately tarnished and in overall 
good condition. Fifth is an unmarked partial shoulder holster for a medium framed automatic in good overall condition. Sixth is a right hand 
russet colored 1100R Hunter open-top holster for a revolver with a maximum barrel length of 4” and in overall good condition. (108387-6)

2490.  MANHATTAN FIREARMS DUAL CAVITY BULLET MOULD The .36 caliber round ball and conical shaped bullet mould has 
mostly a smoky gray patina with trace amounts of blue in protected areas. There are small spots of fine oxidation staining with several 
light impact marks scattered all over. The edge of the sprue cutter is rolled over and the M.F.A. logo remains crisp and legible on the 
front. The cavities are clean and free of defects and this would make a great addition to any cased Manhattan that is missing a mould. 
(106229-14) [Elliot Riggs Collection]

2491.  MANHATTAN FIREARMS DUAL CAVITY BULLET MOULD The .36 caliber round ball and conical shaped bullet mould has a mix 
of gray and brown patinas. There is fine oxidation staining near all over with some light amounts inside the cavities. The sides of the body 
have numerous light impact marks and the mould appears original with a crisp M.F.A. logo on the front. The mould has an honest appear-
ance that should pair nicely with a Manhattan Revolver that may have seen some use over the years. (106229-101) [Elliot Riggs Collection]

2492.  MANHATTAN FIREARMS DUAL CAVITY BULLET MOULD The .36 caliber round ball and conical shaped mould is has flaked clean 
and now bears a nice smoky gray patina with scattered patches of brown along the legs. The sprue cutter was cleaned and repaired and 
the M.F.A. logo is there but faint. The cavities have light, fine oxidation staining and there are several light impact marks along the body. Still 
a very good example overall. (106229-96) [Elliot Riggs Collection]

2493.  MANHATTAN FIREARMS DUAL CAVITY BULLET MOULD This .36 caliber round ball and conical shaped mould has some trace 
remnants of blue finish but is mostly a brown flaking to gray patina. The mould appears to have been made from a worn casting as there 
are some very interesting irregularities along the legs and the edges of the body on the right side. The cavities remain clean and in excellent 
condition with a conical shaped bullet in place. This mould has a few cosmetic issues with the casting marks but in this writer’s opinion it 
adds some pizzazz to its overall appearance. (106229-12) [Elliot Riggs Collection]

2494.  LOT OF MANHATTAN FIREARMS COMPANY BULLET MOULDS This lot includes two .36 caliber round ball and conical shaped 
dual cavity bullet moulds. The first mould is predominately a plum color with overall light oxidation staining and spots of active oxidation. The 
M.F.A. logo is still visible and the cavities have light oxidation in them. The second mould is a mix of brown and gray patinas with scattered 
light impact marks along the body, with a hinge that has slight play at the wheel. The cavities have some light oxidation staining present and 
should clean up nicely. (106229-19, 54) [Elliot Riggs Collection]

2495.  LOT OF MANHATTAN FIREARMS COMPANY BULLET MOULDS This lot includes two .36 caliber round ball and conical shaped 
dual cavity bullet moulds. The first mould has a crisp M.F.A. logo on the front with numerous scattered light impact marks and spots of fine 
pinprick pitting. The metal surfaces are mostly a brown gray patina and the cavities remain clean and in very good condition. The second 
mould has a blotchy smoky gray patina with numerous light impact marks and spots of pitting. The sprue cutter screw is missing and the 
lower portion of a nail acts as its replacement. The M.F.A. logo remains fairly crisp and the cavities have overall light oxidation staining within. 
(106229-37, 61) [Elliot Riggs Collection]

2496.  DECORATIVE CANNON LOT This lot consists of a small decorative brass cannon that measures about 7 1/2” long. The cannon is 
mounted on a period wood garrison carriage which is secured to a wood base. The carriage features brass wheels and accoutrements, all 
the brass parts have light tarnish and some light ochre patina. An excellent condition example, perfect for the desk or study. (46016-25A)

2497.  WOOD PRESENTATION CASE LOT This lot consists of a homemade wood presentation box sized for a Colt 1st series Woodsman 
Match. The box rates good to very good with scattered light dents, dings and scratches. The interior rates excellent with felt lining and 
three dividers in addition to the main compartment. The box measures 12” x 7 5/8” x 2 5/8”. The cover has a key lock that works and 
includes a single key. (87981-7C)
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2498.  SHOOTER LOT This lot consists of two items. Included are: a green plastic Competitive Edge Dynamics shotshell dispenser and a six 
pouch, red nylon magazine holder by iShot that has been embroidered on the front for “Rochester Brooks / USPSA / 2006 Arca 7 / Practical 
Shooters”. Both are in excellent condition. (1X46731-6)

2499.  GERMAN M40 STAHLHELM This is a German M40 Stahelhelm helmet with an apfelgrun paint. The paint is turning a green patina and 
it shows scattered staining, freckling, flaking and some silvering. The inside has the same apfelgrun paint with an overall oxidized patina, 
some pitting and there do not appear to be any visible size or maker’s markings. The liner is a later replacement and it rates good showing 
a large area missing at front visor, scattered flaking, crazing and tears. The chinstrap is likely a reproduction and it shows scattered light 
flaking. A good entry-level helmet for the budding military collector. (1X207536-35)

2500.  HELMET LOT This lot consists of an unmarked dark gray Brodie style helmet. The helmet shows scattered flaking paint, staining and 
oxidation. The inside of the helmet appears to be painted white and shows scattered oxidation staining and flaking. The liner is intact and 
shows scattered soiling and some crazing. (2X206856-11A)

2501.  LOT OF AIR PISTOLS Two total: (1) Crossman Model 1600 Powermatic Air Pistol serial #C84256669, 177 BB, 5 1/2” barrel with an 
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 97-98% original enamel type finish with a few light handling marks scattered about. The 
brown plastic grips rate excellent. Pistol features an adjustable rear sight and is powered via CO2 powerlet cartridges (not included). An 
excellent example overall; (1) Daisy No. 177 BB Target Pistol .177 BB. This is a vintage Daisy Target Pistol in good overall condition. The metal 
surfaces retain much of the original enameled finish with light scratches and other handling marks throughout. The top of the slide bears the 
Plymouth, MI address. The honey colored composite grips are heavily warped at the bottom but are still intact. The barrel/loading tube is 
missing and in its place is a gray plastic insert. The edges of the muzzle have some minor abrasions and dings. (46016-11,12) {NON-GUNS}

2502.  RELOADERS LOT This lot consists of roughly 120 projectiles. They are .45 Caliber, 535 Grain Postell cast bullets, lubed, cast using Lyman 
mould number 457132. The grease has dried a bit and has started to come free from the grooves. (1X37917-11D)

2503.  RELOADERS LOT This lot consists of 240 +/- pieces of 270 Winchester brass, once fired. 20 pieces full-length sized, trimmed and 
deburred. There are roughly 18 rounds of primed brass, two unprimed. The balance, a mix of once fired and de-primed which has been 
tumbled and is loose. A must-have lot for the 270 reloader. (1X37917-12B)

2504.  RELOADERS LOT This lot consists of projectiles and fired brass. First is 145 pieces of .308 cal. 180 grain cast lead with gas checks, the 
checks are included but not attached. Next are 25 once fired .308 Win cases. Following are 65 pieces of 243 once fired brass. Next are 
60 pieces of 300 Savage once fired brass. Lastly are 140 pieces of 45-70 once fired brass. All the brass is mostly excellent with only light 
tarnishing, primarily around the necks, most are Winchester but some are mixed 
headstamps. (1X37917-12E)

2505.  WINCHESTER FACTORY SHIPPING CRATE FROM KEN WATERS 
This lot includes an original wooden shipping crate measuring 51 1/4”x8 1/2”x5” 
for a Model 70 bolt action rifle. The crate is complete with paper end label still 
intact and has a complete lid. The label reads “Winchester / Model 70 Target / 
Bolt Action Rifle / .30 Govt. Model ‘06 / Lyman 77 Front Sight & 4 SW. H. Rec. 
Sight / Winchester Repeating Arms Co., New Haven Conn., U.S.A.” It has overall 
ingrained dirt staining but remains legible. The lid is marked in red ink and was 
shipped from Ken Waters to G.H. LaFleur with remnants of a Railway Express 
shipping label and postmaster sticker. The flip side is pencil-marked “To Mr. 
Kenneth L. Waters” with his address and has antique postage stamps affixed. 
At the time it cost a whopping $2.58 to send it from Nebraska to Connecticut. 
This neat piece of Winchester memorabilia remains in excellent condition and 
would make a fine addition to any collection. (1X108218-69A)

2506.  WINCHESTER SHIPPING CRATE FROM KEN WATERS This lot includes 
an original wooden shipping crate measuring 51 1/4”x8 1/2”x5” for a Model 52C 
bolt action rifle. The crate has one section of the lid with a complete end label 
that reads “Winchester / Model 52C / Bolt Action Target Rifle / Cal. 22 Long 
Rifle, with Speed Lock / Without Sights / Winchester Repeating Arms Compa-
ny”. The bottom of the crate is marked with grease pencil to “K.L. Waters” and 
was shipped from “Cook, Newton and Smith Inc.”. The end label and crate have 
overall light ingrained dirt staining and some of the boards are split but remains 
in very good overall condition. (No lid) (1X108218-69B)

2507.  LOT OF 50 CAL BRASS This lot consists of about 255 rds. .50 BMG fired 
casings with mixed head stamps and in very good overall condition with only 
light tarnish. (1X76725-1G)

2508.  LOT OF 50 CAL BRASS This lot consists of approximately 325 rds. of .50 BMG fired casings with mixed head stamps and rating very 
good with only light tarnish. (1X76725-1B)

2509.  LOT OF 50 CAL BRASS This is a lot of about 325 rds. of .50 BMG fired casings including some with 1992 dated head stamps by Fabrique 
Nationale in Herstal, Belgium. The lot is in very good condition with only light tarnish. (1X76725-1D)

2510.  LOT OF 50 CAL BRASS This lot consists of approximately 325 rds. of .50 BMG fired casings including some with 1992 dated head 
stamps by Fabrique Nationale in Herstal, Belgium. The condition rating is very good with only light tarnish. (1X76725-1C)

2511.  LOT OF 50 CAL BRASS This lot consists of approximately 325 rds. of .50 BMG fired casings including some with Lake City head stamps 
dated 2008 and in very good condition with only light tarnish. (1X76725-1A) 

2512.  LOT OF PISTOL CASES This lot consists of four hard pistol cases. Included are one gray plastic single pistol case, one aluminum mul-
tiple pistol case by Work Gear, one aluminum edged multiple gun case by Viking Products and a black polymer multiple pistol case that is 
unmarked but has a hasp for a padlock. All are in very good to excellent condition. (1X46016-32B)

2513.  PISTOL BOX LOT This lot consists of a custom wood pistol box with cleaning vise affixed to the top. The box measures 18” long by 7” 
wide and is about 4” high (9” high overall). A very good condition example that would make a great accessory for the blackpowder or 
modern pistol shooter. (2X47559-2)

2514.  LOT OF CLAY BIRDS This lot consists of a box of about 110 White Flyer clay pigeon targets. The clays are of different vintage but are 
all intact. [Due to fragility this item cannot be shipped]. (2X43746-2J1)

2505

2506
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2515.  LOT OF CIVIL WAR PRINTS This lot contains three matted prints with brief overview of specific engagements during the Civil War 
with the outer edge of the mat measuring 16”x20”. The first print is titled “Battle of Dranesville, VA., December 20, 1861” with illustration by 
Henry Lovie. There is light staining on the matting around the black and white sketch but it remains in very good condition. The second print 
is titled “Battle of Antietam Creek, MD., September 17, 1862” with illustration by Edwin Forbes. The third print is titled “Siege of Vicksburg” 
with illustration by F.B. Schell. These last two prints have a plastic film over them and remain in near excellent condition with minor damage 
to the outer edges of the mat. (2X126312-8)

2516.  CHRONOGRAPH LOT This lot consists of a Pact Precision Chronograph that appears in very good condition and features “start / stop” 
inputs and an “on/off” switch on the back and two function buttons on the front with a readout screen. The unit comes with 
four light sensors on 15’ cords and a single information sheet. No base for the light sensors or any light diffusors are 
included. The functionality of this Chronograph is not known. (2X128062-4)

2517.  LOT OF COLLECTIBLE SHOTSHELL WADS This lot consists of (9) boxes and (1) bag of various 
Remington UMC 12 gauge wads. The boxes rate from fair to good with some of the contents missing from 
the amounts cited on the boxes with broken seals. Included are (2) green checkerboard colored boxes of 
approximately 250 count each 12 gauge “Black Edge” 1/4” thick wads, (1) tan box of approximately 250 
count 12 gauge “Regular” “Black Edge” wads, (3) tan boxes of approximately 250 count each 12 gauge 
“A” thickness, 72/1000” cardboard wads, (2) tan boxes of approximately 250 count each 12 gauge “B” 
thickness, 40/1000” cardboard wads, (1) mixed bag of wads that include various sizes of card wads and (2) 
tan boxes of approximately 250 count each 12 gauge “120/1000” cardboard wads. The last box has sizes on 
the label crossed out and the “120/1000” hand written but the boxes appear factory sealed. (2X87240-81)

2518.  LOT OF NORMA BRASS This lot includes 60 rounds of 7x64mm brass casings in overall excellent 
condition. (1X108218-10A)

2519.  LOT OF ASSORTED SHOOTING RELATED ITEMS Includes an assortment of patch cutters, pieces 
from two bullet starters and two powder scoops. Both scoops appear to be home-made; one is marked “70” and 
looks like it was fabricated out of ink pen parts the other is marked simply “8” and is a 32 ACP casing tacked to a 10 
penny nail. Items are in good to very good overall condition. (3X102789-245)

2520.  CROSSMAN MODEL 338 AUTO BB PISTOL in very good condition with a few minor handling marks and 
is missing the loading port cover. Comes with its manual and a CO2 cartridge. (1X128251-31B)

2521.  LOT OF GUN CASES This lot consists of three cases with hard plastic outer shells beginning with a black one 
measuring 52”x12”x5” with interior featuring a total of four foam inserts showing mild soiling and minimal wear. 
The exterior shows a few light handling marks and the case features four metal latches and plastic carry handle. 
The second one is for hand guns but virtually identical in color and construction with a ribbed aluminum frame 
but with two latches. There are three layers of foam showing mild soiling and the exterior shows light handling 
marks. The last one, unlike the others, is maker marked (Gun Guard) and features a tan 38”x11”x4 1/2” exterior 
and green egg crate style foam inserts, two metal latches and dual plastic carry handles. This is an excellent 
condition hard case. (2X77016-6)

2522.  WHITETAIL MOUNT This is a custom mount on a pedestal base of a typical 10 point whitetail deer. 
The deer’s tip to tip measurement is 12 1/2” with an outside spread of 20”. There are four tines on the 
viewer’s left and six on the right. The deer sits on a custom hardwood base that has a steel shaft for the 
mount to securely rest on, which allows it to be swiveled in any direction. The round base has a 23” diameter 
with a 12”X12”X36” raised panel midsection with 18”X18”X1 3/4” top. The pedestal has a dark walnut finish 
and is handsomely crafted and with the mount in place measures almost 78” tall. (3X107820-10) [Please note: 
crating and freight shipping will apply] 

2523.  MOUNTAIN LION This lot includes a full standing mount of a mature lion pausing mid-stride to check the 
surroundings. The cat is mounted to a base that resembles a rocky terrain and measures 70”x31”X45”. The overall 

condition is good as the cat has spots 
where the hide has dried and cracked 

and it is uncertain if they could be 
repaired. These spots are located 
at the top of the tail, the right rear 
quarter and there is a small sec-
tion under the tail as well. The 
front side of the mount is well 
kept and if placed strategically 

still makes an attractive look-
ing mount. (1X108305-1) 
[This item must be picked 
up shipping is not available] 
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2524.  GUN CASE LOT This lot consists of two items. First is a Kolpin hard gun scabbard that measures about 54” long and is adaptable to an 
ATV or similar mount. Case has a fleece style lining and is in excellent condition. Second is a simple vinyl soft case with zippered end that 
measures about 46” and has a few small tears and general soiling but is in very good condition overall. (3X45953-56)

2525.  CROSSBOW LOT Two total: (1) Barnett Demon compound crossbow. This camo finish crossbow has a 150 lb. draw and can deliver a 
bolt at about 268 feet per second. The trackless design, straight limbs and glass filled nylon wheels add to this performance and a safety is 
included as well which all add to its superb accuracy. Crossbow also features a lightweight magnesium stock and has an adjustable front 
pin sight and rear peep sight. Other features include a bolt retainer, a braided Fast-Flite serving on the string and a weight of about 6.5 
pounds; (1) WHAM-O Powermaster hunting crossbow. This vintage crossbow features a hardwood stock and aluminum alloy bow with 
about an 80 lb. draw. The string is present but frayed and should be replaced and the wood has some mild handling marks. Four original 
wood bolts are included, three have fishing tips, the fourth has a broadhead. A fifth incomplete pistol bolt is also included. The natural 
fletchings have mostly deteriorated from age. The original box is also included but is in poor condition overall with many tears and sections 
of the lid missing. (2X45694-11,12)

2526. LOT OF FRAMED WA-
TERFOWL PRINTS Two total: 
(1) waterfowl print entitled “MAL-
LARDS”. The print was done by 
Douglas Van Howd and it shows 
four Mallards flying over a body of 
water. The print takes up the whole 
of the frame which measures 21” 
in length and 17” in width and the 
frame body shows scattered dust 
staining and some light flaking 
paint; (1) waterfowl print entitled 
“CANADA GEESE”. The print was 
done by Douglas Van Howd and 
it shows two flying Canada geese 
and two on the ground. The print 
takes up the whole viewing area 
of the frame which measures 21” 
in length and 17” in width and 
the frame shows scattered light 
dust staining and minor flaking. 
(1X207240-65E,G)

2527.  FRAMED WILDLIFE PRINT 
“BREAKING COVER” BY SEE-
REY LESTER This is a limited, num-
bered edition, signed by the artist, 
of John Seerey-Lester’s 1984 paint-
ing of an adult black bear amidst a 
Northeast wooded backdrop, the 
ground covered with melting spring-
time snow. The Bruin is at the left 
rear of the image just clearing a rise. 
Surrounding him are mature white 
birch and saplings, hemlocks and 
the hardwood deciduous forest in 
the background still barren of leaves. 
This scene set against a cloudless 
turquoise blue sky. The depiction is 
vivid and absolutely wonderful, the 
print itself is numbered 631/950 and 
signed by the artist in pencil in the 
lower right-hand corner. The view 
measures 26 1/2” x 16 1/2” and is 
double matted royal blue and white. 
This is framed in a chocolate-toned 
hardwood frame with external di-
mensions of 38 1/4” x 28 1/4”. The 
rear of the frame is paper-covered 
and features a large envelope at-
tached which holds the original 
numbered sleeve in-which the print 
came from the seller. Seerey-Lester 
is an artist held in high regard, not 
only by his collectors, but by his peers as well, he does a great deal of work in wildlife preservation and many of his numbered prints have 
benefited wildlife nonprofits. [please note due to the glass and extra time required for packaging extra shipping will apply.] (37919-2)
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2528.  FRAMED WILDLIFE PRINT “BREAKING COVER” BY DANIEL SMITH This is a limited, numbered edition, signed by the artist, 
of Daniel Smith’s 1987 painting of two white tailed deer emerging from heavy timber, early morning, the sun breaking outside of the left 
side of the view, about 3 inches of snow on the ground in the clearing into-which the two are emerging. Mist enshrouds the ridge in the 
background, the tops of the Douglas fir ghostlike through the early morning rising mist. Rather unusually, the buck is in the lead, a smoky 
trail of mist leaving his nostrils as they trot along in the morning chill. Both deer are alert, their eyes fixed on something distant, tails just 
popping up. The print is numbered “114/780” and is signed by the artist in pencil at the lower right-hand of the mat. The view measures 29 
3/4” x 11 1/2”. It is professionally matted with a desert sand-colored mat, the interior step-framed in a thin strip of oak, setting off the darker 
moulded frame, the outward dimensions being 39 3/4” x 22 1/4”. Not only a wonderful depiction but also a top-notch framing job, excep-
tionally done and sealed on its rear in paper. Smith’s work is part of collections at the such museums as the Autry, the National Cowboy & 
Western Heritage Museum, the National Museum of Wildlife Art, the Hiram Blauvelt Art Museum, the Leigh Yawkey Woodson Art Museum, 
The Bennington Center for the Arts, The Leanin Tree Museum of Western Art and the Ella Sharp Museum of Art and History. [please note 
due to the glass and extra time required for packaging extra shipping will apply.] (37919-3)

2529.  GERMAN M1918 T-GEWEHR GUN LOT This 
lot consists of a small cutaway display of the antitank 
round for the German M1918 T-Gewehr antitank ri-
fle and a nice framed image of two First World War 
German soldiers employing such a rifle in the field. 
The display consists of two 13mm shell casings with 
projectile, one seated, the other loose; a third casing 
is included, sectioned in half. The four projectiles in-
clude the aforementioned two complete projectiles 
and two which are sectioned, one showing only the 
outer copper case, one with copper case and steel 
armor piercing core. A short narrative from Mr. Brown 
is included in the display case. The image is a framed 
black and white copy of a photograph of two German 
soldiers afield sighting in presumably 
on an enemy tank. The 
two are in some manner 
of trench or foxhole, one 
spotter using his binocu-
lars, the other employing 
the T-Gewehr rifle. It is 
framed in a modern metal 
and Plexiglas frame (the 
Plexiglas quite scratched 
up). Also included is a 
small display card made-
up by Mr. Brown, detailing 
the development of the 
T-Gewehr, and showing a 
line-image at the bottom 
of the very rare five-shot 
version. A nice collection 
overall for the T-Gewehr 
enthusiast. (37884-38,43) 
[Craig Brown Collection]
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2530.  LOT OF GERMAN FIRST WORLD WAR IMAGES First is a nice full color print of an Imperial German soldier, in the trenches, G-98 in 
his hand amidst the mud, barbed wire and shell casings. He is looking down grimly at a fallen comrade, pale gray dead. The bottom caption 
reads “Kameraden” in old gothic German (difficult to decipher but makes the most sense). The second image is a copy of a 1916 print in black 
and white of the August 29, 1914 attack on St. Quentin, 
by Prinz Eitel Friedrich and the 1st Guard Regt. The 
“Hero of St. Quentin”, the Kaiser’s second son is seen 
at the center of the depiction, with a regimental drum 
taken from a bandsman, leading the advance against 
the French positions. Overall very good-fine with some 
light foxing. Third is a photograph of an Imperial German 
work detail, their camouflaged helmets resting on the 
ground, showing clear-
ly the detail of the paint 
scheme; the mess wag-
on is present and all look 
happy. The last image 
included is a magazine 
cut-out of somewhere 
in no-man’s land….with 
naught but waste as far 
as the eye can see. A nice 
collection of First World 
War images. (37884-43A) 
[Craig Brown Collection]

2531.  VERY RARE LOT OF 
HITLER YOUTH TAR-
GETS This lost consists 
of five original “Hitler-Ju-
gend” targets for 50 Me-
ters distance. These are 
marksmanship qualifying 
and training targets for 
Kleinkaliber rifles (small caliber .22LR trainers) and are 
imprinted with typical basic information slots…..shooters 
name, place, date, range, etc. etc. along with a cumula-
tive scoring table in the upper right hand corner. They 
are somewhat tender showing some loss at the very cor-
ners, light foxing and a few very minute tears here and 
there. Four are loose and one is mounted to cardstock. 
A very rare collection of normally disposable paper, nearly never encountered intact and unshot. (37884-38A) [Craig Brown Collection]
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2532.  RARE WWII ALBUM OF SERVICE PHOTOGRAPHS FROM CRIM-
MITSCHAU, GERMANY This “Meine Dienstzeit” (memoir of my service 
time) album consists of photographs, chiefly about and perhaps taken by, a 
Sturfuhrer in the SA, wearing in many of the images, the circled wreath/sword 
SA Sports Badge and in a number of them with a Sturmbann Honor Cuff Title 
on his sleeve; his right collar tab is numbered “132” but is only partially visible 
in the images. The inside cover of the scrapbook is ink-penned “Jugend-Hand-
ballmannschaft/ des 1846 Crimmitschau. 1932”. It appears very much as though 
it is likely the SA is militarizing, and training for service duties, a local German 
Athletic group, in this case a handball club. 42 images total over 11 pages and 
the inside cover. There are shots of men clearly being trained in riflery, images 
of the officer himself, men in formation, marching, various “field exercises” and 
some amusing images of “mock-up tanks,” plywood or cardboard facaded over 
some manner of wheeled vehicle. There is one image of a soldier guarding a 
work party, the prisoners can be seen to have a clear “SU” on their backs 
and portions of their attire, normally “Sowjetischer Untermensch” or “Soviet 
Sub-Human”. A number of the helmets are police or gladiator-style, SA decals 
visible on the left side, the right side decals not so able to be identified. Overall 
a very nice collection with some very clear images, a few a bit out-of-focus. 
Overall very fine to near excellent. (37884-43B) [Craig Brown Collection]

2533.  WW1 GERMAN FELDMUTZE 
CAP This lot consists 
of a gray World 
Wa r  O n e 
G e r m a n 
Feldmutze 
cap. The 
wool exte-
rior has a cou-
ple tiny holes on 
top of the dome 
and scattered dust 
staining from the 
years. The front of 
the cap has two ko-
kardes, the first is red, 
white and black Deutsch-
es Reich kokarde that shows 
scattered flaking. The second kokarde is 
a black and white Prussian kokarde that has some light flaking and crackling. 
The interior of the cap shows scattered soiling and staining, there is a boxed 
marking that reads “B.A. VII./1917”. A great lot for the Great War collector. 
(207879-442G) [Craig Brown Collection]

2534.  GEW 98 SNIPER SCOPE CASE This lot consists of a light green WWI era 
German Gew 98 sniper scope case. The lid is marked “OIGEE/BERLIN/LUXOR 
3X/GEW. NR 756”, the lid shows a few cracks, scattered flaking and crazing. 
The light green body shows a few dents, crazing and scattered stain spots. The 
leather parts show flaking throughout, some staining and scattered crazing. A 
great item for the collector of militaria. (207884-15A) [Craig Brown Collection]

2535.  GEW 98 SNIPER SCOPE CASE This lot consists of a gray feldgrau metal 
WW1 era German Gew 98 sniper scope case. The lid is marked “EMIL BUSCH 
A-G/RATHENOW/VISAR 2 3/4/Gewehr No 9968”. The metal surfaces show 
scattered flaking, dents, scratches and oxidation spots. The leather shows 
scattered dust staining, crazing and flaking. A great lot for the owner of a Great 
War Gew 98 sniper rifle. (207884-15B) [Craig Brown Collection] 
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2536.  ZF-41 SNIPER SCOPE CASE This lot consists of an original green feldgrau 
WW2 German ZF-41 scope case. The case appears to be a second variation, 
the front is marked “1355/g”, the rear “jvd” and the rear with an indiscernible 
Waffenamt. The case shows scattered flaking, a couple dents and 
spots of oxidation. The canvas straps show some scattered stain spots, 
while the interior felt has dirt and dust staining from the years. A hard-
to-find item that will make a great addition to any militaria collection. 
(207884-15C) [Craig Brown Collection]

2537.  PICKELHAUBE LOT This lot consists of a black leather Pickelhaube shell 
and a green field cover. The leather shell shows a few spiderwebbing spots, 
chips missing, dents, a few small added holes and overall crackling. There is no 
chinstrap, kokrades or spike assembly present but the helmet does have a black leath- e r 
liner. The interior is unmarked, it shows scattered flaking, dirt staining and crazing. The green field cover is numbered “23” on the front, it is 
marked “D.R.P.” on the front underside and it has “Egger” written in blue ink next to the aforementioned marking. The visor shows scattered 
dirt staining from the years. (207879-441BA) [Craig Brown Collection]

2538.  WEST POINT CADET JACKET This lot consists of a vintage gray West Point Cadet jacket. The inside of the jacket has a cadet store 
tag that is numbered “1409”, dated 10/12/39, maker marked by J.A. and it has a name “FISHER T.L.”. The exterior of the jacket shows a 
few sparsely scattered stain spots and the brass buttons show some scattered light oxidation staining. The white belt is marked “FISHER 
T.L.” in pencil, it has some scattered flaking and the brass buckle shows scattered oxidation and flaking with a large flaking and oxidation 
area at the top. The interior of the jacket has a label on each arm hole that reads “Kleinerts/Featherweight/GUARANTEED/MADE IN U.S. 
AMERICA/THI 2 700”. The interior shows scattered staining with the heaviest staining around the arm holes. A neat piece of militaria that 
was undoubtedly worn by a World War Two American officer. (208032-1A)

2539.  HOLSTER LOT This lot contains an unmarked holster that was used with a P.08 Luger. The outside is a combination of brown suede and 
leather and the interior is wool lined. The seam stitching remains intact around its periphery, there is an intact belt loop sewn into the back 
and it features a brass button flap closure that functions and displays verdigris where it meets the suede. This was used with a P.08 Luger 
pistol, but will function with any pistol of the same dimensions. (216188-6A)

2540.  PISTOL CASE LOT This lot contains one Starlight Cases pistol case. The exterior dimensions are roughly 12x17x7 and the interior has 
configurable foam padding on the top and bottom to customize the foam to fit any shape of handguns. This case meets MIL-C-4150 Military 
Specifications, it is watertight to 400 feet and naturally buoyant. This case features a pressure equalization valve and integrated O-ring seal 
and a carry handle. There is a 3”x5 1/2” area of foam missing from the bottom section. (218300-33B)

2541.  LEATHER SCABBARD LOT This lot includes one leather Jeep scabbard for a Thompson SMG. The length is 26” at its longest part and 
its width is about 10” at its widest part. The seam stitching remains intact around its entire periphery and the brown leather has held up well 
over the years with only minor scrapes, scuffs and handling marks. The most wear is at the bottom, there are some areas of mold present 
on the front and verdigris present where the brass parts meet the leather. The bottom strap and buckle are present as is the top strap and 
the inside is reinforced at the bottom. This scabbard is neatly stamped “US J.Q.M.D./1943/E.N.S.”, for the Jefferson Quartermaster Depot, 
1943, followed by the production line inspector’s initials. (217403-18)

2542.  HOLSTER LOT This lot includes two holsters: One is a US marked leather hip holster for an M1911 pistol. This holster is embossed “US” 
on the flap and stamped “S&R/T.M.U.” on the back; it also includes the metal clips and leg tie-down strap. It displays only minor handling 
marks and all of the rivets are covered in verdigris. The second holster is a black nylon and suede holster marked “Smith&Wesson size 26, 
for revolvers”. This holster looks to be unused. (218107-13)

2543.  PISTOL CASE LOT This lot includes three MTM Case-Gard black plastic pistol cases. Two of the cases are snap latch single pistol cases with 
egg crate inserts, provisions for two padlocks each and the interior size is roughly 12 1/2”x8”. One of these cases is missing 2/3 of the foam 
from inside the cover. The third case is a slide latch double pistol case with egg crate inserts and the interior size is roughly 15”x10”; it also has 
provisions for two padlocks. These cases are in excellent condition and await your firearms to safely transport them to the range. (218171-42)

2544.  LEATHER CASE LOT This lot consists of a leather leg-o-mutton style case that measures 30” long and is about 8” wide at the base. The 
case is in very good condition with overall light scuffs and abrasions. The butt cover is marked “CDW.” and the retention strap has become 
separated. A very good example overall. (48320-172A)

2545.  POWDER FLASK LOT This lot consists of three U.S. Model 1855 Peace & Friendship style brass powder flasks. Each has the federal eagle 
over a clasped handshake and the “US” shield motif with crossed cannon and flags behind. Two have a moderate ochre patina and minor 
dents but remain complete. The third has some light patina but overall remains mostly bright and is missing one of the hangers. (48256-1A)

2546.  POWDER FLASK LOT This lot consists of four flasks, two brass, one tin and one made of horn. First is a 6” tall “Beaty” style flask with the 
cannon and flag motif that has a moderate tarnish. Next is a 5” tall flask with an adjustable spout and hunting motif with hunter, his dog and 
rabbit quarry. The bottom edges are separated and there are a few minor dents. The tin flask measures 4 1/2” long and has an adjustable 
brass spout. The sides features a nesting songbird motif, the base is separated along the seam and the lever and spring are missing. The 
“door” piece is included and is currently stored in the spout. Lastly is a 5” horn flask with brass ends that is missing the spout. All are in 
about very good condition overall. (48256-1B,3)

2547.  SHOT BOTTLE LOT This lot consists of three vintage shot bottles with cork caps. The tin metal bottles measures about 6” high and are 
almost 3” wide at the base. The bottles have flaking white enamel and only one retains a portion of what appears to be the original label, 
which is in French. That bottle also has a sizeable dent on the front side, but otherwise all three are in very good condition. (48256-2)

2548.  ANTIQUE RELOADING LOT This lot consists of an unmarked antique European shotshell capper/decapper. The unit is mounted to a 
cast iron base painted red with brass parts and a wood handle. Also included is an adjustable powder measure scoop that is calibrated in 
grams. All are in excellent condition. (48256-4)

2549.  SHOOTERS LOT This lot consists of a Desantis tan leather shoulder holster for a 4” medium frame revolver. The holster is set up for right 
hand use and includes an ammunition pouch which holds six rounds of Hornady 357 Magnum ammunition. Also included are three boxes of 
assorted 38 special brass and a box with mixed FMJ and lead projectiles of various size. All are in excellent condition. (48300-9S20589A3)

2550.  LOT OF GUN CLEANING SUPPLIES This lot consists of ten items; first are (3) bottles (2 oz) of Hoppe’s No. 9 (two are partially full), 
two bore brushes (32 & 22 Cal.), a partially full container of Abercrombie & Fitch cleaning patches, a six section cleaning rod with two patch 
tips, a cleaning brush, and a small nylon pouch all housed in a black vinyl pistol rug. (127888-11)

2551.  204 RUGER RELOADING LOT This lot consists of cases, dies, bullets and bore brush for 204 Ruger. First is a bag containing about 120 fired 
cases; next is a two-die neck die set with case in about excellent condition; Third is a partial box (about 85) of Nosler 204 Cal. 40 gr Spitzer bullets; 
Fourth is a partial box (about 85) of Sierra 20 Cal. 39 Gr. Blitzking bullets; and last is a new in package Outers 20 Cal. bore brush. (127789-27)
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2552.  458 WIN MAG BRASS & DIE LOT First: 3 die set of RCBS 458 Winchester Magnum dies with green plastic case in about excellent 
condition showing a few specks of oxidation. Also included is an RCBS #4 shell holder. Second: 90 pieces of Winchester 458 Winchester 
Magnum unprimed, unused brass in about excellent condition. Some pieces have distorted case mouths that are easily repaired during 
normal loading operations. (127471-3,4)

2553.  SHOOTER’S LOT This lot includes two items. First is an illustrated soft cover manual titled Handbook of the Hotchkiss 75mm Rapid Firing 
Field Gun, dated 1893 printed by Harrison and Sons. The manual has several small sections missing from the front cover and the rear cover 
is no longer present. The pages have lightly ruffle edges with some creases as well. There is a W.R.A. Library stamp on the inside front page 
and Property of Olin Matheson Chemical Corp on the rear page. The manual is in fair overall condition. Second is a 1912 dated Frankford 
Arsenal Pressure Chart measuring 14 3/4”x9 1/2” that has overall light ingrained dirt staining with a moderate sized liquid stain along the 
right edge. The stain does not affect the clarity of the numbers and this item remains in good overall condition. (107227-9K)

2554.  CLUB AND SLAPPER LOT This lot includes three items. First is a leather “Black Jack” slapper made by Bucheimer. The slapper mea-
sures 10 3/4” in length and has a 1/2” wide keeper strap stitched into the body. The leather is starting to show some light crazing and all 
the stitching remains tight. Second is an unmarked “Billy Club” made from a black composite material with grooved handle and 3/8” wide 
leather keeper strap. The club measures 11 3/4” in length with a few scattered handling marks. Third is an unmarked hardwood “Billy Club” 
with 1/2” wide leather keeper. The club is shaped similar to a baseball bat with a raised dot under the flare on the butt end. The leather 
keeper is dry but supple and all three items remain in excellent condition. (107471-6A) 

2555.  CLUB AND SLAPPER LOT This lot includes three items. First is an unmarked russet colored leather “Slap Jack” measuring 8 1/2” in length 
with a 1/2” leather keeper. The leather is dried and crazed with some small tears and scuffs but remains supple. Second is an unmarked 
“Billy Club” made from a black composite material with grooved handle and has a 3/8” wide leather keeper strap. The club measures 11 
3/4” in length with a few scattered handling marks. Third is an unmarked hardwood “Billy Club” with 1/2” wide leather keeper. The club 
is similar in appearance to a baseball bat with a raised dot under the flare on the butt end. It has a 1/2” wide leather keeper that is supple 
with some light drying cracks and all three items are in about very good to excellent condition. (107471-6)

2556.  SHOOTERS LOT This lot includes a variety of items. First is a Sentry model 1100 insulated filing device. The sand colored lockable unit 
measures 14”x10”x6 1/2” and comes with a single key. Second are five heavy duty keyed trigger locks with keys. Third are two boxes of 
American Eagle 9mm, 115 gr., FMJ brass cased cartridges. One box is full, the other a partial containing 35 cartridges. Fourth are two 
partial boxes of 22 short. The first box is a partial containing 41 Winchester Super-X 22 Short the other is a mixed batch of 45 assorted 
Winchester, Hornady, and U.M.C. cartridges in a Winchester Super-X box. Fifth is a partial 100 round box of CCI Minni-Mag 22 LR cartridges 
containing 60 cartridges. Sixth is a partial 250 count sleeve of Crosman pellets that is a little less than half full. Last is a full 20 round box of 
Federal Premium Personal Defense 32 ACP, 65 gr., Hydra-Shok JHP cartridges and 7 loose Speer 32 ACP, JHP cartridges. All items are in 
very good to excellent condition. (108300-33A)

2557.  DISPLAY STAND LOT This lot includes a custom made oak two gun vertical display stand measuring roughly 21”x9” at the base standing 
24” tall. The stand is made to be portable and is easy to take down and set up. A matter of pulling up on the fancy wedge shaped butt-rests 
and removal of a fancy brass cap nut and slotted nut (that any piece of pocket change will work to tighten or remove). The light-colored 
stain allows for the figure of the grain to stand out in the wood and this would make a nice addition to any display in one’s gun room or 
table at the next show. (108320-152)

2558.  DISPLAY STAND LOT This lot includes a custom made oak two gun vertical display stand measuring roughly 21”x9” at the base standing 
24” tall. The stand is made for easy assembly and also takes down relatively easily. It is secured top and bottom with a brass cap nut and 
slotted nut and the wedges shaped butt-rests are pressed into place. The light colored finish allows the figure in the grain to stand out and 
the stand remains in excellent condition. (108320-152A)

2559.  DISPLAY STAND LOT This lot includes a custom oak vertical two 
gun display stand made by Karl H. Dede. The stand measures 
roughly 21”x9” at the base and stands 24” tall. The red oak finish 
makes the figure of the grain pop and it is secured at the top with 
a threaded wooden ball cap and slotted nut at bottom. There is a 
small plaque centered at the base of the upright that reads “Display 
Stand / By / Karl H. Dede” and 
has a few light handling 
marks and dings along 
the base but it remains 
in excellent condition. 
(108320-152B)
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2560.  LUGGAGE CASE This lot includes an Emmbei leather covered travel case likely for a slide action or semi-auto shotgun with barrel lug. The 
case measures 37 1/2”x10”x2 3/4” and will accommodate a barrel length up to 30”. The tan colored leather has some light scattered spots of 
staining on the cover and the bright yellow stitching remains tight. It has brass hardware with two lockable clap closures and keys are provided. 
There are three moveable blocks inside the case to allow for a variety of guns to fit and the case remains in excellent condition. (107863-50)

2561.  LOT OF GUN CASES This lot includes three take down cases. First is a case for an over / under shotgun measuring 32”x9 1/2”x4” that will 
accommodate a barrel length of 30”. The black pebbled finish plastic case rates very good with light ingrained dirt staining along the metal 
reinforcing rib and the interior is lined with red faux wool material. There is a small silver monogram plate on the left side that reads “Gordon 
W. Lightfoot.” Second is a green plastic Protecto Kaddy case with metal reinforcing lip that 
measures 36”x10”x4” with egg crate interior that has light staining on the foam. Third 
is a black plastic case with metal reinforcing rib and egg crate style foam interior. 
The case measures 36”x11 1/2”x4 1/2” with clasp closures, however one of the 
three is missing. These cases remain in good to very good condition. (108363-8)

2562. COMPLETE SET OF VOLUMES THE ILLUS-
TRATED WORLD WAR II ENCYCLOPEDIA This is the 
complete 24-volume set published in 1978 (and printed in 

America!!), in overall excellent condition. A comprehensive study and history of the 
war beginning to end, rife with actual photographs and illustrations. The covers are a tan 
color with gold embossing, each with a vignette of the flag-raising on Mt. Surabachi be-
neath the title. There are numerous illustrations of all manner of military equipment used 
by both sides as well with the latter volumes covering all manner of insignia and uniforms 
as well. Truly an Encyclopedia……it would be difficult to imagine a more comprehensive 
set of volumes on the Second World War and an absolute “must” for the serious student 
of that historic conflict. (38419-3)

2563.  LOT OF BOOKS Four volume hardcover set of German Pistols and Holsters 1934/1945 
by Lt. Col. Robert D. Whitington III, U.S. Army (Ret); all c. by the author and numbered 
as first printing. Vol. I: Military-Police-NSDAP; c. 1969. 224 pages and is copy no. 1789 
of 2000. Vol. II: c. 1989. 312 pages and copy no. 583. Vol. III: c. 1990. 352 pages and copy no. 1049. Vol IV: c. 1991 and copy no. 164. The set 
is in excellent condition with a small bruise on Vol. II, light stains on the top edge of Vol. I and some scattered very minor scratches. (77943-6A)

2564.  BOOK LOT World of Lugers Proof Marks: Complete Listing of different variations of proof marks on the Luger, by Sam Costanzo; c. 1977 
Sam Costanzo. 432 pages hardcover that is signed by the author on the front end paper. The maroon cover is graced with a striking gold 
embossed and raised logo featuring an image of the pistol in the foreground of a view of the Western Hemisphere. Excellent condition and 
very well cared for with only very insignificant blemishes. Included is information on magazines and holsters. (77943-6B)

2565.  LOT OF BOOKS Total of six. Luger Variations, Vol. I, by Harry E. Jones; c. 1959, 1975 Harry E. Jones. 307 pages hardcover with jacket. The 
Luger Pistol: Its History and Development from 1894 to 1945, by Fred Hatig; c. 1955, 1958 Fred Hatig. 328 pages hardcover with jacket. 
The Mauser Self-Loading Pistol, by James N. Belford and Jack Dunlap; c. 1969 Borden Publishing Co. 208 pages hardcover with jacket. 
German Pistols and Revolvers 1871-1945, by Ian V. Hogg; c. 1971 Ian V. Hogg, Lionel Leventhal Ltd. 160 pages hardcover with jacket. 
The next item is a pocket size staple bound booklet German Small Arms Codes and WaA Markings, by D.M. Armstrong & W.W. Odegard; 
c. 1980. 20 pages. The last item is also staple bound with essentially no cover, a crudely constructed 19 page offering: The Luger Pistole 
Parabellum by Collectors Arms. The hardcovers in this lot are in very impressive condition showing very little in the way of blemishes other 
than light foxing on some of the top edges. (77943-6C)

2566.  BOOK LOT Mauser Pocket Pistols 1910-1946 by Roy G. Pender III; c. 1971 Roy G. Pender III. 307 pages hardcover, first edition with 
handsome gold embossed and vibrant maroon cover showing virtually no blemishes. The top edge does show mild foxing but this collectible 
book rates excellent overall with little indication of use. (77943-6D)

2567.  BOOK LOT The Krieghoff Parabellum, by Randall Gibson; c. 1980 Randall Gibson. 280 pages hardcover that is signed by the author and 
identified as no. 644 of a limited first edition of 1500 copies. The powder blue cover is accented by a splendid raised logo and title of em-
bossed silver. Overall the book shows little indication of use with crisp edges and corners and a couple of minor handling marks. An excellent 
condition and useful reference work that is not easily obtained. (77943-6E)

2568.  BOOK LOT The Broomhandle Pistol 1896-1936, by Wayne R. Erickson & Charles E. Pate; c. 1985, first edition, first printing 2000. 298 pages 
excellent condition hardcover showing little indication of use. The impressive textured cover exhibits a vibrant brown color graced by a gilt title. This is 
a hard to find collectible that would prove to be a useful tool for the enthusiast and has clearly been well cared for since its manufacture. (77943-6F)

2569.  LOT OF BOOKS Total of five. Pistols of the World: A comprehensive illustrated encyclopedia of the world’s pistols and revolvers from 1870 
to the present day, Ian V. Hogg and John Weeks; c. 1978 Ian V. Hogg and John Weeks. 306 pages hardcover with jacket. Swiss Handguns, 
by Fritz Hausler; c. 1975 Fritz Hausler. 140 pages hardcover written in English, French and German detailing production from 1817 to the 
time of publication. Luger: An illustrated history of the handguns of Hugo Borchardt and Georg Luger, 1875 to the present day, by John 
Walter. 256 pages hardcover with jacket. Know Your Walther P.P. & P.P.K. Pistols, by E.J. Hoffschmidt; c. 1975 Blacksmith Inc. 87 pages 
softcover. An Identification Key to the Principal Variations of the Luger Pistol, (no listed author or editor); c. 1964 M.B. Mittleman. 23 pages 
staple bound booklet with a previous owner’s ID stamp on front cover. The overall condition of these well cared for books is excellent with 
some scattered minor smudges on some. (77943-6G)

2570.  LOT OF BOOKS Total of five. Small Arms of the World, tenth edition, by Joseph E. Smith; c. 1973 The Stackpole Co. 768 pages hardcover 
with jacket. The Soviet Russian Tokarev “TT”: Pistols and Cartridges 1929-1953, by Fred A. Datig; c. 1990 Fred A. Datig. 168 pages hard-
cover with jacket. The Book of Pistols and Revolvers, by Joseph E. Smith; c. 1968 Stackpole Co. 816 pages hardcover with jacket. Firearms 
Assembly 4: The NRA Guide to Pistols and Revolvers; c. 1980 NRA. 255 pages softcover. Shooter’s Bible Pistol & Revolver Guide, by Major 
George Nonte (U.S.A. Ret.); c. 1967 Major George Nonte (U.S.A. Ret.). 192 pages softcover. This is an excellent condition lot with a few 
incidents of minor foxing or smudges on some of these obviously well cared for books. (77943-7A)

2571.  LOT OF BOOKS Five total. The FP-45 Liberator Pistol 1942-1945, by R.W. Koch; c. 1976 R.W. Koch. 116 pages hardcover with jacket 
and top edge showing mild foxing. High Standard Automatic Pistols 1932-1950, by Charles E. Petty; c. 1976 Charles E. Petty. 124 pages 
hardcover with jacket. Small Arms of the World, eleventh edition, by Edward Clinton Ezell; c. 1977 The Stackpole Co. 671 pages hardcover 
with jacket. Pistol and Revolver Cartridges: Cartridge Identification, Vols. I & II (combined into one book); c. 1967 H.P. White Laboratory. 170 
pages hardcover with jacket. The Gun Digest Book of Exploded Firearms Drawings, edited by Harold A. Murtz. c. 1974 D.B.I. 288 pages 
softcover. These books rate excellent obviously benefiting from careful storage and little if any use. (77943-7B) 

Books
2562
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2572.  LOT OF BOOKS Three total. The German Assault Rifle 1935-1945, by Peter R. Senich; c. 1987 Peter R. Senich. 313 pages excellent condi-
tion hardcover with jacket. The World’s Assault Rifles & Automatic Carbines (Vol. II of The World’s Weapons Series), by Daniel D. Musgrave 
and Thomas B. Nelson; (no c. info provided) 546 pages hardcover with jacket and rating near excellent, showing minor fading and wear. 
The World’s Submachine Guns (Machine Pistols), Vol. I, by Thomas B. Nelson with the assistance of Hans B. Lockhoven. C. 1963 Thomas 
B. Nelson. 739 pages excellent condition hardcover with jacket and covering developments from 1915 -1963. (77943-7C)

2573.  LOT OF BOOKS Complete three volume hardcover set of Firearms Identification, by J. Howard Mathews; all copyrights by Charles C. 
Thomas, publisher. Vol. I: The laboratory examination of small arms, rifling characteristics in hand guns, and notes on automatic pistols; c. 
1962, second printing 1973. 401 pages. Vol. II: Original photographs and other illustrations of hand guns; c. 1962, second printing 1973. 
494 pages. Vol. III: Original photographs and other illustrations of hand guns. Data on rifling characteristics of hand guns and rifles; c. 1973. 
730 pages. These are excellent condition volumes, complete with jackets and with the only obvious blemish being a liquid stain at the upper 
right corner of volume III. A rare opportunity to acquire the entire set in outstanding condition. (77943-7D) 

2574.  BOOK LOT Axis Pistols: The Pistols of Germany and Her Allies in Two World Wars, Vol. II, by Jan C. Still; c. 1986 Jan C. Still. 354 pages 
hardcover retaining its vibrant red and black colors and exhibiting essentially nothing in the way of handling marks. The crisp edges and 
pages also indicate that this example of the highly desirable publication has been cared for diligently and has experienced little if any use. 
There is a number written in pencil on the front end paper but otherwise the book remains virtually as new. (77943-8A)

2575.  BOOK LOT Axis Pistols: The Pistols of Germany and Her Allies in Two World Wars, Vol. II, by Jan C. Still. This is the World War Two 50 
Year Anniversary Issue. Dedicated to those who fought in the great battles of the Second World War. c. 1986, 1987, this third printing with 
updates c. 1989 Jan C. Still. 360 pages hardcover with the characteristic black graphics over the bright red backdrop but also exhibiting 
gold embossed lettering on front and spine distinguishing this as the commemorative issue. The book rates excellent condition-wise with 
a small ding at the lower front edge and a minor handling mark on the back cover. There is a number stamped on the front end paper but 
this example is very clean and crisp. (77943-8B) 

2576.  BOOK LOT Third Reich Lugers and their Accessories: The Pistols of Germany and her allies in two World Wars, Vol. III, by Jan C. Still. c. 
1988 Jan C. Still. 291 pages highly sought after reference work. The bold red hardcover with black graphics remains virtually free of blem-
ishes and the book overall rates excellent plus. There is a number stamped on the front end paper of this useful tool for the collector as it 
is packed with information and close-ups of distinguishing features. (77943-8C)

2577.  LOT OF BOOKS Total of four hardcovers with jackets. Colt Automatic Pistols, by Donald B. Bady; c. 1973 Borden Publishing Co. 354 pages. 
Colt Firearms (from 1836), by James E. Serven; c. 1954 James E. Serven, this seventh printing 1972. 401 pages. Colt SAA Post War Models, 
by George Garton; c. 1979 Beinfeld Publishing Inc. 166 pages. The first three books in this lot rate excellent with light foxing evident on the 
top edges. The Book Of Colt Firearms, by R.Q. Sutherland and R.L. Wilson; c. 1971 R.Q. Sutherland. 604 pages rating very good to excellent 
with mild edge and corner wear. (77943-9A) 

2578.  LOT OF BOOKS Three total. The Winchester Book, by George Madis; c. 1979 George Madis. 639 pages hardcover that is signed by the 
author and with gilt titles and raised image of rider on horse. There are a couple of moderate scratches on the front cover but otherwise this 
is an excellent condition example of the well-respected reference work. The First Winchester: The Story of the 1866 Repeating Rifle, by John 
E. Parsons; c. 1969 John E. Parsons. 207 pages excellent condition hardcover with jacket. Winchester Dates of Manufacture 1849-1984; 
c. 1984 George Madis. 59 pages pocket size booklet that is of a limited first edition production of 1000 and is signed by Madis. Excellent 
condition and useful tool for the Winchester enthusiast. (77943-9B)

2579.  LOT OF BOOKS Total of three. Savage and Stevens Arms & History, by Bill West; first edition c. 1971 Bill West. Approximately 200 pages 
textured hardcover with gilt title and moderate foxing to top edge. Remington Arms & History, by Bill West; first edition c. 1970 Bill West. 
Approximately 180 pages hardcover with gilt title. Each of the above utilizes period literature and illustrations to augment the informative 
presentation. Home Gunsmithing Digest, by Tommy L. Bish; c. 1970 Gun Digest Publishing Co. 320 pages softcover. Each of the books in 
this lot have been well cared for through the years and exhibit only the very slightest indications of wear or usage. (77943-9C) 

2580.  LOT OF BOOKS Three total. History of Smith & Wesson, by Roy G. Jinks; c. 1977 Beinfeld Publishing, Inc. 290 pages excellent condition 
hardcover with jacket and essentially free of blemishes other than some very light spots of foxing along top edge. Smith & Wesson 1857-
1945: A Handbook for Collectors, by Robert J. Neal and Roy G. Jinks; c. 1966, 1975 A. S. Barnes & Co., Inc. 434 pages hardcover rating 
excellent with jacket showing minor storage marks. U.S. Cartridges and their Handguns 1795-1975, by Charles R. Suydam; c. 1977 Beinfeld 
Publishing Inc. 333 pages softcover showing moderate brown staining and scuffs on the front, mild scattered wear and light foxing on the 
top edge but showing little use. (77943-9D)

2581.  LOT OF BOOKS Total of six. The Great Century of Guns, by Branko Bogdanovic and Ivan Valencak; c. 1986 Gallery Books. 280 pages 
hardcover featuring several two-page spread illustrations. The War Game, edited by Peter Young; c. 1972 Roxby Press Limited. 128 pages 
hardcover with jacket offers an innovative view of ten historic battles between 480 B.C. and A.D. 1942 through utilization of model armies 
and battle maps. The Hand Cannons of Imperial Japan, by Harry Derby; first edition c. 1981 Harry Derby, III. 283 pages hardcover that is 
signed by the author and serves as a detailed tool for the collector of Japanese hand guns. The first three books in this lot rate excellent 
with little indication of use. Firearms Curiosa, by Lewis Winant; c. 1955 Lewis Winant. 281 pages hardcover with jacket showing minor tears 
and some scattered mild foxing along page edges but showing evidence of minimal if any use. Early Percussion Firearms: A History of Early 
Percussion Firearms Ignition- from Forsyth to Winchester .44/40, by Lewis Winant; c. 1959 Lewis Winant. 292 pages hardcover with jacket 
showing a scuff and small tears and the spine having weakened slightly. Guns, by Frederick Wilkinson; c. 1971 Grosset and Dunlap, Inc. 
158 pages softcover from the Bantam Knowledge through Color Series and in near excellent condition. (77943-10A) 

2582.  LOT OF BOOKS Total of nine. The Home Guide to Cartridge Conversions, by George C. Nonte, Jr.; c. 1961, 1967 George C. Nonte Jr. 
404 pages hardcover with jacket. Handbook for Shooters & Reloaders, two volume hardcover set with jackets, by P.O. Ackley and with 
copyrights by the author; Vol. 1: c. 1962, 567 pages. Vol. II: c. 1966, 535 pages. Speer Reloading Manual Number Nine for Rifle and Pistol, 
edited by the Speer research staff; c. 1974 Speer, Inc. 464 pages hardcover. Hornady Handbook of Cartridge Reloading: Rifle-Pistol Vol. 
II, edited by Larry Steadman; c. 1973 Hornady Mfg. Co., Inc., this second printing 1975. 512 pages hardcover. Modern Accuracy in Bench 
Rest Shooting, by L. R. Wallack; c. 1951 Greenberg, publisher. 151 pages hardcover with jacket. Cartridges of the World, second edition, by 
Frank C. Barnes; c. 1965, 1969 Frank C. Barnes and The Gun Digest Co. 378 pages softcover. Lyman Reloading Handbook, 45th edition; c. 
1970 Lyman Gun Sight Products. 300 pages plastic comb-bound softcover. Winchester-Western Ball Powder Loading Data, edited by E.A. 
Matunas; c. 1975 Olin Corp. 72 pages staple-bound softcover. The overall condition of the lot is near excellent with clear evidence that the 
books have been well cared for through the decades and do exhibit minor instances of staining and wear. (77943-10B)

2583.  LOT OF BOOKS Total of four. Conway’s All the World’s Fighting Ships 1922-1946, edited by Roger Chesneau; c. 1980 Conway Mari-
time Press Ltd. 456 pages hardcover with jacket providing data and illustrations of thousands of naval vessels by the renowned authority. 
Excellent condition with a price attached to front jacket. Silent Victory: The U.S. Submarine War Against Japan, by Clay Blair, Jr.; c. 1975 
Clay Blair, Jr. 1072 pages hardcover with jacket missing its back inside flap and showing some small tears. The book rates very good with 
a somewhat misshaped profile. Russia Besieged, by Nicholas Bethell; c. 1977 Time-Life Books Inc. 208 pages photo based hardcover in 
excellent condition. To Risks Unknown: Savage War in the Adriatic, by Douglas Reeman; c. 1969 Douglas Reeman. 289 pages paperback 
war novel with a wavy structure. (77943-10C)
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2584.  LOT OF BOOKS Total of eight comprised of six general interest novels, a compilation of short stories and one nonfiction offering. “What 
Do You Care What Other People Think?”: Further Adventures of a Curious Character, by Richard Feynman; c. 1988 Gweneth Feynman and 
Ralph Leighton. 255 pages hardcover with jacket. Account of experiences of the Nobel Prize winning physicist with much attention given to 
the investigation of which he was a participant of the space shuttle Challenger’s explosion. The Spy who Barked in the Night, by Marc Lovell; 
c. 1986 Doubleday & Co. Inc. 180 pages hardcover with jacket. The Red Fox, by Anthony Hyde; c. 1985 Tusitala Inc. 307 pages hardcover 
with jacket. The Complete Sherlock Holmes, by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle; multiple c. dates between 1903 and 1927 which is likely about the 
time of this publication. 1323 pages hardcover that has endured the test of time very nicely as there is only minimal wear and the binding 
remains strong. Cold Harbour, by Jack Higgins; c. 1990 Jack Higgins. 310 pages paperback. Forfeit, by Dick Francis; c. 1969 Dick Francis, 
this first Ballantine Books edition 1987. 282 pages paperback. Dead Cert, by Dick Francis; c. 1962 Dick Francis, this first Ballantine Books 
edition 1987. Pillars of the Earth, by Ken Follett; c. 1989 Ken Follett. 973 pages hardcover with jacket. The condition ratings of the books in 
this lot range from near excellent to excellent with only light wear observed. (77943-10D)

2585.  LOT OF MANUALS This lot includes five. First is a TM 9-280 War Department Technical manual Caliber .22 Rifles, all types. This particular 
item is stamped “advance copy” and “Herbert J. Glass” on the cover and is dated March 16, 1944. The booklet exhibits spots of light foxing 
ingrained dirt staining with several folded corners and has a few pencil markings scattered throughout. Second is a TM 9-1285 War De-
partment Technical Manual Ordnance Maintenance Shotguns All Types and is dated November 25, 1942. This manual remains in very good 
condition with some light ingrained dirt staining and having numerous pencil markings in the books. Third are three copies of Descriptions 
and Rules for Management of the Government of the Springfield Rifle, Carbine, and Army Revolvers dated 1887, 1898 and 1883. The books 
are all complete ranging in different levels of condition from good to very good with spots of foxing and ingrained dirt staining. (107776-3)

Gun Parts
2586.  U.S. REMINGTON CIVIL WAR MODEL 1863 ZOUAVE PERCUSSION RIFLE BARREL AND STOCK LOT This lot includes 

a 33” barrel with a heavily oxidized .58 cal percussion bore. The barrel is stamped “1863”, it is proof marked “V / P / (eagle head)” and 
stamped “Steel R.K.A.”. It also has a bayonet lug on the right side and front and rear sights. The barrel includes a straight shank ramrod 
with tulip head and brass barrel bands stamped with the letter “U” including sling swivels. The replacement stock has all the cutouts, but 
no hardware is present, however, there is a spare nipple present where the patchbox would be. This lot has all the bones of a “Harper Ferry 
Pattern” rifle awaiting your hardware and refinishing skills. (218377-8)

2587.  REMINGTON BARREL AND OPTIC LOT This lot includes a Remington 12 ga, 25 1/2” ventilated rib barrel choked turkey super full lead 
shot only with a bright about excellent bore showing areas of minor frosting. The barrel has areas of light pitting, it is stamped for 2 3/4” or 
3” shells and has a white bead front sight with a Remington Rib Mount on the rear. Also included in this lot is a Tasco AccuDot scope with 
foggy optics, but the red dot still functions with seven brightness settings and turrets for windage and elevation adjustments. (217341-49A)

2588.  BROWNING SHOTGUN BARREL LOT This lot includes a Browning 12 ga, 27 1/2” plain barrel choked improved modified with a bright 
about excellent bore. The metal surface has areas of minor pitting and oxidation staining. This Belgian proofed barrel is stamped “Special 
Steel-12 GA-Shells 2 3/4”” and it is equipped with a bead front sight. (217341-49B)

2589.  REMINGTON SHOTGUN BARREL LOT This lot includes a Remington 12 ga, 30” ventilated rib barrel choked full with a bright about 
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 85% original blue with areas of light pitting and oxidation. The barrel is stamped “12 GA 
MAGNUM For 3 in. shells” and it has a silver bead front sight. (217192-90B)

2590.  REMINGTON SHOTGUN BARREL LOT This lot includes a Remington 20 ga, 28” plain barrel marked full, but choked modified with 
a bright about excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 75-80% original blue with an 8” long area at the muzzle and a 3” area at the 
throat where the finish is completely worn off as though the barrel was resting on something. The barrel is stamped for 2 3/4” shells and it 
has a silver bead front sight. (217192-90A)

2591.  BROWNING SHOTGUN BARREL LOT This lot includes a Browning 20 ga, 24” Buck Special barrel choked improved cylinder with a 
bright about excellent bore showing minor frosting at the muzzle. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue with only minor handling 
marks. The barrel is stamped “BPS Special Steel 2 3/4” and 3” shells” and it is sighted with rifle sights. (217087-135A) 

2592.  REMINGTON SHOTGUN BARREL LOT This lot includes a Remington Model 11-87 12 ga, 28” ventilated rib Rem choke barrel with 
a bright about excellent bore. The barrel retains about 97% original blue with minor handling marks. The barrel is stamped for 2 3/4” or 3” 
shells, it has double bead sights and fiber optic sights with no included chokes. Included is a factory box which includes a long and short 
magazine tube spring and a magazine tube cap with attached sling swivel stud. (217628-8A)

2593.  ITHACA MODEL 37 SHOTGUN BARREL LOT This lot includes an Ithaca Model 37 Featherlight 12ga, 30” ventilated rib barrel stamped 
full, now choked modified with a bright about excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue with only minor handling 
marks. The barrel is stamped “Magnum-12 GA-3” Chamber” and wears a red fiber optic front bead sight. (218340-35A)

2594.  ITHACA SHOTGUN BARREL LOT This lot includes an Ithaca M-87-Featherlight 12ga, 27 3/4” ventilated rib barrel with a bright about 
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain perhaps 85% original blue with fading around the muzzle, operational wear from the slide action, 
minor handling marks and areas of light oxidation. The barrel is stamped for 2 3/4” or 3” shells, there is no choke present and the front sight 
loop is missing the fiber optic insert. (218340-35C)

2595.  REMINGTON SHOTGUN BARREL LOT This lot includes a Remington Model 11, 12 ga, 28” plain barrel choked cylinder with a bright 
about excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 92% original blue with minor handling and operational marks with areas of light pitting 
and oxidation. The barrel is fitted with a bead front sight. (218340-35D) 

2596.  BROWNING SHOTGUN BARREL LOT This lot includes a Browning Arms Company 20 ga, 27 1/2” plain barrel choked full with a bright 
about excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue with only minor handling marks. The barrel is stamped “Special 
Steel-20GA-Shells 2 3/4””, it has Belgian proof marks on it and is fitted with a silver bead front sight. (218232-1)

2597.  THOMPSON CENTER CONTENDER BARREL LOT This lot includes a Thompson Center Contender 21” barrel chambered in .223 
Rem with an about very good bore showing minor pitting at the muzzle. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue with only minor 
handling marks. The barrel has a ramped blade front sight and adjustable v-notch rear with an additional Weaver #92A scope base mounted 
with a pair of 1” scope rings attached. (218309-21B)

2598.  PERCUSSION BARREL LOT This lot includes an unmarked 37 3/4” round percussion barrel about .45 caliber rifled barrel with an about 
very good bore showing minor oxidation along is length. The metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue with areas of heavy oxidation 
and pitting. This barrel features an upper tang, blade front sight, Micro adjustable rear sight, a drilled and tapped hole behind the rear sight, 
there is a nipple installed and the breech is stamped “NAC”. (217943-5)
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2599.  THOMPSON CENTER BARREL AND OPTIC LOT This lot includes a Thompson Center Contender 21” barrel marked 22 L.R. Match 
with a bright about excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 97% original blue with only minor handling marks and a few scattered 
areas of light pitting and oxidation. The barrel has a ramped blade front sight and adjustable v-notch rear with an additional Weaver #92A 
scope base installed. Also included with this lot is a Thompson/Center Arms 3-9x40 scope with a set of rings mounted to the base. The 
optics are clear, it includes a lighted reticle and the battery is present and functioning and the caps for the windage and elevation turrets 
are missing. (219519-544)

2600.  SHOTGUN BARREL LOT This lot contains a set of E. Remington & Sons 10 ga, 25” damascus barrels with moderately pitted bores. The 
metal surfaces are a mix of tight damascus twist gray, brown tones and flaking finish with areas of pitting and oxidation. The barrels are 
equipped with a brass bead front sight and extractors. (218387-7) 

2601.  WINCHESTER SHOTGUN BARREL LOT This lot includes a Winchester Model 12, 12 ga ventilated rib Poly Choked barrel with a bright 
about excellent bore. The metal surfaces of the barrel and included magazine tube retain about 95% original finish with minor operational 
wear and handling marks. The grooved forend rates about very good with minor scratches and a couple of dings and the barrel is equipped 
with a bead front sight. (216519-545B)

2602.  WINCHESTER BARREL LOT This lot contains one Winchester Model 1894 barrel chambered in 38-55, 26” with a good to near very 
good bore showing strong rifling with pitting along its length. The metal surfaces retain almost no blue except in what were the protected 
areas. The dovetails are in place for front and rear sights, but none are present. (217471-7)

2603.  MISC. GUN PARTS LOT This lot consists of 6 items. The first is a front Garand handguard which has a couple small cracks at rear and 
some added varnish and light pitting on the metal. The second is a rear Garand handguard which has a couple small cracks and some oxi-
dation on the metal parts. The third item is a Garand gas cylinder and front sight, the parts show scattered oxidation, light pitting and the gas 
cylinder is a silver pewter. The fourth item is a Garand operating rod spring, the fifth is a ventilated steel M1 Carbine handguard that shows 
scattered oxidation. The sixth item is a set of pewter 1911 grips that have a Colt style horse at center and show scattered tarnish. (207126-22)

2604.  AUSTRALIAN MKIII* BARRELED ACTION BY LITHGOW serial #C34284, 303 British, 25” barrel with a very good plus bore that 
shows some light frost in the grooves. The metal surfaces of this 1941 dated action retain 80% arsenal gray parkerized finish with some 
added green paint around the receiver, scattered silvering and oxidation spots. The receiver, rear band, safety, charger bridge, hand guard 
and rear sight assembly are present. There is a brass screw piece with a flat head screw added on the barrel for what purpose is unknown, 
and there is an import mark on the charge bridge. A good project item. (208376-10) {MODERN}

2605.  STARR DOUBLE ACTION PERCUSSION REVOLVER PARTS LOT This lot consists of a Starr percussion revolver barrel assembly 
with loading lever and an oxidized bore with pitting and visible rifling throughout, and frame assembly that appears to be missing a number 
of screws and pins. The hammer, trigger, triggerguard, and backstrap are present, but the main spring is broken and there is no cylinder 
or grips. The total number of parts missing is unknown. The metal surfaces have oxidized to brown overall and all serialized parts that are 
present appear to be matching with serial number 7822. (138397-85) {ANTIQUE}

2606.  PATTERN 1853 MUSKET BARREL AND STOCK 33” barrel with a dark oxidized bore. The metal surfaces of the barrel have toned to 
a dark brown overall with pinprick pitting and oxidation staining throughout. The front sight appears to have been repaired and reattached 
at some point, the bayonet lug has been worn down, and the rear sight and nipple are intact. The brass buttplate and end cap have been 
lightly cleaned but remain in otherwise excellent condition. The walnut stock has also been lightly and professionally cleaned and refinished, 
remaining in very good plus condition with some tape residue at the toe, a few scattered dings, dents, small chips, and a few very small 
drying cracks emanating from the lock cutout. There are two very faint crown cartouches behind where the triggerguard would be and a 
very faint cartouche on the right side of the butt, one word of which might read “Benson” and the other words being too faint to discern. 
A very nice overall condition set waiting to be restored or used for parts. (138387-4) 

2607.  KRIEGHOFF 22 LR CONVERSION UNIT serial #11634, 8” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this unit retain 
about 95% original blue with a few scattered scratches, freckles, and high edge wear. All of the parts appear to be present and the unit is 
marked with Krieghoff’s Suhl address on the top and “Cal. 12 - 22 l.f.B. D.R.G.M.” on the bottom. (138003-10)

2608.  INTRATEC CAT 45 PARTS LOT This lot consists of the (13) parts or assemblies for an Intratec Cat 45 including a complete slide assembly 
with barrel, complete magazine, recoil spring assembly and (10) assorted parts from the frame such as trigger, magazine release, etc. All 
parts rate about very good with the slide retaining about 95% fading blue finish. (88139-80D32164)

2609.  PERIOD UNIDENTIFIED METAL SKELETON SHOULDER STOCK This lot consist of a single skeleton shoulder stock made of 
metal bar stock that was made for probably one of the various single shot pistols of the era such as the Stevens or similar. This shoulder 
stock retains about 97% factory nickel with scattered light oxidation blemishes and scratches. The stock attaches via a screw (provided) 
and there is a small stud to keep aligned. The stock measures 12 1/2” long x 3 5/8” wide x 1/4” thick. (88320-81A)

2610.  ROCK ISLAND ARSENAL NATIONAL MATCH TROPHY PARTS LOT This lot consists of a hardwood presentation and all but a 
few parts for a Rock Island National Match Trophy Model 1911A1 Pistol. Included are a 12 1/16” x 7 11/16” x 2 1/2” French cut hardwood 
presentation case that rates very good plus with light handling marks. The interior has a blue velvet lined cut-out for the pistol, (2) magazine 
cut outs and a cleaning rod cut-out. There is a plaque on the interior engraved with “ROCK ISLAND ARSENAL / NATIONAL MATCH / 
TROPHY PISTOL” and no key is provided for locking brass hasp. The parts are complete for the frame and slide assemblies except no frame 
or plunger tube are included. It also includes (3) unmarked magazines scratch numbered 8807, 5” National Match barrel with an excellent 
bore and a set of excellent condition checkered walnut grip panels. All parts, with a few exceptions, are Parkerized and rate excellent. The 
ejector and ejector pin show signs of cleaned oxidation and pitting plus the trigger assembly is in-the-white and appears to be a replacement. 
The slide is marked “NM7791435” on the left and “MFR 5T083” on the right, is equipped with Bo-Mar adjustable rear sight and Patridge 
front sight on a serrated ramp. The barrel is marked “45 AUTO / NM7791414” on the chamber and “M P” on the left lug, “MA” on the right 
lug and the bushing has “7267718 / NM”. (88088-5)

2611.  BROWNING BARREL LOT This lot consists of a Browning Double Auto 12 gauge shotgun barrel. This ventilated rib barrel measures 
25 1/2” long and is choked modified with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain most of their original blue with light handling marks 
and some added blue toward the chamber area. An original box is included. An excellent replacement overall. (47267-9A)

2612.  FAJEN STOCK LOT This lot consists of a Fajen brown laminate hardwood buttstock for a 10/22 rifle. The Monte Carlo style stock features 
a solid rubber rifle pad and has some light scratches and handling marks, but rates excellent overall. (47936-15A)

2613.  STOCK LOT This lot consists of replacement stock and two forearms for the Thompson/Center Encore rifle. Included are a brown laminate 
thumbhole buttstock with matching forearm, and a walnut forearm. All are in excellent condition, the buttstock has been fitted with a spacer 
and has a Hiviz Xcoil recoil pad. (47790-10)

2614.  LEGEND ARMS LOT This lot consists of a .50 caliber inline percussion barrel by Legend Arms to fit the New England Firearms SB1 
series and similar single shot long guns. The barrel measures 24” long and is numbered #256 and has an excellent bore. The metal surfaces 
retain about 99% original blue with a few areas of light surface present. The original sights remain intact and mounted above the chamber 
is a Bushnell Banner 4X32 riflescope. The matte finish scope features a circle crosshair reticle and has bright optics. The barrel uses a 209 
shotgun primer for ignition and is in excellent condition overall. (48372-2) {NON-GUN}
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2615.  ITHACA SHOTGUN BARREL Ithaca model 37 Deerslayer 12 ga, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% 
original blue with a couple of small spots worn to gray, a little scattered oxidation and a few light handling marks. It is fitted with a high-vis 
front and leaf rear sights. (128340-35B)

2616.  FAB DEFENSE GLR 440 TACTICAL STOCK This black composite collapsible stock is designed for use with several model Glock pis-
tols. The stock quickly adjusts to three different lengths and collapses to a mere 9 1/2”. The stock appears unused and remains in excellent 
condition. [Please note: All NFA rules apply to this item] (108339-12C)

2617.  LONE WOLF BARREL LOT This lot includes a stainless barrel for a Glock 23/32 conversion from .40 S&W to 9mm barrel. The bore remains 
bright and excellent and the top flat is marked with the wolf logo and 40-9. Item remains in excellent condition. (108339-12B)

2618.  LOT OF GLOCK PARTS This lot includes three items. First is a .40 caliber barrel with matte black finish and a bright excellent bore. The 
barrel is not maker marked and has “40 S&W” stamped along the top flat. Second is a factory slide cover plate. Third is a contoured grip 
plug. These items are in excellent condition. (108339-12D)

2619.  LOT OF MISCELLANEOUS GUN PARTS This lot is made up of eleven items.  First is a set of checkered hard rubber Rampant Colt grips 
for a Single Action Army Revolver that are scratch numbered “213” on the inside flats. The grips have mostly crisp points with a tiny spot of 
staining on the left panel above the horse. The grip screw is included and has light oxidation on the head and minimal slot wear. Second is 
an unmarked slightly curved and grooved plastic buttpad measuring 4 3/4”x1 1/8” with and elongated egg shape and it includes the screws 
which show minor slot wear in very good overall condition. Third is a horn forend tip that measure roughly 2 1/4”x1 1/8” that has been cut 
off a stock and has a couple of light handling marks and two tiny cracks on the right side. Fourth is a T handled nipple wrench, unidentified 
spring, nipple, swivel stud, grooved trigger, and machine screw all in overall good condition. Fifth are two sights first is an unmarked rear 
sight similar in design to a Williams adjustable blade style and the second is a silver bead with hood front ramp sight that has light oxidation 
staining near all over. These items are in overall good to excellent condition. (108388-8, 9)

2620.  MARLIN BALLARD PARTS This lot includes a barrel in 40-63, extractor, and a walnut forend. The barrel measures 30” with an about 
good bore that shows evident rifling and light pitting its entire length. The metal surfaces are an overall brown patina with scattered light 
oxidation staining near all over. The extractor is taped to the barrel and the walnut forend with ebony tip rates very good overall with scattered 
light handling marks and spots of flaking varnish. (107966-45)

2621.  FRANCHI BARREL LOT This lot includes a Model 48AL 12 ga., 30” ventilated rib barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces 
retain 98% original blue and chrome finish with a few light scratches and spots of fine oxidation staining. The barrel has a single brass bead 
front sight and remains in excellent condition. (108339-24A)

2622.  FRANCHI BARREL LOT This lot includes a Model 48AL 12 ga., 22” slug barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 
98% original blue and chrome finishes with scattered spots of fine oxidation staining, and light scratches. The barrel has a raised brass bead 
front right with folding rear blade sight and a Lyman No.3 that is missing the insert. The barrel remains in excellent condition. (108339-24B) 

2623.  BLACK POWDER PARTS LOT This lot includes a variety of items. First are eight nipples (5 modern) (3 original) all in good condition. 
Second is an unmarked Colt style nipple wrench with a blued finish in excellent condition. Third is an unmarked hammer spring likely for 
a small Colt style percussion revolver. Fourth is a main spring likely for an 1849 pocket revolver in very good condition and last is a tin of 
Remington Arms percussion caps. (108397-60A) 

2624.  LOT OF ORTGIES PARTS This lot includes a stripped frame serial #3591, unmarked leather flap holster, barrel, magazine, slide and 
numerous internal parts for a Deutsche Werke Ortgies Patent Pocket Automatic semi-auto pistol. The external parts have varying amounts 
of active oxidation and oxidation staining on them. The smaller internal parts are free of oxidation and it’s uncertain if all parts are present. 
The .32 ACP caliber barrel has light oxidation on the exposed areas and the bore remains bright and there is only one grip panel included. 
The black leather flap holster is unmarked and has light scuffing and areas of crazing with all stitching remaining tight in overall very good 
condition. (108014-15) {FIREARM}

2625.  BERETTA TOMCAT PARTS This lot includes four items for the Model 21A Tomcat semi-auto pistol. First is a set of plastic checkered 
logo grips that remain in very good condition with some light soiling in the groove and slightly round points. Second are three 7 round Pro 
Mag magazines in overall excellent condition. (108398-2A)

2626.  SPRINGFIELD ARMORY ACTION This lot includes a Model 1903 action serial #1023955, with trigger group and bolt assembly. The 
metal surfaces retain most of their parkerized and blue finishes with overall light scratches and handling marks. The magazine well has 
some silvering along the edges and patches of oxidation staining and the bolt appears complete. A very good starting point for your next 
build project. (108388-14) {FIREARM}

2627.  STOCK LOT This lot includes a birch stock for an M1 Garand rifle that has been stripped of all of its hardware. The stock has been lightly 
cleaned leaving patches of darker color finish. The stock remains in excellent condition and would make a great restoration project. (108387-10)

2628.  REMINGTON BARREL LOT This lot consists of an early 20” Remington Model 870 blued 20 gauge barrel with rifle sights and an excellent 
cylinder bore. An excellent example, perfect for your pre-1977 manufactured Wingmaster series 20 gauge 870. (48194-5)

2629.  WALTHER SPORTMODELL V BOLT ACTION RECEIVER serial #15285, receiver only. The metal surfaces on this vintage action are 
currently in the white and rate excellent with some light handling wear and gray patina. The metal appears to have been lightly polished 
and some of the lettering is faint but still visible, including the “(crown)B” & “U” proofs. The bolt assembly is included as are the sights. The 
rear base radius has been opened up, the front sight has an extra tall insert. The trigger mechanism has been cut and modified as well and 
the lower portion is no longer present. A very good example that would make a terrific smallbore project for the right craftsman. (Transfers 
as a “firearm”) (1X44458-18) {FIREARM} (15/30)

2630.  DUTCH M1 CARBINE BLANK FIRING ADAPTER This lot consists of a single Dutch M1 Carbine blank firing adapter. The adapter 
shows some light oxidation staining, silvering and red paint at bottom. It is marked with “Eagle/BMVidg/186”. A unique lot for the M1 
Carbine collector. (3X207647-42)

2631.  LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot includes two aftermarket accessories: First is a MSAR P/N 218 sight rail with screws and wrench, 
second is an unmarked swivel stud with screws for use on a Picatinny rail system. Both items are in excellent condition. (3X104427-104A)

2632.  GUN PART LOT This lot consists of five items: (1) set of black rubber lens covers; (1) 30mm scope ring along with an aluminum adapter 
base to fit a dovetail, likely for a 1911 pistol; (1) B-square mount to fit a ribbed barrel revolver; (1) Jager Products hardened steel recoil guide 
rod, for the Glock Gen 4 model 19 & 23 pistols. This guide rod allows the use of stock or precision spring assemblies to adjust the use of your 
Gen 4 Glock pistol for use with specific loads. A terrific accessory for the competition Glock shooter. All in excellent condition. (2X46731-2E)

2633.  STOCK LOT This lot consists of three stocks for the 1903 series rifles. First is a military walnut stock that has been modified for sporting 
use. It rates very good overall with a few light dings and handling marks and a small crack near the toe. The stock measures 31” overall 
and included are sling swivels and the crossbolts, no other hardware is included. Next are two brown composite full-length military style 
training or drill stocks. Neither include any hardware or furniture. One is in excellent condition, the other rates about good and has several 
chips, cracks and other blemishes. (3X44395-2S1)
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2634.  REMINGTON BARREL LOT This lot consists of a Remington 11-87 Special Purpose cantilever 12 gauge slug barrel with a fully rifled 
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original Parkerized finish. Mounted to the factory cantilever base is a Bushnell Sport-
view 4X32 riflescope. The scope features a duplex reticle and has excellent optics. A terrific accessory for your trusty Remington 11-87 
shotgun. (1X48278-1A)

2635.  BROWNING BARREL LOT This lot contains one Browning auto-5 deer barrel. The barrel is a 12 ga, 24” plain barrel with rifled sights, 
Invector cylinder choked and having a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue having loss on the belly along with 
having some scattered handing marks. (2X7723-9A)

2636.  K MART CBC BARREL LOT This lot contains one 28” plain barrel choked modified having a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces 
retain 97% original blue finish having slight loss due to handling and scratches. The top of the barrel is marked “K MART CORORATION” 
and the side of the barrel is marked “COMPANIA BRASILEIRA DE CARTUCHOS”. (1X177471-7)

2637.  REMINGTON 1100 BARREL This lot includes a 26” blued 12 ga., ventilated rib barrel for 2 3/4” shotshell with Herter’s adjustable choke 
with overall bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% blue flaking to brown finish with overall light scratches, spots of fine oxidation 
staining and random spots of silvering. (1X107936-14B)

2638.  BARREL LOT This lot includes a 21 3/4” heavy target stainless steel barrel with random circumferential disruptive pattern similar to matting, 
only more visually pleasing, in 22 Benchrest. The barrel is unmarked and is for a Kelbly’s Inc., Benchrest rifle with Stolle Panda Action previously 
sold as lot 299 in sale 111. The barrel has a bright excellent bore with no provision for sights and is in overall excellent condition. (1X107760-3E)

2639.  BARREL LOT This lot includes a 21 3/4” heavy target barrel with matte stainless steel finish in 22 Benchrest. There are a few light superficial 
scratches in the finish and the barrel has no sight provisions and remains in excellent condition. The barrel is unmarked and is for a Kelbly’s 
Inc., Benchrest rifle with Stolle Panda Action previously sold as lot 299 in sale 111. (1X107760-3A)

2640.  BARREL LOT This lot includes an unmarked 21 3/4” heavy target barrel with stainless steel finish in 6mm PPC. There are no sight 
provisions and the bore rates excellent. The barrel is for a Kelbly’s Inc., Benchrest rifle with Stolle Panda Action previously sold as lot 
299 in sale 111. (1X107760-3D)

2641.  R. A. SIMARD BARREL This lot includes a 21 3/4” fluted heavy target barrel with stainless finish in .222 Rem., for a Model 700 bolt 
action rifle, previously sold as lot 714 in sale 111. There are a few light superficial scratches and the bore remains excellent. (1X107760-3B)

2642.  SHILEN BARREL This lot includes a 21 3/4” heavy target barrel with stainless steel finish in 6mm Benchrest for a Model 700 bolt action 
rifle previously sold as lot 714 in sale 111. The bore is bright and excellent and there are no sight provisions. (1X107760-3C)

2643.  BARREL LOT This lot includes an unmarked 21 3/4” heavy target barrel with stainless steel finish in 25 Benchrest. There are no sight 
provisions and the bore rates excellent. The barrel is for a Kelbly’s Inc., Benchrest rifle with Stolle Panda Action previously sold as lot 
299 in sale 111. (1X107760-3F)

2644.  STOCK LOT This lot includes a three piece set likely for an AK-47 style rifle. The smooth buttstock, forend, and handguard rate excellent 
with several light handling marks under an added layer of finish with no maker’s marks. The steel buttplate and sling swivel retain most of 
their black enamel finish with areas of fine oxidation staining. (1X107497-5)

2645.  COLT HAMMER LOT This lot consists of a single hammer for a Colt Single Action Army first generation revolver. The metal has a mottled 
brown patina which is heavier on the outer edges. The trigger notches are lightly worn or possibly slightly bent out but are not beyond 
repair. A very good example that would make an adequate replacement part. (1X47492-8A)

2646.  GERMAN K98K LARGE RING MAUSER 98 ACTION BY MAUSER OBERNDORF serial #28357a, (action only). The metal 
surfaces on this nice large ring Mauser action retain about 90% of what is likely original blue. There are some spots of light oxidation and 
perhaps a light spot of pinprick pitting here or there but the action is complete and seems to function well mechanically. Bottom metal is 
numbered to a different action, as-is the bolt, however all of the bolt parts are numbered alike. Action is byf-coded and “44” dated. An 
excellent platform for your next custom rifle. [Firearm] (37735-9)

2647.  GERMAN GEWEHR 98 LARGE RING MAUSER 98 ACTION serial #7092hh, (action only). Metal surfaces of action are primarily 
in-the-white showing some spots of light cleaning with a portion of the Deutchewaffen Munitionsfabrik marking obscured on the front ring. 
Bottom metal retains some good original blue, also with oxidation on the triggerguard. Action is complete although mismatched and seems 
to function well. Equipped with straight bolt handle and the rear receiver ring has been drilled and tapped on its right side for a receiver 
sight base. A high-quality action for your next custom sporter project. [Firearm] (37735-12)

2648.  CZECH VZ 24 LARGE RING MAUSER 98 ACTION BY CZ BRNO serial #7964C1, (action only). The metal surfaces of this qual-
ity-made action are an overall dull pewter patina with scattered oxidation staining and perhaps spots of light pinprick pitting. The bottom 
metal exhibits some blue with oxidation on the guard and is from a different action. The bolt parts are all numbered alike although from a 
different action and the mechanism seems to function as-designed, however the safety will need some attention. These are among the best 
and most sought-after actions for your custom sporting magazine rifle project. [Firearm] (37735-1)

2649.  YUGOSLAVIAN M24 LARGE RING MAUSER 98 ACTION BY FABRIQUE NATIONALE serial #82617, (action only). The metal 
surfaces of this nice Fabrique Nationale action are primarily a dull pewter gray patina with some scattered light oxidation and some han-
dling marks. The bottom metal is mostly smooth with light oxidation and is numbered to a different action. The bolt handle has been slightly 
forged and swept and the knob is checkered on its bottom flat; it is un-numbered. The action seems to operate as-designed. Overall a very 
desirable Fabrique Nationale action for your next fine custom rifle. [Firearm] (37735-2)

2650.  CUSTOM REMINGTON BARRELED ACTION LOT This lot includes a Remington Model 700 LH barrel, receiver and bolt, serial 
#C6799887, .30 cal., 18” barrel with a bright about excellent bore. The barrel is now in-the-white with scattered pitting and oxidation staining. 
This custom action has had the barrel turned back, a recoil lug has been added and the area where the safety was has been welded. Warne 
style scope bases have been added and the left handed bolt has been engine turned. Overall a nice custom action waiting for a “southpaw” 
to add a custom stock. (217966-37) [Firearm]

2651.  REMINGTON STOCK LOT This lot includes a walnut stock for a Remington Model 700. This stock rates about very good with dings, 
dents and scratches in the finish. It features cut fleur-de-lis checkering on the pistolgrip and forend, black forend tip and pistolgrip cap, 
raised cheekpiece on the left side, a white line spacer with a black ventilated recoil pad and sling swivel studs. (217936-15B)

2652.  HASTINGS BARREL LOT This lot includes a Hastings Paradox, 12 ga, 19 3/4” rifled barrel with a bright about excellent bore which is 
chambered for 2 3/4” shells. This barrel is from a Winchester Model 12. The metal surfaces retain about 95% blue with mostly operational 
wear on the magazine tube. This barrel features open rifle sights, adjustable at the rear and a magazine tube fitted with a checkered walnut 
forend which rates excellent. (216519-545A)

2653.  LOCK AND STOCK LOT This lot contains a snaphance lock mechanism and partial stock from a North African/Moroccan Mukahla 
musket. The lock has regional engravings on it, the stock has gold inlays on the left side and the remaining length is 30” overall. This will 
make a nice conversation piece for the hunting camp. (213615-20)
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2654.  MUZZLELOADER RIFLE KIT LOT This lot contains a percussion halfstock muzzleloader rifle kit. This kit contains a .45 caliber 32” 
octagon barrel, a stock blank, lock and breech plug. A nice project for the upcoming fall and winter seasons. (218107-15)

2655.  THOMPSON CENTER ARMS STOCK AND ACCESSORIES LOT This lot consists of (13) items for the Thompson Center Contender 
pistol. Included are a (1) rare Fajen “Push-Pull” green-brown colored laminated thumbhole 8” long pistol grip for T/C Contender pistol with 
screw, (1) Fajen beaver tail green-brown colored 8 3/4” long laminated forend for bull barrels equipped with single screw hole (no screw 
provided), (1) Fajen beaver tail green-brown colored 8 3/4” laminated forend for bull barrels equipped with dual screw holes (no screws 
provided) (1) early factory snap-on checkered walnut 4 3/8” long forend for octagon barrels, (1) smooth factory walnut screw-on 5 1/4” 
long forend for bull barrels, (1) adjustable factory rear sight with two fiber optic dots, (1) factory fiber optic front sight, (1) Doskocil Gun 
Guard four gun hard case model #1612 and (1) Weaver style base with (4) screws. All items rate excellent. (87889-117G)

2656.  THOMPSON CENTER ARMS CONTENDER BARREL LOT This lot consists of a single 8” (10” with choke) Thompson Center 
Arms 45 Colt / 410 bore octagon barrel for a Contender pistol with an excellent bore and the forend is attached. The metal surfaces retain 
about 98% factory blue with light operational marks. This barrel is equipped with adjustable rear sight and Patridge front sight, it is factory 
ported and the external screw-on straight rifled choke is attached. Also included is a checkered walnut factory snap on forend that rates 
excellent. (87889-117A)

2657.  THOMPSON CENTER ARMS CONTENDER BARREL LOT This lot consists of a single 14” Thompson Center Arms 45-70 Government 
bull barrel for a Contender pistol with an excellent bore. The barrel retains about 98% factory blue except for the usual operational wear 
marks near the chamber. The barrel is equipped with a Weaver style scope base, dual forend screw mounts and the front forend screw is 
present. (87889-117B)

2658.  THOMPSON CENTER ARMS CONTENDER BARREL LOT This lot consists of a single 10” Thompson Center Arms 22 LR octagon 
barrel for a Contender pistol with an excellent bore. The barrel retains about 98% factory blue with light operational marks. The barrel 
includes a Bushnell Phantom II 2.5X long eye relief scope with standard crosshairs and excellent optics. The barrel includes the attached 
scope mounts and a factory Patridge front sight but the dovetailed forend screw mount is missing. (87889-117C)

2659.  THOMPSON CENTER ARMS CONTENDER BARREL LOT This lot consists of a single 10” Thompson Center Arms 25-35 W.C.F. 
octagon barrel for a Contender pistol with an excellent bore and single forend screw mount. The barrel retains about 98% factory blue with 
light operational marks. The barrel includes a Weaver style scope base and factory Patridge front sight. (87889-117D)

2660.  THOMPSON CENTER ARMS CONTENDER BARREL LOT This lot consists of a single 10” Thompson Center Arms 22 Remington 
Jet octagon barrel for a Contender pistol with an excellent bore. The barrel retains about 98% factory blue with light operational marks. The 
barrel includes a Weaver style scope base, factory Patridge front sight and factory screw on checkered walnut forend. The forend rates very 
good with scattered light handling marks. (87889-117E)

2661.  WINCHESTER MODEL 1894 FRAME LOT This lot consists of a single Winchester Model 1894 frame only serial #452059. The metal 
surfaces are gunmetal gray with scattered oxidation blemishes, pitting, scuffs and other handling marks. The tang is marked “MODEL 
1894 / -WINCHESTER- / TRADE MARK REG. IN U.S. PAT. OFF.”. If you have a ‘94 that needs a new receiver this may serve your needs. 
(86519-522) {Firearm}

2662.  AR UPPER LOT This lot consists of a .50 caliber upper receiver for any AR-15 platform rifle. The upper is marked “ALEX-A” and is likely 
an Alexander Arms 50 Beowulf that has a 16” barrel and a bright, excellent bore. The upper features a round handguard and has a flattop 
receiver and gas block. The bolt carrier group, charging handle and a folding front sight are included. There are some areas of light wear 
and debris but overall it remains in excellent condition. (46519-493A)

2663.  AR BARREL LOT This lot consists of a Colt barrel with gas tube and handguard. The 20” pencil style barrel has a very good bore that has 
some light pitting and is likely the earlier style 1:11” rate of twist, but is not marked. Barrel features an A1 front sight and has the triangular 
Zytel handguard. A very good condition accessory for your next build. (46519-493)

2664.  BARREL LOT This lot consists of an unmarked 12 gauge barrel. The plain, round barrel measures 27 3/4” long with an excellent bore and 
has a simple bead front sight and choked modified. The chamber end is threaded and there is remnants of a partial collar or lug about midway 
down that has been damaged and partially removed. The metal surfaces are mostly a mottled brown with light wear and handling marks 
throughout. Match this up to the right receiver for a decent replacement barrel, or use it in your next gun or trench art project. (47471-7A)

2665.  MARLIN PARTS LOT This lot consists of parts for the Marlin Model 38 slide action rifle. Included are a walnut buttstock, a grooved 
walnut forearm with magazine tube, the lower assembly with hammer and trigger and a bolt. The wood rates very good, the buttstock has 
some light dings, abrasions and other handling marks and there are a couple of very small cracks forming at the upper tang channel. The 
metal parts rate excellent. (45046-21) 

2666.  H&K LOT This lot consists of parts for the Heckler & Koch Model 91 and similar rifles. Included are a factory scope mount with 1” inserts, 
a flash hider with cover, a buttplate extension, a rear diopter sight and a receiver cover with port buffer. Also included is a trigger assembly 
that appears to be complete. All are in excellent condition. (47087-136)

End of Silent Auction - Thank you 
All Silent Auction Bids are due by 3:00 pm on August 26th 2017

Results will be available on Wednesday, August 30th, 2017.
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE

Absentee Bidding 

•    Bidders without prior credit approval are required to submit a 20% deposit prior to bids being accepted (credit cards may be 
used for absentee deposits). Absentee bids will be bid in a competitive manner and an absentee bidder needs only to outbid 
another buyer i.e. bidding will not be opened at the maximum bid unless that is the next competitive bid. Buyer is responsible 
for any and all shipping charges.

 
•    Amoskeag Auction Co., Inc. will not be held responsible for errors or omissions of any type that may occur during this service.

•    All Silent Auction bids are due by 3:00pm on Saturday. If you are planning on bidding on an excessive amount of items we 
request that your bid sheets be turned in on the Friday before the sale. Please do not call the gallery once the auction has 
started (after 9:00am) as we will not be able to make changes to bids. Faxed bid sheets will be accepted for the silent auction 
until 3:00pm on Saturday

•    All absentee/telephone bidder invoices are mailed within a few days of the sale, are due upon receipt, and are to be paid either 
by cash, check or credit card. All items not paid for within 20 business days from sale date shall be considered abandoned as well 
as any deposit that was made on those items and Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. shall have sole discretion as to their disposal.  
NOTE: If paying by cash or check, the buyer’s premium will be a discounted 15% versus 17.5% for those paying by credit card.

IF YOU FAX YOUR BID SHEET INTO OUR OFFICE, 
PLEASE CALL TO CONFIRM THAT WE DID RECEIVE IT.  THANK YOU. 603/627-7383

silent auction viewing 
Viewing will be available from Monday, August 14th through Friday, August 25th, by appointment, as well as on the day 
of sale from 7:30am to 2:00pm. We do have a few select evenings available for viewing and those times and dates can be 
obtained by calling our office. 

shipping 

•    Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. will make every effort to ship items in a timely fashion; most orders are shipped within 
48 hours of payment. All items, with the exception of modern handguns, are shipped via UPS Ground unless other 
arrangements have been made.

•   All modern handguns are shipped via UPS Next Day Air service.

•   Buyer is responsible for any and all shipping charges.

•    OUR OFFICE WILL BE CLOSED MONDAY AND TUESDAY FOLLOWING THE SALE. No merchandise will be 
delivered on those days. We will resume normal business hours on Wednesday.

•    Our office hours are Monday through Friday - 8:00 am to 4:00pm. Please call ahead prior to arriving to pickup 
your merchandise.

picking up merchandise

FROM SOUTH: Rt. 93 North to Rt. 101 West in Manchester to Rt. 293 North to Exit 5 (Granite Street). At end of ramp 
go right onto Granite Street to first set of lights. Go left on Commercial Street and we are located in the Waumbec 
Commercial Center, which is 1/8 mile up on the left. OR Rte. 3 (Everett Turnpike) North through Bedford tolls then off 
at Exit 5 (Granite Street). At bottom of ramp go right, take first left onto Commercial Street, 1/8 mile on left.  

FROM NORTH: Rt. 93 South to Rt. 293 South to Exit 5 (Granite Street), at end of ramp turn left onto Granite Street 
to first set of lights. Go left on Commercial Street and we are located in the Waumbec Commercial Center, which 
is 1/8 mile up on the left. ELEVATOR: Go around to the back of the building (river side), there is a set of three 
stairs with a glass door, enter the lobby through the door that is marked “ELEVATOR”, go to 3rd floor and follow 
signs. STAIRS: Enter South entrance, go up stairs and follow hallway and signs.

directions
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